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SECTION I. PURPOSE AND OPERATIONS 

A. Purposes of the Institution and Music Unit  

Provide statements of purposes and specific aims—often referred to as mission, goals 
and/or objectives—for the music unit as a whole and, if a multipurpose institution, for the 
institution as a whole. Describe how concepts and statements regarding music unit and 
institutional purposes:  
1. Guide and influence decision-making, analysis, and planning regarding curricular 
offerings, operational matters, and resources:  

The objectives and goals of the Music Department are found in its Mission Statement, placed as 
the initial statement in the music department section of the University Catalog 
(http://catalog.acalog.cwu.edu/preview_entity.php?catoid=37&ent_oid=2271&returnto=1548).  The 
statement is also found on the department website (http://www.cwu.edu/music/music-cwu) and 
in the Undergraduate and Graduate Student Handbooks.  These Handbooks are available on the 
department.  The following objectives relate directly in the Mission of the University as stated in 
the university catalog, the president’s web site and are found in the MDP section of this 
document.  Additionally, many department practices fulfill the Shared Values and Strategic 
Emphases (goals) of the university, also found in the MDP section of this document.  All goals 
and objectives have a common aim: to ensure that all CWU graduates with music degrees are 
competent, literate musicians with solid grounding in theory, history, performance, and 
composition according to the goals of each degree.  The department statement of purposes is as 
follows: 
Mission:  
The Department of Music is a community of artists, scholars and educators dedicated to 
achieving the highest standards of musical knowledge, performance and teaching.  The 
department is committed to preparing students for careers in music, providing the opportunity to 
become literate, skilled, knowledgeable and confident music educators, performers and 
practitioners, able to influence and enrich the musical lives of the communities in which they 
serve.  The department provides opportunities for the general student to study music as an 
essential part of a liberal arts education and engage in artistic experiences, serves as a leader for 
K-12 music education and provides opportunities for the general public to experience music 
performances of the highest quality in a broad range of styles and genres. 
Department Vision: 
The Department of Music will be recognized and respected for its challenging curriculum and 
supportive environment, for the excellence of its student, ensemble and faculty performances in a 
broad range of styles and genres, and for the fulfillment of its motto: “Where Teaching is a 
Performing Art.” 
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Core Values 
As a community of practicing musicians and scholars, we believe that 
the department’s mission is best realized when we: 
• Hold each student’s greatest good as our primary concern 
• Provide models of the highest ethical and moral standards 
• Deem outstanding teaching to be the most important attribute of the faculty 
• Implement a rigorous curriculum in each degree program 
• Regard each degree program as equally valid, with no program intrinsically superior to any 

other 
• Create an intellectually and emotionally safe environment in which students can learn, 

develop and mature 
• Respect and embrace diversity in all its forms 
• Respond creatively and thoughtfully to the inevitable changes of the 

fluid society in which we live 
 

The Department offers undergraduate curricula leading to the Bachelor of Music and Bachelor of 
Arts degrees and graduate work leading to the Master of Music degree. The growing demand for 
the "Central Music Graduate" is a source of pride for the music faculty and an incentive for 
continued dedication to the training of young musicians.  In addition to the proven excellence of 
our Music Teacher Education program, the Department provides high quality training for the 
performer, composer, and conductor.  The Department of Music is an institutional member of the 
National Association of Schools of Music (NASM). 

 

Decision Making 
The department’s adherence to these purposes can be seen in the general shape of its overall 
program. Historically, the department has long had the largest and best-known music education 
program in the state.  Presently over 60% of the music educators in the state’s public schools are 
Central Washington University (CWU) Graduates.  Many other CWU graduates are found in 
community colleges and university faculties in the state of Washington, with many more in other 
states throughout the country.   
The large ensembles of the department, the wind ensembles, the orchestra and the choirs, serve 
as the lynchpins of the program, as they provide the primary models for future music educators.  
Since the state has only K-12 certification, all students gain experience in one or more of these 
performing groups, no matter what level they intend to teach.  Other degree programs, such as 
Performance and Composition, have recently become stronger, as evidenced in the greater 
numbers of majors and expanded opportunities for performance.  However, the department has 
retained the goal of shaping the composition of the student body to promote the balance needed 
to staff the major ensembles.  The other degrees, along with their curricula and performing 
groups, have been integrated as complementary areas of strength.  The goal of artistic excellence 
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has been greatly aided by the strength of these complementary degree areas.  As the quality of 
individual students’ performance ability rises, so does the artistic level of each of the performing 
ensembles, where majors of all degrees work side by side.  It should be noted that the department 
considers no degree area superior to any other, and the collegial environment it strives to 
maintain is such that the degree track of any student has no relation to his/her standing in the 
community. 
Because one of our core values is “Regard each degree program as equally valid, with no 
program intrinsically superior to any other” the allocation of resources follows, as much as 
possible, an equitable sharing between all the programs of the department.  That is, no one 
program of the department is held to be more important than any other, and the allocation of 
resources reflects this philosophy.  The chief concern of the department is not so much the 
allocation but the procurement of resources.   
 
While most department programs are directly related to degree requirements and the goal of 
enabling students to succeed, there are exceptions.   One example is Jazz.  Public schools in the 
Northwest tend to have very active jazz programs, and expertise in jazz is expected in the public 
school music teacher.  Thus, while jazz experience is not yet required of the student in music 
education curricula, the department is committed to providing opportunities for jazz experience 
in both performance and academic study.  Examples of this can be seen in the department’s three 
jazz choirs and four jazz bands, eight or more jazz combos, as well as courses in Improvisation, 
Jazz Arranging and Jazz Styles.  These emphases help fulfill the shared value of “Respond 
creatively and thoughtfully to the inevitable changes of the fluid society in which we live” 

 
The relationship of music department goals and objectives to those of the university are most 
visible in the University Shared Values that have been recently added to the University Mission 
Statement. Values especially relevant to the department are the goals of: 
 
1. Holding “each student’s greatest good” as our paramount concern. 
2. Developing and maintaining “A supportive university community” 
 
The latter goal is articulated in the Chair’s introductory statement on the department web site, 
in all literature sent to prospective students, and in the rapid administrative response to student 
concerns, e.g., changes in building hours, scheduling of classes to avoid conflicts, the institution 
of requested courses, and acquisition of technological equipment for student use and advising 
issues. Both goals can be seen in the practices and attitudes of the faculty and administrators. 
Retreats by performing groups, extra study sessions conducted by faculty, open-door advising 
and student/faculty shared performances are all examples of these values. Another example can 
be found in the music living and learning community (LLC) where music students serve as 
leaders and music faculty serve as advisors. The LLC helps make the transition to life as a music 
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major by providing a cohort of first year music students who live in the same residence hall and 
who attend bimonthly programs organized by student leaders and often led by music faculty.  
 
2. Are used to consider the extent to which policies, practices, resources, and other 
curricular program components work together to achieve stated purposes for music and 
music study. 

We are currently updating the department’s long range plan and hope to use it as a guide for the 
next 5 to 10 years.  The above department vision statement and core values were recently 
developed as a part of this process and to align them with the new university strategic initiatives. 
The objectives and programmatic philosophy described above have been the basis for all long-
range planning.  Much of this planning has been generated from a faculty study called “The 2010 
Plan,” completed in 1996 which has served as the basis of our new long range plan (a copy of 
this plan can be found in the MDP III A section of this document).  In this study, a philosophy 
for the overall shape of the department as described above was established, and a gradual 
increase in the music major population was assumed, based on estimations articulated by the 
university administration.  The numbers of students in each applied area for staffing the 
department’s performing ensembles in an ideal manner were calculated, as were the number and 
type of faculty that would best serve the needs of the students and provide instruction for the 
program.  This study resulted in the establishment of priorities for faculty hires and program 
directions and provided an objective perspective from which to analyze and evaluate the current 
program.  As these priorities were implemented, a subtle shift in the composition of the faculty 
became apparent for example: 

1. With more emphasis on hiring faculty to provide the highest quality applied 
instruction, music majors admitted to the program now include a higher 
percentage of performance majors. 

2. The addition of faculty hires with significant strength in composition and 
arranging has resulted in more composition majors, and more students of all 
degrees participate in composition and arranging activities. 

3. There has been stability in our large ensemble directors giving the program more 
consistency and stable growth not only in numbers but in quality. 

These trends, coupled with the maintenance of the traditionally strong program in Music 
Education, have resulted in a gradually increasing student population.   
 
Despite this tremendous growth in our major student population, the department has only one 
more FTTT faculty now than it had ten years ago.  This has resulted in a greater use of part-time 
instructors, particularly to teach in the academic areas of the core curriculum.  Although long 
range planning is seriously compromised by the department’s inability to control budgetary and 
FTTT position allotments, the future of the department seems strong and the direction of its 
programs clear.   
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Music Department Admission:  Admission to the program as a music major is granted only to 
those students who demonstrate the musical talent and skills to succeed.    

a)   Auditions:    Admission requires an audition with one or more faculty members in 
an applied area.  If the skill level is not sufficient, the student is allowed one 
quarter of additional study to develop skills to an acceptable level, with second 
additional quarter granted by special request.  Students accepted as majors at the 
initial level (164) who fail to progress to the next level of study (264) after five 
quarters of study are not permitted to register for further applied lessons. 

b)  Theory aptitude and diagnostic for first year students:   
To ensure that our new students are properly prepared or placed in the proper  
level of our music theory sequence: first year students with no theory background 
are required to take an on-line fundamentals of theory course and post a passing 
score for this course before they can enroll in first year theory.  In order to be 
placed in the proper level of the theory sequence or to test out of the sequence 
altogether, students with a background in theory (transfer students or running start 
students) are required to take an in-house theory diagnostic exam. 

 
New faculty searches inherently provide opportunities for reviewing departmental directions and 
ensuring that hiring strategies support the objectives of the program.   
Some aspects of the department hiring strategies are influenced by the geographical placement of 
the campus.  That is, the relatively great distance of the campus from a major metropolitan area 
(which makes it difficult to attract high-quality part-time applied faculty) and the conviction that 
resident instructors are best able to provide the attention, nurture and cohesiveness that 
characterize the most productive communities in applied areas are reflected in the priorities of 
the long range Plan.  In general, assuming no needs in large ensemble or area directorships, the 
selection of new faculty has followed the strategy of: 

1. Attempting to provide full-time, tenure-track (FTTT) artist faculty for all large-studio 
applied areas.   

2.  Combining small-studio instructional needs with strengths in the academic core 
common to all degree programs. 

Ironically, the pressure on instructional resources has been increased by the success of this 
strategy.  As the applied studios have become stronger and more attractive, the number of 
performance majors has increased.  Since the applied curricular requirement for performance 
majors is two and three times that of non-performance majors, more faculty load credit 
(FLC) is absorbed by private study and less is available for academic courses.  This has 
recently led to an inordinate number of academic courses being taught by adjunct faculty—
over 50% this year. While the current adjunct instructors are, for the most part, resident, and 
all are well-qualified and providing excellent instruction, this situation is not defensible as a 
permanent solution.  More FTTT and FTNTT positions are constantly being sought.  This 
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situation is seen as one of our greatest areas in need of improvement.  Unfortunately, such 
improvements are not within the exclusive control of the department. 
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SECTION I. PURPOSES AND OPERATIONS 

B. Size and Scope  

With regard to its purposes, demonstrate the extent to which the music unit maintains:  

1. Sufficient enrollment to cover the size and scope of programs offered. 

 

As of Winter Quarter 2013 the Department had the following enrollments: 

BA 64 

 Comp 5 

 Education 200 

 Performance 73 

 Total 

undergrad 342 

 Grads 20 

 W/Grads 362 

  
 Enrollments for each undergraduate program and for the masters program clearly exceed the 

minimum number suggested by the NASM standards which are as follows: 

For four-year colleges and graduate schools, if applicable, the number is 25; for 
community/junior colleges, 20; for institutions offering graduate work only, 15; and for 
non-degree-granting institutions, 15.  

 
The department’s long range plan (found in the MDP III A section of this document) assumes 
projected growth of the department based on the needs of the department’s large ensembles.  The 
size of each studio was calculated to meet these needs.  Because of this, the needs of the 
department’s large ensembles seem to have influenced the recruitment and enrollment over the 
past ten years.  The long-range plan, developed for the previous NASM accreditation review, had 
calculated these needs based on: 

a. Two concert bands: Wind Ensemble and Concert Band  
b. Two choirs: Chamber Choir and University Choir 
c. The Symphony orchestra.   

The instrumentation/voice needs of the large ensembles have increased over the years since then.  
The department now has: 
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a. Three bands: Wind Ensemble, Symphonic Winds, and Symphonic Band 
b. Four Choirs: University Chorale, Chamber Choir, Men’s Ensemble, and a 

Women’s Ensemble  
c. The Symphony Orchestra.   

 

 

2. An appropriate number of faculty and other resources to cover the size and scope of 
programs offered. 

 

Faculty: Since the initial long range-plan, the number of majors in the department has increased 
from 200 to over 350, but the number of full-time faculty has increased by only one.  The 
department has kept up with this growing population of majors by increasing the number and 
teaching loads of the part-time faculty and have hired more part-time faculty.  The music 
department has 21 full-time tenure-track positions of which 19 are currently filled and 18 part-
time or lecturer positions.  Searches for the two unfilled tenure-track lines, one in voice and one 
in theory/comp are being conducted this year. According to the 2011-12 HEADS Data Summary 
of all NASM member institutions the average number of full-time faculty for institutions of 
similar size as CWU (201-400 Music Majors) is 26 and the average number of adjunct faculty is 
29.  Obviously, CWU is well below these national averages. 
 
Staff: As mentioned in other sections of this document, according to the NASM annual HEADS 
Report data summary for 2011-12, music departments of a similar size (201-400 music majors) 
averaged 6 full-time staff members.  With 2 full-time and three part-time staff members (for a 
total of 4.125 FTE), the CWU music department is well under this number of support staff.   
though this is difficult to document. The NASM practice of regarding all units from 201 to 400 
majors as one cohort does not reflect reality: a unit with over 350 majors, such as ours, has 
dramatically different requirements than a unit of 200 majors.  In any case, two of the 
department’s part-time staff needs to be increased to full-time status.  In addition to this, two 
more full-time staff positions would need to be added in order for us to meet this national 
average.  Recruitment and retention (advising) and public relations would be logical areas for 
additional staff positions. 
 
In addition, since the long-range plan was written, the department has also moved into a larger 
facility that has helped alleviate some of the overcrowding issues generated by the small size of 
the old music building.  However, the current facility was designed to house a cohort of 325 
majors, and with over 350 majors we are now experiencing some of the same overcrowding 
problems that were identified in the previous self-study. 
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3. Sufficient advanced courses in music appropriate to major areas of study at degree or 
program levels being offered 

Beginning fall quarter 2011the department developed a new schedule of class offerings.  The 
purpose of this new schedule was to ensure that all required classes would be offered at least 
once every two years.  Some courses, especially smaller upper level courses were being offered 
sporadically every 3 or 4 years, sometimes even less frequently.  This made it very difficult for 
students to plan for their required classes, and because of this inconsistency in course offerings, 
many course substitutions were being used to clear students for graduation.  The hope is that a 
two-year sequence of classes that includes all required music courses will enable students to 
better plan their course of study, decrease the number of course substitutions and increase the 
department’s four-year graduation rates.  Some advanced courses are cross-listed with both 
undergraduate and graduate course numbers, with extra rigor required for graduate students.  A 
summer Master of Music Education program has been successfully initiated in the summer 2012.  
This is a three-summer program that will allow teachers to come to campus during the summer to 
complete a master’s degree without having to resign or take leaves from their teaching positions.  
The course of study has remained the same; it has just been compacted into a three-summer 
program with a combination of intensive courses and hybrid courses. 
 

 

4. Requisite ensemble experience at an advanced level. 

All programs of study have an ensemble requirement.  Large ensemble participation is required 
for every quarter of residency.  This requirement is found in the student handbook 
(http://www.cwu.edu/music/undergraduate-handbook ) as follows: 
 
Major ensemble participation:  
All programs of study have an ensemble requirement.  Large ensemble participation is required 
for every quarter of residency.  This requirement is found in Music Department section of the 
university catalogue as follows:  

All music majors must enroll in a large ensemble appropriate to their major performance area 
during each quarter of enrollment as a full-time student. Enrollment in either Women’s Choir 
or Men’s Choir can be substituted for enrollment in a choral large ensemble for a maximum 
of three quarters. 

It is also found in the student handbook (http://www.cwu.edu/music/undergraduate-handbook ) 
as follows: 
 
Major ensemble participation:  
All music majors, including BM and BA degrees, must register for a major ensemble appropriate 
to their major performance area during each quarter of enrollment as a full time student. The 
ensembles designated as major ensembles are: Wind Ensemble, Symphonic Band, Marching 
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Band, Choir, Chamber Choir and University Orchestra. Exceptions to this requirement are as 
follows: 

Piano and guitar majors may, with permission of the applied instructor and approval of the 
Department Chair, substitute up to 3 quarters of chamber music experience (MUS 217, 417) for 
major ensemble credit. 

• Music Education majors are exempt from this requirement during the quarter of student 
teaching. 

• Broad Area Music Education majors may enroll in a major ensemble outside their primary 
performing area to fulfill the secondary area ensemble requirements of that degree. 

• Enrollment in either Women’s Choir or Men’s Choir can be substituted for enrollment in a 
choral large ensemble for a maximum of three quarters. 

 
Students who wish to petition for an exception beyond those described above must complete 
and submit to the department chair a "Large Ensemble Waiver" form, signed by the student's 
applied instructor and ensemble director. 
 
In addition to the large ensemble performance requirement there are numerous smaller 
ensembles for our students to participate in.  There are over 24 such ensembles operating in the 
department each quarter.  Some groups require an audition, other groups are open with no 
audition requirement, and some ensembles are applied-studio specific. 
 
The quality of the department’s ensembles can be demonstrated in the number of competitive 
performance invitations they annually receive. In 2010-11 alone CWU ensembles have earned 
three regional and four national invitations, along with a national award.  It should be noted that 
historically these invitations/awards have represented every performing area in the department: 
choral ensembles of every type, jazz choirs and bands, chamber and large orchestras, wind 
ensembles, studio ensembles and opera. This reflects the department’s realization of one of its 
core values: to give equal status to all styles of music in a variety of genres.  
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SECTION I.  PURPOSES AND OPERATIONS 

C. Finances 

Describe the overall fiscal operations of the music unit with regard to its purposes, size, and 
scope, including but not limited to: 

1. Sources and reliability of operating income; 

The Department of Music operates on funding from seven sources: state allocations, self-
support projects, university student & activities (S&A) allocations, grants, foundation 
program support projects, foundation scholarship projects and university tuition and housing 
cost waivers. The average annual amounts in this report are based on the last three academic 
years; 2009-12. 
The Washington State Auditor's Office, a state agency with audit authority over state 
agencies (R.C.W. 43.09.10), audits the university's financial statements, system financial 
statements, athletic department financial statements, completes an accountability report every 
year. All audits completed by the SAO are public records and can be accessed at 
www.sao.wa.gov. The SAO also meets federal audit requirements by including all state 
agencies in the Single Audit Program. 

State Allocations – Data on page 1 of MDP I C 

The University receives a base operating allocation from the State of Washington.  The state 
allocation is apportioned annually through the President’s Office, the Provost Office, the 
College of Arts and Humanities (CAH) Office and finally to the department.  The allocation 
received is divided into eight lines. 

a)  1. Civil service (office and technical staff) 
2. Tenure-track faculty 
3. Benefits 

These lines are pre-set amounts.  The department has no control over these lines.  The 
allocation source is reliable. 
b)   4. Full time non-tenured faculty (paid as a full-time position) 

5. Part-time (adjunct) faculty (paid by the instructional credit) 
Each year the department calculates the amount needed to pay the non-tenure track 
and adjunct faculty for the upcoming academic year.  The chair submits a request to 
the CAH Dean for this amount.  The allocation source is reliable, though the amount 
is subject to change, according to the allocation received by the college, the amount 
requested by the department, the validity and effectiveness of arguments supporting 
requests and the priorities among the college department requests established by the 
Dean.  
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c)   6. Student Payroll              
7. Goods and Services 
8. Ensemble Activities (formerly identified as an “Arts Production Fund”)  

The distribution of these funds is governed by the department.  
d) In addition, the department receives funding from the Provost and/or Dean to help 
support costs that benefit the university at large, such as the travel costs of the 
Marching Band, and one-time support for such items as extraordinary costs associated 
with travel cost by department performing ensembles, opera productions, faculty 
searches and equipment upgrades. The allocation source is reliable, though the 
amount is subject to change, according to the same influences described above. 
 

Self-Support Projects – Data on page 2 of MDP I C 
The department has 18 active self-support projects; two generate revenue from academic-
year student fees, nine are music festivals or camps, two receive revenue from non-academic 
year classes, three are performance-based, and two generate revenue from a use fee. 

1. Academic-year student fees from private lessons, instrument use, e.g., for Music Ed 
Class Methods, student locker rentals and those associated with student recitals to 
support costs for printed programs and recording the event – source is reliable, 
amount fluctuates slightly. 

2. Music festivals or camps – source may choose to hold event or not, most are 
consistently held annually. The amount fluctuates slightly. 

3. Non-academic year classes –  
a) i. Source from summer session revenue is reliable although amount fluctuates  

ii.Source from revenue from Continuing Education is no longer reliable 
(explained below).  

b)   Performance-based (described below) – source may choose to hold event or not, 
amount fluctuates 

c)   Facility and equipment use fee – source is reliable, amount varies. 

 
University Student and Activities (S&A) Projects - Data on page 3 of MDP I C  
The university collects fees from each enrolled student.  A portion of those fees support 
student activities.  Each year the department goes before the S&A committee and requests 
funding for the marching band, the pep band, and various ensemble groups.  Any unused 
funding is returned to S&A at the end of the year.  Source is reliable, as student fees will 
always be collected.  However, there is no set allocation to the department.  Amounts 
received are one-time requests and often the full amount requested is not granted. 
Additionally, individual students may request support from S&A for projects, such as travel 
to a chamber music competition.  
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Grants - Data on page 3 of MDP I C  
The department has been the recipient of 2 grants during the past three years.  The Schaake 
Family grant (described below) ended in 2011-12.  The other grant is on-going and disburses 
endowment earnings to the department each year.  Source is reliable, although amount is 
subject to change, based on market performance. 
Foundation – Program Support - Data on page 4 of MDP I C  
The department has 11 active program support projects.  Revenue is derived from donations.  
Two of the projects are for general departmental use, including one generated by donations 
from patrons who have names inscribed on chair plaques in the concert hall, and eight are 
area specific.   Source appears constant, although amount is subject to change. 
Foundation- Scholarships - Data on page 4 of MDP I C  
There are 36 scholarship projects, of which 19 are endowed.  Source is constant, although 
amount is subject to change. 
University Waiver – Scholarships – Data on page 5 of MDP I C                                                                
The University allots the department 15 one thousand dollar housing waivers that can be 
applied toward a student’s on campus housing expenses.  The university also provides 
waivers to each Dean who allots amounts to departments.  The music department receives 
60K of support each year from these university waivers. 

  
2. Balance of revenue to expenses; 

State allocations – Data on page 1 of MDP I C 

The average annual state allocation for all eight lines is $2,485,012 and the average annual 
expense is $2,485,071. 

1. Payroll and benefits for civil service staff and tenure-track faculty has an average 
annual allocation of $2,101,290 and average annual expense of the same. 

2. Payroll for non-tenure and adjunct faculty has an average annual allocation of 
$309,017 and an average annual expense of the same. 

3. Student Payroll, Goods and Services, and Ensemble Activities have an average 
annual allocation of $74,704 and an average annual expense of $74,764.  
a) Student Payroll – the department has received a consistent annual allocation of 
$18,000 for the last seven years in spite of the increase in costs generated by the 
steady increase in the minimum wage.  In 2005, the minimum wage was $7.35 per 
hour. It has steadily increased; in 2012 it is $9.04.  The student positions paid from 
this allocation are building monitors, recording techs and office aides.  When the 
$18,000 allocation is depleted, the students are paid from a self-support project, 
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usually from private lesson and recital fees.  For academic year 2011-12, $13,275 was 
paid from self-support projects to meet student payroll.  However, since the self-
support project had a payroll expense, the university assesses an additional 
administrative fee of 28% on that amount, which amounted to $3,717.   The 
department would need an allocation closer to $32,000 to meet student employee 
payroll, with yearly increases as the state minimum wage increases annually. 
b) Goods and Services – has an average annual allocation of $32,904 and an average 
annual expense of $33,522.  The allocation has declined from a high of $38,651 in 
2008-09.  In 2011-12, $3,971 was moved from the student payroll line to Goods and 
Services to help meet the rising costs of operating the departmental program. 
c) Ensemble activities – has an average annual allocation of $23,800 and average 
annual expense of $23,784. It is used to support the high costs of operating the many 
ensembles of the department, including costs of music purchase and rental and travel. 
As with most allocations for operating costs, the economic condition of the state has 
resulted in a diminishment of the funds. The allocation has declined from a high of 
$30,721 in 2008-09. 

Self-Support Projects – Data on page 2 of MDP I C 
The 18 active projects have average annual revenue of $211,552 and average annual expense 
of $209,689. 

The academic-year student fee projects consist of applied lesson fees, course fees, recital 
fees, and late/lost fees.  Annual revenue averages $91,405 and annual expense averages 
$95,502. 

Revenue - 

1. Applied lesson fees.  The fee is has recently been raised to $75 for a ½ hour lesson 
and $125 for an hour lesson.  The fee now generates an average of $77,033 annually. 

2. Course fees.  The fee varies from $5 to $50, depending on the course, and averages 
$8,938 annually.   

3. Recital hall use fee.  Students are charged a $40 fee for use of the recital hall.  This 
fee is used to pay costs of preparing and printing programs, CD production, recording 
and stage manager salary (student employees), and hall maintenance.  The average 
annual amount is $3,480.   

4. Late/loss/repair fee.  Students are charged a replacement fee for lost choral music or 
if a student damages or loses a department owned musical instrument, they are 
charged accordingly.  The fee averages $1,953 annually. 

Expense - 

1. The above four fees are used to pay partial salaries and benefits of a piano technician, 
adjunct instructor salaries, and student employees (office aids, building monitors, 
librarians, and recording technicians).  Payroll averages $51,021 annually. However, 
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the department now must pay an administrative fee of 28% to the university for all 
payroll costs.  This fee was implemented this year by the university to cover a 
shortfall in the university budget, and amounted to $14,847 this past year. 

2. These four fees are also used to pay for Goods and Services expenses above the CAH 
allocation; the repair of musical instruments, purchase of new instruments, student 
travel, and guest artists/clinicians honorariums. These expenses have averaged 
$39,532 annually. 

The 9 annual music festivals (e.g., the Sonatina festival, for local and state grade and 
middle school piano students, and high school jazz, band, choral and orchestral festivals) 
and camps generate revenue from various sources averaging $72,953 annually.  Total 
expense averages $73,757 annually. 
Revenue – 

1. Registration fees average $54,870 annually. 
2. Community entities and campus departments contribute funds to support the festivals 

and camps averaging $3,904 annually. 
3. Ensemble groups that support the festivals and camps generate revenue from ticket 

sales averaging $14,179 annually. 
Expense – 

1. Adjunct pay averages $3,632 annually, for extra tasks associated with festivals, e.g., 
clinics and accompanying) 

2. Student pay for festival administrative work averages $7,447 annually. 
3. Benefits for adjunct and student pay averages $1,989 annually. 
4. The 28% university administrative fee, assessed on non-state allocated payroll, 

amounted to $3,046. 
5. Goods and Services, including honorariums for festival adjudicators and guests, 

averages $48,864 annually. 
6. Scholarships are given to students from festival revenue averages $8,780 annually. 

The 2 non-academic year course fee projects are summer session and continuing education.  
Total revenue averages $15,197 annually and total expense averages $17,185. 
Revenue – 

1. Summer session revenue earned from summer course tuition is apportioned through 
the President’s Office, the CAH office, and finally to the department.  The annual 
revenue passed on to the department for summer session averages $12,855. This 
revenue is used to pay for additional assignments to faculty in the summer, faculty 
travel, upgrades to computers and software for faculty and staff, and faculty searches.  
When summer finds are appropriated each year, no allocations from the college are 
based on the needs of the department.  These funds are merely based on revenues 
generated by each department during the summer, and after administrative fees are 
deducted, these funds come directly to the department.  A smaller department may 
have more required summer offerings and generate quite a bit more summer revenue 
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than some larger, more expensive departments.  The summer revenue returns back to 
these small departments in a formulated amount that does not take into account the 
needs of the department. 

2. Continuing Education revenue is derived from the department’s share of overhead 
charged by the division of Continuing Education for credits earned in music by music 
educators throughout the state, chiefly for non-degree graduate credits.  The average 
annual revenue has been $1,339. However, due to the recent imposition of the 
university administrative fee, Continuing Education did not share revenue with us the 
department last year, 2011-12. 

3. Contributions – 
a. This year, 2011-12, the CAH office contributed $2,000 to the department for a 

faculty search and one-time money of $10,000 for equipment upgrades to 
benefit students. 

b. Continuing education contributed $2,350 start-up funds for the initiation of 
the summer Master of Music Education program. 

Three performance-based projects consist of the “Battle in Seattle,” the opera production, 
and music events.  Total revenue averages $21,056 annually and total expense averages 
$17,989. 

1. Battle in Seattle - the marching band travels to Seattle and performs at an annual 
football game. 
Revenue – The Provost contributes the amount to cover expenses, averaging $5,186 
annually. 

2. The opera production - the opera program alternates each year between the 
presentation of a full opera production and opera scenes.  

a. Ticket sales average $2,554 annually. 
b. Contributions are given by community organizations and other campus 

departments averaging $882 annually. 
c. DVD sales of the opera production averages $73 annually. 

3. Music events – 

Revenue - 

a. CD sales – students are charged a nominal amount of $5 for a CD with a 
recording of their performance(s).  This includes performances of their own 
recitals and ensembles in which they participate. Purchase is entirely optional. 
It exempted from state sales tax as it is regarded as the cost of producing a 
artifact representing student academic work. CD revenue averages $1,900 
annually. 

b. The department sponsors guest artists and the concert ticket sales average 
$11,840 annually (using figures from the last three years, see explanation 
below).  A more representative ticket sale annual average is $2,246. 
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The amount of $11,840 included a one-time event, the ticket sales of $21,375 
from a special concert in 2010 presented at Benaroya Hall in Seattle and ticket 
sales of $4,666 from the same concert, presented in Ellensburg.  The expenses 
for both concerts were paid from seven different projects, totaling $25,033, for 
a net of $1,007.   

c. Contributions from community organizations or other campus departments 
have averaged $261 annually.  

Expense –  
a. Adjunct faculty payroll for music events averages $200 annually. 
b. Benefits average $55 annually. 
c. Goods and Services average $10,398 annually.  If Benaroya concert expenses 

are taken out of the calculation, the annual average expense is $5,319. 
The two use-fee projects are locker fees and building use fees.  Total revenue averages 
$4,968 annually and expenses average $5,652 annually. 

1. Locker fee - students pay an annual $5 fee for the use of lockers in the music 
building.  This fee is used to provide locker maintenance, new keys and locks, and 
new locker purchases.   

a. Revenue – average annual is $1,297. 
b. Expense – average annual is $1,199.  

2. Building use fee - entities from off-campus as well as on-campus pay a minimum use 
(lighting, microphones, etc.) fee of $200 and any additional fees as required. 
Revenue – 

a. Off-campus entity – average annual is $1,826. 
b. On-campus department – average annual is $813. 
c. Student recordings – average annual is $358. 
d. Equipment rental – average annual is $674. 

Expense – 
a. Payroll – average annual is $654. 
b. Goods and Services - average annual is $3,777. 
c. Administrative fee – average annual is $23. 

 
 
 

University Student and Activities (S&A) Projects - Data on page 3 of MDP I C  
The following projects have average annual revenue of $87,704 and average annual expense 
of $75,694.   

1. Marching band - funding for the marching band is approved by the S & A committee 
(as described above) for a four-year term with an annual allocation.  Supplemental 
allocations may be requested.   
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a. Allocation – average annual is $54,900. 
b. Expense –  

i. Student payroll – average annual is $9,698. 
ii. Goods and Services – average annual is $34,061. 

2. Pep band - funding for the pep band is approved by the committee for a four-year 
term with an annual allocation. Costs for the Pep Band, which plays at 10 basketball 
games during the winter quarter, are minimal because it is directed by a graduate 
student (under faculty supervision) as part of a graduate TA responsibility.   
Supplemental allocations may be requested. 

a. Allocation – average annual is $7,973. 
b. Expense –  

i. Student payroll – average annual is $550.   
ii. Student stipend for participation at basketball games – average annual 

is $6,988. 
3. Various ensemble groups - attend, and often perform, at regional and national 

conferences.  Each group may present a travel budget and a persuasive narrative to 
the S&A committee to request funding for the travel expenses.  There have been 10 
approved requests in the past three years. 

a. Revenue – average annual $24,830. 
b. Expense – average annual $24,397. 

Grants Data on page 3 of MDP I C  

 
The following projects have average annual revenue of $22,398 and average annual expense 
of $22,144. 

1. Schaake Family Trust.  In 2008 the Schaake family awarded $50,000 to be used to 
stabilize the financial positions of the two non-tenured members of the Kairos String 
Quartet.  This was regarded as seed money and utilized as follows: The first year 
$20,000 of the grant was used for salaries, to which was added $5,000 from the CAH 
base allocation. This resulted in an annual amount of $25,000, which was divided 
between the two non-tenured Quartet members. Each succeeding year the amount 
from the Schaake grant was decreased by $5,000 and the amount from CAH 
increased by $5,000.  This year, 2012/13, is the last year of this grant, with the seed 
money of 50,000 fully depleted. Beginning in academic year 2013/14, the full amount 
of $25,000 will come entirely from a CAH allocation. 

2. Icicle Creek Residency.  The grant is in the form of an endowment used to pay partial 
salaries of the two non-tenured members of the Kairos Quartet in addition to the 
$25,000 described above. The salaries are divided into two parts as follows:  

a) ¼ of the funds generated by the endowment goes directly to each of the two 
non-tenured members of the Quartet as payment for Quartet activities 
(rehearsal and performances) 
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i. Revenue –average annual $11,037 
ii. Expense – average annual $11,037 

b)  ½ of the funds generated by the endowment are used to “buy out” a portion of 
the teaching load of the two tenured members of the Quartet. These funds have 
been allocated as salaries for instructional activity of the two non-tenured Quartet 
members. 

i. Revenue – average annual $11,360. 
ii. Expense – average annual $11,107.  

Foundation – Program Support - Data on page 4 of MDP I C  

The following projects have an average annual revenue of $21,844 and average annual 
expense of $14,892. 

1. Music Department fund – for general departmental use. 
a. Revenue – average annual $11,061. 
b. Expense – average annual $8,873. 

2. Music Building Equipment fund – for engraved plaques mounted on chair back in the 
concert hall. 

a. Revenue – average annual $1,183. 
b. Expense – average annual $759.  

3. Area specific funds –  
a. Choral Studies – revenue $100, expense $89. 
b. Concert Band – revenue $1,333, expense $837. 
c. Flute Choir – revenue $0, expense $0. 
d. Jazz Fund – revenue $6,067, expense $3,738. 
e. Kairos Quartet – revenue $700, expense $160. 
f. Piano Program – revenue $167, expense $0. 
g.  String Fund – revenue $167, $0. 
h. Symphony Orchestra Fund – revenue $1,067, expense $436 

Foundation - Scholarships - Data on page 4 of MDP I C  

The 36 projects have average annual revenue of $52,499 and average annual expense of 
$48,263.  The revenue from donations average $45,795 annually and the revenue from 
endowment earnings average $6,705 annually. 

University Waivers - Data on page 5 of MDP I C  

The 2 waivers (housing and tuition) have an average annual revenue of $46,0000 and average 
annual expense of $42, 972. 
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3. The extent to which regular budget allocations for personnel, space, equipment, and 
materials are appropriate and sufficient to sustain the programs of the music unit from 
year to year; 
The music department is committed to recruiting the most talented students that it can attract.  
Success in recruiting highly talented music students depends greatly on having adequate 
scholarship funds.  The department has housing waivers and tuition waivers available that it 
can offer students during their first year which can be renewed for a second year. However, 
top tier students are receiving 4-year tuition and housing offers from other institutions.  It has 
proven very difficult to compete for these students under these circumstances.  This fall 
(2012), thanks to a generous donation from one of our patrons, we were able to offer 4 full, 
four-year scholarships.  These scholarships were offered to four top-tier talent students; none 
of which were turned down.   We would like to increase the number of performance waivers 
the department receives each year so that we can offer more 4-year awards 

 Our faculty and students need the latest technology available to enhance instruction and to be 
adequately prepared to enter the profession or to continue into graduate studies.  The 
university has historically had no replacement program for computers, classroom technology 
or for faculty office equipment. Other departments, especially those with large summer 
enrollments tend to use the revenues generated by summer courses as equipment replacement 
fund which is a part of the university’s strategy of encouraging an entrepreneurial outlook. 
Departments with comparatively small summer programs, such as Music, have suffered in 
this regard. There currently is no replacement plan for the recording equipment or sound 
reinforcement equipment used in our rehearsal and performance halls.  The classroom, 
computer lab, and most faculty computers were upgraded during the summer of 2012, most 
of the computers that were replaced were original to the building (which opened in 2004).  
Classroom computers could not run the latest software and faculty computers were slow and 
sorely outdated.  In addition to a replacement plan, the department needs to upgrade 
technology in its rehearsal halls to include “smart” classroom technology.  Rehearsal rooms 
and the Recital Hall are being used to teach lecture classes, classes that would benefit from 
this technology, in addition to the ensembles that use these rooms. The department does not 
receive enough Goods and Services budget to have its own replacement plan; it is even 
inadequate to meet basic operating costs.  In the past, the only funds available to upgrade 
technology are department self-support generated from camps, festivals, and summer 
teaching.  However, due to the fact that the department must use this self-support revenue for 
other more urgent budget shortfalls, there are not enough funds available to have a 
departmental equipment replacement plan. 

 
Student employment is essential when it comes to the everyday activities that keep the 
department running smoothly. Students perform myriad essential tasks: ensemble librarians, 
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recording technicians, student clerical help, student receptionists, building monitors, 
stagehands, instrument repair and maintenance, etc.  The department receives $18,000 per 
year for student employment and despite the rising costs of student employment this amount 
has not changed over the past seven years.  Because of this fact, these funds no longer meet 
the department’s student employment needs.  The main contributing factors that create an 
increase in the costs of student employment each year are: 
• Minimum wage increasing each year (currently $9.04, the highest in the nation) 
• As mentioned above, the university has recently implemented a 28% administrative fee to 

make-up for budget shortfalls. This fee applies to student employment, and, because of 
the nature of department activities, Music has one of the largest cohort of student 
employees in the university.  This means that the department is shouldering considerably 
more than its fair share of this burden.  

• A reduced Work Study program. This program subsidizes a student's hourly wage. Three 
years ago the reimbursement rate was 80%. This year the reimbursement rate is 60%. 

 
As previously mentioned, the department needs at least $32,000 a year to meet its student 
employment needs, though only $18,000 is allotted from CAH for this purpose. This means 
that each year the department must use self-support accounts to make- up for this shortfall. 
There also needs to be a formula for this funding that takes into account the annual increase 
in minimum wage and any further administrative fees that may be assessed. 

 
The department receives a budget for Goods and Services each year.  This amount has 
decreased over the years, a decrease experienced by all departments in the college.  The 
current amount of $32,904 is down from a high of $38,657 in 2008-09.  The department uses 
these funds to support the everyday needs of running the department.  Most of these funds 
are encumbered at the beginning of the year to cover anticipated basic costs such as postage, 
copier rental, paper, telephone, etc.  The current amount does not sustain these essential 
operations for the entire year, so the department must use other funds to make it to the end of 
the fiscal year without being “in the red.”  As stated above, the current amount is not 
adequate enough to keep up with the demands for keeping current with technology in the 
classrooms, performance halls, recording studio or in faculty offices.  Additionally, and as 
mentioned above this budget is subject to  28% administrative tax, which serves to decrease 
the purchasing potential of this total budgeted amount even further. 

 
The department receives (from CAH) a budget to support Arts Production, which the 
department now calls an “Ensemble Account”.  As with most allocations this amount has 
been decreasing; the $23,800 budgeted in this account is down from a high of $30,721 in 
2008-09.  This amount is intended to support the department’s ensembles, or performing 
groups.  Given the fact that the department has over two-dozen ensembles, this amount falls 
far short of meeting the annual needs of the ensembles. Since rental fees for even one piece 
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of ensemble music can be as high as $800, this amount doesn’t go far and ensemble directors 
are dependent on raising their own funds (self-support), or soliciting other campus groups to 
meet the needs of their ensembles. 

 
The department receives no CAH funds for student/ensemble travel as an annual budget line.  
Some ensembles use their self-support accounts to pay for travel, but most groups search for 
alternate funding/support for travel elsewhere.  This severely limits the possibility of 
scheduling performance/recruiting tours for our department’s performing ensembles.  Our 
ensembles have received an unprecedented number of performance invitations at state, 
regional and national professional conferences.  For the ensemble director who receives such 
an invitation, it is a giant leap of faith to accept an invitation without having any identified 
funds to use for travel.  Therefore, upon receiving and accepting an invitation, the director 
must then begin a hunt for funds to support this travel.  We have been very fortunate that the 
university S&A budget committee (made up primarily of CWU students) have voted to 
support all of our travel requests (although not always for the total amount requested), and 
the Dean and Provost usually make up for any shortfalls, since they recognize that such 
activity enhances the reputation of university as a whole, as well as that of the department.  
However, this funding is at the whim of a committee, and could easily be denied for a variety 
of reasons.  An annual source of funding either from the university or S&A (or both) would 
help stabilize this situation and allow the department and the ensemble directors to plan 
better for ensemble travel. 

 
The responsibility for building maintenance and upkeep has increasingly been placed on the 
department.  The university supplies only one custodian to maintain the entire building; this 
is not enough staffing to properly maintain a building of this size.  Some routine maintenance 
is performed annually like waxing the floors and cleaning carpets, but when the poor 
condition of the practice room floors was brought to the attention of the Facilities director, 
the burden of replacing the floors was shifted to the department.  The department and college 
updated the flooring in two practice rooms for a cost of over $1,200 per room.  The 
department does collect funds when outside groups use the facility but these fees were never 
intended to maintain the facility at an adequate level and cannot begin to do so. 

 
In general the department budgets are at the lowest since the 2008 -09 budgets.  With the 
declining budgets and the ever-increasing cost of goods and services, the department is more 
and more dependent on self-support.  The recent 28% administrative fee has done nothing 
but exacerbate this budget situation.  In addition to this, other areas in the university have 
begun charging for their services or cutting back on their services and the department is again 
left on its own to make up for these shortfalls. 
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4. Procedures for developing the budget for the music unit; 
 
The music department receives a budget from the Dean This budget, for all budget lines 
except part-time instructors, is based on previous years and there currently is no budget 
request in this process.  However this process has improved recently. As of fall 2011 the 
department received a budget from the Dean during the summer before the academic year 
began.  Prior to this, the department would not receive an official budget until much later, 
sometimes not until after Christmas break.  Until then, departments would make purchases 
and pay bills in the hope that its expenditures would get funded.  The budget request for part-
time instructors is submitted to the Dean and usually determined during the summer months.  
Apparently, the funds devoted to financing part-time teaching in the departments are not 
dedicated funds, but instead are dependent on other funds, like salary lapses or funds 
accruing from professional leaves (sabbaticals) or unpaid leaves.  Some summers the Dean is 
literally waiting on someone to retire, go on leave, etc. in order to finance the part-time 
budgets.  While this might be the most efficient way of dealing with part-time budgets in the 
current financial climate, in a department that is so dependent on part-time faculty to teach a 
major portion of the core curriculum, it can be an unsettling situation. 

 
 

5. Development methods including fundraising procedures and results; 
 
Fundraising is closely monitored by University Advancement and any such activity must be 
coordinated through the foundation officer assigned to the college.  The foundation also 
closely guards its donor list, even to the point of refusing to share this list with the chair of 
the music department, who has requested this information to write “thank you” notes to 
donors.  While it is understandable that the university would want to protect its donors from 
being overwhelmed with suitors from every department on campus, it seems that there could 
be a little more collaboration between the foundation office and the departments when it 
comes to fund raising and cultivating donors. 

 
 

Other impediments to fund raising also exist.  Three examples 
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1. The Chamber Choir started a holiday dinner event in the fall of 2011 that was billed 
as a scholarship fundraiser.  It was a popular event, but after the bills were paid, very 
little was remaining for scholarship.   

2. The State of Washington has so many rules and regulations regarding cash handling 
that it makes it very difficult for the department to sponsor fund-raising activities or 
to even ask for donations. 

3. University operating policies. “La Sedia Musica” (The Musical Chair) campaign is a 
project in which patrons donate $250. In return, their name is placed on a small brass 
plaque and mounted on the back of a chair in the concert hall.  With 630 seats in the 
concert hall, there is the potential to raise $157,500 in scholarship funds.  However, 
the department is charged by Facilities to have it installed.  Last year the department 
collected $1,250 from this campaign, but was charged over $800 by Facilities for 
installing the plaques.  Money is being made with this campaign, but more than half 
is not making it into the music department’s scholarship fund. 

 
 

6. Long-range financial planning, including results; 
 
The university office of budget planning and student financial services are tasked with the 
budget planning for the university.  Past budget information and budget projections can be 
found on their website at: http://www.cwu.edu/budget/  

The department has established a long-range planning committee that, through a shared 
process, will develop a long-range plan for the department.  This long-range plan will include 
priorities for new faculty and staff positions and goals for department scholarship funds. 
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SECTION I. PURPOSES AND OPERATIONS  

D. Governance and Administration  

 Evaluate the extent to which governance and administrative structures and activities:  
1. Fulfill the purposes of the institution and the music unit; 

The Music Department of Central Washington University is one of the eight departments of 
the College of Arts and Humanities of the University.  The other departments include Theater 
Arts, Art, Communication, English, Philosophy and Religion, History, and World 
Languages.  The department has no direct responsibility to any state governing board.  Until 
2012, there was a state Higher Education Council (HEC) whose members were appointed by 
the governor, and bore the responsibility for overseeing the direction and policies of all state 
institutions of higher education, but the Department of Music, as one of hundreds of 
departments in the five state institutions of higher education, had no direct relationship with 
the Council.  The only other state office that the department is responsible to is that of the 
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction (OSPI).  This office establishes 
requirements for the certification of public school teachers.  The music education curricula 
must reflect these requirements. 
The department functions as a fairly autonomous member of the College.  Curricular issues 
are left entirely to the department, subject to the curriculum approval policies of the CWU 
Faculty Senate.  Policy issues are also developed internally if they do not conflict with CAH 
policies, which are available on the CAH web site.  The influence of the College upon the 
department is primarily related to the budgetary apportionments and faculty positions allotted 
to the department, and to its evaluation of departmental recommendations for merit, tenure, 
reappointment, promotion and new faculty hires.  The Dean’s evaluations for merit, tenure, 
reappointment and promotion are based on Professional Records submitted by faculty 
members and recommendations submitted independently by the chair, the Personnel 
Committee, and individual faculty members.  A recommendation concerning a new hire is 
presented to the faculty by the Search Committee and voted on by the faculty as a whole.  A 
departmental recommendation for hiring a candidate is then submitted to the Dean.  
Because so many of its students major in music education, the department has working 
relationships with the teacher education programs, which are administered through the 
College of Education and Professional Studies (CEPS).  The Department of Educational 
Foundations and Curriculum (Dr. Barry Donahue, chair) administers the Teacher Preparation 
Program, a 50-credit core required of all CWU teaching majors.  The Office of Field 
Experiences and the Certification Office, both within CEPS, are also critical partners in 
providing oversight of all aspects of pre-service field experience and the multitude of state 
requirements for certification (background checks, fingerprints, state-mandated tests, liability 
insurance).  These relationships are fostered primarily through the Music Education Area 
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Coordinator, Dr. Bret Smith, the music education specialist on the music faculty.   
Additionally, the department chair often participates in meetings with various components of 
the teacher education program, and often consults with Dr. Smith. 
As a part of ongoing department assessment efforts, the faculty met in the fall of 2011 to 
revise the department’s mission, values, and goals and realign them with those of the 
University and College of Arts and Humanities.  With a change of University President and 
Provost, as well as other changes, we felt that the Department’s strengths and sense of 
purpose would be best served by clearly demonstrating that our fundamental guiding 
documents were fully supportive of the broader vision as developed by University and 
College leaders.  

2. Assure fundamental educational, artistic, administrative, and financial continuity 
and stability;  
The plan of organization for the Department of Music reflects a desire for faculty input and 
shared governance on key decisions and responsibilities, as well as the need for a centralized 
administrator (the Department Chair and Associate Chair).  All FTTT faculty are expected to 
serve by election or appointment on one or more of the department’s standing committees 
(Personnel, Curriculum, Graduate, Music Education, Long-Range Planning, Chair Advisory, 
Guest Artist, Scholarship/Recruitment).  In addition, ad hoc committees are formed as 
needed to address specific issues, including searches.  Agendas and minutes of committee 
proceedings are generally available on the department file server, although it must be said 
that there is variance in the degree to which each committee chair fulfills this responsibility. 
Educational and artistic issues within the department are the purview of the Curriculum and 
Guest Artist Committees.  In matters of program and course planning, assessment, and 
various outside accreditation and standards demands (for example, NCATE and OSPI 
compliance), the Curriculum Committee develops proposals for review and approval by the 
full faculty.  Particular proposals or issues originating in another committee, for example a 
particular performance area or the Music Education Committee, pass through the Curriculum 
Committee. 
Administrative continuity is provided by the long-term presence of the Department Chair, 
and, recently, the Associate Chair.  Unlike other departments on campus, the Department of 
Music has functioned with a more or less permanent chair versus a system of rotating terms.  
Upon the retirement of Dr. Peter Gries, the department conducted a national search in 2009-
10 that resulted in the hire of Dr. Todd Shiver.  Prof. Chris Bruya currently serves as 
Associate Chair with responsibility for scheduling classes, overseeing admissions, and the 
graduate program.  
Financial continuity is an ongoing concern for the department.  As the University has 
received less direct support from the Legislature in recent years, the campus administration 
has made clear that student FTE and outside funding are high priorities for all programs.  We 
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are aware of the difficulties involved in long-range planning with ephemeral funding sources, 
and the faculty as a whole are committed to continuing to develop attractive programs of 
high quality that will allow us to attract, enroll, and retain excellent students.  We are actively 
pursuing hybrid and online instructional models that will allow us the flexibility to address 
student needs in a constantly changing environment.  We would like to continue working 
with the CWU Foundation, Alumni Office, Office of Public Affairs, and University 
Development in order to maximize the awareness and public regard for our program in the 
general public and among music educators, who are critical in recommending CWU to their 
graduates. 
3. Show evidence of long-range programmatic planning;  
A primary driver of long-range planning in the department is our desire to maintain NASM 
accreditation, along with periodic accreditation by the NWCCU, NCATE (prior to 2012), and 
the state Professional Education Standards Board.  In addition, the department has formed a 
Long-Range Planning committee to examine resources, recruiting, admission and graduation 
requirements, and many more issues pertinent to the sustained success of the department.  In 
2004 the department engaged in a self-study that involved an outside visitor review, and 
completes the annual program review as required by the Office of the Provost.  This review 
involves examination of particular student learning outcomes as well as general education 
outcomes for students within the department.  A copy of this visitors report can be found in 
the MDP section of this report.  On at least an annual basis, the department convenes an all-
day retreat to focus on specific issues pertinent to the immediate context; in 2011 this 
meeting was devoted to revision of the department’s mission, vision, and goal statements.  In 
the 2012-2013 year, we will be examining all music course syllabi to ensure their currency 
and alignment with all Washington State, University, College, departmental, and area 
outcomes and policies.  
 
4. Demonstrate a primary focus on supporting teaching and learning;  
Although the department, in line with general campus procedures, requires faculty activity in 
research/creative activity and service as well as teaching, the weighting of faculty workload 
planning reflects an emphasis on teaching.  In a full-time faculty load of 45 workload units, 
36 of these are expected to be in the area of teaching (80%).  In a broader context, many of 
our faculty have significant K-12 teaching experience and a commitment to the cause of 
public school music teaching and teacher education and maintain a high level of involvement 
in regional and national advocacy and service to professional music education organizations.  
In the fall of 2012, the faculty revised the department’s mission, values, and goal statements; 
in this document, a priority on the students’ best interest and the impact of their time at CWU 
on their educational and personal well-being is clear.  In 2012 we implemented a web-based 
procedure for identifying at-risk students for additional advising.  Throughout the 
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department, one will find active and vital communities within particular studios, ensembles, 
and student organizations.  The institutional ethos of the department, explicitly 
acknowledged and supported by faculty, is one of acceptance, support, and celebration of 
achievement versus competition, insecurity, and ego. 
 
5. Provide mechanisms for communication among all components of the unit; and  
The primary means of communication within the department is provided by the committee 
structure and bi-weekly faculty meetings.  Naturally, there is a vast amount of email and 
face-to-face communication among faculty and administration.  Generally speaking, the 
department is free from hidden agendas, turf wars, and double-dealing even in times of 
limited resources and tough decisions.  Music faculty are well represented across campus 
through the Faculty Senate, Center for Teaching and Learning, Douglas Honors College, and 
College of Arts and Humanities committees.  Although it is always possible to refine the 
timeliness and efficiency of communication, we believe surprises and awkward situations are 
quite rare in the department thanks to the faculty’s commitment to openness, dialogue, and 
compromise with the students’ best interests always firmly in view. 
 

6.  Provide the music executive and other administrators of specialized areas sufficient 
time and staff to execute the required administrative and/or teaching duties effectively. 
The chair position is mostly administrative with an 11 month extended contract and the 
expectation to teaching at least one class per year.  The associate chair of the department 
receives a half load of teaching and the other half is administration.  There are 5 staff 
members (2 full-time and three part-time) to support the administrative, and instructional 
needs of the department.  According to the 2011-12 HEADS data summary, among 
institutions the size of the CWU department (200-399), the average number of support staff 
is 6 full-time positions.  CWU is well below this figure.  More full-time staff would allow the 
needs of the administrative and instructional demands of the department to be better 
supported. 
The department Chair is the chief administrator of the department and is responsible for its 
academic business. The Chair represents the department in College and University matters. 
The Chair reports to the Dean. The Chair is responsible for leadership of faculty and students 
within the discipline as well as for the following functions:  

The Chair oversees the process of recruiting new faculty, both full and part-time. For full-
time positions, after consultation with the department, the Chair initiates requests for 
permission to hire, works with departmental search committees, organizes candidate visits, 
and transmits departmental recommendations to the Dean. For part-time positions, the Chair 
is responsible for advertising openings, reviewing applicants with department faculty, 
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selecting qualified individuals, and completing the process of admitting the individual to the 
instructor pool.  This process has become more involved of late, as the growth in music 
major population has not been accompanied with a corresponding growth in full-time faculty 
positions.  Securing excellent part-time instructors for a campus as isolated as CWU has 
become a yearly challenge, as fully half the academic major core classes are now taught by 
part-time faculty.  
 
The Chair also oversees the Kairos String Quartet Residency. The Quartet is comprised of 
two tenure-track members and two off-campus members.  This Residency was established by 
an endowment.  
  
The Chair, in conjunction with the departmental Personnel Committee, oversees the 
processes of reappointment, tenure, and promotion. The Chair works with the faculty to 
develop departmental procedures for each of these steps, in accordance with the CBA and 
College guidelines, and makes certain that they are followed in a timely way. The Chair 
works with the department to develop guidelines for review of faculty consistent with 
College and University policies, including post-tenure and merit reviews for tenure-track 
faculty, and annual review for non-tenure track faculty (full and part-time), and is responsible 
for seeing that such procedures are carried out.  

 
The Chair has the responsibility to encourage faculty to develop their teaching, scholarly and 
creative work, and service contributions. Chairs implement mentoring arrangements, in 
accordance with CAH guidelines, for untenured faculty. The Chair also assists, as 
appropriate, part-time faculty to assume their duties in the classroom, and is expected to help 
foster a high level of professional conduct for all faculty. Chairs work with faculty to develop 
proposals for grants, professional leave, sabbaticals, and professional travel.  Chair reviews 
all proposals for faculty grants and for student fees for department classes, editing and 
rewriting where necessary, in collaboration with the faculty, to present lucid documents that 
will make favorable impressions. 
The Chair normally establishes teaching assignments for faculty, both full-time and part-
time, in accordance with the departmental curriculum and instructional needs along with the 
provisions of the CBA governing load, as well as the teaching competencies of individual 
faculty. Chairs are responsible for overseeing faculty absences, and for integrating 
sabbaticals, research leave, reassigned time, and other factors into the scheduling process.   
The Chair makes office assignments, manages faculty equipment and computing needs, and 
performs building responsibilities as appropriate.  
Scheduling faculty office assignments has become more problematic as the program has 
grown, as has the scheduling of courses, classrooms and rehearsals.  Teaching studios for 
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adjuncts are almost nonexistent: instruction takes place in classrooms, borrowed studios, 
uniform storage and instrument storage rooms.   
The Chair is responsible for fostering positive student/faculty relationships in the department. 
The Chair deals with student concerns and complaints and takes appropriate action in 
accordance with university guidelines.   

The Chair oversees the general coherence, quality, necessary modifications, and 
implementation of the department's programs, general education offerings, and service 
instruction. In this regard, the Chair is responsible for: 

Coordination with other departments in making certain that general education and service 
courses fulfill expected purposes. 
Describing departmental curriculum to the campus and the non-academic community. 
Arranging for accreditation review of degree programs when appropriate and making 
certain that accreditation standards are maintained. 

Approving waivers or substitutions of requirements for department majors and minors. 
Guidelines governing waivers should be established by the department.   
 
Evaluating transfer equivalencies, and evaluating and monitoring course prerequisites. 

Revising curriculum programs and reporting changes for the catalog, in accordance with 
departmental decisions and university procedures.  

 
Planning schedules in light of adjunct budget allocations.  

 
The Chair works with faculty, the Dean, and the Office of Human Resources in arranging 
technical service and secretarial support to enable the department to carry out its 
responsibilities. 
The Chair supervises and evaluates classified staff in the department. 
The Chair is responsible for convening and chairing department meetings on a regular 
basis in order to conduct the business of the department.  Department faculty meetings 
normally occur twice a month. 
Generally, the Chair acts as the communication channel between the Dean and the 
department. 
The Chair is the primary facilitator of the department's strategic planning efforts. 

            Chairs manage the departmental budget after it has been allocated. 
Chairs are responsible for making certain that departmental committees, both standing 
and ad hoc committees are constituted and conduct their business as needed. 
Chairs are expected to keep current records of all departmental transactions and academic 
matters, and to handle all needed paperwork generated by or requested of departments.  
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Chairs are official spokespersons for their departments in University business.  This 
includes meeting and working with Campus Security, chairs of the Teacher Education 
and Curriculum and Supervision departments (in connection with music education 
matters), the university Computing and Telecommunications Services, the Athletic 
Director, the Marketing Director, the Graduate Dean, representatives of the university 
Facilities Department, the Director of University Development and communicating with 
present and potential donors. 
Chairs undertake other duties as assigned or requested by the Dean, Provost, or President.  

Chair assumes the task of doing publicity for the department in the production of yearly 
posters, advertisements in the state music education associate publication, Open House 
audition invitations and organizing the alumni reception at the annual state or regional 
professional music education conferences. 

Chair develops, writes and submits grant proposals, or assists other faculty in writing 
grants to fund equipment purchases and other departmental needs, such as recording 
upgrades (microphones, digital recording and reproducing equipment), and publicity 
projects (producing and distributing CDs of department ensembles; producing programs 
for department ensembles performing at regional and national professional meetings).   
 
Chair examines curricular offerings of other instate and out-of-state institutions’ music 
departments at the request of evaluators in the Registrar’s office and prepares list of 
course equivalencies for use by the Credential Evaluators in the Registrar’s office. 
 
Chair oversees the administration of the Preparatory Program, chiefly acting as a 
consultant to the Program Director in matters of policy and personnel. 

 

 Communication between the music administration and the faculty and staff is facilitated by 
the open door policy of the chair.  The chair’s administrative objective is to provide a high 
quality educational experience in an environment characterized my mutual respect and 
courtesy.  Faculty and staff are at ease either talking to or emailing the chair.  Email 
messages usually get immediate responses.  Personal and professional opinions are kept as 
discrete as possible.  The chair consistently champions the department to the community 
and the upper administration and cultivates a positive atmosphere in the department.  
Communication between chair and faculty is also facilitated through faculty meetings, at 
which candid and open discussion on all sides of questions is encouraged. 

 
 Communication between students and the administration is facilitated by the open door 

policies of both the chair and the associate chair, and student convocations, at which a time 
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is usually reserved for student/associate chair dialogue.  Judging from the amount of daily 
communication that occurs between students and the administration, the system seems to 
be working very well. 

 
 Policies that affect the productivity of students, clarity of purpose or ease of administration 

are frequently assessed.  Any faculty or staff member can initiate a new policy or change in 
policy.  If a policy change is proposed to the chair, feedback is requested from the associate 
chair and concerned faculty.  A consensus that the proposal warrants consideration, results   
in sending to the appropriate committee for review and recommendation.  Alternatively, 
any proposal can be voiced in a faculty meeting and sent to the appropriate committee for 
review and recommendation.  After the committee reviews the issue, the committee chair 
then presents a recommendation to the faculty, leads discussion, and a vote of the whole 
faculty decides the matter.  Occasionally, a proposal transcends the province of any 
particular committee.  In such cases, an ad hoc committee is formed to deal with the issue. 

 
The system has worked effectively.  Proposals come chiefly from the chair, but many 
issues of substance have emanated from faculty members, and many policy changes have 
been acted on in the last several years.  The policies of the department are published in the 
department Faculty Handbook (as found in the MDP section of this document). 

 
Specific Duties:  This position is in charge of all special events within the department, as 
well as all scheduling for the department.  These can include but are not exclusive to: 

1. Publicity:  
a) Coordinate all the publicity for the department.  Work with University 

Relations, Observer, and appropriate newspapers to advertise all Music 
Department events. Set up and supervise an Internship for a student to help 
with publicity. 

b) Monitor budgets that are specific to special programs.  Prepare reports for 
supervisor and Chair on a monthly basis. 

2. Concert/Recital Scheduling:  
a) Develop & update Event calendar. 
b) Develop & update mailing list for calendar updates. 
c) Work with faculty to develop ensembles & faculty concerts for year. 
d) Work with faculty to schedule rehearsals for faculty & ensemble concerts. 
e) Work with students to schedule recitals and dress rehearsals. 
f) Updates to calendar for Web page—transmit to Web manager 
g) Prepare programs for concerts & recitals. 
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h) Distribute CD’s to appropriate faculty/students/library and Department 
archive. 

3. Prospective Students/Recruiting  
a) Develop and update database of all prospective students for each academic 

year. 
b) Send information packet. 
c) Attend recruiting events 

4. Communicate with Financial Aid of any additional scholarships as needed. 
5. Key requests:  

a) Take requests from faculty for student who need keys. 
b) Create key request forms, obtain Chair’s signature. 
c) Update spreadsheet for department use. 
d) Complete key renewal forms each quarter. 

6. Planning the CWU alumni reception held each year at the All-State WMEA 
convention or the Regional Meeting of the MENC (held on alternate years). 

7. Building Maintenance:  
a) Inform dispatch of any immediate building needs: 
b) Clocks 
c) Lights 
d) Flooring problems 
e) Heating/cooling problems 
f) Building lockups 
g) Work with custodian on a daily basis to schedule time in rooms and 

auditorium for cleaning. 
h) Do work orders for larger projects: 
i) Painting rooms/offices/hallways 
j) Floor cleaning 
k) Movement of pianos and other large equipment 

8. Studio/Convocation Scheduling:  
a) Work with Associate Chair to set-up yearly schedule. 
b)    Keep track of convocation performances to make sure performance time limit     

is not exceeded. 
Technical Support.  One staff member provides technical support.  Harry Whitaker is the 
piano technician-tuner for the department, and occupies a part-time position.  He is in 
charge of tuning and maintaining the 62 pianos used in the department, and other pianos 
located throughout the campus.  All other instruments must be sent out for repair, no staff 
technician is available. 
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Other Chair Duties: 
The staff reviews: 

1. Office/department management and supervision 
2. Accessibility and responsiveness to faculty, staff and students 
3.   Students: Accessibility and responsiveness to student concerns; timely, clear, and 

thorough provision of academic information 
4. Representation of department, collegiality, teamwork on ADCO (University 

Chair’s Committee)  

 
The Associate Chair 
 
 The responsibilities of the Associate Chair include: 

1. Serve as the department Graduate Coordinator 
2. Oversees Graduate Teaching Assistantships (GTA) in the department to monitor 

equitable loads and quality of performance.  Often acts as advisor to new 
Graduate students, helps with development of their Course of Study in 
collaboration with their faculty advisors.  

3. Academic and Building Scheduling:  
a) Develops a two year rotation of music course offerings 
b) Schedule rooms for students’ practice and rehearsals times. 
c) Schedule rooms for faculty TBA classes. 
d) Work with Festival coordinators for scheduling. 
e) Work with Scheduling Center for outside groups using building. 

4. Organize the music major Recital Hour/Convocation.  Use that as an opportunity 
to convey information to students regarding policies, concerns, activities and 
notices. 

5. Assist with the recruitment and admission of students—act as host for visiting 
prospective students and parents in the absence of the chair. 

6. Provide advice and counsel to chair regarding department policies, concerns, 
problems and day-to-day management of the department. 
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SECTION I. PURPOSES AND OPERATIONS 

E. Faculty and Staff  

Evaluate the extent to which policies, procedures, and conditions regarding faculty and 
staff meet NASM Standards with respect to: 

1. Qualifications 

The faculty members’ aggregate qualifications are well suited to the purposes of the 
department.  There are enough members with the skills and knowledge, most of whom have 
earned terminal degrees to: 

• Ensure a depth of academic knowledge commensurate with the expectations 
incumbent with all of the department’s undergraduate and graduate degree curricula. 

• Ensure knowledge of graduate programs in the country that enables the department to 
remain conversant with academic expectations of music units on a national level and 
allow informed advising about schools for students interested in further study. 

• There are faculty members with considerable and comparatively recent public school 
music education experience, enough to provide a background of knowledge and 
experience that serve the music education majors well. 

• There are faculty members with and without terminal degrees who have high-level, 
professional performing, conducting, composing and arranging experience to provide 
a realistic view of the commercial music world to music business, composition and 
performance majors. 

• There are faculty members whose own performing skills are at a level of excellence 
that provides an appropriate performance model for performance majors, well-
qualified instructors whose pedagogical skills enable the department to offer excellent 
teaching in all applied areas. 

• There are conductors/directors in all the ensemble areas of the program who develop 
ensembles of excellence and provide excellent models for future conductors. 

• The faculty as a whole demonstrates a commitment to excellence in musical and 
academic achievement, a sense of mutual respect and a joy in making music of all 
styles, all of which provides an ideal model for all music students. 

 

Graduate faculty are nominated by the department chair, supported by the college dean and 
approved by the Graduate Council of the University.  The faculty member under 
consideration for appointment to the graduate faculty presents a vita that supports the chair’s 
nomination to the graduate faculty; this vita is included  a dossier along with the letter of 
nomination by the chair and the dean’s supporting letter and the dossier is evaluated by the 
Graduate Council.  The appointment is for a five-year term, which is renewable by repeating 
the above process. 
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Teaching effectiveness is evaluated by a number of means:   
• For probationary tenure-track faculty members, biennial reviews by the chair and 

department personnel committee and recommendations for reappointment provide 
opportunities for assessment of teaching effectiveness.  Recommendations are based 
upon the professional records submitted by each candidate, observations by the chair, 
by members of the department personnel committee and, upon invitation, evaluations 
by individual faculty members. 

• Similarly, the evaluations for promotion and tenure, following the same procedures as 
for reappointment, provide significant opportunities for the assessment of teaching. 

• University policy now requires Student Evaluation of Instruction (SEOI) for every 
class, including applied lessons, every quarter.  The summary sheets and compiled 
student comments are useful in developing a comprehensive picture of teaching 
effectiveness. 

• University/CAH policy also requires a peer review of teaching during each review 
period. 

• University/CAH policy also requires that course syllabi be assessed each review 
period to ensure that they are up-to-date and that they contain all of the required 
sections and statements, including definitive learning outcomes. 

• University policy requires a review of all tenured faculty members once every five 
years. 

 
There are also means for evaluating teaching effectiveness that are not easily subject to 
documentation, but nevertheless are influential, either as part of a faculty member’s 
perceptions on which peer evaluation is formed, such as in writing letters of support for 
tenure and promotion, as part of the department personnel committee’s evaluation or as part 
of the chair’s perceptions, upon which his administrative evaluations are based. Examples of 
these include: 

• For applied areas and performing ensembles, the performances of students and the 
ensembles in juries, student recital hours, recitals and concerts provides subjective but 
nonetheless substantial evidence of teaching effectiveness.  Jury evaluations in 
particular have been codified to lessen the subjective nature of evaluations of artistic 
qualities and provide a measure of definitive standards. 

• The success of an applied instructor in recruiting and especially retaining students is 
an objective and historical measure of teaching effectiveness. 

• The success of successful teaching can also come in the form of competitive 
invitations for department ensembles to perform at professional conferences. 
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2. Number and Distribution 

The music department has 21 full-time tenure-track positions of which 19 are currently filled 
and 18 part-time or lecturer positions.  Searches for the two unfilled tenure-track lines, one in 
voice and one in theory/comp are being conducted this year. According to the 2011-12 
HEADS Data Summary of all NASM member institutions the average number of full-time 
faculty for institutions of similar size as CWU (201-400 Music Majors) is 26 and the average 
number of adjunct faculty is 29.  Obviously, CWU is well below these national averages.  In 
comparison to other state schools, there are two sister institutions who have less than half the 
number of majors who have as many (or more!) full-time faculty as CWU.  Of the total 1,108 
hours of annual teaching load for the department 63% is taught by FTTT faculty and 37% is 
taught by part-time faculty.  However, the department is fortunate to have excellent part-time 
faculty, some with terminal degrees, available to teach. In 2010 the department made major 
revisions to its class schedule and its schedule of course offerings to ensure that every 
required class was offered at least once every two years, this was not the case before.  The 
department is now able to offer all required courses at least once in a two-year rotation; most 
classes are offered every year.  This should improve the 4-year graduation rate of the music 
students, but this change has also increased the number of classes offered, which in turn 
increases the workload needs of the department.  This additional demand must be covered by 
adjunct faculty because the full-time faculty loads are all at the full load allowed by the CBA.  
As stated earlier in this document, many of our full-time faculty members were hired to teach 
both applied music and academic courses, but as their studios grew they had to shift their 
teaching loads more and more from lecture classes into their studios.  The result of this is that 
a majority of our lecture classes are now being taught by adjunct faculty.  Indeed, in some 
areas, like Music History and Theory, most of the sections are taught by adjunct faculty.  
Another concern from having such a large number of majors in an active department with 
almost half of the faculty being part-time is the service requirement for full-time faculty.  
With only 19 full-time faculty members, many serve on multiple community, departmental, 
college, and university committees.  The department’s full-time faculty members constantly 
express a feeling of being overwhelmed with the non-teaching expectations of scholarship 
and service. 

The university has clear definitions of faculty classifications that can be found in article 8 
CBA document (http://www.cwu.edu/hr/sites/cts.cwu.edu.hr/files/documents/09-13_CWU-
UFC_Agreement_Final.pdf).  The department only lists teaching or curricular faculty in its 
publications and on its website, no workshop faculty are listed. 
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3. Appointment, evaluation, and advancement 

A. Tenure, Promotion and Reappointment:  The question of tenure normally is 
considered after a six-year probationary period.  Occasionally, tenure may be 
considered earlier if circumstances warrant—if, e.g., a faculty member left a tenured 
position to accept an appointment at CWU.  Such exceptions are written into the 
contract and negotiated with the Dean at the time of the initial contract.  The granting 
of early tenure requires exceptional achievement in all three areas of activity: 
Teaching, Scholarship/Creative Activity and Service. Normally, promotion to the 
rank of Associate Professor is considered simultaneously with the consideration of 
Tenure. The procedures for Tenure, Promotion and the Reappointment of 
probationary FTTT faculty are essentially the same.  Once a faculty member receives 
tenure and a promotion to Associate Professor he/she must wait at least 5 years before 
they can apply for promotion to Professor.  Once a faculty member receives tenure, 
he/she is then evaluated every 5 years in a post tenure review process that is similar to 
the above process for tenure and for promotion. 

 

1) The faculty member compiles a Professional Record that reflects his/her 
efforts in teaching, scholarship/creative work and service, and submits it to the 
department office.  This dossier is available for perusal to the chair and all 
faculty members who are eligible to vote on the issue, though the dossier must 
remain in the department office. 

2) Each eligible faculty member can add a letter of support or concern to the 
dossier during the review period. 

3) The Personnel Committee assigns members to observe the candidates teaching 
and meets to discuss each candidate.   Members vote on each candidate, 
establishing a written recommendation that represents the Committee and is 
included in the candidate’s dossier 

4) The Chair of the Personnel Committee writes a letter addressed to the Dean, 
summarizing the Committee’s position and enumerating the results of the 
faculty votes and attaches it to the dossier. According to the CBA the 
department personnel committee and chair “will write independent 
evaluations and recommendations.” 

5) The Chair writes a letter of recommendation addressed to the Dean, 
independent of the Personnel Committee.  The Chair includes his letter, the 
Personnel Committee’s letter, and submits the whole dossier to the Dean.   

6) The Chair meets with the candidate to review the letters/recommendations 
from the chair and the personnel committee 

7) The candidate has an opportunity to clarify any inaccuracies or record of fact 
before the dossier is submitted to the dean. 
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8) A similar process begins again at the Dean’s level, except the college 
personnel committee’s membership comes from elected representatives from 
College departments. 

9) The Dean writes a recommendation to the Provost, this letter along with the 
college personnel committee’s recommendation and the dossier are forwarded 
to the Provost. 

General university criteria for Promotion and Tenure are found in article 21 of the 
CBA (http://www.cwu.edu/~avpfa/docs/09-13_CWU-UFC_Agreement_Final.pdf).  
Additionally, the department has developed its own discipline-specific criteria.  These 
are published in the department Faculty Handbook found in the MDP 1 E of this 
document.  

 
  B.   Merit:  Performance adjustments can be found under “Compensation and Benefits” in 

 the CBA (http://www.cwu.edu/~avpfa/docs/09-13_CWU-UFC_Agreement_Final.pdf) It 
 seems that the procedure for determining performance adjustments has changed each 
 time a performance adjustment period happens.  The most recent performance 
 adjustment happened during the 2012-12 academic year.  The faculty member 
 submitted a statement and supporting materials (not to exceed a 1 inch binder).  The 
 chair and department personnel committee were charged with ranking these 
 applications for performance adjustments and submitting these rankings along with 
 the supporting materials to a college committee who went through a similar process 
 before it made recommendations to the Provost.  The members of the personnel 
 committee and the chair felt very uncomfortable having to rank their colleagues, we 
 are hoping this process improves for the next cycle of performance adjustments. 

4. Loads 
 
The university policy regarding workload can be found in Article 14 of the CBA 
(http://www.cwu.edu/~avpfa/docs/09-13_CWU-UFC_Agreement_Final.pdf).  The procedure 
for calculating faculty loads can be found in the MDP E 1 A of this document or in appendix 
A of the CBA.  It would seem that the department faculty teaching load activity satisfies 
NASM guidelines.  
 

A. Policies and procedures for calculating faculty loads. (see MDP E 1 A) 
1) University policy assumes 30 hours work per quarter for each faculty 

workload unit (FWU). 
2) 15 FWU per quarter is assumed to be a normal load for a full-time instructor.   
3) For FTTT faculty, 20% of this load (3 FWU) is assumed as being taken up 

with professional activities, department committee work, advising, 
scholarship/creative work and public service, leaving 12 FWU as the normal 
instructional load per quarter, or 36 FWU annually.  
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4) For part-time and Full-time Non-tenure track faculty, the 3 FWU of non-
instructional work is not assumed, they are normally paid only per FWU for 
instructional work.   

5) For academic classes in which the student credit earned equals the weekly 
hours of classes, each class hour counts for one FWU.  For example, a 3 credit 
counterpoint class, meeting 3 hours weekly, earns 3 FWU for the instructor. 

6) The large, representative ensembles of the department are assigned one FWU 
per meeting hour.  They generally meet 5 hours weekly, and their directors 
assigned 5 FWU. These groups include the three Bands, Orchestra, Choir and 
Chamber Choir.  

7) Applied lessons are assigned FWU on a 3/2 ratio, i.e., 3 hours of applied 
instruction is credited with 2 FWU. 

8) Released Time. 
a) Directors and Coordinators of some areas are granted “released” time by 

the dean. That is, a number of FWU are granted for the administrative 
tasks, festival work and recruiting activities associated with various 
educational and ensemble performance areas.  Positions that are granted 
these FWU include the Director of Bands, Director of Orchestral 
Activities, Director of Choral Activities, and the Music Education 
Coordinator.   

b) Upon request of the chair, the dean has granted released time for 
professional tasks outside the ordinary. 

 

 Areas for improvement: 

 The current system of 36 Faculty Workload Units (FWU) per academic year must be 
 documented annually on the faculty workload forms that must be approved by the 
 department chair and the Dean.  On this form, faculty must identify what courses they 
 will be teaching the next academic year and they document the amount of their load 
 devoted to teaching, scholarship, and service.  As noted above, typically each faculty 
 member has 45 FWU total per academic year, 36 typically devoted to instruction and 9 
 divided between scholarship and service.  However, faculty members are not allowed to 
 list any hours that they voluntarily work beyond this 36 FWU for instruction.  We have 
 several full-time tenure track faculty members who “donate” additional hours in order to  
 enhance or facilitate their area of the departmental offerings.  For example the choir 
 director “donated” an additional 16 FWU for a total of 52 FWU for instruction plus an 
 additional 9 FWU that are expected for scholarship and service.  The current system only 
 allows faculty to document these extra “donated” hours in their annual faculty activities 
 report where they document their actual FWU for the year.  For the betterment of their 
 area, and for the benefit of their students, many music faculty members continue to 
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 “donate” instructional hours.  This practice is not healthy for the faculty member, and 
 either additional adjunct funds or additional tenure track faculty need to be added to the 
 department to relieve this situation.  

5. Student/faculty ratio 

Currently the music department has 19 full-time tenure-track faculty and 18 part-time 
faculty members, though next year we will have 21 full-time faculty members.  With over 
350 majors, that gives the department at least 16.6 students for every full-time tenure 
track instructor.  According to the annual HEADS Report data summary for 2011-12, 
music department of similar size (201-400 music majors) averaged 11 students per full 
time faculty member.  CWU would need 31 full-time faculty members to get to this 
average.  Also according to this HEADS report , music departments of similar size had an 
average of 18 adjunct or teaching associates which CWU seems to match this number 
adjunct faculty. 

CWU is very fortunate to have such a diverse and talented pool of adjunct faculty, most 
of whom are local residents.  The community of Ellensburg is relatively small and very 
isolated, and recruiting qualified adjunct faculty could be a problem.  Two factors seem 
to be at play here to mitigate this potential issue: the presence of talented and qualified 
spouses of full-time faculty and excellent medical and retirement benefits are available 
for adjunct faculty who teach an average class load of ½ time or more.  Unlike an urban 
situation where the applied faculty members tend to be local professional musicians who 
supplement their incomes by teaching as adjunct faculty in a university music setting, 
many of our applied faculty at CWU are full-time faculty.  The situation has evolved 
from the fact that, as previously described, most of the applied faculty were originally 
employed to teach lecture classes in the music core as well as applied music.  But as their 
studio recruiting efforts started yielding larger private studios, many faculty members 
began to teach applied music exclusively, withdrawing from lecture classes, which were 
taken over mostly by adjunct faculty,  

An example of this is in the theory area.  The department has one full-time theory and 
composition specialist (coordinator) position.  This position originally taught mostly first-
year and second-year theory, but as the composition studio grew, in order to teach applied 
composition lessons, this faculty member gradually withdrew from some of the theory 
classes. Currently, of the four sections of first-year theory and three sections of second-
year theory (7 total), only one section is taught by this faculty member.  The remainder of 
the courses are taught by adjunct faculty, none of whom has an academic background in 
theory and composition.  The ideal situation for a department our size would be to have 
two full-time faculty members in the area of theory and composition.  One faculty 
member who could primarily teach theory class and some composition, and the other 
faculty member who could teach primarily composition students and some theory classes. 
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It should also be noted that the department has no full time tenure-track faculty member 
with a terminal degree in musicology.  The faculty member responsible for teaching and 
supervising the music history core does have some academic background and previous 
experience teaching music history. And again, we are fortunate to have an adjunct 
instructor with an appropriate terminal degree who teaches music history and world 
music.  However, because of the nature of adjunct positions, this faculty member receives 
almost no support for faculty development and is given no load credit for scholarship. 
Indeed, for several years she has been teaching at least 45 FWU of academic courses. 
This situation makes it difficult for the faculty member to publish and keep current in 
their field.  

6. Graduate teaching assistants 

Each winter quarter the graduate coordinator develops a request and justifications for a 
number of Graduate Assistants and submits this to the Graduate Dean, through the office 
of the CAH Dean. Graduate Dean distributes assistantships to the various departments on 
the basis of these documents.  The department presently has nine graduate assistantships.   
Most graduate assistants are appointed for two successive years.  Each year the 
department graduate committee meets at the beginning of winter quarter to establish a 
strategy of advertising for graduate assistant positions for the following year.  This 
strategy is based upon the instructional strengths of returning graduate assistants and the 
instructional and non-instructional needs of the department that can be met by graduate 
assistants or part-time faculty.   
 
University policy establishes the workload for a full GTA at a maximum of 20 hours per 
week. The department has established workloads based on the following schedule: 
 

• Generally speaking, classes taught are given credit for twice the class contact 
time, e.g., a class meeting for three hours weekly is given six hours of workload 
credit.  This is adjustable at the discretion of the graduate coordinator.  For classes 
with an extraordinarily large enrollment, such as a Music Appreciation class, or a 
class that is being taught for the first time, more hours of credit can be allotted. 

• Ensemble director responsibilities are also credited with twice the class contact 
time. 

• Applied teaching hours are credited on a 3/2 ratio of the student contact time. 
• Other assignments, such as assisting in classes and ensembles, ensemble librarian 

duties, festival coordination, etc. are credited on a one-to-one hourly basis. 
 

 Instructional areas that historically have been assigned to graduate assistants include: 
• Music for the Elementary Education major (MUS 326) 
• First-Year Theory assistant (grading papers), or testing monitor. 
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• Assist with jazz bands and choirs 
• Assist with Men’s and Women’s Choirs 
• Instrumental Methods Classes for Music Education majors  
• Class Piano and Class Voice  
• Aural skills labs for the freshman theory sequence 
• Applied lessons (usually secondary instruments or for music minors) in areas of 

expertise 
• Chamber music or Jazz Combo coaching 

 
 Non-instructional responsibilities assigned to Graduate Assistants include: 

• Assist in Ensemble areas, e.g., Wind Ensembles, Chamber Choir, Horn 
Ensemble—Conduct rehearsals in absence of faculty director, take sectional 
rehearsals, etc.  

• Ensemble Library management. 
• Assist directors in running high school festivals 
• Assist in large Gen Ed Classes (History of Jazz) 
• Recital Hall manager 
• Assist with the prep strings program 
• Direct the Pep Band, which plays for university basketball games 
• Assist in theory classes with grading papers 

 
 Once a pool of candidates has been established, the graduate coordinator makes 
 decisions, in consultation with all concerned faculty members and the Graduate 
 Committee, as to departmental needs, whom to offer Assistantships, and defines the 
 hours assigned to each responsibility. 
 
 When the roster of Assistantships is complete, the graduate coordinator, in consultation 
 with concerned faculty members and the Graduate Committee, establishes the specifics of 
 the work assigned to each Assistant and assigns a faculty supervisor to each.  Graduate 
 Assistants working in more than one area will have more than one supervising faculty 
 member.  
  
 Graduate Teaching assistants receive an orientation and training session from both the 
 University and from the music department.  In addition to these orientation/training 
 sessions the TA’s are mentored by their supervising faculty member. 
 
 The Graduate Assistants file biweekly payroll hourly forms, and the graduate coordinator 
 monitors these forms throughout the academic year, adjusting assignments as needed to 
 keep the workloads as equitably distributed as possible. 
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7. Faculty development 

   Policies regarding faculty development 
Faculty development can be separated into two distinct areas: (a) policies regarding 
sabbaticals, and (b) policies regarding faculty development of active teaching faculty. 

 
 Sabbatical (Professional) Leaves 

  1.  The purposes of a professional leave are defined in the CBA as Scholarship; 

a. Travel with a definite academic or cultural purpose of value to the 
university; 

b. Advanced academic studies  

  2.   Eligible faculty are defined as those faculty members who have been   
      employed by the university for 6 calendar years and have served 18 full-time  
      quarters during that time, or those who have served in a similar manner since  
       their last professional leave and who expect to serve as least 3 additional  
       academic  years before retirement. 

 3.  Replacements for persons on professional leave should ordinarily take  
      place within existing faculty.  Department chairs shall verify in writing that  
      the granting of leave can be substantially accommodated within existing    
      staff. 

4. Professional leaves are granted by means of a competitive application 
process, through a faculty Professional and Retraining Leave committee. 
 

5. Faculty members given professional 2 or 3 quarters of leave shall receive      
75% of the regular salary they would receive if they remained in their usual 
duties. Faculty members can receive 100% of their salary while on sabbatical 
for 1 quarter. 

 
In practice, Music is one of the departments that least utilize sabbatical opportunities. The 
reasons for this are mainly due to the nature of the discipline.  Applied instructors are 
loath to leave their applied students, many of whom have been personally recruited, 
without assurance that highly qualified instruction will be available.  Since there are 
usually no other specialists in their area on the faculty and there is no university policy to 
make funds available to supply this instruction, Professional Leaves taken by applied 
faculty tend to be one-quarter leaves, so that the disruption to their students’ progress will 
be minimal.  And even these leaves have been infrequent. The same situation applies to 
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large ensemble directors. In fact, it has been decades since a professional leave has been 
taken by a major orchestral, choral or wind ensemble director; the spring quarter leave 
this academic year by the wind ensemble director will be practically a first. 

 
 
Professional development of faculty on campus.   
Policies regarding professional development on campus can be divided into two 
categories: (1) on-campus professional development and (2) funding for off-campus 
professional development. 
 
(1) The university administration has made efforts to provide opportunities for 
 professional development on campus.  Workshops, panels and meetings 
 presenting various aspects of scholarship and principles of effective teaching have 
 been scheduled, either before classes begin in the fall, or on a 
 “Study/Professional” day which has recently been instituted, substituting for the 
 last day of classes each quarter.   
 
(2) Funding for travel to professional meetings or other faculty development has 

several sources: 
a) The Dean has a limited amount of funding which is available though a 

competitive application process.   
b) The Office of Graduate Studies has a limited amount of funding, also 

available through a competitive application process.  Only faculty members 
presenting at a professional meeting are eligible for these funds.   

c) According to the CBA each full-time tenure-track faculty member will receive 
the following:: 
Faculty Development Funds. The University will make available $700 per 
fiscal year in faculty development funds for each tenured and probationary 
faculty member. The amount shall be pro-rated for faculty working less than 
full-time. Faculty development funds may be used for work-related purchases 
and expenses, including travel. All expenditures must be in compliance with 
University policies. Unused funds will not be transferred or carried over into 
another fiscal year. 

 
A smaller portion ($15,000) is made available to the faculty at large for University-Wide 
Faculty Development grants.  The most worthy proposals submitted by faculty members 
are granted funds. 
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8. Support staff 

There are five technical and support staff for the department.  These have been identified 
and their responsibilities outlined in the MDP 1 D 7 section of this document. They are 
considered civil service exempt employees and are hired and supervised according to the 
policies and regulations of the Washington Civil Service Code.  Of the five staff 
members two are full-time employees, 1 is .625 (12 month), 1 is .75 (11 month), 1 is .75 
(10 month) 

According to the annual HEADS Report data summary for 2011-12, music departments 
of a similar size (201-400 music majors) averaged 6 full-time staff members.  With 2 full-
time and three part-time staff members, the CWU music department is well under this 
number of FT support staff.  Like the department faculty, the department staff members 
have expressed a constant feeling of being overwhelmed by the demands of their 
positions.  The department’s administrative assistant or “Secretary Supervisor” and the 
Recording Tech/web master/inventory control/ Hall Manager are the two full-time 
positions.  The part-time department bookkeeper works 5 hours a day (25 per week) to 
keep up with over 90 different budget lines, to process the purchasing and rental requests 
of the department’s 20 full-time, 18 part-time faculty and more than two dozen 
ensembles, plus biweekly payroll forms for more than 75 students.  Twenty-five hours 
weekly is simply not enough time to accomplish this task; this position should be full-
time.  The program assistant is in charge of scheduling concerts, recitals and other uses of 
the performance halls, class schedule disruptions caused by festivals, non-academic use 
of classrooms and all publicity dissemination, and also acts as the office receptionist, 
both for in-person visits and answering phone requests for information about the many 
aspects of the department’s program. This staff member works 6 hours a day (30 per 
week) and is on a 10-month contract.  With over 120 concerts and recitals per quarter 
numerous festivals and department-sponsored events each quarter, this position should be 
a full-time position.  In addition to these part-time positions that need to be converted to 
full-time positions, the department needs at least 2 more full-time positions to bring our 
department to the average number of support staff found in our sister institutions.  The 
department is in need of a full-time staff person in charge of public relations and 
community outreach.  The department also needs a full-time staff position for the 
recruiting/ retention (advising) of our students.  Our faculty and staff try to make up for 
these needs by taking on projects and by overloading their schedules, but nothing would 
substitute for additional staff support for the department. 
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SECTION I. PURPOSES AND OPERATIONS 

F. Facilities, Equipment, Health, and Safety  

Evaluate the extent to which the music unit meets NASM Standards regarding facilities, 
equipment, health, and safety in relation to the needs of:  
1. Music students;  
2. General students;  
3. Music faculty; and  
4. Curricular offerings and curricular levels.  

Note: Give particular attention to adequacy in terms of goals for student learning, size and scope, acoustical 
treatments and climate control, and availability and capacity to remain technologically current, especially if the music 
unit offers disciplines and specializations that require continuous upgrading of equipment. 

A list of facilities, inventory of equipment, schedules for maintenance and replacement of 
equipment, and health and safety information can all be found in the MDP 1 F of this document. 

 
The department requires all music students to take an orientation class that is centered around the 
needs and requirements of the major.  One of these sessions is devoted to talking about 
musicians’ health and safety.  We provide counseling services through our campus health 
program, with which we have direct ties and relationships.  Our faculty are also vested in 
educating our students about musicians’ health and safety as a part of applied study and as a part 
of ensemble membership.  We offer body mapping workshops for our students every year. We 
are fortunate to have two health care facilities in the state of Washington that we can refer any 
student who is experiencing any chronic symptoms that might affect their music performance:  
Virginia Mason Hospital is one of the top medical facilities in the country that deals with stress 
related injuries.  The University of Washington Medical School has one of the top rated vocal 
health clinics in the country.  We have referred music students to both of these health care 
facilities. 
 
The music building provides a safe, well equipped, state-of-the-art facility that was designed to 
meet the needs of student learning and rehearsal and performance requirements of a 
comprehensive music program.  The building was completed in 2004 and consists of two wings:  
The rehearsal/ performance/ administrative wing of the building consists of a single-story 
building of about 40,000 square feet. It contains a 600 seat concert hall, a 150 seat recital/lecture 
hall, a Green Room, instrumental, choral, jazz and percussion rehearsal rooms, instrumental 
storage rooms, an ensemble library, student locker room, instrument repair room, a central 
recording room, 5 percussion practice rooms, a percussion faculty office, faculty lounge, 
conference room and an administrative suite. The academic/office/practice room wing of the 
building is a two-story building of approximately 30.000 square feet, containing five classrooms, 
a CAI/class piano lab, composition and post-production lab, 30 practice rooms (large ensemble 
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practice rooms smaller individual practice room, and those with and without pianos), 30 faculty 
teaching studios, and two large offices for graduate students.  
 
The music library is located on the fourth floor of the main campus library, a 10 minute walk 
from the music building.  It contains a small, 20 seat classroom, equipped with a sound system 
and appropriate AV to support a music class.  The library also has 10 listening carrels where 
students can listen to music on Cds checked out at the circulation desk.  Audio Cds can also be 
checked out of the library by students and faculty.  The library recently added five computer 
stations, each having a full midi piano keyboard along with the latest versions of music 
notation/composition software, ear training programs and theory tutorial software. 
 
The type of construction, adequacy of soundproofing, quality of the classrooms, acoustic 
treatment, and climate control of the new building is state-of-the-art. The architects and 
consultants who designed the building are extraordinarily experienced in the design of music 
buildings, so that the quality and acoustic properties of the building required by a music program 
was assured.  The design and concept of the building was conceived by Michael Howard, of the 
New Orleans firm of Howard, Montgomery, Steger Performance Architecture.  The acoustical 
consultant was Charles Boner, of the Austin, Texas firm of Boner Associates.  These firms have 
worked with each other frequently and have a long history of success in designing music 
facilities.  Their association has produced exemplary facilities for music units at major 
universities throughout the country.  For this facility, they worked in consultation with the 
Seattle architectural firm of Studio Meng Strazzara.  The head of this firm, Eric Meng, is himself 
a practicing professional musician.  For a detailed description of each room in the music 
building, please see section IV MDP F1 in this document. 
Maintenance is provided by the university and is not affected by department budgets.  One full-
time custodian is assigned to the building year-round.  Special problems in heating, plumbing, 
etc. are addressed by members of the university’s Facilities Management Department.  This 
system seems adequate to keep the building generally clean.  However, this building is one of the 
most high traffic buildings on campus.  With tens of thousands of visitors each year attending 
concerts and festivals, every day wear and tear is considerable, and the building is beginning to 
show signs of its heavy use.  The tile floors in the practice rooms are chipping and need to be 
replaced, the stage floor is getting scarred and pitted from heavy use, and the sheetrock walls in 
the hallways of the academic wing are getting gouged and scraped; they are in need of a chair 
rail or more durable veneer for more protection. Such protection was added to the hallways of 
the performance/rehearsal wing within a year of the opening of the building, and has held up 
well over the years to the wear and tear of such a busy facility. 

 
Each classroom, the recital hall, and the concert hall contain mounted speakers and a stored DTA 
system, including a turntable, cassette player and CD/DVD player.  The recital hall also contains 
a projector system and a large screen above the stage that can be lowered.  Each classroom 
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contains a projector system and a computer with access to the internet.  Each classroom also 
contains an ELMO system for projecting hard copies on the screen.  The computers were new 
when the building opened in 2004 and are in need of being replaced.  The university currently 
does not have a system of replacing technology in the classrooms, so the burden of updating 
these computers is placed on the department.  There is a CAI computer lab located in the music 
building that all music students may have access to.  It is equipped with electronic keyboards at 
each computer stations and so serves as a class piano room. This lab is maintained well and kept 
up to date because student technology fees can be used to keep it updated.  However any music-
specific software must be purchased by the department.  The State of Washington has strict laws 
concerning the expenditure of student technology fees; basically, these fees can only be used for 
technology that is available/accessible for the general student, they cannot be used to purchase 
any technology that is deemed “academic specific.”  All of the department computers have the 
latest versions of “Finale” and “Sibelius” music writing software.  Most of the computers in the 
department are Apple computers; the only exceptions are the PCs in the administrative wing, to 
facilitate easier interaction with the PCs in the university scheduling and financial units. 

 
Each rehearsal hall and performance hall is wired to a central recording studio. This studio is 
well equipped and can supply students and ensembles with professional-quality recordings.  The 
studio has also been used to produce high quality video.  Each rehearsal room and performance 
hall can be acoustically adjusted to accommodate the needs of each group that 
rehearses/performs in these spaces. 

 
The university historically has no budget-line for replacing equipment, and this practice extends 
to each department.  A detailed list of the department’s inventory of musical instruments can be 
found in section IV MDP F2.  The department has not had the resources to properly maintain or 
to replace instruments since the building was opened in 2004. At that time about one million 
dollars was supplied to equip the building, though some peculiar language in the appropriation 
bill forbid the department to use those funds to purchase “small” instruments and small office 
printers.  Almost $600,000 was used to purchase pianos, including three concert Steinway D 
grands for the two performance halls, a Steinway B for the office of the pianist on the faculty, 
several grand pianos for student and other faculty use and uprights for most of the practice rooms 
and all the other faculty studios.  About $200,000 was used to purchase percussion instruments 
as that area was in special need. The department has recently developed a priority list of 
replacing old, dilapidated instruments, and uses any funds available at the end of the fiscal year 
to purchase these new instruments.  Of particular concern are the low brass instruments (tuba and 
euphonium), horns, and double reeds.  As mentioned above, because of equipment funding 
restrictions, the department was limited to only “large” instruments when it moved into this 
facility in 2004.  Therefore we are well equipped with percussion instruments and performance 
pianos.  Instruments required by music education instrumental class methods courses were not 
addressed in the 2004 equipment purchase.  Although we do not have enough school-owned 
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instruments to supply instruments to music education students enrolled in these courses, we are 
fortunate to have a regional representative of the Yamaha Corporation who, through a local 
music dealer, Ted Brown Music, supplies almost 100 brand new student instruments each year 
for our students to use in their methods classes.  If Yamaha/Ted Brown decide that they can no 
longer continue to supply these instruments we would need over $120,000 to purchase new 
instruments to be used in our methods classes. However, this arrangement has worked well to the 
advantage of both parties: Yamaha/Ted Brown has the considerable benefit of placing Yamaha 
instruments in the hands of dozens of future music educators each year, and the department not 
only has the use of new instruments each year at no cost, but is relieved of the burden of 
replacement and maintenance.  

 
The town of Ellensburg is not a high-crime area, nevertheless the safety of students and the 
security of the building in general is provided for in a number of ways.  Routine campus police 
patrols occur each night and campus security personnel are available on short notice for 
assistance during emergencies.  The department employs music students as building monitors 
when the building is open after the office closes on weekdays and during weekends and holidays.  
They supervise the building and have the responsibility of opening doors to rehearsal rooms and 
classrooms to students who have reserved those spaces, locking doors afterward and insuring that 
all students leave the building at closing time.  Students who are employed by the university 
Computer and Telecommunications Service monitor the computer lab and class piano lab. These 
rooms are locked whenever monitors are not on duty.  These practices seem to be satisfactory, as 
security-related mishaps have occurred very infrequently. 
 
The music building is accessible to all students.  It contains a computer lab (that also serves as 
the class piano lab) with published operating hours and is accessible to all CWU students.  Our 
concerts and recitals are open to the public and most have no or minimal admission charges for 
students.  The department offers two classes that are offered in the required General Education 
curriculum: Jazz History and Introduction to Music.  Both are general survey courses, are taught 
in our recital hall and the enrollment in each ranges between 40 and 100 students.  The 
department’s ensembles allow any student to audition for acceptance; there are always a number 
of non-music major students who participate in our instrumental and choral ensembles.  General 
students also have full access to the music library and all of its resources. 
 
Areas for improvement 
Rehearsal Rooms 
The building was originally designed to have more seats in the recital hall and concert hall, and it 
was also designed to have five rehearsal rooms.   Because of construction cuts, the performance 
halls seating was diminished and the number of rehearsal rooms was cut from 5 to 3.  Because of 
this the department has problems scheduling its large ensembles, and to make up for the lack of 
rehearsal space, the concert hall stage us also used as a rehearsal hall.  This becomes a problem 
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because it limits the use of the concert hall, and when the hall is used by festivals, guest artists, 
and the jazz area (because of equipment and sound reinforcement setup requirements) rehearsals 
scheduled for the concert hall stage must be relocated to another building on campus or 
cancelled.  The addition of another rehearsal hall to the current music building would solve a 
multitude of problems that range from scheduling, hosting festivals, visiting musical groups, 
clinics, etc.   
 
Classrooms 
The current facility was designed for a capacity of 325 music students; the department currently 
has almost 400 students to serve, so scheduling the number of sections we need for our core 
music classes has become a problem.  The classrooms were designed for only 25 students, and 
because of our present student population we often have to crowd in up to 30 students, sometime 
even more. We have had to increase the number of students in each classroom to the maximum 
number that fire code will allow, and we are exploring utilizing classrooms outside of our 
department that would be suitable for a music class.  This is problematic, as most music courses 
require audio equipment not ordinarily found in a non-music building classroom, 
 
Practice Rooms 
Another problem is the location and number of the practice rooms.  Our current 30 general 
practice rooms and 5 percussion-specific practice rooms are booked solid during the day, early 
morning or late afternoon are usually the only time students are not hard pressed to find a 
practice room. Student complaints revolve around the fact that the practice rooms are not 
available during most heavily used hours of the day. With the practice rooms integrated into the 
academic/office/practice wing of the building, students must have access to the entire building to 
gain access to practice rooms.  This requires the hiring of student employees to serve as building 
monitors in order to keep the practice rooms open after the business hours of the building.  The 
department spends over $15,000 annually out of its operating funds for these building monitors.  
Even with this, music students complain about the practice rooms not being open past 11:00 PM 
and about the fact that they are closed during vacations and long weekends.  A solution would be 
the addition of more practice rooms that are self contained and that can be securely accessible 24 
hours a day by our music students.  This would save the department a significant amount of 
money each year as well as address the current shortage of practice rooms. The alternative to this 
would be to increase departmental funds that could be used to extend the building hours at night 
and on holidays. 
 
Technology 
As stated earlier, this facility opened in 2004, at which time it was a state-of-the-art facility.  
However, with little or no updating of the technology in the building, the computers and 
instructional technology are getting outdated to the point that they will no longer run the newer 
music software programs.  Since there is currently no replacement program in place for the 
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university, faculty computers, classroom technology, and technology upgrades are dependent on 
the availability of departmental funds.  Department operating budgets do not allow for the 
purchase and upgrade of technology, in fact, the annual department budget barely meets the day-
to-day needs of running the department.  Revenue from summer courses is the primary source for 
both faculty development and for technology upgrades/purchases.  The university treats the 
summer quarter very differently than the other academic quarters. In the latter, revenue from 
tuition payments goes into a general fund, augmented by state contributions. In the summer 
quarter there is no state contribution, but tuition revenue from each course reverts to the 
department that offered the course, after the Provost and Deans have taken their cuts. The music 
department has traditionally not offered many summer classes, so its summer revenue has been 
much less than that of other departments of comparable size.  However, the department is 
beginning to develop entrepreneurial summer programs in hopes of improving its summer 
revenue.  Examples of these entrepreneurial endeavors are the addition of a summers-only 
Master of Music Education degree along with the addition of summer camps. 
 
Another technology need has resulted from the overcrowding and scheduling difficulties 
mentioned above.  The rehearsal halls were originally designed to be only used as, rehearsal 
halls.  However, with the increase in the department’s student population, the rehearsal halls are 
now also used as classroom space.  Conducting, Instrumental methods and lecture classes are all 
taught in these halls.  Accordingly, they need to be upgraded to meet the normal demands of a 
modern classroom: computer terminals with a projection system and internet access, and 
mounted white boards instead of the portable units currently in use. 
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G. Library and Learning Resources 
 
Note: Degree-Granting institutions answer items 1.–7.; Non-Degree-Granting institutions, answer item 8 only. 
Evaluate the extent to which NASM Standards are met regarding: 
 

1. Overall requirements  
The music library is considered an integral part of the music program and 
institution, as shown in the department program review and policies, by the 
assignments in various courses requiring the use of the library by students, by the 
presence of an appointed, active music faculty liaison to the library, by the active 
participation of the music faculty in the selection of new library acquisitions and 
by the continued use of the classroom in the music library for various, appropriate 
class meetings.  It is also central to the institution as a whole by virtue of its 
location in the Brooks Library, the main campus library, and by the recent 
improvements that have been made to its facilities and collections. This location, 
a ten-minute walk from the music building is advantageous for music faculty and 
students, as it facilitates easy access to all the Library’s resources, including 
music sound recordings and DVDs, listening, viewing and computer stations, 
circulating laptop computers, books, scores, print and on-line periodicals, 
reference books, monuments of music and collected editions in the Music Library.  

 
The music library unit has the size and scope to support the music department’s 
undergraduate and graduate programs. Learning and informational resources are 
conveniently located in a suite of contiguous rooms in the northeast corner of the 
fourth floor of the Brooks Library. The suite contains: 

a) The Score Book and Reference room, an open stack room. It contains 
music reference books, monuments of music, collections, circulating 
music scores and books along with the bound music periodicals and a 
computer with internet access. 

b) The listening area houses twelve listening carrels, each with audio 
equipment.  

c) Near these carrels is the most recent upgrade to the music library. What 
had once been a space for donated music education materials has been 
transformed into a workspace for music students, with five computer 
stations and a printer. Each station has a computer and an attached, full 
size electronic piano keyboard. The computers have internet access, and 
are equipped with notation software, both Sibelius 7 and Finale. 
Students can also bring their own copies of MacGamut and work on 
their theory assignments.  

d) A classroom used by music faculty for various class meetings. It has also 
been recently upgraded to an electronic classroom with a viewing screen 
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and computer connected to a projector. Audio equipment allows music 
stored on the computer to be played. 

e) An entrance foyer and staff area.  The staff area contains a computer 
equipped workspace and the stacks of CD and phonodisc recordings, 
available for checkout and listening in the listening area.  This space also 
houses an archive of student, faculty and guest recitals and ensemble and 
opera performances.  It also contains items put on reserve by music 
faculty   

f) Additionally, a small, self-contained audio/visual room has been added 
to the east side of the Listening Area.  The a/v equipment in this 
soundproofed room allows patrons to play audio CDs for study purposes 
or use the video equipment and TV screen to view the library’s DVDs or 
VHS tapes. 

g) DVDs and VHS recordings on conducting, operas and other 
instructional videos and recordings are not housed in the music library. 
They are kept, along with all other visual media, in the 1st floor 
Circulation Department and are available for check out.  

 
The scope of the libraries holding is demonstrated by a listing of the 
numbers of volumes and recordings in each of several categories, included 
in Section I G 1 of the MDP. 

 
  

2. Governance and administration 
 
A chart of the organization of the Brooks library can be found in Section I G 1c of 
the MDP.  
 
The Brooks Library is directed by Professor Patricia Cutright, Dean of Library 
Services.  The supervisor of the Music Library, Mr. Dennis Claypool, reports to 
Ms. Mary Wise in the Catalog Department as part of the organizational structure 
of the Brooks Library.  
 
The music library is staffed by two full-time, classified employees. The 
supervisor of the Music Library is Mr. Dennis Claypool, Library and Archives 
Paraprofessional 6. He supervises Ms. Diane Rogers, who was recently moved to 
the Music Library with the rank of LAP I, Mr. Claypool also hires and supervises 
five student employees, who are usually recruited from the music major 
population.  The qualification of Mr. Claypool and Ms. Rogers are described fully 
in the MDP I, Section G-5.  
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The close relationship of the Music Library to the main (Brooks) library has 
already been referenced in the previous section, i.e., the fact that the music library 
is located within the main library. The day-to-day contacts of Mr. Claypool, the 
music library supervisor, with the other personnel of the main library ensures this 
relationship. Being situated in the main Library makes it convenient for him to 
share information regarding acquisitions with the Collection Development 
Librarian, who can always confirm these acquisition requests with the music 
faculty or their music faculty library/liaison, if needed.  This same internal access 
makes it possible for Mr. Claypool to maintain close administrative relationships 
with other Library departments, such as Cataloging, Circulation, Systems and 
Periodicals/Serials, consulting with personnel from these units with questions 
about music acquisition, access and processing. If these departments were not 
located in the same building, the Music Library could not function as efficiently 
or in as pro-active a manner in providing service and library resources to the 
music faculty and students. 

 
3. Collections and electronic access; focus on the extent to which collections and 
electronic access support: 

a. Current and projected curricular offerings and levels; 
b. The needs of students (undergraduate, graduate, general); and 
c. Faculty teaching and research; 

 
The current curricular offerings are those courses associated with the four 
undergraduate baccalaureate degrees and one graduate degree currently offered 
(BA in Music, BM in Composition, Music Education, Performance and the MM 
degree, with specializations in Composition, Music Education, Performance, 
Performance/Pedagogy and Conducting). There are no new degrees being 
projected for implementation. We maintain that the descriptions of the music 
library holdings, the electronic access to the library and to resources beyond this 
library, the facilities and access to the facilities, as found in other parts of this 
section and in the relevant sections of the MDP, demonstrate that the needs of the 
curricular offerings, of students and of faculty teaching and research are being 
fully met. 

 
4. Personnel 

The personnel of the Music Library have already been referenced above, in the 
section on Governance and Administration.  The qualifications of the library 
personnel are described in the MDP I, Section G-5 
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5. Services 

 
The Music Library staff maintains the Score, Book and Reference Room by 
answering patron’s questions about the reference and circulating music books and 
scores, as well as the re-shelving of all music materials.  This Music Library staff 
checks-out and checks-in the commercial CDs located in the Listening Area.  The 
staff distributes the Music Reserve materials from this area. Because of the 
addition of two a/v units plus viewing screens, as well as the self-enclosed 
viewing room, this staff oversees the use of the audio/ visual equipment in the 
east side of the Listening Area, which also can be used for audio recordings, such 
as compact discs on Music Reserve for music history and other classes with 
listening assignments.  With the addition of the Music Theory Lab, which 
includes five internet-connected computers, in September, 2012, Library staff 
directs patrons in the use of this equipment.  Mr. Claypool is in contact with 
Library/Systems personnel about the use of the music theory computers and their 
updates to the music theory computer software. Other Services available to 
patrons of the music library include: 

• The Music Library specialist is in frequent contact with the music faculty, 
primarily by e-mail, to answer questions about current holdings and their 
relation to course needs, items to put on reserve and suggestions regarding 
acquisitions.  

•  Music Library staff give close attention to all music patrons, given the 
complexity of how music subjects are listed and displayed in the Cattrax 
on-line catalog and other databases, and then how they are cataloged and 
shelved in the open stacks area in the Score, Book and Reference Room.   

• Staff answer questions about the compact discs displayed in the open 
display cabinets in the front area of the Listening Room but also assist 
patrons with questions about searching for CDs in the Cattrax on-line 
catalog. 

• Music patrons often need personal assistance with the wide variety of 
music materials in the Library, which includes bound music periodicals 
and their electronic counterparts, reference books, music scores and books, 
as well as the music sound recordings.  

•  Patrons are instructed in the use of the Summit catalog, the Music 
Library’s own Website and other electronic resources. 
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6. Facilities 

The facilities of the Music Library and the recent enhancements have already been 
fully described above, in Section 1 b. 

 
7. Financial support 

In the Brooks Library, it was regarded as more efficient that the budgets for music 
acquisitions be centralized and controlled by the Collection Development 
Librarian.  Therefore, the finances of the Music Library are almost entirely 
separate from the Music Department, being part of the main library budget; it 
receives an annual allocation from the main library for music related acquisitions. 
The Music Department does provide a modest allocation for acquisitions from its 
department budget. The official Brooks Library policy for acquisitions is in the 
Library’s Collection Development policy, which is posted on the Library’s Home 
page.  Its URL is: www.lib.cwu.edu/CollectionDevelopmentPolicy  
 
It reads in part, “A guiding vision of the Brooks Library is the development of a 
completely integrated information resources center in which all users will find the 
best available materials regardless of the format or media in which it occurs”, 
(and this certainly can describe the growth of the Music Library’s collections over 
the years). 
 
A sense of the budget for music related acquisitions can be gleaned from the 
budgets for Music Library acquisitions for the last three years, found in the MDP 
I G 4. 
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SECTION I. PURPOSES AND OPERATIONS 

H. Recruitment, Admission-Retention, Record Keeping, and Advisement  

Evaluate the extent to which systems and practices in these four areas meet NASM 
Standards, especially with regard to:  

1. Accuracy and integrity of recruitment and admission programs  

Students who express an interest in music are sent electronic postcards with links that 
guide the student through the department admission process and to the departmental web 
site. 
 
The university hosts “Cat Tracks” sessions 6 times a year where prospective students 
visit the campus, tour the campus and visit departments. 
 
The department publishes a scholarship auditions poster and sends it out to every State 
high school and every State community college (with music offerings). 
 
The department publishes promotional brochures for the department and flyers for each 
area in the department. These flyers along with a promotional display table are used 
during the various festivals hosted on our campus, at recruiting activities that include all 
state, youth orchestras, recruiting fairs, the state and regional music conferences and on 
campus recruiting days. 
 
Scholarships:  

• Almost all department scholarships are awarded for the first year only; there are 
not sufficient funds to continue them past the first year.  These scholarships 
range from a low of $750 to a high of $3000.  The department usually has a total 
of $40,000-$70,000 in waivers from the university that are available to grant.  
The scholarships are awarded on the basis of the student’s performing talent and 
the department’s need.  

• The department has a total of 4 scholarships that cover the tuition for four years. 
• In addition to department scholarships, the university gives the department 15 - 

20 $1,000 housing waivers to grant to music students.   
• Additionally, the Board of Trustees has recently enacted a one-year scholarship 

based on a student’s high school GPA 
• The Western University Exchange program awards approximately 35 students 

each year a waiver of out-of-state (or non-resident) tuition.  This is a significant 
award.  A non-resident student pays1.5 of the in state full-time resident tuition.  
The music department usually has at least 3 students receive a WUE award each 
year. 

 
Prospective students are identified in several ways.   

• Lists of students who have inquired about the university and indicated an interest 
in music are sent to the department from the Admissions Office. 
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• The WUMA (Washington University Music Administrators) organization polls 
state high school music directors, asking for names of talented music students.  
This list is then sent to all the institutions that belong to the group.   

• Each fall the department sends a poster advertising its program to all in state high 
school and Community College music directors.  Students often inquire directly to 
the music office for information about the program as a result. 

• Students visit our department web site and inquire about a major through the web 
site. 

• Students inquire directly to the music office as a result of having participated in a 
festival or clinic in which a faculty member was active, or as a result of having 
heard one of the department’s performing ensembles at a festival, the state 
WMEA convention or on tour. 

• High school directors, both CWU alumni and non-CWU alumni, inform the 
department about students that they feel will match our program particularly well. 

• Students in the neighboring area who study privately with department faculty 
members are, naturally, already somewhat acquainted with the program. 

• Full-page ads are taken in each of the issues of “Voice,” the periodical of the 
Washington Music Educators Association.  Student inquiries often result. 

• Students inquire about the program as a result of their participation in the 
department’s annual high school festivals/clinics.  These include the Orchestra, 
Jazz, Band and Choral festivals.  Some faculty members also organize instrument 
specific festivals and events.  These include events focusing on Horns, Trumpets, 
and the Piano Sonatina Festival. 

• Students often inquire about the program as a result of contact with a faculty 
member engaged in doing clinics, out-reach programs, off-campus recitals and 
concerts and through participation in groups that our faculty directs, such as the 
Tacoma Youth Orchestra. 

• Summer Camps.  The department sponsors several summer music camps: 
Symphonic Band Camp, Drum Major and Leadership Academy, Jazz band Camp, 
and the Lyceum (string quartet camp).  After spending time on campus living in 
the residence halls, eating in the dining hall, and working with our music faculty, 
many of these students choose to attend CWU after their high school graduation. 

 
Institutional Integrity and Public Responsibility 
 

• The faculty and administration of the department is committed to acting with the 
greatest integrity and moral responsibility.  Every effort is made to inform all 
prospective students about the strengths and limitations of the department’s 
programs, the expectations of the various degree curricula and the nature of all 
scholarship offers.  Misrepresentation of any aspect of the program is not 
tolerated. 

• Faculty members are informed that no contact may be initiated with students 
enrolled in another music program.  Any student who contacts them must be 
immediately referred to the chair.  If the student is interested in transferring to this 
institution from another, the chair immediately informs the administrative head of 
that institution of the situation.  No audition procedures can be conducted without 
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this step.  If it is learned that a student is receiving a scholarship from another 
institution, no further contact can be made without receiving written permission 
from administrative head of the other music unit.  

• Any student wishing to explore transferring to other institutions for any reason is 
treated courteously, and every effort is made to facilitate placing students in the 
situations most appropriate to their needs. 

 
Undergraduate Admission Requirements 
 

• Freshmen and transfer students must first be admitted to the university before 
being accepted as music majors.  This process is described in the university 
catalog (see MDP). 
 

• Acceptance as a music major is achieved primarily via an audition heard by 
faculty members in the appropriate performance area.  Each student completes 
a pre-audition form, and faculty members have copies of this form and letters 
of recommendation (if available).  Notes are made regarding the performance 
ability, personality, oral skills and deportment of each student.  Faculty 
members look for musicality, technical proficiency and an intelligent 
approach to the music, and such characteristics as confidence, temperament 
and energy, which would indicate potential for success in the program.  A 
recommendation is indicated, and signed audition forms are sent to the music 
office.  The chair then sends a letter indicating the content of the 
recommendation to the students.  A taped audition may be used if 
circumstances prevent a student from visiting the campus.  In this case all the 
appropriate faculty members hear the tape and a recommendation is issued.   

 
• Students are expected to perform at least one piece from the classical 

repertoire.  Scale and etudes are often heard in addition to the audition pieces.  
There is a separate audition for those interested in pursuing scholarship 
support in jazz performance.  Scholarships are based on the potential for 
significant contributions to the jazz activities in the department.   Audition 
requirements are found on the department web site for freshmen and transfer 
students.       

 
• The audition process is essentially the same for transfers and entering 

freshmen with one exception: all transfers are normally placed at the first level 
of applied study (MUS 164), but may request a higher placement.  This 
requires a more intensive audition process, in which the performance 
expectations and breadth of repertoire commensurate with the level sought 
may be demonstrated.  

 
Undergraduate Placement Examinations 

• Entering freshmen must take an online theory fundamentals test found 
at: https://www.store.connect4education.com/.  The student must score a 75% 
or better in order to be placed into the freshman theory sequence.  If the 
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student does not earn a passing score, then they can take an on line 
fundamentals of music theory course found on this same commercial web site, 
after which the student is allowed to take the test a second time.  Students who 
have not passed the on line test, will not be placed into the theory sequence. 

 
• Transfer students with theory credits from accredited institutions, either 

community college or four-year institutions are given full credit for their 
previous theory work.  This is a policy only recently enacted.  However, they 
each take an in house diagnostic test where their basic knowledge is 
evaluated.  If deficiencies are revealed, they must address their deficiencies 
with appropriate coursework.  

 

Graduate Admission Requirements 

Admission Requirements for graduate study in music are found in the Music section 
of the Graduate Catalog, and are as follows: 

 

In addition to the general regulations for admission to University Master's 
programs, the following requirements apply to the Master of Music Degree:  

1. Candidates must have a bachelor's degree from an accredited college with a 
major in music or its equivalent.  

2. Acceptance into a specific major field will require an evaluation of a candidate's 
ability conducted by a committee of three faculty members, two of who will be 
from the particular major field. Normally one of these two will serve as the 
candidate's Graduate Advisor, and the committee as a whole may serve as the 
candidate's Graduate Committee. Admission into the institution does not assure 
admission into a music program. Therefore, candidates should complete the Specific 
Admission Requirements for Major Fields before arrival on campus, but no later 
than the end of the first quarter.  

3. Admission requirements to each field are as follows: 
a) Composition: Admission to this program will be based upon an evaluation of 

appropriate compositions submitted by the student.  
b) Conducting:  Admission to this program will require faculty evaluation of 

evidence of an appropriate level of musicianship, satisfied in one of the 
following ways:  

1. a performance or conducting audition 
2. a videotape of a performance directed by the applicant 
3. other evidence deemed appropriate in consultation with the evaluating 

committee. 
c) Performance: Admission to this program will be based upon an evaluation of 

an audition equivalent in scope to at least one-half of a full baccalaureate 
recital. 
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d) Performance-Pedagogy:  Admission to this program will be based upon an 
evaluation of an audition equivalent in scope to at least one-half of a full 
baccalaureate recital, and evaluation of a paper written for an undergraduate 
class in the field of music instruction.  

e) Music Education: Admission to this program will be based upon:  
1. Evaluation of an undergraduate paper in the field of music education.  
2. The completion of at least one year of successful public school music 

instruction (under a special request made by the entering student, this 
requirement may be waived by the music education committee).  

3. Evidence of an appropriate level of musicianship, satisfied in one of the 
following ways:  

a) A performance audition 
b) A videotape or audiotape of a performance directed by the 

applicant 
c) A videotape of a music lesson or class taught by the applicant 
d) Other evidence deemed appropriate in consultation with the 

evaluating committee.   
 

Graduate Placement Examinations 
 
Candidates must take diagnostic examinations in music history and music theory at 
the beginning of their first quarter of graduate study. Diagnostic examinations are a 
means by which the department can assess levels of ability and competence of 
entering students. The results of these exams can be used to determine the levels of 
general musical knowledge in these two areas, such that students will be able to 
complete work expected in graduate-level courses in these fields.   
• Theory: Students are required to take the theory exam at the beginning of their 

first quarter of enrollment for graduate study.  After this exam is evaluated, 
recommendations will be offered regarding any existing deficiencies and how to 
resolve them.  Dates and times for the theory exam will be advertised as early as 
possible, but students should expect it to take place during registration days 
immediately preceding the beginning of the quarter or within the first day or two 
of classes. 

• All entering graduate students must enroll in MUS 380, Graduate History Review 
at the earliest opportunity.  The diagnostic History exam will be given on the first 
day of class.  Passing the exam with a score of 80% or better will permit the class 
to be dropped.  A score of less than 80% will require the student to take this class.  
Student must pass the class with a grade of at least a B to satisfy the deficiency.  

• Non-performance majors must also demonstrate a level of musicianship equal to 
what would be considered appropriate for 300-level study.  Students may 
demonstrate this level of musicianship in several ways, appropriate to the desired 
degree program, or deemed appropriate by the evaluating committee after 
consultation with the student.  Examples include a performance audition in an 
applied area or conducting (live or taped), a videotape or audiotape of a 
performance directed by the applicant, or a videotape of a music lesson or class 
taught by the applicant. 
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2. Rigor and fairness of retention policies and their application  

Every first year student, freshman and transfer, must register for a university 101 class for 
music majors.  This class is basically an introduction to college life for a music major.  This 
class introduces students to various student support services available to them to help them 
succeed as college students.  These services include career, counseling, health, tutoring, 
international studies, and advising.  The goal of this class is to give the students the tools they 
need to succeed as music majors.  

The theory sequence has been modified over the past 4 years, every class shares the same 
syllabus, and uses the same handouts, worksheets, and test and quizzes.  We have developed 
a comprehensive syllabus that all sections follow each class in the quarter.  We have also 
expanded our freshman theory sequence adding an aural skills lab two days a week and 
written skills three days a week.  The lab and class are graded separately and students must 
pass both each quarter with the grade of C or better in order to continue in the sequence.  
This consistency of instruction along with the addition of an aural skills class have increased 
the retention rate in the theory sequence from 54% 5 years ago to 92% spring quarter 2012. 

Each spring quarter the music faculty are asked to fill out an online response form detailing 
any concerns they have about students in their classes.  These concerns range from 
attendance, grades, progress in the applied area, etc.  This form populates a master 
spreadsheet.  This spread sheet is examined and discussed at a faculty meeting.  Students 
with multiple concerns are contacted and counseled by their advisors.  More extreme students 
of concern are contacted by the chair of the department who meets with them and develops a 
student success plan.  This plan is basically an academic contract that outlines certain 
expectations of the student performance in order to continue in the major.  These success 
plans are followed up as prescribed and students are eventually advised out of the major if 
these expectations are not met. 

Piano class has recently been redesigned to achieve minimum proficiency for all majors at 
the end of the three quarter sequence.  There are trailer sections offered for those students 
who do not succeed and students must repeat the third quarter of piano class until they pass 
the proficiency test.  This has resulted in a much higher passage rate for the piano 
proficiency. 

Each applied area publishes a set of literature and technique required at each level of applied 
study.  In order to “jury up” to the next level of applied study the student must demonstrate 
the ability to perform the appropriate level of literature and technique.  Performance majors 
must jury up after three quarters of study at each level, otherwise they will be behind in their 
course of study.  Non-performance majors can spend more time at level without getting 
behind in their course of study. 

Each quarter of enrollment, all music students must perform in at least one large ensemble 
(appropriate to their major instrument) and attend convocations and at least 8 recitals and 
concerts. 

3. Effectiveness of record keeping and graduate document maintenance  

a. All record keeping in regard to curricular requirements for graduation are kept and 
maintained by the Registrar’s Office.  A Graduate Evaluator matches each graduating 
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student’s transcript with the curricular requirements of the student’s declared degree, 
listed in the appropriate university catalog, and verifies that they have been met.  In 
addition, the evaluator also checks to be sure that other degree requirements have been 
satisfied, such as the successful completion of the Piano Proficiency exam and 
convocation/recital attendance.   Any course listed as a degree requirement not on a 
student’s transcript must have a Course Substitution form, signed by the department 
chair on file, or the student’s graduation is put on hold.    

b. Student grades and curriculum regarding requirements for acceptance to and 
completion of the Teacher Education program are kept and monitored by the 
appropriate department in the College of Education and Professional Studies. 

c. Information regarding curricular degree requirements, grades and course loads for 
graduate students and Graduate Teaching Assistants are kept and evaluated by the 
Office of Graduate Studies and Research.  The same office also establishes thesis 
format standards, but since graduate students in music rarely opt to write theses, this 
rarely comes in to play in the music department.  

d. Graduate Projects and recordings of Recitals are kept on file in the music office. 
e. All staff and faculty members have ready access to information for courses and grades 

for all students.  This information is available via faculty office computers, which are 
tied into the campus net.  The Safari system is accessible for all personnel with the 
proper password.  Safari provides much information, including: 

(1) Students’ current class schedules. 
(2) Students’ transcripts, quarter by quarter, with grades for each class and records 

of Incompletes, Course Withdrawals, Major and Minor declaration status. 
(3) Students’ current and permanent address and phone numbers. 
(4) Course sections and enrollments. 
(5) Class rosters. 

f. Personal files for all music students are kept in the music office, in which are filed 
records, copies of transcripts, records of the piano proficiency and placement exams, 
correspondence, audition forms and evaluative material.  Files are divided into sections 
for current declared majors, undeclared majors, former students, active graduate 
students, inactive graduate students and minors. 

g. Personal files are also kept in the music office for all employees, including staff and all 
categories of faculty. 

h. Records related to the teacher education program of music education students are kept 
in the office of the music education specialist. 

i. Records of jury examinations and repertoire studied for all students taking applied 
music are kept by applied instructors in their offices. 

j. Faculty members have been encouraged to keep personal files of their students, and 
most do. 

 

4. The effectiveness of the advising system for music students. 

General Undergraduate Advising 
 

Student advisement is strongly emphasized in the department.  Advisement is given in 
several different venues:  
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(1)  A registration/advising session for entering freshmen scheduled during the 
summer.  The university schedules registration/advisement sessions for entering 
students during the summer.  A representative of the department, usually the 
chair, is present to explain the curricular structure of the core major classes and 
the concept of block class scheduling.  There are five such sessions scheduled for 
freshman and two for transfer students, and there is sufficient time to meet 
individually with each student.   

(2) The first Student Convocation hour in the fall quarter.  During the first Student 
Convocation hour, all faculty members and their areas of expertise are introduced.  
Many of them make announcements as to ensembles available for student 
participation, procedures particular to their areas, etc.  General department 
procedures are explained, e.g., how to arrange for lockers, lesson times, how 
many days schedules can be changed without penalty, etc.  Since most freshmen 
are registered in blocks of classes during the previous summer, only the recent 
arrivals need help registering for classes.  Most transfer students are also pre-
registered.   

(3) University 101 for music majors includes extensive advising about department 
requirements and general education requirements.  Students also fill out major 
declaration forms and receive a course of study for their chosen major. 

(4) Advisement provided by assigned faculty advisors.  Each student is assigned an 
advisor who is responsible for guiding the student through his/her undergraduate 
career.  Usually the advisor is the student’s applied lesson teacher.  In cases where 
the student studies with a part-time instructor, who is not paid to do advising, the 
student is assigned an advisor who receives workload credit for advising.   
Generally speaking two faculty members split the advising of music education 
majors, one faculty member advises BA majors and performance majors who take 
lessons from adjunct faculty, and performance and composition students are 
advised by their applied instructor. 

(5) Advisement provided by published materials, especially the Undergraduate 
Handbook and the degree guides for each undergraduate degree.  The 
Undergraduate Handbook and degree guides are published as advising guides for 
students.  The Handbook is available on the department’s web site, and to insure 
that all students become acquainted with it, assignments are given in the 
University 101 class that requires utilizing it as a resource.  The degree guides are 
available to all students in the music office.  Copies of these resources are in the 
MDP. 

 
Advising for Music Education Students 

Advising for music education majors, in addition to the advising described above, is 
given primarily though the music education faculty.  This advising begins when the 
student first declares as a music education major; the declaration form cannot be 
submitted without the signature of the music education specialist on the faculty.  An 
advising session is required before this signature is given.  This advising session usually 
spawns further sessions, which increase in frequency as the student nears the Student 
Teaching experience.  
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Another advising session occurs at the time the student applies for acceptance to the 
Teacher Education program.  The music education specialist has an advising session at 
which the various requirements of the program are discussed, and means of addressing 
these requirements are developed. 
No student is endorsed for student teaching without being the subject of a faculty 
discussion, at which the student’s skill level in various areas and general aptitude for 
teaching is discussed.  Each student has a meeting with the music education specialist 
following this discussion in which the recommendations and observations of the faculty 
are transmitted. 
Another advising session occurs when the final preparations for student teaching 
applications are being processed.  In this session, the music education specialist 
monitors the students’ completions of all requirements and advises them as to any 
deficiencies or omissions.  
The final advisement takes place in the Student Teaching experience, during which the 
student is observed twice by a music department faculty member (in addition to the 
observations of the Curriculum and Supervision Department faculty).  During these 
observations, time is allotted after the day’s teaching has been completed to meet with 
the student and master teacher to evaluate the student’s work. 
 

Graduate Advising 
 

Each student must develop, in consultation with his/her advisor, a plan of the courses 
that will satisfy the requirements of the chosen degree.  These courses must be entered 
on a Course of Study form.  This and all other graduate forms are available in the 
Graduate Studies and Research office and online on the Graduate Studies and Research 
web site.  The Course of Study must have the signatures the committee chair and the 
department chair before being submitted to the Graduate Office.  The completed Course 
of Study form should be submitted before 25 credits have been completed. 

 
Most graduate advising is done through the faculty member who accepts the 
responsibility of chairing the candidate’s Graduate Committee.  This is usually the 
candidate’s applied instructor if a performance or performance/pedagogy degree, one of 
the major ensemble directors if a conducting degree, and the faculty composer specialist, 
if a composition/theory degree.  The Graduate Committee and the Course of Study 
which determines a candidate’s curriculum is described in the Graduate Handbook, from 
which the following is taken: 
 
The Graduate Committee 
Each student must secure agreement on the part of three Graduate Faculty members of 
the music department to serve on his/her Graduate Committee.  Normally, the chair of 
this committee will be the student’s advisor—the faculty member with whom the student 
will work with in the chosen area of concentration.  The student should seek advice from 
this advisor in choosing other members of the committee.  The committee should be 
formed as early as possible in the student’s graduate career.  A Graduate Faculty 
member is one who has been approved by the University Graduate Council.  A non-
approved faculty member may receive permission to serve as a committee member upon 
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application, but normally is not permitted to act as committee chair.   Students may learn 
who on the music faculty is a member of the Graduate Faculty by inquiring in the 
Graduate Office. 
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SECTION I. PURPOSES AND OPERATIONS 

I. Published Materials and Web Sites  

Evaluate the extent to which the music unit’s policies and practices regarding published 
materials and Web sites meet NASM Standards, especially with regard to:  

1. Clarity, accuracy, availability;  
2. Comprehensiveness;  
3. Documentation of connections with registration, certification, and/or licensure; and  

4. Any published claims regarding achievements. 

  Published Materials 
        

Published material representing official policy is found in the University Catalog.  Entries are 
found in the music sections of university catalog, in both graduate and undergraduate divisions.  
The catalog is published annually; as of fall 2012 the catalog will be only available in an 
electronic format.   
Non-Catalog published material by the department.                                                   
For a comprehensive list of what is available on the Department’s web site visit the site map at: 
http://www.cwu.edu/music/site-map  Included is published material concerning the following: 

1) Mission and message from the chair 
2) Undergraduate program 

a) Undergraduate Catalog 
b) Admission information 
c) Living Learning Communities 
d) Audition information 
e) Theory pre-admission required exam 
f) Undergraduate Handbook 
g) Jazz area Handbook 
h) Composition program; description and requirements 
i) Music Education program; description and requirements 
j) Convocation attendance: schedule and policies 
k) Theory program description and study guides 
l) Degrees: descriptions of curricula for each degree; four-year plans 

3) Graduate program 
a) Graduate Handbook 
b) Degrees: Description of each degree: Master of Music in Music Education, Composition, 

Conducting, Performance, Performance-Pedagogy 
c) Cognate program; secondary areas of study 
d) Graduate checklist: required forms and schedules for submission 
e) Graduate Assistantships 
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f) Required diagnostic exams (Theory and Music History) and study guides 
4) Performance and Ensembles 

a) Ensemble descriptions : Band, Orchestra, Choir, Jazz, Small Ensembles 
b) Performance areas and studio descriptions and websites 
c) Studio area groups 
d) Links to audio recordings; ensembles, students and faculty 

5) Visitor information 
a) Visitor home page 
b) Directions to the campus 
c) Campus map 
d) Local accommodations 

6) Music Building information 
a) Recital Hall 
b) Concert Hall 
c) Rehearsal halls 

1. The MDP 1 I section (http://www.cwu.edu/~music/office/nasm/index.html) of this 
document provides a comprehensive list of published materials organized as follows:  
Purposes; Size and Scope; Curricula; Faculty; Administrators and trustees; locale; 
facilities; costs and refund policies; Rules and regulations for conduct; quantitative, 
qualitative, and time requirements for admission, retention, and completion of 
programs and degrees; Academic Calendar; Grievance and Appeals Procedures; 
Accreditation status; transfer credit policies.  Hard copies of recent departmental 
publications will be available to the visiting team. 

 
All published materials reflect the department’s concern with reflecting the programs, 
content and activities of the department with accuracy and integrity, and adheres to the 
relevant standards published in the NASM Handbook.   
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SECTION I. PURPOSES AND OPERATIONS 

J. Community Involvement  

Respond only if you wish to document or explain compliance with NASM Standards 
regarding community involvement beyond the information provided in the Management 
Documents Portfolio (Section IV). 

Community Involvement 
a) The department takes pride in the considerable involvement of its students and faculty 

with the Ellensburg community.  Community service is seen as part of the mission of 
the university, which is to serve as a cultural center for the region.  However, there are 
no curricular matters that involve the community. 

b) Most community involvement is related to department performances, which are open to 
the public.  Most concerts and recitals are free; admission is charged only to defray 
unusual expenses, such as for opera, or for performances that generally attract full 
houses, such as the annual Halloween Orchestra/Chamber Choir concert and most 
orchestra concerts. Assisted living institutions in the area regularly schedule attendance 
at many performances, and the department sets aside convenient seats for these 
attendees. 

c) The department maintains a relationship with a community club called “The Ellensburg 
Music Study Club.”  The club is a member of the State Music Clubs Association, which 
sponsors an annual performance competition each spring, through the local club, with 
cash awards to the winners. Faculty members serve as adjudicators for the competition. 

d) Department faculty and students often participate in community theatrical musical 
productions as pit orchestra members and actors, producers, music directors, stage 
directors and producers. One faculty member in particular has initiated a production 
company called “Valley Music Theater.  Originally producing only one musical each 
summer, the company has now extended its production schedule, offering both adult 
and children’s shows throughout the year.  

e) The Music Department joins with the Theater Arts department biennially to produce a 
Musical or Opera.  The production this year will be “Jesus Christ Superstar”   

f) A Detailed List of Community Involvement can be found in Section IV MDP 1 J and 
also in Section II C Item MGP of this document. 

g) Faculty members and graduate students serve various churches in town as music 
directors, organists and choir directors. 

h) Faculty and students regularly participate as performers in several venues, performing a 
series of noon-time “Brown Bag” concerts at the “Hal Homes Center,” a small hall 
adjacent to the Ellensburg Library, and perform recitals at various assisted living 
institutions in town.  
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SECTION I. PURPOSES AND OPERATIONS 

K. Articulation with Other Schools  

Respond only if you wish to document or explain compliance with NASM Standards 
regarding articulation beyond information provided in the Management Documents 
Portfolio. 
From the CWU Department web site: 
General Requirements 
IMPORTANT! Please read ALL the information on this page. 
 
• ALL ENTERING STUDENTS, incoming freshmen and transfer students alike, prospective 

composition majors and minors included, who plan to pursue either a major or a minor in 
the Department of Music MUST AUDITION in a performing area. Students who do not 
qualify initially for admission into the Department may be placed on departmental 
probation. This will allow them to enroll in some basic musicianship classes and pursue 
applied study on either the group or the secondary level. Probationary students may use the 
quarter-ending jury as an audition for reconsideration of their admission to the Music 
Department. All entering freshmen must take and pass a theory exam with a minimum score 
in order to register for the theory sequence.   

 
Procedures for Undergraduate Admission. 
For entering freshman:    

• First, you must apply, and be accepted, to Central Washington University. You may do this 
online here! 

• Register for your audition by submitting the online form, after you print a copy for your 
records. If our audition dates, normally in January, have passed you by, please go ahead and 
submit the registration form. A member of our department will contact you to set up your 
audition time. (Locate your specific audition requirements by visiting the appropriate area's 
page listed here.) 

• See your applicable theory and audition requirements section below for more details, 
 

For entering transfer students:  
• First, you must apply, and be accepted, to Central Washington University. You may do 

this online here! 
• Register for your audition by submitting the online form, after you print a copy for your 

records. If our audition dates, normally in January, have passed you by, please go ahead 
and submit the registration form. A member of our department will contact you to set up 
your audition time. (Locate your specific audition requirements by visiting the 
appropriate area's page listed here.) 

• If you are a transfer student, but have yet to take any theory courses at the college level, 
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follow the incoming freshman instructions found above. Otherwise, we are happy to give 
you credit for theory courses taken at other institutions, provided that your knowledge 
and skills are on a par with the students who have gone through our theory sequence. 

• If you are transferring any theory courses from another institution, you must take our in-
house diagnostic exam in music theory. 
  

The State of Washington mandates that the general education curriculum for all transfer students 
with AA degrees completed must be accepted by the university.  Courses in music outside those 
used to satisfy a general education requirement are not covered under this provision.  However, 
CWU will accept transfer credit for applied courses if the student can demonstrate the 
appropriate level of performance in an audition.  Likewise, for theory courses completed at 
community colleges, if the transfer student scores well on our in-house diagnostic exam, they can 
receive credit for theory courses completed at a community college.   
One complaint from the community college community is that we do not administer the 
diagnostic test to out native students, and therefore we may be holding transfer students to a 
higher standard than our native students.  Since the diagnostic test is based on final exam 
questions from each of the 6 quarters of the theory sequence, the only justifiable complaint is 
that our native students are not taking it after they complete the two-year sequence and have had 
a summer break.  With this in mind, we are going to administer our in-house diagnostic exams to 
CWU students who have completed two years of theory by spring quarter 2013, in the fall 
quarter of 2013.  We will use the results from this testing to base the placement of transfer 
students in subsequent years.   
Some community colleges offer music history classes, but since these are by law 200 level 
courses and our core required history courses are 300, upper-level courses, these 200 level 
courses cannot substitute for CWU courses in music history. 
We currently only have one written articulation agreement, this is with Spokane Falls 
Community College (SFCC) and can be found in the MDP section of this report.  This agreement 
allows SFCC faculty to administer our piano proficiency test, and we work closely with them to 
align our two-year theory sequence with theirs.  However, in all other respects their students are 
treated as are all other transfer students: they must audition for applied placement, and they must 
take our in-house diagnostic examination in order to be placed in the theory sequence, or to test 
out of the sequence.  Our goal is to continue to work closely with SFCC faculty, eventually 
allowing them to administer the theory diagnostic test to their own students prior to their transfer 
to CWU. 
One thing that has helped for a smoother transfer of students from other institutions is the 
publication of our applied standards in each applied area.  Although we published our 
expectations for high school students who were preparing for auditions, until recently we did not 
publish expected audition levels for transfer students.  We have also listed our 4-year suggested 
plan of study for each degree on our web site so that transfer students (all students) can see what 
courses each degree requires. 
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We are currently working with community colleges in the state of Washington to make for 
smoother transition for music transfer students.  We have already met with colleagues from 
Columbia Basin Community College, Spokane Falls Community College, Shoreline Community 
College and we have plans to meet with others.  Central Washington University has more music 
transfer students from state community colleges than any other four-year institution in the state.  
In view of this fact, it is important that we work with state community colleges to ensure smooth 
transfers for their music students. 
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Section I. PURPOSE AND OPERATIONS 

L. Non-Degree-Granting Programs for the Community  

(Respond only if the institution offers a non-degree-granting community education program 
with a specific published identity and at least one specifically designated administrator. See 
NASM Handbook, Standards for Accreditation, Section III.K., “Non-Degree-Granting 
Programs for the Community.”)  
Note: The Format A outline deviates from the Standards for Accreditation outline in the 
NASM Handbook for this item. “Evaluation, Planning, and Projections” issues are to be 
addressed in Section III of Format A.  
Describe and evaluate how the community education program and the postsecondary 
programs operate in relationship to each other, especially with regard to finances, 
governance and administration, faculty and staff, facilities and equipment, and if 
applicable, any curricular relationships among community and postsecondary programs.  
Curricular relationships mean that the operation of one program is essential to the delivery 
of curricular instruction or provides required opportunities or experiences for another.  
Reference, but do not duplicate material provided in the Management Documents Portfolio. 
As found in MDP.L.2, the CWU Music Preparatory Program states 3 programmatic purposes.  
The first of these relates to providing a structured opportunity for CWU students to gain pre-
service teaching experience.  This purpose correlates with CWU's departmental mission 
statement "to preparing students for careers in music, providing the opportunity to become 
literate, skilled, knowledgeable and confident music educators, performers and practitioners, 
able to influence and enrich the musical lives of the communities in which they serve."  The 
second purpose is to serve area youth by providing an opportunity for string instrument 
instruction, which correlates with the department's mission "to influence and enrich the musical 
lives of the communities in which they serve." The third purpose is to inspire interest in string 
education on campus and in the community through performances and other events, which 
correlates with the department's mission to "[serve] as a leader for K-12 music education and 
[provide] opportunities for the general public to experience music performances of the highest 
quality in a broad range of styles and genres." 
The Music Preparatory Program has not traditionally distinguished a priority between the three 
purposes described above.  However, the growth and success of the recently reinstated 
Ellensburg Public School string program has revealed the first purpose of pre-service teaching 
opportunity as the one most uniquely situated with the CWU program.  In other words, the 
community may well satisfy the need for instruction and performance events in other ways, yet 
there will still be a need for instructional development among CWU music education students. 
In the context of the operational synergy described in Section II.A.2.d, the organizational and 
management relationship between the Department of Music and the Music Preparatory Program 
is close, with many points of contact for planning and program evaluation.   

a) The faculty advisor, Dr. Bret P. Smith, is a tenured faculty member with responsibilities 
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in music education, string education, and assessment.  He is the primary point of contact 
between the Office of Continuing Education (which houses the program budget and 
provides logistical and fiscal services) and the Department of Music (which provides 
facilities, scheduling, and instructional support) and is the final signature authority on the 
program budget.   

b) The Program Director is a graduate teaching assistant in music responsible for staffing, 
communications, scheduling, and supervision.  These responsibilities are included in the 
description of this TA position. 

c) An additional music graduate teaching assistant is director of the Kittitas Valley Youth 
Orchestra, the most advanced ensemble of the program, and is responsible for 
programming, auditioning, and rehearsing this group under the supervision of CWU 
orchestral conducting faculty. 

In 2011-12, in consultation with string faculty, we decided to gradually implement several slight 
changes in the implications of some of the program terminology, consistent with a forward-
looking strategy for program improvement and growth.  Current usage is as follows: 
CWU Music Preparatory Program: the universal term for activities that now include the multi-
level string program and the summer strings day camp.  In the future, the Program would be 
expanded to provide support for youth bands, youth choirs, musicianship classes, private 
instruction, etc. 
Kittitas Valley Youth Orchestras: the component of the Program consisting of 7 distinct group 
classes/ensembles for strings and one full orchestra.  These groups are: Early Beginners I and II, 
Beginning, Silver, Gold Strings, Debut Orchestra, String Cats, and the Kittitas Valley Youth 
Orchestra (KVYO). 
String Project: Although we don't use this term widely, the program is a member of the National 
String Project Consortium and received a grant from 2008-2012 funded by NAMM (National 
Association of Music Merchants) based on our conformity to the String Project model.  This 
model describes programs in which college students direct classes of community children with 
the direct aim of developing teaching skill. 
Faculty Advisor: the CWU faculty member responsible for program operations and planning, the 
signature authority for budget (payroll, purchases). 
Master Teacher: a non-CWU faculty instructor hired as a temporary, hourly employee to provide 
specific instructional expertise, currently the Early Beginners (Suzuki-style) classes. 
Program Director: currently a CWU graduate student teaching assistant, responsible for day-to-
day operations, staff supervision, scheduling, and communications. 
Director: the CWU student employee responsible for leadership and instruction of a particular 
group.  Upper-division undergraduate students direct most ensembles; the KVYO is directed by a 
CWU graduate conducting student. 
Instructor: a CWU student employee responsible for instructional support in classes, based on 
their specialty instrument (upper or lower strings).  This is a training position for future directors. 
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As part of the NSPC/NAMM grant, the program has been reviewed annually by Dr. James Byo 
of Louisiana State University since 2008.  This evaluation is based on responses provided by 
faculty advisor, program director, and master teacher as well as surveys of college students, 
community students, and parents. 
With regard to development of technical mastery, the 2011 program evaluation concluded: "The 
majority of student teacher respondents reported that they understand better how students learn 
(82%) and how teachers teach (91%).  One hundred percent reported having more confidence in 
their ability to teach effectively and work with difficult students."  In addition, "The majority of 
parent respondents (85%) reported that student teachers were appropriately supervised.  One 
hundred percent of parents strongly agreed or agreed with the statement 'Overall, the quality of 
instruction is good.'" Anecdotal evidence provided by students engaged in student teaching 
indicates that participation in the program as instructors or directors has led them to be much 
better prepared to succeed in student teaching than students without this experience. 
With regard to development of work process, ideas, and goals, the 2011 program evaluation 
concluded: "Student teachers are getting opportunities to develop teaching skill with young 
people in authentic settings.  In response to the question 'How much does [the CWU Preparatory 
Program] encourage you to become a strings/orchestra teacher in the schools?' 82% of student 
teacher respondents responded 'much,' 9% 'some,' and 9% 'little'… Overall these data indicate 
that circumstances are conducive to encouraging string players to become string teachers." 
With regard to development of a body of skills, the 2011 program evaluation concluded: "Seven 
or more (of 11) student teachers feel they have received ample or some experience planning 
lessons/rehearsals, setting up rehearsal, teaching small groups and one on one, interacting with 
community students, other student teachers, and parents, and discussing rehearsal techniques 
with the [program director/master teacher]… It appears that student teachers are getting ample 
opportunities to teach young people under supervision." 
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SECTION I. PURPOSES AND OPERATIONS 

M. Operational Standards for All Institutions for which NASM is the Designated 
Institutional Accreditor  

(Respond only if applicable.)  

Note: Refer to NASM Handbook, Standards for Accreditation, Section XXI., “Specific 
Operational Standards for All Institutions of Higher Education for which NASM is the 
Designated Institutional Accreditor.” In preparing this section, materials already covered in 
other sections of the Self-Study should not be repeated, but must be referenced.  
Document the extent to which NASM Standards are met concerning title, operating authority, 
finances, governance and administration, general studies in undergraduate programs, facilities 
and equipment, student services, occupations of graduates, and teach-out agreements.  
NA 
 
N. Operational Standards and Procedures for Proprietary Institutions  

(Respond only if applicable.)  
Note: Refer to NASM Handbook, Standards for Accreditation, Section XXII., “Specific 
Operational Standards and Procedures for Proprietary Institutions of Higher Education.” In 
preparing the analysis for this section, materials already covered in other sections of the Self-
Study should not be repeated, but must be referenced.  
Document the extent to which the operations of the institution meet NASM Standards referenced 
above.  
NA 
 
O. Operational Standards for Branch Campuses and External Programs  

(Respond only if applicable.)  
Note: Refer to NASM Handbook-Standards for Accreditation, Appendix I.A., “Branch 
Campuses, External Programs.” In preparing this section, materials already covered in other 
sections of the Self-Study should not be repeated, but must be referenced.  
Provide a list of specific music programs offered at each branch campus and explain the extent to 
which branch campus programs and practices meet NASM Standards, including the consistency 
and coordination among campuses regarding faculty, facilities, equipment, admission policies, 
governance, finance, curricular programs, and so forth. 
NA 
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NOTES TO READER 
 
Section II of this Self-Study is the Instructional Programs Portfolio which includes competencies, etc. 
common to all degrees as well as those specific to the individual degrees.  The structure of this section, 
as prescribed by NASM (Instructions, pp. A-11 ff.), is as follows: 
 
IIA.  Introductory Information—see pp. A-13-A-14 for specific information desired 

1. Item UP—All Undergraduate Programs in Music: Common Body of Knowledge and Skills 
2. Item ME—Teacher Preparation Programs 
3. Item GR—Graduate Degrees in Music 

 
IIB.  Specific Curricula—(see pp. A-15 ff.) for each degree, provide the following: 

1. Title and Statement of Purpose 
2. Curricular Table in prescribed format 
3. Assessment of compliance with NASM standards 
4. Additional information related to graduate degrees (only) 
5. Results of the program related to its purpose 
6. Assessment of Strengths, areas for improvement, etc. 
7. Rational for continuation if no graduates in past five years (NOT APPLICABLE) 
8. Plans for addressing weaknesses and improving results 

 
IIC.  Programmatic Areas—Introductory Information (see Instructions, pp. A-19-20) 

1. Item MGP: Music Studies for the General Public 
2. Item PER: Performance 
3. Item OPA: Other Programmatic Activities 

 
In each section, NASM descriptions, instructions, and/or standards are included in RED font.  
Sometimes these have been abbreviated, other times the entire NASM section has been included.  In 
each case, page references to either the Instructions or the NASM Handbook of standards are included. 
 
Some cross-references to other large sections have been included but I have not reviewed all parts of 
the self-study, so there may be duplicated information in this section.  At this point, it would be useful 
to note where these duplications are so they can be addressed in future drafts of this document. 
 
If there are any confusions or questions for this section, please feel free to contact Jeff Snedeker at 
snedeker@cwu.edu. 
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Section IIA. Introductory Information 
 

1. ITEM UP 
 
Titles, Purpose, Competency acquisition, Levels, Means of Assessment, and Electives. 
 
The Bachelor of Music degree is considered to be the professional degree for entry to the profession. 
CWU offers three types of professional degrees that address nine discrete specializations. 

 
Bachelor of Music in Composition 
Bachelor of Music in Music Education: 
 Broad Area Specialization 
 Choral Music Specialization 
 Instrumental Specialization 
Bachelor of Music in Performance: 
   Keyboard Specialization 
  Percussion, Wind and String Specialization 
  Vocal Specialization 
 
 

CWU offers specialized training in Composition, Performance, and Music Education, with balanced 
curricula emphasizing appropriate depth and breadth for students interested in a career in music. Each 
degree contains a balanced core curriculum of performance, musicianship, composition/improvisation, 
history/repertory, and synthesis/capstone courses, all of which provide the opportunity for students to 
develop and demonstrate the necessary skills for success in their chosen field. 

 
Over the past five years, significant efforts have been made to align course activities and assignments 
with course and degree objectives; these are in turn aligned with department, college, and university 
goals. These efforts have resulted in numerous informed rubrics addressing appropriate levels of 
competency, rubrics that are reviewed periodically. In addition, concerns for at-risk students have 
resulted in annual department-wide reviews to identify and counsel these students. 

 
Required and elective coursework in the BM curricula is rooted in NASM guidelines and the practical 
and professional experiences of the faculty, and recent adjustments reflect a desire to be responsive to 
current needs in the field. 
 
The Bachelor of Arts degree in Music is also offered, in two forms:  
 

Bachelor of Arts in Music  
Bachelor of Arts in Music, Jazz Specialization 
 

These degrees will be addressed below in Section IIB. D. 
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Compliance with specific standards: General Studies 
 

The General Education Requirement at CWU 
 
The University is structured with a Liberal Arts framework at its core and has a clearly defined 
curriculum in General Education for all students, regardless of major, that addresses the desired 
competencies listed in the NASM Handbook. The goals of the program as identified in the university 
catalog are as follows: 

a) Students will become thoughtful and responsible members of society and stewards of the Earth. 
b) Students will respect diversity of background, experience and belief, and will value the 

different perspectives that this diversity brings. 
c) Students will achieve fluency in reading, writing, oral communication and information 

technology. 
d) Students will master the basic principles of logical, mathematical and scientific reasoning. 
e) Students will develop an appreciation of the breadth and depth of scientific and humanistic 

knowledge. 
f) Students will develop a sense of the interconnectedness of knowledge. 
g) Students will integrate knowledge from diverse fields of study in order to solve real-world 

problems. 
h) Students will become aware of the manifold ways that knowledge evolves. 
i) Students will develop a disposition to ask incisive and insightful questions. 

 
 
The GE curriculum is divided into two categories, “Basic” and “Breadth.” 

a)  “Basic” requirements include coursework in writing, reading, logic, mathematics, and 
computer literacy. Students must complete the Basic requirement by the end of the quarter 
in which they will have earned 75 credits. These courses are as follows: 

i. Two courses in English composition are required; a grade of C- must be achieved in the 
first before taking the second.  

ii. There are courses that address reasoning or logic in three areas: mathematics, computer and 
philosophy. Students choose one. 

iii. There are five courses that address skills in mathematics. Students choose one. 
iv. There are two courses that address computer literacy. Students choose one. 
v. If the student has had at least two years of high school foreign language study, that 

requirement is met. If not, one year of college level study (15 credits) is required. 
 
b) “Breadth” requirements include coursework in three areas:  arts and humanities, social and 

behavioral sciences, and the natural sciences and mathematics. Each of these areas is 
divided into three subcategories, e.g., the arts and humanities area is divided into literature, 
the aesthetic experience and philosophies and cultures of the world. There are between 7 
and 10 courses in each category from which students may choose. Students must take a 
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minimum of one course in each of the nine categories (see the Curricular Table below), 
although a course from only one discipline/department can be chosen within each area. 

 
c) In addition to the two courses in English composition, there are a number of courses within 

the Breadth framework that are identified as “writing intensive” (W). The university 
requires students to take at least four such courses.  

 
d) The General Education program has a variable total credit sum, depending on the courses 

chosen. The differences are found in two factors: whether or not the foreign language 
requirement needs to be satisfied at the university, and the number credits of each course 
chosen. The course credits vary from 3 to 5, as will be noted in the table below. The minimum 
number of total credits is 61, assuming taking all courses with the least number of credits and 
having satisfied the language requirement in high school; the maximum is 83, assuming taking 
all courses with the maximum number of credits and having to take 15 credits of foreign 
language at CWU. Either extreme is unusual. 

 
e) Advising in the General Education program.  

Departments in most other disciplines encourage students to complete the GE program before 
beginning courses in their majors. Music faculty are well aware that this is not possible for 
music majors; they must take GE courses throughout their undergraduate career, since there are 
sequences of core music courses they must take beginning in their first quarter on campus. The 
department addresses this issue as follows: 

 
i. UNIV 101 in a required course for all freshman students (or transfer students with less than 

45 credits). For the general student it is intended as an orientation to university life, both 
social and academic. There is a dedicated section for music majors that serve incoming, 
first-quarter music students. It includes general information on music degrees and the 
General Education program and its objectives and provides an introduction to the university 
music library. The syllabus for this course can be found in the MDP.  

ii. CWU hosts summer orientation sessions for incoming freshmen, offered in conjunction 
with registration for fall courses. This orientation is administered by the chair, the associate 
chair or the faculty member with workload units dedicated to advising. 

iii. Music students receive academic advising in General Education throughout their time at 
CWU from the faculty, and especially from the faculty member with advising workload 
units. 

 
Percentages of any curricular component of the total number of credits will vary within this range, 
depending on the particular courses selected. Since direct transfer agreements (DTAs) required by the 
state force the institution to accept several two-year associate’s degrees in lieu of the General 
Education program and allow for the transfer of individual courses, it is impossible to determine the 
exact General Education/total graduation requirement percentages for transfer students. For the sake of 
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simplicity, only the maximum number of General Education credits will be used for percentage 
calculations.  
 
Curricular Table for General Education 
 
Basic Skills Requirements 

UNIV 101 Academic Advising Seminar … 1 
ENG 101 English Composition I: Critical Reading and Responding…….. 4 
ENG 102 English Composition II: Reasoning and Research……… 4 
Mathematics (from a selection of courses) ………. 5 
Logic (from a selection of courses) …….. 4 or 5 
Technological literacy (from a selection of courses) …… 3 or 4  
(Foreign language (one year, if lacking two years of high school credits)…………15) 
 
 

Breadth Requirements 
Arts and Humanities 

Literature and the Humanities (selection of courses) … 4 or 5 
The Aesthetic Experience (selection of courses) …… 5 
Philosophies and Cultures of the World (selection of classes) …. 5 

Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Perspectives on the Cultures and Experiences of the United States (selection of courses) … 5 
Perspectives on World Cultures (selection of courses) ….. 3, 4 or 5 
Foundations of Human Adaptations and Behavior (selection of courses) …4 or 5 

The Natural Sciences 
Fundamental Disciplines of Physical and Biological Sciences (selection of courses) … 5 
Patterns and Connections in the Natural World (selection of courses) ….. 5 
Applications of Natural Science (selection of courses) ….4 or 5 

 
Total General Studies: 61-83 units  
 
 
Compliance with specific standards: Common Body of Knowledge for all Professional Degrees in 
Music 
 
1. Performance. 
 
Technical skills, including sight-reading, repertory, and interpretation on the primary voice/instrument 
are acquired primarily through applied study and required performances. All students pursuing a 
professional music degree are required to attain levels of performance commensurate with their degree 
areas. All BM majors must complete a minimum of 12 credits of applied study, equivalent to a half-
hour lesson every quarter for eleven quarters plus one required recital credit. Performance majors must 
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complete at least 29 credits, equivalent to an hour lesson over four years plus required recital credits. 
Additional studio instruction is provided in weekly, hour-long studio masterclasses, handled in a 
variety of ways by individual faculty.  

 
Juries/Final Examinations are usually given at the end of each quarter to all students taking applied 
music. Some studios hold to a different schedule of juries, but juries are held every quarter. At defined 
periods, usually after one year of study at a level, students must attempt a “level change”, 
demonstrating their current level of accomplishment and their potential for success at the next level. 
The jury for this advancement is more rigorous than non-level change juries. It is usually at least twice 
as long as the usual jury, requires a broader range of repertoire and technical skill, and is assessed by 
all faculty members in that particular performance area.  
 
All BM majors must perform a recital of some kind. Performance majors must present a minimum of 
one half-recital in the junior year and a full recital in the senior year. A minimum of a half-recital on a 
primary voice/instrument is required of Music Education and Composition majors. In all cases, these 
recitals require enrollment and graded assessment. Some instructors require preliminary hearings as a 
means of ensuring adequate preparation and high-quality performances. 

 
Technique is assessed in a variety of ways. Some studios have separate technique juries/exams, and 
several have separate technique classes and warm-up sessions to address general issues of technique. 
Some ensembles have periodic playing tests. Voice studios ask for quarterly repertoire portfolios. 
Large and small ensembles, especially choirs, are asked to self-evaluate through recordings. Finally, 
concerto competitions, scholarship auditions, etc. promote higher achievement. 

 
Repertory is also addressed in a variety of ways. Published lists of repertoire appropriate to different 
levels are made available to students in course packets and syllabi. They are applied to recitals and 
juries, especially at level changes, including studio recitals and required studio classes. Repertoire is 
also addressed and deepened in literature classes, studio classes, chamber seminars, convocation, 
lessons, large and small ensembles, and in recital attendance. Students are encouraged to attend and 
listen to Festival performances, conferences, competitions, local concerts, faculty and guest artist 
recitals. These experiences in hearing repertory are enhanced further by required attendance at music 
major convocation/recital hours, at required recitals and concerts, averaging eight per quarter,  by 
listening assignments for lessons and classes involving student use of the Music Library, online 
resources (Blackboard, iTunesU), as well as faculty personal collections. Finally, the overall audition 
process and the use of orchestral excerpts in large ensemble auditions emphasize real-life repertoire 
and create opportunities to prepare it. 

 
Sightreading is an integral part of auditions, certain juries, and ensemble challenges. Ensembles also 
include sightreading as a part of the daily routine of classes, including time set aside specifically for 
this purpose (vs. reading pieces only for performance consideration). Further, theory classes emphasize 
and require sightreading in aural skills classes. 
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Leadership skills and collaboration are also addressed in a variety of ways. Conducting classes 
address conducting skills and rehearsal techniques. Sectionals for large ensembles allow students to 
work together in both leadership and collaborative settings. Sectionals and chamber ensembles put 
students in situations where they need to work together independent of faculty coaches/directors. Some 
ensembles, like Vocal Jazz, are mostly self-directed in performance, where the director serves more as 
a coach. Others, like Brass Choir, allow students to collaborate on part assignments. Many of these 
ensembles also provide conducting opportunities for students. Solo opportunities like opera roles and 
recitals encourage self-direction. Students are encouraged to accompany each other, which leads to 
more collaborative experiences. Many studio classes encourage teaching and presentation 
opportunities led by students. Methods and Pedagogy classes require students to teach lessons/class 
topics, and discuss performance assessment and rehearsal techniques. Leadership and collaborative 
activities extend to clubs, Festivals, and Preparatory Program. 
 
Keyboard Competency is addressed in the required minimum of three quarters of Class Piano (this 
requirement may be waived upon demonstration of equivalent keyboard skills), which are taken 
concurrently with the first three quarters of theory, and the Piano Proficiency exam, a graduation 
requirement. (See Proficiency exam in the MDP). Students who fail to pass this exam are required to 
repeat the 3rd quarter of Class Piano until they pass the proficiency exam. Additional prescribed 
keyboard proficiencies are demonstrated and assessed in theory classes, secondary lessons (if faculty 
load allows), conducting classes (score reading), choral arranging, and jazz keyboard classes. The 
department is continually looking for ways to expand and address perceived keyboard needs, 
especially for students pursuing Broad Area and Choral Music Education specializations. 

 
Ensemble experiences cover a wide range of requirements and opportunities. Large ensemble 
participation in the group most relevant to a student’s performing area is required every quarter in 
residence. These ensembles include choirs, and string and wind ensembles. Chamber experiences are 
required in performance degrees, but are open to all students; many choose to use chamber ensembles 
as elective credits. These include choirs (Men’s, Women’s, and Vocal Jazz), opera production, 
chamber orchestra, like/instrument-specific and mixed instrumental ensembles. Both large and 
chamber ensembles present performances each quarter, including repertoire of varying sizes and styles. 
Some chamber ensembles break up into smaller performing groups. Festivals, symposia/conferences, 
special events, guest artist masterclasses and recitals (which often include chamber music and concerto 
performances) all provide opportunities for performance and coaching of small ensembles. 
 
2. Musicianship Skills and Analysis 
 
All music majors take a required set of Core Courses that focus on musical skills and analysis. 
Students have the opportunity through performance, applied study, and academic study to work with 
music of diverse cultural sources, historical periods, and media. This is achieved through ensemble 
concerts, music history courses, and music theory courses. These courses include: 
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• Two years of theory, in which basic aural, keyboard and written skills are stressed. Here 
students gain an understanding of musical elements and employ them in aural and visual 
analyses. Some music literacy is expected of all entering students, To enroll in MUS 144, the 
first quarter of the theory sequence, entering students must pass an online fundamentals exam 
with 75% or better, or take and pass an online fundamental course with at least 85%. Students 
are alerted to this exam and given directions on how to take it during the summer registration 
prior to their first fall quarter on campus. Students must take a placement exam to waive any of 
the courses in the theory sequence. In the first quarter, concurrent enrollment is required in the 
core Music Theory sequence, i.e., MUS 144 (1st quarter written theory, MUS 144A (1st quarter 
aural theory), and MUS 152A (Class piano). This pattern is repeated in the 2nd and 3rd quarters; 
MUS 145, 145A, 153A, and MUS 146, 146A, 154A. A grade of C or better is required in both 
the written and aural components of the theory sequence to continue to the next quarter’s 
courses. The second year of theory, MUS 244, 245 and 246, does not have a concurrent course 
requirement or separate aural component. 

• One upper division theory course (chosen from Counterpoint, Form and Analysis, Arranging, 
Orchestration) is required for BM degrees. One of the objectives of these classes is to develop 
the ability to perceive the architectural coherence of musical works. All include the use of 
analytical skills in projects and other assignments. Choral arranging classes include dictation 
practiced every class meeting, score analysis of arrangements and sight-singing, all based on 
“real-life” use in teaching. 

• Three quarters of music history are required for all majors, in which specific works are 
analyzed for both structural perspectives and culturally contextual significance. Additional 
upper division classes in history/literature are available as electives, and expand on the required 
history sequence with historical, stylistic, and cultural contexts for the literature/genre in 
question. 

• One quarter of Survey of Music in Cross-cultural Perspectives (MUS 359) is also required for 
all majors. This course provides an introductory examination of non-western music. 

• Two quarters of conducting in which the analysis of scores is undertaken, particularly in the 
second quarter, including structural and harmonic analyses, and singing, in addition to the focus 
on conducting skills. 

• Most studio instructors incorporate basic skills in analysis, theory and historical styles in their 
lessons. Most studio instructors require students to master scales and a variety of arpeggio 
patterns as well as formal and linguistic analysis as part of the learning experience. Regular 
jury and final examinations evaluate the acquisition of basic musical skills, and solo and 
ensemble excerpt repertoire from the various historical periods is incorporated. In the voice 
area, students are required to sing in Italian, French, and German and other languages. 
Memorization of music often involves the activation of these skills, especially structural 
elements. Vocal and instrumental teachers will assign ornamentation and performing practice 
exercises for style study. Required degree recitals also usually have a written component, and 
generally performance majors write program notes that utilize and develop their ability to 
express themselves in writing.  
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• All students are expected to participate in at least one large ensemble every term of their 
enrollment, and many also elect to perform in one or more of the numerous departmental small 
ensembles. These ensembles expand student exposure to literature, forms, styles, etc. 
Ensembles frequently use recordings of rehearsals and performances of students and groups for 
them to self-evaluate in performance and aural skills as well as style analysis. Ensemble 
directors challenge students to respond to structural and stylistic aspects of the music as a 
matter of course. 

• Small ensembles often use the same approaches in literature selection and rehearsal techniques. 
Jazz ensembles have assignments (or at least opportunities) for arrangements and for 
transcription and analysis of improvised solos. 

 
3. Composition and Improvisation. 
 

Composition  
Courses in composition are required in the Bachelor of Music in Composition degrees only. 

Compositional practices, however, are studied in the following courses, which are required of 
all students: 

• Theory, which involves much work in composition, particularly during the second year of the 
two-year sequence. These assignments involve composing short excerpts, harmonizing a 
melody, realization of figured bass, and 12-tone projects. 

• Those involved in the jazz choirs, particularly the top group, are required to write an 
arrangement of a standard tune. Jazz choirs also use transcriptions of free improvisations to 
create new, original compositions 

• Orchestration and arranging classes require some elements of composition. 
 

Additionally, students pursuing degrees other than composition often elect to take composition 
classes (depending on instructor availability), particularly MUS 120, the first quarter of the 
composition sequence.  

 
Improvisation.  
• Additional composition and improvisation projects are utilized by various applied studio 

teachers, based on their desire/need for students to experience, for example, writing their own 
cadenzas, ornamentation (newly improvised and historical), call-and-response/imitating styles, 
paraphrase, and a variety of improvisation games and projects.  

• Students in all jazz bands and jazz choirs (a total enrollment of approximately 120 students) 
experience improvisation as a matter of course, as do those who elect to take the class in jazz 
improvisation (MUS 355).  

• Ensembles and studios include improvisation in the courses of study, including improvising 
pieces in different styles, use of non-traditional sounds, found objects. 

• Guest artists and composers have worked with students on composing and improvising while in 
residence. 
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4. History and Repertory 
 
The fact that several music faculty at CWU have combined appointments (e.g., history and horn, 
history and bassoon, history and theory) encourages the integration of history and repertoires into the 
curriculum. 
 

History 
• All music majors are required to take three quarters of music history, a 3-credit class that meets 

three times a week for the three successive quarters of the academic year.  
• In addition to these required classes, the department requires all music majors to enroll in MUS 

359 Music in Cross-Cultural Perspectives, a three-credit course that provides students with an 
introduction to non-western music. 

• The department offers at least three upper division survey courses each year. These courses 
include Survey of 20th Century Music, Survey of Opera, Survey of Chamber Music, Survey of 
Choral Music, and Survey of Symphonic Literature, and others as faculty load and student 
interest allow. Students in the BA program must complete two classes selected from these; 
others choose to take them as electives. When a qualified instructor is available, a course in the 
Philosophy of Music is offered, which also counts as an upper division survey course. 

• All performance majors are required to take an area-specific, 3-credit course in the literature of 
their area. These courses are offered in alternate years. Others often elect to take this course. 

• Applied studios cover historical periods through solo repertoire, orchestral/ensemble excerpts, 
and other lesson materials. Several studios emphasize historical performing practices and use of 
historical instruments for appropriate repertoire. 

• Historical styles, forms, etc. are reinforced in all theory classes, especially in Form and 
Analysis and Orchestration. 

• Conducting classes also expand and enhance the students’ awareness of styles, forms, and 
repertoire. 

• Two General Education courses, History of Jazz and Introduction to Music (Music 
Appreciation), are also available to music majors; generally the History of Jazz class is the 
more popular choice. 

   
Repertory 
• All applied areas have established repertory lists required for each level of study. As students 

progress though the applied levels they are introduced to a variety of literature appropriate to 
their applied areas.  

• Through their participation in small and large ensembles students experience a vast amount of 
repertory for those media. The large number of ensembles offered by the department, and the 
desire of many students to perform in these groups contribute to this experience. Indeed, in 
spite of the fact that for most students, small ensemble participation is an elective that does not 
satisfy any graduation requirement, the small ensembles are always well populated. The 
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repertory selected by large ensemble directors in particular is chosen in part to expose students 
to a wide variety of styles, genres and periods.  

• In addition to their own performance experiences, all students enrolled in applied instruction 
are required to attend student convocation/recital hours as well as attend an expected number of 
faculty, student, ensemble and guest recitals and concerts each quarter. There are over 300 
recitals and concerts presented each year in Music Building Concert and Recital Halls, and the 
attendance of students is monitored by means of a code reader that scans the code on each 
student’s ID card. 
 

5. Synthesis. 
 
Synthesis, though most frequently measured in the final stages of the degree, can occur at several 
junctures in the course of study at CWU. In some ways, it can be seen as beginning almost 
immediately for music majors. Synthesis opportunities appear most frequently in performance 
preparation, conducting, and teaching/leading. 

 
• Auditions for ensembles, whether for placement or acceptance, are not coached by faculty, so 

students must prepare them independently, applying what they have learned in a range of classes. 
• Undergraduate student conducting opportunities exist in some large ensembles (e.g., Choir, 

Marching Band) and in many of the smaller ensembles; in such instances synthesis must take place. 
Similar opportunities for synthesis are manifest in chamber ensembles, sectionals, and combos, 
which are often student-led. Faculty directors challenge the members of their ensembles to think 
beyond their individual part, and interact with them to reinforce the bigger picture. 

• Several studios and classes (arranging, methods, pedagogy) offer opportunities, especially at higher 
levels, for students to teach lessons, prepare lesson plans or topical presentations. Some encourage 
“practice buddies” where older students provide mentoring and modeling for younger students in 
daily practice sessions. Some studios promote frequent group warm-ups, which are often led by 
students.  

• Some studios have independent preparation/performance assignments, such that students must 
prepare some portions or aspects of performances on their own. 

• Students also attend and participate in festivals, workshops, and presentations such topics as mock 
auditions, mock interviews, and arts advocacy experiences that provide formative experiences for 
the “real” world ahead. 

 
Inevitably, synthesis is demonstrated in capstone projects, such as performance/composition recitals 
and student teaching. Since these require enrollment and graded assessment, the opportunity exists for 
faculty to take a broad view of student capabilities in all the areas listed, appropriate to the respective 
degree. In addition, many applied studios require self-assessment portfolios and written documents, 
such as program notes, to further emphasize the synthesizing of information and experiences. Often, 
students are equal participants in the choosing of recital repertoire, and they also are responsible for 
most of the logistics of their recital performances (arranging and leading rehearsals, etc.). 
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For music education majors, the Teacher Performance Assessment (edTPA or TPA) requires a 
demonstration of synthesis of content and pedagogy as part of the evaluation of student teaching. 

 
For string students, participation as coaches and directors in the department’s String Preparatory 
Program greatly enhances their preparation for teaching, synthesizing their performing ability, 
leadership and conducting skills. Indeed, string major student teachers report that their involvement in 
the Preparatory Program has prepared them so well for student teaching that they are usually far ahead 
of those without that experience.  

 
Capstone projects, particularly for some recitals, scholarship projects, and for those students enrolled 
in the Douglas Honors College, involve significant written work synthesizing a range of ideas and 
skills into a coherent final performance. 
 
Results  
 
Capstone projects, such as performance/composition recitals and student teaching, are most frequently 
used to determine student achievement of professional entry-level competence. Since these require 
enrollment and graded assessment, the opportunity exists for faculty to take a broad view of student 
capabilities in all the areas listed, appropriate to the respective degree. In addition, as mentioned above, 
many studios require self-assessment and written documents, such as program notes, prepared 
independently to further emphasize the synthesizing of information and experiences. The Teacher 
Performance Assessment requires a demonstration of synthesis of content and pedagogy as part of the 
evaluation of student teaching, including external evaluation. Capstone projects, particularly for some 
recitals, scholarship projects, and for those students enrolled in the Douglas Honors College, involve 
significant written work pulling a range of ideas and skills together. 

 
These competencies are assessed in several ways and reinforced in others. Some studios use pre-recital 
screening to ensure well-prepared, high-level performances. Since applied requirements for each level 
are clearly spelled out, student progress can be assessed very easily at juries and performances, 
particularly as the student gets to the end of the degree. The recent addition of rubrics on jury forms 
has greatly aided in the gathering of meaningful assessment data. Many students, by virtue of 
invitations for ensembles or encouragement of faculty, attend and participate in professional 
conferences at the state, regional, national, and international levels, which allows them not only to 
meet people and network, but learn and share their ideas with professionals in the field. This is further 
enhanced by the instrument-specific festivals administered by many faculty members in the 
department, such as festivals which attracted large enrollments from around the state and feature guest 
artists. Recent examples include festivals for horn, trumpet and cello. Instrument-specific ensembles 
frequently travel to regional and even national conferences in their discipline. Groups that have done 
this recently include the Horn Choir, the Trumpet Choir, the Trombone Choir and the Percussion 
Ensemble. 
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These assessments are confirmed by high placements of graduates in jobs and graduate programs, 
competition awards (both individual and ensemble), conference performances, winning of orchestral 
jobs, and work with guest artists on and off campus. Many students have musical jobs in the 
community, work at music camps in summers, play in regional orchestras, and teach privately. They 
also volunteer at schools and with musical groups, and are encouraged to be engaged with their or the 
local community in some way. 

 
On campus, student involvement with the String Preparatory Program, music festivals, including 
Choral, Jazz, Orchestra, and Wind Ensemble, as well as the Washington State Solo/Ensemble Festival, 
held annually each spring on the CWU campus, helps them to form and defend value judgments about 
the field. 
 
 
 
 
 
Recommendations  
 
Opportunities for many of the recommended activities and experiences listed in this section of the 
NASM Handbook are documented in the previous section and elsewhere in this document. Whether 
through advising, collaborative experiences and performances, service/community engagement, or 
simply attending the required number of concerts, CWU music students have many opportunities to 
enrich and expand their musical interests and knowledge. 
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Section IIA. Introductory Information 
 
Item ME 
 
Teacher Preparation Programs. 
 
Titles: Bachelor of Music in Music Education: Instrumental/Choral/Broad Area Specializations 
 
Teacher certification in the state of Washington is regulated by the Office of the Superintendent of 
Public Instruction (OSPI) through the Professional Education Standards Board (PESB), which is 
responsible for establishing the three endorsement areas and defining the specific competencies 
necessary to receive them. Bowing to pressure from small school district superintendents, the state no 
longer has an endorsement area in the lower grades; all endorsements are now P-12. Music educators 
may be certified P-12 in three endorsement areas: General, Instrumental, and Vocal music. Each of 
these areas is defined by its own list of endorsement competencies, and candidates must pass the 
required WEST-E test in each area prior to endorsement. CWU’s degree specializations prepare 
candidates in at least two of the three endorsements--the Choral specialization addresses Vocal and 
General Music endorsements, the Instrumental specialization addresses Instrumental and General 
endorsements, and the Broad Area specialization qualifies a candidate for all three state endorsements. 
 
Describe and evaluate your intern teaching program with specific reference to credit allotment, quality 
and variety of cooperating schools, process for selecting supervising teachers and sites, and concurrent 
enrollment other than intern teaching. 
 
a) There are three required off-campus field experiences for teacher candidates:  

• Prior to admittance to the Teacher Preparation Program and enrollment in EFC 210, students 
must independently complete 40 hours of Pre-Admission Observation in an educational setting 
(20 of which must be in a public school).  

• Students complete EFC 330 (2), a field-based course requiring the equivalent of two full-time 
weeks in a school setting under the supervision of a mentor teacher. To be taken prior to the 
junior year, this placement is arranged through the Office of Field Experiences. Since it occurs 
before the fall quarter begins, the question of concurrent enrollment is not applicable. Students 
must also enroll in EFC 210 (1), a seminar in which field observations and program planning 
are discussed. 

• Students doing Intern teaching (called Student Teaching at CWU) enroll in EFC 480 (16). This 
program is a full-time, 10-week placement with a mentor teacher, requiring a full quarter away 
from the campus (prior to Fall 2011 this course was known as EDCS 442). EFC 480 includes a 
required seminar led by Education faculty on the Ellensburg campus and field faculty at the 
various CWU Centers throughout the state. As of 2013, students also complete and submit the 
Teacher Performance Assessment (TPA) during this quarter.  

 
b) Concurrent enrollments 
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Students who wish to enroll in additional coursework during student teaching must obtain the 
permission of the chair of the Department of Educational Foundations. In practice, this is 
extremely rare for music students. 

 
 
 
c) Student Teaching Sites 

Since Ellensburg offers few opportunities for placement, having only three public elementary 
schools, one middle school and one high school, most students must attend schools far removed 
from the CWU campus. Students select from a variety of school settings, from inner city to 
rural. The areas of the state available for CWU student placement and which are assigned to the 
CWU Teacher Preparation program includes 80 school districts, which lie within two of the nine 
Educational Service Districts (ESD) in the state. Students may request geographic regions that 
correspond to the availability of supervising faculty. These regions contain a variety of urban 
(e.g., Seattle), suburban (North King County), and rural (Lower Yakima Valley) school districts 
and afford placement in choral, general, and instrumental music at all levels, P-12. 

 
d) Student Teaching (Internship) site selection 

All field placements are made by the Office of Field Experiences (OFE). Students complete an 
online application and receive departmental approval for placement (pending completion of 
Piano Proficiency exam, required music methods courses, attainment of required GPA in major 
courses, and prescribed recital attendance requirement). Schools and master teachers are 
selected for each student collaboratively by faculty members from the Department of Music and 
Department of Educational Foundations & Curriculum (DEFC). Beginning in 2007, music 
education faculty from the Music Department, in consultation with each student, provide the 
OFE with a list of at least three suggested placements. These suggestions take into account 
student career goals, compatibility with mentor teacher, travel and lodging logistics, and other 
such concerns. Prior to this, music faculty felt that placements were at times unsuitable. The 
establishment of this procedure was initially resisted by the OFE, but as discussions and the 
demonstrated success (and ease) of placements occurred, the Music Department is now viewed 
as a model for other departments in our interest and ongoing involvement in our students' 
internships. We are fortunate to have a large alumni base of music educators and many contacts 
in the state through our involvement with MENC/NAfME and other professional activities, 
which allows us to be aware of and suggest high-quality, appropriate placements for our 
students. 
 
When a student registers for student teaching, he/she is asked to select three districts in a priority 
order for their placement. At the same time, the student may indicate a preference for a school 
and supervising teacher. The DEFC field supervisor in cooperation with the appropriate Music 
Department faculty member decides on a district and school, and forwards a request to the 
selected district coordinator within DEFC. Depending on the district, the coordinator 
communicates with school principals or a district personnel director. The final decision to accept 
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a student teacher is communicated from the proposed supervising teacher to the building 
principal, who in turn notifies the district personnel director to the field supervisor. When 
finalized, placements are posted on the DEFC website. Students enroll in student teaching under 
EFC 480 and are officially supervised by faculty in that department.  
 

e)  Student Teacher Observation 
In past years, Department of Music faculty members have observed each student teacher twice 
during the quarter in addition to the official observations conducted by the field supervisors. 
While Education field faculty members are skilled teachers and administrators, they generally 
lack the musical knowledge to address issues such as conducting, error detection, rehearsal 
techniques, classroom management of large ensembles, and music pedagogy in general. While 
effective, it was taking sorely needed instructional time from department instructional activities 
on campus. In 2009 the department was able to pilot the use of a content-area supervisor not on 
the full-time faculty, affiliated with a CWU center, a well-respected, retired music educator with 
a long and successful career in the music classroom. This pilot proved to be extremely 
successful and our goal is to extend this model to other regions, and to develop and maintain a 
network of content area experts to supplement or entirely provide the required supervision. It 
has not only proved successful in the field, but allowed department faculty members to direct 
more of their workload to department instruction. All logistical paperwork is processed by the 
Field Supervisor in the Office of Field Experience in the DEFC.  

 
f)  Credit Allotment for the Teacher Preparation Program 

The total number of required credits in this program is 50. The required courses in this program 
are listed in the MDP. 

 
g)  State Certification Requirements 

Requirements for state certification are described in Section MDP II. C. 1. 
 

 
Describe any special requirements for certification mandated by your state as these affect the teacher-
training program in music education.  
 

The State of Washington, through the certifying authority of the Office of the Superintendent of 
Public Instruction, requires the following of all teacher candidates: 

 
• Fingerprint clearance and criminal background check from the Washington State Patrol and 

FBI 
• Proof of purchase of $1 million liability insurance. 
• Passing scores on WEST-B (basic skills) and WEST-E (endorsement specific content) 

examinations. 
• Successful completion of the state Pedagogy Performance Assessment (through 2011) or the 

Teacher Performance Assessment (after 2011) during field experience. 
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Students must also complete an approved program through a college or university. These 
requirements and reviews are under the purview of the state Professional Educator Standards 
Board (PESB). In 2011, CWU's Professional Education Program and individual degree programs 
were revised to meet these state standards, particularly Standard V (Candidate Knowledge and 
Skills). Each endorsement area must prepare candidates to meet the site visit requirements and 
2007 Endorsement Competencies. These are available at:  

 
2007, 2010 PESB Site Visit Protocols: 
http://www.pesb.wa.gov/prepprogram/sitevisits 
 
2007 PESB Endorsement Competencies: 
http://www.pesb.wa.gov/prepprogram/prep_programs/approval/endorsement-competencies 
 
A current priority of the PESB is the diversity of student population at the school and district 
hosting the student teacher.  While this has not been a direct or primary consideration in the past, 
the department is able to monitor this data and will incorporate this consideration into the 
recommendation of sites. 
 

Section IIA. Introductory Information 
 
Item GR 
 
Titles: The Master of Music degree is designed to provide opportunity for in-depth study in an area of 
specialization, to increase professional competence in teaching and performance, and to prepare for 
continued self-directed study or advanced graduate study. CWU offers a masters program with five 
discrete specializations. 

 
Master of Music in Composition 
Master of Music in Conducting 
Master of Music in Music Education 
Master of Music in Performance 
Master of Music in Performance-Pedagogy 

 
Titles of graduate theses in all music specializations—including music education—completed at CWU 
within the last three years:  
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Music Graduates 2008-2012          

 
 

Last First Middle Deg Spec Yr Title Chair Com1 Com2 
Houghton Ian Daniel MM Perfor

mance-
Pedago
gy 

2008 Recital and Extended 
Program Notes: The 
Solo Keyboard Works 
of Bach 

Pickett, J. Gries, P. Flesher, 
E. 

Rolandson David Martin MM Condu
cting 

2008 The Assessment and 
Implementation of 
Current Resources 
Used in Wind Band 
Instrumentation 

  Lane, M. Smith, 
B. 

Rooney Katrina Caroline MM Condu
cting 

2008 The "Sanctus" 
Movement of masses 
by 5 composers 
Influenced by 
Impressionist 
Musicians 

Weidenaar, 
G. 

Lipori, D. 
co-chair 

Singh, 
V. 

Yang Shin Lin MM Compo
sition 

2008 Apparition: An 
Original Work for Full 
Orchestra 

Flesher, E. Gries, P 
co-chair 

Pickett, 
J. 

Ferland Celine  MM Perfor
mance/
Pedago
gy 

2008 A Flute Method for 
Early Childhood 

Ott, H. Gries, P. Smith, 
B. 

Hart Heather Marie MM Perfor
mance 

2008 Recital and Cover 
Paper: Lesser Known 
Wonders of the Violin 
Repertoire 

Smith, B. co-
chair 

Netz, H. Rehkopf
, C. co-
chair 

Johnson Amber Catherine MM Perfor
mance 

2008 Recital and Extended 
Program Notes: 12 
Pieces from the Horn 
Repertoire 

Snedeker, J. Lipori, D. Babbitt, 
M. 

Sutherland Nicholaus D MM Music 
Educati
on 

2008 The Development and 
Implementation of a 
Standards-based 
Approach to Teaching 
and Assessment of 
Selected Objectives in 
Middle School 
Instrumental Music: A 
Pilot Study 

Smith, B. Lipori, D. Harbaug
h, J. 

Wilson Andrew L MM Condu
cting 

2008 The Relationship of 
Text and Music in Six 
Choral Pieces by 
Stephen Paulus 

Weidenaar, 
G. 

Caoile, 
N. 

Singh, 
V. 

Campbell Jonathan Michael MM Compo
sition 

2009 Illuminism: 6 
Movements for Jazz 
Orchestra 

Bruya, C. Caoile, 
N. 

Ross, E. 

Collins Jamie  Irene MM Perfor
mance 

2009 Recital and Extended 
Program Notes: 
Enrique Granados and 
The Goyescas: A 
History and Analysis 

Pickett, J. Weidenaa
r, G.  

Lipori, 
D. 

Jaffe Janel K MM Music 
Educati
on 

2009 Adult Beginners Piano 
Workshop: Research 
and Implementation of 
Skill Building 
Techniques and 
Materials for Life-long 
Learning and 
Enjoyment 

Smith, B. Gries, P. Lane, 
M. 
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Kragness Taylor Leigh MM Perfor

mance-
Pedago
gy 

2009 Alternative Notational 
Practices Utilized by 
Three 20th Century  
Composers (Xenakis, 
Schwantner, Crumb) 
to Communicate 
Extended Percussion 
Techniques 

Goodenberge
r, M. 

Lipori, D. Lane, 
M. 

Lede Dana Christine MM Condu
cting 

2009 Percy Grainger's 
"Near Woodstock 
Town and Spoon 
River" An Historical 
and Conductor's 
Analysis 

Gookin, L. Lane, M. Smith, 
B. 

Roy Kimberly  MM Condu
cting 

2009 Copland's The 
Tenderland Suite and 
Vaughan Williams' 
Fantasia on a Theme 
by Thomas Tallis 

Caoile, N. 
co-chair 

Weidenaa
r, G. co-
chair 

Gries, P. 

Clark Monica Rochelle MM Perfor
mance 

2009 Recital and Extended 
Program Notes 

Pickett, J. Blaisdell, 
G. 

Gries, P. 

Parkington Marjorie  MM Perfor
mance/
Pedago
gy 

2009 Musical Performance 
and the Adult Cello 
Student: Assessing 
Why and How Adult 
Beginners Learn to 
Play and Perform 

Michel, J. Gries, P. Smith, 
B. 

LaBerge Rachel Thekla MM Perfor
mance 

2010 Orchestra 
Administration: A 
Resource and Guide 

Ott, H. Lipori, D. Ross, E. 

Nesvig Rachel  MM Perfor
mance 

2010 Recital and Extended 
Program Notes: 
Beethoven's Kreutzer 
Sonata, Chausson's 
Poeme, Pärt's Fratres 

Rehkopf, C. Caoile, 
N. 

Smith, 
B. 

Flock Michelle Louise MM Music 
Educati
on 

2011 Non-verbal 
Communication in the 
Choral Experience: 
The Use of American 
Sign Language to 
Enhance Choral 
Conducting 

Smith, B. Weidenaa
r, G.  

Fouts, 
R. 

Waag William  MM Condu
cting 

2011 A Survey of Johannes 
Brahms' Variations on 
a Theme by Haydn 

Caoile, N. Smith, B. Gookin, 
L. 

Abrams Alexande
r 

 MM Perfor
mance 

2011 Cello Recital Cover 
Paper 

Michel, J. Caoile, 
N. 

Rehkopf
, C. 

Taylor Daniel  MM Perfor
mance 

2011 Extended Program 
Notes for a Graduate 
Piano Recital 

Pickett, J. Bruya, C. Blaisdel
l, G. 

Norberg Evan  MM Condu
cting 

2011 Lecture/Recital: 
Overcoming Grief 
Through Music Using 
Rene Clausen's 
Memorial 

Weidenaar, 
G. 

Lipori, D. Singh, 
V. 

Julyan Aaron  MM Perfor
mance-
Pedago
gy 

2011 Extended Program 
Notes for a Graduate 
Percussion Recital 

Goodenberge
r, M. 

Gookin, 
L. 

Lipori, 
D. 

Claussen Mark  MM Condu
cting 

2011 Paul Hindemith's 
Symphony in B Flat 
for Concert Band: An 
Historical and 
Conductor's Analysis 

Gookin, L. Bruya, C. Lane, 
M. 
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Bogza Sergey  MM Condu

cting 
2011 Tchaikovsky's Romeo 

and Juliet Fantasy-
Overture: an Analysis 

Caoile, N. Ross, E. Lipori, 
D. 

McNeillie Blair Geoffrey MM Perfor
mance/
Pedago
gy 

2012 Analysis of Sonata For 
Trumpet and Piano by 
Halsey Stevens 

Harbaugh, J. Bruya, C. Lipori, 
D. 

French Rayla Renea MM Perfor
mance/
Pedago
gy 

2012 Extended Program 
Notes for two 
Graduate Degree Horn 
Recitals 

Snedeker, J. Gookin, 
L. 

Neurohr
, J. 

Snyder Terryl A. MM Perfor
mance 

2012 Renaissance of a 
Community Orchestra 

Snedeker, J. Gookin, 
L. 

Caoile, 
N. 

Petersen Benjamin Mark MM Compo
sition 

2012 Composition: The 
Tragedy of Cassandra, 
two movements of a 
chamber opera 

Ross, E. Gookin, 
L. 

Snedeke
r, J. 

Appler Diana Lee MM Condu
cting 

2012 Mendelssohn's 
"Fingal's Cave 
Overture" 
Transcription for 
Wind Ensemble with 
Accompanying 
Narrative and Analysis 

Gookin, L. Caoile, 
N. 

Lane, 
M. 

 

 

 
 
Describe and evaluate the institution’s approaches to the development of breadth of competence for 
students in all graduate degree programs. 
 
The department’s compliance with NASM guidelines in the development of breadth of experience and 
competence for graduate students is demonstrated by the admissions process and curricular structure of 
all graduate degree programs, outlined in the Graduate Handbook. 
 
General Admission Requirements 
 
In addition to the general regulations for admission to the master's program, the following admission 
requirements apply to the Master of Music Degree. 
 

• Candidates must have a Bachelor's degree from an accredited college with a major in music or 
its equivalent. 

• Acceptance into a specific major field or specialization will require an evaluation of a 
candidate’s abilities by a committee of three faculty members, two of whom will be from the 
particular major field. Admission into the institution does not assure admission into a music 
program. Therefore, candidates should complete the specific requirements for major fields 
before arrival on campus, but no later than the end of the first quarter. 

• Non-performance majors (conducting, composition, music education) must also demonstrate a 
level of musicianship equal to what would be considered appropriate for 300-level 
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undergraduate study. For clarification of 300-level expectations, consult with the 
auditioning/interviewing faculty or the Graduate Coordinator. Students may demonstrate this 
level of musicianship in several ways, appropriate to the desired degree program, or deemed 
appropriate by the evaluation committee after consultation with the student. Examples include a 
performance audition in an applied area or conducting (live or taped), a video recording or 
audio recording of a performance directed by the applicant, or a video recording of a music 
lesson or class taught by the applicant. 

 
The Graduate Record Exam (GRE) is not required for admission to the Department of Music Graduate 
Studies. 
 
Specific Steps for Graduate Admissions 
 
Once a prospective graduate student submits completed university applications to the CWU Office of 
Graduate Studies, then a complete audition/interview process with CWU Music Department should be 
set up. A request for an audition/interview should go to the Program Adviser of the desired degree 
program. Results of the audition/interview are gathered and brought into the evaluation process. 
 
The CWU Music Department Graduate Committee receives completed university application materials 
from the CWU Office of Graduate Studies, reviews these materials and the music audition/interview 
results, in consultation with appropriate faculty. 
 
Once all application materials are complete, a decision on acceptance for admission is made, 
preferably before April 1, but in some cases can be extended into May or June. 
 
Additional consideration is made for Graduate Assistant applications, attempting to match capabilities 
with possible duties. This process can take longer, but decisions are made as soon as possible, based 
upon the qualifications of the applicant and department needs. Frequently, these decisions are finalized 
by April, but may continue until positions are filled. 
 
General Curricular Requirements 
 
All Masters degrees require a minimum of 45 quarter-hour credits. Within these credits, the following 
requirements must be met: 

 
1. At least one-third of the 45-credit total must be in the major field, including 6 credits of thesis 

(MUS 700). 
2. At least one-third of the 45-credit total must be in other music courses and include: 

a) 3 credits of ensemble 
b) 3 credits of MUS 521 (Methods of Musical Research) 
c) 3 credits in a theory-related course (for non-composition majors)  
d) 3 credits in a history or literature-related course. 
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3. One-third of the 45-credit total may be elective courses in supportive areas from any 
discipline.  

4. No more than 20 credits applied toward the degree may be at the 400 (senior undergraduate) 
level.  

5. No 300 level credits may be applied toward the degree. 
6. At least one-half of the total credit requirement (23 credits) must be in courses intended for 

graduate students only. 
 
Although item “3” above states that one-third of the total credit requirement may be in supportive areas 
from any discipline, the improbability of being able to take graduate level, or even 400 level courses in 
areas other than music tends to restrict almost all elective courses in the Course of Study to music. 
These requirements effectively provide as much breadth as can be expected in a program of only one 
year’s duration, while simultaneously allowing for in-depth study in a specialized area. All NASM 
curricular requirements are met in these programs. 
 
Graduate Student Course of Study 
 
Each student must develop, in consultation with his/her advisor, a plan of the courses that will satisfy 
the requirements of the chosen degree. These courses must be entered on a Course of Study form. This 
and all other graduate forms are available in the Graduate Studies office and online. The Course Of 
Study must have the signatures of the committee chair and the department chair/Graduate Coordinator 
before being submitted to the Graduate Office. It is strongly recommended that an initial Course of 
Study, showing the degree plan for the incoming student, be completed and submitted in the first 
quarter of enrollment. 
 
The Graduate Office requires that students have approved Course Of Study forms on file before they 
have taken 25 credits. Also, the Office of Financial Aid has made it a requirement that students 
collecting financial aid must have an approved Course Of Study on file in both the Graduate Office 
and the Financial Aid office. If there isn't an approved copy on file before the end of the add/drop 
period of the quarter in which the student enrolls for his/her 25th credit, the student's financial aid 
award may be cancelled. 
 
Over the time of the degree, if there are three or more changes to the original Course of Study, a 
Revised Course of Study form, reflecting the courses actually taken to fulfill specific degree 
requirements, will need to be filed with or just before the Application To Graduate. Any changes in 
individual courses can be made only with the submission of a Course Substitution form. 
 
Graduate Cognate in Music 
 
Starting with the 2007-08 catalog, the department began offering a cognate program in tandem with the 
existing graduate degrees. It was initiated as a response to two situations affecting our graduate 
students. First, the norm for Graduate Teaching Assistants is to be in residence for two academic years. 
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Given the mandatory, 10-credit, quarterly course load required of GTAs, which amounts to a minimum 
of 60 credits accrued by the end of the second year, it is difficult for them to find enough course work 
in their specialization (as delineated on their Course of Study) to take throughout their time on campus. 
Many were finished with much of their required coursework after 4 or 5 quarters. Second, for all 
graduate students under the catalog language then in existence, the opportunity for a secondary 
emphasis was not possible, i.e., there was no such program extant. To address both of these situations 
the Cognate program was created. A graduate cognate in music lends more coherence to the cluster of 
courses students take beyond those required for the degree and offers more meaningful recognition for 
courses taken beyond the degree requirements. It has also benefited non-GTA graduate students as 
well, for experience has shown that most graduate students, whether with a TA or not, tend to spend 
two years in residence, thus they can also participate in this optional program. The program and 
options within it follow. 
 
Admission:  
Students who have been accepted into a graduate major in music may apply for admission to a 
graduate cognate in music after they arrive on campus. Admission to a cognate requires the following, 
in order: 
• Acceptance for admission to CWU graduate program. 
• Acceptance for admission to a major graduate program in music (by audition/interview). 
• Acceptance for admission to the graduate cognate by separate audition/interview. This 

interview/admission will normally be conducted during the first quarter of enrollment or later. It is 
not part of the primary admission process so as to avoid confusion of initial advising and 
enrollment. Acceptance for admission is also dependent on space available in the area, to be 
determined by faculty in that area. 

  
Guidelines: 
• Students are allowed one graduate cognate in music. 
• Students accepted into a cognate will have an assigned or mutually agreed upon advisor, but will 

not need to form a graduate committee for the cognate final project or recital. This advisor will be 
responsible for evaluating the culminating recital or project and will also be a member of the 
student’s graduate committee. 

• Courses counted for the cognate must also be indicated on the Course of Study form, separate 
from general, specific and elective curricular requirements. 

• Material and coursework covered in the cognate would be eligible for inclusion in the final 
examination, as approved by student’s major graduate committee chair. 
 

Content:  
Students must take a minimum of 12 credits of courses approved by the cognate advisor in consultation 
with the major advisor, normally taken from those that apply to the corresponding major area, plus one 
credit of MUS 600, Graduate Cognate Project in the quarter the required culminating work is 
presented, above the 45 credits required for the master’s degree (totaling a minimum of 58 for the 
degree with major and cognate). 
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Cognate subjects include areas beyond those offered for graduate degrees, as the cognate program does 
not involve the depth of study required for a degree specialization. They include Composition, 
Conducting, Performance, Performance-Pedagogy, Music Education, Music Theory, and Music 
History. 
 
Requirements for Individual Cognate Subjects: 

Composition 
Students receive guided study in their own musical composition, culminating in the presentation of 
a musical composition or project in the field of composition. 

• MUS 523 - Advanced Composition (6) listed incorrectly on website as 3 credits. 
• MUS 600 - Graduate Cognate Project (1) 
• 6 credits of approved Composition/Theory classes. Normally, courses are chosen from: 

• MUS 440 – Form and Analysis II (3) MUS 444 is listed, but is no longer offered. 
MUS 440 is the expected substitution. 

• MUS 522 - Advanced Orchestration (3) 
• MUS 523 - Advanced Composition (3) 
• MUS 547 - Electronic Music Composition (3) 
• MUS 584 - Choral Composition and Arranging (3) 
• MUS 610 - Graduate Seminar in Music: Composer (1-3) 
• MUS 613 - Graduate Seminar in Music: Music Theory/Composition (1-3) 

 
Conducting 
Students are provided opportunities to hone conducting skills, culminating in a project or public 
performance demonstrating progress in the student’s conducting experience. 
 

• MUS 600 - Graduate Cognate Project (1) 
• 12 credits of approved classes, including at least three credits of MUS 541 and three 

credits of orchestration or arranging courses.  Normally, courses are chosen from:   
• MUS 440 – Form and Analysis II (3) 
• MUS 522 - Advanced Orchestration (3) 
• MUS 540 Choral Interpretation and Techniques (3) 
• MUS 541 - Advanced Conducting (3) 
• MUS 584 – Choral Composition and Arranging (3) 
• MUS 615 - Graduate Seminar in Music: Conducting (1-3) 

 
Performance 
Students receive opportunities, through applied study and performance experience, to improve their 
performance skills on a primary instrument or voice, culminating in a public performance. 

• MUS 664 - Major Applied Area (Individual Instruction) (8) Change to 564 
• MUS 426 - Studio Literature (3)   
• 1 ensemble credit (note: this credit is in addition to three credits required in all master’s 
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degrees) 
• MUS 600 - Graduate Cognate Project (1) 

 
 
Performance-Pedagogy 
Students receive opportunities to improve performance skills with additional emphasis on the 
pedagogy of the primary instrument or voice, culminating in an appropriate performance, project or 
combination in lecture-demonstration. 

• MUS 664 - Major Applied Area (Individual Instruction) (8) Change to 564 
• MUS 425 - Studio Pedagogy (3)   
• 1 ensemble credit (note: this credit is in addition to the three ensemble credits required 

in all master’s degrees) 
• MUS 600 - Graduate Cognate Project (1) 

 
Music Education 
Students are provided opportunities to study and conduct research in the field of music education in 
greater depth, culminating in an appropriate written document or project. 

• MUS 600 - Graduate Cognate Project (1) 
• 12 credits of Approved Music Education classes.  Normally, courses are chosen from: 

• MUS 525 - Pedagogical Techniques for Instrumental Directors  (3) 
• MUS 527 - The General Music Program (3) 
• MUS 554 C-G - Advanced (Methods) Technique Class (1) 
• MUS 560 - Instructional Development in Music Education (3) 
• MUS 582 - Instrumental Administration Techniques (3) 
• MUS 611 - Seminar: Music Education (1-3) 

 
Music Theory 
Students are provided opportunities to study and conduct research in the field of music theory in 
greater depth, culminating in an appropriate written document or project. 

• MUS 600 - Graduate Cognate Project (1) 
• 12 credits of approved Music Theory classes  Note: These credits are in addition to the 

three credits of theory required in all master’s degrees.  Normally, courses are chosen 
from: 

• MUS 440 - Form and Analysis II (3) 
• MUS 520 - Methods of Teaching Music Theory (3) 
• MUS 522 - Advanced Orchestration (3) 
• MUS 547 - Electronic Music Composition (3) 
• MUS 584 - Choral Composition and Arranging (3) 
• MUS 610 - Graduate Seminar in Music: Composer (1-3) 
• MUS 613 - Graduate Seminar in Music: Music Theory/Composition (1-3) 
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Music History 
Students are provided opportunities to study and conduct research in the field of music history in 
greater depth, culminating in an appropriate written document or project. 

• MUS 600 - Graduate Cognate Project (1) 
• 12 credits of approved Music History classes.  Note: These credits are in addition to the 

three credits of history required in all master’s degrees.  Normally, courses are chosen 
from: 
• MUS 570 - History of the Vocal Art (3) 
• MUS 571 - History of Orchestra Music (3) 
• MUS 572 - Music in the 20th Century (3) 
• MUS 573 - History of Opera (3) 
• MUS 575 - History of Chamber Music (3) 
• MUS 576 - History of Choral Music (3) 
• MUS 579 - Aesthetics of Music (3) 
• MUS 610 - Graduate Seminar in Music: Composer (1-3) 
• MUS 612 - Graduate Seminar in Music: Music History/Literature (1-3) 

 
Jazz Pedagogy 
Students are provided opportunities to study jazz pedagogy through the combined elements of 
informed jazz performance practice and demonstrated teaching/coaching of students, culminating 
in an appropriate pedagogical project or written document. 
 

Required Courses 
• MUS 424 - Jazz Music Education (3) 
• MUS 485 -  Choral Arranging (3)   or MUS 486 - Jazz Band Arranging (3) 
• MUS 574 - Jazz Styles and History (3) 
• MUS 600 - Graduate Cognate Project (1) 
• A minimum of 3 ensemble credits from the following in any combination (may be 

repeated for credit): 
• MUS 510 - Vocal Jazz Choir (1) 
• MUS 532 - Big Band (1) 

 
 
Evaluation 
 
The professional experiences of the department faculty and their collective observations of the music 
field inform the graduate curriculum and the competencies of the respective degrees and cognates. 
This, coupled with frequent collaborations between faculty and students, and the success of students 
after graduation in job placements or in further graduate work, are the means by which the respective 
curricula and competencies are established and assessed. The addition of the Graduate Cognate has 
also provided opportunities for additional depth and breadth in students’ experiences. 
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Describe and evaluate the institution’s approaches to the development of teaching and other 
professionally-related skills for students in all graduate degree programs. 
 
The department regards opportunities for the development of teaching skills as a critical component of 
the graduate experience, and has several approaches to this topic.  Students from all concentrations 
with the appropriate experience and knowledge have the opportunity to teach the General Studies (non-
major) courses in Music Appreciation and History of Jazz, or act as assistants to faculty members 
teaching these courses. Teaching Assistants all receive training sessions upon arrival to campus, and 
receive a one-day orientation session led by the Music Graduate Coordinator. Teaching Assistants then 
receive ongoing mentoring from supervising faculty in each area of their assignment.  Other teaching 
experience tends to be associated with the areas of concentration. Examples of this in each area include 
the following: 
 
 
Conducting 
Students with a specialization in conducting work closely with one of the major ensemble directors 
(Wind Ensemble, Orchestra and Choir) throughout their required year in residence. Those in residence 
for more than one year continue this work as long as they are in residence. This includes private 
coaching and supervised conducting of rehearsals and performance with a major ensemble. This 
experience provides students not only with actual conducting experience, but observation and 
evaluation of their own rehearsal and conducting techniques, since their work is often recorded on 
video. Further, they also have the opportunity to observe the models presented by the directors’ own 
conducting and rehearsing. Additional pedagogical experiences are provided by: 
 

• Graduate students’ participation in the “lab” ensembles—choir, band, orchestra, and Kittitas 
Valley Youth Orchestra in which they serve as both participants and conductors, and learn from 
watching other students conduct.  

• Opportunity to conduct jazz bands and jazz choirs under the supervision of the faculty of those 
areas. Traditionally, the faculty have conducted the representative (top) ensembles in these 
areas, while graduate students have directed the second and third ensembles in each area. 

• Various instrumental ensembles, such as the Brass, Horn, Flute and Trumpet Choirs provide 
further opportunities for conducting experiences, either directing the group under the 
supervision of a faculty member, or working in collaboration with a faculty director. 

• The annual production of opera scenes or complete operas has provided students with the 
opportunity to coach arias, ensembles or scenes under the supervision of the faculty opera 
director. 

• Productions of musicals jointly produced by the Music and Theater Arts Departments provide 
opportunity for graduate students. Most often they act as rehearsal directors, occasionally, if 
their experience and skills warrant, they are appointed Musical Directors. 
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Composition  
Graduate students have had the opportunity to teach sections of First Year Theory Ear Training Lab. 
They are supervised directly by an experienced theory instructor, who meets with them weekly to 
discuss class problems, pedagogical approaches to particular topics, evaluate the progress of their 
classes, and collaborate to formulate exams and quizzes. They teach from a syllabus provided by the 
theory coordinator. The syllabus includes a schedule of content and keyboard, singing and CAI ear 
training assignments. 
 
Music Education  
Until this past year (2011-12), each quarter one graduate student was assigned to teach MUS 326, 
Music for the Elementary Education major (not the Music major). This course has since been 
discontinued as a requirement, replaced with a cross-curricular offering through the Education 
Department (EDEL 320). MUS 326 was offered as an elective, taught under the supervision of the 
faculty Music Education coordinator, who taught a parallel section of the same course. Since the 
students who were assigned this task had considerable experience teaching in the public schools, they 
were given quite a bit of leeway in their teaching of this class. Nevertheless, new course content and 
teaching strategies are learned as a result of their supervision by the faculty Music Education specialist. 
With the change of curriculum, Music Education graduate assistants are now directed toward providing 
instruction in methods and ensemble courses, which most often mirror their past and future 
experiences as educators. 
 
The new (summer 2012) summer masters degree program encourages its students to incorporate their 
research and thesis projects into improving some aspect of their teaching. Most of these students are 
already P-12 music educators who take classes during the summer and go back to the classroom during 
the year, where they can apply the different techniques and teaching strategies experienced in the 
summer courses in their own music classrooms. This gives them a practical approach to enrich their 
teaching and improve on any weakness they may have in the classroom 
 
Performance and Performance/Pedagogy   
Graduate students in Performance and Performance/Pedagogy have a variety of venues in which to 
develop teaching skills. 

• Performance/Pedagogy majors are required to take MUS 425, Pedagogy in their applied 
areas. Performance majors are encouraged to do so. 

• Vocal and Piano majors assist with or teach sections of Class Voice and Class Piano 
respectively, and often teach applied voice or piano as a secondary instrument to music 
majors, or to non-majors. 

• Opportunities for developing teaching skills in instrumental areas are provided by the 
Methods Classes for Music Education majors. Graduate students often teach these classes 
as well as secondary applied lessons to music majors, as their areas of expertise warrant. 
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Evaluation 
 
While teaching and other profession-oriented experiences are occasionally limited, the professional 
experiences and emphasis on teaching of the department faculty lead to substantive opportunities and 
collaborations for graduate students. This, coupled with the success of students after graduation, 
whether job placements or in further graduate work, and an ongoing concern for improvement, are the 
means by which the respective opportunities are assessed. 
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Section IIB. Specific Curricula 
 
Title:  Bachelor of Music in Composition 

 
Years to complete program: 4 
Program submitted for:  Renewal of Final Approval 
Current Semester’s Enrollment in Majors: 5 
Name of Program Supervisor(s): Neil Flory 
 
Statement of Purpose and General Information 
 
The Bachelor of Music in Composition Degree at Central Washington University allows qualified 
students to study composition and is intended for students with an interest in composing who 
demonstrate knowledge/skills/potential in the following areas: 

 
• Musicianship as demonstrated through performance on primary instrument 
• Music theory concepts 
• Application of compositional techniques 
• Knowledge of significant composers and their compositional techniques 
• Creative compositional potential 

 
Curricular objectives  
To develop the creative and compositional craft skills in students so that they are prepared to use these 
skills as composers, theorists and teachers, and/or to enter graduate level education. 

 
Admission 
As many incoming freshmen have not been exposed to all of the above, acceptance into the BM in 
composition at CWU does not usually occur until the end of the first year of study. The freshman year 
should be used to achieve a higher level on the applied instrument and acquire and/or solidify the 
necessary skill-set in music theory to become an informed, artistic, and more successful composer. In 
the spring of the freshman year, students who have demonstrated excellence in their theory classes may 
enroll in MUS 120, Composition Class, a project-based introductory class for those considering 
composition as a major, where assessment for potential success in the major is conducted. This class 
must be completed before students can be fully accepted into the composition major. 

 
Artful composition is not exclusively dependent upon creativity and/or originality. This element 
creates a composer’s “voice.” The compositional process is enhanced by one’s knowledge and 
understanding of composers and compositional techniques from centuries past and present. Thus, 
major core courses include two years of music theory, one year of music history, one year of class 
piano, one quarter of music in cross-cultural perspectives, and upper division courses in conducting 
and form and analysis. Students must have a primary applied area and reach 300-level proficiency on 
that instrument/voice, including performing a junior-level recital that requires enrollment and is 
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graded. Ensemble participation informs the young composer as well, and ensemble enrollment is 
required during the entire degree, including both large and small ensemble experiences. 

 
Additional advanced courses unique to this degree include 10 quarters of composition studies leading 
to a senior recital, two courses each in orchestration and keyboard skills, and individual upper division 
courses in electronic music, advanced analytic techniques, and arranging. Additional electives may be 
directed to areas of professional interest, including upper division music history/literature courses in 
chamber music, orchestral music, opera, song literature, and contemporary music. 
 
Bachelor of Music in Composition Curricular Table 

 
 
Major 
Area 

Supportive 
Courses in 
Music 

 
General 
Studies 

 
Electives 

 
Total 
Number of 
Units 

 
67 

 
58 

 
68 

 
3 

 
196 

 
37% 

 
32% 

 
38% 

 
2% 

 
109% 

 
 
Course numbers, titles and unit allotments for each applicable category. 

 
Major Area 

 
Music Theory 

MUS 144 - Theory 1…………………….…………..3 
MUS 144A – Aural Skills 1 …………….…………..1 
MUS 145 - Theory 2 ………………….…………….3 
MUS 145A – Aural Skills 2 ………….……………..1 
MUS 146 - Theory 3 ……………….……………….3 
MUS 146A – Aural Skills 3 ………………………...1 
MUS 244 - Theory 4 ………………………………..3 
MUS 245 - Theory 5 ………………………………..3 
MUS 246 - Theory 6 ………………….…………….3 
MUS 340 – Form and Analysis……………………...3 
MUS 343 – Counterpoint I…...……………………...3 
MUS 422 – Orchestration…………..……………….3 

 
Music Composition 

MUS 120 – Composition 1 ……………………………3 
MUS 220 – Composition 2 (2) ……………….… ……6 
MUS 320 – Composition 3 (2) ………………..……....6 
MUS 420 – Composition 4 (3) ………………………..9 
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Applied Music  

Individual Instruction ……………………………12 
MUS 300 – Recital Performance………..1 

 
Total Major Area        67 units 

 
 
 
 
Supportive Courses in Music 

 
Class Piano  

MUS 152A – Class Piano I…………………..………1 
MUS 153A – Class Piano II ………………..………..1 
MUS 154A – Class Piano III ……………..………….1 

 
Secondary Applied Area (Keyboard) 

MUS 171A – Secondary Applied Area Piano (1).….3 
MUS 255 – Keyboard Harmony and Improvisation...1 

 
Ensembles…………………………………….…. ……….20  

 
Music History 

MUS 359 – Survey of Music in Cross-cultural…...….2  
  Perspectives 
MUS 372 – Music History 1….……………………....3 
MUS 373 – Music History 2………..………………...3 
MUS 374 – Music History 3…..…………………...... 3 

 
Conducting 

MUS 341 – Conducting I…...……………………..….3 
MUS 342 – Conducting II…….……………………....3 

 
Additional Required Courses 

MUS 347 – Electronic Music…………….………..….2  
MUS 423 – Advanced Orchestration………………....3 
MUS 440 – Analytical Techniques II…….…………...3 
MUS 485 – Choral Arranging...…………..………...... 3 
MUS 486 – Jazz Band Arranging.………….………....3 

 
  
Total Supportive Courses in Music    58 units 
 
Electives 
  
 Music Electives…………………………………………..3 
 
Total Electives      3 units 
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General Studies See description and curriculum listing above in Section UP. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Assessment of Compliance 
 
Beyond core courses in music, Composition majors must take additional advanced courses unique to 
this degree, as listed and described above. 

 
Skills in composition are developed in all the classes identified above, including Electronic Music 
composition, where students gain familiarity with sound manipulation techniques and skills associated 
with composition involving technologies. 

 
Knowledge of the styles and structures of Western art music from antiquity though the 21st-century is 
also developed in the required music history courses. The Music History sequence also includes 
opportunities to develop discipline-specific writing skills. In addition, many composition majors take 
elective historical survey courses, particularly the survey course in 20th-Century music. 

 
Structures and styles of non-western and folk music are addressed in MUS 359, Survey of Music in 
Cross-Cultural Perspectives. It offers the opportunity for students to become acquainted with non-
Western music.  In addition, composition students may take MUS 255, Keyboard Harmony and 
Improvisation, in which jazz and pop forms and harmonic structures are explored.  

 
All students must take three quarters of class piano concurrently with the first year of the theory 
sequence, or demonstrate equivalent keyboard skills, and pass a Piano Proficiency exam as a graduate 
requirement. In addition, all composition majors for whom piano is not their primary instrument must 
also take at least three credits (three quarters) of secondary applied keyboard (MUS 171). 

 
Two quarters of conducting are required in the degree, and further opportunities for conducting 
performances of their own works are available. 

 
Opportunities to hear student compositions performed are frequent. There is at least one recital of 
student compositions presented each quarter where composition majors have an opportunity for their 
works to be heard in a public performance. These performances have included a mix of acoustic and 
electronic and/or interactive media. Performance majors are often eager to perform works by student 
composers, especially works for small ensembles. Student Convocation performances and applied 
studio recitals also include student compositions.  Occasionally compositions of exceptional merit are 
read and even performed by one of the large ensembles in the department.  
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All students, including composers, who perform in the Jazz Band 1 or Vocal Jazz Choir 1 are 
encouraged to write arrangements or compositions. These are heard in rehearsal and if merit warrants, 
can be programmed in public performances. 
 
 
Results 
 
Capstone projects, in this case composition recitals, are most frequently used to determine student 
achievement of degree objectives. Since these recitals require enrollment and graded assessment, the 
opportunity exists for faculty to take a broad view of student capabilities in the areas listed, appropriate 
to the respective degree. In addition, composition lessons and recitals require self-assessment and 
written documents, such as program notes or covering papers. 

 
Through the course of the degree, competencies for the composition degree are assessed in several 
ways and reinforced in others. There is an extensive department review process for identifying and 
helping At-Risk students.  The sequential nature of composition study, much like applied lessons, 
allows for consistent feedback and assessment.  Pre-recital screenings are used to ensure well-
prepared, high-level performances. Since requirements for each level are clearly spelled out, student 
progress can be assessed, particularly as the student gets toward the end of the degree. 

 
These assessments are determined by faculty expertise and collaboration, and confirmed by high job 
placement of graduates, placement in graduate programs, competition awards, conference 
performances, and work with guest artists on and off campus. 
 
 
An assessment of strengths, areas for improvement, challenges and opportunities. 
 
Presently the department has three faculty members who are successful, published composers, each 
working in different styles/genres.  While this is a strength in terms of presence of composition in the 
department, only one of these faculty has room in their workload for teaching in the composition area, 
thus limiting the number of composition majors—as such, it is not feasible to support more than eight 
composition majors, including both undergraduate and graduate majors.  Recent revisions to the 
curriculum, changes to degree requirements, and new organizational leadership have increased the 
popularity of the degree.  The current tenure-line composition person also coordinates the theory area, 
with primarily adjunct support.  The number of courses that need to be offered in both the theory and 
composition areas far outweigh the available qualified personnel.  As a result, opportunities for students 
who are not composition majors are limited. 
 
While electronic music is only a small component of the Composition degree, it is a necessary area to 
which students should be exposed.  At the present time, there is no electronic music expert on our 
faculty; most recently, the electronic music class was taught by a teaching assistant.  The composition 
lab has five well-equipped composing stations and much new equipment.  There is always a need for 
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software and equipment upgrades to maintain a working knowledge of the most common applications.  
This concern for electronic music expertise will hopefully be addressed in a new tenre-track hire in 
Spring 2013.  
 
The extent to which the program is meeting university/department aspirations for excellence 
 
As the mission, vision, and core values of the university evolve, the department Long Range/Strategic 
Planning Committee has responded consistently to align department mission, vision, and core values 
accordingly.  The resulting department objectives then inform and clarify the goals of the various 
degree programs.  For detailed information on university/department objectives, see Section MDP 
III.A. Planning Documents Currently in Effect or in Use. 
 
The Bachelor of Music in Composition curriculum provides practical courses for success in the job 
market and graduate school. The degree program does not allow acceptance into the program until the 
completion of the first year of study, giving students the opportunity to focus on their applied 
instrument/voice and solidify their knowledge of theory before studying applied composition.  
Acceptance into the composition degree takes place after completion of MUS 120, an in-depth 
introduction to composition focusing on terminology, compositional techniques from a historical 
perspective, and small creative projects with specific parameters.  This has been significant in 
improving the quality of the composition studio. 
 
The strength of the degree is found in the talent of the students currently pursuing it.  Many students 
who have pursued and graduated with this degree have attained a high degree of success.  Although the 
number of composition majors at any one time does not compare to some of the other “composite” 
degrees, it is felt that this degree is appropriate to the Mission and scope of this department and offers an 
ideal complement to the other degrees in the program. 
 
Students in the composition degree program support the coursework of all the other degrees. They help 
increase class sizes, generate more FTE’s in these courses, and help to support graduate level theory 
courses that are offered as both upper level undergraduate/graduate offerings. Further, the quarterly 
student composition recital offers opportunities for many students to perform these new works, adding 
to their own experience of new music and providing another venue for collegial cohesiveness of the 
music major community. 
 
Plans for addressing weaknesses and improving results. 
 
Approximately 10-15 years ago, CWU had a very strong program in composition.  With the 
resignation of the primary composition instructor in 2005, the economic situation of the university 
precluded a tenure-track replacement.  As a result, for several years, adjunct and non-tenure-track 
faculty taught the main theory and composition courses, and enrollment in this degree dropped to as 
low as two majors.  Fortunately, in the fall of 2008 CWU re-instated a tenure-line position as the 
coordinator of music theory/composition.  This position has provided stability and greatly improved 
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the quality and retention of the composition studio.  Since that time the composition program has met 
its enrollment benchmarks, with many students being forced to pursue other interests in music because 
of limited room in faculty load.  been steadily increasing. The tenure-track composition faculty 
member resigned last spring to take another position, and while this year the program is again being 
served by an interim faculty member, the success of the program and its importance to the 
department’s identity has resulted in immediate permission to seek a tenure-track replacement. That 
search is now in progress. The graduation rate over the past five years has been low, but now students 
are matriculating through the degree program at a very steady pace.  Two graduated in the spring of 
2011 and four graduated in spring 2012.  An ideal number of composition majors for a department this 
size, with no change in faculty load availability, is 8-10 students.  In short, the degree program is 
functioning the way it is designed to function.  It supports the 8-10 highly qualified students, and 
without any more resources cannot support any additional students.  The studio itself is at capacity 
with a waiting list of qualified students who would like to add the major.  The current 
theory/composition tenure-line position has a workload of 2/3 theory and 1/3 composition.  The current 
tenure-line composition person also coordinates the theory area, with primarily adjunct support. The 
addition of faculty lines in music theory and/or composition would provide much needed support to 
this area. 
 
There has been frequent interest in establishing a Contemporary Music Festival.  This has not yet 
happened due to budget constraints, faculty workload limitations, and the amount of time required in 
the recent restructuring of the theory and composition curricula.  This and other events like it have 
effects that benefit the department and the university.  These events would be intended as a 
departmental effort where, for example a composer of significant standing is invited for a residency to 
interact with composers, faculty, ensembles, and students.  Workshops and performances of a number 
of this composer’s works for different genres would occur during the residency.  These types of events 
will not only provide recognition for our outstanding faculty, ensembles, students, and facilities, but 
will help establish CWU’s music department as one of the regional leaders in composition.  In 
addition, hosting a regional SCI (Society of Composers, Inc.) conference at CWU would also provide 
significant notoriety for the department and the university. The department did host a similar event in 
2003 which proved to be successful in promoting composition at CWU.
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IIB. B.  Bachelor of Music in Performance 
 
Statement of Purpose and General Information for All Performance Degrees 
 
The Bachelor of Music with a concentration in Performance requires extensive coursework that 
includes courses in Applied Music, Music Theory, Music History, Pedagogy, Literature, Ensembles, 
and completion of both a Junior and Senior Recital. Students pursuing a performance concentration 
may choose to study from a wide variety of specializations that include voice, piano, and all orchestral 
and band instruments. This degree is ideal for musicians dedicated to the pursuit of a professional 
performance or studio teaching career.  Career Options include: Orchestra/Band Performer, Opera 
Singer, Solo/Freelance Musician, Studio/Pit Musician, Pedagogue/Private Music Teacher, Musical 
Theater Performer, Accompanist, Chamber/Collaborative Musician, Director/Conductor. The Bachelor 
of Music in Performance also prepares students for graduate study, particularly continued specialized 
training in performance, but graduates of CWU in performance have gone on to successful graduate 
work in other areas of music and other fields such as medicine and law. 
 
Curricular Objectives   
To develop musicians with the highest level of performance skills so that they are prepared to pursue 
graduate level education, or careers as professional performers and/or studio teachers. 
 
Beyond the core courses in music mentioned above, Performance majors take additional advanced 
courses unique to this degree in orchestration, and studio literature and pedagogy specific to the 
performance area (percussion, brass, winds, voice, keyboard). Electives may be drawn from a range of 
possible courses and directed to areas of professional interest, including upper division music history 
courses in chamber music, orchestral music, opera, song literature, and contemporary music. 
 
This degree encompasses three specializations: Percussion/Wind/String Specializations, Vocal 
Specialization and Keyboard Specialization. Information and curricular tables about each will be 
presented in turn below. 
 
Admission to all Bachelor of Music Performance specializations is based on a successful audition and 
acceptance by the University. 
 
Title:  Bachelor of Music in Performance – Percussion/Wind/String Specializations 
Years to complete program: 4 
Program submitted for:  Renewal of Final Approval 
Current Quarter’s Enrollment in Majors: 49 (this number does NOT include 51 double majors in 
performance/music education) 
Name of Program Supervisor(s): Hal Ott 
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Bachelor of Music in Performance – Percussion/Wind/String Specialization Curricular Table 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Course numbers, titles and unit allotments for each applicable category. 

 
Major Area 

Applied Music  
Individual Instruction (29 credits) 
 MUS 164…………………………….….6 
 MUS 264………………………………..6 
 MUS 364………………………………..6 
 MUS 300 – Recital Performance………..1 
 MUS 464………………………………...9 
 MUS 400 – Recital Performance………..1  
 

Ensembles……………………………………..30  
Large Ensembles (20-24) 
Chamber Ensembles (6-10) 
 

Additional Courses 
MUS 425 C, D, E, or G – Pedagogy (Studio)…….….3  
MUS 426 C, D, E, or G – Literature (Studio)….…….3  
      (In appropriate performance area:  C=string,   
    D=woodwind, E=brass, G=percussion) 
 

Total Major Area      65 units 
 

Supportive Courses in Music 
Music Theory  

MUS 144  Theory 1…………………….………….. 3 
MUS 144A  Aural Skills 1 …………….…………. 1 
MUS 145  Theory 2 ………………….…………… 3 
MUS 145A  Aural Skills 2 ………….……………. 1 
MUS 146  Theory 3 ……………….……………… 3 

Major Area Supportive Courses 
in Music 

General Studies Electives Total Number of 
Units 

 
65 units 

 
47 units 

 
68 units 

 
6 units 

 
186 

 
36% 

 
26% 

 
38% 

 
3% 

 
103% 
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MUS 146A  Aural Skills 3 ………………………. 1 
MUS 244  Theory 4 ………………………………. 3 
MUS 245  Theory 5 ………………………………. 3 
MUS 246  Theory 6 ………………….…………… 3 
 

Class Piano 
MUS 152A  Class Piano I…………………..…..… 1    
MUS 153A  Class Piano II ………………..………..1 
MUS 154A  Class Piano III ……………..………….1 
 

Upper Division Music Theory 
MUS 340 Form and Analysis……………………….3 
MUS 422  Orchestration…… ……………………....3 
 

Conducting 
MUS 341  Conducting I……………..…………….. 3 
MUS 342  Conducting II…………..…………...….. 3  
 

Music History 
MUS 359  Survey of Music in Cross-cultural  

  Perspectives…………..……………. 2 
MUS 372  Music History 1 ……..………………… 3 
MUS 373  Music History 2………………………… 3 
MUS 374  Music History 3………………………… 3 
 

Total Supportive Courses in Music    47 units 
 

Electives 
 
Music Electives …. 6 

 
Total Electives       6 units 
 

General Studies See description and curriculum listing above in Section UP. 
 
 
 
Title: Bachelor of Music in Performance – Vocal Specialization 

 
Years to complete program: 4 
Program submitted for: Renewal of Final Approval 
Current Quarter’s Enrollment in Majors: 18 
Name of Program Supervisor(s): Gayla Blaisdell 
 
Bachelor of Music in Performance– Vocal Specialization Curricular Table 
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Major Area 

 
Supportive Courses 
in Music 

 
General Studies 

 
Electives 

 
Total Number of 
Units 

 
74 units 

 
44 units 

 
68 units 

 
2 units 

 
188 

 
41% 

 
24% 

 
38% 

 
1% 

 
104% 

 
 
Course numbers, titles and unit allotments for each applicable category. 

 
Major Area 

Applied Music  
 Individual Instruction (29 credits) 

MUS 164…………………………….….6 
MUS 264………………………………..6 
MUS 364………………………………..6 
MUS 300 – Recital Performance………..1 
MUS 464………………………………...9 
MUS 400 – Recital Performance………..1 
  

Ensembles……………………………………. 30    
Large Ensembles (20-24) 
Chamber Ensembles (6-10) 
 

Additional Courses 
MUS 240  Diction for Singers 1………….…..……. 2 
MUS 241  Diction for Singers 2…………………….2  
MUS 242  Diction for Singers 3…………………….2  
MUS 425B  Pedagogy, Vocal……………………….3  
MUS 426B  Literature, Vocal……...………………. 3*  
MUS 462  Opera Production………………………. 1-3  
 

Total Major Area      74 units 
 

Supportive Courses in Music 
Music Theory  

MUS 144  Theory 1…………………….………….. 3 
MUS 144A  Aural Skills 1 …………….…………. 1 
MUS 145  Theory 2 ………………….…………… 3 
MUS 145A  Aural Skills 2 ………….……………. 1 
MUS 146  Theory 3 ……………….……………… 3 
MUS 146A  Aural Skills 3 ………………………. 1 
MUS 244  Theory 4 ………………………………. 3 
MUS 245  Theory 5 ………………………………. 3 
MUS 246  Theory 6 ………………….…………… 3 
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Class Piano 

MUS 152A  Class Piano I…………………..…..… 1 
MUS 153A  Class Piano II ………………..………..1 
MUS 154A  Class Piano III ……………..………….1 
 

Upper Division Music Theory 
MUS 340  Form and Analysis……………………....3 
 
 
 

Conducting 
MUS 341  Conducting I……………..…………….. 3 
MUS 342  Conducting II…………..…………...….. 3  
 

Music History 
MUS 359  Survey of Music in Cross-cultural  

 Perspectives…………..…….………………2 
MUS 372  Music History 1 ……..………………… 3 
MUS 373  Music History 2………………………… 3 
MUS 374  Music History 3………………………… 3 
 

Total Supportive Courses in Music    44 units  
 

Electives 
 

Music Electives …. 2 
 

Total Electives        2 units 
 
* = These courses do not appear in the current electronic version of our catalog. This is the first year 
that the university has not printed a catalog and there were several courses that were inadvertently 
omitted from the electronic catalog. The registrar has been notified and these courses will be listed in 
next year's (2013-14) electronic catalog. 
 
General Studies: See description and curriculum listing above in Section UP. 

 
 
 

Title: Bachelor of Music in Keyboard Performance. 
 
Years to complete program: 4  
Program submitted for: Renewal of Final Approval  
Current Quarter’s Enrollment in Majors: 5  
Name of Program Supervisor(s): John Pickett  
 
Bachelor of Music in Keyboard Performance Curricular Table. 
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Major Area 

 
Supportive Courses 
in Music 

 
General Studies 

 
Electives 

 
Total Number of 
Units 

 
64 units 

 
50 units 

 
68 units 

 
7 units 

 
189 

 
36% 

 
28% 

 
38% 

 
4% 

 
106% 

 
 
Course numbers, titles and unit allotments for each applicable category.  
 
Major Area  
 Applied Music   

Individual Instruction (29 credits)  
MUS 164…………………………….….6  
MUS 264………………………………..6  
MUS 364………………………………..6  
MUS 300 – Recital Performance………..1  
MUS 464………………………………...9  
MUS 400 – Recital Performance………..1   
    

 Ensembles……………………………………..............21       
Large Ensembles (6-12)  
Chamber Ensembles (9-15)  
  

 Additional Courses  
MUS 292 Accompanying Practicum……………….4   
MUS 425A Pedagogy (Studio Piano)…..…………. 3   
MUS 426A Literature (Studio Piano)…………..…. 3   
MUS 492 Accompanying Practicum……………….4   
  

 Total Major Area               64 units   
 
Supportive Courses in Music  
 Music Theory   

MUS 144  Theory 1…………………….………….. 3  
MUS 144A  Aural Skills 1 …………….…………. 1  
MUS 145  Theory 2 ………………….…………… 3  
MUS 145A  Aural Skills 2 ………….……………. 1  
MUS 146  Theory 3 ……………….……………… 3  
MUS 146A  Aural Skills 3 ……………….………. 1  
MUS 244  Theory 4 ………………………………. 3  
MUS 245  Theory 5 ………………………………. 3  
MUS 246  Theory 6 ………………….…………… 3  
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 Class Piano  

MUS 152A  Class Piano I…………………..…..… 1   
MUS 153A  Class Piano II ………………..………..1  
MUS 154A  Class Piano III ……………..………….1  
  

 Upper Division Music Theory  
MUS 340 Form and Analysis……………………….3 
MUS 343  Counterpoint I………...……………….....3  
MUS 422  Orchestration…… ……………………....3  
  

 Conducting  
MUS 341  Conducting I……………..…………….. 3  
MUS 342  Conducting II…………..…………...….. 3   
  

 Music History  
MUS 359  Survey of Music in Cross-cultural  
     Perspectives…………..………………… 2  
MUS 372  Music History 1 ……..……...…………… 3  
MUS 373  Music History 2………………..………….3  
MUS 374  Music History 3…………………………...3  
  

 Total Supportive Courses in Music          50 units  
 
Electives  

  
 Music Electives …...7  

  
 Total Electives                7 units 

  
General Studies—same as above 
 
 
Assessment of compliance 
 

Studies in performance go beyond core coursework in applied study and ensemble participation, 
including two graded recitals (junior and senior levels) and additional ensemble enrollment, including 
both large and chamber ensemble experiences. The study of the major performing medium continues 
through the entire degree, with at least one full year at the 464 (senior) level.  

 
In terms of skills, performance majors must attain the highest degree of performance competency at 
the undergraduate level (464). The jury system requires that advancement through the various levels is 
gained through the approval of the majority of faculty members in the major performance area. 
Performance majors are expected to jury up to the next level at the appropriate time. Failure to do so 
risks being dropped from the degree program. The jury system and recital requirements also encourage 
students to develop independent study and preparation skills. 
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In terms of repertory, solo, chamber, and large ensemble literature is studied as a part of applied 
study, evaluated in juries (which include orchestral and band excerpts) and recitals (which generally 
include both solo and chamber music).   Knowledge of the literature and pedagogical techniques in the 
major performing area (percussion, brass, winds, voice, keyboard) is addressed in the required 
pedagogy and literature courses. Keyboard majors must also enroll in multiple quarters of 
accompanying practicum at the lower and upper division levels.  These courses enhance this 
knowledge beyond the individual instrument to the appropriate area. 
 
Performance majors have several opportunities to demonstrate independent work, including auditions 
and independent preparation/performance assignments, such that students must prepare some portions 
or aspects of performances on their own. 
 
In addition, voice majors must enroll for a full year of diction covering a range of foreign languages, 
including French, German, Italian, Latin, and English languages. 
 
In performances, all performance majors must present at least a half-recital in the junior year and a 
full recital in the senior year. These recitals require separate enrollment and are graded by the applied 
instructor. 
 
 
Results  
 
Capstone projects, in this case recitals, are most frequently used to determine student achievement of 
professional entry-level competence or graduate study potential. Since these require enrollment and 
graded assessment, the opportunity exists for faculty to take a broad view of student capabilities in all 
the areas listed, appropriate to the respective degree. In addition, many studios require self-assessment 
and written documents, such as program notes, prepared independently to further emphasize the 
synthesizing of information and experiences. Some capstone projects, particularly for some recitals, 
scholarship projects, and for those students enrolled in the Douglas Honors College, involve significant 
written work pulling a range of ideas and skills together. 

 
These competencies are assessed in several ways and reinforced in others. There is an extensive 
department review process for identifying and helping At-Risk students.  All studios use some form of 
formal or informal pre-recital screening to ensure well-prepared, high-level performances. Since 
applied requirements for each level are clearly spelled out, student progress can be assessed very easily 
at juries and performances, particularly as the student gets to the end of the degree. The recent addition 
of rubrics on jury forms has greatly aided in the gathering of meaningful assessment data. In addition, 
many students, by virtue of invitations for ensembles or encouragement of faculty, attend and 
participate in professional conferences at the state, regional, national, and international levels, which 
allows them not only to meet people and network, but learn and share their ideas with professionals in 
the field. This is further enhanced by the instrument-specific festivals/symposia organized and hosted 
by many faculty members in the department, which attract large participation from around the state and 
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feature guest artists. Recent examples include festivals for horn, trumpet, and cello. Instrument-specific 
ensembles frequently travel to regional and even national conferences in their discipline. Groups that 
have done this recently include the Horn Ensemble, the Trumpet Choir, the Trombone Choir and the 
Percussion Ensemble. 

 
These assessments are determined by faculty expertise and collaboration, and are confirmed by high 
job placement of graduates, placement in other graduate programs, competition awards (both 
individual and ensemble), conference performances, winning of orchestral jobs, and work with guest 
artists on and off campus. Many students have musical jobs in the community, work at music camps in 
summers, play in regional orchestras, and teach privately. They also volunteer at schools and with 
musical groups, and are encouraged to be engaged with the local community in some way. 
 
 
An assessment of strengths, areas for improvement, challenges and opportunities. 
 
Strengths 
 
The music department has been frequently recognized as a “flagship” department of the university. It is 
likewise recognized in the field, as evidenced by the number of regional and national honors and 
awards granted to its faculty, ensembles, and students.  Individual instrument and vocal studios have 
had numerous award-winning students, and several ensembles make frequent appearances at local, 
regional, national, and international conferences—these ensembles depend largely on performance 
majors for leadership and performance quality.  All areas are integral parts of the music community at 
Central. Performance majors serve as role models for Music Education and Bachelor Arts of students.  
Performance majors contribute at the highest level to the outstanding musical performances given by 
our ensembles.  Applied studios and ensemble directors work well together to attract high-level 
performers to the music program. Recently, vocal performance majors have taken the leading roles in 
our award-winning Opera production (national awards in 2010 and 2011) as well as participating as 
leaders in the regionally and nationally recognized choral ensembles. 
 
Areas for improvement and Challenges and Opportunities 
 
Despite the obvious strengths, the most critical weaknesses in the program are likewise rooted in 
applied instruction.  While large studio needs have finally been addressed as a result of a hiring 
strategy enacted some years ago, the small studio needs are still being filled for the most part by part-
time, non-resident instructors.  At the moment, these part-time instructors are proving to be 
unquestionably competent.  However, they cannot be expected to recruit or advise students, as would 
full-time faculty members.  This puts a heavy recruiting burden in these areas upon the ensemble 
directors who need a balance of instrumental skills in their groups.  As new positions become available 
to the department, based on both increased student enrollment and the current disparate student/full-
time teacher ratio, the department strategy is that these areas, especially tuba, bassoon and oboe, will 
be filled by instructors who have equal strength in those applied areas and academic areas.  There is an 
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especially strong need for another single reed instructor, as the current instructor does not have the 
workload space to teach both clarinet and saxophone to the number of single reed students necessary to 
maintain the current size of the department.   
 
Currently, we are in the second year of lacking one tenure-track faculty member in the vocal area, but 
there is a current search going on to fill that position. This hire will relieve the undue amount of stress 
on the vocal area coordinator and the only tenure track faculty member.  Currently, the department has 
only one full-time tenure track position in the piano area.  The rest of the students are serviced by part-
time instructors.  Graduate teaching assistants are utilized to help with piano classes, accompanying, 
and some undergraduate applied students.  Hiring additional faculty with piano competence as well as 
strengths in an academic area will also address the disproportionate number of academic core courses  
now being taught by part-time instructors. 
 
The extent to which the program is meeting university/department aspirations for excellence. 
 
As the mission, vision, and core values of the university evolve, the department Long Range/Strategic 
Planning Committee has responded consistently to align department mission, vision, and core values 
accordingly.  The resulting department objectives then inform and clarify the goals of the various 
degree programs.  For detailed information on university/department objectives, see Section MDP 
III.A. Planning Documents Currently in Effect or in Use. 
 
For specific information on the BM Performance degree, see “Strengths” above. 
 
 
 
 
Plans for addressing weaknesses and improving results. 
 
Recent policies have been put in place to manage applied studio sizes, including target enrollments and 
changes in credit allocations for lessons, but the logistics of hiring outstanding applied instructors are 
difficult because of the size of Ellensburg and its proximity to larger pools of qualified candidates.  
Thus, new full-time positions and effective choices in new hires are the only clear way to address the 
difficulties with the current situation. 
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IIB. C. Bachelor of Music in Music Education (Instrumental/Choral/Broad Area) 
 
Titles: CWU offers three degree specializations in the field of Music Education. 
 

Bachelor of Music in Music Education, Broad Area Specialization 
Bachelor of Music in Music Education, Choral Music Specialization 
Bachelor of Music in Music Education, Instrumental Specialization 

 
Statement of Purpose and General Information 
 
Central was instituted as a Normal School in 1890 and became the Central College of Education in 
1937. In 1961 it became Central Washington State College, and finally was changed to its present title 
in 1977. Throughout its history it has been known for its teacher education programs, and for 
generations the Music Department has been a state leader in preparing music educators.  The 
department remains one of the largest and the most active in the region, and often graduates more 
certified teachers than any other single institution in the state, indeed, sometimes more than the other 
institutions combined. With over 100 declared majors, the music education community has one the 
most vibrant collegiate student chapters of the National Association for Music Education (NAfME) in 
the nation. 

 
Music education majors at Central are expected to be competent, secure musicians, and they are 
committed to acquiring the knowledge and skills to become music educators capable of developing and 
maintaining successful school music programs. The department motto, “CWU, Where Teaching is a 
Performing Art,” is a measure of the high regard in which the teaching of music is held. 

 
Curricular objectives: In addition to the core musical competencies required of all majors, the music 
education degrees provide students with the necessary skills and training to receive initial state 
teaching certification and pursue successful careers as public school music educators. 

 
In addition to major core courses and courses required for certification, music education majors are 
offered many opportunities outside the standard curriculum to enrich their music experience and 
prepare for their future profession. For example, in addition to the traditional orchestras, choirs, and 
wind ensembles, our jazz program, with three, sometimes four big bands, three jazz choirs, and 
numerous small combos, gives even the beginner in jazz an opportunity to develop jazz skills. 
Although no courses in jazz are required for any of the music education degrees, many students in 
these programs often spend considerable time in these groups. This is because so many Northwest 
public schools are committed to jazz programs, and the students know that experience in this area 
offers a way to prepare to meet the opportunities students may encounter and increase their 
marketability. There are also courses in jazz studies to further develop jazz capabilities. 
 
The Internship or Student Teaching experience is one of the most critical courses for preparing future 
music educators for successful careers. While this is nominally under the aegis of the education 
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departments of CEPS (College of Education and Professional Studies), music faculty members are 
active in seeking and guiding students to high quality, appropriate student teaching assignments and 
providing discipline-specific observations and feedback beyond those which are provided by CEPS.  

 
Ensemble opportunities are plentiful and varied. Choral majors can sing in such elective ensembles as 
the Men's Choir, the Women's Choir, and the Central Singers, besides the Jazz Choirs. Wind players 
have such groups as the Flute, Trumpet, Trombone, Horn, Brass and Tuba Choirs. Percussionists can 
play in the Percussion Ensemble and strings have the Chamber Orchestra. There is also a thriving 
program of string quartets and mixed ensembles. 
 
Title: Bachelor of Music in Music Education, Instrumental Specialization 

  
Years to complete program:  4 
Program submitted for: Renewal of Final Approval 
Current Quarter’s Enrollment in Majors: 50 
Name of Program Supervisor(s): Bret Smith 
 
Curricular Table: Bachelor of Music in Music Education, Instrumental Specialization 
 

 
 
Course numbers, titles and unit allotments under each applicable category. 

 
Studies in Music 

Music Theory 
MUS 144  Theory 1……………….…….………….3 
MUS 144A  Aural Skills 1 …………….…………. 1 
MUS 145  Theory 2 ………………….…………… 3 
MUS 145A  Aural Skills 2 ………….……………. 1 
MUS 146  Theory 3 ……………….……………… 3 
MUS 146A  Aural Skills 3 ………………………. 1 
MUS 244  Theory 4 ………………………………. 3 
MUS 245  Theory 5 ………………………………. 3 
MUS 246  Theory 6 ………………….…………… 3  

 
 
 

Musicianship and 
Performance 

Music Education Professional 
Education 

General 
Studies 

Electives Total Number 
of Units 

 
78 units 

 
14 units 

 
50 units 

 
68 units 

 
0 units 

 
210 units 

 
43% 

 
8% 

 
28% 

 
38% 

 
0% 

 
117% 
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Class Piano 

MUS 152A  Class Piano I………………...………1 
MUS 153A  Class Piano II ………………...……..1 
MUS 154A  Class Piano III ……………..……….1 

 
Ensembles  

Large Ensembles ……………………………….22 
 

Applied Music  
Individual Instruction ………………………….11 
 MUS 164, 264, and 364 
 MUS 300 – Recital Performance………..1   
  

Upper Division Music Theory 
MUS 422  Orchestration..……………………….3 
 

 
Conducting 

MUS 341  Conducting I……………..…………3 
MUS 342  Conducting II…………..…………...3  
 

Music History 
MUS 359  Survey of Music in Cross-cultural  

        Perspectives…………..…..………..2 
MUS 372  Music History 1 ……..………………3 
MUS 373  Music History 2……………………...3 
MUS 374  Music History 3……………………...3   
 

Total Basic Musicianship and Performance  78 units 
 

Music Education (does not include courses in the Teacher Preparation Program) 
MUS 253C  Class Instrumental Methods  
     Strings I……………………………………….1 
MUS 253D  Class Instrumental Methods  
     Woodwinds I………………………………….1 
MUS 253E  Class Instrumental Methods  
     Brass I……………….….……………………..1 
MUS 253G  Class Instrumental Methods  
 Percussion I……………………..………...…..1* 
MUS 254B Class Vocal Methods…………………….1 
MUS 254C  Class Instrumental Methods  
     Strings II……………………………………....1 
MUS 254D  Class Instrumental Methods  
     Woodwinds II……………..…………………..1 
MUS 254E  Class Instrumental Methods  
     Brass II………………….……………………..1 
MUS 325  Instrumental Music Education..….………..3 
MUS 329  General Music Methods ………...………...3 
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Total Music Education     14 units  
 

Professional Education (includes student teaching) 
Pre-Admission Observation………………………………0 
EFC 210 Seminar (Observation Discussion)……..………1  
EFC 310 Orientation to Teaching……………...…………3  
PSY 314 Human Development……………….……..........4  
EFC 315 Educational Assessment…………………...........3 
EFC 320 Multicultural Education…………………………3  
EFC 330 Field Experience……….………....……………..2  
EFC 340 Methods of Instruction……………..……...,…...3  
EFC 350 Classroom Management.………………..............3  
EFC 416 Educational Technology.………………..............3 
EFC 440 Educational Law………….……………..............3 
EDSE 302 Students with Exceptionalities…………...……3  
EDBL 401 Language Diverse Students   OR  
EDBL 430 Sheltering Instr for Linguist. Diverse Students.3          
EFC 480 Student Teaching……………………………….16 
 

Total Professional Education   50 units  
 
General Studies – same as above 

 
Electives 

 
Total Electives      0 units 

 
* = These courses do not appear in the current electronic version of our catalog. This is the first year 
that the university has not printed a catalog and there were several courses that were inadvertently 
omitted from the electronic catalog. The registrar has been notified and these courses will be listed in 
next year's (2013-14) electronic catalog. 
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Title: Bachelor of Music in Music Education, Choral Specialization 
 
Years to complete program:  4 
Program submitted for: Renewal of Final Approval 
Current Semester’s Enrollment in Majors: 45 
Name of Program Supervisor(s): Bret Smith 
 
Curricular Table: Bachelor of Music in Music Education, Choral Specialization 
 

Musicianship and 
Performance 

Music 
Education 

Professional 
Education 

General 
Studies 

Electives Total Number 
of Units 

 
78 units 

 
13 units 

 
50 units 

 
68 units 

 
0 units 

 
209 units 

 
43% 

 
7% 

 
28% 

 
38% 

 
0% 

 
116% 

 
Course numbers, titles and unit allotments for each applicable category. 

 
Studies in Music 

Music Theory 
MUS 144  Theory 1…………………….………….. 3 
MUS 144A  Aural Skills 1 …………….…………. 1 
MUS 145  Theory 2 ………………….…………… 3 
MUS 145A  Aural Skills 2 ………….……………. 1 
MUS 146  Theory 3 ……………….……………… 3 
MUS 146A  Aural Skills 3 ………………………. 1 
MUS 244  Theory 4 ………………………………. 3 
MUS 245  Theory 5 ………………………………. 3 
MUS 246  Theory 6 ………………….…………… 3  
 

Class Piano 
MUS 152A  Class Piano I…………………..………1 
MUS 153A  Class Piano II ………………..………..1 
MUS 154A  Class Piano III ……………..………….1 
 

 
Ensembles  

Large Ensembles ………………………………...22 
 

Applied Music  
Individual Instruction ……………………………11 
 MUS 164, 264, and 364 
 MUS 300 – Recital Performance…………..1   
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Upper Division Music Theory 
MUS 340  Form and Analysis….……………….....3* 
 

Conducting 
MUS 341  Conducting I……………..………………3 
MUS 342  Conducting II…………..………………..3  
 

Music History 
MUS 359  Survey of Music in Cross-cultural 
         Perspectives…………..…………..……2 
MUS 372  Music History 1 ……..………………….3 
MUS 373  Music History 2…………………………3 
MUS 374  Music History 3…………………………3   
 

Total Basic Musicianship and Performance    78 units 
 

Music Education (does not include courses in the Teacher Preparation Program) 
MUS 240  Diction for Singers1……………………..2 
MUS 241  Diction for Singers 2……………...……..2 
  Or  MUS 242  Diction for Singers 3 (2) 
MUS 323  Choral Music Education…………….…..3 
MUS 329  General Music Methods ………………..3 
MUS 425B  Pedagogy, Vocal ……………………...3 
 

Total Music Education       13 units 
 

Professional Education (includes student teaching) Same as above 
 

Total Professional Education      50 units  
 

General Studies  Same as above 
 

Total General Studies       68 (max) units  
 

Electives 
 

Total Electives        0 units  
 
* = These courses do not appear in the current electronic version of our catalog. This is the first year 
that the university has not printed a catalog and there were several courses that were inadvertently 
omitted from the electronic catalog. The registrar has been notified and these courses will be listed in 
next year's (2013-14) electronic catalog. 
 
 
Title: Bachelor of Music in Music Education, Broad Area Specialization 

 
Years to complete program:  4 
Program submitted for: Renewal of Final Approval 
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Current Quarter’s Enrollment in Majors: 105 
Name of Program Supervisor(s): Bret Smith 
 
Curricular Table: Bachelor of Music in Music Education, Broad Area Specialization 
 

Musicianship 
and 
Performance 

Music 
Education 

Professional 
Education 

General 
Studies 

Electives Total 
Number of 
Units 

 
78 units 

 
18 units 

 
50 units 

 
68 units 

 
1 units 

 
215 units 

 
43% 

 
10% 

 
28% 

 
38% 

 
.5% 

 
119.5% 

 
 
Course numbers, titles and unit allotments for each applicable category. 

 
Studies in Music 

Music Theory 
MUS 144  Theory 1…………………..….………….3 
MUS 144A  Aural Skills 1 …………….…………. 1 
MUS 145  Theory 2 ………………….…………… 3 
MUS 145A  Aural Skills 2 ………….……………. 1 
MUS 146  Theory 3 ……………….……………… 3 
MUS 146A  Aural Skills 3 ………………………. 1 
MUS 244  Theory 4 ………………………………. 3 
MUS 245  Theory 5 ………………………………. 3 
MUS 246  Theory 6 ………………….…………… 3  
 

Class Piano 
MUS 152A  Class Piano I…………………..………1 
MUS 153A  Class Piano II ………………..………..1 
MUS 154A  Class Piano III ……………..………….1 
 

Ensembles  
Large Ensembles …………………………………..22 
 

Applied Music  
Individual Instruction …………………………...…11 
 MUS 164, 264, and 364 
 MUS 300 – Recital Performance……………1   
  

Upper Division Music Theory 
MUS 422  Orchestration…………………………....3 
 

Conducting 
MUS 341  Conducting I……………..……………..3 
MUS 342  Conducting II…………..……….………3  
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Music History 
MUS 359  Survey of Music in Cross-cultural  

        Perspectives…………...……………….2 
MUS 372  Music History 1 ……..………….………3 
MUS 373  Music History 2…………………………3 
MUS 374  Music History 3…………………………3   
 
Total Basic Musicianship and Performance   78 units  
 

Music Education (does not include courses in the Teacher Preparation Program) 
MUS 171  Secondary Applied Area………………...1 
(Must be voice for non-voice primary applied area or  
instrumental for voice primary applied area) 
MUS 253C – Class Instrumental Methods  
     Strings I……………………………………..1 
MUS 253D  Class Instrumental Methods  
     Woodwinds I………………………………..1 
MUS 253E  Class Instrumental Methods  
     Brass I……………….….…………………..1 
MUS 253G  Class Instrumental Methods  
 Percussion I………………………..………..1 
MUS 254B Class Vocal Methods…………………...1 
MUS 254C  Class Instrumental Methods  
     Strings II…………………………………....1 
MUS 254D  Class Instrumental Methods  
     Woodwinds II……………..………………..1 
MUS 254E  Class Instrumental Methods  
     Brass II………………….…………………..1 
MUS 323  Choral Music Education…………...…..3 
MUS 325  Instrumental Music Education…..……..3 
MUS 329  General Music Methods ………..……...3 
 

Total Music Education      18 units 
 

Professional Education (includes student teaching): Same as above 
 

Total Professional Education     50 units 
 
 

General Studies: Same as above. 
 

Total General Studies      68 (max) units 
 

Electives 
Music Electives……………………………………….1 
 

Total Electives       1 units 
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Assessment of compliance 
 
The opportunity for the music student to understand more fully the place of arts and education in larger 
society is addressed in a number of Teacher Preparation Program courses, including classes in 
educational law, students with exceptionalities, language diverse students, and technology. Across all 
education courses, CWU is required to incorporate elements of cultural competence in compliance 
with state laws. 
 
 
Desirable Attributes, Essential Competencies, and Professional Procedures 
 
The necessary qualities of commitment to the arts, to teaching, and encouraging artistic and intellectual 
development of students are assessed on almost a daily basis at CWU.  The potential to lead and 
inspire others, the ability and desire to seek, evaluate, and use new ideas, develop the skills to 
effectively advocate and articulate logical rationales for music in education, and the ability to maintain 
positive relationships with individuals of various social and ethnic groups are recognized as important 
in the music teacher preparation program at CWU. These skills and dispositions are evaluated more 
closely and specifically by faculty during advising and coursework, and candidates complete an online 
dispositions survey as part of their application to the Teacher Preparation Program. Further, faculty 
members are well aware of their position as role models in demonstrating these qualities as instructors, 
and the department is committed to providing a positive environment for learning, as a model for the 
kind of atmosphere that the students will try to create when in their own classroom. 
 
Music education faculty have been developing and piloting a set of Technical Standards that focus on 
professional attributes including communication/interpersonal skills, emotional and physical abilities, 
cognitive dispositions, and personal/professional requirements. These qualities are observed by faculty 
in and out of class, and form the basis for intervention or an improvement plan when necessary. 
 
 
Music Competencies. Conducting/leadership, arranging, performance, analysis/history 
 
Conducting and related experiences are addressed in the two required quarters of Conducting (MUS 
341 and 342). Students also may experience conducting opportunities in connection with the Lab Choir 
course, the Preparatory Program, and the more advanced students are given opportunities to conduct 
the large and small ensembles, particularly in the choral groups. Instrumental methods classes often 
include opportunities to conduct. 

 
Beginning with the 2010-11 catalog, orchestration is now required for Instrumental Music Education 
and Broad Area specializations. Either Form and Analysis or Orchestration is now required for Choral 
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music education. Additional elective opportunities are provided in classes in band arranging, choral 
arranging, and jazz band arranging courses.  
 
Music education majors take 11 credits of applied lessons spread over four years, and must achieve the 
364 (junior) level on their major instrument or voice.  They must also perform a half-recital for an 
additional credit commensurate with the junior level. 
 
All music education majors are required to pass a piano proficiency examination. The recent revision of 
the piano class sequence requires a sufficient skill set in each Piano Class I, II, & III to be reached 
before moving to the next level. The completion of Piano Class III will then serve as the piano 
proficiency requirement. Failure to pass the piano proficiency requirement after Piano Class III requires 
the student to immediately retake the course, and to do so as many times as necessary to complete the 
requirement. This is designed not only to increase the level of keyboard competency, but also to avoid 
not meeting all graduation requirements by assessing keyboard competence earlier in students’ 
undergraduate careers. 

 
Students in all specializations take MUS 329, General Music Methods, which incorporates vocal and 
instrumental performance skills (classroom instruments, guitar), appropriate to the elementary music 
classroom. Students have opportunities to further secondary instrument skills through applied study, 
participation in the Preparatory Program, and other elective ensembles. Instrumental students in the 
specialization are required to enroll in a choral ensemble for at least three quarters.  
 
Music education majors must complete the required music history core courses, including music in 
cross-cultural perspectives, as well as advanced theory classes in form and analysis and/or 
orchestration, and the components of the general education program addressing the aesthetic and 
human experiences. Throughout foundations courses in the Teacher Preparation Program and in music 
education methods classes, candidates are asked to plan and deliver lessons aligned with state 
standards and addressing the relevant areas of style, historical and cultural context, and developmental 
appropriateness. The TPA requires students to justify their instructional choices with relation to these 
areas as well as relevant learning theories. 
 
Students have an opportunity to develop compositional techniques in theory and counterpoint classes. 
Many non-composition majors opt to take Composition 1 (MUS 120, beginning composition). Choral 
arranging and jazz band are available as electives. 
 
 
Specialization Competencies 
 
1. General Music.  

 
All candidates complete MUS 329, General Music Methods, a field-based class, meeting in a local 
elementary school classroom with a highly qualified music educator. This course addresses 
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methodologies and materials for general music teaching and includes preparation and teaching of mini-
lessons at the elementary level. EFC 416 also addresses educational technologies. 
 
Essential competencies for Broad Area majors are acquired through the areas outlined above, plus a 
combination of the courses required for both the Choral and Instrumental majors. Broad Area majors 
must take all the instrumental methods classes and voice classes described above, plus both Choral and 
Instrumental Music Education courses. In addition, they must take at least one year of participation in a 
large ensemble not of their major applied area. Students with an instrumental major applied area usually 
take one year of the University Chorale to satisfy this requirement. Vocal majors satisfy this requirement 
with one year of participation in a band or jazz band, or participate in one of the ensembles of the String 
Preparatory program on a secondary instrument. 
 
2. Vocal/Choral Music.  

 
Essential competencies for Choral Education majors are acquired through the areas outlined above, plus 
courses in vocal pedagogy and diction.  Choral educations majors whose primary instrument is not 
voice, (e.g., pianists or guitarists) must take a minimum of one quarter of class voice and one quarter of 
secondary applied voice study. Choral majors are also required to take a course in Choral Music 
Education. Courses in Jazz Music Education, Choral Arranging and Lab Choir are also available as 
electives. 
 
3. Instrumental Music. 
 
Essential competencies for Instrumental majors are acquired through the areas outlined above, plus 
methods classes in upper strings, lower string, upper brass, lower brass, upper woodwinds, lower 
woodwinds and percussion. Two quarters of class voice is also required. Opportunities for playing 
secondary instruments in ensembles are afforded by some of the jazz ensembles and symphonic bands. 
Instrumental majors are required to take a course in Instrumental Music Education and orchestration. 
Courses in choral arranging and jazz band arranging are available as electives. 
 
4. All Levels, All Specializations.  

 
CWU’s music education degree prepares students for Washington State endorsement in music P-12, 
and therefore does not distinguish between elementary and secondary level endorsements as in some 
other content areas. 

 
As discussed above, students in the Broad Area specialization receive applied instruction, ensemble 
experiences, and coursework in vocal and instrumental music as well as three methods classes focusing 
on General, Choral, and Instrumental music education. These courses include laboratory experiences, 
which may be supplemented with involvement in laboratory ensembles, the Preparatory Program, and 
independent field experiences. 
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In all degree programs:  the recent addition of 3 credits of aural skills requirements (Aural Skills 1, 2, & 
3) to the first-year theory sequence to be taken concurrently with each quarter of written theory has 
already increased the level of musicianship and is apparent in all degree programs. This will raise the bar 
of the current performance level in the applied studios and ensembles to an even higher level, thus 
attracting more quality students in the recruiting process and will give music educators the necessary 
skills to be more successful in the classroom. 
 
 
Teaching Competencies.  
 
1. Ability to teach music at various levels to different age groups and in a variety of classroom and 
ensemble settings in ways that develop knowledge of how music works syntactically as a 
communication medium and developmentally as an agent of civilization. 
 
Music teaching abilities are emphasized in all courses in the various specializations, primarily but not 
limited to instrumental, vocal, and general music methods classes; classes supporting specific 
instruction in woodwind, brass, string, percussion, keyboard, and voice; and ensembles. Broader 
teaching skills such as curriculum, planning, assessment, and modification of instruction to meet the 
needs of diverse learners are addressed in the Professional Education Program. A new course, EFC 
350, focuses exclusively on classroom management. 

 
2. An understanding of child growth and development and an understanding of principles of learning 
as they relate to music. 

 
The primary vehicle for study and grounding in principles of human growth and development is PSY 
314, a required course within the Professional Education Program. This course is prerequisite to the 
nine other courses in the education sequence. 
 
3. The ability to assess aptitudes, experiential backgrounds, orientations of individuals and groups of 
students, and the nature of subject matter, and to plan educational programs to meet assessed needs. 
 
The recent revision of the Professional Education Program divided what had been a single course to 
three--one of these is EFC 315, Educational Assessment. Diagnostic, formative, and summative 
assessment in music are presented in the three music methods courses as appropriate, and are an 
important component of the TPA completed during student teaching. 
 
4. Knowledge of current methods, materials, and repertories available in various fields and levels of 
music education appropriate to the teaching specialization. 
5. The ability to accept, amend, or reject methods and materials based on personal assessment of 
specific teaching situations. 
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Students encounter materials and repertoire throughout their program, but most specifically in EFC 
340 (Instructional Methods), instrumental methods classes, and the three music methods courses (MUS 
323, 325 and 329). 

 
6. An understanding of evaluative techniques and ability to apply them in assessing both the musical 
progress of students and the objectives and procedures of the curriculum. 

 
As noted above, EFC 315 is devoted entirely to educational assessment, and students incorporate this 
into their work in the music methods courses and the TPA. 
 
Teaching competencies:  All teaching competencies are currently being met by the Choral, 
Instrumental and General Music Education courses offered by the music department and by the 
curriculum of the Education courses required by the teacher preparation program. The elective course 
in Jazz Music Education, MUS 424, adds potential richness to this requirement. 

 
All students majoring in music education are advised by music education faculty during each year of 
full-time enrollment. Prior to departmental endorsement for student teaching, a candidate’s 
accomplishments are reviewed by the entire music faculty; the student must receive a satisfactory 
evaluation in all areas of music study. All music education majors must pass the required piano 
proficiency examination prior to receiving departmental endorsement for student teaching. Students 
taking this major must apply for admission into the Teacher Preparation Program and are required to 
complete all of its program requirements. 

 
This major satisfies the endorsements for music-general, music-instrumental, and music-choral, P-12. 
To qualify for student teaching, the following courses must be completed: MUS 323, MUS 325, MUS 
329, MUS 341, and MUS 342. 
 
The Department of Educational Foundations and Curriculum completed a major curriculum revision in 
2009-10 in response to legislative mandates affecting P-12 teacher certification. This restructuring did 
not directly affect music teacher candidates beyond the increased complexity of course sequencing. 
The faculty members of the music department have developed music-specific courses in 
administration/assessment, introduction to music education, classroom management and technology 
for music teachers. While course numbers have been assigned and the courses are listed in the catalog, 
they have yet to be taught pending a formal proposal for substitution and approval by the department, 
college dean, the Center for Teaching and Learning, and the CWU faculty senate. This process has the 
potential for controversy, and the department will engage in it after a thorough needs and resource 
analysis on the impact of the substitution. 
 
We hope to continue working with the Director of Field Experiences to identify and hire supervisors in 
areas beyond North King County that will be able to supervise music students.  Current areas of 
interest are the Yakima Valley and South King/Pierce Counties. 
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Professional Procedures 
 
1. Program purposes and requirements must be clear to prospective students, the profession, potential 
employers of graduates, and the public. 
 
The department provides detailed and consistent information regarding program structure, 
requirements, and resulting certification in all formats including the department website, online 
catalog, enrollment management system (Safari), advising worksheets, orientation, UNIV 101 classes 
(special section for music majors), and the undergraduate handbook (online). Information about the 
Professional Education Program is available in these formats as well as through advisors in the DEFC. 
All aspects of the program in both departments are aligned with the state-mandated endorsement 
competencies for music available on the OSPI website. 

 
2. Music education methods courses should be taught or supervised by the institution’s music 
education faculty who have had successful experience teaching music in elementary and/or secondary 
schools, and who maintain close contact with such schools. 
 
All music education classes are taught by music department faculty members with extensive 
experience teaching in the public schools. These faculty members are also active in the WMEA as 
leaders and maintain frequent contact with middle, high school and elementary music educators 
throughout the state.  

 
3. Institutions should encourage observation and teaching experiences prior to formal admission to the 
teacher education program. 
 
These experiences are found in required Pre-Admission Observation (40 hours), Field Experience (two 
full weeks), laboratory experiences (practicum) in classes throughout the curriculum. 
 
Pre-Admission Observation is required of all prospective teacher candidates prior to enrolling in EFC 
210, the introductory course to the education program.  Students must completed 40 hours of voluntary 
observation outside of Ellensburg.  Students must contact schools formally and comply with all school 
requirements.  These observation hours may be completed at any grade level K-12 in any combination 
of subject areas, and in any subject matter regardless of the student’s intended major.  Students may 
elect to observe for up to 20 of the 40 required hours in an appropriate alternative setting as long as 
that setting includes groups of more than eight children, in organized programs, with supervision, and 
within two years of enrollment in EFC 210.  The guidelines for these observations, including process 
for verification, are available in the DEFC. 
  
EFC 330 Field Experience, a two-week observation of a public school music program (formerly called 
a “Pre-Autumn Experience”), is required in the teacher preparation program. This works out well for 
the institution in that most public schools begin right after Labor Day while the CWU fall term does 
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not begin until the last week of September, thus leaving students free from campus responsibilities 
during their observation period. As part of the restructuring of the Professional Education Program, 
this field experience can be completed during Fall, Winter, and Spring quarters as well, although the 
catalog still lists the activity as happening only the fall. Logistics have not yet been established for 
gaining this experience in winter and spring quarters. The sites for these observations are developed 
and scheduled in collaboration with Music and Education faculty members. Further, students often 
actively engage in voluntary observation and participation in the music programs of the local schools.  
 
When possible and/or necessary, observations are conducted by music department faculty members for 
each student teacher, in addition to observations by Education department faculty members. Each 
observation by a music faculty member is concluded with a meeting of the music department observer, 
the student and the master teacher, in which the day’s work is evaluated and suggestions for further 
work and improvements are discussed. 
 
The strength of this program is in the comprehensiveness of the curriculum and in the commitment of 
all of the department faculty members to support music education. Many music faculty members are 
former public school teachers, and those whose professional expertise is outside of music education 
provide strong support for the music education enterprise, and for students pursuing music education 
degrees.  
 
4. Institutions should establish specific evaluative procedures to assess students’ progress and 
achievement. 
 
Music education majors are not officially assessed prior to major declaration, but rather advised as a 
group and individually within the first year as a music major. The department initiated a web-based 
first-year review process which allows any faculty member to identify and comment upon at-risk 
students. Finally, no student is endorsed for student teaching without having been the subject of a 
faculty discussion, in which the strengths and weaknesses of the student are identified, including the 
faculty’s assessment of a student’s aptitude for teaching. 

 
5. Institutions should provide opportunities for advanced undergraduate study in such areas as 
conducting, composition, and analysis. 

 
Despite the heavy credit load for music education majors, opportunities for additional coursework exist 
in conducting, arranging, secondary instruments, and analysis, though because of faculty load issues, 
advanced composition lessons are reserved for composition majors. 
 
 
Results 
 
Capstone projects, in this case student teaching, are most frequently used to determine student 
achievement of professional entry-level competence. Since these require enrollment and graded 
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assessment, the opportunity exists for faculty to take a broad view of student capabilities in all the 
areas listed, appropriate to the respective degree specialization. In addition, as mentioned in Item UP 
and elsewhere, many studios require frequent performances, self-assessment, and written documents, 
such as program notes, prepared independently to further emphasize the synthesizing of information 
and experiences. The Teacher Performance Assessment requires a demonstration of synthesis of 
content and pedagogy as part of the evaluation of student teaching.  

 
These competencies are assessed in several ways and reinforced in others. There is an extensive 
department review process for identifying and helping At-Risk students.  Department review is 
required for students as part of the approval process for student teaching.  Some studios use pre-recital 
screenings to ensure well-prepared, high-level performances. Since requirements for each level are 
clearly spelled out, student progress can be assessed very easily at juries and performances, particularly 
as the student gets to the end of the degree. The recent addition of rubrics on jury forms has greatly 
aided in the gathering of meaningful assessment data and providing information that influences how 
students think about teaching.   Many students, by virtue of invitations for ensembles or 
encouragement of faculty, attend and participate in professional conferences at the state, regional, 
national, and international levels, which allows them not only to meet people and network, but learn 
and share their ideas with professionals in the field. On campus, student involvement with the String 
Preparatory Program, music festivals, including Choral, Orchestra, Jazz, and Wind Ensemble, as well 
as the Washington State Solo/Ensemble Festival, helps them to form and defend value judgments 
about the field. 
 
These assessments are determined by faculty expertise and collaboration, and confirmed by high job 
placement of graduates, placement in graduate programs, awards (both individual and ensemble), and 
work with guest artists on and off campus. Many students have musical jobs in the community, work at 
music camps in summers, play in regional orchestras, and teach privately. They also volunteer at 
schools and with musical groups, and are encouraged to be engaged with the local community in some 
way. 

 
An assessment of strengths, areas for improvement, challenges and opportunities. 
 
Strengths 
 
Currently over 150 graduates of Central are teaching music in the public schools, community colleges 
and universities of Washington. The music education program has been and continues to be an area of 
strength for our institution. 
 
The strength of this program is in the comprehensiveness of the curriculum and in the commitment of all 
of the department faculty members to music education. Many music faculty members are former public 
school teachers, and those whose professional expertise is outside of music education provide strong 
support for the students pursuing music education degrees.  
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All curricular tracks in Music Education meet the relevant NASM standards for teacher preparation. 
Areas of endorsement are Choral, Instrumental, or a combination of the two, called Broad Area. 
Previously, only the Broad Area curriculum was judged sufficient to provide students with Continuing 
Certification. Students electing to take either the Choral or Instrumental programs were granted Initial 
Certification, but had to acquire a Supporting Endorsement in another area within two years to become 
eligible for the more permanent Continuing Certification. As of September 1, 2000, the OSPI changed 
the guidelines to define three endorsement areas, deleting the Broad Area endorsement, but adding 
General Music to the Instrumental and Choral endorsements. Apparently, the reality that (1) no jobs 
exist in “General Music” beyond the elementary level, and that no state school district has plans to 
implement such courses into secondary school curricula on a scale broad enough to create a substantial 
number of faculty positions, and (2) the deleted Broad Area has the most useful curriculum in that, as 
noted above, many small-school districts have only one secondary school music instructor, has had no 
effect on the OSPI’s certification policies. The effect that this has had on teacher preparation programs 
in music is to create three new areas, adding “General Music” to the extant Vocal/Choral and 
Instrumental (K-12) areas. At CWU, certification in General Music is now paired automatically with 
both remaining areas. The department has chosen to retain the Broad Area/General Music curricular 
track because this track gains students Endorsements in all three areas. 
 
All teaching competencies are currently being met by the Choral, Instrument and General Music 
Education courses offered by the music department and by the curriculum of the Education courses 
required by the teacher preparation program. 
 
In addition, the range of high quality ensemble experiences available and the opportunity for students to 
pursue double majors in education and performance encourages higher levels of skill and musicianship. 
 
Areas for Improvement 
  
The first area for improvement is a result of the change in OSPI certification. The department has only 
one course that addresses General Music, and there is barely enough time in that course to cover pre-
school, elementary and middle school general music programs. There needs to be a course that addresses 
General Music in the High School if new state certification guidelines are to be met with integrity. This 
is a logistical problem on two fronts:  first, it is almost impossible to add more credits to an already 
credit-burdened degree, and second, the inability or reluctance of school districts to add this course in 
the secondary school force it to be a low practical priority for faculty load. 
 
A second general weakness is that the roster of instrumental methods courses does not include double 
reeds. While we have a double-reed specialist on the full-time faculty, due to credit constraints, it is not 
part of the instrumental music education degree requirements. There is, however, an elective methods 
course in double reeds offered once yearly, and the fact that it is always at capacity enrollment is a 
testament to our students’ awareness of its importance. 
 
There is very little room for electives in advanced courses. 
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A weakness recently addressed is to ensure that all choral majors have instruction in voice. Previously, it 
was erroneously assumed all choral majors would have voice as a primary area. Choral majors that do 
not have voice as the primary applied area now are required to have at least two quarters of voice 
instruction.  
 
Another area of concern is the need for more advanced keyboard skills in the music education choral 
and broad area specializations. Without this skill set, choral educators are at a disadvantage. Currently 
we have a one-year piano class sequence that is designed to meet minimum piano skills for all majors. 
However, these minimum skills do not meet the needs of our choral students to be successful in the 
choral classroom. 
 
Hour lessons are now only available for BM performance majors, thus severely limiting the amount of 
individual instruction available to BM education majors. Because of enrollment issues and budget 
constraints, once students complete their 300 level recital, they are not necessarily guaranteed a spot in 
the applied studio for additional individual instruction. 
 
Some of the required courses in the Professional Education program are not particularly suited for the 
future music educator. Classroom management and technology are two obvious examples. There is a 
vast difference between controlling a math class of 30 students and a choir or band of a hundred or 
more.  The audio and recording technology that would benefit a music situation is almost never part of 
the education technology curriculum. The department has created courses to address this; the current 
challenge is to convince the rest of the campus of the importance of these differences. 
 
As with all music education degrees, there is a general concern regarding the number of credits 
necessary to complete the undergraduate course of study. Although on paper it appears to be possible, 
almost no student completes a music education degree in four years; most take at least one or two 
quarters beyond four years. There seems to be no easy answer to this problem, and it seems to be a 
problem across the country. 

 
Challenges and Opportunities 

 
Keyboard skills. All students must take three quarters of class piano concurrently with the first year of 
the theory sequence or demonstrate equivalent keyboard skills, and pass a Piano Proficiency exam as a 
graduate requirement. This becomes challenging for students with limited piano skills. Two facets of a 
recent revision of the piano class sequence have had beneficial results: (1) A sufficient skill set in each 
Piano Class I, II, & III must now be attained in order to progress to the next level. (this, rather than 
simply getting a minimum passing grade). The completion of Piano Class III now serves as the piano 
proficiency requirement. This is designed not only to increase the level of keyboard competency, but 
also to avoid not meeting all graduation requirements. (2) A failure to attain sufficient skills to pass the 
piano proficiency requirement now requires retaking Piano Class III until the requirement has been 
met. 
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Despite concerns regarding enough applied study for music education majors, many such students 
attain a very high level of skill in their major performance area. The opportunity to interact with 
performance majors helps both types of students to develop a higher level of musical understanding 
and competence.  
 
There is also the opportunity to double major in both music education and performance. Though until 
recently the university did not allow double majors within the same degree (in this case, the Bachelor 
of Music), an exception was made for this situation. The rationale that the music education major 
generally takes at least 60 credits specific to that degree, none of which meet any performance degree 
requirements convinced the faculty senate of its appropriateness. The department usually graduates at 
least 3-5 students with double majors. There are definite benefits for the student with a double degree: 
it allows for more post-graduation opportunities—teaching and/or performing and enhances the 
student’s marketability as a music educator. Practically speaking, it also gives music education majors 
the opportunity to receive hour lessons as performance majors while preparing for a teaching career.  
 
 
The extent to which the program is meeting university/department aspirations for excellence 
 
As the mission, vision, and core values of the university evolve, the department Long Range/Strategic 
Planning Committee has responded consistently to align department mission, vision, and core values 
accordingly.  The resulting department objectives then inform and clarify the goals of the various 
degree programs.  For detailed information on university/department objectives, see Section MDP 
III.A. Planning Documents Currently in Effect or in Use. 
 
For specific information on the BM Music Education degree, see “Strengths” above. 
 
 
Plans for addressing weaknesses and improving results. 
 
Current plans for addressing weaknesses include: 
 

• improving assessment system 
• hiring music educators as field supervisors 
• studying feasibility of substituting discipline-specific music courses for PEP classes 
• revising curriculum to align with TPA 
• improving advising to allow students to plan their programs more efficiently, shortening time-

to-degree. 
 
Faculty in the music education area are engaged in a number of activities oriented toward program 
improvement.  Some of these are ongoing for the past several years, others are in their initial stages.  
Taken together, we believe we will be able to better serve our students and the music education 
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profession if we continue to devote our energies in these directions. 
 
First, we have been working with the Center for Teaching and Learning (CTL) on elements of the 
Comprehensive Data Management System (CDMS) that permits area coordinators of education 
programs to access a variety of assessment data related to their programs.  In the initial year of 
implementation (2013) we were able to evaluate the utility and practicality of the system and 
contribute to its refinement.  We would like to design similar assessment within the music core courses 
and music education classes in order to document student learning for accreditation, identify students 
who need additional support, and refine the curriculum.  We are piloting Waypoint Outcomes within 
the Blackboard learning management system as a potential tool for such assessment. 
 
We have been pleased with the results of our collaboration with the Office of Field Experiences to hire 
a dedicated music supervisor for field experiences in the north King/south Snohomish county region 
through CWU’s Lynnwood center.  Given the lack of resources for Ellensburg-based faculty to travel 
and supervise student teachers, the opportunity to have a content area expert with considerable 
teaching experience work with these students has been very effective.  We would like to expand this 
practice in other geographical areas, particularly those in which students will be able to work with 
diverse student populations and areas in the central Washington region in which we hope to increase 
our alumni base and school partnerships. 
 
It has long been a perception within the department that the current curricular structure, even after the 
recent Professional Education Program revision, allows very little contact time with music education 
faculty relative to the credit load in Education Foundations and Curriculum.  This is a politically tricky 
situation, but as a start we developed several courses for the catalog that have yet to be offered as 
potential substitutions for education courses.  For example, we think a music-specific technology class 
would better prepare our students for success in the music classroom.  This is a multi-faceted issue, 
involving considerations of faculty workload, department budget, and scheduling as much as the 
philosophical debates necessary to persuade diverse constituents of the advantage of such a curriculum 
change.  We are working with other programs (for example, science education and health and fitness) 
that have similar concerns, and hope to bring curriculum proposals forward with a strategy to 
maximize the likelihood of approval. 
 
A major issue for all programs is Washington state’s decision to adopt the edTPA as a certification 
requirement.  We have been proactive in working with this assessment—two music education faculty 
members completed the scorer training in the summer of 2012.  Given the complexity of this 
assessment, it is essential that we orient our courses to prepare students on the various tasks.  This is 
something that must be distributed across courses, both within the department and in education 
courses.  We took a first step in the fall of 2012 by redesigning common course projects in the three 
music education methods courses to align with the lesson-planning format of the edTPA.  This work 
will continue, and by necessity is closely tied to the content of courses in Education Foundations and 
Curriculum. 
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The University has initiated a new process for strategic planning, and all departments and programs are 
placing a priority on advising and timely graduation.  We have taken several steps to streamline 
advising, including procedures for assigning advisors, group advising in the UNIV 101 setting, 
mandatory advising for freshmen, and developing model degree plan grids.  The new CTL assessment 
system will allow closer monitoring of average time-to-degree; our hope is that any particular 
problems or road blocks we may identify can be addressed.  We’ve paid close attention to piano 
proficiency (redesigning the class piano program to align with proficiency requirements) and core 
music theory pass rates in order to identify and support students who may be held up by these 
fundamental issues.  Other concerns are timely application and acceptance into the Professional 
Education Program, passing required exams (WEST-B, WEST-E, edTPA), and meeting application 
deadlines for field experiences, graduation, and certification.  Our goal is have very few to no students 
who must extend their degree time due to neglect of deadlines, inconsistent advising, and other 
avoidable situations. 
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IIB. D. Liberal Arts Undergraduate Degrees in Music 
 
Titles. 
 
CWU has two specializations that fit the description of a Liberal Arts Degree with a major in Music: 
 
Bachelor of Arts in Music 
Bachelor of Arts in Music with Jazz Specialization 
 
Statements of Purpose and General Information 
 
The stated objective of the Bachelor of Arts in Music at Central Washington University is: To provide 
a vehicle for the study of music within a liberal arts academic setting.  
 
Students pursuing a BA in Music complete extensive coursework that includes courses of Applied 
Music, Music Theory, Music History, and Ensembles, with plenty of room for a broad array of general 
education subjects. This degree is ideal for those students wishing to major in music, but who do not 
necessarily want to teach music in the classroom or pursue a performance career. Past graduates of 
Central Washington University with a Bachelor of Arts in Music have gone on to teach in private 
schools, run their own private studios, work in Arts Management, and succeed in many other 
professions, both in and out of the arts. 
 
Although this degree was originally planned for those students who want to pursue in-depth study of 
music in conjunction with another major, or use it as part of an avocational liberal arts program, and 
while some students use it for that purpose, it is increasingly being used for other purposes. Examples 
of this include the following: 
 

• Students take advantage of the low number of credits to pursue additional musical interests 
that do not coincide with department degree tracks, such as preparing for a career as a private 
studio instructor, or acquiring skill in two or more instruments.  

• Students who discover an interest in music education too late to enter the teacher 
preparation program without committing to an extended undergraduate career, opt to switch to 
this degree plan to earn a Bachelor of Arts degree in music, then enter the Teacher Certification 
program. 

• Student wishing to pursue graduate work in areas that do not require the B.M. degree, such 
as performance, use this degree to earn the Bachelor’s degree relatively quickly, or switch to 
this degree after several years in a BM program in order to finish a degree more quickly 
(exhausting their eligibility for state or federal loans is often a deciding factor), then enter a 
Graduate program.  

 
A Senior Project is required as a culminating experience. The practices outlined above have increased 
the number of BA majors substantially in recent years, though they are still a minority in the music 
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student body. This is an appropriate and effective degree for this institution. It fills several needs, as 
described above, and is well served by the curriculum offered by the department and the cross-campus 
programs of the university. 
 
**** 
 
The purpose of the Bachelor of Arts in Music with Jazz Specialization, is to provide a vehicle for the 
study of music with a specialization in jazz within a liberal arts academic setting. The creation of a 
separate, unique BA with a specialization in Jazz recognizes CWU’s reputation as a leader in jazz 
studies and performance in the Pacific Northwest. 
 
The process of creating the BA Jazz Specialization began in 2005 with the degree first appearing in the 
2006-7 catalog. The degree was created in response to current music students desiring an option for a 
degree with a jazz focus as well as anecdotal evidence from prospective students auditioning for entry 
to the department that a jazz option was important to them. In addition, a number of very talented 
recruits had decided to attend elsewhere due to our lack of a jazz degree option. After much study, it 
became clear that by modifying the existing BA degree into a specialization, we could offer a BA Jazz 
Specialization using all of our current jazz offerings, needing only to add jazz studio instruction 
(private lessons) to the curriculum. 
 
Students in the BA degree with Jazz Specialization are required to complete the same core studies in 
theory, history and keyboard as those in professional degree programs; the only difference is that only 
one quarter of conducting is required instead of two; the second conducting class is replaced with self-
directed jazz combo chamber ensemble experience. A two-year sequence of successful applied study in 
traditional (classical) instruction is required before students can apply for the jazz specialization. 
Substantial ensemble experience in large ensembles and jazz ensembles is also required, as is 
coursework in keyboard harmony, jazz improvisation, jazz styles, jazz composition and arranging, and 
choral or jazz band arranging. A Senior Project is required as a culminating experience. The liberal arts 
nature of the degree is served by the requirement of the General Education program. 
 
Often, students at CWU choose the BA in Music because they are not yet sure they want to pursue 
specialized training in music even when they have been deemed qualified for BM degrees in their 
auditions and other admissions materials. Because the academic core for the BA is similar to that of the 
BM, students have time to consider their future choices, whether for simply achieving a Bachelor’s 
degree in an area of interest, or setting the stage for further study in graduate school or teacher 
certification. Students in the BA in Music, Jazz Specialization, frequently choose this degree because 
they intend to become jazz performers. With no performance alternative currently in the BM track, this 
BA degree provides the necessary specialized training and performance experiences for students 
aspiring to this career. 
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Title: Bachelor of Arts in Music 
 
Years to complete program: 4 
Program submitted for: Renewal of Final Approval 
Current Semester’s Enrollment in Majors: 59 
Name of Program Supervisor(s): Daniel Lipori 
 
Curricular Table: Bachelor of Arts in Music 
 

 
Musicianship 

 
Performance/Required 
Music Electives 

 
General 
Studies 

General 
Studies 
Electives 

Total 
Number of 
Units 

 
35 units 

 
35 units 

 
68 units 

 
42 units 

 
180 

 
19% 

 
19% 

 
38% 

 
23% 

 
100% 

 
Course numbers, titles and unit allotments for each applicable category. 
 
Musicianship 

Music Theory 
MUS 144 - Theory 1…………………….………….3 
MUS 144A – Aural Skills 1 …………….…………. 1 
MUS 145 - Theory 2 ………………….…………… 3 
MUS 145A – Aural Skills 2 ………….……………. 1 
MUS 146 - Theory 3 ……………….……………… 3 
MUS 146A – Aural Skills 3 ………………………. 1 
MUS 244 - Theory 4 ………………………………. 3 
MUS 245 - Theory 5 ………………………………. 3 
MUS 246 - Theory 6 ………………….…………… 3   
 

Class Piano 
MUS 152A – Class Piano I…………………..………1 
MUS 153A – Class Piano II ………………..………..1 
MUS 154A – Class Piano III ……………..………….1   
 

Music History 
MUS 359 – Survey of Music in Cross-cultural  

        Perspectives…………..…………………2 
MUS 372 – Music History 1…………………………3 
MUS 373 – Music History 2 ………...………………3 
MUS 374 – Music History 3 ……………...…………3   
 

Total Musicianship      35 units  
   

Performance/Required Music Electives 
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Ensembles      

Large Ensemble (minimum)………………...………12  
 

Applied Music  
Individual Instruction ……………………………….12 
 

 
Upper Division Music Theory 

MUS 340 – Form and Analysis……………….……....3 
 

Conducting 
MUS 341  - Conducting I……………..……….…….. 3 
   

Upper Division Music History (Choose 1)……….......... ...3 
 MUS 379, 382, 383, 384, 385, or 386 
   

Additional Courses 
MUS 495 – Senior Project ………………………...2 
  

Total Performance/Required Music Electives   35 units 
 
General Studies: see Item UP above for a full description. 
 
 
Title: Bachelor of Arts in Music, Jazz Specialization 
 
Years to complete program: 4 
Program submitted for: Renewal of Final Approval 
Current Semester’s Enrollment in Majors: 5 
Name of Program Supervisor(s): Chris Bruya 
 
Curricular Table: Bachelor of Arts in Music, Jazz Specialization 
 

 
 
Course numbers, titles and unit allotments for each applicable category. 
 
Musicianship 

Music Theory 

 
Musicianship 

 
Performance/Required 
Music Electives 

 
General 
Studies 

General 
Studies 
Electives 

Total 
Number of 
Units 

 
35 units 

 
45 units 

 
68 units 

 
32 units 

 
180 

 
19% 

 
25% 

 
38% 

 
18% 

 
100% 
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MUS 144 - Theory 1…………………….………….3 
MUS 144A – Aural Skills 1 …………….…………. 1 
MUS 145 - Theory 2 ………………….…………… 3 
MUS 145A – Aural Skills 2 ………….……………. 1 
MUS 146 - Theory 3 ……………….……………… 3 
MUS 146A – Aural Skills 3 ………………………. 1 
MUS 244 - Theory 4 ………………………………. 3 
MUS 245 - Theory 5 ………………………………. 3 
MUS 246 - Theory 6 ………………….…………… 3   
 

Class Piano 
MUS 152A – Class Piano I…………………….……1 
MUS 153A – Class Piano II ………………..…...…..1 
MUS 154A – Class Piano III ……………..……...….1   
 

Music History 
MUS 359 – Survey of Music in Cross-cultural  

        Perspectives…………..…………………2 
MUS 372 – Music History 1…………………………3 
MUS 373 – Music History 2 ………...………………3 
MUS 374 – Music History 3 ……………...…………3   
 

Total  Musicianship      35 units 
   

Performance/Required Music Electives 
 

Ensembles      
Large Ensemble (minimum)………………………6  
 Only the following are designated as  
 large ensembles:  MUS 267-467 (choir), 
 MUS 268-468 (chamber choir), MUS  
 266-466 (wind ensemble), MUS 277-477 
 (orchestra), MUS 287-487 (marching 
 and concert band-fall quarter only),  
 and MUS 288-488 (symphonic band). 
 

Jazz Ensembles ………………………………………. 6 
 Choose from MUS 210/410 (vocal jazz)  

and 232/432 (jazz band)*  
Jazz Combos  MUS 218/418………………………. 6 
 

Applied Music  
Individual Instruction ……………………………...12 
 MUS 164 and 264 (1-2 cr.) (traditional study)  
 MUS 366 (Jazz study) 
 (at least 3 credits of 264 and 6 credits of  
 366 are required) 
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Additional Courses 

MUS 255 Keyboard Harmony and Improvisation.. …1 
MUS 353 Jazz Improvisation I……………………….1 
MUS 354 Jazz Improvisation II………………….…..1 
MUS 355 Jazz Improvisation III……………………..1 
MUS 356 Jazz Styles………………………….……...3 
MUS 357 Jazz Composition and Arranging……….....3 
MUS 485 Choral Arranging………………………   ..3 
    OR MUS 486 Jazz Band Arranging (3) 
MUS 495 – Senior Project……………………………2 
  
Total Performance/Required Music Electives  45 units 
    

General Studies  Same as above 
 

Total General Studies                        68 (max) units 
 
 
Assessment of compliance 
 
General Education: See description in the BM degree. 
 
Musicianship 
 
The competencies described in this section are consistent with the core competencies for all degrees 
described previously. 
 
In the BA in Music, the ability to hear, identify, and work conceptually with the elements of music 
such as rhythm, melody, harmony, structure, timbre, and texture is demonstrated in required classes in 
Music Theory and Aural skills, Class Piano, Music History, and Conducting.  

 
An understanding of and the ability to read and realize musical notation is demonstrated in required 
classes in Theory, History, Applied Study, Ensembles, Conducting, and Piano. Notation idiomatic to 
jazz is experienced in the required arrangements students must complete. 
 
An understanding of compositional processes, aesthetic properties of style, and the ways these shape 
and are shaped by artistic and cultural forces is demonstrated in required classes in Theory, History, 
Conducting, and Applied Study. 

 
An acquaintance with a wide selection of musical literature, the principal eras, genres, and cultural 
sources is demonstrated in required classes in History, Applied Study, Ensembles, and Department 
Convocation and Recital Attendance requirements. 

 
The ability to develop and defend musical judgments is demonstrated in required classes in History 
(papers, especially in upper division survey classes), Conducting, Applied (Recital), and Senior 
Project. 
 
Performance and Music Electives. 
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The BA degree requires a minimum of 12 credits of ensemble participation, including a minimum of 6 
quarters of large ensemble. However, the requirement that all majors participate in a large ensemble 
each quarter in residence, a policy that transcends the degree requirements, insures that almost all 
majors have more than the degree-required minimum. Students in BA degrees have substantive 
performance experiences in large and small ensembles available to the entire campus, each of which 
give a minimum of one performance per quarter. These experiences are encouraged throughout the 
four-year degree. 
 
The BA degree requires a minimum of 12 credits of applied study, equivalent to 4 years of 1-credit 
(half-hour) lessons. The standards and competencies demonstrated at each level are the same as any 
other degree. Students in BA degrees take applied lessons to improve their capabilities in their applied 
area. Recent changes in credit allocations have made it possible for students to register for four full 
years of lessons. This ensures knowledge and skills on the major instrument/voice beyond a basic 
level. In addition to performance opportunities in Music Convocation, many studios now give studio 
recitals as frequently as every quarter to provide solo performance opportunities. 
 
Credits generated by ensemble and applied lesson enrollment are part of the academic core required by 
the degrees, thus are not treated as extra-curricular. Further, students are required to participate in a 
major ensemble every quarter in residence, which assures continuous experience and improvement. 
These opportunities also provide the means for realizing a variety of musical styles. 
 
BA students must also take two upper division classes (6 credits) in music history/literature, which 
extends this area of musical knowledge beyond basic levels. The BA degree offers six choices for 
completing this requirement, such that a student may tailor the choice to personal or professional 
interest. These courses cover a variety of styles and genres. 
 
The BA degree also requires Conducting and Form and Analysis, which contribute to knowledge, 
skills, and understanding of styles. The BA degree with Jazz Specialization requires Form and 
Analysis and self-directed jazz combo experiences, which contribute to knowledge, skills, and 
understanding of styles. 
 
BA students must complete a senior project and the most frequent projects are performance oriented, in 
the form of a full recital or some sort of lecture-recital based on a theme or the results of research into a 
particular genre or other topic. Other topics have included the musical direction of a community 
musical theater production and the writing of an extensive tutor in beginning theory for use in the 
middle school.  
 
Many students use ensemble classes as elective credits. 
 
Similar performance opportunities are provided for in the BA Jazz Specialization, with large vocal and 
instrumental jazz ensembles and jazz combos for both small group and solo opportunities throughout 
their degree programs. In addition, students accepted into the Jazz Specialization must achieve the 
same levels as other BA and BM students before embarking on additional upper division training in 
jazz lessons. 
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Levels. 
 
BA students in applied study must complete the same requirements for level changes as BM students. 
Every BA student must achieve 300 level applied study, with the generic BA degree requiring 2 credits 
(2 quarters) at this level; when the BA-Jazz students complete 200 level study, they move to MUS 366 
upper division Applied Jazz Study, where they must complete 6 credits (3-6 quarters, depending on 
credit enrollment). 
 
Students demonstrate levels of competency in academic courses via completing courses in sequence.  
 
Students demonstrate levels of competency in applied study via the jury process—“regular” juries 
provide input from faculty, leading to “level change” juries at the various credit benchmarks (3-6 
credits for each level) where students are evaluated for their potential for success at the next level. The 
recent addition of rubrics on jury forms has greatly aided in the gathering of meaningful assessment 
data.  Once students have completed their classical applied studies, jazz juries also have a specific 
rubric for related competencies. While individual faculty members express their applied studio 
requirements and objectives differently, areas collaborate to arrive at common ground for evaluation of 
student progress. 
 
In ensembles, many groups specify higher standards of performance and responsibility for upperclass 
students. 
 
 
Results 
 
Capstone projects, in this case Senior Projects, are most frequently used to determine student 
achievement of degree objectives. Since these require enrollment and graded assessment, the 
opportunity exists for faculty to take a broad view of student capabilities in all the areas listed, 
appropriate to the respective degree, interest, and future plans. In addition, as mentioned above, many 
studios require self-assessment and written documents, such as program notes, prepared independently 
to further emphasize the synthesizing of information and experiences.  

 
These competencies are assessed in several ways and reinforced in others. There is an extensive review 
process for identifying and helping At-Risk students. Some studios use pre-recital screenings to ensure 
well-prepared, high-level performances, when used for Senior Projects. Since applied requirements for 
each level are clearly spelled out, student progress can be assessed very easily at juries and 
performances, particularly as the student gets to the end of their applied requirements. The recent 
addition and emphasis of rubrics and student outcomes on jury forms, syllabi, and level changes has 
greatly aided in the gathering of meaningful assessment data. Many students, by virtue of invitations 
for ensembles or encouragement of faculty, attend and participate in professional conferences at the 
state, regional, national, and international levels, which allows them not only to meet people and 
network, but learn and share their ideas with professionals in the field. This is further enhanced by the 
instrument-specific festivals administered by many faculty members in the department, such as 
festivals which attracted large enrollments from around the state and feature guest artists. Recent 
examples include festivals for horn, trumpet, piano, and cello. Instrument-specific ensembles 
frequently travel to regional and even national conferences in their discipline. Groups that have done 
this recently include the Horn Choir, the Trumpet Choir, the Trombone Choir and the Percussion 
Ensemble. On campus, student involvement with the String Preparatory Program, music festivals, 
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including Choral, Orchestra, Jazz, and Wind Ensemble, as well as the Washington State 
Solo/Ensemble Festival, helps them to network and learn more about the field. 

 
These assessments are determined by faculty expertise and collaboration (some of whom possess BA 
degrees), and are confirmed by high job placement of graduates, placement in other graduate 
programs, competition awards (both individual and ensemble), conference performances, and work 
with guest artists on and off campus. Many students have musical jobs in the community, work at 
music camps in summers, play in regional orchestras, and teach privately. They also volunteer at 
schools and with musical groups, and are encouraged to be engaged with their or the local community 
in some way. 
 
 
An assessment of strengths, areas for improvement, challenges and opportunities. 
 
Strengths 
 
The strength of the BA in Music is its flexibility. Students pursuing a BA in Music complete extensive 
coursework that includes courses in Applied Music, Music Theory, Music History, and Ensembles, 
with plenty of room for a broad array of general education subjects or additional music courses. This 
degree is ideal for those students wishing to major in music, but who do not necessarily want to teach 
music in the classroom or pursue a performance career. Past graduates of Central Washington 
University with a Bachelor of Arts in Music have gone on to successful careers in teaching in private 
schools, running their own private studios, or working in Arts Management or in many other 
professions, both in and out of the arts. 
 
Although this degree was originally planned for those students who want to pursue in-depth study of 
music in conjunction with another major, or use it as part of an avocational liberal arts program, and 
while some students use it for that purpose, it is increasingly being used for other purposes, such as 
personal development and continued exploration of career options. 
 
Areas for improvement and Challenges and Opportunities 
 
BA Jazz 
Students interested in the jazz emphasis BA must pass a traditional 164 level change on their 
instrument and complete at least three credits at the 264 level. This means that every student in this 
degree track will have at least two years of traditional lesson curriculum. After passing the 164 level 
change, the student will be eligible to audition into the jazz track and begin taking lessons in the jazz 
idiom. Audition requirements are determined jointly by the director of Jazz Studies and the applied 
instructor in the various instrument/voice areas. There are limits on the number of students admitted to 
the jazz emphasis track, as well as limits on the specific instruments offered: Saxophone 5; Trumpet 3; 
Piano 3; Bass 2-3; Drums 2-3; Trombone 2; Voice 2. 
 
Efficiencies were implemented at every opportunity and the jazz area was the first in the department to 
offer courses on a two-year rotation in order to maximize enrollment. Since many non-jazz majors also 
take these courses, this has worked well, with courses filling well beyond minimums. 
 
In order to make sure that the new degree was seen by all as rigorous, an extensive jury rubric was 
created that has expected outcomes each quarter far in excess of anything seen in any of our other 
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degrees. Because BA curricula are usually viewed as less rigorous than BM degrees, this doesn’t 
necessarily make sense, but our BA, Jazz Specialization is roughly about half of the expectations for 
most BM jazz studies degrees across the country, so it seemed like a logical curriculum. 
 
The result of all the gatekeeping and hoops for students to jump through has been a very small program 
with never more than 10 majors, usually 1 to 3 graduating per year. We are now in the 5th year of the 
degree. The program was purposely created to be small and contained, serving a need at relatively little 
cost.   
 
There are several challenges that have arisen.  Because the jazz aspects of study begin in the third year, 
students wanting the degree as freshmen are often discouraged.  Once in the jazz track, lesson times 
are reduced, which is also discouraging.  Because of the rigor in the compacted rubrics over the final 
two years, the workload is daunting. 
 
Even though the program is designed to be small, it could actually be bigger than it is.  Because the 
department values this degree and our reputation in jazz performance is strong, steps need to be taken 
to make the degree more accessible to students as they enter the department and then complete the 
program. 
 
The extent to which the program is meeting university/department aspirations for excellence 
 
As the mission, vision, and core values of the university evolve, the department Long Range/Strategic 
Planning Committee has responded consistently to align department mission, vision, and core values 
accordingly.  The resulting department objectives then inform and clarify the goals of the various 
degree programs.  For detailed information on university/department objectives, see Section MDP 
III.A. Planning Documents Currently in Effect or in Use. 
 
For specific information on the BA degrees, see “Strengths” above. 
 
Plans for addressing weaknesses and improving results. 
 
Most of the concerns above can be addressed by additions of faculty and staff lines.  Issues in the jazz 
specialization could be addressed by creating a jazz certificate program.
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Section II B. E. Specific Curricula—Master of Music 
 
See Item GR for general description.   
 
The Master of Music degree is designed to provide opportunity for in-depth study in an area of 
specialization, to increase professional competence in teaching and performance, and to prepare for 
continued self-directed study or advanced graduate study. CWU offers a masters program with five 
discrete specializations. 

 
Master of Music in Composition 
Master of Music in Conducting 
Master of Music in Music Education 
Master of Music in Performance 
Master of Music in Performance-Pedagogy 

 
 
Title: Master of Music in Music Performance 
 
Years to complete program: 1       NOTE: Though the minimum number of credits (45) would indicate 
that degree requirements can be completed in 1 year, most students take two years to do so. This is 
because most graduate students are appointed as Graduate Teaching Assistants (GTAs), and the 
responsibilities of these appointments limit the number of credits a student may take per quarter. 
 
Program submitted for: Renewal of Final Approval 
Current Quarter’s Enrollment in Majors: 5 
Admission Requirements: see Item GR (pp. 16-24) 
Name of Program Supervisor(s): Chris Bruya 
 
Curricular Table: Master of Music in Music Performance 
 

 
Major Area 

 
Other Studies in Music 

 
Electives 

Total Number 
of Units 

 
21 units 

 
15 units 

 
9 units 

 
45 units 

 
47% 

 
33% 

 
20% 

 
100% 

 
Course numbers, titles and unit allotments under each applicable category. 
 
Major area 

MUS 521 Methods of Musical Research Credits: (3) 
MUS 700 Master’s Thesis, Project Study and/or Examination Credits (6) 

 
12 hours to be chosen from: 

MUS 599 Seminar Credits: (1-5) * 
MUS 664 Applied Study (1-4) 12 required 
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MUS 561 Opera Workshop (1-2) 
MUS 592 Accompanying Practicum (1-3) 
MUS 536 Diction in Singing Foreign Languages (3) Vocal only* 
MUS 614 Graduate Seminar in Music Performance (1-3) 

 
Total Major Area       21 units 
 
Other Studies in Music 

Ensembles (3) 
Graduate level Theory required (3) 

To be Chosen from: 
MUS 422 Orchestration (3)* 

 MUS 423 Advanced Orchestration (2)* 
 MUS 440 Analytical Techniques II (3)* 
 
Graduate Level History or Literature required (3) 

To be chosen from: 
MUS 558 Survey of Solo Vocal Literature (3)* 
MUS 571 History of Orchestra Music (3)* 
MUS572 Music in the 20th Century (3)* 
MUS 573 History of Opera (3)* 
MUS 574 Jazz Styles (3)* 
MUS 575 History of Chamber Music (3)* 
MUS 576 History of Choral Music (3)* 

 
 
6 Hours to be chosen from: 

MUS 425 Studio Pedagogy (3)* 
MUS 522 Advanced Orchestration Credits: (3)* 
MUS 523 Advanced Composition Credits: (3)* 
MUS 540 Choral Interpretation and Techniques (3)* 
MUS 541 Advanced Conducting (3)* 
MUS 520 Methods of Teaching Theory (3)* 
MUS 579 Aesthetics of Music (3)* 
MUS 582 Instrumental Administration Techniques (3)* 
MUS 583 Supervision of Public School Music (3)* 
MUS 585 Band Arranging (3)* 

 
Total Other Studies in Music      15 units 
 
Electives 
 
6-15 hours of graduate music elective to be chosen from above or from the following: 

MUS 610 Graduate Seminar in Music: Composer (3)* 
MUS 612 Graduate Seminar in Music: Music History/Literature (3)* 
MUS 613 Graduate Seminar in Music: Music Theory/Composition Credits (1-3)* 
MUS 611 Graduate Seminar in Music Education (1-3)* 
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Total Electives       9 units 
 
* = These courses do not appear in the current electronic version of our catalog. This is the first year 
that the university has not printed a catalog and there were several courses that were inadvertently 
omitted from the electronic catalog. The registrar has been notified and these courses will be listed in 
next year's (2013-14) electronic catalog. 
 
Title: Master of Music in Performance/Pedagogy 
 
Years to complete program: 1  (SEE PREVIOUS NOTE) 
Program submitted for: Renewal of Final Approval 
Current Quarter’s Enrollment in Majors: 4 
Name of Program Supervisor(s): John Michel, Carrie Rehkopf 
 
Curricular Table: Master of Music in Music Performance/Pedagogy 
 
 

 
Major Area 

 
Other Studies in Music 

 
Electives 

Total Number 
of Units 

 
21 units 

 
15 units 

 
9 units 

 
45 units 

 
47% 

 
33% 

 
20% 

 
100% 

 
Course numbers, titles and unit allotments for each applicable category. 
 
Major area 

MUS 521 Methods of Musical Research Credits: (3) 
MUS 700 Master’s Thesis, Project Study and/or Examination Credits (6) 

 
12 hours chosen from: 

MUS 599 Seminar Credits: (1-5) * 
MUS 664 Applied Study (1-4) 12 required 
MUS 425 Studio Pedagogy (3) 
MUS 614 Graduate Seminar in Music Performance (1-3)* 

Total Major Area       21 units 
 
Other Studies in Music 

Ensembles (3) 
Graduate level Theory required (3) 

To be Chosen from: 
MUS 422 Orchestration (3)* 

 MUS 423 Advanced Orchestration (2)* 
 MUS 440 Analytical Techniques II (3)* 
 
Graduate Level History or Literature required (3) 
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To be chosen from: 
MUS 558 Survey of Solo Vocal Literature (3)* 
MUS 571 History of Orchestra Music (3)* 
MUS572 Music in the 20th Century (3)* 
MUS 573 History of Opera (3)* 
MUS 574 Jazz Styles (3)* 
MUS 575 History of Chamber Music (3)* 
MUS 576 History of Choral Music (3)* 

 
6 Hours to be chosen from: 

MUS 522 Advanced Orchestration Credits: (3)* 
MUS 523 Advanced Composition Credits: (3)* 
MUS 536 Diction in Singing Foreign Languages (3)* 
MUS 540 Choral Interpretation and Techniques (3)* 
MUS 541 Advanced Conducting (3)* 
MUS 520 Methods of Teaching Theory (3)* 
MUS 561 Opera Workshop (1-2)* 
MUS 579 Aesthetics of Music (3)* 
MUS 582 Instrumental Administration Techniques (3)* 
MUS 583 Supervision of Public School Music (3)* 
MUS 585 Band Arranging (3)* 
MUS 592 Accompanying Practicum (1-3)* 

 
Total Other Studies in Music      15 units 
 
Electives 

6-15 hours of graduate music elective to be chosen from above or from the following: 
MUS 610 Graduate Seminar in Music: Composer (3)* 
MUS 612 Graduate Seminar in Music: Music History/Literature (3)* 
MUS 613 Graduate Seminar in Music: Music Theory/Composition Credits: (1-3)* 
MUS 611 Graduate Seminar in Music Education (1-3)* 

 
Total Electives       9 units 
 
* = These courses do not appear in the current electronic version of our catalog. This is the first year 
that the university has not printed a catalog and there were several courses that were inadvertently 
omitted from the electronic catalog. The registrar has been notified and these courses will be listed in 
next year's (2013-14) electronic catalog. 
 
Title: Master of Music in Conducting 
 
Years to complete program: 1  (SEE PREVIOUS NOTE) 
Program submitted for: Renewal of Final Approval 
Current Quarter’s Enrollment in Majors: 8 
Name of Program Supervisor(s): Larry Gookin, Nikolas Caoile, Gary Weidenaar 
 
Curricular Table: Master of Music in Conducting 
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Major Area 

 
Other Studies in Music 

 
Electives 

Total Number 
of Units 

 
21 units 

 
15 units 

 
9 units 

 
45 units 

 
47% 

 
33% 

 
20% 

 
100% 

 
Course numbers, titles and unit allotments for each applicable category. 
 
Major area 

MUS 521 Methods of Musical Research Credits: (3) 
MUS 700 Master’s Thesis, Project Study and/or Examination Credits: (6) 

 
12 hours to be chosen from: 

MUS 440 Analytical Techniques II (3) 
MUS 540 Choral Interpretation and Techniques (3)* 
MUS 541 Advanced Conducting (3) 
MUS 585 Band Arranging (3)* 
MUS 599 Seminar Credits: (1-5)  
MUS 615 Graduate Seminar in Music: Conducting (3) 

Total Major Area       21 units 
 
Other Studies in Music 

Ensembles (3) 
Graduate level Theory required (3) 

To be Chosen from: 
MUS 422 Orchestration (3)* 

 MUS 423 Advanced Orchestration (2)* 
 MUS 440 Analytical Techniques II (3)* 
 
Graduate Level History or Literature required (3) 

To be chosen from: 
MUS 558 Survey of Solo Vocal Literature (3)* 
MUS 571 History of Orchestra Music (3)* 
MUS572 Music in the 20th Century (3)* 
MUS 573 History of Opera (3)* 
MUS 574 Jazz Styles (3)* 
MUS 575 History of Chamber Music (3)* 
MUS 576 History of Choral Music (3)* 

 
6 Hours to be chosen from: 

MUS 522 Advanced Orchestration Credits: (3)*  
MUS 523 Advanced Composition Credits: (3) * 
MUS 579 Aesthetics of Music (3) 
MUS 664 Applied Study (1-4) 
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Total Other Studies in Music      15 units 
 
Electives 

6-15 hours of graduate music elective to be chosen from above or from the following: 
MUS 610 Graduate Seminar in Music: Composer (3)* 
MUS 611 Graduate Seminar in Music: Music Education (3)* 
MUS 612 Graduate Seminar in Music: Music History/Literature (3)* 
MUS 613 Graduate Seminar in Music: Music Theory/Composition Credits (1-3)* 
MUS 614 Graduate Seminar in Music Performance (1-3)* 

 
Total Electives       9 units 
 
* = These courses do not appear in the current electronic version of our catalog. This is the first year 
that the university has not printed a catalog and there were several courses that were inadvertently 
omitted from the electronic catalog. The registrar has been notified and these courses will be listed in 
next year's (2013-14) electronic catalog. 
 
Title: Master of Music in Music Education. 
 
Years to complete program: 1  (SEE PREVIOUS NOTE)   
Program submitted for: Renewal of Final Approval 
Current Quarter’s Enrollment in Majors: 10 
Name of Program Supervisor(s): Bret Smith 
 
Curricular Table: Master of Music in Music Education 
 
 
Major Area  

 
Other Studies in Music 

 
Electives 

Total Number 
of Units 

 
21 units 

 
15 units 

 
9 units 

 
45 units 

 
47% 

 
33% 

 
20% 

 
100% 
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Course numbers, titles and unit allotments under each applicable category. 
 
Major area 

MUS 521 Methods of Musical Research Credits: (3) 
MUS 700 Master’s Thesis, Project Study and/or Examination Credits: (6) 

 
12 hours chosen from: 

MUS 425 Studio Pedagogy (3) 
MUS 520 Methods of Teaching Theory (3) 
MUS 582 Instrumental Administration Techniques (3)* 
MUS 583 Supervision of Public School Music (3)* 
MUS 599 Seminar Credits: (1-5)  
MUS 611 Graduate Seminar in Music Education (1-3) 

 
Total Major Area       21 units 
 
Other Studies in Music 

Ensembles (3) 
Graduate level Theory required (3) 

To be Chosen from: 
MUS 422 Orchestration (3)* 

 MUS 423 Advanced Orchestration (2)* 
 MUS 440 Analytical Techniques II (3)* 
 
Graduate Level History or Literature required (3) 

To be chosen from: 
MUS 558 Survey of Solo Vocal Literature (3)* 
MUS 571 History of Orchestra Music (3)* 
MUS572 Music in the 20th Century (3)* 
MUS 573 History of Opera (3)* 
MUS 574 Jazz Styles (3)* 
MUS 575 History of Chamber Music (3)* 
MUS 576 History of Choral Music (3)* 

 
6 Hours to be chosen from: 

MUS 522 Advanced Orchestration Credits: (3)* 
MUS 523 Advanced Composition Credits: (3)* 
MUS 540 Choral Interpretation and Techniques (3)* 
MUS 541 Advanced Conducting (3)* 
MUS 579 Aesthetics of Music (3)* 
MUS 585 Band Arranging (3)* 
MUS 664 Applied Study (1-4)* 

 
Total Other Studies in Music      15 units 
 
 
Electives 

6-15 hours of graduate music elective to be chosen from above or from the following: 
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MUS 610 Graduate Seminar in Music: Composer(3)* 
MUS 612 Graduate Seminar in Music: Music History/Literature (3)* 
MUS 613 Graduate Seminar in Music: Music Theory/Composition Credits: (1-3)* 
MUS 614 Graduate Seminar in Music Performance (1-3)* 
MUS 615 Graduate Seminar in Music: Conducting (3)* 

 
Total Electives       9 units 
 
* = These courses do not appear in the current electronic version of our catalog. This is the first year 
that the university has not printed a catalog and there were several courses that were inadvertently 
omitted from the electronic catalog. The registrar has been notified and these courses will be listed in 
next year's (2013-14) electronic catalog. 
 
Title: Master of Music in Composition.  
 
Years to complete program: 1  (SEE PREVIOUS NOTE) 
Program submitted for: Renewal of Final Approval 
Current Semester’s Enrollment in Majors: 0 
Name of Program Supervisor(s): TBD 
 
Curricular Table: Master of Music in Composition 
 
 

 
Major Area 

 
Other Studies in Music 

 
Electives 

Total Number 
of Units 

 
21 units 

 
15 units 

 
9 units 

 
45 units 

 
47% 

 
33% 

 
20% 

 
100% 

 
Course numbers, titles and unit allotments under each applicable category. 
 
Major area 

MUS 521 - Methods of Musical Research Credits: (3) 
MUS 700 - Master’s Thesis, Project Study and/or Examination Credits (6) 
 
12 hours to be chosen from: 
MUS 522 - Advanced Orchestration Credits: (3)  
MUS 523 - Advanced Composition Credits: (3)  
MUS 599 - Seminar Credits: (1-5)  
MUS 613 - Graduate Seminar in Music: Music Theory/Composition Credits (1-3) 

 
Total Major Area       21 units 
 
Other Studies in Music 

Ensembles (3) 
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Graduate level Theory (3) 
 To be chosen from: 
 MUS 422 Orchestration (3)* 
 MUS 423 Advanced Orchestration (2)* 
 MUS 440 Analytical Techniques II (3)* 
 
Graduate Level History or Literature  (3) 

To be chosen from: 
MUS 558 Survey of Solo Vocal Literature (3)* 
MUS 571 History of Orchestra Music (3)* 
MUS572 Music in the 20th Century (3)* 
MUS 573 History of Opera (3)* 
MUS 574 Jazz Styles (3)* 
MUS 575 History of Chamber Music (3)* 
MUS 576 History of Choral Music (3)* 

 
6  Hours to be chosen from: 

MUS 540 Choral Interpretation and Techniques (3)* 
MUS 541 Advanced Conducting (3)* 
MUS 579 Aesthetics of Music (3)* 
MUS 585 Band Arranging (3)* 
MUS 664 Applied Study (1-4)* 

 
Total Other Studies in Music      15 units 
 
 
Electives 

Graduate music elective (6-15) chosen from above or from the following: 
MUS 610 Graduate Seminar in Music: Composer (3)* 
MUS 611 Graduate Seminar in Music: Music Education (3)* 
MUS 612 Graduate Seminar in Music: Music History/Literature (3)* 
MUS 614 Graduate Seminar in Music Performance (1-3)* 
MUS 615 Graduate Seminar in Music: Conducting (3)* 

 
Total Electives       9 units 
 
* = These courses do not appear in the current electronic version of our catalog. This is the first year 
that the university has not printed a catalog and there were several courses that were inadvertently 
omitted from the electronic catalog. The registrar has been notified and these courses will be listed in 
next year's (2013-14) electronic catalog. 
 
Assessment of compliance 
 
See Item GR above for general information and competencies common to all graduate degrees. 
 
Admission Requirements for Specific Degrees 
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Composition 
Admission to this program will be based upon an evaluation of appropriate compositions submitted by 
the student directly to the Composition program supervisor. 
 
Conducting 
Admission to this program will require evaluation by graduate conducting faculty. Evidence of an 
appropriate level of musicianship must be satisfied in one of the following ways: 

• A live performance or conducting audition 
• A videotape/DVD of a performance of a performance and/or rehearsal directed by the applicant 
• Other evidence deemed appropriate in consultation with the evaluating committee. 

 
The program will require a minimum one-year residency prior to graduation. Candidates must indicate 
a specialization in Wind Band, Orchestra, or Choral conducting. If accepted, students will work under 
the direct supervision of one of the three conductors of the major performance ensembles during each 
quarter of their residence. 
 
Performance 
Admission to this program will be based upon an evaluation of an audition equivalent in scope to at 
least one-half of a full baccalaureate recital. 
 
Performance-Pedagogy 
Admission to this program will be based upon an evaluation of an audition equivalent in scope to at 
least one-half of a baccalaureate recital, and evaluation of a paper written for an undergraduate class in 
the field of music.  
 
Music Education 
Admission to this program will be based upon: 

• Evaluation of an undergraduate paper in the field of music education. 
• The completion of at least one year of successful public school music instruction. This 

requirement may be waived by the music education committee upon petition by the applicant. 
• Evidence of an appropriate level of musicianship, satisfied in one of the following ways: 

o A live performance audition 
o A video or audio recording of a performance directed by the applicant 
o A video recording of a music lesson or class taught by the applicant 
o Other evidence deemed appropriate in consultation with the evaluating committee. 

 
 
The department’s compliance with NASM guidelines in the development of breadth of experience and 
competence for graduate students is demonstrated by the curricular structure of all graduate degree 
programs, which is outlined in the Graduate Handbook as presented below. 
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General Curricular Requirements 
 
All Masters degrees require a minimum of 45 quarter-hour credits. Within these credits, the following 
requirements must be met: 
 

1. At least one-third of the 45-credit total must be in the major field, including 6 credits of thesis 
(MUS 700). 

2. At least one-third of the 45-credit total must be in other music courses and include: 
o 3 credits of ensemble 
o 3 credits of MUS 521 (Methods of Musical Research) 
o 3 credits in a theory-related course (for non-composition majors)  
o 3 credits in a history or literature-related course. 

3. One-third of the 45-credit total may be elective courses in supportive areas from any discipline.  
 
In addition, the following guidelines must be met: 

• No more than 20 credits applied toward the degree may be at the 400 level.  
• No 300 level credits may be applied toward the degree. 
• At least one-half of the total credit requirement (23 credits) must be in courses intended for 

graduate students only. 
 
Although item #3 in the list above states that one-third of the total credit requirement may be in 
supportive areas from any discipline, the improbability of being able to take graduate level, or even 
400 level courses in areas other than music, and the requirement to include only 400, 500, and 600 
level courses in the Course of Study tends to restrict almost all elective courses to those in music. 
These requirements effectively provide as much breadth as can be expected in a program of only one 
year’s duration, while simultaneously allowing for in-depth study in a specialized area. All NASM 
curricular requirements are met in these programs. 
 
 
Proficiencies required for entrance to the program. 
 
Requirements for Admission 
 
Admission to the University Graduate Program 
Students must first be accepted into the University Graduate Studies Program. Only then can they be 
admitted into a specific program or department. University requirements for admission are found in the 
Graduate Section of the online University Catalog: 
http://catalog.acalog.cwu.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=36&poid=7641 and in the MDP I H 
section of this document. 
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Entrance Tests and Evaluations 
After meeting minimum criteria for admission into a specific master’s degree for each major, 
candidates must take diagnostic examinations in music history and music theory at the beginning of 
their first quarter of graduate study. In addition, any deficiencies in the admission requirement for non-
performance majors to demonstrate a 300-level of musicianship will be delineated to the student by the 
faculty along with recommendations for remediation. These recommendations may take the form of, 
but are not limited to, coursework, selected readings, and applied study. It is the candidate's 
responsibility to demonstrate the successful satisfaction of any deficiency. No Master of Music degree 
will be awarded until these appraisals have been passed. The music department recommends that the 
candidate attempt to satisfy these entrance appraisals at the earliest opportunity. 
 
Diagnostic Tests in Music- Theory and History for Incoming Graduate Students 
All incoming music graduate students must take diagnostic examinations in Music History and Music 
Theory when offered. Diagnostic examinations are a means by which the department can assess levels 
of ability and competence of entering students. The results of these exams can be used to determine the 
levels of general musical knowledge in these two areas, such that students will be able to complete 
work expected in graduate-level courses in these fields. 
 
After completion of the diagnostic exams, deficiencies will be communicated to the student and 
advisor by the examining faculty, along with recommendations for remediation. These are resolved by 
taking a course designed to address the deficiencies demonstrated on the exam, MUS 344, Theory 
Review, and MUS 380 Music History Review. It is the candidate's responsibility to demonstrate the 
successful satisfaction of any deficiency. No Master of Music degree will be awarded until these 
deficiencies have been satisfied. Also, there are restrictions on registration for thesis credit (MUS 700) 
before deficiencies are remedied. The Department of  
Music recommends that the candidate attempt to satisfy any deficiencies at the earliest opportunity. 
The Music History Diagnostic Exam is offered once a year, prior to the beginning of the academic 
year.  As with the theory exam, dates and times will be posted as early as possible. A score of 80% or 
better on the exam is considered passing. A score of less than 80% will require the student to take 
MUS 380 at the next opportunity, which is included as a remedial course on the Course of Study, but 
does not count toward the degree. 
 
Dates and times for the Music Theory Diagnostic Exam will be advertised as early as possible, but 
students should expect it to take place during registration days immediately preceding the beginning of 
the academic year or within the first day or two of classes. 
 
 
Research and professional tools required in the program. 
 
There are no research requirements required for entrance into the program. Usually a writing example 
from an undergraduate paper or recent paper is all that is required. For education students at least one 
year of music classroom teaching is required and the submission of a video lesson or concert is used as 
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documentation. To ensure that all of our graduate students are equipped with the research skills needed 
to write a major document or thesis, all graduate students are required to take MUS 521 – Methods of 
Musical Research (3 credits). This class is used as an introduction to graduate studies that familiarizes 
graduate students with library resources, online resources, writing styles and bibliography skills.  To 
ensure that all student have or will develop graduate-level writing skills, all forms of the Final Project, 
including recitals, must include a written paper of substance.  
 
The institution’s policy for conducting a comprehensive review at or near the conclusion of degree 
study of master’s degree candidates. 
 
Final Folder Evaluation  
All graduate students must contact the Office of Graduate Studies and Research for a final review of 
their file no later than the first week of their anticipated final quarter as soon as they have registered. 
At this evaluation, candidacy requirements, grade point average, course of study completion, and 
examination scheduling will be processed. Advancement to candidacy and final examination 
scheduling will not be permitted except during the final quarter. In addition, no student will be 
advanced to candidacy until any deficiencies identified by the diagnostic exams and the performance 
evaluation have been satisfactorily addressed. 
 
Final Examination 
Once registered and cleared to proceed toward completion through a folder check by the graduate 
office, all graduate students must pass a comprehensive final examination, oral, or written and oral, 
based on their course work and the thesis/project or such other examination as necessary to complete 
degree requirements. The nature of the final examination is determined in consultation with the 
student's graduate committee chair.  
 
Before the Final Examination can be scheduled, students must have satisfied any recommendations 
made to correct deficiencies revealed by the diagnostic exams and completed and submitted the written 
portion of the thesis/project.  A permission form authorizing the final examination will be issued by the 
graduate office after a final evaluation of the student’s Course of Study has been completed and once 
the student has met the final quarter enrollment requirements. At least two weeks prior to the final 
examination, four (4) copies of a “brief” must be submitted to the Office of Graduate Studies and 
Research. Copies will be distributed to the student’s graduate faculty committee prior to the 
examination. One copy will remain in the student’s file. An outside representative of the graduate 
faculty will routinely be assigned by the Office of Graduate Studies and Research to attend the final 
oral examination. That individual then submits to the Office of Graduate Studies and Research a 
document detailing his/her evaluation of the exam. 
 
Final Quarter Enrollment Requirement 
 A student admitted to a master’s degree program must be registered for a minimum of two (2) credits 
at the university during the quarter the master’s degree is conferred. Enrollment for this purpose should 
be completed during the usual early registration or regular registration periods to ensure degree 
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conferral if requirements are met. The permit for scheduling the final examination, approved by the 
committee, must be filed in the Office of Graduate Studies and Research at least three weeks in 
advance of the examination. The final examination must be scheduled between the hours of 7 a.m. and 
6 p.m., Monday through Friday, when the university is in session (not between quarters). Final 
examinations are conducted by the candidate’s committee and are open to the faculty. The committee 
alone shall decide upon the merit of the candidate’s performance. Final assessment of the examination 
will be reported on a satisfactory/unsatisfactory basis. The candidate shall pass the examination if two-
thirds of the official graduate faculty committee members so indicate. In the event of an unsatisfactory 
final examination, a second examination may be scheduled upon the endorsement of the major 
department chair and with the approval of the dean of Graduate Studies and Research for the 
subsequent quarter with at least two months intervening. All degree requirements must be completed 
within the same or next quarter from the exam date. Failure to complete remaining requirements by the 
end of the next quarter will result in requiring the final examination to be retaken. A student whose 
name has been placed on the degree list for a particular quarter but who does not complete the 
requirements for degree conferral by the published deadline (two weeks before the last day of finals) 
and who does complete all the requirements by the last day of that quarter, will receive the degree the 
following quarter without further registration.  
 
Candidacy and final project requirements for the program; for example, requirements for dissertations, 
recitals, research projects, etc. Discuss the purpose of these requirements and how they serve the 
objectives of the program. 
 
Advancement to Candidacy 
A student becomes eligible for advancement to candidacy for a master’s degree upon fulfillment of the 
following requirements: 

• Completion of the course requirements as set forth in the course of study; 
• Completion of the thesis, project or exam where appropriate; 
• Attainment of a cumulative grade point average of 3.0 (B) or better for all courses taken since 

admission to the graduate program and all work included in the course of study; 
• Completion of additional departmental requirements, e.g., proficiency in a foreign language; 
• Fulfillment of the statute of time limitation (six years) requirement; and 
• Passing of an oral and/or written examination covering courses, seminars, and thesis, or other 

examinations deemed necessary by the major department. 
• Candidacy and final project requirements for the program; for example, requirements for 

dissertations, recitals, research projects, etc. Discuss the purpose of these requirements and how 
they serve the objectives of the program. 

 
Research Thesis 
In preparing a research thesis, the candidate should demonstrate the following qualities: 

• Knowledge of the available literature on the subject 
• Ability to use musical analysis as a research tool when appropriate 
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• Ability to present the information gathered in the research process in a well-organized and 
convincing form 

• Ability to use the English language in a correct, clear and direct manner in both written and oral 
forms. 

• Knowledge of and ability to use research tools specific to music 
 
Performance-Pedagogy Thesis 
As a thesis, the student will present either: 

• A demonstration project, a research paper or a covering paper based on the project and one-half 
of a public recital. OR 

• A demonstration project, one-half a public recital and a covering paper based on the works 
presented on the recital. OR 

• A research paper and one-half a public recital. 
 
The demonstration project will be formulated in consultation with the student's advisor and should 
consist of a practical application of expertise gained in the courses of the student's work in the major 
field of study. The covering paper may address any pedagogical problem in general, or it may be 
related to specific problems encountered in the preparation of the recital. The subject and scope of the 
paper will be decided upon in consultation with the student's advisor. 
  
Composition Thesis 
The thesis (MUS 700, 6 credits) will be an original composition of a level appropriate as a final 
project, with a covering paper. Normally this paper will be based on the thesis composition. 
  
Conducting Thesis 
As a thesis (MUS 700, 6 credits) the student will conduct a public performance and submit a covering 
paper. Normally this paper will be based on the works conducted. 
 
Performance Thesis 
As a thesis (MUS 700, 6 credits) the student will present a full public recital and submit a covering 
paper. Normally this paper will be based on the works presented in the recital. 
 
Music Education Thesis 
As a thesis (MUS 700, 6 credits), the student will present either 

• A research thesis OR 
• A demonstration, analytical or creative project and a covering paper based on the project. 

 
Defense of Thesis 
Once the final draft of the candidate’s thesis has been accepted by his/her committee, the students must 
then meet with the committee to discuss any concerns with the committee in an oral defense of their 
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thesis. The defense of the thesis will result in further revisions of the thesis or final approval of the 
thesis. 
 
Submission of Final Project/Thesis Documents 
Once all requirements have been completed, it is the candidate’s responsibility to present the Graduate 
Coordinator with a copy of their project documents, which will be maintained in files in the Music 
Office. Scores, papers and other written documents must be covered and bound and include all 
materials as described in the Thesis/Non-Thesis Guidelines. Recordings should be submitted on CD 
and be labeled appropriately. 
 
 
Results 
 
Capstone projects, in this case recitals, projects, and/or theses, are most frequently used to determine 
student achievement of degree objectives. Since these require enrollment and graded assessment, the 
opportunity exists for faculty to take a broad view of student capabilities in all the areas listed, 
appropriate to the respective degree. In addition, as mentioned above, many studios require self-
assessment and additional written documents, such as program notes, prepared independently to further 
emphasize the synthesizing of information and experiences. Graduate students are seen as an important 
resource and are given additional leadership opportunities in a variety of teaching and conducting 
settings, regardless of their degree which, in turn, provide addition opportunities for assessment of 
competence and capability. 

 
These competencies are assessed in several ways and reinforced in others. Since applied requirements 
for graduate study are clearly spelled out, student progress can be assessed very easily at juries and 
performances, particularly as the student gets to the end of their applied requirements. The recent 
addition and emphasis of rubrics and student outcomes on jury forms, syllabi, and level changes has 
greatly aided in the gathering of meaningful assessment data. For performance, studios use some form 
of formal or informal pre-recital screening to ensure well-prepared, high-level performances.   
 
Many students, by virtue of invitations for ensembles or encouragement of faculty, attend and 
participate in professional conferences at the state, regional, national, and international levels, which 
allows them not only to meet people and network, but learn and share their ideas with professionals in 
the field. This is further enhanced by the instrument-specific festivals administered by many faculty 
members in the department, such as festivals which attracted large enrollments from around the state 
and feature guest artists. Recent examples include festivals for horn, trumpet, piano, and cello. 
Instrument-specific ensembles frequently travel to regional and even national conferences in their 
discipline. Groups that have done this recently include the Horn Choir, the Trumpet Choir, the 
Trombone Choir and the Percussion Ensemble. On campus, student involvement with the String 
Preparatory Program, music festivals, including Choral, Orchestra, Jazz, and Wind Ensemble, as well 
as the Washington State Solo/Ensemble Festival, helps them to network and learn more about the field. 
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Graduate students provide several critical hours of direct contact instruction in most academic areas 
(General Education, theory, applied, and more), supervised by department faculty.  Further, the 
graduate assistants serve as assistant conductors to the major large ensembles. As part of the 2-year 
curriculum, large ensemble directors assign repertoire solely rehearsed and performed by the graduate 
assistants.   Graduate students also provide critical administrative assistance for all programs, including 
library work, festival administration, and personnel management. Graduate students also provide a 
leadership and mentorship presence that has made the undergraduate program attractive. The 
proficiency and level of artistry of the graduate student enhances the undergraduate experience.  
 
Program and rubrics for student assessments are determined by faculty expertise and collaboration, and 
are confirmed by high job placement and general success of graduates/alumni, placement in advance 
graduate programs, competition awards (both individual and ensemble), conference performances, and 
work with guest artists on and off campus. Many students have musical jobs in the community, work at 
music camps in summers, play in regional orchestras, and teach privately. They also volunteer at 
schools and with musical groups, and are encouraged to be engaged with their or the local community 
in some way.  Alumni have been very successful in obtaining notable positions and admission to 
prestigious universities. Some of our recent graduates have won positions at major public schools, 
youth orchestras, and major schools of music.  
 
 
An assessment of strengths, areas for improvement, challenges and opportunities. 
 
An undeniable strength of CWU's position regarding graduate study in music is its faculty in the areas 
of performance, conducting, and music education.  With the exception of the Master of Music 
Education degree, all of our Master Degrees are designed as more of an apprenticeship.  In other 
words, students come here to study with a particular professor to enhance their skills.  For example, 
cello players come specifically to study with John Michel. Conducting students come to study with the 
conducting faculty member in their area.  In order for the student to get the best experience, we must 
limit the number of these students that can be accepted.  For example, if we accept too many 
conducting students, they will not have adequate time in front of an ensemble because podium time 
must be shared with the other students.  The orchestra had five potential graduate conducting students 
audition last year, and we accepted only one.  It’s really about ensuring a high quality experience for 
those graduate students who are accepted into the program. 
 
CWU offers a very unique opportunity for students interested in composition.  The degree itself is 
structured differently than the other colleges/universities in the region.  The University of Washington, 
for example, is very “electronically” driven and other state schools do not even offer such a degree at 
the undergraduate level.  The Master of Music and the Bachelor of Music in Composition Degree at 
Central Washington University is primarily a study of acoustic composition.   
 
Despite CWU’s strong reputation in music education, the current MM in Music Education program has 
yielded few students in the past several years.  We believe that the primary reason for this is the 
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reluctance of practicing teachers to take a leave of absence or quit their jobs in order to pursue a 
master's degree for a required extended period of time.  In response to this, beginning in Summer 2012, 
the department offers a summers-only MM program. The assessment of the first summer offerings was 
positive, and we look forward to expanding this program as enrollment and faculty workload allow.  
Students earning an MM in Music Education at Central are able to craft a course of study that uniquely 
suits their background and goals.  While a summers-only program will necessarily shift the nature of 
the experience somewhat (for example, there would be no major university ensembles available), we 
will be able to use CWU and outside faculty in a unique and affordable program that will combine 
rigorous scholarly preparation with practical content that will be immediately relevant to teachers of 
instrumental, vocal, and general music. 
  
The Master of Music in Pedagogy currently has a small but growing enrollment.  The degree serves a 
large constituency of private studio teachers who often return for graduate studies after completing a 
BM in Music Performance and having taught privately for a number of years.  Many of these 
individuals will be the private teachers of our future undergraduate music majors. The degree is 
designed to systematically enhance the individual’s ability to teach advanced technical skills; to 
expand their knowledge of repertoire; to understand historical and theoretical context of the repertoire; 
and to continue to develop their own performance skills.  It targets specifically those students who 
wish to concentrate on increasing the quality of their private studio.  This is part of a symbiotic 
relationship with the public school programs that ensures a quality experience for all students. 
 
The Master of Music in Performance is an important option for graduate study at CWU.  It provides an 
opportunity and degree incentive for older students to receive advanced applied study on an instrument 
or voice. Because CWU lacks financial resources for scholarships, many students seek conservatory 
training out of state. The MM in Performance attracts advanced students to CWU who, by their 
example, inspire and attract more talented undergraduate students to attend. Graduate students serve as 
leaders, role models, and, when they come from other institutions, provide “outside” perspectives for 
undergraduates. The department also depends on graduate students to teach in many areas, especially 
applied lessons and instrumental/vocal methods classes.  
 
The Music Department prides itself on being undergraduate-centered, but we depend on graduate 
students, especially performance majors, to give us leadership and teaching assistance that allow us to 
offer a basic curriculum, present outstanding ensemble performances at state and regional conferences, 
and generally allow us to succeed at what we do.  Our graduate students provide a core of specialized 
talent that raises the level of performance in every ensemble in the department. 
 
As the mission, vision, and core values of the university evolve, the department Long Range/Strategic 
Planning Committee has responded consistently to align department mission, vision, and core values 
accordingly.  The resulting department objectives then inform and clarify the goals of the various 
degree programs.  For detailed information on university/department objectives, see Section MDP 
III.A. Planning Documents Currently in Effect or in Use. 
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Plans for addressing weaknesses and improving results. 
 
To ensure the summer masters program has substance and credibility consistent with the school-year 
program, we must continue to identify and hire qualified faculty, both tenure track and adjunct, to 
assist with specialty courses during summer.  The problem for this involves the university 
compensation policies for summer teaching which is out of our hands.  Thus, the program will hinge 
on enrollment. 
 
The department will continue to seek resources to enhance TA positions and other financial assistance 
to make graduate study in music at CWU more competitive, appealing, and affordable for high quality 
prospective students.  
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C. Programmatic Areas 
 
IIC. 1. MGP: Music Studies for the General Public 
 
Responsibilities for Music in General Education 
 
The department welcomes the opportunity to provide courses that satisfy the university requirement 
that all students have an arts experience as part of the General Education program. The department 
offers two such courses, MUS 101 History of Jazz and MUS 102 Introduction to Music. Since the 
university block-schedules all entering first-year students, including General Education courses, the 
enrollment in these two courses is usually quite high in the fall, and tapers off in the winter and spring 
quarters, when students are not automatically registered in blocks of General Education courses.  
 
MUS 101 History of Jazz and MUS 102 Introduction to Music are also offered during the summer 
session.  The department assigns faculty and/or GTAs to teach these classes on the basis of faculty 
interest, GTA competence, and faculty workload availability. Every effort is made to ensure that these 
classes are offered with academic integrity. 

 

Enrollments and Instructors for General Education Courses:  MUS 101 History of Jazz and 
MUS 102 Introduction to Music:  2002 – 2011 

MUS 101    MUS 102   
       
Year Enrolled Instructor  Year Enrolled Instructor 
Fall 2002 143 Staff  Fall 2002 82 Staff 
Winter 2003 62 Lansing  Winter 2003 61 Sanders 
Spring 2003 49 Lansing  Spring 2003 64 Sanders 
Annual Total: 254   Annual Total: 207  
       
Fall 2003 140 O'Shea/Pelandini  Fall 2003 106 Cooke 
Winter 2004 90 O'Shea/Pelandini  Winter 2004 0 Cooke 
Spring 2004 54 O'Shea/Pelandini  Spring 2004 55 O'Donnell 
Annual Total: 284   Annual Total: 161  

    
 
   

Fall 2004 85 O'Shea/Pelandini  Fall 2004 63 Carr 
Winter 2005 85 Pelandini  Winter 2005 68 Wohlleber 
Spring 2005 58 Pelandini  Spring 2005 80 Wohlleber 
Annual Total: 228   Annual Total: 211  
       
Fall 2005 113 Cour  Fall 2005 96 Peacock 
Winter 2006 96 Cour  Winter 2006 109 Peacock 
Spring 2006 71 Cour  Spring 2006 80 Peacock        
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Annual Total: 280   Annual Total: 285  
       
Fall 2006 84 Cour  Fall 2006 134 Peacock 
Winter 2007 108 Cour  Winter 2007 143 Peacock 
Winter 2007 1 Cour  Spring 2007 104 Peacock 
Annual Total: 256   Annual Total: 381  
       
Fall 2007 79 Peacock  Fall 2007 89 Peacock 
Winter 2008 64 Peacock  Winter 2008 97 Peacock 
Spring 2008 41 Peacock  Spring 2008 83 Peacock 
Annual Total: 184   Annual Total: 269  
       
Fall 2008 57 Peacock  Fall 2008 60 Netz 
Winter 2009 55 Peacock  Winter 2009 46 Netz 
Spring 2009 25 Peacock  Spring 2009 45 Netz 
Annual Total: 137   Annual Total: 151  
       
Fall 2009 79 Peacock  Fall 2009 111 Netz 
Winter 2010 75 Peacock  Winter 2010 96 Netz 
Spring 2010 25 Peacock  Spring 2010 73 Netz 
Annual Total: 179   Annual Total: 280  
       
Fall 2010 107 Peacock  Fall 2010 55 Wallen 
Winter 2011 104 Peacock  Winter 2011 112 Netz 
Spring 2011 69 Peacock  Spring 2011 84 Netz 
Annual Total: 280   Annual Total: 251  

 

 
Other courses available for the non-music major include: 
 
• All performance ensembles. While it is rare for non-majors to win a place in the top performing 

groups, non-majors regularly participate in many of the other ensembles, especially the Symphonic 
Band, the Marching Band, the Jazz Choirs and Bands, the Men’s and Women’s choirs and the 
University Chorale, as well as some smaller instrumental ensembles. In the summer, non-majors 
and members of the Ellensburg community participate in the Summer Band and Summer Chorus 
when offered.  

• Members of the department have collaborated with faculty members in other departments to offer 
interdisciplinary experiences. One example is the collaboration with the yearlong celebration of the 
Women’s Suffrage movement in 2010. The music department interacted with art, humanities, and 
theater. 

• MUS 379, Philosophy of Music, is cross-listed as PHIL 379, and can be taken for credit by majors 
and non-majors alike as either a Music or a Philosophy course. 

• MUS 359, Music in Cross-Cultural Perspectives, is also cross-listed as ANTH 359, and can be 
taken for credit in either discipline.  
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• Until 2012, MUS 326, a music course intended for the Elementary Education major, was offered to 
satisfy certification requirements of the Teacher Certification program. This course is no longer 
offered. 

• MUS 154B is a voice class open to non-majors. 
• “Running Start’∗ students may enroll in any music class for which they meet the prerequisite, with 

one exception. Theory and performance classes have been the courses most frequently used by 
these students. Department policy excludes Running Start students from private lessons, as this 
would impact applied studio enrollment, encroaching on the ability of the department to serve the 
needs of its music majors, and putting local community private music instructors at a disadvantage. 

• Through the Office of Continuing Education we offer a community Preparatory Program. This 
provides excellent opportunity for our music education students to gain hands-on teaching 
experience. That program currently serves string students age 4 through 18 in the Kittitas Valley 
Youth Orchestras. 

• Increased media exposure via television and radio advertising of concerts/events, featuring of 
faculty recordings on public radio, student and faculty performances on public and community 
television, presence on Youtube.com, university television shows on the Music Department 
(concerts and “InTune” hosted by Jeff Snedeker) and college. 

 
 
 

∗ “Running Start” is a state-supported program in which high school students can take courses in an institution of higher 
education in place of courses in the high school. 
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IIC. 2. PER: Performance 
 
1. The music unit’s goals and objectives for performance and the administrative, curricular, 
programmatic, qualitative, and evaluative approaches used to achieve these goals and objectives;   
 
2. Policies and procedures regarding student performance, faculty performance, touring practices, and 
access to other professional and student performances, both on- and off-campus.  
 
Performance Objectives and Activities 
 
The department’s Vision and Mission statements set clear goals for performance and its role in the 
curriculum.  Highlighting selected items in each: 
 

Vision 
The Department of Music will be recognized and respected for… 
• the excellence of its student, ensemble and faculty performances in a broad range of styles 

and genres,… 
 
Mission 
The Department of Music is a community of artists, scholars and educators dedicated to 
achieving the highest standards of musical knowledge, performance and teaching.   
• The department is committed to preparing students for careers in music, providing them 

with the skill to become knowledgeable and confident music educators, performers, and 
practitioners, enabling them to enrich the lives of the communities in which they live and 
serve.   

• The music department also provides opportunities for the CWU students in general, to study 
music and to engage in artistic experiences as an essential part of their liberal arts 
education.  

• The CWU music department serves as a leader for K-12 music education and provides 
opportunities for the general public to experience music performances of the highest quality 
in a broad range of styles and genres. 

 
The department’s representative performing ensembles are the ties to the alumni, public schools and 
communities from which we recruit. Each ensemble is encouraged to secure performance opportunities 
at state, regional, and national professional gatherings, and Central has been well represented in each 
of these events during the recent past. Here are some examples from the 2010-2011 academic year. 
  

• The CWU Opera 2010 production of The Tender Land by Aaron Copland was awarded 
First Place in Category 2 of the National Opera Association’s Video Competition.  

• The Chamber Choir, Orchestra and Jazz Band I performed at the All-Northwest 
NAfME Conference.  
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• The Wind Ensemble was one of seven groups to perform at the College Band Directors 
National Convention in Seattle.  

• The top jazz choir, Vocal Jazz 1, performed at the national ACDA conference in 
Chicago.  

• The trumpet choir performed at the National Trumpet Competition in the semifinal 
round and at the International Trumpet Guild’s convention.  

• The Horn Choir performed at the International Horn Society’s convention in San 
Francisco.  

 
These represent only a few of the invitations and honors our groups have received. In addition, many 
of our student and faculty ensembles perform throughout the state. This year, for example, both top 
vocal and instrumental jazz ensembles were invited to perform at the national JEN conference in 
Atlanta, and the Symphony Orchestra was invited to perform at the Northwest Regional NMAfME 
Conference in Portland, Oregon. 
 
Performance majors are required to perform a junior and a senior recital; Music education majors are 
required to present a 300-level recital as of 2010; graduate students in performance and 
performance/pedagogy are likewise required to perform solo recitals as part of their theses. Department 
policy requires all students studying at the upper division level (364 or 464) to perform in public at 
least once for each level achieved. The Student Convocation often provides this opportunity. In 
addition to opportunities afforded by Studio Classes and Recital Hours, students may perform at least a 
part of a solo recital each year of their studies. The concert schdule and archive of concert programs 
available on the department website demonstrate the support and enthusiasm for performance in the 
department. The quality of recitals is monitored, in that they must have a faculty signature and 
sponsorship before they can be scheduled. As a result of the two performance venues in the new 
facility, we are able to offer more concerts and recitals than before. 
 
Many faculty members present recitals during the year, and some perform extensively off-campus. 
Many faculty members also participate enthusiastically as collaborative performers throughout the 
year, joining full and part-time faculty members as well as undergraduate and graduate students in solo 
and chamber recitals. In doing so, they not only provide models of professional performance standards, 
but, in their willingness to perform with each other and with students, they demonstrate a generous 
attitude and lack of ego-driven exclusionism that can so easily pervade any venue in which a variety of 
skill levels are found. Faculty members are also zealous in their efforts to provide high quality 
performance models from off-campus, and, through exchange concerts, use of personal contacts, and 
grant writing, provide students with opportunities to experience professional-caliber performances in 
almost every style and genre. 
 
Students are required to attend every Studio Class and every Convocation plus at least eight concerts 
and recitals per quarter. Attendance is monitored by a Scantron device. Prior to 2011-12, insufficient 
attendance resulted in an Incomplete grade for the applied lesson course, which could only be removed 
by doing a research or listening assignment supervised by the assigned faculty member. After lengthy 
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discussion, the faculty voted to modify this procedure to institute the required attendance as a 
graduation requirement (monitored by the Registrar) rather than a quarterly one tied to a particular 
course. Students must take responsibility in monitoring their time and attendance in order to 
accumulate the required total prior to graduation. 
 
Students enrolled in our general education courses also have recital/concert attendance as a part of the 
course requirements. 
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Item OPA: Other Programmatic Activities   
 
Present activities of the department: 
 
• The location of the institution, being as accessible from all parts of the state as any campus, and the 

presence of a comfortable CWU Conference Center, make this a logical venue for statewide 
meetings. The department hosts many such events, such as the District and State annual WMEA 
Solo and Ensemble contests, the WMEA planning sessions, and the WUMA (Washington 
University Music Administrators) fall meeting and the NATS Annual Vocal competition. The 
WMEA State Solo and Ensemble brings an estimated 6000 visitors to campus annually.  

• The department hosts annual festivals for all the large ensemble areas, including band, orchestra, 
chorus and jazz. These events bring literally thousands of high school students to the campus. In 
addition, various areas in the department host other events, such as a Trumpet Fest, a regional Horn 
Symposium, Sonatina Festival, Suzuki Festival, the Central Cello Celebration, the Kairos String 
Lyceum Camp, Prep Summer Strings, a summer Drum Line Camp, and most recently, a summer 
Band Camp for high school students. 

• Upper division music education students are encouraged to participate in the music program of the 
local middle and senior high school, and have directed jazz bands, worked with sections of the high 
school band and provided accompanist services for production of musicals. Our music education 
students also spend a great deal of time in the Ellensburg elementary school music classrooms.  

• The Preparatory String Program has been discussed in previous sections. 
• The Farrell Scholarship program has generated a number of valuable experiences for the student 

body. Primarily intended for the educational benefit of individual students, some successful 
projects have served that purpose, others have involved student ensembles. This scholarship 
program has been a wonderful supplement to the music program, it also provides students with an 
initial experience in grant writing, organization of projects, and budget development. Examples of 
successful projects include: 

o A project devoted to exploring the relationship between Baroque dance gestures and the 
performance of Baroque instrumental music. In this project, three well-known Baroque 
dancers were brought to campus, gave workshops and performed to the music of a small 
faculty-led student string ensemble. 

o A production of the short Gilbert and Sullivan operetta, Trial by Jury.  
o A project exploring Flamenco music and culture, done in Spain. 
o A project exploring native Andean flutes and flute music, done in Ecuador. 
o A project exploring the music of the Indian sarod. 
o A project exploring vibrato and how it is used in music. 

• The student body is very active, and, with the support of faculty advisors, maintains flourishing 
student chapters of NAfME, JEN, SNATS, ACDA, and ASTA. Our student chapter of NAfME is 
the largest in the Northwest Division, and many recent state presidents and officers have been 
CWU students. Other music clubs are also active, including the Horn Club, the Trombone Club, 
Opera Club, Jazz Club, and the Trumpet Club. Music students are becoming more active in the 
CWU Student Government. 
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• Students and faculty were involved in a summer musical production in collaboration with the 
community theater organization, Valley Musical Theatre.  

• Other examples of student and faculty activity are the concerts presented during the noon hour in 
the Student Union Building, usually by jazz groups. Special concerts include memorial concerts for 
deceased faculty and students. Recently, there have been a number of faculty and student concerts 
and recitals at The Seasons Performance Hall in Yakima, Washington. In 2010 and 2011 the opera 
students presented outreach performances for the local high school students, and Vocal Jazz I has 
also presented outreach performances for the Ellensburg schools. The Orchestra often performs at 
Ellensburg’s annual “Spirit of the West” community-sponsored event. Their involvement in this 
particular event has strengthened the department’s relationship with that segment of our 
community. Also, because of this relationship, the Spirit of the West board of directors contribute 
funds for an orchestra scholarship each year.  

• The CWU resident string quartet, The Kairos Quartet, is active on campus as part of its residency, 
and presents performances, performs for classes and coaches chamber music groups beyond 
officially enrolled courses. 

 
Plans for Future Activities 
 
• Plans are underway to offer continuing education workshops for music teachers. Many of the 

workshops will be focused towards the elementary general music classroom.  
• There are plans to expand the department summer camp offerings to include choral and jazz 

summer camps. 
• When the State and University budgets stabilize, we hope to take our performing ensembles on 

regional tours to school districts.  
• In the near future, we are planning to expand the opera offerings to include an Educational 

Outreach program that would take short opera performances to regional schools and provide 
educational materials to accompany the performances. This would benefit our performers, by 
providing multiple performance opportunities, as well as our music education students, who would 
be integral in curriculum planning and implementation.  
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A. Music Unit 

 
1. Describe how the music unit evaluates, plans, and makes projections. As part of the 
narrative, describe any basic concepts, policies, procedures, and/or schedules that 
fundamentally characterize or shape evaluation, planning, and projection in the music 
unit and at other levels that affect the music unit. 
 
The CWU Department of Music engages in ongoing planning stemming from the academic 
yearly cycle of auditions, admissions decisions, and progressions in program (music theory 
and history core sequences, applied lesson level changes, Teacher Preparation Program, 
student teaching, recitals).  In order to best utilize faculty workload and avoid bottlenecks, 
estimated course enrollments drive the process of allocating faculty to required sections of 
courses.  This process is ultimately the responsibility of the department chair and associate 
chair, but is a topic visited in bi-weekly faculty meetings throughout the year as well as in the 
preparation of individual faculty workload plans. 
 
In 2011, the department constituted an ad-hoc Long Range Planning committee charged 
with developing a planning document to succeed the ten-year plan developed in 2006. This 
committee solicited written and oral input from all faculty regarding curriculum, enrollment, 
staffing, faculty, facilities, budget, and the overall profile of the department regionally and 
nationally.  Because of  a strategic planning process started by the university, this 2011 long 
range plan developed into a strategic planning document for the department, this process is 
described below. 
 
CWU requires all departments and programs to engage in an annual assessment process 
focused on student learning outcomes within the discipline as well as general education 
outcomes (in recent years, reading and writing skills).  These reports are prepared by a 
faculty member with workload consideration in consultation with the department chair.  This 
data-gathering and analysis has focused on student achievement and retention in the 2-year 
theory sequence, student pass rates on the required piano proficiency examination, and 
student fulfillment of convocation and recital attendance requirements.  Using a systematic 
and quantitative approach has allowed the faculty to verify the positive impact of various 
curriculum changes (for example, splitting the first-year theory courses into separate sections 
for written and aural skills) and in general adopt a data-driven attitude toward critical areas of 
planning for student success.  To see a copy of this year’s assessment of student learning 
please see the MDP III B section of this document. 
 
As a member of the campus Center for Teaching and Learning (CTL), the department 
reports annually on program operations and student performance in accordance with the 
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standards established by NCATE (until 2011) and the state’s Professional Education 
Standards Board.  Part of this includes analysis of data (aggregated over time) generated by 
students in music education methods classes via the LiveText platform as well as scores on 
the state-mandated WEST-B and WEST E tests, graduate surveys, and other metrics.  In 
2013 all certificate candidates will be required to successfully pass the Teacher Performance 
Assessment (TPA).  Music department faculty have been actively involved with Stanford 
University and Pearson Assessment in the development of this instrument through validation, 
benchmarking, and scoring.  In conjunction with faculty in the Department of Educational 
Foundations and Curriculum, the goal is to seamlessly integrate the activities required in this 
assessment into methods classes within and outside the Department of Music. 
 
The entire university has been undergoing a strategic planning process during the 2012-13 
academic year. An explanation of this process is as follows: 
The Central Washington University (CWU) Board of Trustees endorsed the University 
Strategic Plan on July 22, 2011. The CWU Strategic Plan is girded by five broad themes that 
manifest essential elements of the institutional mission. These five themes include: 

• Teaching and Learning 
• Inclusivity and Diversity 
• Scholarship and Creative Expression 
• Public Service and Community Engagement 
• Resource Development and Stewardship 

 
An ongoing institutional level committee (Strategic Operations Team) was created in Fall, 
2011 to monitor strategic implementation, provide analysis and documentation as to mission 
fulfillment, and make recommendations in terms of plan refinement, associated strategic 
initiatives, and budget.  
The Current University Strategic Plan can be found at: http://www.cwu.edu/resources-
reports/sites/cts.cwu.edu.resources-
reports/files/documents/2012%20CWU%20Strategic%20Plan.pdf 
The music department strategic plan is evolving as this self-study is being written.  The most 
current document can be found in the MDP III A section of this document.  This is intended 
to be a living document that will be revised as different strategic objectives are met.  The 
most current version of the department strategic plan will be included in the MDP III section 
of this document. 
 
The university also recently developed an Academic Planning Task Force.  An explanation 
of the purpose of this task force is as follows: 
The job of the task force was to analyze degree programs and, ultimately, recommend 
whether each should be: maintained, enhanced (when funding becomes available), reduced, 
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or eliminated. In order to perform that evaluation, the task force developed a new method of 
program analysis and planning that evaluates programs by considering the following factors: 

• Number of majors and minors 
• Number of degrees awarded 
• Service course load 
• Credit-hour production 
• Employment growth potential, based on projections of the Washington 

State Employment Security Department 
• Program uniqueness 

 
The context for program review, however, was broader than the six criteria. The task force 
also considered the need for large- and small-plan programs. Small programs require 45 - 59 
credits and a minor; large plans require 50 to 75 credits but no minor. The review included a 
look at specializations within degree programs as well as whether degrees needed to be 
offered both as bachelor of arts and bachelor of science programs. The task force considered 
how to make efficient and effective use of instructional space, and whether programs could 
increase capacity without adding expense. Discussions included identifying resource 
interdependencies and links to hidden costs and optimizing the mix of learning environments 
and student experiences (face-to-face vs. online vs. multimodel/ mixed modalities). Other 
key considerations included roadblocks to student access and success and mechanisms for 
streamlining work processes.  While some programs may be eliminated, it will be in a 
manner that ensures students are able to complete their degrees. The plan to eliminate a 
program will outline personnel who may be affected and will follow established policies for 
such changes. 
 
The academic planning task force made several recommendations for the music department 
to revise or eliminate several of our degree programs.  The department response to the 
Academic Planning Task Force can be found in 2 b. of this section of the self-study. 
 
 
 
2. Evaluate on a fundamental level the extent to which: 
a. All elements of the unit’s work—purposes, size, scope, programs, resources, policies, 
etc.—have a logical, functioning, and productive relationship. 
 
 In general we believe we have been able to successfully fulfill the department’s mission 
through actions that resulted from analysis of data, collective evaluation of various courses of 
action, and implementation of planned policies.  However, unintended consequences do 
emerge and we constantly strive to imagine the unforeseen.  For example, the faculty felt that 
all students (rather than only performance majors) should perform at least one recital and 
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made appropriate changes to the curriculum to institute this (creating a separate MUS 300 
section for Recital Performance and updating degree requirements in the University catalog).  
As a result, more students were scheduling recitals and dress rehearsals, particularly during 
the spring quarter, and this put a great deal of stress on the staff member responsible for 
scheduling as well as the hall monitors and support staff.  It required a bit of catch-up 
adjusting and creative thinking to come up with policies regarding recital length, starting 
times, number of rehearsals allowed in the hall, and the staggering of scheduled events 
between the Recital and Concert Halls (not to mention large and small ensemble concerts, 
faculty and guest artist performances, etc.).  This was, in retrospect, predictable but we 
clearly underestimated the impact of what appeared to be a simple curriculum change.  Given 
the complexity of the department’s logistical operations, it would make sense to have 
sufficient staff to allow one person to oversee all aspects of scheduling classes, 
performances, and outside events. 
Another example can be found in our efforts to increase the retention in our theory sequence.  
The theory sequence was revised, and a standard syllabus and text were implemented for 
every section of theory class.  This change along with some reassignment of teaching 
resulted in an increase of retention on theory students 
 
While differences of opinion naturally occur, we believe that the Department of Music and 
its various areas of performance, ensembles, academics, and music education can be 
characterized by a shared sense of purpose and mutual respect.  For example, our scarce 
scholarship funds are allocated to various areas on a rotating basis, varying year to year 
according to a predictable schedule.  If student enrollments of a particular instrument or 
voice type are below target levels, we are able to adjust this schedule, but the intent is to 
equally support outstanding students in all areas.  Another example is the consideration given 
by ensemble directors to their colleagues in the case of absences due to off-campus 
performances or competitions--the norm is for the director to notify the faculty and provide a 
list of names as early in the year or quarter as possible to allow for the resolution of any 
potential conflicts. 
 
At the time of this writing (spring of 2012), the general attitude on campus is guarded 
optimism about the return of some of the resources frozen or removed during the recent years 
of austerity.  The President recently attended faculty meetings in all departments and 
announced the return of about $6,000,000 to the overall University operating budget, in 
essence returning us to the levels of about 2007. However, it is clear that the state’s 
universities will likely remain dependent on tuition funding (versus state-appropriated funds) 
to a degree unprecedented in the history of these institutions.  From the perspective of the 
Department of Music, we have felt the impact of over-enrollment and under-staffing without 
the assurance of increased or continued support.  Particularly in areas such as voice, we are 
perhaps at the practical limit of what is possible with our faculty and possibly beyond what is 
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sustainable.  Beginning in 2011-2012, all areas have reluctantly but strictly enforced the 1/2 
hour 1 credit lesson policy for non-performance degree students.  Part of our ongoing 
planning includes analysis of student performance jury achievement, timeliness of applied 
lesson level changes, and admissions yields data to see if this policy has the adverse effect 
that many music faculty have feared. 
 
When looking forward, it seems clear that the department must engage in a process of growth 
and evolution that embraces new pedagogical models, rewards successful innovation, and 
constantly negotiates the inherent tension between quality and cost. We need to continue to 
think about enrollment management and graduation rates to keep our student population from 
overwhelming our resources. 
 
 
 
b. Evaluation, planning, and projection efforts 
(1) support stated purposes (music unit, curricular, and institutional); 
(2) are used as elements of short- and long-term decision-making; for example, manage 
contingencies, opportunities and constraints; maintain productive relationships among 
evolving priorities and resource allocations, etc. 
 
Evaluation 
Students have the opportunity to evaluate instructors and classes each quarter through the use 
of Student Evaluation Of Instruction (SEOI) forms that are administered, by CAH policy, in 
every class with enrollment greater than five, every quarter.  The department has the use of 
three different forms, each tailored to a different instructional format:  lecture, lab and 
activity.  These forms have been very useful as one of the tools for determining the 
effectiveness of a particular class and instructor, both as a diagnostic tool for the instructor 
and an evaluative tool for processes involving Merit, Reappointment, Tenure and Promotion.  
The process is presently quite flawed since neither of the university employees in Testing 
Services office have the computer knowledge to deal with SEOI forms.  The fact that music 
courses have such radically different formats than academic courses has compounded this 
problem.  In response, the University has developed new evaluation forms and the forms and 
the entire process will become online in the Spring of 2012.  The online process will permit 
faculty to include personalized questions that may be valuable in gathering discipline, 
subject, and area-specific feedback.  SEOI summary forms include mean response values for 
each item as well as Department, College, and University means for comparison.  Free-
response items are transcribed verbatim and provided to faculty anonymously. 
 
As a result of the Academic Planning Task Force (APTF), several programs were identified 
as needing to be revised or eliminated.  Programs to be eliminated included the following: 
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 BM Composition 
 All Master Degree programs 
 Programs to be revised included the following: 
 BM Keyboard Performance 
 BM Vocal Performance 
 BA Jazz Specialization 
For the complete APTF report, department response and the final report, please see the MDP 
III C section of this document.  Under close inspection the main reason these programs were 
identified by the APTF was because of the low enrollment.  The department response for 
each specific degree can also be found in the MDP C III section of this document.  The 
department decided that the listing for these degrees in the university catalog was the main 
culprit.  For example the Vocal Performance and Keyboard Performance degrees are listed 
separately from the wind and percussion degrees.  Since they were listed all together, their 
numbers were sufficient not to be flagged by the APTF.  Since the degree program is BM in 
Performance and the areas of specialization include winds, percussion, keyboard and voice, 
they should all be listed under the same program.  This would give this program the numbers 
needed not to get flagged by the next APTF.  For the composition and jazz programs, the 
number of students studying in these areas is limited to the available resources.  The 
department self-limits both of these programs, so the APTF seemed to be satisfied with this 
explanation.  As for the masters degree programs, we had a similar situation as the BM 
performance degrees; each of the masters degrees were listed separately in the catalog rather 
than as Master of Music with each specialization listed under this program.  In addition this 
simple shifting of catalog listings, the master of music education degree had no students 
enrolled, so the department redesigned the MM in Music Education and developed a summer 
program.  We welcomed our first cohort of 8 students in the summer of 2012.  Beyond the 
obvious benefit of providing the opportunity for graduate study to full-time K-12 music 
teachers, the funds generated by a robust summer enrollment will permit other activities to be 
funded throughout the academic year.  Similar opportunities may emerge with online and 
non-traditional courses (i.e. weekends, inter-session, or other various permutations).  We 
have also piloted a partnership in which student teachers complete their internship in Macao, 
and this may develop into a richer presence of international study in the department.  Both of 
these initiatives arose in response to ideas springing from the Dean of the College of Arts and 
Humanities, the Provost Office, and the Faculty Senate’s Academic Planning Task Force.  
For more complete information regarding the APTF report and the department’s response 
please see the MDP III B of this document. 
Alumni Survey 
The detailed results from the alumni survey can be found in the MDP III A section of this 
document.  This survey was done winter 2013 in conjunction with this NASM self-study.  
While the number of respondents was small, 19 out of 140+ that were sent out; there was a 
common theme in their responses.  They praised the music faculty and recognized the fact 
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that the department is very student centered.  They also expressed the need for more practical 
training for music education majors.  Suggestions for more practical training included: 

• Instrument repair class 
• More practicum hours in the classroom 
• More music education specific classes included in the professional education 

requirements 

 
Planning 
Planning and projection is still a dicey matter in the Department, even with the new building.  
Because of program growth (350 + majors), our new building is currently beyond capacity.  
Students complain about the lack of available practice rooms.  With the number of yearly 
performances, our current facilities are utilized almost every day of the week.  It is not 
unusual to have four performances in a single day.  In an effort to offer all the necessary 
courses for our students, long-term schedule planning has taken place during the 2010-2011 
year.  The goal is to be able to offer a master schedule so students can plan their coursework 
in order to finish their degrees in a timely fashion. With the number of students currently 
enrolled in the program and limited faculty resources this is proving to be a very difficult 
process.  We are finding ourselves very dependent on GTAs and local adjunct faculty.  We 
have serious concerns about being able to deliver the curriculum given the current financial 
climate.  Adjunct budgets university-wide are in jeopardy. Adjuncts currently teach critical 
curriculum in the applied and core music courses.  As of the spring of 2013 as this document 
is being edited, the department is searching for two FT tenure track positions that are 
currently being filled by interim and adjunct appointees.  Based on the growth of our 
program we need to have plans in place to accommodate our current students and potential 
future growth and of course, plans for the staffing and facility needed to meet this growth. 
The program is not so large or diverse that all faculty members cannot maintain a fairly clear 
notion of the department’s objectives as a whole, and the candid conversations in regular 
faculty meetings tend to keep everyone abreast of the state of the department’s activities.  
The last several years have seen numerous changes in degree curricula, course offerings and 
policy.  These changes have come from several sources. The retirement of Peter Gries, our 
chair for many years, and the hiring of Todd Shiver to replace him has resulted in a new 
perspective and many positive changes have resulted from this; new faculty members have 
made changes possible by virtue of their particular strengths; senior faculty members have 
contributed their wisdom to the benefit of the department, and some changes have resulted 
from the implementation of new technology.   
Changes in policy, course offerings, curriculum and departmental procedures by and large 
come from individuals who propose changes to the appropriate standing committee of the 
department, Personnel, Graduate, or Curriculum.  If the proposal does not fall readily into the 
province of one of these committees, an ad hoc committee is formed to study the question.  
The committee studies the question, often consulting with the chair of the department, and 
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then brings a recommendation to the whole faculty for a discussion and vote.  The question is 
decided by a majority vote of the faculty present.  All such discussions and votes occur at one 
of the regularly scheduled bi-weekly faculty meetings.  This procedure guarantees that all 
members of the faculty can participate in the ongoing process of shaping the department, that 
faculty members on all sides of a question have a chance to present their views, that the will 
of the entire faculty is the deciding factor and that faculty members feel a personal 
investment in the department.  Recently changes were instigated as a response to the 
Academic Planning Task Force.  Such substantive events as the development of the BA jazz 
degree, the realignment of all degree requirements, a revamping of the theory sequence and 
the composition curriculum have occurred. New music education courses have been 
developed with the hope that they can be substituted for course in the professional education  
sequence.  It is our opinion that the current professional education sequence is not meeting 
the needs of our music education students.  In 2009-2010 we ran a pilot program for student 
teacher supervision. Instead of using the field supervisors for the education department we 
hired a prominent retired music educator to supervise the music students.  The pilot was very 
successful and we hope to replicate it around the state.  
As a faculty, we feel that we are very understaffed compared to comparable programs of our 
size.  We are currently planning for additional faculty positions.  In order to currently deal 
with the problem we are looking into enrollment management models.   
The strategic planning process (mentioned in an earlier section A 1 above) came at an 
opportune time, because the department had already begun the long range planning process 
as a result of this self-study process.  The long range planning committee took the 
department’s long range objectives and matched them to the University and College 
objectives.  We are currently in the process of editing this document and hopefully making it 
more focused on our immediate priorities.  A copy of the most recent draft of the 
department’s strategic plan can be found in the MDP III C section of this document. 
 

     Projections 
Mention has already been made of developing a summer hybrid Master of Music Education 
program.  This program is aimed at servicing the hundreds of public school music educators 
in Washington State and beyond.  Our goal is to provide a program that is convenient and 
practical for our region's music educators.  Courses will be offered during the summers in 
compressed intensive or hybrid classes and workshops.  Many of the projects will be done 
during the school year using the candidate’s own students in their classroom.  The areas of 
specialization will be Choral, Instrumental and Elementary General Music.   
 
As projected in the last NASM report, the new building did in fact result in an increase in 
music students.  By far the most compelling issues that are currently affecting projections of 
the department’s undergraduate program are enrollment management and faculty workload, 
as well as budget.  Our present classes are full, and the faculty is even now consistently 
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assuming uncompensated overloads to take care of the majors now enrolled.  Although the 
forecast for funding new positions is not positive, it is hoped that the administration will 
recognize the present need to accommodate our students, and find the means to increase the 
FTTT positions allotted to the music department.  Our program has been recognized by the 
university as a “signature” program and we hope that is taken into consideration as we 
continue to provide the best education for our students.  
 
It could be fairly said that the CWU Music Department is a victim of its own success.  
Through many years of effort dating back to the 1960s, CWU faculty members have 
distinguished themselves as performers and educators, in many cases (such as the pioneering 
jazz education work of John Moawad) changing the direction of an entire musical field.  The 
faculty takes pride in this, and are attracted to CWU in the first place by this legacy.  In order 
to maintain the quality of the program and its reputation among musicians and educators, as 
well as to attract top students, faculty members routinely and voluntarily put themselves in 
the stressful and ultimately untenable situation of exceeding the department's and college's 
expectations for teaching, research, and service.  While this is admirable, it does little to 
demonstrate to the university the real need for increased fiscal and human resources to ensure 
the stability and quality of the program.  While we have been successful in keeping abreast 
with the student population and balancing the program, we feel that true stability and the 
potential for future growth depend on matching the available faculty workload, as established 
by collective bargaining and approved standards for reappointment, promotion, and tenure, 
with student enrollment.  
 
NASM Self-Study 

With the amount of both credited and un-credited instructional, logistical, supervisory and 
clerical time that faculty members devote to the maintenance of the program, and in light of 
the concentration of departmental responsibilities that have to be shouldered by FTTT faculty 
as a result of the high proportion of part-time instruction and the circumstance of this year, 
which has a reduced FTTT faculty from its normal 21 to 19, it did not seem reasonable to 
demand that faculty members participate as fully in the writing of the document as would be 
ideal.  The chair did make assignments to involve all faculty in the writing of specific 
sections: 

a) Much of the shape and thrust of the content came as a result of discussions that 
occurred in the two faculty retreats held in the fall of 2011 and spring of 2012. 

b) Faculty meetings held bi-weekly throughout the year provided additional consensus 
about perspectives that were influential in the development of the text. 

c) As sections were completed, they were posted on the department’s web site so that 
appropriate faculty members could review and comment. These responses were 
merged with the text and sent back for further comment.  This process sometimes 
occurred multiple times before a satisfactory text was established. 
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d) Faculty and staff members in charge of various logistical areas were asked to develop 
current inventory lists, including orchestral, band and methods instruments, pianos, 
music library collections, recital hall recording equipment, computer lab and 
electronic composition equipment. 

e) Dr. Peter Gries acted as general consultant and editor, reviewing successive drafts 
scrupulously, correcting errors and offering suggestions for revising formats, adding 
material, changing wordings, providing syntax corrections and improvements and 
philosophical perspectives.  The expertise he has developed in his years as the former 
chair of this department along with his 30 plus years of institutional memory have 
proved to be invaluable resources.    

f) Dr. Jeff Snedeker acted as the general consultant and editor for the curriculum 
(section II of the self-study).  His attention to every detail and his years as editor of 
the national publication “Horn Call” have proved to be extremely helpful in 
developing this document. 

g) Thanks to a very craftily designed website (by staff member Allen Larsen) that 
contains the entire self-study, all faculty members had the opportunity to review the 
completed draft of the document, and their responses and suggestions were 
incorporated.  
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SECTION III.  EVALUATION, PLANNING, PROJECTIONS 

B. Students 

Describe means for using various evaluations of student achievement presented in items 
A. and B. of the Instructional Programs Portfolio (Section II) and applicable sections of 
the Management Documents Portfolio (Section IV) in the course of music unit and 
program improvement. 

Master of Music: Music Education 

The Master of Music Education program has yielded few students in the past several years.  
We believe that the primary reason for this is the reluctance of practicing teachers to take a 
leave of absence or quit their jobs in order to pursue a master's degree that is only offered 
during the traditional academic calendar.  In response to this, the CAH Dean asked the Music 
Department chair and faculty to develop plans to increase enrollment in this program or it 
will be eliminated.  Beginning summer 2012, the department offered a summers-only MM 
with an initial cohort of 8 students.  The summer program offers our master of music 
education courses in three week summer intensive taught on the CWU campus.  These 
courses were revamped to fit this intensive model in the following ways: some courses are 
taught in one week (6 day) intensives and also offered as workshops to non-matriculating 
students who are looking for hours for recertification; some are offered every day (18 days) 
during the entire three week intensive; and some classes had a hybrid approach having online 
requirements before the first day of the three-week intensive and additional online 
assignments after the three week intensive.  An additional advantage to a summers-only 
program would be the possibility that students finishing their BM and certification in the 
spring could commence graduate study while completing their required one year of teaching 
experience the following fall.  The responses from our first summer cohort of students were 
very positive.  We hope by the third summer to have 30 students enrolled in three cohorts, 
which would double the current number of graduate students in our program. 
 

Applied Music 

In the applied area, students must audition for initial acceptance in a music degree program to 
demonstrate that they have adequate skills on their chosen instrument to have success at the 
freshman (MUS 164) level of applied music.  Our entrance audition requirements are clearly 
listed on our web site and the applied standards for each instrument is listed on the 
department website at: http://www.cwu.edu/music/performance-standards  

Once students are accepted into a studio for applied study, students in all degree programs 
must demonstrate the appropriate performance level at juries (the “Final Exam” for applied 
music courses) to continue applied lessons. They must also “jury up” to the next level of 
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applied study (MUS 264, 364, 464), normally at the end of each academic year.  Performance 
majors take weekly hour-long (2 credit) lessons; nonperformance majors take weekly half-
hour (1 credit) lessons.  In addition to the individual lessons, each applied area meets at least 
once a week as a studio for a master class, guest artist lecture, student performances, 
technique tests, etc.  Each studio also presents a studio recital each quarter. 

This hour and half hour model is new to the department beginning in the fall of 2010.  We 
made this change in order to be able to teach all of our music students applied lessons 
without increasing our faculty resources.  One result of this is the change in expectation that 
students taking half hour lessons will progress through the various levels of applied music at 
the same rate as those taking hour lessons. 

Performance majors must “jury up” after three quarters of applied study.  During their junior 
year they are required to present at least a ½ recital as part of their MUS 364 lessons. They 
must present a senior recital at part of their MUS 464 lessons, which serves as a capstone for 
their degree.  As a part of this capstone, students are required to research and write detailed 
program notes, and/or speak about their program as a lecture-recital.  Vocal students are 
expected to provide translations of the foreign language text on their program.  Every recital 
is recorded as a matter of course, and both the Recital Hall and Concert Hall are equipped to 
produce professional quality audio CD recordings. 

Composition students also have applied requirements.  The must study on a major instrument 
and present a ½ recital on that major instrument while they are studying at the MUS 364 
level.  Since they are not required to attain or study at the MUS 464 level, and they take only 
½ hour lessons, there is more flexibility as to how long they may stay at each applied level.  

Music Education majors study on a major instrument and present a ½ recital on that major 
instrument while they are studying at the MUS 364 level.  Since they are not required to 
“jury up” to the MUS 464 level of applied study, and take only ½ hour lessons, there is more 
flexibility as to how long they may stay at each applied level.  

BA students study on a major instrument and are required to “jury up” to at least the 364 
level of applied study.  Since they are not required to “jury up” to the MUS 464 level of 
applied study, and they take ½ hour lessons, there is more flexibility as to how long they stay 
at each applied level.  BA students must complete a senior project, many times this is a 
recital, or a lecture/recital, however it is not limited to a recital.  It could be a research paper, 
a special interest project, or other creative project.  The senior project serves as the capstone 
for the BA degree. 
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Theory 

We recently implemented a requirement that all entering students must take and pass a basic 
theory exam during the summer before their first quarter.  While this has increased 
dramatically the success of students in the theory sequence, there are still concerns about the 
development of aural skills. Consequently the department has changed the freshman 
sequence to separate out aural skills from the “written” portion of the course.  Previously, the 
freshman theory sequence met four days a week and incorporated aural skills into the class 
sequence.  The new sequence now meets five times a week for the first year: three classes 
devoted to written skills and two aural skills classes.  These are graded separately and 
students must earn the grade of “C” or better to continue in the sequence.  If the student earns 
a “C-“or less in either section, they cannot continue in the sequence.  The hope was that by 
separating out the aural skills section of the course, the students will have more time to 
develop these skills.  The department is closely tracking these classes as a part of its annual 
assessment process for the university.  The results are looking positive, with an 87% passage 
rate through the freshman theory sequence for the first year of this new system.  If we 
continue to have these positive results, we may consider changing the second-year sequence 
in a similar way. 

Piano Proficiency 

The piano proficiency exam process has been changed recently with the goal of having a 
higher percentage of students pass the proficiency, and at an earlier time in their program of 
study.  Though the piano proficiency exam was a graduation requirement, the old system did 
not link the proficiency to the 3-quarter class piano sequence, normally taken during the 
freshman year, and it depended on students to develop skills on their own before taking the 
proficiency test.  Many students procrastinated until graduation, and were denied graduation 
because this requirement was not met.  It also placed an unfair burden on the piano faculty, 
making them the ones to deny graduation, have students turn down job offers, etc. The new 
system ties the exam to the piano class sequence, and the final exam for the third quarter 
class is the piano proficiency exam.  Students who do not pass the exam must repeat the third 
piano class until they do pass it.  The department is closely tracking these classes as a part of 
its annual assessment process for the university.  The results after the first year are positive 
with a 75% passage rate for those students enrolled in the third piano class as compared to 
25% with the old system.  However, there are still concerns among the music education 
faculty that the choral and broad area majors are not gaining the piano skills needed to meet 
the requirements of the profession.  Indeed the piano proficiency exam represents a minimum 
proficiency for all students and does not address the more advanced skills needed to 
accompany a choir or function as the only music educator in a school, a not infrequent 
situation in many of Washington’s small towns.  The solution to this would be to offer a 
second year of piano class for the choral and broad area music education students or to offer 
a year of secondary lessons beyond the one-year piano sequence.  There are two major 
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obstacles to this solution: curriculum and resources.  The music education curriculum is 
packed with hours required for the professional education program (certification), music, and 
the general education courses.  There is simply no room to add additional hours to the 
graduation requirements, and the University Faculty Senate would simply not agree to adding 
more credits to degrees that are already among the most credit-heavy in the university. These 
hours would have to be carved out of the existing curriculum.  Teaching a second year of 
piano class or offering secondary lessons for a year would require additional adjunct hours, 
and with the current budget situation in our university and state, additional adjunct funds 
would be difficult to acquire.  Another resource concern is the tracking of these students in 
the piano sequence and also in the theory sequence.  The department currently does not have 
the resources to properly track and advise these students through the various music 
curriculums.  The tracking of our students to make sure that they enroll in trailer courses or 
into the proper section of theory and applied lessons is an area upon which we need to 
improve.  Being able to closely track and advise each of our students through the program 
from entrance to graduation would drastically improve their success and improve the 
retention and graduation rate of our students. 

Recital /Convocation 

In many music departments across the country music students register for recital attendance 
each quarter and receive the grade of an “S” or “U” for this zero credit course.  The academic 
record of “S” or “U” for this course makes for accurate and convenient tracking of this 
requirement.  However, in the state of Washington, zero credit courses are not allowed, and 
as stated above, there is no room in the curriculum for more required credit hours.  With this 
in mind, the department must be creative in the way it tracks its recital/convocation 
attendance requirement.  The department recently changed the way we track students who 
attend recitals and music convocations.  In the past, the applied teacher would enforce this 
attendance policy; if the student did not attend the expected number of recitals and 
convocations, then they would receive a grade of “I” (Incomplete) for their applied lesson 
that quarter and would have additional requirements to “make-up” these missed recitals and 
convocations.  The department office staff kept track of all attendance and would report this 
attendance each quarter to the applied teachers; they were expected to enforce this attendance 
policy.  It was noticed that the number of students reported to applied teachers was much 
greater than the number of “I” grades assigned for applied lessons.  In other words, there 
were varying degrees of enforcement of this policy among applied teachers.  Some assigned 
multiple page research papers, some assigned listening assignments, and some did not 
enforce this policy at all.  And it placed an unfair, unpaid burden on adjunct applied faculty, 
who are paid only for lessons given. With this in mind, the department decided to take 
enforcement out of the hands of applied studio faculty.  The hope was to have more 
consistent enforcement of the policy among our students and by doing this, to increase the 
participation among our students.  The current policy can be found in the MDP 1 H section of 
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this document.  The department is closely tracking this new system of enforcing 
recital/convocation attendance as a part of its annual assessment process for the university.  
So far, after one year, we have seen very positive results; we see much larger audiences at 
our concerts and recitals, we see a 95% + attendance for all of our majors at convocation and 
we see that over 85% of our students are in compliance with this new policy. 

 

At risk process 

See “First-Year Confirmation” in the MDP II B section of this document 

Advising System 

The university requires all students to take a course called UNIV 101. The purpose of this 
class is to advise new students on student services that the university offers, make them 
familiar with the university library, and give them an introduction to college life. A chief aim 
of the course is to familiarize students with the requirements of their chosen area of study 
within the department. The department requires all new students to participate in a section of 
UNIV 101 reserved for music majors.  While the usual UNIV 101 course attempt to 
familiarize student with the Brooks Library, the section reserved for music majors focuses 
this section of the course on the Music Library. General requirements for all students are 
covered as well as specific requirements for each major. 

Students are assigned an advisor during their first quarter in the major.  Performance students 
are assigned to their respective applied instructors.  Music education students are assigned an 
advisor from the music education faculty.  Performance students of adjunct faculty (advising 
is not an expectation of adjunct faculty) are assigned a FT faculty member for their advising 
needs.  Some FT faculty do receive workload credit for advising, but not enough to account 
for the number of students that they advise.  Students are encouraged to meet with their 
advisor before each registration period.  However once every three quarters the students 
cannot register without meeting with their advisor, at which time the advisor can release 
them via the university internet system to register. 

All recital programs can be found on our web site at: http://www.cwu.edu/music/recital-
programs, and hard copies are collected and bound each year.  Additional information about 
student assessment can be found in the MDP II B section of this document. 
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SECTION III EVALUATION, PLANNING, PROJECTIONS 

C.  Projected Improvements and Changes 
 
Indicate areas for improvement and/or plans for change in one or more of the following 
categories.  Respond only in the categories where improvements and changes are being 
considered, planned, or are in the process of completion.  Please combine categories or 
create new ones as appropriate to the nature of the information you are providing. 

 
1. Size and Scope 

With our current facility and human resources we feel that we can adequately support 335 
music majors.  We currently have this many students enrolled in applied studios; however we 
have 368 declared majors in the program.  The “extra” students are those who have 
completed the 4-year applied sequence, but are still in the department as majors while 
finishing other than applied degree requirements.  Some take 6 or more years to complete the 
requirements of their chosen degree programs.  In the meantime, they are occupying chairs in 
our ensembles and classrooms and overwhelming the department’s resources.  We have 
recently changed the undergraduate curriculum and changed policies for the piano 
proficiency requirement and recital/convocation attendance in the hope that we can improve 
our students’ four or five year graduation rates.  Through the long range planning process and 
the strategic planning process, the department has identified a need for a staff 
advisor/recruiter/retention staff person to monitor students’ progress and improve their time 
to graduation. 

2. Faculty and Staff 

The music department is currently searching for two full time, tenured positions: applied 
voice/pedagogy and theory/composition.  These are positions that have been vacated by 
retirement or resignation, not new positions.  Our hope is that through this study and the 
strategic planning process of the university, creating new faculty and staff budget lines for 
the music department will become a priority for the university.  The long range planning 
process has identified critical needs for a full time applied clarinet instructor and, as 
mentioned above, for a staff position responsible for advising/retention/recruiting. 

3. Facilities, Equipment, Technology, Health and Safety 

As stated in this report, the university currently has no upgrade/replacement plan for 
classroom technology or office desktop technology for any department or unit.  A proposal 
from the Information Technology office to upgrade technology across the campus and to 
implement a upgrade/replacement schedule for all campus technology has been made.  At the 
time of the writing of this document, no decision has been made regarding this proposal. 
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4. Recruitment procedures, admission-retention, record keeping, and advisement 

At the time of the writing of this document the department is planning to develop a new 
recruiting policy.  This new policy will include more targeted recruiting by creating a more 
coordinated collaborative recruiting model.  The department will also discuss allocating 
scholarship funds to critical areas of need in the performance areas rather than the current 
system of rotating these funds among the different areas. 

 

5. Community Involvement 

We have had modest summer camps for high school students in the past. We added to the 
long established summer drum line two-day camp by initiating a symphonic/drum 
major/leadership camp for high school students during the summer of 2012.  This past 
summer we also successfully offered for the first time a week-long band summer camp. 
Summer 2013 we are expanding our summer camp offerings to include a string quartet camp 
(CWU Lyceum) and a jazz band camp. The latter will be supported by a well-established 
community organization, “Jazz in the Valley”.  The jazz band camp will culminate with a 
performance in one of the Jazz in the Valley’s performance venues as a part of the annual 
jazz festival.  We are also planning to add a summer choral camp during the summer of 2014. 

 

6. Articulation with other Schools 

CWU has more entering transfer students each fall than any other university in the state. The 
majority of the transfer music majors plan to enter the music education major. The music 
department at CWU has an ongoing relationship with state community colleges regarding our 
standards and try to make a smooth transition for these transfer students.  We are also trying 
to include better information on our department website regarding transferring to CWU.  We 
are looking at a model that provides for better coordination between our applied, piano, and 
theory requirements.  This includes inviting faculty from community colleges to visit the 
campus, meeting with faculty members and observe our classes.  This would also involve 
reciprocal visits to the community colleges by CWU faculty. 

In order to make for a smoother transition for transfer students from community colleges, the 
university has established a dual admission program (http://www.cwu.edu/provost/centers-
dual-admission ).  As stated on the university web site: 

The purpose of the Dual Admission program is to provide a smooth and 
successful transition for the student from a participating community college to 
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one of the University Centers of Central Washington University(CWU). Students 
who participate in the program are considered fully admitted to the community 
college and conditionally admitted to CWU. They will benefit from access to 
resources at both institutions during their academic career and be better prepared 
to transition into their baccalaureate program. 

 

7. Evaluation, Planning, and projections 

The CWU music department is currently going through the strategic planning process and 
has formed a department long range planning committee, a renewal of a process that has been 
ongoing for some time.  The long range committee is developing a document that will project 
(in conjunction with the strategic plan) the department’s goals and priorities for the next five 
and ten years of the department.  The most recent draft of this plan can be found in the MDP 
III A section of this document. 
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D. Future Issues. 

Describe the most significant opportunities and challenges the music unit expects in the 
next five to ten years. Evaluate the unit’s readiness to work productively with these 
opportunities and challenges. 

Resources 

According to the last external visitors report by Dr. David Tomatz in April of 2006 (found in 
MDP III A of this document): 

“It appears that the CWU Department of Music is ready to move beyond this “small school” 
syndrome” 

With almost 368 majors, the CWU Music Department has the largest undergraduate music 
major population in the Northwest.  Our facilities are second to none in the Northwest, and 
our faculty, students, and our ensembles all receive state, regional, and national recognition 
in competitions, and with invited performances.  We are able to do all of this with very 
limited resources.  The number of full-time music faculty and support staff is only about half 
the number found in comparable NASM music departments.  Indeed several of our sister 
institutions in the Northwest have many more faculty and staff in their music 
schools/departments who serve fewer students.  To name a few: University of Washington, 
Washington State University, University of Oregon, and the University of Idaho.  In many 
ways the CWU music department is a victim of its own success by continuing to maintain a 
program of excellence with minimal resources.  A quick look at the music department data 
from the past seven years will reveal that (after payroll is taken out) the CWU music 
department has created an entrepreneurial department that receives most of its fiscal support 
from self-support project it will also reveal that a number of faculty members consistently 
teach donated overload hours. This they do not because they are expected to, but because 
they understand that this additional instruction is needed to ensure the success of their 
programs.   

The biggest challenge for this department will be to redefine itself to think in terms of quality 
and not quantity.  Hopefully, additional resources come; receiving a new faculty line and/or a 
new staff line will help the department, but if we maintain our present student population, to 
achieve averages according to other NASM schools of similar size we would need to almost 
double our faculty, and staff, and to add on to our current music facility.  While these things 
may eventually happen, it is doubtful that this will happen in the foreseeable future. Until 
then, this department must determine how to best use its resources in a practical and healthy 
way, and to control its enrollment. 
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Scholarship Funds 

As long as the State of Washington continues to decrease its funding of higher education (the 
State of Washington ranks last among the 50 states), universities will have to continue to 
raise tuition.  But as tuition costs rise, our scholarship offers have remained the same, so that 
the scholarship we grant, covers less and less of student’s cost to attend.  This makes our 
department even less effective in recruiting top tier talent.  It also increases our competition 
with area private schools, which in the past required three times the tuition of a state school.  
Even with a sizable scholarship offer from the private school, the tuition difference was still 
too great for many students to attend a private school or out of state school.  However, with 
the recent and projected tuition increases, we are closing the gap between private and public 
tuition rates.  This translates to even more competition from private and out of state 
institutions for the most talented music students. 

Graduation Rate 

As mentioned earlier in this document, the department needs to improve its four and five year 
graduation rates.  Much of the department’s valuable resources are being utilized by these six 
and seventh year students.  We have done several things to improve this situation: improve 
the information available on the department website, develop realistic four and five year 
plans of study, revamp the course schedule and offerings, create a system that better tracks 
students through their first two years, institute new policies regarding the piano proficiency 
and recital/convocation requirements.  We also revised the freshman theory sequence, which 
has resulted in an increase in the retention rate in the theory sequence from a low of 55% 
several years ago to a high of 93% (spring 2012).  This of course has created new problems. 
Because there are now many more students enrolled in second=year theory and other upper 
level music classes, we have had to add new sections of upper level courses to meet this new 
demand. While the university administration is constantly admonishing departments to 
increase retention rates, they seem unaware of the logistical problem that success creates. As 
a result of the recent strategic planning and long range planning, the music faculty has 
identified a staff advisor, retention, and recruiting position as our top priority in the area of 
staff support.  Currently some faculty members receive release time to provide student 
advisement (though not nearly enough for almost 400 students), but we are finding that 
students who are attending for a sixth year or more were not, at some point in their college 
career tracked properly, or that they received inaccurate advising.  Since some faculty 
members regard advising as outside their primary position responsibility, it tends to take a 
lower priority than their main teaching area responsibilities.  This creates a situation in which 
too much depends on student initiative, and not enough on the faculty advisor.  A staff 
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member with this responsibility would be more available to students, and could devote more 
time to tracking students and making sure that they are registering for the proper classes.  
The music sequence can be very complicated, especially when it comes to transfer students.  
Again as mentioned earlier in this document, CWU receives more transfer students than any 
other state university, so we must be better prepared to advise these students.  A professional 
advisor would make a big difference in our department, and would be our next logical step in 
improving our department graduation rate. 

 

Facility 

Like many new building construction projects, to stay in budget during the planning and 
construction process, decisions had be made as to where these cuts will happen.  The original 
building that was planned was much bigger, it had more rehearsal halls, larger performance 
halls, and more practice rooms. Also, the decision was made to design the main performance 
venue as a concert hall rather than a more costly proscenium style theatre, with a pit that 
would be more appropriate for opera and jazz productions.  Once again, as a result of the 
strategic planning process and the long range planning, the music faculty have prioritized two 
areas of need in our facility.  In order to meet the needs of the curriculum and the demands of 
our students we need more practice rooms and a proscenium style performance space with a 
pit. 

Practice Rooms 

There are two issues regarding the practice rooms, their location in the building and the 
number of rooms available for students. In terms of location, the problem is that they are not 
self-contained. That is, students in the practice room area have access to the entire building. 
For safety reasons and security reasons, the department must have a student employee in the 
building after hours to serve as a building monitor.  Because of this we must close the 
building at 11:00 PM most evenings, and completely close the building on holiday weekends 
and during the evenings (after business hours) when the university is on break or during the 
summers.  The department budget simply cannot afford to hire student monitors for these 
hours.  

There simply are not enough practice rooms to meet the practice needs of our students.  We 
currently have 390 total music students and they all require some practice room time. Of 
these 390, 55 are finished with lessons, so we currently have 335 students enrolled in applied 
lessons.  Applied syllabi vary in recommended practice time from 1 hour to three hours a day 
of recommended practice time.  Of course some students will need more and some less 
practice time to achieve the same results.  The following will be based on a conservative 1.5 
hours a day of practice per student taking applied lessons (please note: the other 55 also use 
the practice rooms, but for individual and ensemble practice not for applied lesson practice). 
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It also does not allow for those hours when most students are in classes or ensembles, so the 
practice rooms cannot be fully utilized: 

 

Number of practice rooms = 27     
Number of published building hours available per week during  = 104   
Total number of available practice room hours per week (27x104) = 2,808 hours a week 
       
Total number of students registered for applied lessons = 335 students 
Total number of practice hours per day @ 1.5 hours each = 502 hours per day 
Total hours needed per week for 335 applied students = 3,514 hours per week 
       
Total hours short of needed practice room hours = 706 hours per week 

 

Again, this is a conservative number of practice room hours needed for our students.  The 
above numbers do not count all of our students who use the practice rooms, hours when 
practice rooms cannot be fully utilized, holiday weekend closures, and limited hours during 
breaks and summers.  One solution would be the addition of a self-contained practice room 
area with at least 25 practice rooms available 24 hours per day.  This would add 4,200 
additional available practice room hours per week to the above total. 

Performance/Rehearsal Space 

The current concert hall is not conducive to the needs of an opera production and does not 
handle the sound demands of a jazz band or a large wind band.  There is a need to improve 
the acoustics in the concert hall so that the hall can accommodate a wider range of acoustic 
demands. Many of the ensembles have already outgrown the stage, so an extension in front 
of the stage is a permanent fixture in the hall.   

The acoustics can be improved, and the stage has been extended, however it would be costly 
to renovate the concert hall to accommodate the needs of our opera program.  There is no pit, 
no theatrical lighting, no wing space, and the hall was not designed to allow for back drops 
and theatrical sets needed for opera productions (no fly space).   

Opera has been a part of our vocal program for many years, but with recent faculty hires and 
the fact that the University of Washington has eliminated their opera program, the CWU 
opera program has been increasing.  Indeed, recent opera productions have won awards from 
the National Opera Association.  An opera program is an important part of a balanced vocal 
program, and our opera program has experienced this success with limited faculty resources 
and even more limited facility resources.  This is an area that the department is interested in 
expanding, but with limited facilities we are forced to look beyond our campus to produce 
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operas.  A proscenium style performance space would offer the department a much needed 
extra rehearsal/performance space to alleviate the high demand on our existing spaces.  The 
ideal size of this performance space would be around 400 seats, which would take care of our 
need to have a medium sized performance space whose capacity is between our current 
recital hall (180 seats) and Concert Hall (600 seats). It would also allow for more 
collaborative performance opportunities with the community and other campus constituents.  
This additional space would also allow us to expand and or better host our current festivals 
and also attract additional outside groups to use our campus for more activities like a 
conferences, workshops, and summer camps.  This additional space could also incorporate 
the above mentioned self-contained practice room area.  We hope that the university will 
include a proscenium style performance space with a pit in its future plans; this has become a 
priority for our department in meeting our program needs. 
While all of the above needs are real, as the chair of the department I do have concerns about 
a Proscenium style performance space being cited as a priority for the department. These 
concerns are based upon the following factors: 
1. The overriding concern is that such a space would be enormously expensive, so expensive 
that it would be extremely difficult to convince CWU administrators to fund. In fact, such 
project would require major capital funding, and this would take a minimum of 10 years 
before the ground could be broken for construction. And there is the possibility that it could, 
as long as it was listed as a priority for the department, prevent other less expensive yet more 
critical needs from being considered (like an additional rehearsal space and practice rooms). 
2. Not only would this be an expense in itself, but such a venue could be fully utilized only if 
further expenses be undertaken. To take advantage of such a facility would assume fully 
staged productions, and these could happen only with additional faculty or staff to design and 
build sets and costumes, and venues for this construction to occur--a costume shop and scene 
shop. The possibility of adding this type of personnel to the department, or being allocated 
funds for such workshops is remote. 
3. This expense would actually benefit no other performing ensembles. All the other 
ensembles are much better suited to the present Concert Hall rather than a proscenium stage. 
And the jazz ensembles would benefit least; the resonant acoustics of a space suited for opera 
are almost antithetical to the acoustic needs of either vocal or instrumental jazz ensembles. 
 
 
Considering these factors, making it a priority could be taken as a measure of the faculty's 
lack of a sense of reality. However, to be fair, it also (and more probably) could represent 
their collegial support for a colleague and an appreciation for her valiant and successful 
efforts at producing operas and opera scenes every year with minimal facilities for opera 
production.  
It seems that the most realistic solution would be to collaborate with the Theatre Department 
in using their proscenium style theatre that already exists on our campus, McConnell Hall. 
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The technical practicum requirements for theatre students would benefit from the experience 
of light design, set design, and costuming for an opera. There are historical and 
programmatic obstacles existing between the music and theatre departments that are 
preventing such collaboration, but with effective leadership and support from the upper 
administration, such collaboration could exist on our campus as it does on so many other 
campuses. Even though the concept of collaboration between the two departments might 
seem daunting, the concept of getting a capital project approved for a second proscenium 
style theatre on our campus seems even more so. 
  Additional practice rooms, an additional large rehearsal room, and additional storage space 
would be more practical priorities for meeting our department facility/program needs.  All of 
these could be considered minor additions/renovations, so they would qualify for annual 
university minor renovation funds and not require a new capital campaign. 
The large rehearsal room and storage space were in the original plans for the music building 
but were cut to stay in the project budget.  The department is currently using the concert hall 
as a second large rehearsal room, a practice that monopolizes the concert hall every afternoon 
and that does not allow groups, and guest artist access to the concert hall for sound checks 
and for dress rehearsals.  The addition of another large rehearsal hall would not only alleviate 
this problem but also make for more efficient scheduling of classes, rehearsals, and it would 
make the logistics of hosting our large festivals much more manageable.  Much of the storage 
space originally planned for this building was taken up with the mechanical and HVAC and 
custodial storage space needs of the building. 
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A. Purposes  
 

1.Institutional catalogs (undergraduate, graduate, community education, etc., as 
applicable).  If catalog information does not contain a catalog publication 
schedule, please provide it.  Only one catalog or set of catalogs for each copy of the 
Self-Study should be provided. 

Undergraduate catalog information: 
http://catalog.acalog.cwu.edu/preview_entity.php?catoid=37&ent_oid=2271&returnto
=1548. 

 
Graduate catalog Information: 
http://catalog.acalog.cwu.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=36&poid=7641 

 
 
2012-2013 Undergraduate Catalog Listing (Music Department): 
College of Arts and Humanities 
Ellensburg 
Jerilyn S. McIntyre Music Building 
 
509-963-1216 
Fax: 509-963-1239 
www.cwu.edu/music 
See website for how these programs may be used for educational and career purposes. 
 
Faculty and Staff 
Chair 
Todd Shiver, DMA 
 
Associate Chair 
Chris Bruya, MM, jazz studies 
 
Professors 
Joseph Brooks, MM, clarinet, saxophone, woodwind methods 
Larry D. Gookin, MM, bands, low brass, music education, conducting 
Carrie Rehkopf-Michel, MM, violin, chamber music, Kairos String Quartet 
John Michel, MM, cello, chamber music, pedagogy, Kairos String Quartet 
Hal Ott, DM, flute, literature 
John F. Pickett, DM, piano, literature, pedagogy 
Vijay Singh, MAT, jazz studies, choir, voice 
Jeffrey Snedeker, DMA, horn, brass methods, music history, theory 
 
Associate Professors 
Nikolas Caoile, DMA, orchestra, conducting 
Mark Goodenberger, MM, percussion 
John Harbaugh, MME, trumpet, jazz studies 
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Mark Lane, MM, music education, band 
Daniel Lipori, DMA, music history, bassoon, double reed methods 
Bret Smith, PhD, music education, string pedagogy 
Gary Weidenaar, DMA, choir, conducting, music education 
 
Assistant Professors 
Gayla Blaisdell, PhD, voice, opera 
John Neurohr, DMA, trombone, brass pedagogy, brass literature 
 
Lecturers 
Tim Betts, MM, viola, Kairos String Quartet 
Tor Blaisdell, MM, voice 
Kirsten Boldt-Neurohr, DMA, theory, music appreciation 
Denise Dillenbeck, MM, violin, music appreciation, Kairos String Quartet 
James Durkee, MM, guitar, music literature 
Neil Flory, DMA, theory, composition 
Brent Hages, BM, oboe 
Jon Hamar, MM, string bass 
Sidney Nesselroad, DMA, voice 
Alexey Nikolaev, BM, jazz saxophone 
Curtis Peacock, MM, tuba, euphonium, history of jazz 
Scott Peterson, DMA, men’s choir 
Barbara Pickett, MM, piano, class piano 
Maria Roditeleva-Wibe, PhD, music history, theory, world music 
Florie Rothenberg, DMA, clarinet 
Melissa Schiel, DMA, voice 
Leslie Schneider, MM, music education 
Emelie Spencer, MM, voice, theory  
Norm Wallen, MM, theory 
Garey Williams, BM, jazz percussion 
 
Staff 
Marcie Brown, program assistant 
Star Heger, fiscal specialist 
Allen Larsen, hall manager, audio technician, web manager 
Harry Whitaker, piano technician 
Tinja Wyman, office supervisor 
 

Department Information 

Mission 
The Department of Music is a community of artists, scholars, and educators dedicated to 
achieving the highest standards of musical knowledge, performance, and teaching. The 
department is committed to preparing students for careers in music, providing the opportunity to 
become literate, skilled, knowledgeable, and confident music educators, performers, and 
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practitioners, able to influence and enrich the musical lives of the communities in which they 
serve. The department provides opportunities for the general student to study music as an 
essential part of a liberal arts education and engage in artistic experiences, serve as a leader for 
K-12 music education, and provides opportunities for the general public to experience music 
performances of the highest quality in a broad range of styles and genres. 

Department Vision 
The Department of Music will be recognized and respected for its challenging  curriculum and 
supportive environment, for the excellence of its student, ensemble and faculty performances in a 
broad range of styles and genres, and for the fulfillment of  its motto: “Where teaching is a 
performing art.” 

Core Values 
As a community of practicing musicians and scholars, we believe that the department’s mission 
is best realized when we: 

• Hold each student’s greatest good as our primary concern 
• Provide models of the highest ethical and moral standards 
• Deem outstanding teaching to be the most important attribute of the faculty 
• Implement a rigorous curriculum in each degree program 
• Regard each degree program as equally valid, with no program intrinsically superior to 

any other 
• Create an intellectually and emotionally safe environment in which students can learn, 

develop and mature 
• Respect and embrace diversity in all its forms 
• Respond creatively and thoughtfully to the inevitable changes of the fluid society in 

which we live  

Accreditation 
The department is an institutional member of the National Association of Schools of Music 
(NASM). 

Admission Requirement 
All entering students who plan to pursue either a major or minor in the music department must 
audition for acceptance into the program before a faculty committee. See the department’s 
website for audition information. 

Common Exit Requirements 
All music majors must pass a keyboard proficiency exam as a graduation requirement. Music 
education majors will not be scheduled for student teaching until this proficiency is completed. 

Standards 
Music education majors must meet the standards for acceptance into the Professional Education 
Program. 
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Required Participation: 

1. All entering music majors with no previous college music theory credits must pass an 
online exam in music fundamentals as a prerequisite for MUS 144, the first quarter of the 
theory sequence (fee required). 

2. All entering music majors with college credits in music theory must take an in-house 
diagnostic theory exam, which will be given during the transfer student orientation 
sessions and before the fall quarter begins. Credit for previous college theory courses 
may be given based on the results of this exam. Details about both exams can be found on 
the department website. 

3. All music majors must enroll in a large ensemble appropriate to their major performance 
area during each quarter of enrollment as a full-time student. Enrollment in either 
Women’s Choir or Men’s Choir can be substituted for enrollment in a choral large 
ensemble for a maximum of three quarters. 

Graduation Requirements 

1. All music majors must pass the required piano proficiency exam. MUS 154A (Piano 
Class III) must be retaken until this requirement is fulfilled. 

2. All music majors must attend four (4) convocations and an average of eight (8) 
recitals/concerts for each quarter, (Fall, Winter, and Spring) that they are in residence. 

Departmental Honors 
Consult the department website for information about the departmental honors program. 

Certification Programs 
Students enrolled in music education degree programs will be concurrently enrolled in the 
teacher certification program and will graduate with Teacher Certification. The department also 
offers post-baccalaureate students the opportunity to earn Teaching Certification in three 
endorsement areas. To enter the certification program, a baccalaureate degree in music is 
required. Endorsement for certification requires completion of all courses listed in the CWU 
curricular requirements of each specialization. Consultation with the faculty music education 
specialist is mandatory for students entering this program. 

Department Fees 
All fees are billed to students’ accounts. 

• $75 fee for 1 credit and $125 fee for 2 credits each quarter of enrollment in MUS 164, 
264, or 364 (Individual applied instruction). 

• $125 fee each quarter of enrollment in MUS 464 (Individual applied instruction). 
• $75 fee for 2 credits and $125 fee for 4 credits each quarter of enrollment in MUS 564 

and 664 (Individual applied instruction). 
• $75 fee each quarter of enrollment in X71 (Secondary applied instruction). 
• $40 fee each quarter for students enrolled in Vocal Jazz I 
• $40 fee for each scheduled student recital 
• $15 fee for each MUS 252, 253, and 254 (Class Instrumental Methods) course 
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• $5 annual locker fee (Optional if you choose to get a locker) 
• $5 fee for students enrolled in Percussion Ensemble 
• $25 university tech fee covers use of electronic equipment used in all music courses. 

Part-time students enrolled in theory, class piano, composition, or electronic music 
courses will be assessed this fee. 

Applied Music (Individual Lessons) 
Student advancement through performance levels (164-464) is determined by jury examination. 
This is done at the end of the quarter when a level change is attempted. Students studying at the 
364 level must present a one-half recital as a graduation requirement. Students studying at the 
464 level must present at least a full recital as a graduation requirement. See the Undergraduate 
Handbook for policies regarding applied music study. The handbook is available on the 
department website at www.cwu.edu/music. Applied music requirements differ according to the 
degree. 

Ensemble Participation 
Participation in performance ensembles is an essential part of the music major experience. 
Rehearsing and performing as part of a band, orchestra, or choir provides many benefits. It 
develops musical listening and performing skills, expands knowledge of repertoire, including 
contemporary and traditional works, provides the opportunity to learn the style characteristics of 
historical periods and elements of musical structures, and promotes cohesiveness in the musical 
community. 
 
For future music directors and educators, the ensemble directors serve as models of how to 
develop such ensembles and how to utilize efficient and productive rehearsal techniques. To 
ensure that all music majors derive full benefit of this experience, participation in a large 
ensemble (defined below) appropriate to the major performing area is required of all music 
majors every quarter in residence as a full-time student, regardless of the number of credits 
required in each degree. 
 
When circumstances justify not being in a large ensemble, a large ensemble participation waiver 
form, available in the music department office and signed by the applied instructor/advisor and 
ensemble director, must be submitted for approval by the department chair. 
 
Only the following are designated as large ensembles: Wind Ensemble, MUS 266/466; Choir, 
MUS 267/467; Chamber Choir, MUS 268/468; Orchestra, MUS 277/477; Marching and Concert 
Band, MUS 287/487 (fall quarter only); Concert Band, MUS 288/488. Enrollment in either 
Women’s Choir or Men’s Choir can be substituted for enrollment in a choral large ensemble for 
a maximum of three quarters. 

Bachelor of Music - Composition Major 
Bachelor of music in composition is intended for students whose primary interest is in 
composition and for those who intend to pursue graduate work in music theory or composition. 
Audition requirement: Submit 2 or 3 short contrasting compositions and demonstrate proficiency 
on a primary instrument. (Formal declaration of a major in composition cannot occur until the 
end of the first-year theory sequence 146 and 146A with the grade of at least a B- in all theory 
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courses, completion of MUS 120, and permission of instructor.) Transfer students may bypass 
MUS 120 with permission based upon composition knowledge, submissions, and sufficient 
audition on primary instrument. It will normally take transfer students three years to complete 
the degree requirements. 

Bachelor of Music - Music Education with Specializations 
All students majoring in music education will be reviewed and counseled by the Music 
Education Committee during each year of full-time enrollment. The purpose of these reviews is 
to assist the student in developing all the skills necessary to be an effective music educator. One 
year before student teaching, the student’s accomplishments are reviewed by the entire music 
faculty. In order to receive an endorsement to student teach, the student must receive a 
satisfactory evaluation in all areas of music study. All music education majors must pass the 
required piano proficiency examination prior to endorsement for student teaching. Students 
taking this major must apply for admission into the Teacher Certification Program with the 
education foundations and curriculum department and are required to complete the Professional 
Education Program requirements offered through the education foundations and curriculum 
department. 

Music Courses 
Performance activities are designated by the following code: 

 
A. Piano 
B. Voice 
C. Strings 
D. Woodwinds 
E. Brass 
G. Percussion 

 

Music Composition Major, BM 
 

Bachelor of music in composition is intended for students whose primary interest is in 
composition and for those who intend to pursue graduate work in music theory or composition. 
Audition requirement: Submit 2 or 3 short contrasting compositions and demonstrate proficiency 
on a primary instrument. (Formal declaration of a major in composition cannot occur until the 
end of the first-year theory sequence 146 and 146A with the grade of at least a B- in all theory 
courses, completion of MUS 120, and permission of instructor.) Transfer students may bypass 
MUS 120 with permission based upon composition knowledge, submissions, and sufficient 
audition on primary instrument. It will normally take transfer students three years to compete the 
degree requirements. 
BM Composition Core Requirements 
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Music Theory - Credits: 21 

 

Students must pass an online fundamental exam with 75% ($10 fee) or take and pass (75%) an 
online fundamental course ($99 fee) to enroll in MUS 144. Students must take a placement exam 
to waive any of the following courses. Concurrent enrollment of the following is required: (MUS 
144, 144A, 152A), (MUS 145, 145A, 153A) and (MUS 146, 146A, 154A). A grade of C or 
better is required in both the written and aural components to continue in the theory sequence. 

• MUS 144 - Theory 1 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 144A - Aural Skills 1 Credits: (1) 
• MUS 145 - Theory 2 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 145A - Aural Skills 2 Credits: (1) 
• MUS 146 - Theory 3 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 146A - Aural Skills 3 Credits: (1) 
• MUS 244 - Theory 4 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 245 - Theory 5 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 246 - Theory 6 Credits: (3) 

Class Piano - Credits: 3 

 

A waiver of this requirement can be obtained by demonstrating sufficient keyboard skills to 
designated piano faculty members. 

• MUS 152A - Class Piano I Credits: (1) 
• MUS 153A - Class Piano II Credits: (1) 
• MUS 154A - Class Piano III Credits: (1) 

Ensemble - Credits: 20 

 

Large Ensembles Credits (14-16) 

Only the following are designated as large ensembles: MUS 267-467 (Choir), MUS 268-468 
(Chamber Choir), MUS 266-466 (Wind Ensemble), MUS 277-477 (Orchestra), MUS 287-487 
(Marching and Concert Band-fall quarter only) and MUS 288-488 (Symphonic Band). 

Chamber Ensembles (4-6) 

Applied Music - Credits: 13 
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Individual Instruction Credits: (12) 
MUS 164, 264, and 364 (at least 2 credits of 364 are required) 

• MUS 300 - Recital Performance Credits: (1) 
• (Must be concurrently enrolled in 364) 

Upper-division Music Theory - Credits: 9 

 

• MUS 340 - Form and Analysis Credits: (3) 
• MUS 343 - Counterpoint I Credits: (3) 
• MUS 422 - Orchestration Credits: (3) 

Conducting - Credits: 6 

 

• MUS 341 - Conducting I Credits: (3) 
• MUS 342 - Conducting II Credits: (3) 

Music History - Credits: 11 

 

• MUS 359 - Survey of Music in Cross-cultural Perspectives Credits: (2) 
• MUS 372 - Music History 1 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 373 - Music History 2 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 374 - Music History 3 Credits: (3) 

Total Core Credits: 83 

 

Additional Required Courses 

 

Music Composition - Credits: 24 

 

• MUS 120 - Composition 1 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 220 - Composition 2 Credits: (2) 
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• MUS 320 - Composition 3 Credits: (2) 
• MUS 420 - Composition 4 Credits: (3) 
• (Full Composition Recital is required to complete MUS 420) 

Secondary Applied Area (Keyboard) - Credits: 4 

 

• MUS 171A - Secondary Applied Area Piano Credits: (1) Credits: (3) 
• (If piano is major applied area then select another area for study) 
• MUS 255 - Keyboard Harmony and Improvisation Credits: (1) 

Additional Courses - Credits: 8 

 

• Music Electives Credits: (3) 

• MUS 347 - Electronic Music Credits: (2) 
• MUS 423 - Advanced Orchestration Credits: (3) 
• MUS 440 - Analytical Techniques II Credits: (3) 
• MUS 485 - Choral Arranging Credits: (3) 
• MUS 486 - Jazz Band Arranging Credits: (3) 

Total Required Course Credits: 36 

 

Total Credits: 128 
 
 
 
 
 

Music Education Major, Broad Area Specialization, BM 
 

All students majoring in music education will be reviewed and counseled by the Music 
Education Committee during each year of full-time enrollment. The purpose of these 
reviews is to assist the student in developing all the skills necessary to be an effective music 
educator. One year before student teaching, the student’s accomplishments are reviewed 
by the entire music faculty. In order to receive an endorsement to student teach, the 
student must receive a satisfactory evaluation in all areas of music study. All music 
education majors must pass the required piano proficiency examination prior to 
endorsement for student teaching. Students taking this major must apply for admission 
into the Teacher Certification Program with the education foundations and curriculum 
department and are required to complete the Professional Education Program 
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requirements offered through the education foundations and curriculum department. 

This major satisfies the endorsements for music-general, music-instrumental, and music-
choral, K-12. To qualify for student teaching, the following courses must be completed: 
MUS 325, MUS 329, MUS 341, and MUS 342. 
BM Music Education Core Requirements 

 

Music Theory - Credits: 21 

 

Students must pass an online fundamental exam with 75% ($10 fee) or take and pass (75%) 
an online fundamental course ($99 fee) to enroll in MUS144. Students must take a 
placement exam to waive any of the following courses. Concurrent enrollment of the 
following is required: (MUS 144, 144A, 152A), (MUS 145, 145A, 153A), and (MUS 146, 
146A, 154A). A grade of C or better is required in both the written and aural components 
to continue in the theory sequence. 

• MUS 144 - Theory 1 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 144A - Aural Skills 1 Credits: (1) 
• MUS 145 - Theory 2 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 145A - Aural Skills 2 Credits: (1) 
• MUS 146 - Theory 3 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 146A - Aural Skills 3 Credits: (1) 
• MUS 244 - Theory 4 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 245 - Theory 5 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 246 - Theory 6 Credits: (3) 

Class Piano - Credits: 3 

 

A waiver of this requirement can be obtained by demonstrating sufficient keyboard skills 
to designated piano faculty members. 

• MUS 152A - Class Piano I Credits: (1) 
• MUS 153A - Class Piano II Credits: (1) 
• MUS 154A - Class Piano III Credits: (1) 

Ensembles - Credits: 22 

 

Only the following are designated as large ensembles: MUS 267-467 (Choir), MUS 268-468 
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(Chamber Choir), MUS 266-466 (Wind Ensemble), MUS 277-477 (Orchestra), MUS 287-
487 (marching and concert band-fall quarter only), and MUS 288-488 (Symphonic Band).  

Applied Music - Credits:11 

 

Individual Instruction - Credits (11) 
MUS 164, 264, and 364 (at least 2 credits of 364 are required) 

• MUS 300 - Recital Performance Credits: (1) 
• (Must be concurrently enrolled in 364) 

Upper-division Music Theory - Credits: 3 

 

• MUS 422 - Orchestration Credits: (3) 
• OR Choral Music Specialization may take MUS 340 - Form and Analysis (3) 

Conducting - Credits: 6 

 

• MUS 341 - Conducting I Credits: (3) 
• MUS 342 - Conducting II Credits: (3) 

Music History - Credits: 11 

 

• MUS 359 - Survey of Music in Cross-cultural Perspectives Credits: (2) 
• MUS 372 - Music History 1 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 373 - Music History 2 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 374 - Music History 3 Credits: (3) 

Total Core Credits: 78 

 

Required Courses: Credits 19 

 

• Music Electives - Credits (1) 
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• MUS 171 - Secondary Applied Area (Individual Instruction) Credits: (1) 
• (Must be voice for non-voice primary applied area or instrumental for voice 

primary applied area) 
• MUS 253C - Class Instrumental Methods Strings I Credits: (1) 
• MUS 253D - Class Instrumental Methods Woodwinds I Credits: (1) 
• MUS 253E - Class Instrumental Methods Brass I Credits: (1) 
• MUS 253G - Class Instrumental Methods Percussion I Credits: (1) 
• MUS 254B - Class Vocal Methods Credits: (1) 
• MUS 254C - Class Instrumental Methods Strings II Credits: (1) 
• MUS 254D - Class Instrumental Methods Woodwinds II Credits: (1) 
• MUS 254E - Class Instrumental Methods Brass II Credits: (1) 
• MUS 323 - Choral Music Education Credits: (3) 
• MUS 325 - Instrumental Music Education Credits: (3) 
• MUS 329 - General Music Methods Credits: (3) 

Total Music Credits: 97 
 
 

Music Education Major, Choral Music Specialization, BM 

 
 

All students majoring in music education will be reviewed and counseled by the Music 
Education Committee during each year of full-time enrollment. The purpose of these 
reviews is to assist the student in developing all the skills necessary to be an effective music 
educator. One year before student teaching, the student’s accomplishments are reviewed 
by the entire music faculty. In order to receive an endorsement to student teach, the 
student must receive a satisfactory evaluation in all areas of music study. All music 
education majors must pass the required piano proficiency examination prior to 
endorsement for student teaching. Students taking this major must apply for admission 
into the Teacher Certification Program with the education foundations and curriculum 
department and are required to complete the Professional Education Program 
requirements offered through the education foundations and curriculum department. 

This major satisfies the endorsements for Music-General and Music-Instrumental, K-12. 
To qualify for student teaching, the following courses must be completed: MUS 325, MUS 
329, MU 341, and MUS 342. 
BM Music Education Core Requirements 

 

Music Theory - Credits: 21 

 

Students must pass an online fundamental exam with 75% ($10 fee) or take and pass (75%) 
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an online fundamental course ($99 fee) to enroll in MUS144. Students must take a 
placement exam to waive any of the following courses. Concurrent enrollment of the 
following is required: (MUS 144, 144A, 152A), (MUS 145, 145A, 153A), and (MUS 146, 
146A, 154A). A grade of C or better is required in both the written and aural components 
to continue in the theory sequence. 

 MUS 144 - Theory 1 Credits: (3) 
 MUS 144A - Aural Skills 1 Credits: (1) 
 MUS 145 - Theory 2 Credits: (3) 
 MUS 145A - Aural Skills 2 Credits: (1) 
 MUS 146 - Theory 3 Credits: (3) 
 MUS 146A - Aural Skills 3 Credits: (1) 
 MUS 244 - Theory 4 Credits: (3) 
 MUS 245 - Theory 5 Credits: (3) 
 MUS 246 - Theory 6 Credits: (3) 

Class Piano - Credits: 3 

 

A waiver of this requirement can be obtained by demonstrating sufficient keyboard skills 
to designated piano faculty members. 

 MUS 152A - Class Piano I Credits: (1) 
 MUS 153A - Class Piano II Credits: (1) 
 MUS 154A - Class Piano III Credits: (1) 

Ensembles - Credits: 22 

 

Only the following are designated as large ensembles: MUS 267-467 (Choir), MUS 268-468 
(Chamber Choir), MUS 266-466 (Wind Ensemble), MUS 277-477 (Orchestra), MUS 287-
487 (marching and concert band-fall quarter only), and MUS 288-488 (Symphonic Band).  

Applied Music - Credits:11 

 

Individual Instruction - Credits (11) 
MUS 164, 264, and 364 (at least 2 credits of 364 are required) 

 MUS 300 - Recital Performance Credits: (1) 

 (Must be concurrently enrolled in 364) 
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Upper-division Music Theory - Credits: 3 

 

 MUS 422 - Orchestration Credits: (3) 

 OR Choral Music Specialization may take MUS 340 - Form and Analysis (3) 

Conducting - Credits: 6 

 

 MUS 341 - Conducting I Credits: (3) 
 MUS 342 - Conducting II Credits: (3) 

Music History - Credits: 11 

 

 MUS 359 - Survey of Music in Cross-cultural Perspectives Credits: (2) 
 MUS 372 - Music History 1 Credits: (3) 
 MUS 373 - Music History 2 Credits: (3) 
 MUS 374 - Music History 3 Credits: (3) 

Total Core Credits: 78 

 

Required Courses Credits: 13 

 

 MUS 240 - Diction in Singers I (Intro to IPA, Italian, Latin, English) Credits: (2) 
 MUS 241 - Diction for Singers 2 (Advanced IPA and German) Credits: (2) 

 OR MUS 242 - Diction for Singers 3 (Advanced IPA and German) Credits: (2) 

 MUS 323 - Choral Music Education Credits: (3) 
 MUS 329 - General Music Methods Credits: (3) 
 MUS 425B - Pedagogy, Vocal Credits: (3) 

Total Credits: 91 
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Music Education Major, Instrumental Music Specialization, BM 

 
 

All students majoring in music education will be reviewed and counseled by the Music 
Education Committee during each year of full-time enrollment. The purpose of these 
reviews is to assist the student in developing all the skills necessary to be an effective music 
educator. One year before student teaching, the student’s accomplishments are reviewed 
by the entire music faculty. In order to receive an endorsement to student teach, the 
student must receive a satisfactory evaluation in all areas of music study. All music 
education majors must pass the required piano proficiency examination prior to 
endorsement for student teaching. Students taking this major must apply for admission 
into the Teacher Certification Program with the education foundations and curriculum 
department and are required to complete the Professional Education Program 
requirements offered through the education foundations and curriculum department. 

This major satisfies the endorsements for Music-General and Music-Instrumental, K-12. 
To qualify for student teaching, the following courses must be completed: MUS 325, MUS 
329, MU 341, and MUS 342. 
BM Music Education Core Requirements 

 

Music Theory - Credits: 21 

 

Students must pass an online fundamental exam with 75% ($10 fee) or take and pass (75%) 
an online fundamental course ($99 fee) to enroll in MUS144. Students must take a 
placement exam to waive any of the following courses. Concurrent enrollment of the 
following is required: (MUS 144, 144A, 152A), (MUS 145, 145A, 153A), and (MUS 146, 
146A, 154A). A grade of C or better is required in both the written and aural components 
to continue in the theory sequence. 

 MUS 144 - Theory 1 Credits: (3) 
 MUS 144A - Aural Skills 1 Credits: (1) 
 MUS 145 - Theory 2 Credits: (3) 
 MUS 145A - Aural Skills 2 Credits: (1) 
 MUS 146 - Theory 3 Credits: (3) 
 MUS 146A - Aural Skills 3 Credits: (1) 
 MUS 244 - Theory 4 Credits: (3) 
 MUS 245 - Theory 5 Credits: (3) 
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 MUS 246 - Theory 6 Credits: (3) 

Class Piano - Credits: 3 

 

A waiver of this requirement can be obtained by demonstrating sufficient keyboard skills 
to designated piano faculty members. 

 MUS 152A - Class Piano I Credits: (1) 
 MUS 153A - Class Piano II Credits: (1) 
 MUS 154A - Class Piano III Credits: (1) 

Ensembles - Credits: 22 

 

Only the following are designated as large ensembles: MUS 267-467 (Choir), MUS 268-468 
(Chamber Choir), MUS 266-466 (Wind Ensemble), MUS 277-477 (Orchestra), MUS 287-
487 (marching and concert band-fall quarter only), and MUS 288-488 (Symphonic Band).  

Applied Music - Credits:11 

 

Individual Instruction - Credits (11) 
MUS 164, 264, and 364 (at least 2 credits of 364 are required) 

 MUS 300 - Recital Performance Credits: (1) 

 (Must be concurrently enrolled in 364) 

Upper-division Music Theory - Credits: 3 

 

 MUS 422 - Orchestration Credits: (3) 

 OR Choral Music Specialization may take MUS 340 - Form and Analysis (3) 

Conducting - Credits: 6 

 

 MUS 341 - Conducting I Credits: (3) 
 MUS 342 - Conducting II Credits: (3) 
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Music History - Credits: 11 

 

 MUS 359 - Survey of Music in Cross-cultural Perspectives Credits: (2) 
 MUS 372 - Music History 1 Credits: (3) 
 MUS 373 - Music History 2 Credits: (3) 
 MUS 374 - Music History 3 Credits: (3) 

Total Core Credits: 78 

 

Required Courses Credits: 14 

 

 MUS 253C - Class Instrumental Methods Strings I Credits: (1) 
 MUS 253D - Class Instrumental Methods Woodwinds I Credits: (1) 
 MUS 253E - Class Instrumental Methods Brass I Credits: (1) 
 MUS 254B - Class Vocal Methods Credits: (1) 
 MUS 254C - Class Instrumental Methods Strings II Credits: (1) 
 MUS 254D - Class Instrumental Methods Woodwinds II Credits: (1) 
 MUS 254E - Class Instrumental Methods Brass II Credits: (1) 
 MUS 325 - Instrumental Music Education Credits: (3) 
 MUS 329 - General Music Methods Credits: (3) 

Total Credits: 92 

 

Music Keyboard Performance Major, BM 

 
 

Student advancement through performance levels (164-464) is determined by jury examination. 

BM Performance Core Requirements 

 

Music Theory - Credits: 21 
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Students must pass an online fundamental exam with 75% ($10 fee) or take and pass 
(75%) an online fundamental course ($99 fee) to enroll in MUS144. Students must take a 
placement exam to waive any of the following courses. Concurrent enrollment of the 
following is required: (MUS 144, 144A, 152A), (MUS 145, 145A, 153A), and (MUS 146, 
146A, 154A). A grade of C or better is required in both the written and aural components 
to continue in the theory sequence. 

• MUS 144 - Theory 1 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 144A - Aural Skills 1 Credits: (1) 
• MUS 145 - Theory 2 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 145A - Aural Skills 2 Credits: (1) 
• MUS 146 - Theory 3 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 146A - Aural Skills 3 Credits: (1) 
• MUS 244 - Theory 4 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 245 - Theory 5 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 246 - Theory 6 Credits: (3) 

Class Piano - Credits: 3 

 
A waiver of this requirement can be obtained by demonstrating sufficient keyboard skills 
to designated piano faculty members. 

• MUS 152A - Class Piano I Credits: (1) 
• MUS 153A - Class Piano II Credits: (1) 
• MUS 154A - Class Piano III Credits: (1) 

Applied Music - Credits: 29 

 
Individual Instruction 

• MUS 164 - Major Applied Area (Individual Instruction) Credits: (1-2) (Must be taken for 
6 credits) 

• MUS 264 - Major Applied Area (Individual Instruction) Credits: (1-2) (Must be taken for 
6 credits) 

• MUS 300 - Recital Performance Credits: (1) (Must be concurrently enrolled in 364) 
• MUS 364 - Major-applied Area (Individual Instruction) Credits: (1-2) (Must be taken for 

6 credits) 
• MUS 400 - Recital Performance Credits: (1) (Must be concurrently enrolled in 464) 
• MUS 464 - Major Applied Area (Individual Instruction) Credits: (3) (Must be taken for 9 

credits) 
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Upper-division Music Theory - Credits: 3 

 

• MUS 340 - Form and Analysis Credits: (3) 

Conducting - Credits: 6 

 

• MUS 341 - Conducting I Credits: (3) 
• MUS 342 - Conducting II Credits: (3) 

Music History - Credits: 11 

 

• MUS 359 - Survey of Music in Cross-cultural Perspectives Credits: (2) 
• MUS 372 - Music History 1 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 373 - Music History 2 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 374 - Music History 3 Credits: (3) 

Total Core Credits: 73 

 

Required Courses 

 

Ensembles - Credits: 21 

 
Large Ensembles (6-12) 
Only the following are designated as large ensembles: MUS 266-466 (wind ensemble), 
MUS 268-468 (chamber choir), MUS 277-477 (orchestra), MUS 287-487 (marching and 
concert band-fall quarter only), and MUS 288-488 (symphonic band).  
Note: All ensemble courses have 200-level and 400-level numbers. The 200-level numbers 
are freshmen and sophomores, the 400-level numbers are used by juniors and seniors. 
 
Chamber Ensembles (9-15) 

Upper-division Music Theory - Credits: 6 
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• MUS 343 - Counterpoint I Credits: (3) 
• MUS 422 - Orchestration Credits: (3) 

Additional Courses - Credits: 21 

 

• Music Electives - Credits: (7) 

• MUS 292 - Accompanying Practicum Credits: (1- 3) 

• Must be taken for 4 credits 

• MUS 425A - Pedagogy (Studio Piano) Credits: (3) 
• MUS 426A - Literature (Studio Piano) Credits: (3) 
• MUS 492 - Accompanying Practicum Credits: (1-3) 

• Must be taken for 4 credits 

Total Credits: 118 

Music Percussion/Wind/String Performance Major, BM 

 
 

Student advancement through performance levels (164-464) is determined by jury 
examination. 

BM Performance Core Requirements 

 

Music Theory - Credits: 21 

 

Students must pass an online fundamental exam with 75% ($10 fee) or take and pass 
(75%) an online fundamental course ($99 fee) to enroll in MUS144. Students must 
take a placement exam to waive any of the following courses. Concurrent enrollment 
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of the following is required: (MUS 144, 144A, 152A), (MUS 145, 145A, 153A), and 
(MUS 146, 146A, 154A). A grade of C or better is required in both the written and 
aural components to continue in the theory sequence. 

• MUS 144 - Theory 1 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 144A - Aural Skills 1 Credits: (1) 
• MUS 145 - Theory 2 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 145A - Aural Skills 2 Credits: (1) 
• MUS 146 - Theory 3 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 146A - Aural Skills 3 Credits: (1) 
• MUS 244 - Theory 4 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 245 - Theory 5 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 246 - Theory 6 Credits: (3) 

Class Piano - Credits: 3 

 

A waiver of this requirement can be obtained by demonstrating sufficient keyboard 
skills to designated piano faculty members. 

• MUS 152A - Class Piano I Credits: (1) 
• MUS 153A - Class Piano II Credits: (1) 
• MUS 154A - Class Piano III Credits: (1) 

Applied Music - Credits: 29 

 

Individual Instruction 

• MUS 164 - Major Applied Area (Individual Instruction) Credits: (1-2) (Must be 
taken for 6 credits) 

• MUS 264 - Major Applied Area (Individual Instruction) Credits: (1-2) (Must be 
taken for 6 credits) 

• MUS 300 - Recital Performance Credits: (1) (Must be concurrently enrolled in 364) 
• MUS 364 - Major-applied Area (Individual Instruction) Credits: (1-2) (Must be taken 

for 6 credits) 
• MUS 400 - Recital Performance Credits: (1) (Must be concurrently enrolled in 464) 
• MUS 464 - Major Applied Area (Individual Instruction) Credits: (3) (Must be taken 

for 9 credits) 

Upper-division Music Theory - Credits: 3 
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• MUS 340 - Form and Analysis Credits: (3) 

Conducting - Credits: 6 

 

• MUS 341 - Conducting I Credits: (3) 
• MUS 342 - Conducting II Credits: (3) 

Music History - Credits: 11 

 

• MUS 359 - Survey of Music in Cross-cultural Perspectives Credits: (2) 
• MUS 372 - Music History 1 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 373 - Music History 2 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 374 - Music History 3 Credits: (3) 

Total Core Credits: 73 

 

Required Courses 

 

Upper-division Music Theory - Credits: 3 

 

• MUS 422 - Orchestration Credits: (3) 

Additional Courses Credits: 12 

 

• Music Electives - Credits: (6) 

• MUS 425 - Pedagogy (Studio) Credits: (3) 
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• C, D, E, or G, Pedagogy (Studio) 

• (G) In appropriate performance area: C=string, D=woodwinds, E=brass, 
G=percussion. 

• MUS 426 - Literature (Studio) Credits: (3) 

• C, D, E, or G, Literature (Studio) 

• In appropriate performance area: C=string, D=woodwinds, E=brass, G=percussion. 

Ensembles - Credits: 30 

 

Large Ensemble (20-24) 
Only the following are designated as large ensembles: MUS 267-467 (choir), MUS 
268-468 (chamber choir), MUS 266-466 (wind ensemble), MUS 277-477 (orchestra), 
MUS 287-487 (marching and concert band-fall quarter only), and MUS 288-488 
(symphonic band).  
 
Chamber Ensemble (6-10) 

Total Credits: 118 

Music Vocal Performance Major, BM 

Print this Page  
 

 

Student advancement through performance levels (164-464) is determined by jury 
examination. Prior to completion of the bachelor’s degree, vocal performance majors 
must: 

1. Demonstrate the ability to translate musical texts in French and German 
2. Demonstrate competency in French or German equal to the successful completion of 

French 153 or German 153. 

BM Performance Core Requirements 
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Music Theory - Credits: 21 

 

Students must pass an online fundamental exam with 75% ($10 fee) or take and pass 
(75%) an online fundamental course ($99 fee) to enroll in MUS144. Students must 
take a placement exam to waive any of the following courses. Concurrent enrollment 
of the following is required: (MUS 144, 144A, 152A), (MUS 145, 145A, 153A), and 
(MUS 146, 146A, 154A). A grade of C or better is required in both the written and 
aural components to continue in the theory sequence. 

• MUS 144 - Theory 1 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 144A - Aural Skills 1 Credits: (1) 
• MUS 145 - Theory 2 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 145A - Aural Skills 2 Credits: (1) 
• MUS 146 - Theory 3 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 146A - Aural Skills 3 Credits: (1) 
• MUS 244 - Theory 4 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 245 - Theory 5 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 246 - Theory 6 Credits: (3) 

Class Piano - Credits: 3 

 

A waiver of this requirement can be obtained by demonstrating sufficient keyboard 
skills to designated piano faculty members. 

• MUS 152A - Class Piano I Credits: (1) 
• MUS 153A - Class Piano II Credits: (1) 
• MUS 154A - Class Piano III Credits: (1) 

Applied Music - Credits: 29 

 

Individual Instruction 

• MUS 164 - Major Applied Area (Individual Instruction) Credits: (1-2) (Must be 
taken for 6 credits) 

• MUS 264 - Major Applied Area (Individual Instruction) Credits: (1-2) (Must be 
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taken for 6 credits) 
• MUS 300 - Recital Performance Credits: (1) (Must be concurrently enrolled in 364) 
• MUS 364 - Major-applied Area (Individual Instruction) Credits: (1-2) (Must be taken 

for 6 credits) 
• MUS 400 - Recital Performance Credits: (1) (Must be concurrently enrolled in 464) 
• MUS 464 - Major Applied Area (Individual Instruction) Credits: (3) (Must be taken 

for 9 credits) 

Upper-division Music Theory - Credits: 3 

 

• MUS 340 - Form and Analysis Credits: (3) 

Conducting - Credits: 6 

 

• MUS 341 - Conducting I Credits: (3) 
• MUS 342 - Conducting II Credits: (3) 

Music History - Credits: 11 

 

• MUS 359 - Survey of Music in Cross-cultural Perspectives Credits: (2) 
• MUS 372 - Music History 1 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 373 - Music History 2 Credits: (3) 
• MUS 374 - Music History 3 Credits: (3) 

Total Core Credits: 73 

 

Additional Required Courses 

 

Ensemble - Credits: 30 

 

Large Ensemble (20-24) 
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Only the following are designated as large ensembles: MUS 267-467 (choir), MUS 
268-468 (chamber choir), MUS 266-466 (wind ensemble), MUS 277-477 (orchestra), 
MUS 287-487 (marching and concert band-fall quarter only), and MUS 288-488 
(symphonic band).  
 
Chamber Ensemble (6-10) 

Additional Courses - Credits: 13-17 

 

• Music electives - Credits (0-2) 

• MUS 240 - Diction in Singers I (Intro to IPA, Italian, Latin, English) Credits: (2) 
• MUS 241 - Diction for Singers 2 (Advanced IPA and German) Credits: (2) 
• MUS 242 - Diction for Singers 3 (Advanced IPA and French) Credits: (2) 
• MUS 425B - Pedagogy, Vocal Credits: (3) 
• MUS 462 - Opera Production Credits: (1-3) 

Total Credits: 118 

 

MUSIC COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
MUS 101. History of Jazz (5). America’s only indigenous art form, late 1800s to present. 

Emphasis on artists and cultural/societal forces shaping music’s evolution. Extensive listening, 
reading; required attendance of performances.  

 
MUS 102. Introduction to Music (5). Fundamental musical concepts (melody, harmony, rhythm, 

form, etc.) through illustrations of the instrumental and vocal music of major composers from 
the earliest period through the present day.  

 
MUS 104. Introduction to Musical Studies (3). Attitudes and concepts relevant to the music 

profession. Listening repertoire and reference materials. Designed for entering music majors. 
  
MUS 120. Composition (3). Introduction to composition addressing such topics as phrase 

structure, melodic development, modulations, textures, and transitions. Small compositional 
projects emphasizing certain stylistic traits for piano and other genres. Prerequisite: MUS 145 
and co-requisite MUS 146 or permission of the instructor.  
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MUS 143. Introduction to Music Theory (3). Introduction of fundamental music theory: scales, 
keys, meter, and rhythm, triads, ear training, and keyboard fundamentals. Course is designed 
for non-majors seeking basic musical skills, and for music majors with limited theoretical 
backgrounds. Does not count toward a music degree. 

 
MUS 144. First-year Theory (3). The melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic elements of music 

through ear training, sight singing, writing, analysis, and keyboard work. Prerequisites: students 
must be concurrently enrolled in MUS 154A (Class Piano I), or demonstrate equivalent 
proficiency, or by permission of department chair. Courses must be taken in sequence. Two 
hours lecture and two hours laboratory per week. 

 
MUS 145. First-year Theory (3). The melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic elements of music 

through ear training, sight singing, writing, analysis, and keyboard work. Prerequisites: students 
must be concurrently enrolled in MUS 154A (Class Piano I), or demonstrate equivalent 
proficiency, or by permission of department chair. Courses must be taken in sequence. Two 
hours lecture and two hours laboratory per week. 

 
MUS 146. First-year Theory (3). The melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic elements of music 

through ear training, sight singing, writing, analysis, and keyboard work. Prerequisites: students 
must be concurrently enrolled in MUS 154A (Class Piano I), or demonstrate equivalent 
proficiency, or by permission of department chair. Courses must be taken in sequence. Two 
hours lecture and two hours laboratory per week. 

 
MUS 154. Class Instruction (1). Each course prerequisite to the next numeral (A.) Piano I, II, III; 

(B.) Voice I, II; (H.) Guitar I, II. May be repeated for credit. 
 
MUS 154A. Class Instruction, Piano (1). May be repeated for credit. 
 
MUS 154B. Class Instruction, Voice I (1). May be repeated for credit. 
 
MUS 164. Major Applied Area (Individual Instruction) (1, 2, or 4). By permission of instructor. 

May be repeated for credit. One half-hour lesson per week for 2 credits, one-hour lesson per 
week for 4 credits; 1 credit if offered one term only during summer session. All students 
enrolled in performance must attend the weekly recital hour, 7th period, Tuesdays. Instruction 
available in performance areas A-H and K. 

 
MUS 171. Secondary Applied Area (Individual Instruction) (1). Private study on instruments 

secondary to a student’s major performance area. Intended particularly for beginning students 
who wish to develop additional skills on an instrument or in voice to enrich their total music 
background. Instruction available in performance areas A-I and K. Prerequisite: permission of 
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instructor. One credit any quarter, may be repeated.  

 
MUS 171A. Secondary Applied Area Piano (1). Private study on instruments secondary to a 

student’s major performance area. Intended particularly for beginning students who wish to 
develop additional skills on an instrument or in voice to enrich their total music background. 
Prerequisite: permission of instructor. One credit any quarter, may be repeated. 

  
MUS 198. Special Topics (1-6).  
 
MUS 210. Vocal Jazz Choir (1). Must attend all scheduled rehearsals and performances. An 

ensemble specializing in performance of repertoire from jazz choir tradition established in the 
Northwest and beyond. Limited to SATB singers and rhythm-section instruments. Prerequisite: 
freshman or sophomore status and by permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit. 

  
MUS 211. Women’s Choir (1). May be repeated for credit. Two hours of rehearsal per week plus 

all scheduled rehearsals and performances. For freshmen and sophomores. By permission of 
instructor. 

 
MUS 213. Flute Choir (1). Previous experience in flute performance and permission of 

instructor. May be repeated for credit. Two hours of rehearsal per week plus all scheduled 
rehearsals and performances. For freshmen and sophomores. 

 
MUS 214. Brass Choir (1). By permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit. Two hours 

of rehearsal per week plus all scheduled rehearsals and performances. For freshmen and 
sophomores. 

 
MUS 215. Chamber Orchestra (1). By permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit. Two 

hours of rehearsal per week plus all scheduled rehearsals and performances. For freshmen and 
sophomores. 

 
MUS 217. Chamber Music Ensemble (1). By permission of instructor. May be repeated for 

credit. One hour coaching plus two hours of rehearsal per week plus all scheduled rehearsals 
and performances. Instruction available in performance areas A,C-I, and L. 

 
MUS 218. Jazz Combo (1). Performance in Jazz Combos in various configurations.  
 
MUS 220. Composition (2). Intermediate study in composition. Prerequisite: a minimum of 3 

credits in MUS 120 or permission of instructor. May be repeated for a total of 6 credits. 
 
MUS 225. Foundations of Music Education (3). Provides basis for combining musical, teaching, 
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and methodological knowledge to create effective learning experiences as an instructional 
leader. Prerequisites: grade of C or higher in MUS 146 and admission to Music Education 
major or permission of instructor. 

 
MUS 228. Men’s Choir (1). May be repeated for credit. Two hours of rehearsal per week plus all 

scheduled rehearsals and performances. For freshman and sophomores. By permission of 
instructor. 

 
MUS 229. Percussion Ensemble (1). By permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit. 

Two hours of rehearsal per week plus all scheduled rehearsals and performances. For freshmen 
and sophomores. 

 
MUS 230. Diction in Singing Foreign Languages (3). Covers Italian, French, and German 

pronunciation for the undergraduate voice student.  
 
MUS 232. Big Band (1). By permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit. Must attend all 

scheduled rehearsals and performances. For freshmen and sophomores. MUS 432 for juniors 
and seniors. 

 
MUS 235. Laboratory Choir (1). By permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit. Two 

hours of rehearsal per week plus all scheduled rehearsals and performances. Open to all 
students to participate as singers. 

 
MUS 244. Second-year Theory (3). Prerequisites: MUS 146, 154A (Class Piano III, or 

equivalent proficiency), or permission of department chair. Courses must be taken in sequence. 
Twentieth-century musical resources.  

 
MUS 245. Second-year Theory (3). Prerequisites: MUS 146, 154A (Class Piano III, or 

equivalent proficiency), or permission of department chair. Courses must be taken in sequence. 
Twentieth-century musical resources.  

 
MUS 246. Second-year Theory (3). Prerequisites: MUS 146, 154A (Class Piano III, or 

equivalent proficiency), or permission of department chair. Courses must be taken in sequence. 
Twentieth-century musical resources.  

 
MUS 252D. Class Instrumental Methods: Double Reeds (1). Techniques and methods in applied 

instruction in music education.  
 
MUS 253C. Class Instrumental Methods Strings I (1). Lower strings (cello and bass). 

Techniques and methods in applied instruction for music education.  
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MUS 253D. Class Instrumental Methods Woodwinds I (1). Lower woodwinds (single reeds). 

Techniques and methods in applied instruction for music education.  
 
MUS 253E. Class Instrumental Methods Brass I (1). Lower brass (trombone and tuba). 

Techniques and methods in applied instruction for music education.  
 
MUS 253G. Class Instrumental Methods Percussion I (1). Techniques and methods in applied 

instruction for Music Education.  
 
MUS 254C. Class Instrumental Methods Strings II (1). Upper strings (violin and viola). 

Techniques and methods in applied instruction for music education.  
 
MUS 254D. Class Instrumental Methods Woodwinds II (1). Upper woodwinds (flute). 

Techniques and methods in applied instruction for music education. 
  
MUS 254E. Class Instrumental Methods Brass II (1). Upper brass (horn and trumpet). 

Techniques and methods in applied instruction for music education.  
 
MUS 255. Keyboard Harmony and Improvisation (1). For instrumental, choral, and studio 

teachers providing practical/working knowledge of keyboard harmony, chord voicing, bass line 
construction, and improvisation in jazz and pop genres. Prerequisite MUS 146 and MUS 154A.  

 
MUS 261. Opera Workshop (1). A class leading to the performance of scenes and single acts 

from opera. May be repeated for credit. By permission of instructor. 
 
MUS 262. Opera Performance (1). A class leading to performance of a complete opera. May be 

repeated for credit. By permission of instructor. 
 
MUS 264. Major Applied Area (Individual Instruction) (1, 2, or 4). Instruction available in 

performance areas A-H and K.  
 
MUS 266. Wind Ensemble (1-2). May be repeated for credit. Open to students with 

demonstrated proficiency on band instruments by audition or permission of the instructor. Five 
hours of rehearsal per week plus all scheduled rehearsals and performances. One credit if 
offered one term only during summer session. 

 
MUS 267. Choir (1-2). May be repeated for credit. Open to all students by audition. Five hours 

rehearsal per week plus all scheduled rehearsals and performances. One credit if offered one 
term only during summer session. 
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MUS 268. Chamber Choir (2). May be repeated for credit. Open to all students by audition. 

Three hours rehearsal per week plus all scheduled rehearsals and performances. 
 
MUS 271. Secondary Applied Area (Individual Instruction) (1). Private study on instruments 

secondary to a student’s major performance area. Intended particularly for intermediate 
students who wish to develop additional skills on an instrument or in voice to enrich their total 
music background. Instruction available. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. One credit any 
quarter, may be repeated.  

 
MUS 277. Orchestra (1-2). May be repeated for credit. Open to all students proficient on 

orchestral instruments by permission of director. Five hours of rehearsal per week plus all 
scheduled rehearsals and performances. One credit if offered one term only during summer 
session. 

 
MUS 287. Marching and Concert Band (2). Fall quarter only. May be repeated for credit. Five 

hours of rehearsal per week plus all scheduled rehearsals and performances. This band 
functions as a marching band and is organized into a concert band at completion of the football 
season. For freshmen and sophomores. 

 
MUS 288. Symphonic Band (2). Winter and spring quarters only. Five hours of rehearsal per 

week plus scheduled rehearsals and performances. During winter and spring quarters the 
symphonic band will present several formal concert programs. May be repeated for credit. For 
freshmen and sophomores. 

 
MUS 292. Accompanying Practicum (1- 3). May be repeated for credit. By assignment of 

instructor. Minimum three hours of rehearsal weekly per credit plus performances. For 
freshmen and sophomores. 

 
MUS 296. Individual Study (1-6). Prerequisite: permission of instructor. May be repeated. 
 
MUS 298. Special Topics (1-6).  
 
MUS 299. Seminar (1-5). May be repeated. 
 
MUS 304. Introduction to Musical Studies for Transfer Students (2). 1. An introduction to the 

techniques of research in music; 2. A brief survey of concepts in world music.  
 
MUS 315. Fundamentals for High School Musical Theatre Productions (3). An exploration and 

practical application of the techniques specific to the successful production of musical theatre 
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at the high school level. Crosslisted with TH 315.  

 
MUS 316. Musical Direction for Musical Theatre (3). The exploration and practical application 

of responsibilities of the musical director position in high school musical theatre productions, 
from planning stages through closing night. Crosslisted with TH 316.  

 
MUS 320. Composition (2). Advanced study in composition. Prerequisite: a minimum of 6 

credits in MUS 220 or permission of the instructor. May be repeated for a total of 6 credits. 
 
MUS 321. Administration and Assessment in Music Instruction (3). Prepares students to 

advocate for, organize, and administer comprehensive music programs in schools; deliver and 
manage classroom music instruction; and assess student musical learning. Prerequisites: 
MUS 225 and MUS 264 (applied study), junior standing, and application to Professional 
Education Program.  

 
MUS 323. Choral Music Education (3). Philosophy, methods, and materials. Individual research 

and presentation of teaching unit in class. Prerequisite: MUS 341.  
 
MUS 325. Instrumental Music Education (3). Philosophy and psychology of music education 

through methods and materials; observation of teachers in the rehearsal, individual research. 
Prerequisite: suitable conducting and performance skill in piano or instrument. Enrollment is 
subject to you being fully admitted to the Teacher Preparation Program. If you register and are 
not admitted, you will be dropped. You will be required to present your orange “Admit to 
Teacher Preparation Program” card on the first day of your attendance in class. 

 
MUS 326. Music in the Classroom (3). For the general classroom teacher. (Not for music majors 

or minors.). Techniques used in helping children to develop musically through singing, 
rhythmic activities, creative activities, listening, and playing instruments. Enrollment is subject 
to you being fully admitted to the Teacher Preparation Program. If you register and are not 
admitted, you will be dropped. You will be required to present your orange “Admit to Teacher 
Preparation Program” card on the first day of your attendance in class. 

 
MUS 329. General Music Methods (4). Materials, methods, and instructional techniques for 

general music, grades K-12. Prerequisite: MUS 146. Enrollment is subject to you being fully 
admitted to the Teacher Preparation Program. If you register and are not admitted, you will be 
dropped. You will be required to present your orange “Admit to Teacher Preparation Program” 
card on the first day of your attendance in class. 

 
MUS 330. Literature and Materials for General Music Teaching (2). Covers instructional 

materials and resources for teaching general music in individual and group settings. 
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Prerequisite: MUS 329.  

 
MUS 331. Literature and Materials for Choral Music Teaching (2). Covers instructional 

materials and resources for teaching choral/vocal music in individual and group settings. 
Prerequisites: MUS 323 and MUS 341.  

 
MUS 332. Literature and Materials for Instrumental Music Teaching (2). Covers instructional 

materials and resources for teaching instrumental music in individual and group settings. 
Prerequisites: MUS 325 and MUS 341.  

 
MUS 340. Analytical Techniques I (3). Analysis of the structure of tonal music. Prerequisites: 

MUS 246, 282, and keyboard proficiency requirements.  
 
MUS 341. Conducting I (3). Fundamental principles of baton techniques and practical 

experience in conducting. Prerequisite: MUS 146. Open to music majors and minors only.  
 
MUS 342. Conducting II (3). A continuation of MUS 341 and conducting literature of junior-

senior high school performing groups. Prerequisite: MUS 341.  
 
MUS 343. Counterpoint I (3). Independent melodic line, harmonic background, motive structure, 

and two-point counterpoint as practiced by the composers of the 18th and 19th centuries. 
Written exercises and analysis. Prerequisite: MUS 244.  

 
MUS 346. Counterpoint II (3). Three-voice counterpoint, imitation in three voices, the three-

voice invention, and the trio sonata Prerequisite: MUS 343.  
 
MUS 347. Electronic Music (2). Study of contemporary technologies and techniques as used to 

compose music. Prerequisite: MUS 246 or permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit. 
 
MUS 348. Applications of Music Technology for the Professional (3). A course exploring the 

applications of technology for the music educator, composer, and performer. Includes Web site 
design, software for teaching, notation, administration, public relations, recording technology, 
electronic instruments, and electronic composition. Prerequisites: admission to music major or 
music minor and grade C or higher in MUS 146.  

MUS 353. Jazz Improvisation I (1). Beginning basic jazz improvisation techniques for upper-
division wind, percussion, guitar, acoustic bass, and keyboard instruments. Prerequisites: MUS 
246, MUS 255, or permission of the instructor.  

 
MUS 354. Jazz Improvisation II (1). Intermediate basic jazz improvisation techniques for upper-

division wind, percussion, guitar, acoustic bass, and keyboard instruments. Prerequisite: MUS 
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353, MUS 246, MUS 255, or permission of the instructor.  

 
MUS 355. Jazz Improvisation III (1). Advanced basic jazz improvisational techniques for upper-

division wind instruments, percussion, guitar, acoustic bass, and keyboard instruments. 
Prerequisites: MUS 246, MUS 255, and MUS 354, or permission of instructor. May be 
repeated for up to 2 credits. 

 
MUS 356. Jazz Styles (3). A survey of jazz history with regard to evolution of jazz styles. 

Course activities include analysis, transcription, guided listening, imitative composition, 
research, and essay writing. Prerequisite: MUS 355 or permission of instructor.  

 
MUS 357. Jazz Composition and Arranging (3). Development of skills in songwriting, melody 

and chord progression, construction, and arranging in the jazz idiom through student projects 
and score analysis. Prerequisites: MUS 355 and MUS 356.  

 
MUS 359. Survey of Music in Cross-cultural Perspectives (3). An introduction to 

ethnomusicology: the cultural context of music with emphasis on Africa, Asia, Native North 
and South America, and Oceania. MUS 359 and ANTH 359 are equivalent courses. Students 
may not receive credit for both. 

 
MUS 364. Major-applied Area (Individual Instruction) (1,2, or 4). Instruction available in 

performance areas A-I and K.  
 
MUS 366. Applied Jazz (Individual Instruction) (1). Private study on instruments secondary to a 

student’s major performance area. Intended particularly for advanced students who wish to 
develop additional skills on an instrument or in voice to enrich their total music background. 
Instruction available in performance areas A-E, G, and H. Prerequisites: admission to the BA 
Music Jazz Specialization degree and at least two quarters of study at the MUS 264 applied 
level. One credit any quarter, may be repeated.  

 
MUS 370. Applied Area (Individual Instruction: Secondary or Major Supplementary) (1). 

Private study in area secondary to major performance area or supplemental instruction in major 
performance area. Intended for advanced students who wish to develop additional performance 
skills to enrich their total music background. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.  

 
MUS 372. Music History to 1600 (2). Prerequisites: MUS 104 or 304, 146, 154A (Class Piano 

III or equivalent proficiency). 
 
MUS 373. Music History, 1600 to 1800 (3). Prerequisites: MUS 244 and 372. 
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MUS 374. Music History, 1800 to the Present (4). Prerequisites: MUS 245 and 373. 
 
MUS 379. Philosophy of Music (3). Great music as a source of insights into human beings and 

the world. MUS 379 and PHIL 379 are equivalent courses. Students may not receive credit for 
both. 

 
MUS 380. Music History Review (3). A review of the material presented in the required 

undergraduate music history sequence. Specifically intended for graduate students. The final 
exam will be equivalent to the graduate music history diagnostic examination. May not be used 
to satisfy upper-division undergraduate or graduate degree requirements. Required for graduate 
students not passing Music History diagnostic test. Grade will be S or U. 

 
MUS 382. Survey of Chamber Music (3). Prerequisite: MUS 372.  
 
MUS 383. Survey of Symphonic Music (3). Prerequisite: MUS 372.  
 
MUS 384. Survey of Choral Music (3). Prerequisite: MUS 372.  
 
MUS 385. Survey of Opera (3). Prerequisite: MUS 372.  
 
MUS 386. Survey of 20th-century Music (3). Prerequisite: MUS 372.  
 
MUS 398. Special Topics (1-6).  
 
MUS 410. Vocal Jazz Choir (1). An ensemble specializing in performance of repertoire from 

jazz choir tradition established in the Northwest and beyond. By permission of instructor. May 
be repeated for credit. Must attend all scheduled rehearsals and performances. For juniors and 
seniors. Limited to SATB singers and rhythm section instruments. 

 
MUS 411. Women’s Choir (1).  
 
MUS 413. Flute Choir (1). Previous experience in flute performance and permission of 

instructor. May be repeated for credit. Two hours of rehearsal per week plus all scheduled 
rehearsals and performances. For juniors and seniors. 

 
MUS 414. Brass Choir (1). By permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit. For juniors 

and seniors. See MUS 214 for description. 
 
MUS 415. Chamber Orchestra (1). By permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit. For 

juniors and seniors. See MUS 215 for description. 
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MUS 417. Chamber Music Ensemble (1). By permission of instructor. May be repeated for 

credit. One hour coaching plus two hours rehearsal per week plus all scheduled rehearsals and 
performances. Instruction available in performance areas A, C-F,H, and L. 

 
MUS 418. Jazz Combo (1). Performance in jazz combos in various configurations. 
 
MUS 420. Composition (3). Prerequisite: a minimum of 6 credits in MUS 320 or permission of 

the instructor. May be repeated. 
 
MUS 422A. Orchestration (3). Instrumentation. Prerequisites: MUS 246, 282, and keyboard 

proficiency requirements. 
 
MUS 424. Jazz Music Education (3). Course is designed to give music educators the tools and 

knowledge to direct a jazz program in a public school setting. Prerequisite: admittance into the 
Teacher Preparation Program and completion of two-year theory sequence, or permission of the 
instructor.  

 
MUS 425. Pedagogy (Studio) (3). Teaching methods and materials. Instruction available in 

performance areas A-E, G, and H. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.  
 
MUS 425A. Pedagogy (Studio Piano) (3). Teaching methods and materials. Prerequisite: 

permission of instructor.  
 
MUS 425B. Pedagogy, Vocal (3). Teaching methods and materials. Prerequisite: permission of 

instructor.  
 
MUS 425H. Pedagogy (Studio Guitar) (3). Teaching methods and materials. Prerequisite: 

permission of instructor.  
 
MUS 426. Literature (Studio) (3). Literature related to the specific applied area for teaching and 

performance purposes. Instruction available in performance areas A-E and G. Prerequisite: 
permission of instructor.  

 
MUS 426A. Literature (Studio Piano) (3). Literature related to the specific applied area for 

teaching and performance purposes. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.  
 
MUS 426H. Literature (Studio Guitar) (3). Literature related to the specific applied area for 

teaching and performance purposes. Prerequisite: permission of the instructor.  
MUS 428. Men’s Choir (1).  
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MUS 429. Percussion Ensemble (1). By permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit. For 

juniors and seniors. See MUS 229 for description. 
 
MUS 432. Big Band (1). By permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit. Must attend all 

scheduled rehearsals and performances. For juniors and seniors. MUS 232 for freshmen and 
sophomores. 

 
MUS 435. Laboratory Choir (1). By permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit. For 

juniors and seniors. See MUS 235 for description. 
 
MUS 440. Analytical Techniques II (3). Emphasis on 20th-century music, including 

contemporary extrapolations from Schenker’s methods, pitch class, and parametric analysis 
techniques. Prerequisite: MUS 340.  

 
MUS 461. Opera Workshop (1-2). A class leading to the performance of scenes or single acts 

from opera. May be repeated for credit. By permission of instructor. 
 
MUS 462. Opera Production (1-2). A class leading to performance of a complete opera. MUS 

462 and MUS 562 are equivalent courses. May be repeated for credit. By permission of 
instructor. 

 
MUS 464. Major Applied Area (Individual Instruction) (1, 2 or 4). Instruction available in 

performance areas A-H and K.  
 
MUS 466. Wind Ensemble (1-2). By permission of the instructor. May be repeated for credit. 

See MUS 266 for description. For juniors and seniors. One credit if offered one term only 
during summer session. 

 
MUS 467. Choir (1-2). May be repeated for credit. Open to all students by audition. Five hours 

rehearsal per week plus all scheduled rehearsals and performances. One credit if offered one 
term only during summer session. 

 
MUS 468. Chamber Choir (2). May be repeated for credit. See MUS 268 for complete 

description. 
 
MUS 477. Orchestra (1-2). May be repeated for credit. Open to all students proficient on 

orchestral instruments by permission of director. Five hours of rehearsal per week plus all 
scheduled rehearsals and performances. One credit if offered one term only during summer 
session. 
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MUS 480. Reed Making for Double Reed Instruments (1).  
 
MUS 482. Music Business (3). A survey and overview of the business of music including 

licensing, copyright, production, management, marketing, and arts administration. 
Prerequisites: MUS 372 and 10 credits of business requirements or permission of the instructor.  

 
MUS 485. Choral Arranging (3). Course will focus skills needed to write and arrange music 

junior and senior high school vocal ensembles.  
 
MUS 486. Jazz Band Arranging (3). Orchestration/arranging techniques in the jazz band idiom, 

including writing for smaller jazz ensembles, specialized instrumentation, and the big band. 
Especially useful for music educators. Prerequisites: MUS 246 and MUS 255 or permission of 
instructor.  

 
MUS 487. Marching and Concert Band (2). Fall quarter only. May be repeated for credit. Five 

hours of rehearsal per week plus all scheduled rehearsals and performances. This band 
functions as a marching band and is organized into a concert band at completion of the football 
season. For juniors and seniors. 

 
MUS 488. Symphonic Band (2). Winter and spring quarters only. See MUS 288 for description. 

May be repeated for credit. For juniors and seniors. 
 
MUS 490. Cooperative Education (1-12). An individualized, contracted field experience with 

business, industry, government, or social service agencies. This contractual arrangement 
involves a student-learning plan, cooperating employer supervision, and faculty coordination. 
Prior approval required. May be repeated. Grade will be S or U. 

 
MUS 491. Workshop or Clinic (1-6).  
 
MUS 492. Accompanying Practicum (1-3). May be repeated for credit. By assignment of 

instructor. Minimum of three hours of rehearsal weekly per credit plus performances. For 
juniors and seniors. 

 
MUS 495. Senior Project (2). Students are required, as a senior project, to present a recital, 

composition, or piece of research. 
  
MUS 496. Individual Study (1-6). Prerequisite: permission of instructor. May be repeated. 
 
MUS 497. Honors (1-12). Prerequisite: admission to department honors program.  
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MUS 498. Special Topics (1-6).  
 
MUS 499. Seminar (1-5). May be repeated. 

 
 

2012-2013 Graduate Catalog Listing (Music Department): 
College of Arts and Humanities 
Ellensburg 
Jerilyn S. McIntyre Music Building 
 
509-963-1216 
Fax: 509-963-1239 
www.cwu.edu/music 
See website for how these programs may be used for educational and career purposes. 
 
Faculty and Staff 
Chair 
Todd Shiver, DMA 
 
Associate Chair 
Chris Bruya, MM, jazz studies 
 
Professors 
Joseph Brooks, MM, clarinet, saxophone, woodwind methods 
Larry D. Gookin, MM, bands, low brass, music education, conducting 
Carrie Rehkopf-Michel, MM, violin, chamber music, Kairos String Quartet 
John Michel, MM, cello, chamber music, pedagogy, Kairos String Quartet 
Hal Ott, DM, flute, literature 
John F. Pickett, DM, piano, literature, pedagogy 
Vijay Singh, MAT, jazz studies, choir, voice 
Jeffrey Snedeker, DMA, horn, brass methods, music history, theory 
 
Associate Professors 
Nikolas Caoile, DMA, orchestra, conducting 
Mark Goodenberger, MM, percussion 
John Harbaugh, MME, trumpet, jazz studies 
Mark Lane, MM, music education, band 
Daniel Lipori, DMA, music history, bassoon, double reed methods 
Bret Smith, PhD, music education, string pedagogy 
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Gary Weidenaar, DMA, choir, conducting, music education 
 
Assistant Professors 
Gayla Blaisdell, PhD, voice, opera 
John Neurohr, DMA, trombone, brass pedagogy, brass literature 
 
Lecturers 
Tim Betts, MM, viola, Kairos String Quartet 
Tor Blaisdell, MM, voice 
Kirsten Boldt- Neurohr, DMA, theory, music appreciation 
Denise Dillenbeck, MM, violin, music appreciation, Kairos String Quartet 
James Durkee, MM, guitar, music literature 
Neil Flory, DMA, theory, composition 
Brent Hages, BM, oboe 
Jon Hamar, MM, string bass 
Sidney Nesselroad, DMA, voice 
Alexey Nikolaev, BM, jazz saxophone 
Curtis Peacock, MM, tuba, euphonium, history of jazz 
Scott Peterson, DMA, men’s choir 
Barbara Pickett, MM, piano, class piano 
Maria Roditeleva-Wibe, PhD, music history, theory, world music 
Florie Rothenberg, DMA, clarinet 
Melissa Schiel, DMA, voice 
Leslie Schneider, MM, music education 
Emelie Spencer, MM, voice, theory  
Norm Wallen, MM, theory 
Garey Williams, BM, jazz percussion 
 
Staff 
Marcie Brown, program assistant 
Star Heger, fiscal specialist 
Allen Larsen, hall manager, audio technician, web manager 
Harry Whitaker, piano technician 
Tinja Wyman, office supervisor 
 
Department Information 
Mission 
The Department of Music is a community of artists, scholars, and educators dedicated to 
achieving the highest standards of musical knowledge, performance, and teaching. The 
department is committed to preparing students for careers in music, providing the opportunity to 
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become literate, skilled, knowledgeable, and confident music educators, performers, and 
practitioners, able to influence and enrich the musical lives of the communities in which they 
serve. The department provides opportunities for the general student to study music as an 
essential part of a liberal arts education and engage in artistic experiences, serve as a leader for 
K-12 music education, and provides opportunities for the general public to experience music 
performances of the highest quality in a broad range of styles and genres. 
 
Department Vision 
The Department of Music will be recognized and respected for its challenging  curriculum and 
supportive environment, for the excellence of its student, ensemble and faculty performances in a 
broad range of styles and genres, and for the fulfillment of  its motto: “Where teaching is a 
performing art.” 
 
Core Values 
As a community of practicing musicians and scholars, we believe that the department’s mission 
is best realized when we: 

• Hold each student’s greatest good as our primary concern 
• Provide models of the highest ethical and moral standards 
• Deem outstanding teaching to be the most important attribute of the faculty 
• Implement a rigorous curriculum in each degree program 
• Regard each degree program as equally valid, with no program intrinsically superior to 

any other 
• Create an intellectually and emotionally safe environment in which students can learn, 

develop and mature 
• Respect and embrace diversity in all its forms 
• Respond creatively and thoughtfully to the inevitable changes of the fluid society in 

which we live  
 
Accreditation 
The department is an institutional member of the National Association of Schools of Music 
(NASM). 

Master of Music 
The master of music curriculum is designed to provide opportunity for depth of 

study in an area of specialization, to increase professional competence in teaching and 
performance, and to prepare for continued self-directed study or advanced graduate 
study. 

Program: All candidates shall complete at least 45 credits as delineated in an 
approved course of study filed with the Office of Graduate Studies and Research. The 
major fields are: 

1. Composition 
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2. Conducting 
3. Performance  
4. Performance-pedagogy 
5. Music education 

At least one-third of the total credit requirements must be in the major field, 
including six credits of thesis, one-third in other music courses, including three credits 
of ensemble and three credits of MUS 521 (Methods of Musical Research), and one-
third may be elective courses in supportive areas from any discipline. At least 25 credits 
applied toward the degree must be at the 500 level or above. Students are expected to 
plan their program with a graduate advisor and committee. 

After meeting minimum criteria for admission into a specific master’s degree for 
each major, candidates must take diagnostic examinations in music history and music 
theory at the beginning of their first quarter of graduate study. In addition, non-
performance majors must also demonstrate a level of musicianship equal to what would 
be considered appropriate for 300-level study. Students may demonstrate this level of 
musicianship in several ways, appropriate to the desired degree program or deemed 
appropriate by the evaluating committee after consultation with the student. Examples 
include a performance audition in an applied area or conducting (live or taped), a 
videotape or audiotape of a performance directed by the applicant, or a videotape of a 
music lesson or class taught by the applicant. Deficiencies in any of the above will be 
delineated to the student by the faculty along with recommendations for remediation. 
These recommendations may take the form of, but are not limited to, coursework, 
selected readings, and applied study. It is the candidate’s responsibility to demonstrate 
the successful satisfaction of any deficiency. No Master of Music degree will be 
awarded until these appraisals have been passed. The Music Department recommends 
that the candidate attempt to satisfy these entrance appraisals at the earliest opportunity.  

 
 Admission Requirements: In addition to general regulations for admission to the 
 master’s program, the following requirements apply to the master of music degree: 

1. Candidates must have a bachelor’s degree from an accredited college with a major 
in music or its equivalent. 

2. Acceptance into a specific major field will require an evaluation of a candidate’s 
ability conducted by a committee of three faculty members, two of whom will be 
from the particular major field. Normally one of these two will serve as the 
candidate’s graduate advisor, and the committee as a whole may serve as the 
candidate’s graduate committee. Admission into the institution does not assure 
admission into a music program. Therefore, candidates should complete the 
specific requirements for major fields before arrival on campus, but no later than 
the end of the first quarter. 
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3. For admission requirements to each field, see section one in each field entry under 
specific requirements for major fields. 

 
 

General Requirements 
• Courses in major field, including MUS 700, Thesis - Credits: (15-21) 
•    Other studies in music, including 3 credits in ensemble courses (course 

substitution for ensemble requirements for summer MM Education degree 
program) - Credits: (12-15) 

•  Elective courses in supportive areas - Credits: (6-15) 
•  MUS 521 - Methods of Musical Research Credits: (3) 

  Total Credits: 45 
 
 
 
 
 Specific Requirements 

for Major Fields: 
A. Composition 

    1.   Admission to this program will be based upon an evaluation of appropriate  
        compositions submitted by the student. 

 
   2. Courses in the major field: select from 

  MUS 444, Canon and Fugue (3) 
  MUS 522 - Advanced Orchestration (3) 
  MUS 523 - Advanced Composition (3) 
  MUS 545 - Modern Counterpoint (3) 
  MUS 584 - Choral Composition and 
   Arranging I (3) 
  MUS 599 - Seminar Credits: (1-5) 
  MUS 613 - Graduate Seminar in Music: Music Theory/Composition (1-3) 

  
   3. Other studies in music should include a minimum of 3 credits in history or  

   literature and 3 credits in theory. 
 
   4. The thesis (MUS 700, 6 credits) will be an original composition of a level   

   appropriate as a final project and a covering paper. Normally this paper will be  
   based on the thesis composition. 

• MUS 700 - Master’s Thesis, Project Study and/or Examination (1-6)  
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    B.  Conducting 
  1. Admission to this program will require faculty evaluation of evidence of an  

  appropriate level of musicianship, satisfied in one of the following ways: 
   a)  A performance or conducting audition 
   b)  A videotape of a performance directed by the applicant 
   c)  Other evidence deemed appropriate in consultation with the evaluating   

     committee 
 

2.  This program will require a one-year residency prior to graduation. 
     Candidates will work under the direct supervision of one of the three conductors  

    of the  major performance ensembles (Orchestra, Wind Ensemble, Choir) during  
    each quarter in residence. The students will be encouraged to work in all three  
    areas whenever possible. 

 
3.  Courses in the major field: Select from 

 MUS 440, Analytical Techniques II (3) 
 MUS 540 - Choral Interpretation and 
    Techniques (3) 
 MUS 541 - Advanced Conducting (3) 
 MUS 585 - Band Arranging II (3) 
 MUS 599 - Seminar (1-5) 
 MUS 615 - Graduate Seminar in Music:  Conducting (1-3)  

 

4. Other studies in music should include a minimum of three credits in history or  
literature and three credits in theory. 

 5. As a thesis (MUS 700, six credits) the student will conduct a public performance  
  and submit a covering paper. Normally this paper will be based on the works  
  conducted. 

     MUS 700 - Master’s Thesis, Project Study and/or Examination (1-6) 
  

C. Performance 
 1. Admission to this program will be based upon an evaluation of an audition  

 equivalent in scope to at least one-half of a full baccalaureate recital. 
 
 2. Courses in the major field: 

     A minimum of 12 credits of major applied instruction, MUS 664, in addition to  
    the six   credits of thesis study. Vocal performance majors must also have MUS  
    536 plus one year each of college level French and German. Other selections: 
    MUS 561 - Opera Workshop (1-2) 
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    MUS 592 - Accompanying  Practicum (1-3) 
    MUS 614 - Graduate Seminar in Music: Performance (1-3)  

  
   3. Other studies in music should include a minimum of 3 credits in history or  

    literature and 3 credits in theory. 
 

   4. As a thesis (MUS 700, 6 credits) the student will present a full public recital and  
   submit a covering paper. Normally this paper will be based on the works   
   presented on the recital. 

     MUS 700 - Master’s Thesis, Project Study and/or Examination (1-6) 
 
 

 D. Performance-Pedagogy 
   1. Admission to this program will be based upon an evaluation of an audition  

    equivalent in scope to at least one-half of a full baccalaureate recital, and   
    evaluation of a paper written for an undergraduate class in the field of music  
    instruction. 

 
   2. Courses in the major field: 
     A minimum of 12 credits of individual instruction, MUS 664, in addition to the  

    six credits of thesis study; three credits in MUS 425. Other courses as advised.  
    Additional requirements for vocal majors as in the performance major. 
    MUS 425, Studio Pedagogy (3) 
    MUS 664 - Major Applied Area (Individual Instruction) (1, 2, 4)  

 
   3. Other studies in music should include a minimum of 3 credits in history or  

    literature and 3 credits in theory. 
 
   4. As a thesis (MUS 700, 6 credits) the student will present either: 

     a) A demonstration project, research paper, or a covering paper based on the  
    project, and one-half of a public recital 

      OR 
     b) A demonstration project, one-half of a public recital and a covering paper  

    based on the works presented on the recital 
      OR 
     c) A research paper and one-half of a public recital 

    MUS 700 - Master’s Thesis, Project Study and/or Examination (1-6)  
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 E. Music Education 
 

   1. Admission to this program will be based upon: 
  a) Evaluation of an undergraduate paper in the field of music education 

  b) The completion of a least one year of successful public school music  
  instruction (under a special request made by the entering student, this  
  requirement may be waived by the music education committee) 

  c) Evidence of an appropriate level of musicianship, satisfied in one of the  
  following ways: 

i. A performance audition 
ii. A videotape or audiotape of a performance directed by the applicant 

iii. A videotape of a music lesson or class taught by the applicant 
iv. Other evidence deemed appropriate in consultation with the evaluating 

committee 

   2. Courses in the major field should include those that enable students to understand  
    and evaluate research in music education: select from 
    MUS 425, Studio Pedagogy (3) 
    MUS 520 - Methods of Teaching Theory (3) 
    MUS 582 - Instrumental AdministrationTechniques (3) 
    MUS 583 - Supervision of Public School Music (3) 
    MUS 599 - Seminar (1-5) 
    MUS 611 - Graduate Seminar in Music: Music Education (1-3) 

  
  3.  Other studies in music should include a minimum of three credits in history or  

   literature and three credits in theory. 
 

    4.  As a thesis (MUS 700, six credits), the student will present either 
     a) A research thesis 
       OR 
     b) A demonstration, analytical, or creative project, and a covering paper based on  

       the project 
 

   MUS 700 - Master’s Thesis, Project Study and/or Examination (1-6)  
 
Final Examination 
    All students must pass a comprehensive final examination, oral, or written, and oral, 

based on their coursework and the thesis. Before the final examination can be 
scheduled, students must have: 

 1. Satisfied any recommendations made to correct deficiencies revealed by the  
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  diagnostic exams 
    2. Completed and submitted the written portion of the thesis  

 
According to university policy, an application for the final examination, approved by 
the student’s graduate committee, must be filed in the graduate office at least three 
weeks in advance of the examination. This application has several specific parts to it, so 
early acquisition and completion of this form is strongly recommended. Consult the 
graduate office for any and all appropriate deadline dates. 

For more details about graduate studies in music, see the Department of Music’s 
Handbook for Graduate Studies, available online at the department Web site:  
www.cwu.edu/music. 

 
Graduate Cognate in Music: 

A graduate cognate in music lends more coherence to the cluster of courses students 
take beyond those required for the degree and offers more meaningful recognition for 
extra courses taken beyond the degree requirements. 

 
Admission: 

Students who have been accepted into a graduate major in music may apply for 
admission to a graduate cognate in music after they arrive on campus. Admission to a 
cognate requires the following, in order: 
1. Acceptance for admission to CWU graduate program 
2. Acceptance for admission to a major graduate program in music (by 

 audition/interview) 
3. Acceptance for admission to the graduate cognate by separate audition/interview 

 This interview/admission will normally be conducted during the first quarter of 
 enrollment or later. It is not part of the primary admission process so as to avoid 
 confusion of initial advising and enrollment. Acceptance for admission is also 
 dependent on space available in the area, to be determined by faculty in that area. 

 
 
 
Guidelines: 

1.  Students are allowed one graduate cognate in music. 
2. Students accepted into a cognate will have an assigned advisor, but will not need  

 to form a graduate committee for the cognate final project or recital. This advisor  
 will be responsible for evaluating the culminating recital or project and will also  
 be a member of the student’s graduate committee. 

3. Courses counted for the cognate must also be indicated on the course of study  
 form, separate from general, specific and elective curricular requirements. 
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4. Material and coursework covered in the cognate would be eligible for inclusion in 
 the final examination, as approved by student’s major graduate committee chair. 

 
Content: 

Students must take a minimum of 12 credits of courses approved by the cognate advisor 
in consultation with the major advisor, normally taken from those that apply to the 
corresponding major area, plus one credit of MUS 600, Graduate Cognate Project in the 
quarter the required culminating work is presented, above the 45 credits required for the 
master’s degree (totaling a minimum of 58 for the degree with major and cognate). 

 
 
Subject Areas: 

Composition 
Conducting 
Performance 
Performance-Pedagogy 
Music Education 
Music Theory 
Music History 
 

Individual Subject Area Requirements: 
 
Composition 

 Students receive guided study in their own musical composition, culminating in the  
 presentation of a musical composition or project in the field of composition. 
 
 MUS 523 - Advanced Composition  (3) 
 MUS 600 - Graduate Cognate Project  (1) 
 Approved Composition/Theory  (6) 
 
 Normally, courses would be chosen from: 

MUS 444, Canon and Fugue (3) 
MUS 522 - Advanced Orchestration (3) 
MUS 523 - Advanced Composition  (3) 
MUS 547 - Electronic Music Composition  (3) 
MUS 584 - Choral Composition and Arranging I  (3) 
MUS 610 - Graduate Seminar in Music: Composer (1-3) 
MUS 613 - Graduate Seminar in Music:  Music Theory/Composition (1-3) 
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Conducting 

 Students are provided opportunities to hone their conducting skills, culminating in a project or 
public performance demonstrating progress in the student’s conducting experience. 

 
Orchestration or arranging courses (3) 
MUS 600 - Graduate Cognate Project (1) 1 
Approved Conducting classes (9) 

 Student must take 3 credits of MUS 541. 
 
 Normally, courses would be chosen from: 

MUS 440, Analytical Techniques II (3) 
MUS 522 - Advanced Orchestration (3) 
MUS 540 - Choral Interpretation and Techniques (3) 
MUS 541 - Advanced Conducting  (3) 
MUS 584 - Choral Composition and Arranging I  (3) 
MUS 615 - Graduate Seminar in Music: Conducting (1-3) 
 
Performance 
Students receive opportunities through applied study and performance experience to improve 
their performance skills on a primary instrument or voice, culminating in a public performance. 

 
 MUS 426, Studio Literature (3) 
 Ensemble  (1) 

 (Note: this credit is in addition to 3 credits required in all master’s degrees) 
 MUS 600 - Graduate Cognate Project (1) 
 MUS 664 - Major Applied Area (Individual Instruction) Credits: (1, 2, 4)  8 

 
Performance-Pedagogy 
Students receive opportunities to improve performance skills with additional emphasis on the 
pedagogy of the primary instrument or voice, culminating in an appropriate performance, 
project, or combination in lecture/demonstration. 
 

 MUS 425, Studio Pedagogy(3) 
 Ensemble (1) 

 (Note: this credit is in addition to 3 credits required in all master’s degrees) 
 MUS 600 - Graduate Cognate Project  (1) 
 MUS 664 - Major Applied Area (Individual Instruction) Credits: (1, 2, 4) 8 
 
Music Education 
Students are provided opportunities to study and conduct research in the field of music education 
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in greater depth, culminating in an appropriate written document or project. 
 MUS 600 - Graduate Cognate Project  (1) 
 Approved Music Education classes (12) 
  Normally, courses would be chosen from: 

MUS 560 - Instructional Development in Music Education (3) 
MUS 582 - Instrumental Administration Techniques (3) 
MUS 611 - Graduate Seminar in Music: Music Education Credits: (1-3)  
 
 
Music Theory 
Students are provided opportunities to study and conduct research in the field of music theory 
in greater depth, culminating in an appropriate written document or project. 

 
 MUS 600 - Graduate Cognate Project (1) 
 Approved Music Theory classes (12) 

 Note: These credits are in addition to three credits required in all master’s degrees. 
   Normally, courses would be chosen from: 

MUS 444, Canon and Fugue (3) 
MUS 520 - Methods of Teaching  

Theory (3) 
MUS 522 - Advanced Orchestration (3) 
MUS 547 - Electronic Music  

Composition (3) 
MUS 584 - Choral Composition and Arranging I (3) 
MUS 610 - Graduate Seminar in Music: Composer Credits: (1-3)  
MUS 613 - Graduate Seminar in Music: Music Theory/Composition (1-3)  
 
 
Music History 
Students are provided opportunities to study and conduct research in the field of music history  
in greater depth, culminating in an appropriate written document or project. 

 
 MUS 600 - Graduate Cognate Project  (1) 
 Approved Music History classes (12) 
  Normally courses would be chosen from: 

MUS 570 - History of Vocal Art (3) 
MUS 571 - History of Orchestra  

Music (3) 
MUS 572 - Music in the Twentieth Century (3) 
MUS 573 - History of Opera (3) 
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MUS 575 - History of Chamber Music (3) 
MUS 576 - History of Choral Music (3) 
MUS 579 - Aesthetics of Music (3) 
MUS 610 - Graduate Seminar in Music: Composer (1-3)  
MUS 612 - Graduate Seminar in Music: Music History/Literature (1-3)  
 
Music Courses  

MUS 500. Professional Development (1-5). Development topics and issues for inservice and 
continuing education of professionals. Not applicable to degrees nor institutional requirements 
for endorsements or teaching certificates offered through the university. 

 
MUS 510. Vocal Jazz Choir (1). An ensemble specializing in performance of repertoire from 

jazz choir tradition established in the Northwest and beyond. Limited to SATB singers and 
rhythm section instruments. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. May be repeated for up to 6 
credits. For graduate students. Must attend all scheduled rehearsals and performances. 

 
MUS 513. Flute Choir (1). Prerequisites: previous experience in flute performance and 

permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit. Two hours of rehearsal per week plus all 
scheduled rehearsals and performances. For graduate students. 

 
MUS 514. Brass Choir (1). By permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit. For graduate 

students. See MUS 214 for description. 
MUS 515. Chamber Orchestra (1). By permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit. For 

graduate students. See MUS 215 for description. 
 
MUS 517. Chamber Music Ensemble (1). By permission of instructor. May be repeated for 

credit. One hour coaching plus two hours rehearsal per week plus all scheduled rehearsals and 
performances. Instruction available in performance areas A, C-E, H, L. 

 
MUS 520. Methods of Teaching Theory (3). Prerequisite: permission of instructor.  
 
MUS 521. Methods of Musical Research (3). Learning to formulate a logical approach to the 

process of identification, location, and evaluation of materials available to the music researcher 
and developing expertise in technical writing about music.  

 
MUS 522. Advanced Orchestration (3). Study of various scores and treatises. Individual projects. 

Prerequisite: MUS 422C or permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit. 
  
MUS 523. Advanced Composition (3). Selected topics in composition. Prerequisite: MUS 420. 

May be repeated for credit.  
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MUS 529. Percussion Ensemble (1). By permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit. For 

graduate students. See MUS 229 for description. 
 
MUS 532. Big Band (1). By permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit. For graduate 

students. See MUS 232 for description. 
 
MUS 535. Laboratory Choir (1). By permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit. For 

graduate students. Two hours of rehearsal per week plus all scheduled rehearsals and 
performances. 

 
MUS 536. Diction in Singing Foreign Languages (3). Italian, French, and German. Prerequisite: 

permission of instructor.  
 
MUS 541. Advanced Conducting (3). Emphasis upon the conducting of advanced literature in 

the major performance media. Prerequisite: MUS 342 or equivalent. May be repeated for credit. 
 
MUS 547. Electronic Music Composition (3). Studies in electronic music with emphasis on 

compositional technique. Prerequisite: MUS 347.  
 
MUS 558. Survey of Solo Vocal Literature (3). All periods, performance, or listening. 

Background, stylistic traits and performance concepts of the Art Song. Prerequisite: permission 
of instructor.  

 
MUS 561. Opera Workshop (1-2). A class leading to the performance of scenes or single acts 

from opera. May be repeated for credit. By permission of instructor. 
 
MUS 562. Opera Production (1-2). A class leading to performance of a complete opera. May be 

repeated for credit. By permission of instructor. MUS 562 and MUS 462 are equivalent 
courses. Students may not receive credit for both. 

 
MUS 564. Major Applied Study (1, 2, 4). By permission of instructor. May be repeated for 

credit. One half-hour lesson per week for 2 credits; one hour lesson per week for 4 credits; one 
credit if offered one term only during summer session. All students enrolled in lessons will 
register for the weekly recital hour. Instruction available in performance areas A-H. Open to 
non-performance and non-performance pedagogy majors. 

 
MUS 566. Wind Ensemble (1-2). May be repeated for credit. Open to students with 

demonstrated proficiency on band instruments by audition or permission of the instructor. Five 
hours rehearsal per week plus all scheduled rehearsals and performances. For graduate students. 
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Two credits normally offered during academic year and one credit if offered one term only 
during summer session. For graduate students. 

 
MUS 567. University Choir (1-2). May be repeated for credit. For graduate students. See MUS 

267 for description. Two credits normally offered during academic year and one credit if 
offered one term only during summer session. For graduate students. 

 
MUS 568. Chamber Choir (2). May be repeated for credit. See MUS 268 for complete 

description. 
 
MUS 571. History of Orchestra Music (3). Forms and styles from the 17th to 20th centuries.  
 
MUS 572. Music in the 20th Century (3). Forms and styles relevant to 20th century music.  
 
MUS 573. History of Opera (3).  
 
MUS 575. History of Chamber Music (3). Forms and styles from the late 16th century to the 

present.  
 
MUS 576. History of Choral Music (3). Forms and styles from medieval to modern.  
 
MUS 577. Orchestra (1-2). May be repeated for credit. Open to all students proficient on 

orchestral instruments by permission of director. Five hours rehearsal per week plus all 
scheduled rehearsals and performances. Two credits normally offered during academic year 
and one credit if offered one term only during summer session. For graduate students. 

 
MUS 579. Aesthetics of Music (3). Examination of various perspectives in the meaning and 

value of music.  
 
MUS 587. Marching and Concert Band (1-2). Fall quarter only. See MUS 287 for description. 

For graduate students. May be repeated for credit. 
 
MUS 588. Symphonic Band (2). See MUS 288 for description. May be repeated for credit. For 

graduate students. 
 
MUS 592. Accompanying Practicum (1-3). May be repeated for credit. By assignment of 

instructor. Minimum three hours rehearsal weekly per credit plus performances. For graduate 
students. 

 
MUS 595. Graduate Research (2). For students doing preliminary or continuing thesis/project 
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research. Prerequisite: permission of the instructor. May be repeated once for credit. May not 
be included in the Course of Study or counted toward the master’s degree. 

 
MUS 596. Individual Study (1-6). Prerequisite: permission of instructor. May be repeated. 
 
MUS 598. Special Topics (1-6).  
 
MUS 599. Seminar (1-5). May be repeated. 
 
MUS 600. Graduate Cognate Project (1). Students in approved graduate cognates in music must 

register for this course in the quarter they complete an approved culminating project. See 
specific cognate descriptions for details.  

 
MUS 610. Graduate Seminar in Music: Composer (1-3). Study of a particular composer’s life 

and works. Prerequisite: graduate standing and permission of instructor. Offered according to 
needs of students and faculty availability. May be repeated for up to 3 credits. 

 
MUS 611. Graduate Seminar in Music: Music Education (1-3). Seminar in Music Education, 

offered according to needs of students and faculty availability. Prerequisites: graduate standing 
and permission of instructor. May be repeated for up to 3 credits. 

 
MUS 612. Graduate Seminar in Music: Music History/Literature (1-3). Seminar in Music 

History and Literature, offered according to needs of students and faculty availability. 
Prerequisites: graduate standing and permission of instructor. May be repeated for up to 3 
credits. 

 
MUS 613. Graduate Seminar in Music: Music Theory/Composition (1-3). Seminar in Music 

Theory and/or Composition, offered according to needs of students and faculty availability. 
Prerequisites: graduate standing and permission of instructor. May be repeated for up to 3 
credits. 

 
MUS 614. Graduate Seminar in Music: Performance (1-3). Seminar in Performance Studies, 

offered according to needs of students and faculty availability. May not be substituted for 
applied study. Prerequisites: graduate standing and permission of instructor. May be repeated 
for up to 3 credits. 

 
MUS 615. Graduate Seminar in Music: Conducting (1-3). Seminar in Conducting, offered 

according to needs of students and faculty availability. Prerequisites: graduate standing and 
permission of instructor. May be repeated for up to 3 credits. 
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MUS 664. Major Applied Area (Individual Instruction) (1, 2, 4). By permission of instructor. 
May be repeated for credit. One half-hour lesson per week for 2 credits; one-hour lesson per 
week for 4 credits; 1 credit if offered one term only during summer session. All students 
enrolled in performance will register for the weekly recital hour. Instruction available in 
performance areas A-H. Intended for Performance and Performance-pedagogy majors. 

 
MUS 700. Master’s Thesis, Project Study, and/or Examination (1-6). Designed to credit and 

record supervised study for the master’s thesis, non-thesis project, studio project, public recital, 
and/or examination. Prerequisite: permission of chair of student’s graduate faculty supervisory 
committee. Grade will be either S or U. May be repeated for up to six credits. 
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 2. Statement of purposes and specific aims – usually, mission, goals, and objectives 

for the music unit, and if applicable, for the entire institution. 

University Mission Statement (http://www.cwu.edu/president/mission-statement ) 

Mission 

Central Washington University's mission is to prepare students for responsible citizenship, 
responsible stewardship of the earth, and enlightened and productive lives. Faculty, staff, 
students, and alumni serve as an intellectual resource to assist central Washington, the state, and 
the region in solving human and environmental problems. 
Qualified faculty and staff create a community that encourages and supports the emotional, 
personal, and professional growth of students from a variety of backgrounds. The university 
works with community colleges to establish centers throughout the state and employs technology 
to extend the reach of its educational programs. 
The university community values teaching as the vehicle to inspire intellectual depth and 
breadth, to encourage lifelong learning, and to enhance the opportunities of its students. The 
faculty develop and strengthen bachelor's and master's degree programs in the arts, sciences, and 
humanities; in teacher education; in business; in the social services; and in technological 
specializations. A strong liberal arts foundation; applied emphases; opportunities for 
undergraduate research, creative expression, and international study; and close working 
relationships between students and faculty are hallmarks of the undergraduate experience. 
Graduate programs develop partnerships between faculty and students to extend scholarship to 
important areas of research and practice. 

Vision 

Central Washington University will be respected nationally for outstanding academic programs, 
global sensitivity and engagement, and a stimulating intellectual community that prepares 
students for lifelong learning and a diverse and changing world. 

Core Values 

As a community of scholars, we are committed to: 

• Each student's greatest good. 
• Excellence achieved through a diversity of ideas and people. 
• A rigorous curriculum and outstanding teaching. 
• Intellectual inquiry, exploration, and application. 
• A supportive university community. 
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Music Department Mission Statement 
 
The Department of Music is a community of artists, scholars and educators dedicated to 
achieving the highest standards of musical knowledge, performance and teaching.  The 
department is committed to preparing students for careers in music, providing the opportunity to 
become literate, skilled, knowledgeable and confident music educators, performers and 
practitioners, able to influence and enrich the musical lives of the communities in which they 
serve.  The department provides opportunities for the general student to study music as an 
essential part of a liberal arts education and engage in artistic experiences, serves as a leader 
for K-12 music education and provides opportunities for the general public to experience music 
performances of the highest quality in a broad range of styles and genres. 
 
Department Vision: 
 
The Department of Music will be recognized and respected for its challenging 
curriculum and supportive environment, for the excellence of its 
student, ensemble and faculty performances, and for the fulfillment of 
its motto: “Where Teaching is a Performing Art.” 
 
Core Values 
 
As a community of practicing musicians and scholars, we believe that 
the department’s mission is best realized when we: 
• Hold each student’s greatest good as our primary concern 
• Provide models of the highest ethical and moral standards 
• Deem outstanding teaching to be the most important attribute of the faculty 
• Implement a rigorous curriculum in each degree program 
• Regard each degree program as equally valid, with no program intrinsically superior to any 

other 
• Create an intellectually and emotionally safe environment in which students can learn, 

develop and mature 
• Respect and embrace diversity in all its forms 
• Respond creatively and thoughtfully to the inevitable changes of the fluid society in which 

we live 
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3. Definitions of the institution’s terminology for designating wholes and parts of 

curricula such as:  major, minor, concentration, track, emphasis, etc. 

Found at: http://www.cwu.edu/resources-reports/cwup-5-50-030-definition-curriculum-
terms  
Certificate Programs 

Certificate programs are programs of study that normally require less than 25% of the credits 
required for a degree program at a similar level. Successful completion of the program results in 
a certificate. Certificate programs may also be noncredit. 

Degree 

Degree means a title or rank awarded by a college or university to a student who has successfully 
completed a required course of study. 

Degree Program 

Degree program means a set of educational requirements, identified jointly by the department or 
other degree-granting unit and the college or university, which leads to a degree. Baccalaureate 
program requirements involve a combination of general education courses, courses in the major 
field of study, and elective courses. Graduate program requirements involve intensive study in 
the major field, preparation in the use and conduct of research, and/or a field or internship 
experience; professional programs generally prepare individuals for professional fields (e.g., law, 
medicine). 

Degree Title 
Degree title means a full designation of the degree including level (e.g., bachelor, master), type 
(e.g., arts, applied science, science, education, fine arts), and major (e.g., mathematics, music, 
history). These distinctions are illustrated below. For the activities outlined in these guidelines, 
these definitions of a degree title will be used. 
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DEFINITION OF DEGREE TITLE 
Degree Designation Level Type Major 
B.A. English Bachelor Arts English 
B.S. Business Administration Bachelor Science Business Administration 
B.F.A. Graphic Arts Bachelor Fine Arts Graphic Arts 
B.A.S. Industrial Technology Bachelor Applied Science Industrial Technology 
M. MUS Master Music Music 
M.Ed. Master Teacher Master Education Master Teacher 

 

 
Major Description 

Major means that part of the curriculum where a student concentrates on one subject or group of 
subjects and which comprises the largest number of units in any given discipline. Its contents are 
usually defined by one academic department but also may be defined jointly by two or more 
departments, as in the case of an interdisciplinary major. 

Minor Description 

A minor is defined as a program consisting generally of less than one-half of the total credits 
needed for a major. 
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A. Credit and Time Requirements 

 

 1. The institution’s definition of a semester-or quarter-hour of credit, including 
calculations for determining credit hours in lecture, studio, independent study, 
and other types of courses. 

   The above definitions and calculations can be found in MDP I E. Faculty and Staff 
section 1 A. 
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 2. The institution’s policies concerning granting course credit to transfer students at 

undergraduate and graduate levels.  
   The university policy regarding transfer credits can be found in several places:  The 

admissions website under transfer students found at: 
http://www.cwu.edu/admissions/transfer-admission-criteria; The online catalog under 
transfer credit found at: 
http://catalog.acalog.cwu.edu/content.php?catoid=35&navoid=1226  

 
   The department policy reflects the institutional policy and can be found on the 

department website under “Future Students” admissions information and in the 
undergraduate Handbook at: http://www.cwu.edu/music/undergraduate-handbook  

    Undergraduate: 
• According to State policy, an earned AA degree from an accredited 

Washington State Community College automatically satisfies the General 
Education requirement for a Bachelor's degree. 

• For the BA degree a student MUST satisfy the foreign language requirement--
either two years in H.S. or one year of college-level foreign language 

• Courses in the major field at a Community College can be used to satisfy 
lower division course requirements in the major with the approval of the 
department chair.  

• Theory credits earned at accredited colleges and universities with a grade of C 
or better will be honored by the CWU music department, provided they reflect 
courses that have been deemed as equivalent in scope to those in the CWU 
curriculum. All students transferring into the department with theory credits 
from another institution must take a diagnostic exam in theory at the 
beginning of their first quarter in residence. Students may be required to take 
one or more quarters of theory based on their performance on this exam. Date, 
time and place of the exam will be posted on the web site.  

The Graduate handbook can be found at: http://www.cwu.edu/music/graduate-
student-handbook  

    Graduate: 
 The department administers a diagnostic test in Theory and History as 

well as an audition where the student must demonstrate the appropriate 
level of performance in order to be admitted into a program of study.  If 
the student has course work to transfer, it will be determined what courses 
will be allowed to transfer after the student takes the diagnostic exams.  
This will take place when the student meets with his/her advisor to plan a 
course of study that satisfies the requirements of the chosen degree.  
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 Transferring Credit To CWU Graduate Degree Programs. Courses 
taken prior to formal admission to a CWU master’s degree program may 
be considered for transfer to a CWU master’s degree program provided 
that the criteria below are met. 
A total of fifteen (15) graduate quarter credits may be applied to a CWU 
master’s degree, of which no more than nine (9) quarter credits (six (6) 
semester credits) may be from accredited institutions offering graduate 
degrees other than CWU. 
 
Credits accepted in transfer are those that are part of an accredited 
institution’s regular graduate degree programs. In cases where courses 
sought for transfer generate both undergraduate and graduate credit, 
students receiving transfer credit are expected to have elected the course(s) 
at the graduate level and thus have completed more qualitatively and 
quantitatively than those who have taken the course(s) for undergraduate 
credit. Credit sought for transfer must be graded “B” or better and must 
have been completed no more than six years before the date of the 
student’s master’s degree program completion. 
 
All credits intended for transfer must be recommended for approval by the 
departmental/program chair or graduate coordinator as a part of the 
official course of study filed with the Office of Graduate Studies and 
Research. Before credit can be considered part of a graduate student’s 
program, an official transcript from the registrar of the institution from 
which the credit is to be transferred must be received by the graduate 
office. 
 
Credits used to fulfill requirements for another degree, either at CWU or 
elsewhere, will not be transferred. Credit for short courses, attendance at 
conferences, brokered courses, workshops, and pass-fail courses are 
normally not accepted in transfer. Credit from any non-accredited 
institution or accredited institution not approved for graduate study will 
not be accepted for transfer. Credit obtained within the state of 
Washington from an accredited institution whose main campus is outside 
of the state will be considered for transfer only by special petition to the 
dean of Graduate Studies and Research. The University reserves the right 
to determine the acceptability of transfer credit from any institution. 
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A. Any planning documents currently in effect or in use (Long range planning, visitors report) 

   (Please do not provide previous NASM Self-Study documents.) 

1. Strategic Plan as of (3/7/13). 

The following are strategic planning documents that are being developed by the department as this self-
study is being written: 
 
Strategic Objectives 
Teaching and Learning 
Objective: The Department will maintain and enhance academic programs and ensure student success by: 
• Preparing students for entry-level positions in the profession and graduate schools. 
• Reviewing and remodeling degrees to prepare students for an always changing world. 
• Providing excellent advising so students succeed in all degrees. 
• Providing support to enhance faculty teaching. 
• Maintaining accreditation to demonstrate credibility in the field. 

 
Inclusiveness and Diversity 
Objective: The Department will continue to build and retain an inclusive, diverse, and outstanding musical community by: 
• recruiting and retaining students, faculty, and staff of diverse backgrounds and capabilites 
• maintaining and enhancing an atmosphere of inclusiveness for members of the department, the local and university 

community, and the region 
 
Scholarship and Creative Expression 
Objective: The Department students, faculty, and staff will be recognized for their creative and scholarly contributions to the 

profession by: 
• supporting opportunities for scholarly and creative growth for faculty, students and staff 
• seeking and promoting means by which students, faculty, and staff may pursue scholarly and creative activities 

 
 
Public Service and Community Engagement 
Objective: The Department will maintain and enhance service opportunities to connect with external communities and serve 

as a model for life-long learning through a variety of cultural and educational activities by: 
• promoting student and faculty service to the profession, the university, and the community. 
• maintaining and enhancing support for festivals, guest artists, faculty and student presentations at conferences, student 

and faculty touring, and publicity. 
• maintaining and enhancing outreach into local and regional communities. 

 
 
Resource Development and Stewardship 
Objective: The Department will exercise responsible stewardship of its programs and facilities by: 
• maintaining department budgets, enrollment management, and scholarship offerings to meet department objectives. 
• ensuring that there are adequate faculty, staff, and support for professional development activities to meet department 

objectives. 
• ensuring that there are adequate facilities, maintenance to support facilities, upgrades in technology, and upgrades in 

equipment to meet department objectives. 
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2. As a part of the NASM self-study process, in the winter of 2013 the department conducted a 
survey of alumni.  The results of this survey are as follows: 

 

 
 
 

 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 

 
 
 

Music Alumni Survey 
Alums Who Graduated from 2007 through 2012 

 
 

SECTION GENERAL TOPIC PAGES 
I. General Questions for All Alums 2 - 8 
II. General Education and CWU Mission Questions: only for CWU alums with 

undergraduate degrees from CWU 9 

III. General Questions for All Alums 10 - 13 
IV. Senior Recital, Project, Thesis, Treatise, and/or Dissertation  13 
V. Career 14 - 15 
VI. Graduate Assistantship 16 
VII. Did You Attend Another University 16 
VIII. Reasons for Attending Other Universities  17 
IX. Demographic Questions and Final Comments 18 

 
 
Survey notes: 

• 109 undergraduate and 25 graduate alumni were sent surveys.    

• CWU had emails for 94 alums.  Links to the online survey were sent via postcards to 40 alums. 

• Addresses were returned for four alums.  Addresses were updated and re-sent to two alums. 

• 21 alums responded to at least part of the survey for a response rate of 16%.  
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• 19 alums completed the entire survey for a response rate of 15%. 
 
 

SECTION I – QUESTIONS FOR ALL ALUMS 
 
1. What year did you graduate from CWU? 
 

 
 
2. Which Music degree program/s did you complete at CWU? Please check all that apply. 

 

  
 
 
3. We would like to find out more about what you are doing now. What field are your currently working in? 
Please check all that apply. 
 

 
 

• Campus Pastor 

Year - % - - n -
2007 4
2008 1
2009 3
2010 5
2011 3
2012 4

Degree - % - - n -
B.M. Performance 4
B.M. Music Education 14
B.A. Music 0
B.A. Jazz 0
B.M. Music Composition 0
Master of Music 3

Vocation - % - - n -
Music Teacher (public school) 15
Music Teacher (Private School) 0
Music Teacher (Private Studio) 4
Professional Performer 0
Free Lance Musician 5
Graduate school 3
Seeking employment 0
Other (please specify) 3
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• Academic Advisor 

• Retired 
4. If you are working, would you please tell us your job title and the company you work for? If you are 
a graduate student, would you please tell us where and what degree you are pursuing? 
 

• Elementary music specialist at Vashon School DistrictI am a junior high band teacher, and I LOVE 
it!  I got my degree in Broad Area Music education. 

• Campus Pastor 

• I am the Community Indicators Intern at the Institute for Public Policy and Economic Analysis at 
Eastern Washington University. 

• Assistant high school band director. Pasco school district. 

• Instrumental Music Teacher in the Tacoma School District. Band, orchestra, and drumline. 

• Academic Advisor  The Butler School of Music  UT Austin 

• Band and choir director. Park middle school Kennewick school district 

• Instructor of voice and early childhood music at Columbia River Music Conservatory 

• Substitute in the Lake Washington, Snohomish and Northshore school districts. 

• Middle School/High School Choir Director  Parma School District #137  Parma, Idaho 

• Middle School Band/Choir-Snoqualmie Valley SD 

• General Music Teacher, Northshore School District 

• Grades 5-8 band and orchestra, First Creek Middle School, Tacoma 

• Middle School Orchestra Teacher.  North Thurston Public Schools.  Lacey, WA 

• Master of Music in Voice Performance at California State University, Northridge 

• Director of Bands, Kirkland Middle School. Kirkland, WA. 

• Band Director, Sunnyside High School.     Master of Arts Leadership and Administration, Gonzaga 
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5. How important are each of the following competencies to your career? (Question modes are 
highlighted and bolded.) 

  
Not at all 
important 

(1) 

Not 
important 

(2) 

Somewhat 
important 

(3) 

Very 
important 

(4) 

 
Critical 

(5) 
Average  Count 

a. Thinking critically - check 
your and others' assumptions; 
consider multiple perspectives 
from various sources, etc. 

0% (0) 0% (0) 15% (3) 25% (5) 60% (12) 4.5 20 

b. Written communications – 
purpose, organization, 
development, mechanics 

0% (0) 5% (1) 10% (2) 30% (6) 55% (11) 4.4 20 

c. Oral communications – vocal 
delivery, gestures, eye contact, 
good listening 

0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 20% (4) 80% (16) 4.8 20 

d. Quantitative reasoning - 
apply quantitative tools and 
computer skills to solve 
problems; comprehend 
symbolic representations 

0% (0) 10% (2) 20% (4) 55% (11) 15% (3) 3.8 20 

e. Information literacy - 
critically evaluate data sources 
as I gather relevant information 

0% (0) 5% (1) 20% (4) 30% (6) 45% (9) 4.2 20 

f. Students will be equipped 
with research skills and 
historical knowledge of music 
of different time periods, 
composers, and styles, using 
representative compositions. 
Applicable to music degree 
programs in the fields of music 
education, performance, 
composition, jazz studies, and 
music as general field of study. 

0% (0) 0% (0) 35% (7) 25% (5) 40% (8) 4.1 20 

g. Students will become literate 
musicians 0% (0) 5% (1) 5% (1) 15% (3) 75% (15) 4.6 20 

h. Students will be equipped 
with a set of theoretical and 
conceptual abstractions that 
are useful for the 
understanding of music 
literature and applicable to 
music degree programs in the 
fields of music education, 
performance, composition, jazz 
studies, and music as general 
field study. 

0% (0) 10% (2) 20% (4) 40% (8) 30% (6) 3.9 20 
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6.  What did you like best about the Music program at CWU? 
 

• Opportunities to play. 

• I felt so prepared for my student teaching.  I was comfortable in the classroom, and could not 
have asked for a better music education department and teachers.  The professors at Central 
were very personable, and always available if I had questions or concerns.  I felt that my 
education was very well rounded, and I was pushed to get involved in many different aspects of 
music and education. 

• Quality performance ensembles and music faculty who have real-world and hands-on experience 
and know how to prepare you in your field. 

• The community.  The faculty bending over backwards for me.  The quality of the ensembles. 

• The performance experience. I was able to perform with very strong ensembles and study with 
knowledgeable instructors. 

• The ensembles and professional teaching connections. 

• Sense of community, playing in high level ensembles, faculty 

• The opportunity to study directly with professors rather than courses taught by TAs. The 
opportunity to participate in a lot of different ensembles and performance opportunities. 

• The ability to immerse yourself in music from 6-AM to 11-PM. I also enjoyed that professors 
cared, knew your names, and made you feel like they were investing themselves in your 
education, which is a pretty special thing that no school in this state can boast. 

• Great teachers and the ability to be in multiple performing groups. 

• Music Ensembles of all kinds. 

• I loved that I could come in and talk with my professors at any time, about anything.  They have a 
wealth of knowledge that I can't begin to know yet. 

• My professors cared about me as a person, and always went the extra mile to make sure that I 
learned the material. Not just to pass a test, but to use in my career. 

• Wind Ensemble. Larry Gookin is the best music educator ever! 

• The large performing ensembles 

• The high number of performance opportunities paired with a world class faculty. 

• That's a tie: I liked the building/facilities, and the faculty!  I miss the classrooms with useful 
technologies, the recital and concert halls, and the great practice rooms.  The faculty was very 
knowledgeable and helpful, and I am very thankful to have been able to learn from and work 
with them. 

• The community of people, and wind band program. 

• Social Support from faculty. 
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7. How well did Music at CWU prepare you for each of these competencies? (Question modes are 
highlighted and bolded.) 

 Not at all 
prepared 

(1) 

Not 
prepared 

(2) 

Somewhat 
prepared 

(3) 

 
Prepared 

(4) 

Very 
prepared 

(5) 
Average Count 

a. Thinking critically - check 
your and others' assumptions; 
consider multiple 
perspectives from various 
sources, etc. 

0% (0) 0% (0) 30% (6) 44% (8) 30% (6) 4.0 20 

b. Written communications – 
purpose, organization, 
development, mechanics 

0% (0) 0% (0) 25% (5) 45% (9) 30% (6) 4.1 20 

c. Oral communications – 
vocal delivery, gestures, eye 
contact, good listening 

0% (0) 5% (1) 35% (7) 25% (5) 35% (7) 3.9 20 

d. Quantitative reasoning - 
apply quantitative tools and 
computer skills to solve 
problems; comprehend 
symbolic representations 

0% (0) 5% (1) 50% (10) 35% (7) 10% (2) 3.5 20 

e. Information literacy - 
critically evaluate data 
sources as I gather relevant 
information 

0% (0) 0% (0) 40% (8) 35% (7) 25% (5) 3.9 20 

f. Students will be equipped 
with research skills and 
historical knowledge of music 
of different time periods, 
composers, and styles, using 
representative compositions. 
Applicable to music degree 
programs in the fields of 
music education, 
performance, composition, 
jazz studies, and music as 
general field of study. 

0% (0) 0% (0) 20% (4) 35% (7) 45% (9) 4.3 20 

g. Students will become 
literate musicians 0% (0) 0% (0) 10% (2) 20% (4) 70% (14) 4.6 20 

h. Students will be equipped 
with a set of theoretical and 
conceptual abstractions that 
are useful for the 
understanding of music 
literature and applicable to 
music degree programs in the 
fields of music education, 
performance, composition, 
jazz studies, and music as 
general field study. 

0% (0) 10% (2) 20% (4) 30% (6) 40% (8) 4.0 20 
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8. What aspects of the Music program at CWU need the most improvement? 
 

• More classes more often. When I was at Central, I choose to go into the local music classrooms 
to volunteer my time, but it was not required.  I went twice a week to Valley View, or Ellensburg 
High School and led sectionals, taught/conducted, or observed.  I'm not sure if classroom 
presence is required now, but if not, that would be my suggestion. 

• Complimenting or replacing the existing Education sequence with something more music-
specific.  Much of the music ed degree does not help with learning to educate in music. 

• It takes way too long to graduate!!!  There needs to be a discussion about what's important and 
what's less important for preparing students for graduation.  Then, the less important stuff needs 
to be taken out. 

• The course requirements for the Broad Area specialization need to change. I took one 3 credit 
class on general music but my first (and only) job was teaching general music for about 1/3 of my 
day. I fell flat on my face and resigned after 2 years. If a person is going to receive an 
endorsement in an area they need to show some type of competency.   On a related note. Only 
one person seriously warned me about my inability to control a classroom when I was going to 
school. They were not even a CWU faculty member. Someone should have sat me down and told 
where I stand. 

• Need to be more selective in who can become an Ed major. 

• I am a band person. took instrumental music methods and was looking forward to learning how 
to teach orchestra, but that didn't happen. The class was VERY helpful for band (looking at 
literature, methods books, etc), but I feel like I received no training for teaching orchestra. The 
extend of my orchestra training was my two methods classes: high strings and low strings. In low 
strings, I never touched the bass. I have absolutely NO idea how to teach it. In high strings, I 
never played the violin. Again, the classes were great and I learned a lot, but I am was and still 
am not as ready to teach orchestra as I should have been receiving an Instrumental Music 
degree. 

• Increased opportunities to study music entrepreneurship and music business. 

• Jazz Education needs to be REQUIRED for the Music Education degree, hands down. As a school 
that has the best jazz department in the state, if not the Northwest, it is disappointing that 
approximately 2/3 of students leave CWU without ever learning about how to understand, let 
alone teach jazz. Jazz classes, band or choir, are required by most school districts, and I know 
from a few friends experiences that the jazz part of their job is the most terrifying. Yes, it is one 
more class and credit load to add, but sending students out prepared in an overlooked area 
seems crucial. 

• Theory curriculum and ear training. 

• Many of the music education classes and methods classes are not designed well. The classes 
need to be more uniform in expectations and goals. Many methods classes contradict each other 
and some do not aim at teaching as much as they are about playing. Some of the music 
education courses seemed to be focused on what not to do, not how to be a great teacher. Also, 
I think that there should be more opportunity to rehearse ensembles and get in front of groups 
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before getting to Field Experience/ Student Teaching. 10 minutes out of all Ed classes is not 
enough to show people if they should continue in the program. 

• Space.  As the department continues to grow (as it should!), you are quickly running out of 
adequate room to house them. 

• More methods classes, and instrument repair should be a part of them. I would rather know how 
to fix a clarinet than 7 alternate fingerings for a note that no middle schooler will play. 

• Piano Proficiency 

• More in depth wind band history with more emphasis (meaning time) to spend on the last 20 
years of music. 

• The diction program, which I understand has already been adjusted.  It needed to be longer than 
one quarter for four languages. 

• Active mentorship of conductors, emphasis on performance, and preparation of educators for 
what they need to do beyond just teaching music. 

 
9. Did you complete an undergraduate degree at CWU? (If alums answered Yes they were directed to 
Section 2, if they answered No they were directed to Section 3.) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CWU Undergrad? - % - - n -
Yes 17
No 3
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SECTION II – QUESTIONS ABOUT CWU’s MISSION AND GENERAL EDUCATION GOALS 
 
10. These next few questions relate to CWU's Mission and General Education goals. How strongly do 
you agree that your education from CWU helped you...  (Question mode is highlighted and bolded.) 

 
 Strongly 

disagree 
(1) 

 
Disagree 

(2) 

 
Neutral 

(3) 

 
Agree 

(4) 

Strongly 
agree 

(5) 
Average Count 

a. become a responsible 
citizen 0% (0) 6% (1) 31% (5) 38% (6) 25% (4) 3.8 16 

b. become a responsible 
steward of the earth 6% (1) 6% (1) 31% (5) 38% (6) 19% (3) 3.6 16 

c. become a productive and 
enlightened (informed, 
good learner, insightful) 
individual 

0% (0) 6% (1) 13% (2) 38% (6) 44% (7) 4.2 16 

d. value different 
perspectives 0% (0) 0% (0) 19% (3) 50% (8) 31% (5) 4.1 16 

e. appreciate the breadth 
and depth of scientific and 
human knowledge 

0% (0) 6% (1) 19% (3) 50% (8) 25% (4) 3.9 16 

f. increase your sense of the 
interconnectedness of 
knowledge 

0% (0) 0.0% (0) 13% (2) 50% (8) 38% (6) 4.3 16 

g. integrate knowledge 
from diverse fields to solve 
problems 

0% (0) 6% (1) 6% (1) 75% (12) 13% (2) 3.9 16 

h. increase your awareness 
of the many ways that 
knowledge evolves 0% (0) 6% (1) 31% (5) 38% (6) 25% (4) 3.8 16 

i. ask incisive and insightful 
questions 6% (1) 0% (0) 19% (3) 50% (8) 25% (4) 3.9 16 
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SECTION III – QUESTIONS FOR ALL ALUMS  
 
11. Please select the response that best describes your opinion about your education at CWU.  
(Question modes are highlighted in bold). 
 
 

 
Strongly 

disagree (1) 
Disagree 

(2) 
Neutral 

(3) 
Agree       

(4) 
Strongly 
agree (5) Average Count 

a. I am very satisfied with my 
education from the Music 
department at Central Washington 
University. 

0% (0) 0% (0) 11% (2) 32% (6) 58% (11) 4.5 19 

b. The Music curriculum provided 
useful perspectives on critical issues 
facing the profession. 

0% (0) 0% (0) 5% (1) 63% (12) 32% (6) 4.3 19 

 
 
12. What is your highest level of education? 
 

 
 
13. How many years did it take you to complete your degree program at CWU? 
 

 
 
Responses to “More than five years:” 

• no response (even though they selected more than 5 years) 

• 7 

• 5 years, 1 quarter 
  

Degree - % - - n -
Bachelor's 14
Master's 5
Doctorate 0

How long? - % - - n -
one year 0
two years 3
three years 1
four years 3
five years 9
> five years 3
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14. Please list your opinions regarding the following areas. (If you did not take classes outside the 
school or department of music, answer only a. and b. of this question.)  Question modes are 
highlighted. 
 

 Low 
quality 

(1) 

 
 (2) 

 
 (3) 

 
 (4) 

High 
quality 

 (5) 
Average Count 

a. Overall quality of the 
CWU department of music 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 26% (5) 74% (14) 4.7 19 

b. Quality of your specific 
focus of studies 0% (0) 5% (1) 5% (1) 47% (9) 42% (8) 4.3 19 

c. Quality of CWU overall 
studies outside of music 12% (2) 18% (3) 29% (5) 29% (5) 12% (2) 3.1 17 

 
 
15. On what instrument(s) did you take private studio lessons while studying at CWU? 

• Piano 

• Trumpet 

• Clarinet                                                               

• Trombone                                                    

• Tuba  

• Trumpet! 

• Voice 

• Vocal/ saxophone 

• Trumpet and Voice 

• voice 

• Flute 

• Voice, Choral Conducting 

• horn, piano 

• Clarinet 

• Trumpet 

• clarinet 

• Cello 

• Voice 

• Trumpet 

• Trumpet 
 
 

Instrument Count Count
	Cello 1
Clarinet 3
	Flute 1
	horn, piano 1
Piano 1
	Trumpet 5
	Trumpet and Voice 1
Trombone 1
	Tuba 1
voice 3
Voice, Choral Conducti 1
Vocal/ saxophone 1
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16. Please list your opinions regarding the quality of instruction at CWU in the following areas. If you 
did not have any classes in a specified field please select N.O.  (Question modes are highlighted.) 
 

 Low (1) 2 3 4 High (5) N.O. Avg # 

a. Basic Music Theory 0% (0) 0% (0) 21% (4) 32% (6) 37% (7) 11% (2) 3.7 19 

b. Music History 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 42% (8) 53% (10) 5% (1) 4.3 19 

c. Advanced Literature / Analysis 0% (0) 5% (1) 11% (2) 26% (5) 16% (3) 42% (8) 2.3 19 

d. Studio Lessons 0% (0) 0% (0) 16% (3) 26% (5) 58% (11) 0% (0) 4.4 19 

e. Teaching Methods / Pedagogy 0% (0) 5% (1) 37% (7) 11% (2) 42% (8) 5% (1) 3.7 19 

f. Ensembles 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 5% (1) 95% (18) 0% (0) 4.9 19 

g. General Education / Liberal Arts 5% (1) 10% (2) 26% (5) 26% (5) 16% (3) 16% (3) 2.9 19 

 
17. Please describe any courses you think should be added for music majors/students. 

• More elementary music classes. 

• One year of observation/teaching before student teaching.  More Piano. 

• Are you kidding?  There are too many requirements already.    But if you were to add classes:  Jazz 
education class; many students aren't prepared for this field.  A financial organization/responsibility class.  
Students graduate with tons of debt nowadays.  Wouldn't it be great is CWU music students were way 
below the national or CWU average in student debt. 

• INSTRUMENT REPAIR!!! I deal with instrument repair DAILY and really have no idea what I'm doing. I'm 
lucky that everything I've tried has worked so far. This would seriously be the most useful music class for 
teachers!!!     Music technology...including how to use recording software, how to set up recording 
equipment, using programs like Sibelius, etc. 

• Music Entrepreneurship 

• Jazz Education 

• More emphasis on song literature and pedagogy for voice. 1 class in each as a performance major is not 
enough! 

• There should be a reading band that works like the graduate auditions so rehearsal is a focus in the 
education. 

• A course dedicated more fully to preparing a group from festival.  Finding music that is acceptable for 
festival with groups that are beginning groups. 

• Music Education Technology-how set up a sound board and what is an amplifier. Instrument Repair! 

• Two quarters of student teaching, like the UW. They have one quarter of part-time student teaching and 
one quarter of full time student teaching. 

• Fundraising and community outreach for music ed 

• Sight Reading classes 

• Rehearsal or Music Terms in Foreign Languages (How to survive a rehearsal and understand musical 
instruction outside of the US) 

• Music program management. Help students understand  everything that goes into running a music 
program in schools. 
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18. Please list any courses you were required to take that you think should not be required. 

• Sociology 101 

• Reading in the Content Field 

• Education sequence 

• Reduce the amount of required private lesson credits.    The culture of "you need be in 4 or 5 ensembles 
to be a good student" needs to change.    Students take too many ensemble and lesson credits, which 
delays graduation.  Less education department classes.  Less basic and breathe classes.  It takes way too 
long to complete them.    Perhaps there could be more overlap in requirements with the basic and 
breathe classes & education/music classes. 

• None 

• NA 

• None 

• Most of the education classes were a waste of time and would have been more useful if replaced with 
education classes specific to music 

• N/A 

• Counterpoint. 

 
19. Did you complete a senior recital, senior project, thesis, treatise, or dissertation? 
Students who answered “Yes” were sent to Section 4, students who answered “No” were sent to Section 
5. 
 

If yes, at what university? 
  CWU      13 
  George Fox    1 

 
SECTION IV – SENIOR RECITAL, PROJECT, THESIS, TREATISE, AND/OR DISSERTATION? 
 
20. Do you feel that the breadth of your studies prepared you adequately for doing your senior recital, 
project, thesis, treatise, and/or dissertation? 
 

 
 
 
21. Were your senior recital, project, thesis, treatise, and/or dissertation advisors or committee 
members helpful? 

- % - - n -
Yes 12
No 2
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SECTION V – CAREER PREPARATION 
 
22. Given your major or professional emphasis, do you feel you had adequate opportunities to work in 
the following situations? 

 Yes No N/A - n - 
a. Performance with large ensemble (conducted) 100% (19) 0% (0) 0% (0) 19 

b. Performance with small ensemble (non-conducted) 84% (16) 16% (3) 0% (0) 19 

c. Solo performance 90% (17) 10% (2) 0% (0) 19 

d. Teaching opportunities 53% (10) 37% (7) 10% (2) 19 

e. Research/Writing projects 95% (18) 5% (1) 0% (0) 19 

 
23. What advice would you give to present music students in regard to preparation for a career in 
music? Please emphasize your current career in music. 

• Take every opportunity you can. Even if it's not on the top of your list you never know what your job will 
require and it's better to be prepared. 

• Get yourself into the music classroom and get familiar with reading scores early on. 

• Get as far as you can musically while in college. The discipline of in-depth study will help no 
matter what field you end up in.  Ask questions and seek answers from professors.  Take any 
opportunity you can to be more involved as a student- those opportunities often will help you 
become better at something you'll need later on.  Work very hard at the methods classes and get 
competent on each instrument if you're an ed major.  Teach and study other's teaching.  Record 
yourself playing and teaching.  Get professional feedback as often as possible. 

• Don't feel like you need to be in 4 or 5 ensembles at once.  If you decide not to go into music, it's 
ok, I didn't and I'm successful. 

• If you want to become a music teacher, get in the classroom as much as possible. 

• As a teacher, I believe all students studying music education must have PASSION and be 
MOTIVATED with youth. If you are getting an ed degree as a backup, please never teach. You will 
never enjoy it and your students will suffer!! Only do it if you really want to. 

• Develop your practicing habit early. Do more than is required. Create something new. 

• GO TO CONFERNCE AND PAY ATTENTION!! The "hard" parts of my job are not covered in a 
conventional music classroom. Paperwork, budgets, trips, fundraising, boosters etc.(music 
teacher) 

• Do not find your comfort zone and stay there. Break out and try other ensembles or classes you 
think you may have difficulty with. These are the ones that will be most beneficial to connecting 

- % - - n -
Yes 12
No 2
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ideas and theories of music in your main focus and help you understand and appreciate the 
depths of the musical realm. 

• Spend more time focusing on song literature! 
 

• Start early and figure out if the degree is right for you. It took me a long time to find the love of 
music education back at Central. Take as many opportunities that are available of interest and do 
not feel pressured into being overly active in everything to avoid burnout. 

• Gain as much information as you can.  Find a mentor professor that you can call years later and 
talk with about the things that you can't remember or never learned. 

• Volunteer in as many classrooms as you can. Seek out ways to get experience actually teaching 
lessons. Experience is the best teacher. 

• Jobs are limited! 

• Practice More. 

• I would advise singers to spend more time on coachings. 

• Find a way to gain experience before leaving school. Volunteer, teach private lessons, but gain 
experience. 

 
24. What advice would you give to current music students in regard to preparation for a career in 
music? Please emphasize your current career in music. 
 

• I teach band.  Take more score study.  Make sure you understand your music theory. 

• same as 21 

• Same as above 

• I'm assuming this should read, "future music students," not "current." I would say practice more, 
learn the basics of the piano, and start learning your theory. 

• Do not spread yourself too thin. 

• Jobs are limited! 

• No really, practice more. 

• Practice! Work harder than seems reasonable to develop your musicianship to as high a level as 
possible before it's too late! 

 
 
 
 
25. Did you have a graduate assistantship in music while pursuing a post-baccalaureate degree from 
CWU?  If alums answered yes they are sent to Section VI, if no they are sent to Section VII. 
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SECTION VI – GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIP 
 
26. Please describe your assistant ships duties (e.g., teaching, etc.). 
 

• Teaching, conducting, assisting 

• MUS326, trumpet studio, conducting, jazz history 
 
27. Please rate your assistantship experience according to the following factors: 
 

 
 
SECTION VII – DID YOU OR ARE YOU CURRENTLY ATTENDING A UNIVERSITY OTHER THAN CWU? 
 
28. Did you or are you currently attending a university other than CWU?  If alums answered Yes they 
were sent to Section VIII.  If they answered No they were sent to section IX. 
 

 
 
If yes, which university? 
 

• University of Washington 

• Getting my masters through Lesley University 

• Eastern Washington University 

• Strathclyde University-study abroad 

• Coe College 

• California State University, Northridge 

- % - - n -
Yes 2
No 15

Terrible 
(1)

2 3 4
Excellent 

(5)
Average Count

a. freedom from inappropriate duties. 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0)
100.0% 

(2)
0.0% (0) 0.0% (0)            3.0 2

b. supervision, guidance, and attention 
received from your faculty supervisor.

0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0)
100.0% 

(2)
0.0% (0)            4.0 2

c. contribution of assistantship experiences to 
your personal and career development.

0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 50.0% (1) 50.0% (1)            4.5 2

d. preparation for subsequent professional 
responsibilities.

0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 50.0% (1) 50.0% (1) 0.0% (0)            3.5 2

- % - - n -
Yes 8
No 11
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• American Band College, Sam Houston State University for my Master's Degree 

• Gonzaga 
 
SECTION VIII – REASONS FOR ATTENDING OTHER UNIVERSITIES 
 
29. How important were the following elements in deciding to attend another university?    (Question 
modes are highlighted.) 
 

 Not very 
important 

(1) 
2 3 4 

Very 
important 

(5) 
Average Count 

a. Location 14% (1) 14% (1) 14% (1) 14% (1) 43% (3) 3.6 7 
b. Cost of tuition 0% (0) 0% (0) 14% (1) 29% (2) 57% (4) 4.4 7 
c. Recommendations of a teacher 29% (2) 0% (0) 29% (2) 0% (0) 43% (3) 3.3 7 
d. Recommendations of an 
acquaintance 42% (3) 0% (0) 14% (1) 14% (1) 29% (2) 2.9 7 

d. Assistantship/Scholarship 57% (4) 14% (1) 14% (1) 0% (0) 14% (1) 2.0 7 
f. Quality of education 14% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 86% (6) 4.4 7 
g. Reputation of the 
school/department of music 14% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 86% (6) 4.4 7 

h. Presence of particular faculty 
member(s) 29% (2) 0% (0) 29% (2) 14% (1) 29% (2) 3.1 7 

i. Facilities 29% (2) 0% (0) 29% (2) 29% (2) 14% (1) 3.0 7 

 
 
30. Do you have any comments or suggestions regarding that university? 
 

• Their lack of a good music dept. made me realize how lucky I was to be at CWU. 

• The performance spaces are not as nice (acoustically or visually) as CWU. 

• An incredible program! 
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SECTION IX – DEMOGRPAHICS AND FINAL COMMENTS 
 
31. Your approximate annual income is…? 
 

 
 
 Estimated, average annual income = $35,484. 
 
32. Are you...? 

 

 
 
33. Do you have any other comments for the Music department at Central Washington University? 
 

• I wouldn't recommend going anywhere else!  Amazing music department. 

• Not to sound like a broken record, but it takes way too long to graduation, even for very 
disciplined students.  Whatever you can do to reduce the amount of time graduation takes, the 
better.    As an institution, you are not preparing students well if you make graduation take 5-6 
years and therefore put students in debt. 

• Love it! Proud to be a CWU Music alumni! 

• I would love to be a part of an active Music Dept. Alumni association. 

• Very happy with my experiences from Central! Very caring supportive staff 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Income Range - % - - n -
Less than $20,000 3
$20,001 to $40,000 10
$40,001 to $60,000 5
$60,001 to $80,000 1
$80,001 to $100,000 0
$100,001 to $120,000 0
$120,001 to $140,000 0
Over $140,000 0

- % - - n -
Male 8
Female 11
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3. The department also has two earlier planning documents found below.  The first is a long range 
plan developed a department committee and adopted by the faculty in 2006:  

Central Washington University 
Music Department 

Long Range Planning Committee Report 
Winter 2006 

 
Background 

 
Department Mission 
 
The Music Department of Central Washington University serves the academic community, the region 

and Northwest, through offering of courses, cultural activities, and degrees relevant to the needs 

of its students. Within this comprehensive university, the Department functions as the component 

of a liberal arts institution that provides education in the musical arts.  

 

The Department offers undergraduate curricula leading to the Bachelor of Music and Bachelor of Arts 

degrees and graduate work leading to the Master of Music degree. The growing demand for the "Central 

Music Graduate" is a source of pride for the music faculty and an incentive for continued dedication to the 

training of young musicians.  In addition to our traditionally strong Music Teacher Education program, 

the Department provides high quality training for the performer, composer, conductor and music 

businessperson. The Department of Music is an institutional member of the National Association of 

Schools of Music (NASM). 

 

The premise upon which all goals and curricular decisions are based is that all CWU graduates with music 

degrees will be competent, literate musicians with solid grounding in theory, history, performance and 

composition, according to the specializations of each degree.      

 

The department’s adherence to the goals of these objectives can be seen in the general shape of its overall 

program.  Historically, the department has long had the largest and best-known music education program 
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in the state.  Presently over 175 graduates of the department are teaching music in public schools, 

community colleges and universities in the state of Washington (see Appendix B), with many more in 

other states throughout the country.  The large ensembles of the department, the wind ensembles, the 

orchestra and the choirs, serve as the lynchpins of the program, as they provide the primary models for 

future music educators.  Since the state has only K-12 certification, all students gain experience in one or 

more of these performing groups, no matter which grade level they intend to teach.  Other degree 

programs, such as Performance, Composition and Music Business, have recently become stronger, as 

evidenced in the greater numbers of majors and expanded opportunities for performance.  However, the 

department has retained the historical model of the ensemble-driven program; the other degrees, along 

with their curricula and performing groups, have been integrated as complementary areas of strength.  The 

goal of artistic excellence has been greatly aided by the strength of these complementary degree areas.  As 

the quality of individual students’ performance ability rises, so does the artistic level of each of the 

performing ensembles, where majors of all degrees work side by side.  It should be noted that the 

department considers no degree area superior to any other, and the collegial environment it strives to 

maintain is such that the degree track of any student has no relation to his/her standing in the community. 

 

Department Mission and University Goals 

The relationship of music department goals and objectives to those of the university are most visible in 

the University Shared Values that are part of the University Mission Statement.  Values especially 

relevant to the department are the goals of: 

1.  Holding “the student’s highest good as our paramount concern” 

2.   Developing and maintaining “a community that is both supportive and challenging.”  

The latter goal is articulated in the Chair’s introductory statement on the department web site, in all 

literature sent to prospective students, and both goals can be seen in the practices and attitudes of the 

faculty and administrators.  Retreats by performing groups, extra study sessions conducted by faculty, 

open-door advising and student/faculty shared performances are all examples of these values.  They can 

also be seen in the rapid administrative response to student concerns, e.g., changes in building hours, 

scheduling of classes to avoid conflicts, the institution of requested courses, acquisition of technological 

equipment for student use and advising issues.  
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Department Program Philosophy and Faculty Staffing Objectives 
 

The objectives and programmatic philosophy described above have been the basis for all long-range 

planning.  Much of this planning has been generated from a faculty study called “The 2010 Plan” which 

first appeared in 1999.  Though approved only in principle at the time, the spirit of the plan guided the 

department's planning until it was revived and approved in 2002.  It has been reviewed recently, in the 

winter of 2006, presented to the faculty and the changes approved in principle.  Since this study includes 

much of the information called for by Category VIII of this year’s Program Review Self-Study, “Future 

Directions,” it has been supplied in total as the response to that item.   

 

In this study, a philosophy for the overall shape of the department as described above was established, and 

a gradual increase in the music major population was originally assumed (in 1999), based on estimations 

articulated by the university administration.  Since then the music major population has reached the 

maximum that can be sustained by the current department faculty.   

 

The principle tenet, unanimously approved by the faculty, is the concept that, though other programs play 

substantive roles, the general shape of the program is determined by the needs of the large ensembles.  

This tenet springs from the recognition that these ensembles are not only critical in generating and 

maintaining the public identity of the department, but are required to provide music education majors, the 

largest single degree program in the department, with the experience and modeling that will enable them 

to succeed as music educators.  In practical terms, this means that the composition of the student body and 

faculty is determined in large part by the following factors: 

1. The number of students needed to staff each of the department’s large ensembles in the three 

major performing areas, Band, Orchestra and Choir:  

• The Symphonic Wind Ensemble and Concert Band 

• The Symphonic Orchestra 

• The Chamber Choir and University choir 

2. The number and type of faculty needed to provide applied instruction for students in these 

ensembles: 

• Instrumental areas: strings, woodwinds (flute/piccolo, single reeds, and double reeds), 

brass, percussion 
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• Vocal areas: the number of faculty needed to provide applied instruction not only for 

choral majors, but for Broad Area music education majors whose secondary 

performance area is voice. 

3. The number and type of faculty needed to direct each ensemble, faculty who can develop 

ensembles of the highest quality while maintaining a strong emphasis on pedagogical goals.   

 

These factors resulted in the following strategies, embodied in the 2010 Long Range Plan: 

The numbers of students in each applied area for staffing the department’s major ensembles in an 

ideal manner were calculated, as were the number and type of faculty that would best serve the needs 

of the students and provide instruction for the program.  This study resulted in the establishment of 

priorities for faculty hires and program directions and provided an objective perspective from which to 

analyze and evaluate the current program.  As these priorities were implemented, substantive shifts in 

the composition of the faculty and student body in recent years became apparent.  There have been 

several discernible trends: 

1. With more emphasis on hiring faculty to provide the highest quality applied instruction, 

the number of performance majors has increased dramatically, and with it the pressure on 

instructional resources.  There is now more than twice as many performance majors (79) 

as there were 15 years ago (30).  Since the applied curricular requirement for 

performance majors is two and three times that of non-performance majors, more faculty 

load credit (FLC) is absorbed by private study and less is available for other academic 

courses.  The consequence of this will be addressed below. 

2. While the number of music education majors has remained fairly constant until this year, 

115-125, the percentage of students in this degree has dropped considerably as other 

programs have gained in strength.  Twenty years ago music education majors comprised 

almost 80% of the music major population, this year that figure has dropped to about 40%. 

There are currently 101 declared music education majors. 

3. Faculty hires with significant strength in composition resulted in more composition 

majors, and more students of all degrees participated in composition and arranging 

activities. This was true until recently; the resignation of the composition specialist last 

year, and the fact that the position was filled this year, and will again be filled next year 

with an adjunct, has led to a decline in the number of composition majors, a clear 
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illustration of the consequence of staffing a program with adjunct, rather than tenure-track 

faculty. 

4. The Music Business degree has begun to attract an increasing number of students, 

particularly since the degree was changed from a B.M. degree, with its necessary high 

standards in applied music and inordinately heavy credit load, to the B.A. degree.  The 

easing of performance expectations and lessening of required credits for the degree (138 

to 122), has resulted in a steady growth in student demand.  

A comprehensive picture of the department can be provided with the following data: 

 

B.M. Music Education………… 101 
B.M. Performance……………...   79 
B.A.  Music………………………50 
B.M. Comp/Theory………………..6 
B.M. Music Business………….... 17 
Undergrad. Majors        253  

M.M. Music Ed…………………...1 
M.M. Performance………………..6 
M.M. Performance/Ped.…...… …..3 
M.M. Conducting…………………6 
M.M. Composition………………..1  
                                                       17 

Graduate Majors          17 
Certification only students           3 
Total Music Major students          273 
Music Minors……………………  53 
Total students served                     326 

 

 

 

These trends, coupled with the maintenance of the traditionally strong program in Music Education, have 

resulted in a gradually increasing student population. The overall music major population has increased 

from around 200 ten years ago to 273 in the fall of 2006 (including graduate students).  The increase is not 

due to greater numbers of entering freshman, which has actually decreased slightly, but rather to a higher 

retention rate, which can be attributed to the increasing quality in each successive entering class, and to an 

increase in the number of transfer students accepted into the department. The additional instructional 

resources demanded by the increase in the music major population and the additional credits in applied 

studies generated by the greater numbers of performance majors has not yet received commensurate 

support from the university.  The department now has only one more FTTT position (added only this 

year), than it did 30 years ago.  The resulting instructional pressure has forced the department to 

consolidate its degree programs, promoting one program that does not demand extensive additional 

department instructional resources, Music Business, and deleting those for which present resources are 

inadequate.  Examples of the latter include the deletion of the Master’s degree in Music Theory and, some 

time ago, the Master’s degree in Music History.  The increase in students and the lack or corresponding 
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increase in TT faculty has resulted in a greater use of part-time, or adjunct, instructors, particularly in the 

academic areas of the core curriculum. Ten years ago adjunct instructors provided the equivalent of 1 FTE 

position, in the last two years they have provided the equivalent of 6.2 FTE positions.  This year there are 

19 FTTT faculty members (21 lines), 13 adjunct instructors (one of whom is FTNTT) and 10 Graduate 

Teaching Assistants.  The instructional loads equate to 27.61 FTE, including the instruction provided by 

Graduate Assistants.  The most current HEADS survey reveals that we are one full faculty member shy of 

achieving the national norms per student group in both TT and FTE categories.  This, when extrapolated 

to the department as a whole, renders the department approximately four TT faculty short of national 

norms for the size of its student body 

. 

Source: Higher Education Data Survey, Academic Year 2004-2005, charts 39 and 40 

 Numbers of Music Majors Per FTE Faculty Member   
Public Institutions Number of 

Institutions 
Reporting 

5th 
Percentile 

25th 
Percentile 

50th 
Percentile 

75th 
Percentile 

95th 
Percentile 

Average CWU 

101-200 Majors 93 4.7 5.9 7.4 9.4 12.2 7.9  
201-400 Majors 77 5.6 6.8 8.2 9.6 14.9 8.8 9.88 
         
 Numbers of Music Majors Per Full-time Faculty Member    
101-200 Majors 93 5 8 10 13 20 11.1   
201-400 Majors 77 7 9 11 15 24.4 12.6 13.65 

 
 
 

 

 

Department Secretarial and Technical Staff Support.  

In 2003, the staff was increased from 1.5 to 2 office workers.  In 2005, along with the move to 

the new building, 1.8 additional support staff members were added.   However, even with this 

addition, staff resource still do not even match the average staff number for Music Units 1/3 to ½ 

our size.  The following charts include the average FTE for office and staff for music units of 

101-200 majors, and of 201 to 400 majors.   
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Source: Higher Education Data Survey, Academic Year 2004-2005, chart 24-2 

NASM Office and Technical Staff Data; 2005-2006 

101-200 Majors 
# of units 
reporting 

Average 
FTE 

Average .Cost 

Technical staff 42 1.25  $41,938  
Prof./misc. staff 44 1.33  $40,275  
Secretarial staff 92 2.12  $42,207  
Total   4.7  $124,420  
201-400 Majors    
Technical staff 52 1.67  $54,101  
Prof./misc. staff 40 1.9  $65,733  
Secretarial staff 76 3.31  $81,635  
Total   6.88  $201,469  
CWU  
(273 majors)    
Technical staff   0.875  $30,573  
Prof./misc. staff   1.806  $62,728  
Secretarial staff   1.5  $45,444  
  4.181  $138,745  

 

The current music staff is comprised of: 

• 1.5 secretarial workers (one full time office supervisor and ½ time office assistant) 

• .875 Technical staff (.375 audio technician, .5 fiscal technician) 

• 1.8 technical Professional and misc. positions (one FT hall manager, .8 piano technician) 

 

Faculty Staffing Strategies 

A major influence on faculty hiring strategies is the geographical placement of the campus.  The 

distance of the campus from a major metropolitan area (Seattle), the state policy forbidding 

support for travel and difficulty of winter travel through a mountain pass makes it difficult to 

attract high-quality part-time applied faculty to teach on campus.  We are also very much aware 

that only resident instructors can provide the attention, nurture and stability will ensure strong 

applied studios.  These two factors are reflected in the priorities of the 2010 Plan.  In general, 

assuming no needs in large ensemble or area directorships, the selection of new faculty has 

followed the strategy of: 

1. Attempting to provide full-time, tenure-track (FTTT) artist faculty for all large-studio 

applied areas.   
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2.  Combining small-studio instructional needs with additional strengths in the academic 

core common to all degree programs.  

3. Since the department has had to secure adjunct instruction in both academic areas and 

small-studio applied instruction (viola, tuba, string bass and oboe), the problem of 

providing resident applied instruction has been met with the strategy of combining 

applied instruction with an academic area, seeking younger faculty who would 

welcome the chance to gain university teaching experience, even at low pay, as 

residents of Ellensburg.  This has been successful in that the viola and tuba studios 

are being taught with great success by such part-time faculty, who also teach theory 

and a general music course. However successful this has proved in the short term, 

since these instructors will inevitably move on to more secure and better paying 

positions, this cannot be seen as a long-term solution.   

 

Department Budget-University Support 

The department has traditionally been under funded, at least by national norms.  This is partly the 

result of Washington state higher education funding allocations, which traditionally are much 

lower than national norms.  Compounding this is the fact that allocations are tied to student 

credit hours generated, and, unlike other states, there is no allowance made for programs in the 

Arts, which have a much higher student/faculty ratio than other disciplines.  Music is one of 

eight departments and three programs in the College of Arts and Humanities, and the budgetary 

allotment from the university to the college does not acknowledge the higher student/faculty 

ratio, or the greater cost of supporting Music than other departments to any great extent.  The 

consequence of this can be seen in the dramatic difference in national averages for Music Unit 

expenses, compared to those of this department as demonstrated in the following charts.   

 

The first chart reveals that the total operating expenses (excluding faculty salaries) of the Music 

Department ($175,419) does not even come close to the national averages for music departments 

half its size: 

Total budgets for Music Units with 101-200 majors (Chart 25-9) 
5th 
percentile 

25th 
percentile 

50th 
percentile 

75th 
percentile 

95th 
percentile 

Average 

$44,900.00  $111,098.00  $243,900.00  $379,431.00  $644,024.00  $280,737.00  
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The second chart gives a breakdown of all the expenses of Music Units, with those of CWU 

provided for comparison: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
EXPENSES OF THE MUSIC UNIT  

  
Public Institutions; 201-400 Majors    HEADS online Data Survey, 2004-2005, Chart 26-9 

  

#  
Reports  

5th 
Percentil
e 

25th 
Percentil
e  

50th 
Percentile  

75th 
Percentile 

95th 
Percentile 

Average CWU 

Fac/Prof 
travel 72 $3,365 $5,622 $10,000 $17,250 $29,808 $12,714 $7,992  
Grad 
Scholarship 54 $1,617 $15,650 $55,765 $170,400 $661,692 

$129,77
 $0  

Guest Artist 66 $1,125 $5,075 $12,250 $26,875 $60,716 $19,740 $2,049  
Instruction
al Supplies 71 $100 $4,241 $8,000 $16,900 $59,000 $17,139 $888  
Library 
(collection) 40 $684 $2,000 $6,050 $15,000 $41,739 $16,328 $5,000  
 
Library  
(perf 
scores) 60 $814 $5,000 $8,035 $12,592 $30,101 $10,924 $5,000  
Office 
Supplies 75 $1,701 $5,000 $7,000 $12,866 $32,060 $11,794 $7,125  

Operating 
Services 40 $2,000 $5,525 $11,808 $29,125 $81,739 $33,690 

$17,73
5
  

Postage 62 $810 $3,075 $5,000 $7,000 $10,988 $5,883 $2,630  
Printing/ 
Duplication 73 $2,824 $6,000 $10,000 $16,945 $28,674 $12,251 $439  
Public Rel/ 
Fundraisin
g 54 $1,296 $2,350 $5,000 $15,112 $28,236 $15,379 $2,462  
Artists/ 
Lectures 36 $1,000 $4,025 $6,850 $12,248 $43,370 $11,919 $0  
Student 
Recruitmen
t 63 $1,048 $2,750 $5,000 $10,000 $24,733 $7,629 $0  
Student 
Travel 

68 $1,675 $5,750 $14,931 $32,050 $102,689 $27,416 

$14,00
1
  

Student 
Wages 70 $2,000 $6,036 $15,500 $23,360 $46,550 $19,507 

$37,08
2
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Technical 
Services 

73 $2,943 $11,500 $20,000 $32,648 $62,686 $23,530 

$26,20
4
  

Technology 
Services 59 $1,000 $2,900 $5,000 $11,500 $30,397 $8,915 $4,908  
Tel/Fax/Ele
c Comm 

69 $970 $8,500 $11,800 $20,000 $34,000 $15,055 

$10,08
4
  

Under 
Grad 
Scholarship
s 

71 

 

  $68,528 $145,332 $23,800 $582,338 
$255,14

 

$26,90
0
  

All other 
Expenses 63 $2,544 $8,900 $20,000 $50,000 $234,409 $56,329 $4,920  
Total 

B
u
d
g
et   $98,116 

$249,50
 $463,090 $701,100 $1,486,155 

$586,72
 $175,419 

   
Note: Office supplies, postage, printing/duplication, student employment, telephone/fax represents  
120% of the department Good and Services budget allotment. 

 

 

 

 

Long Range Planning and the 2010 Plan 
 

Planning and projections is a dicey matter in the Department.  Even with the new facility, tight 

room scheduling caused by the a building already filled to capacity and the scarcity of faculty 

and staff resources and budgetary support, combined with a thriving student population results in 

much administrative time that is spent tinkering daily with meshing classes so that they fit in 

available rooms without creating conflicts for students or instructors, or with quarterly revisions 

of plans for how curricular needs will be met.  This situation is exemplified by the difficulty in 

developing a course plan for the year, due in February of the previous year, when the situations 

of many part-time personnel, who teach more than half the academic classes, and Graduate TAs, 

whose areas of expertise and competencies directly affect the need for part-time instructors, are 
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unknown.  Thus, while navigating an efficient, consistent course is an important objective, the 

immediate concern of keeping the ship afloat tends to divert attention from course setting.  While 

the “band-aid” approach to keeping the program going has been successful thus far, it is at the 

cost of much stress and constant imaginative problem solving.  However, the department has 

been able to maintain an objective view of its goals, its identity and its ability to serve the needs 

of its students with surprising efficacy, turning a seemingly constant state of flux into a flexible 

administrative stance that regards all change as opportunity for improvement. 
 

The program is not so large or diverse that all faculty members cannot maintain a fairly clear 

notion of the department’s objectives as a whole, and the candid conversations in weekly faculty 

meetings tend to keep everyone abreast of the state of the department’s activities.  The last 

several years have seen numerous changes in degree curricula, course offerings, and policy.  

These changes have come from several sources: the election of new chair five years ago resulted 

in a new leadership perspective and many changes have resulted from this; faculty members have 

made changes possible by virtue of their particular strengths, new faculty hires have brought 

with them their specialized competencies and some changes have resulted from the 

implementation of new technology.   
 

Several faculty retreats, coupled with the work of the Long Range Planning Committee, enabled 

all faculty members, full and part-time, to voice their concerns, opinions and perspectives, and it 

has proved to be an effective means of establishing a common sense of purpose and philosophy.  

Retreats also provided opportunities to discuss and compile department strengths and 

weaknesses. 
 
 

Current Strengths 
1) The department has a strong faculty of professional music educators who work together with 

rare collegiality, have a well-balanced blend of areas of expertise and professional experience 

both in and outside academe, and are committed to providing the highest quality of musical 

experiences and training for their students.  The faculty is professionally active, with a wide 

range of on- and off-campus performances, conducting experiences, music education 

involvement and scholarly and service activities.  
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2) The department is well respected on campus, in the state and in the region.  It continues to 

maintain its reputation as the premier music education program in the state, and its 

representative performing ensembles, already known for their excellence, are still increasing 

in stature.  The recent addition of a music education specialist with strengths in research and 

the graduate program will enable the department to revive and even expand the graduate 

music education program. 

3) The department concentrates its efforts on what curricular programs can be delivered with 

integrity, and does not try to spread itself too thin.  (This goal is becoming increasingly 

difficult to achieve, as the increased numbers of majors have not been met with 

commensurate increases in TT faculty).  Each program has enough of a student population 

and the instructional expertise to provide a comprehensive experience.  The blend of 

curricular tracks offered and the talents of the students who engage in them constitute a 

cohesive whole in which the various parts complement and support each other. 

4) Music performed by students and faculty ranges from early music on period instruments to 

contemporary music.  The repertoire for wind ensembles, symphony orchestra, chamber 

orchestra and choirs always includes contemporary works, and the formation of a 

contemporary chamber players ensemble give many students the opportunity to experience 

music not often heard in traditional ensemble concerts (see Appendix I—recent 

representative programs). 

5) The department has proved ready to change to match changing circumstances in the 

discipline, changes in technology and changes in programmatic pressures. Examples of this 

include:  

a) the deletion of degrees no longer able to be supported 

b) the changes in various degree curricula to strengthen their goals, such as the change in the 

Music Business degree to better reflect the normal goals of the music business major, and 

the inclusion of World Music in the history core. 

c) The addition of new courses that take advantage of new faculty’s special expertise 

d) the institution of specializations to better compete in the market for talented students, 

such as the new B.A. Specialization in Jazz. 
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6) There is no hierarchy of importance within the program: faculty in all degree and program 

areas respect and support each other’s work.  This sense of mutual respect carries over into 

the student body; no one area is considered superior to any other.  

7) The administration of the department has been successful at creating an atmosphere of trust, 

fairness, candor, integrity and collegiality, while maintaining expectations of the highest 

academic and musical achievements. 

8) The Kairos String Quartet, a Resident Ensemble supported by an endowed professorship, 

brings many benefits to the department.  It provides a model for string students, is a positive 

recruiting tool, and has been extremely influential in the enabling the orchestra to reach its 

present level of excellence.  It also provides the department with outreach activities to 

schools and the community.  Currently the endowment generates enough income to support 

25% of the work load of the two TT faculty members of the quartet, and enables the hire of 

the two adjunct members of the quartet, who also serve as instructors in violin and viola, 

9) The representative ensembles of the department in all areas, choral, orchestral, wind 

ensembles and vocal and instrumental jazz, groups that tend to project much of the image of 

the department to outside constituencies, are at an unparalleled level of excellence across the 

board.   

10) The new building has given the department facilities that are superior. The only serious 

equipment lack is in the area of small instruments, the result of whimsical language in the 

legislation that contained the appropriation for the building and equipment.  This language 

forbade the purchase of small instruments (really!).  Thus, the department is currently well 

equipped with cellos and basses, but not violins and violas, with tubas and euphoniums, but 

not trombones or trumpets, etc.  
 

Current Weaknesses:  Many of the weaknesses of the program relate to the inadequacy of 

instructional and financial resources.   

1) FTTT positions are inadequate to support the current student population and programs (see 

data presented on pages 5 and 6).  The department believes that the program is thriving, but 

the inadequate number of faculty and staff has led to a number of weaknesses in the program: 

a) The workload of TT faculty is increasingly devoted to applied music, leaving the 

instruction of core academic classroom courses to adjunct faculty.  This year, with the TT 

composition position occupied with an adjunct faculty member teaching on a per-credit, 
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part-time basis, all but one of the six core theory sections, upper division theory and two 

core music history sections are being taught by part-time faculty.  This problem is also 

coming to the fore in other areas.  The trombone instructor, also hired as Associate Band 

Director, now has a very strong trombone studio, but can continue directing a band only 

by assuming an untenable overload.  

b) TT faculty average 1.8 contact unpaid overload workload units per quarter, resulting in 

annual average loads of 37.81 (36 instructional credits are the norm).  The overload 

assumed by the faculty as a whole is equivalent to 3 full-time TT faculty members, close 

to the number of faculty short of national norms as suggested by HEADS data provided 

on page 5). 

c) Additional instructional staff would permit the department to enlarge and enrich general 

education offerings, currently only two courses per quarter.  Part of this problem lies with 

the system of reward for credit generation in the university.  All credit dollars generated 

by courses do not revert to the department but to a general fund.  Thus, there is no 

incentive for generating credits in these courses, for creating new courses or for offering 

more sections.  Every faculty load credit and every adjunct dollar devoted to General 

Education or Service courses robs the department of faculty load credits and adjunct 

dollars that could be directed to music major instruction.  With adjunct dollars at a 

premium, this means that the Gen Ed courses are taught by Graduate Teaching Assistants 

at every opportunity, or by adjuncts, but rarely by Tenure-Track faculty. 

d) Instructional pressures and the dedication of the faculty to the needs of the students result 

in overloads, only some of which are officially acknowledged, that compromise the 

faculty’s ability to focus on their own professional development and scholarship, and to 

department program development. 

e) Many elective and required upper division courses are dependant on the availability of 

qualified part-time instructors, e.g., MUS 359: Music in Cross-Cultural Perspectives, 

MUS 340: Analysis of Tonal Music, MUS 379: Philosophy of Music, MUS 440, 

Analysis of Non-Tonal Music and MUS 346: Counterpoint II.  Such expertise is not 

available locally. Administrative conjuring is necessary on an annual basis in order to 

ensure that these courses are available. 
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f) As discussed above (page 7), small-studio applied areas taught by adjuncts are vulnerable 

to the lack of consistent instruction, the difficulty of attracting highly qualified instructors 

and impossible recruiting conditions. 

g) Perhaps the most vulnerable program is the Music Business degree, which is unique to 

this university; no other institution in the Northwest offers it.  An interdisciplinary 

degree, it offers students the opportunity to prepare for careers in music other than 

teaching or performance.  The strategy to change the Music Business program from a 

B.M. to a B.A. degree has resulted in a steady increase of students in the program.  It is 

also the subject of many inquiries from prospective students.  However, the program has 

become a victim of its own success.  Although the instructional demand specific to the 

degree is minimal (just one 3-credit course every other year), there is no faculty member 

with the time or space to advise these students knowledgeably, to explore internship 

possibilities with them, or act as the kind of cohesive agent with whom these students 

could identify.  The faculty member presently teaching the course was not hired to do so, 

and is fully occupied in his other areas of expertise. The program also offers opportunity 

for further growth.  The equipment that came with the new building has provided the 

opportunity to offer instruction in audio, or sound production, a program that would 

undoubtedly prove useful to students from other majors, besides providing a 

specialization within the Music Business degree.  However, though resident expertise is 

available, this has not been proposed, since it would add to an adjunct expenditure that 

has already grown considerably past available funds.  It is clear that while this degree 

offers much to students and has the potential to establish a unique niche for CWU, this 

depends more faculty resources becoming available.  Indeed, without additional resources 

the program might have to be eliminated, as even the students currently declared in the 

major cannot be given the attention they deserve. 
 

2) Based on the current department size, funding for the operational expenses of an active music 

program, including equipment, instruments, recruiting, ensemble music, ensemble touring, 

student help, administrative work, scholarships and performing expenses is inadequate.  In 

almost all of these areas the department is well below the average for national norms as 

identified in the HEADS report for 2005-2006.  This has been presented above, pages 7-8.  
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3) Based on the size of this department, staff support is inadequate—not even equal to national 

averages for music units half the size of this department. The relevant data from HEADS 

demonstrates this clearly (see data presented above, p. 5 and 6).  This has resulted in 

continual stress to the music office staff, an inordinate amount of secretarial work and 

advising assumed by the chair, which seriously hampers the ability to organize and lead 

discussion on issues of department policy, long-term planning, faculty/staff/student 

evaluation, publicity, alumni relations, and cross-campus issues. 
 

4) Scholarship availability, which at $26,000 is only 1/10 the average for comparable music 

units, pales even in comparison to the average of public music departments of 101-200 

majors ($148,788).  This puts the department at an enormous competitive disadvantage for 

recruiting talented high school students.   

 

5) The administration’s stance on Professional Leaves has resulted in far fewer sabbaticals 

taken by music faculty than in any other discipline.  There have been only 6 sabbaticals taken 

by music faculty in the last 20 years, with an average of 10 tenured faculty eligible to apply 

for sabbaticals in each of those years.  University policy requires that sabbaticals can be 

granted only with the provision that remaining faculty can assume the instructional load of a 

faculty member on leave.  This does not work for Music for several reasons: 

a) With many faculty already overloaded, it is difficult for more overloads to be 

assumed.   

b) Unlike other departments, many courses, such as ensemble and applied courses 

cannot be temporarily omitted from the quarterly schedule during a faculty member’s 

absence. 

c) Many music faculty members have expertise that is unique in the department. For 

example, there is only one TT faculty member with the expertise to teach each of the 

following: violin, cello, flute, single reeds, trumpet, trombone, horn and percussion.  

Since faculty tend develop close personal relationships with their students, they tend 

to feel personally responsible for their progress, and cannot conceive leaving their 

applied students in the hands of a less than fully satisfactory instructor.  The funds 

available for adjunct instructors cannot, in most cases, attract instructors equal to the 

competence of tenure-track faculty.  
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Until this stance is modified, many tenured faculty members in the department will continue 

to be disadvantaged. 

 

Program directions for the next five years. 
 

The acquisition of the new music building has made dramatic positive changes in faculty and 

student morale and the delivery of the program.  However, though there are potential new 

courses made possible by the electronic and audio equipment that came with the facility, the new 

building is not seen as affecting the balance of the program to any great degree, which has 

retained the ensemble/music-education-oriented model described earlier in this report.  It also 

has not resulted in a substantially larger music major population.  Rather, the slightly larger 

population of majors will enable a more flexible approach to course offerings, higher quality 

ensembles, and less stress on students who have to occupy key positions in several instrumental 

ensembles, particularly double reeds.  While the new building has generated much enthusiasm 

for the increased space, new instruments, new equipment and new performing spaces, present 

classes are already full, and the faculty is even now consistently assuming uncompensated 

overloads to take care of the majors and minors now enrolled.   

 

The reality of this situation is resulting in a gradual change in the fundamental attitude of the 

faculty.  The department has up until recently maintained a kind of “open enrollment” policy.  

That is, any student whose entrance audition demonstrated a capacity to succeed in a music 

degree program, even minimally, was accepted, and music minor declarations were encouraged.  

This attitude was supported by two factors: the university attitude of encouraging constantly 

increasing enrollments and the department’s attitude of seeking to provide a place where students 

with talent but minimal background and experience could flourish, given the opportunity.  This is 

now changing: the department must now develop strategies for limiting enrollments to numbers 

that can be realistically sustained.  This is a complex issue; if performance on the acceptance 

audition is used as the only factor, the department’s goal of sustaining a strong and vital music 

education program will be compromised, as the best teachers are not always the best performers.  

While the proportions of students in the various performing areas as identified by the 2010 plan 

(see below) provide a basic strategy for guiding this effort, some means must be developed to 
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ensure a balance of strong performers and dedicated, talented future music educators.  This is 

one of the most important tasks facing the department in the near future.  

 

The new building was theoretically designed to accommodate about 40 more music majors than 

our current population.  In practice, the present total of 273 majors and 50 minors is testing the 

capacity already.  Although the history of funding new positions within the last three decades is 

not positive, it is hoped that the present administration will recognize the present needs, add to 

this situation the effect that the new building will have, and find the means to increase the FTTT 

positions allotted to the department and support the program at a level that is closer to national 

averages. 
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The 2010 Plan 
Approved by the Music Department Faculty, Fall 2003, Revised in Winter 2006 

 
Committee Members: 

Jeffrey Snedeker, LRPC chair, Chris Bruya, Hal Ott, Carrie Rehkopf-Michel,  
Vijay Singh  

 

It is important to understand that this is NOT a strategic plan that describes how things will be 

accomplished; it is merely a vision of what we, collectively as a music faculty, desire for our 

future.  What we become will largely depend on how our administration is able to assist us in 

meeting our goals.   

 
Assumptions... by 2010: 
 

• The general shape of the student body and faculty will continue to be influenced by the 

demands of large ensembles. Large Ensembles and Jazz Ensembles will continue to 

occupy a significant spot in the curriculum and will be remain critical to the mission of 

the department.  These groups will be the primary factors in determining the size and 

make-up of our student enrollment. 

• The music education program will continue to be the single most important focus of the 

department. 

• Other undergraduate programs of study, composition/theory and performance, will 

continue to provide complementary programs of study.  The music business program will 

continue only if additional faculty resources are obtained. 

• The graduate program will continue to attract and train outstanding students in the areas 

of conducting, music education, performance, performance/pedagogy, and composition.  

The size of the graduate program will remain about the same. 

• Other undergraduate and graduate offerings in areas such as music technology, musical 

theatre, and instrument repair will be added to our degree offerings as resources become 

available. 

• Each academic core area will be represented by at least one specialist in that area. 
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• Every orchestra/band/choral related applied area and piano will be represented by at least 

one full-time faculty member. 

• Like-instrument and small ensembles will continue to play a vital role in contributing to 

the richness of the program, but will not be primary factors in determining the size and 

make-up of our student enrollment. 

2010 Music Student Enrollment Profile 
   The following statistics were generated to establish the numbers of student 

instrumentalists and vocalists that could be considered "optimum" and "critical" for an 
ensemble-driven program in 2010 consisting of two concert bands, two concert choirs, 
two orchestras, and the six jazz ensembles (three bands, three jazz choirs).  These 
numbers are not to be interpreted as quotas upon which faculty performance is 
evaluated, but serve to guide recruitment of students and staff suited to the programs 
offered by the department.  There are certain assumptions made regarding some 
students participating in more than one ensemble (e.g., some clarinet players playing 
saxophone in jazz bands), but these details are not overly critical to understand this 
model as presented here. 

Profile of student distribution among ensembles and lessons. 

Instrument/Voice 

Optimal No. 
of Students 
to field dept 
ensembles 

Critical No. 
of Students 
to field dept. 
ensembles 

Students in 
lessons, 
current  06 

Students in 
bands & 
orchestra,  
current '06 

Flute 18 15 18 15 
Oboe 8 6 4 6 
Clarinet 25 22 11 20 
Bassoon 8 6 1 3 
Saxophone 10 8 12 13 
Total WW 69 57 46 57 
        
Horn 12  9  14 14 
Trumpet 20 15 23 25 
Trombone 20 15 14 17 
Euphonium 6 4 2 4 
Tuba 8 6 5 5 
Total Brass 66 49 58 65 
        
Total Perc. 18 14 16 16 
        
Total Piano 17 12 12 * 
        
Total Guitar 6 3 18 * 
         
Violin 28 24 16 19 
Viola 11 8 8 6 
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Cello 10 8 5 7 
Bass 7 6 4 4 
Total Strings 56 46 33 36 
         
Voice (SATB) 75 65 62 * 
         

TOTAL 305 246 245   
Guitarists, pianists and vocalists all participate in either of the two choral groups, the 40  
voice auditioned Chamber Choir or the 130 Voice non-auditioned University Choir.  

Since the large choir has about 40% non majors, the data here is not relevant. 
 

* In support of the substantial jazz program, it is assumed that at least 5 students in the clarinet studio will 
double on the saxophone. 

2010 Music Faculty Profile 
 

2005/2006 Statistics 
• 19 full time faculty positions (21 lines) 
• 6.2 FTE in adjunct and 
•  2.41 FTE in TA instruction 
• Total FTE is 27.61 
• 273 music majors 
 
NASM Guidelines combined with Current Statistics and Department Model: NASM 
recommends 1 faculty per 8.8 students for public institutions with 201-400 majors (see data 
given on page 5).  Using this as a model, the faculty should be: 

 
273 current students ÷ 8.8 = 31.0 FTE faculty 
246 "critical" students ÷ 8.8 = 27.95 FTE faculty 
305 "optimum" students ÷ 8.8 = 34.66 FTE faculty 

 
The 2010 committee conducted a survey of the faculty that overwhelmingly supported a strong 

priority in future hiring for tenure track positions should be to obtain at least one 

specialist for each applied area.  The following model shows how specific 

responsibilities can be divided such that combinations of expertise can be constructed 

for future position descriptions. 
 

Current Faculty Teaching and Administrative Responsibilities 
Administrative and Released Time Load Credits 
Chair (currently .75) 11-month contract 
Associate Chair (currently .5) 9-month contract 
Director of Bands (currently .17) 
Director of Choirs (currently .17) 
Associate Director of Choirs 
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Director of Orchestras (currently .17) 
Director of Jazz (currently .11) 
Music Education Area Coordinator (currently .25) 
Scholarship Committee Chair (currently .083) 
Composition/Theory Area Coordinator (currently 0) 
Music History Area Coordinator (currently 0) 
Music Library Liaison (currently 0; .083 desirable-- 1 load credit per quarter) 
Woodwind Coordinator (currently 0) 
Brass Coordinator (currently 0) 
Strings Coordinator (currently 0) 
Piano Coordinator (currently 0) 
Voice Coordinator (currently .12 in Fall only) 
Sonatina Festival Coordinator (currently .12 in Fall only) 
 

Student Teaching released time averages 10 credits annually (this is divided amongst faculty 
who observe student teachers, and this amounts to the equivalent of 5/6 FT faculty member) 

 
Ensemble Directors  

Wind Ensemble 
Symphonic Band 
Chamber Choir 
University Chorale 

Jazz Band(s) 
Vocal Jazz Choirs 
University Orchestra 
Chamber Orchestra 

 
Instrument and area specific ensembles 
Flute choir 
Trombone Choir 
Trumpet Choir 
Brass Choir 

Contemporary Music Ensemble 
String Chamber Music 
Saxophone Chamber Music 
Piano Chamber Music 

 
Core Academic Classes for Undergraduate Degrees taught by both Full Time and Adjunct Instructors 
Introduction to Music Study (Freshmen and 

Transfers) 
Music Theory (First Year, Second Year, 

Counterpoint I) 

Music History (History Sequence) 
Conducting I 
Applied (see below) 
Large Ensembles 

 
Academic Classes required for Specific Undergraduate Degrees taught by both Full Time and Adjunct 

Instructors 
Music Education (specific voice/instrumental methods, classroom methods) 
Composition (applied study, Electronic Music, Orchestration) 
Music Theory (Counterpoint II, Analytic Techniques I and II) 
Music History (upper division surveys, Philosophy, World Music) 
Conducting (II) 
Music Business 
Applied 
Small Ensembles 
Instrumental Class Methods (for music ed majors), currently taught by FT, adjuncts and Grad TAs 
 
General Education Courses 
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MUS 101: History of Jazz (5 credits) presently taught by graduate assistant 
MUS 102: Music Appreciation (5 credits) presently taught by adjunct 
 
Large Applied Studios (75-100%), with few, if any academic courses currently taught by FTTT 

faculty.  The load is taken with private lessons, chamber music, discipline specific ensembles 
and associated courses, e.g., pedagogy and literature.

Flute 
Clarinet/Saxophone 
Trumpet 

Trombone  
Percussion 
Piano 

Violin 
Voice 
Voice 

 
Small Applied Studios with substantial classroom teaching duties (50+%) in History, Theory, Music 

Education, etc.: 
Horn (currently filled with FTTT) 
Cello (currently filled with FTTT) 
Bassoon (currently filled with FTTT) 
Oboe (currently filled by adjunct) 
Saxophone (currently filled by adjunct) 

Tuba/Euphonium (currently filled by adjunct) 
Viola (currently filled by adjunct) 
String Bass (currently filled by adjunct) 
Guitar (currently filled by adjunct) 

 

Projections: 2010 CWU FTTT Faculty 
 
Positions not involved in teaching applied music: 
Chair 
Associate Chair (.5 FTE) 
Director of Bands 
Associate Director of Bands 
Director of Choirs 
Associate Director of Choirs 
 

Director of Orchestra 
Director of Jazz 
Choral/Vocal Jazz 
Music Education 

Music Education 
Composition/Theory 

Primarily Applied Positions (Large Studios): 
Flute 
Clarinet/Saxophone 
Trumpet 

Trombone 
Percussion 
Piano 

Violin 
Voice 
Voice

 
Positions with substantial Classroom Teaching History, Theory and Applied Music 

Bassoon 
Horn 
Cello 

Oboe 
Tuba/Euphonium 
Viola 

Bass

 
 
Non-applied core classroom needs: 
Music business 
Music history 

Music theory 
General education 
World music
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TOTAL FTTT FACULTY 25* 

 
CURRENT NUMBER OF FTTT FACULTY 19 (21 lines) 
 
NASM recommends 1 faculty per 8.8 students for institutions with 200-400 majors.  290 / 8.8 = 

32.95 
Additional hires could include the applied areas of piano accompanying and voice. 
 
* The total of 25 FTTT faculty assumes that the areas identified above will be combined in 

various ways, depending on strengths of new hires, much as is our current practice.
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Long Range Planning Committee Proposals 
 

The LRPC proposed the following prioritization for faculty hiring: 

 

Preface to the following proposals: During past retreats the faculty has already identified and 

approved that small studio applied needs should be included in future hires whenever possible; 

"every orchestra/band/choral related applied area will be represented by at least one full-time 

faculty member."  Therefore, each new job announcement will list the all of small studio needs 

along with the academic area that will occupy the major part of the load.  This strategy, however, 

had one caveat that has come to the fore: “ assuming no needs in large ensemble or area 

directorships” (page 6, above). The present trombone instructor was hired to direct the Concert 

Band and to revive a trombone studio that was critically low in both quality and numbers (having 

been taught by an adjunct for the previous three years).  He did both, but with such success in the 

trombone area that applied trombone, trombone choir and a share of brass pedagogy and 

literature is now a full-time teaching load.  He has continued directing the Concert Band, but 

only by assuming an unpaid overload, averaging 44-48 instructional contact hours annually, 

compared with the normal 36.  The following hiring priorities are identified above and beyond 

this need. 

 

Hires for current positions 

1) The LRPC recommends that the current two open Tenure-Track positions should be used to 

address the areas of music education and associate director of bands with one position, and 

composition/theory with the other position. 

 

Hires for potential new positions 

1a) The LRPC proposes that the 1st new position be in the area of music theory (coupled with a 

small studio).   Rationale:  21 credits of theory are required of most undergraduate music majors.  

There are additional courses such as analytical techniques that are required by some degree 

programs.  Currently, there is 1 full-time faculty teaching one section in the theory area on a 

regular basis, and it is assumed that we will continue to have a coordinator of music theory after 
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the composition/theory line is hired in the future.  Currently, adjuncts teach all but one the music 

theory sections.  

 

1b) The LRPC proposes that a 2nd position be listed in music business.  Rationale:  Currently we 

have one music faculty member teaching in this area, and he lacks the load space to continue to 

coordinate, advise and implement this degree program without compromising his other 

responsibilities. 

 

Note: these two areas are seen as being equally critical to the department, but in different ways. 

The theory position is needed to lend integrity to a fundamental academic aspect of the 

department’s program in all degrees.  The music business position is seen as critical to maintain 

a program that is attracting attention from students, could take advantage of new equipment that 

was provided with the building and provides a unique niche for the department and university in 

the state. It is possible that they could be combined into one position, though with the usual 

dilution that comes with compromise. 

 

2) The LRPC proposes that the new 3rd position listed as a priority should be in the area of 

world music and general education (coupled with a small studio).  Rationale:  Currently all of 

our general education and world music classes are taught by are taught by adjunct instructors and 

teaching assistants. A full-time faculty member in this area would allow us to enlarge and enrich 

these programs critical to the College and University. 

 

3) The LRPC proposes that the 4th new position listed as a priority should be music history 

(coupled with a small studio).  Rationale:  19 credits are required of all undergraduate music 

majors in music history, and there are many other upper division and graduate history and 

literature courses that are required for some degrees. Currently only one full time faculty 

member regularly teaches in the music history area. 
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4. The second is a visitor’s report from 2006.  (next page) 
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B. Evaluation of Students 
 Student evaluation policies and procedures such as juries, recitals, comprehensive 
 examinations, the screening process for admission to upper division or degree 
 candidacy, etc. 
   As found in the undergraduate student handbook found at: 

http://www.cwu.edu/music/undergraduate-handbook  
     
   

 

 
 
 

First - Year Confirmation 
All students, including transfer students, will be admitted as music 
majors with probational areas of specialization, based on their 
performances on the entrance audition and required theory exam. All 
students will be subject to a First-Year Confirmation process (described 
below) that will be used to validate the areas of specialization. This 
evaluation will normally occur during the jury exam at the end of the 
first academic year. Area Coordinators will keep track of the status of 
students in their areas, and communicate the results of the First-Year 
Confirmation to the involved student, applied instructor, music 
education coordinators (for music education majors), dept. advisors, and 
the Music Office. 
First-Year Confirmation of Major will review the following: 

1. Academic Progress (examining applicable progress in theory, 
ensembles, applied study, piano class, music ed., composition, 
as well as convocation and recital attendance; students must also 
earn 2.0 GPA or higher to be “confirmed”). 

2. Applied Progress (at the first jury advancement for performance 
majors, examining the potential for success in making it to the 
required applied level by the time the student is a senior). 

3. Music Education Potential (only for students who are pursuing a 
degree in music education). A member of the Music Education 
Committee will interview music education students during their 
first year of study. If students are approved to continue pursuing 
a music education degree, they will receive a signature from a 
music education coordinator on their declaration of major form). 

Students with any identified areas of concern will be required to 
undergo the same confirmation process at the beginning of the 6th 
quarter of study at CWU. If areas of concern remain at the end of the 
6th quarter of study at CWU, students will be advised to pursue another 
major in or out of the Music Department. 
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Piano Proficiency 
   A Piano Proficiency exam must be passed by all music majors as a graduation 

requirement. For Music Education Majors, this exam is part of the department's 
endorsement for student teaching. Student teaching placement cannot be scheduled 
without this endorsement. For all other majors, the Piano Proficiency Exam is a 
graduation requirement, and graduation will not be granted if the Registrar's Office 
does not receive notification that the exam has been passed.  
Piano Proficiency Policy: (As found in the undergraduate student handbook found at: 
http://www.cwu.edu/music/undergraduate-handbook) 

   In order to graduate from any music degree program, all music students are required to 
demonstrate a minimum level of piano proficiency.  Students with piano skills can take 
the proficiency test, if they pass the proficiency test, then they will not be required to 
take the piano class sequence.  All other music students must complete the piano class 
sequence (3 quarters) in order to complete the piano proficiency requirement. 

   Only students who are demonstrating adequate progress toward acquiring the skills 
necessary to pass the piano proficiency will receive the grade of “S” and be allowed to 
progress through the piano class sequence.  Students who are not progressing in the 
sequence will receive the grade of “U”, these students will not be allowed to continue 
in the sequence, and will have to enroll into a trailer piano class the next quarter.  
Students in piano 3 will take the piano proficiency jury at the end of the quarter.  If they 
pass the piano proficiency jury, then they have completed the piano proficiency 
requirement and will receive the grade of “S” for piano 3.  If they do not pass the piano 
proficiency jury, then they will receive the grade of “U” and must repeat piano 3 until 
they pass the proficiency jury and receive the grade of “S” for piano 3.   

All students enrolled in the first year, three-quarter theory sequence (MUS 144) must 
be also be concurrently enrolled in the three-quarter Class Piano sequence (MUS 154).  
This requirement can be waived by demonstrating sufficient keyboard skills to a 
member of the piano faculty. Students should be aware that while a particular class may 
be waived upon demonstration of the appropriate skill, the credits are not waived. 
Taking an appropriate elective class and submitting a "Course Substitution" form will 
fulfill these credit requirements 

  Applied Requirements (Jury, recitals, etc.) 
     

• Music major students pursuing study in a Secondary applied area will enroll in 
"Secondary Performance Area" (MUS 171, 271, 371) applied instruction.  

• All students enrolled in secondary lessons must take a performance 
examination, normally held at the conclusion of each quarter.  If a level 
change is not involved, the form and venue of the applied final is at the 
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discretion of the performance area faculty. All applied finals that result in a 
level change must be in a jury format, with all performance area faculty 
normally present. Sign-up sheets for jury exams are posted during the last 
week of classes.  

• Entering 1st year students must complete 3 quarters of study at the 164 level, 
and use the jury for their 3rd quarter of 164 study to jury up to the 264 level. 

• Students who fail to advance to the 264 level after 3 quarters of 164 study will 
be placed on probation and their study load limited to 18 credits. Students who 
fail to advance to the 264 level after the probationary 4th quarter of study may 
be granted one more quarter of study at the 164 level by the department chair 
at the written request of the student, and with the support of the applied 
faculty member. Students who fail to advance to the 264 level after the 5th 
quarter of 164 study will be denied music major status.  

• An entering music major admitted with deficiencies in the major applied area 
may study for one quarter at the 171 level. If the 164 level is not reached after 
one quarter, music major status will be denied.  

• Transfer music majors will enroll at the 164 level, but may jury up in 
successive quarters until the appropriate level is reached. A student may 
request enrollment at a higher level immediately, but must perform a jury to 
demonstrate appropriate skills and repertoire.  

• All Juries are recorded. 
• Rubrics have been developed and are utilized in all jury forms. 
• Completed jury forms are filed in the student folders located in the music 

office. 
• Student repertory forms must be completed and submitted to the applied 

instructor prior to the performance examination or jury examination each 
quarter. Forms may be obtained from the private applied instructor or in the 
Music Office. Jury examinations will be scheduled each quarter. Students 
performing a junior recital or a senior recital may be exempted from the jury 
examination at the end of the quarter in which the recital participation 
occurred. Performance majors will be expected to perform an extended jury 
exam at the conclusion of the 3rd quarter of study at the 264 level. Permission 
to continue as a performance major in upper division studies will be made at 
this time.  

  Recital Requirements 
• Students pursuing all degrees requiring applied study at the 364 level will be 

required to present at least a 1/2 recital or its equivalent. This requirement is 
not associated with a particular quarter of 364 study. The recital will be 
evaluated as Outstanding, Satisfactory or Unsatisfactory; recitals evaluated as 
Unsatisfactory will not fulfill this degree requirement.  
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• All bachelor of music performance majors must successfully complete eight 
credits at the 464 level, present a joint or half recital at the 364 level, and a 
full recital at the 464 level.  
 

  Music Education Majors 
 

Requirements to be accepted into the professional sequence of courses: can be found at  
the following web site: https://www.cwu.edu/teacher-certification/ or as follows: 

Admission Requirements are as follows: 

1. A 3.0 Grade Point Average (GPA) for the last 45 graded quarter credits (the 
total may exceed 45 if an entire quarter is needed to achieve the minimum 45) 
or overall CWU/transfer cumulative. Acceptance can be granted to individuals 
with a 2.8 GPA, with the provision those individuals meet the 3.0 GPA and 
are fully admitted prior to enrolling in EFC courses and making application 
for student teaching and certification. If your GPA does not meet the required 
2.8 for conditional admittance or 3.0 for full admittance, it is your 
responsibility to contact the CWU Certification Office, once you have 
completed additional course work, to have your GPA recalculated. Please give 
the CWU Certification Office enough notice so that your GPA can be 
recalculated in time for preregistration as the recalculation of your GPA takes 
time. 

2. Completed Application for Admission to Teacher Education. 
3. Completed Character and Fitness Supplement. 
4. Official or unofficial transcripts from each college/university attended, except 

CWU (these transcripts are independent of transcripts sent for university 
application purposes) showing a grade of C or higher in each of ENG 101, 
ENG 102, and one of either MATH 101, 153, 154, 164, 170, or 172. 

5. Pass all portions of the WEST-B examination 
      Register for the WEST-B 

6. Submission of the Dispositional Survey. Once you activate your LiveText 
account, you are automatically sent the Admissions Dispositional Survey. The 
survey is located in your Forms box which is under the Tools section of 
LiveText. Once you have completed the survey, click the submit button. The 
Teacher Certification Office verifies recent survey submissions every Friday. 
Please call (509) 963-2660 if you have any questions.  

7. No grade lower than a C in major or minor, and professional education 
sequence course-work, and no grade lower than a C- in basic and breadth 
course-work. 

8. Completion of the Piano Proficiency Jury.  
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B. Unit evaluation schedules and protocols (annual evaluations, program evaluation) 

The encompassing rationale for all university assessment plans and processes is to 
provide a basis for continuous improvement of academic programs and student learning. 
The most prominent component of the academic assessment regimen is how student 
learning goals are accomplished.   Outcomes assessment occurs in two interrelated ways 
at CWU: yearly assessment of student learning outcome obtainment and five-year 
program review processes.    
Yearly Assessment of Student Learning: Each CWU degree program completes and 
submits a yearly assessment of student learning outcomes report. This report includes 
student learning outcomes and their relationship to departmental, college, and university 
goals.  The report also includes methods of assessment, the population assessed, the 
timing of the assessment, results, feedback use and reporting to internal/external 
constituencies. All reports are evaluated by the Chair, Dean, and Associate Vice 
President for Undergraduate Studies.  Feedback regarding the report and programmatic 
assessment processes is provided by the Associate Vice President for Undergraduate 
Studies Office as related to assessment “best practice.” Thus, documentation of outcomes 
obtainment and assessment process improvement is incorporated in the same yearly 
process.  Yearly reports are interrelated with the five year program review process in that 
summarized documentation of outcomes obtainment and program improvement is 
reported.   The annual assessment of student learning outcomes report is due December 
of each subsequent academic year. See 
 http://www.cwu.edu/associate-provost/yearly-review for more information. The 
department’s most recent evaluation of student learning are as follows: 

 
Central Washington University 
Assessment of Student Learning 

Department and Program Report 
 

Please enter the appropriate information concerning your student learning assessment 
activities for this year.   
 
Academic Year of Report: 2011-2012 
College:  College of Arts and Humanities  
Department Music 
Program: Bachelor’s degrees in Music: B.A. in Music, B.A. in Music with Specialization 
in Jazz; B.M. in Performance, B. M. in Music Education; B.M. in Composition/Theory 
 
1. What student learning outcomes were assessed this year, and why? 
In answering this question, please identify the specific student learning outcomes you 
assessed this year, reasons for assessing these outcomes, with the outcomes written in 
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clear, measurable terms, and note how the outcomes are linked to department, college 
and university mission and goals. 
 
The Department of Music continued to evaluate aspects of two student learning 
outcomes in the music core curriculum for academic year 2011-2012: 1. Students 
become literate musicians and 2. Students will be equipped with a set of theoretical and 
conceptual abstractions that are applicable to and useful for the understanding of a 
substantial body of musical literature, applicable to music degree programs in the fields 
of music education, performance, composition, jazz studies, and music as general field 
of study. 
 
These outcomes are related to the Department of Music curricular goal: “Students will 
receive a foundation of knowledge and skills leading to specialization in one of the 
major programs in music education, performance, or composition” and the program goal 
“Increase the percentages of students retained in upper division from lower division 
courses.”  This in turn addresses the College of Arts and Humanities student learning 
goals “Ensure that students develop disciplinary specific competencies for success in 
their field” and “Develop students’ intellectual and practical skills for lifelong learning.”  
The selected outcomes are consistent with CWU’s Core Theme 1: Teaching and 
Learning: Outcome 1.1.1: “Students will achieve programmatic learning outcomes,” and 
Outcome 1.1.2: “Students will persist to graduation with increased efficiency and rate.”  
They support CWU’s Goal I: “Maintain and strengthen an outstanding academic and 
student life on the Ellensburg campus,” and Goal V: “Achieve regional and national 
prominence for the University.” 
 
We chose to continue monitoring these outcomes through analysis of student 
achievement in the core music theory sequence, piano proficiency, and attendance and 
participation in Convocation and department concerts and recitals.  As will be explained 
below, our particular interest was in evaluating the program changes instituted in 2011-
12 based on prior assessment results. 
 
2. How were they assessed? 
In answering these questions, please concisely describe the specific methods used in 
assessing student learning. Please also specify the population assessed, when the 
assessment took place, and the standard of mastery (criterion) against which you will 
compare your assessment results. If appropriate, please list survey or questionnaire 
response rate from total population. 
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A) What methods were used? 
 
2.1  We examined the grade distribution of the final aural and written exams for MUS 
146 (written), 146A (aural) and 246 (written and aural), which represent the culmination 
of the first- and second-year theory courses (153 students assessed).  The population 
assessed was all students in the first year sequence (primarily freshmen) and students at 
the end of the second year sequence (primarily sophomores), and was administered in 
the Spring quarter.  The faculty would like to see 90% or more of the students earn a C 
or above on these exams. 
 
2.2  A second direct measure of student literacy in aural and written music theory was 
the pass (retention) rate for the six-quarter sequence composed of MUS 144-146 and 
MUS 144A-146A and MUS 244-246 (184 students assessed).  We chose to continue 
monitoring this rate to allow us to compare current data with the same information 
collected since 2007-2008.  The population assessed was all students in the music theory 
sequence (basically all freshmen and sophomore students with some transfer students).  
The department goal is to maintain 90% pass rate throughout the sequence, with at least 
75% of students completing the first year and 75% completing the second year. 
 
2.3 We examined an indirect measure--the rating and commentary provided on the 
Student Evaluation of Instruction (SEOI) forms.  We reviewed these data for MUS 146 
and MUS 246 for Spring 2012 (95 students assessed).  The department goal is to equal 
or exceed department and College means on selected items, and to have no items with 
means below the midpoint.  The department assessment coordinator also reviewed the 
open-ended (constructed response, qualitative) student comments to note trends of 
student attitude toward these courses. 
 
2.4  An important direct measure of student skill is the departmental Piano Proficiency 
exam required of all majors (53 students assessed).  This exam is administered 
individually by a piano faculty member (or TA) on a quarterly basis.  As a graduation 
requirement, it ultimately boasts a 100% pass rate.  However, the department faculty has 
been dissatisfied with how many students must retake the exam, or wait until late in their 
program to attempt it.  This is a difficulty for music education majors, as they are 
required to demonstrate proficiency prior to applying for placement in the student 
teaching internship. The department goal is a 90% or better first-time pass rate.  Based 
on prior assessment data, the department instituted a new policy in 2011-2012 that aligns 
the final exam for the third quarter of piano, MUS 154A, with the proficiency 
requirement.  Students not passing the exam/course will receive a “U” grade and will be 
required to repeat MUS 154A until proficiency is achieved.  This will allow students the 
opportunity to learn without negative impact on their GPA. 
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2.5  Related to the selected learning outcomes, the department has a policy that requires 
student attendance at all Convocations (4 per quarter) and at least 8 concerts or recitals 
(314 students assessed).  In addition to providing a breadth of music listening 
experience, we also believe that this is an indicator of student disposition (attitude) to 
engage in the community of musicians as an active listener.  The department goal is to 
have 90% of students completing this requirement each quarter.  We examined the 
percentage of students completing the requirement in each quarter of 2010-2011, and 
instituted a new policy in 2011-2012.  Under the new policy, rather than linking 
quarterly completion of the requirement to the applied lesson grade (a policy which was 
inconsistently implemented and cumbersome), student attendance is tracked via a 
handheld scan of student ID cards at each event and tallied as a cumulative total.  
Students may fall behind or exceed the quarterly requirements without immediate 
repercussion, as long as the required total is reached by graduation.  Absence at a 
Convocation requires 3 additional concerts or recitals, reflecting the department’s belief 
that Convocation attendance represents a strong commitment to the learning community. 
 

B) Who was assessed? 

See above. 

 

C) When was it assessed? 

See above. 

 

3. What was learned? 

In answering this question, please report results in specific qualitative or quantitative 
terms, with the results linked to the outcomes you assessed, and compared to the 
standard of mastery (criterion) you noted above. Please also include a concise 
interpretation or analysis of the results. 

 

3.1  We examined score distributions from the final aural and written exams for all 
sections of MUS 146, 146A, and 246 in the Spring of 2012 and calculated the 
percentage of students earning a C or better on the examinations.  We compared this 
against the totals from 2010-11 and the department goal of 90% at C or above.   
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Course/Exam % at C or above 
(2011-12) 

% at C or above 
(2010-11) 

MUS 146 Written 93 80 

MUS 146A Aural 74 69 

MUS 246 Written 89 84 

MUS 246A Aural 79 70 

 

These assessments relate to both learning outcomes described above, in that they 
illustrate a student’s level of music literacy (in the sense of notational and theoretical 
constructs) and mastery of theoretical and conceptual abstractions necessary to 
understand a large body of music literature. 

 

These data indicate that a) student achievement is increasing year-on-year, nearing our 
goal of 90% pass rate for these particular assessments, and b) students continue to be 
generally stronger in written than in aural theory. 

 

Beginning in Fall 2011 and as a direct result of our assessment process, the written and 
aural skills components of the freshman music theory courses were split into two 
classes.  We will continue to monitor student achievement on these exams in light of this 
substantial curriculum change. 

 

3.2 Retention data for 2011-12 in the core music theory sequence demonstrate a 
downward trend relative to 2010-11. 

Academic 
Year 

MUS 
144 

MUS 
145 

MUS 
146 

Completed 
Sequence 

MUS 
244 

MUS 
245 

MUS 
246 

Completed 
Sequence 

07-08    50% (est.)    40% (est.) 

08-09 77% 86% 78% 53% 85% 95% 87% 67% 

09-10 79% 88% 89% 68% 84% 100% 96% 81% 

10-11 87% 90% 92% 74% 91% 96% 92% 81% 
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11-12 83% 91% 91% 67% 84% 93% 91% 79% 

 

We are near achieving the department goal of at least 90% of students passing each 
course of the sequence. We are near the goal of 75% completion for both years. 
 
With regard to the split of MUS 144-146 into aural and written courses, much like a 
lecture and lab, we noted that of the 30 students (26%) that did not pass one of the 
quarters, 17 of them (15%) failed both aural/written that quarter, 4 (3.5%) failed written 
only, and 9 (8%) failed aural only.  It appears that the splitting of course content did not 
result in a dramatic number of students failing one area or another and facing delay in 
sequence completion; however, it appears that students are having more difficulty with 
the aural component. 
 
3.3 We examined student SEOI data for all Spring 2012 sections MUS 146 and 246 (7 
sections, 95 students).  This was the first year of the newly developed online format, that 
did not include “Course as a Whole” or “Instructor’s Teaching Effectiveness” questions 
which we reviewed in past assessment reports.  However, individual item responses for 
all sections showed a clear trend of equaling or exceeding department and College 
means, indicating our department goal was met.  Individual student comments reflected 
a few concerns with course content and structure/pacing as well as characteristics of 
individual instructors; as a whole, the vast majority of comments praised the rigor and 
level of engagement these courses required.  We believe these student evaluations 
provide evidence of the effectiveness of the core theory sequence in its recent revision. 
 
3.4  As mentioned previously, in 2011-12 the department instituted a new policy 
regarding the piano proficiency graduation requirement.  In prior years, this assessment 
was independent of required or elective piano classes, and relied on the student to 
independently prepare the necessary skills during their program.  This led to an 
unacceptable number of students delaying the proficiency exam until their final quarters 
on campus--a particular problem for music education students, who must complete the 
exam prior to student teaching. 
 
Under the new policy, the final exam for MUS 154A (Class Piano III) is aligned with the 
proficiency requirements, and students who are not successful must re-enroll in the class 
until proficiency is demonstrated.  In the first year of this policy, 75 students enrolled in 
MUS 152A (Class Piano I) in Fall of 2011.  By spring, 53 students enrolled in Class 
Piano III (71% of the Fall enrollment).  Of these, 45 passed the class and 38 were 
awarded proficiency.  In terms of percentages, 51% of students who began the sequence 
completed with proficiency in 3 quarters of piano; 71% of students who enrolled Class 
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Piano III earned proficiency.  As a new policy, it was unclear how student performance 
would be tracked, which resulted in the inconsistency of 7 students passing the class but 
not earning proficiency.  In light of the new policy, it is difficult to compare these data 
with our prior standard of a 90% first-time pass rate.  We believe that retention/attrition 
from Class Piano I to Class Piano III (currently 29%) will improve, and that we can 
approach 90% passing of Class Piano III in the first quarter attempted. 
 
3.5  Beginning in Fall 2011, students attendance at department Convocations, recitals, 
and concerts was tracked using a handheld barcode scan of the student ID card.  In order 
to graduate, students are required to attend all 4 Convocations and 8 additional 
performances per quarter of enrollment (a cumulative total).  As this policy was 
implemented, Allen Larsen developed a powerful FileMaker tool to automate attendance 
tracking and reporting.  For 2011-12, the percentage of students meeting or exceeding 
their required attendance was: Fall, 33%; Winter, 35%; and Spring, 48%.  The overall 
annual rate for freshmen (the first class existing wholly under the new policy) was 52% 
meeting or exceeding the requirement.  As it is possible for students to accumulate 
“extra” attendance, quarterly deficits are less of a concern.  Therefore, beginning in Fall 
2012, we will examine the percentage of students who are within 8 scans of their 
requirement at any given time.  Preliminary Fall 2012 data indicate that 71% of students 
are within this range.  Using 2010-11 data as a baseline, we will evaluate the 
reasonableness of a 90% quarterly completion ratio (defined as within 8 of required 
total) and adjust the target if necessary as the implications of the policy shift develop. 
 
4. What will the department or program do as a result of that information? 
In answering this question, please note specific changes to your program as they affect 
student learning, and as they are related to results from the assessment process.  If no 
changes are planned, please describe why no changes are needed.  In addition, how will 
the department report the results and changes to internal and external constituents (e.g., 
advisory groups, newsletters, forums, etc.).  
 
 The department will continue to monitor student performance and retention in the 
 core theory sequence, the piano sequence, and completion of the 
 Convocation/recital requirement.  We believe that these elements of all music 
 degree programs constitute the most important indicators of student progress 
 toward degree, and any incremental improvements in these indicators are worth 
 collective effort to achieve.  We have not planned any new changes to the 
 program for the current academic year; rather, we believe that careful monitoring 
 of the results of last year’s changes will permit more informed interpretation and 
 decision-making.  However, we will continue to improve student support in the 
 form of advising, degree planning checklists, feedback on attendance and 
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 academic risk, and data management within the constraints of our current staff 
 and faculty workload. 
 
 Results of ongoing assessment will be discussed in full faculty meetings and 
 briefings with the CAH Dean and Associate Provost, and will continue to be an 
 element of NASM certification.  The annual reports available on the Associate 
 Provost website will be linked on the department homepage. 
 
5. What did the department or program do in response to last year’s assessment 
information? 
In answering this question, please describe any changes that have been made to improve 
student learning based on previous assessment results. Please also discuss any changes 
you have made to your assessment plan or assessment methods. 
 
 Prior assessment information reinforced the importance of student success in the 
 core sequences of music theory and piano, and led to heightened attention to 
 retention in these courses.  The detailed data collected over the last three 
 assessment cycles was critically important to our discussions, and in light of the 
 departure of a full-time tenure-track faculty member in music theory (we 
 currently have an interim appointment with an ongoing FT/TT search) we hope to 
 continue gathering this information. 
 
 Feedback on the 2010-2011 departmental report indicated that the department 
 could refine the assessment plan to include measures of knowledge, skills and 
 attitudes.  We believe we have done this in measuring knowledge (music theory), 
 skill (piano proficiency) and attitude (engagement in the musical community 
 through attendance at performances).  However, we will seek additional areas in 
 which to assess student learning.  For example, we are piloting the use of 
 Waypoint Outcomes software through Blackboard in order to embed assessment 
 in various courses (initially MUS 253C and MUS 102).  This system may prove 
 useful in tracking student performance juries, ensemble participation, upper 
 division music theory and history class performance, and other important 
 elements of the degree programs.  An additional area of interest, also noted in the 
 feedback from last year’s report, is in the development of indirect measure of 
 student success through exit interviews and alumni surveys. 
 
 In the Spring of 2012, the faculty met in a day-long retreat to discuss the long-
 term plan of the department.  This was a fruitful exercise, which generated 
 numerous thoughts and concerns that formed the basis for the departmental Long-
 Range Planning Committee’s work this fall.  We were able to articulate an 
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 updated Vision, Mission and Values document which formed a useful backdrop to 
 the University Strategic Planning process.  Our immediate goal is to develop a 
 new set of departmental student learning objectives aligned with NASM 
 standards, the CWU, CAH, and Music Department Strategic Plans, and 
 incorporated into our assessment plan.  This ongoing work will continue to be a 
 major priority in 2012-13. 
 
 Results of prior assessment reports were incorporated into the self-study required 
 by NASM for their accreditation visit in Spring 2013.  This work was ongoing 
 throughout the 2011-12 academic year. 
 
6. Questions or suggestions concerning Assessment of Student Learning at Central 
Washington University: 
 
 Attached please find results of CWU Reading Assessment for Spring, 2012. 
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General Education Learner Outcomes Goals 
 

 

REPORT (Spring 2012) 

 

 

Course: MUS 359.01 (Dr. Maria Roditeleva-Wibe) 

 

Rubric Element Pass 

Native 

Pass* 
Transfer 

Non-Pass 

Native 

Non-Pass* 

Transfer 

Reading Rate 

 

 

15/79% 3/16% 0/0% 1/5% 

Summary-Details 

 

 

8/42% 

 

2/10.5% 7/37% 2/10.5% 

Summary-Discipline 
Specific Vocabulary 

 

8/42% 3/16% 7/37% 1/5% 

Summary-Author’s 
Intent 

 

 

4/21% 2/10.5% 11/58% 2/10.5% 
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Central Washington University 

Assessment of Student Learning 

Department and Program Report 

 

 

Academic Year of Report: 2011-2012 

College:  Arts and Humanities 

Department: Music 

Program: Master of Music: Music Education 

 

1. What student learning outcomes were assessed this year, and why? 

In answering this question, please identify the specific student learning outcomes you assessed 
this year, reasons for assessing these outcomes, with the outcomes written in clear, measurable 
terms, and note how the outcomes are linked to department, college and university mission and 
goals. 
 
 We examined several indicators related to two student learning outcomes: Students gain 
 knowledge and skills in one or more fields of music outside the major such as 
 performance, conducting, theory and analysis, and history and literature (NASM 2011-
 12 Handbook, XIV.E.2, p. 128) and Students develop graduate-level perspectives on 
 contemporary issues and problems in music education. (NASM 2011-12 Handbook, 
 XIV.E.3, p. 128).  As part of the newly developed summer cohort MM in Music 
 Education, students engaged in coursework in research methods and curriculum design 
 relevant to their ongoing work in K-12 classrooms.  We feel that developing competence 
 and leadership in these areas are primary goals of our MM program, and wished to 
 examine student performance in their initial quarter.  Given the importance of a breadth 
 of musical knowledge, we felt it was important to assess initial student skills and 
 knowledge in aural and written music theory, musical audiation, and music history.  
 These outcomes are linked to department goal 2. Students will receive a general body of 
 knowledge consistent with accreditation requirements of NASM, CAH student learning 
 goal 1. Ensure that students develop disciplinary specific competencies for success in 
 their field, and university goal 1. Maintain and strengthen an outstanding academic and 
 student life on the Ellensburg campus. 
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 As indirect measures of student attitude related to the selected objectives, we examined 
 SEOI results from MUS 560 and the aggregated data on inquiries, applications, and 
 admissions to the new program. 
 
2. How were they assessed? 
In answering these questions, please concisely describe the specific methods used in assessing 
student learning. Please also specify the population assessed, when the assessment took place, 
and the standard of mastery (criterion) against which you will compare your assessment results. 
If appropriate, please list survey or questionnaire response rate from total population. 
 

A) What methods were used? 
 
i.  We examined student achievement on a curriculum design project assigned as part of 
MUS 560: Instructional Development in Music Education.  This project was evaluated by 
the instructor, with the expectation that 90% of students would receive a passing grade 
(75% or above) on the components of the project. 
 
ii.  We administered the CWU graduate music history exam, the CWU graduate music 
theory placement exam, and the Advanced Measures of Music Audiation (a standardized 
instrument developed by Edwin Gordon and widely used in research and education).  As 
baseline measures of the first year of a new program, we had no pre-determined criterion 
levels.  However, for the music theory and history exams, the traditional cut score is 
80%.  Students scoring below this threshold are required to enroll in review courses. 
 
iii. As indirect measures of student attitude, we examined SEOI results from MUS 560 
for this cohort, as well as an examination of inquiries, applications, and admissions to the 
new program for 2011-2012.  These data were maintained by the faculty music education 
coordinator as a log of email and phone inquiries as well as a sign-up sheet from the 
WMEA state conference in February 2012.  Our enrollment goal was a maximum of 15 
students per cohort. 

 
 

B) Who was assessed? 
 

A complete cohort of 8 students enrolling as the initial candidates for the summers-only 
MM in Music Education. 
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C) When was it assessed? 

 
The theory, history, and AMMA exams were administered July 6-7, 2012.  The 
curriculum projects were evaluated August 17, 2012.  Inquiry, application, and admission 
data were collected throughout the academic year 2011-2012. 

 
3. What was learned? 
In answering this question, please report results in specific qualitative or quantitative terms, with 
the results linked to the outcomes you assessed, and compared to the standard of mastery 
(criterion) you noted above. Please also include a concise interpretation or analysis of the results. 
 

i. Students in MUS 560: Instructional Development in Music Education were required to 
design an ideal K-12 music program, a selected course within that program, a selected 
unit of study within that course, and specific lessons within that unit.  This was 
accomplished using the Understanding by Design framework and required to be aligned 
with Washington State’s Essential Academic Learning Requirements and the MENC 
voluntary national standards for music.  All students were successful in these progressive 
assignments, scoring above 75% on evaluation rubrics.  This exceeds our desired 
standard of mastery of 90% of students with a C or above.  In one case, the student’s 
work could serve as a model curriculum for any school and merited the highest praise. 

 
ii.  The following table contains the compiled results of the departmental music theory 
diagnostic exam (aural and written), the departmental music history diagnostic exam, and 
the AMMA percentile ranks (aural, written, and composite) for the complete initial 
cohort of summer MM students. 
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Area Year Theory 
Aural 
% 

Theory 
Written % 

History % AMMA 
Tonal PR 

AMMA 
Rhythm 
PR 

AMMA Total 
PR 

Chor 2012 81.81 69.37 48 96 96 95 

Chor 2012 60.9 32.5 30 44 16 29 

Chor 2012 61.36 45 60 57 65 56 

Inst 2012 42.72 49.37 61.5 32 35 32 

Inst 2012 44.09 42.3 - 32 30 38 

Inst 2012 24 48.12 72 64 78 65 

Chor 2012 90 63.75 60 94 87 88 

Inst 2012 51.81 44.24 61 44 65 50 

 

 The traditional departmental cut score for the music theory and history exams is 80%, 
 and students scoring below this threshold are required to enroll in graduate review 
 courses in these areas.  We were interested to note the wide spread of scores and the 
 generally low performance among this cohort of full-time music teachers.  
 
 The AMMA is a valid and reliable standardized measure of music audiation widely used 
 in research and higher education.  It is predictive of musical achievement and most 
 commonly used to identify students with various learning needs.  In our sample, it 
 correlates positively with the aural theory diagnostic exam.  It would be expected that a 
 random sample of college music majors would cluster at the 50th percentile.  Our 
 distribution of scores is not particularly surprising. 
 

iii.  Student evaluations (SEOI) of MUS 560 were generally strong.  All responses were 
above the midpoint (3) although in some cases below department and college means.  
Students were particularly positive about course content being presented in an 
understandable sequence (mean 4.83, department mean 4.55, college mean 4.45) and the 
instructor encouraging students to connect course content to issues beyond the university 
classroom (mean 4.83, department mean 4.72, college mean 4.55).  This is particularly 
gratifying given the general aversion among members of the profession to the subject 
matter at hand—curriculum and assessment.  Students responded in a more mixed 
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manner to items “instructor used a variety of methods, as needed, to make content clear” 
(mean 3.50, department mean 4.42, college mean 4.41) and “course activities challenged 
students to think critically” (mean 4.00, department mean 4.67, college mean 4.54). 

 
 As an indirect measure of student (and potential student) attitude, we tabulated email and 
 phone inquiries, applications, and admissions.  Between Fall 2011 and summer 2012, the 
 music education area chair received 23 inquiries resulting in correspondence, and 7 
 people signed up for more information at the CWU booth at the WMEA conference in 
 February.  We received 9 applications for admission and all candidates were qualified, 
 resulting in 9 admissions.  Of these, 8 began the program (one deferred until 2013 for 
 personal reasons).  We also had 3 non-degree (workshop only) attendees for the one-
 week intensive sessions.  As this was the first year of a new program, we had no 
 expectations as to the volume of inquiries and applications.  We would like to enroll 15 
 students per summer, which would imply a future target level of 56 inquiries at the 
 current yield rate. 
 

4. What will the department or program do as a result of that information? 

In answering this question, please note specific changes to your program as they affect student 
learning, and as they are related to results from the assessment process.  If no changes are 
planned, please describe why no changes are needed.  In addition, how will the department report 
the results and changes to internal and external constituents (e.g., advisory groups, newsletters, 
forums, etc.).  

 

 Based on student testing results, we are designing a graduate music theory seminar for 
 music educators to address specific areas of weakness and emphasize practical 
 applications of music theory in the classroom.  This course will be taught in summer 
 2013.  The same approach will apply for the music history seminar in summer 2014.  We 
 will also re-evaluate the exam preparation materials and the exams themselves to refine 
 the approach for summers-only students who do not have access to remedial or review 
 courses.  The AMMA is a powerful and subtle tool—two of the students scored in the 
 90th percentile on this measure, indicating particularly strong audiation skills, and three 
 were in the 30th percentile, indicating challenge in “visualizing” tonal and rhythmic 
 patterns in the absence of sound.  We will build on these strengths and account for these 
 challenges in designing and instructing courses for this particular cohort. 

 

 MUS 560: Instructional Development in Music Education is a course that existed at one 
 time but not offered for many years.  It is representative of a rather technical and 
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 laborious area of the professional educator’s work, and shares this aspect with other areas 
 of educational leadership and policy.  Nevertheless, students produced work of quality, 
 and in some cases exceptional and exemplary curriculum documents and plans.  These 
 students were clearly motivated and eager to apply their new perspectives on curriculum 
 directly in their own classrooms.  This is gratifying and will allow us to seek to replicate 
 this success in future offerings of this course and others related to educational policy and 
 educational psychology (two other areas that may be perceived as dry, boring, and 
 aversive).  Instructors will be encouraged to use multiple instructional methods and seek 
 opportunities to elicit and strengthen student critical thinking skills in these courses. 

 

 We will continue to pursue all available methods to publicize the program.  One option 
 may be to gather current student testimonials and use this direct appeal to reach our target 
 audience of practicing K-12 music educators. 

 

 Results of ongoing assessment will be discussed in music education committee meetings, 
 full faculty meetings, and briefings with the CAH Dean and Associate Provost, and will 
 continue to be an element of NASM accreditation.  The annual reports available on the 
 Associate Provost’s website will be linked on the department homepage. 

 

5. What did the department or program do in response to last year’s assessment 
information? 

In answering this question, please describe any changes that have been made to improve student 
learning based on previous assessment results. Please also discuss any changes you have made to 
your assessment plan or assessment methods. 

 

 The primary result of previous assessments was the creation of the summers-only 
 program itself.  Low interest in the residential MM in music education resulted in nearly 
 non-existent enrollments which were identified by the department, the Academic 
 Planning Task Force, and CAH Dean as an area for concern.  With the possibility of 
 losing the program at the pre-eminent music education college in the region, we 
 researched and designed the new program.  This involved looking at online and summer 
 programs at other institutions, creating or reactivating courses, redesigning existing 
 courses to work in a hybrid summer format, and actively promoting the program. 
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 In response to feedback on the 2010-11 report, we aligned program outcomes with 
 NASM requirements, used indirect as well as direct methods, and endeavored to assess 
 student attitude as well as knowledge and skill. 

 

6. Questions or suggestions concerning Assessment of Student Learning at Central 
Washington University: NA 

 
 

Five Year Program Review: Each department or interdisciplinary degree completes a 
self study guided by an analysis of the programmatic curricula delivered within the 
department, faculty, students, facilities and equipment, library and technological 
resources. The self-study is prepared through the leadership of the department chair by 
the faculty of the department and is both descriptive and evaluative; it provides basic 
information on the nature of the department’s programs and gives the faculty’s 
assessment of the program’s strengths and weaknesses.  A program of self-study is the 
faculty’s opportunity to scrutinize itself, to publicize its accomplishments and examine its 
shortcomings.  A timeline for the five-year program review can be found at 
http://www.cwu.edu/~avpugrad/programreview/fiveyearreview.html  

 Academic Planning Task Force 

The Academic Planning Task Force (APTF) was formed in 2009 and has undergone two 
phases that essentially utilized Dickeson's Prioritizing Programs to examine the 
criticality and possible streamlining of academic programs at Central Washington 
University. Quite a bit of data and analysis were amassed in 2009 and during the 
beginning of 2010. Since then there have been other useful methodologies developed, in 
particular the process for program planning and enrollment management, with an index 
developed from other tasks forces that utilized factors such as student demand, career 
opportunities, and program capacity. The new APTF task force committee is charged 
with extrapolating the best of each process to create a new method of analysis for 
programs at CWU with the aim of making the following four recommendations: 

1. Programs that should be continued in their current state  
2. Programs that need to be enhanced or expanded 
3. Programs that need to be reduced, revised or refocused 
4. Programs that need to be eliminated 

 The charge was not to eliminate Departments, but entails an assessment of 
programs housed in the Departments and Interdisciplinary Programs at Central 
Washington University. The new APTF committee will follow these steps:  

1. Examine the previous methods and data of the APTF and examine the methods used in 
the Enrollment Management Task Force study to develop a new method of program 
analysis and planning 
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2. Examine and refine, if necessary, already collected data on programs 
3. Using the new method, collected data, and revised, new information, develop 

recommendations on the enhancement, reduction and elimination of programs.  
4. The recommendations should be discussed at the Provost Council, Faculty Senate, and 

the Cabinet 
5. Any further refinements should be made and then at least 2 open forums should be held 

to discuss the recommendations, while the UFC should be consulted as appropriately 
outlined in the CBA, especially in the reduction and elimination recommendations.  
 

The following are programs identified by the report that we must respond to: 

Bachelor of Arts: Jazz Specialization – Revise/Reduce-Refocus 

Bachelor of Music 

Keyboard Performance – Revise/Reduce-Refocus 

Composition – Eliminate 

Vocal Performance - Revise/Reduce-Refocus 

Master of Music 

Composition Specialization – Eliminate  

Conducting Specialization – Eliminate 

Music Education Specialization – Eliminate 

Performance Pedagogy Specialization – Eliminate 

Performance Specialization – Eliminate 

Music department Response to each of the above degree programs that were 
identified as needing to be revised or eliminated: 

Report # 1  

Impact Statements for Program Reductions and Eliminations  

 

To be completed for each program identified by the Academic Planning Task Force as 
needing revision or elimination 
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Program Title 

 

Bachelor of Music: Composition 

 

Name of person submitting report 

 

Elaine Ross/Todd Shiver 

 

 

1.   Describe the impact of this reduction or elimination for your department or interdisciplinary 
program.  If you do not agree with the Task Force recommendation indicate what you would do 
to improve or refocus the program’s operations.  Each program regardless of the 
recommendation status in the Academic Planning Task Force spreadsheet has the option of 
defending its current operations. 

 

 The Bachelor of Music in composition is essentially a degree with an applied area of 
 composition in addition to a primary instrument of performance.  The appropriate way to 
 view the degree is as a Bachelor of Music Performance Degree with composition and an 
 applied instrument.  The requirements are slightly different which is why it has a separate 
 listing, but with the exception of composition lessons – described below, there are no 
 additional courses required.  It could be reorganized in the catalogue in this manner, but 
 most universities grant degrees that specifically state “Bachelor of Music Composition” 
 as it is slightly different than the other degrees.  

 

 The composition degree itself is the same as declaring a major in an applied performance 
 degree or music education degree.  It serves as an “applied studio” for the composing of 
 music in addition to a student’s applied studio for their instrument.  There are currently 
 several applied studios that are smaller than the composition studio, such as oboe or 
 bassoon.  These students are usually music education or performance majors and 
 matriculate through those degree programs.  Each studio is not separated as a specific 
 specialization because, with the exception of specialized applied lessons in their 
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 respective areas, the courses required are essentially the same.  These core courses 
 required for the Bachelor of Music in Performance (all areas), Bachelor of Music 
 Education (all degrees), and the Bachelor of Arts are also required for the composition 
 degree. With the exception of the applied composition lessons – 220, 320, & 420 – which 
 are equivalent to applied studies MUS 264, 364, 464 for individual instruments – there 
 are no additional courses that are specific to the composition degree program.  The 
 degree is listed in the catalog separately because it requires courses from the performance 
 track, education track, and several upper division music theory courses that also serve a 
 dual purpose as graduate level theory courses.  Eliminating the composition degree would 
 just reduce enrollment in these more advanced courses.  However, these courses would 
 still need to be offered as most, if not all, are required for one or more other 
 undergraduate degrees. 

 

 Approximately 10-15 years ago, CWU had a very strong program in composition.  After 
 several years of adjunct and non-tenure faculty teaching the main theory and composition 
 courses, in the fall of 2008 CWU re-instated a tenure-line position as the coordinator of 
 music theory/composition.  This position has provided stability and greatly improved the 
 quality and retention of the composition studio.  Since that time the composition program 
 has been steadily increasing.  There were 2 majors in the Fall of 2008 and there are now 
 11.  The graduation rate the past five years has been very low as the program had not 
 been thriving.  Students are now matriculating through the degree program at a very 
 steady pace.  Two graduated in the spring of 2011 and 4 are anticipating graduation this 
 coming spring 2012.  An ideal number of majors for a department this size is 8-10 
 students.  In short, the degree program is functioning the way it is designed to function.  
 It supports the 8-10 highly qualified students and without any more resources cannot 
 support any additional students.  The studio itself is at capacity with a waiting list of 
 qualified students who would like to add the major.  The current theory/composition 
 tenure-line position has a workload of 2/3 theory and 1/3 composition.  The current 
 tenure-line composition person also coordinates the theory area, with primarily adjunct 
 support.   

 
 The Bachelor of Music in Theory/Composition was changed to a Bachelor of Music in 
 Composition.  The curriculum was substantially revised to provide practical courses for 
 success in the job market and graduate school potential.  The Bachelor of Music in 
 Composition Degree at Central Washington University is primarily a study of acoustic 
 composition and is intended for students with adequate knowledge/skills in the following 
 areas:  high level of musicianship as demonstrated through performance on a primary 
 instrument; basic understanding of music theory concepts; application of basic 
 compositional techniques; knowledge of significant composers and their compositional 
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 techniques; and creative compositional potential.  The new degree program does not 
 allow acceptance into the program until the completion of the first year of study.  
 Students are given the opportunity to focus on their applied instrument and solidify a 
 basic knowledge of theory before studying applied composition.  Acceptance into the 
 composition takes place after completion of MUS 120 (an in-depth introduction to 
 composition focusing on terminology, compositional techniques from a historical 
 perspective, and small creative projects with specific parameters).  This has been 
 significant in improving the quality of the composition studio.  The revision of the 
 curriculum, changes to degree requirements, and new organizational leadership have 
 made it a popular degree amongst students.   
 

 The strength of the degree is found in the talent of the students currently pursuing it.  
 Many students who have pursued and graduated with this degree have attained a high 
 degree of success.  Although the number of composition majors at any one time does not 
 compare to some of the other “composite” degrees, it is felt that this degree is appropriate 
 to the Mission and scope of this department and offers an ideal complement to the other 
 degrees in the program.  
 

 

2.   How will this action impact instruction, faculty workload, and division of labor in the 
department? 

 

 The elimination of this degree will have a minimal effect on faculty workload hours as it 
 will only free approximately 4 workload units per quarter.  This is the only additional 
 instruction specific to this degree that is required.  The number of students currently 
 enrolled as majors and the number of students interested in the composition program 
 would seem to far outweigh allocating only 4 workload hours per quarter for this degree 
 program.  All other coursework overlaps with the other Bachelor of Music/Arts degrees.  
 In addition to this, MUS 120 (composition 1) also serves as an elective course for any 
 music major interested in a composition class.  This class is only offered once a year in 
 the spring.  The enrollment in this class for the past 3 years has been between 12-20 
 students.   NASM (National Association of Schools of Music) requires some element of 
 composition in the music curriculum.  While there are small components of 
 compositional elements in other classes that fulfill this requirement, MUS 120 provides a 
 more advanced option for those students who wish to explore the creative side of writing 
 music without declaring a major in composition.   
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 The composition faculty member must also request extra compensation each spring 
 quarter to teach a composition class which creates an overload.  This must be added to 
 the above for a total of 15 workloads per year to accommodate the composition courses. 

  

3.  Does the evidence indicate that there will be a significant decline in enrollments or will the 
reduction or elimination increase enrollments, maximization of course offering and faculty 
workload distribution? 

  

 The elimination of this degree program will likely have an adverse effect on enrollment 
 to the department.  A large number of students currently in the composition student, 
 several applying for the degree each spring, transfer students, and incoming freshman 
 select CWU as their choice of schools because this degree is offered.  While not all are 
 selected for the composition studio, they are often students who become vital to the 
 department.  The fact that they can still be involved in new music, take composition as an 
 elective, participate in the performance of new music, and still pursue a degree in music 
 even though they are not part of the actual “composition studio” actually strengthens the 
 validity of maintaining the composition studio as it is.  Increasing the number of students 
 in the student would not only require more faculty resources, but would take away from 
 the numbers in the other degree programs.  

 

 As previously stated, eliminating the composition degree would just reduce enrollment in 
 the upper level theory courses which will generate fewer FTE’s.  These courses would 
 still need to be offered as they are requirements for other larger degree programs.  
 Students in the composition studio and interested in composition help increase class 
 sizes, generate more FTE’s in these courses, and help to support graduate level theory 
 courses that are dually offered as both upper level undergraduate/graduate offerings. 
   
 
4.  How will the reduction or elimination affect interdependences with other programs and units, 
especially any documentation regarding coursework.  
 
 Students in the composition degree program support the coursework of all the other 
 degrees.  As stated above, the core coursework for all degree programs is essentially the 
 same.  Composition students often double major in music education or performance as 
 well.  They add to enrollments of these program specific courses.  As previously stated, 
 students in the composition studio and those interested in composition help increase class 
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 sizes, generate more FTE’s in these courses, and help to support graduate level theory 
 courses that are dually offered as both upper level undergraduate/graduate offerings.   
 
 
  
5.  Will the reduction or elimination of this program have an adverse effect on scholarship, 
grants/contracts, or creative expression opportunities for faculty and/or students?  If so, explain. 
 

 Composition is a significant facet of music that can provide much exposure for a music 
 department.  For the past three years in a row, a CWU student has won the Opus 7 Choral 
 Composition Competition in Seattle, WA.  This provided a performance of their 
 respective works by Opus 7 – a professional vocal ensemble – and a cash award.  
 Quarterly studio recitals are required of all composition students and have increased in 
 quality.  This past fall, it was necessary to present two separate studio recitals as the 
 length of student compositions increased.  The ability to compose longer, more 
 substantial works shows a deeper understanding of compositional concepts.  In addition, 
 several different CWU faculty have had works nationally performed often.  This already 
 helps attract talented students to campus, but without a composition degree to consider 
 applying for, these students will go elsewhere for these opportunities. The number of 
 competitions, workshops, conferences, etc. that are soliciting new music from not only 
 faculty, but students is enormous.  Our current faculty and students are participating and 
 being selected for such events.  The elimination of the composition degree would 
 minimize this participation and stifle CWU’s recognition in this area. 
 
 New music is an important area of study for all music programs and is vital for the 
 advancement of the field of music in general.  The composition studio presents quarterly 
 composition studio recitals in which all students compose/coach/and have a work 
 performed in a public forum.  This is valuable not only for them, but for other students in 
 the department as well.  A large number of students participate in these premieres.  This 
 gives them an opportunity to experience new techniques and understand the 
 compositional process.  While they are not composing themselves, the students who 
 participate better understand the theoretical, rehearsal, compositional, and artistic 
 elements that are involved.    
 
 Music composition is an interest of many music students.  It would be virtually unheard 
 of for a music department of this size to be void of any opportunities in music 
 composition.  The students in this degree program tend to be the most well versed in 
 theoretical structure of music as well as those who can use these skills and say something 
 artistically.  These students raise the bar of all students around them.  It provides a 
 creative outlet in a different capacity than performing on their applied instruments. Most 
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 students in the composition degree program are high level performing musicians on their 
 respective applied instruments.  To take this outlet away from them, would limit their 
 potential not only as composers, but as performers as well.  For many composition 
 students, it is their way of most effectively and creatively communicating.  Composition 
 is viewed by many musicians as a prestigious undertaking.  It is the core component of 
 why we are here as musicians.  A university this size supporting a music department this 
 size without a composition degree is missing the most vital element of making music – 
 “The creation of the music itself.” 
 
 
6.  Does the reduction or elimination of this program adversely impact diversity or inclusivity on 
our campus?  If so, explain. 
  
 The diversity of music itself is important.  Different types of music reach all different 
 types of people.  Many community members and university students/faculty attend 
 composition recitals and are interested in new music.  Eliminating these events will 
 restrict exposure to not only new musical ideas, but will most likely reduce exposure to 
 other areas of the music department. 
 

 New music is also important for the non-majors on campus.   While technology provides 
 endless opportunities for students and community members at large to experience, most 
 especially, the pop culture, exposure to new music on campus of this type may be the 
 only exposure some of the non-music majors will ever have. It is important for non-music 
 students to know that their peers are actually composing and contributing to music in a 
 significant way. 
 
 
7.  Discuss any unique or exceptional features of this program that should be considered in 
making a final determination on this action. 
 

 CWU offers a very unique opportunity for students interested in composition.  The 
 degree itself is structured differently than the other colleges/universities in the region.  
 The University of Washington, for example, is very “electronically” driven and other 
 state schools do not even offer such a degree at the undergraduate level.  The Bachelor of 
 Music in Composition Degree at Central Washington University is primarily a study of 
 acoustic composition and is intended for students with adequate knowledge/skills in the 
 following areas: high level of musicianship as demonstrated through performance on 
 primary instrument; basic understanding of music theory concepts; application of basic 
 compositional techniques; knowledge of significant composers and their compositional 
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 techniques; creative compositional potential.  In addition, CWU has the unique 
 opportunity of offering some arranging/composition courses in the jazz area due to the 
 strength of jazz/vocal jazz faculty.  Acceptance into this degree program does not occur 
 until the end of the first year of study which gives students the opportunity to feel 
 confident that they are prepared to enter the composition degree program and to explore 
 all other options as well.  The performance component to this particular undergraduate 
 composition degree is also unique.  It provides students with opportunities in both 
 composition and their applied area, simultaneously, thus making them more “hands on” 
 composers.  
 
  
8.  Please provide any additional data you think would strengthen your case on the impact of this 
action. 
 

 The revision of the composition program is intended to support an applied degree in 
 composition while still maintaining a performance element on students’ applied 
 instruments.  The goal is to give composition students the necessary skill set to become 
 more informed and artistic composers.  I believe this approach has helped strengthen the 
 composition studio as it has not only grown in numbers, but in quality as well.  The 
 number of majors has increased in the past four years from 2 to 11 current majors – with 
 several on a wait list.  The ideal number is 8, given other teaching responsibilities.  The 
 graduation rate is also increasing.  Two graduated last year and are both pursuing 
 Master’s degrees in music and four are expected to graduate this year.  CWU 
 composition students have represented the department well recently.   
    
 The current theory/composition tenure-line faculty member’s teaching goals pertaining to 
 composition include:  a greater level of achievement of theoretical and compositional 
 knowledge; a greater understanding in the creation of deeper, more meaningful music by 
 the composition students; a greater appreciation by students of the practicality of 
 theoretical and historical knowledge of a composer; teaching students ways to more 
 quickly and effectively compose quality original music; and a greater sense of 
 community and collegiality among the composition students which becomes an integral 
 part of the music department’s student community.  There has been significant positive 
 progress in all four of these areas over the past four years. 
 
 The current tenure-line theory/composition faculty member would like to establish a 
 Contemporary Music Festival.  While this has not yet happened due to budget constraints 
 and the amount of time required in the restructuring of the theory and composition 
 curriculums, this is an endeavor that will be undertaken in the near future.  This and other 
 events like it have effects that benefit the department inclusively and the university 
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 enrollment itself.  These events would be intended to be a departmental effort where a 
 composer of significant standing is invited for a residency to interact with composers, 
 faculty, ensembles, and students.  Workshops and performances of a number of this 
 composer’s works for different genres would occur during the residency.  These types of 
 events will not only provide recognition for our outstanding faculty, ensembles, students, 
 and facilities, but will help establish CWU’s music department as one of the regional 
 leaders in composition.  In addition, hosting an SCI (Society of Composer’s, Inc.) 
 conference at CWU would also provide significant notoriety for the department and the 
 university.  SCI is a substantial nationally known professional organization in which most 
 significant composers are active members. 
 
 The impact of eliminating this degree would be hugely negative on the students, qualities 
 of student enrollment, enrollment in upper level classes, creative opportunities for 
 composing, creative opportunities to experience and participate in new music, and 
 reputation of the music department.  Once again, it would be virtually unheard of for a 
 music department of this size to be void of any opportunities in music composition.  
 Without composition, there would be no new music.  Musicians need new music to keep 
 the art vital.  Studying music of the past is one thing, but if we don't foster and nurture 
 new music we will run the risk of losing the art altogether.  CWU’s music department is 
 and should remain a strong contributor in the art of composition.    
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Department Report #2                                                                                   Program Action 
Plan for Revision and/or Elimination  

 
 
 

To be completed for each program identified by the Academic Planning Task Force as 
needing revision or elimination 
 
 
Program Title 
 
Bachelor of Music: Composition 
 
Name of person submitting report 
 
Elaine Ross/Todd Shiver 
 
Action 
 
X    Refocus 
 
___ Reduction 
 
___ Eliminate 
 
Directions:  
The purpose of this planning form is to outline how you would refocus the program, reduce the 
program, or eliminate the program.   
 
Refocus the program 
1. Please outline how you would refocus the program in terms of vision, mission, learning 

outcomes, curriculum and any collaboration with other programs, inside or outside your 
department. The program is self-limiting majors because of limited resources.   

Only a new hire in this area would allow us to accept more majors in this area. 
 
2.  How is this new amalgamation designed to attract new students to the program and what 
learning and career benefits will be anticipated for the students? NO 
 
3.  Will there be new resources required? Will there be curricular needs, such as service courses, 
required from other departments? NO 
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4.  Will there be financial savings as a consequence of refocusing the program and if so, what are 
they? NO 
 
5.  How will this change/enhance other departmental programs that are more robust?  NA 
 
6.  Are there other data or educational circumstances that the APTF did not consider that should 
be considered? NO 
 
7. Please provide a plan that shows current program offerings and how they would be changed 
over the next two years. If courses are offered for more than one program in the Department, 
please show how many sections or differences in timing to offer the course delivery over the next 
two years (use attached Excel Table 1 to calculate). NA 
 
 
 
Table 2 – Staff Changes Resulting From Program Reduction or Elimination NA 
 

Report # 1  
Impact Statements for Program Reductions and Eliminations  

 
To be completed for each program identified by the Academic Planning Task Force as 
needing revision or elimination 
 
 
Program Title 
Bachelor of Arts Music: Jazz Specialization 
 
Name of person submitting report 
 
Chris Bruya/Todd Shiver 
 
 

1. Describe the impact of this reduction or elimination for your department or interdisciplinary 
program.  If you do not agree with the Task Force recommendation indicate what you would 
do to improve or refocus the program’s operations.  Each program regardless of the 
recommendation status in the Academic Planning Task Force spreadsheet has the option of 
defending its current operations. 
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 The process of creating the BA Jazz Specialization began in 2005 with the degree first 
 appearing in the 2006-7 catalog. The degree was created in response to current music 
 students desiring an option for a degree with a jazz focus as well as anecdotal evidence 
 from prospective students auditioning for entry to the department that a jazz option was 
 important to them. In addition, a number of very talented recruits had decided to attend 
 elsewhere due to our lack of a jazz degree option. The process began with research and 
 discovery of what sort of degree program might best fit with our current faculty, facility 
 and budget. While a BM Jazz Studies degree was by far the best way to go, it was 
 apparent that without new funding to provide for at least one addition FTTT line, it would 
 be impossible to go this route, as current faculty could not possibly offer the amount of 
 courses required in such a curriculum. The next step was exploration of how to create a 
 BA Jazz Studies, with reduced coursework and outcomes, as compared to the BM Jazz 
 Studies. After looking at many other programs throughout the country, this looked like a 
 possibility since for decades years the department had been offering a number of elective 
 jazz courses: jazz band arranging, jazz composition, jazz ensembles (both large and 
 small), jazz pedagogy, and history/styles. By modifying the existing BA degree into a 
 specialization, it became clear that we could offer a BA Jazz Specialization using all of 
 our current jazz offerings, with only needing to add jazz studio instruction (private 
 lessons) to the curriculum. Throughout the proposal process many faculty expressed 
 concerns with ballooning costs associated with the studio component of the degree as 
 they anticipated that there would be a huge interest from both existing students and those 
 yet to arrive. There was also a concern of elitism, i.e. that jazz students would somehow 
 separate themselves from the rest of the department due to their very different 
 curriculum. In response to these concerns, the BA Jazz Specialization was purposely 
 created with a gatekeeper entry audition at the end of the sophomore year after the 
 prospective jazz student completed specific requirements in the “classical” curriculum. 
 The gatekeeper function was intended to keep the number of jazz majors to 20 or less 
 (with a balance between the various instruments) and to create a “bar” that only those that 
 already might have skills in the idiom could jump over. To make sure jazz students would 
 stay involved with the rest of the department, half of the large ensemble credits in the 
 jazz degree require participation in a traditional ensemble (band, choir, orchestra) the 
 other half a jazz ensemble. The curriculum includes the music major core except for 
 conducting, and in the jazz area, all existing jazz courses. The one new course created for 
 this degree was MUS366, studio jazz. Costs were taken into account with this new course 
 as one-to-one instruction is very expensive. With the projected number of students in any 
 one area, it was reasoned that the department could absorb that cost, especially 
 considering that these students would be no longer taking classical lessons. In essence, 
 the associated costs would merely be a transfer of resources from one “area” to another. 
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 Efficiencies were implemented at every opportunity and the jazz area was the first in the 
 department to offer courses on a two-year rotation in order to maximize enrollment. Since 
 many non-jazz majors take these courses, this has worked well with courses filling well 
 beyond minimums. 
 
 In order to make sure that the new degree was seen by all as rigorous, an extensive jury 
 rubric was created that has expected outcomes each quarter far in excess of anything seen 
 in any of our other degrees. This doesn’t necessarily make sense, as a BA should be less 
 rigorous than a BM, however, the program as it is now is roughly about half of the 
 expectations for most BM jazz studies degrees across the country, so it seemed like a 
 logical curriculum. 
 
 The result of all the gatekeeping and hoops for students to jump through has been a very 
 small program with never more than 10 majors, usually 1 to 3 graduating per year. We 
 are now in the 5th year of the degree and I wonder if it is fair to evaluate the success of 
 the program so soon after implementation, but more importantly, is it fair to evaluate with 
 expectations of large numbers when the program was purposely created to be small and 
 contained, serving a need at relatively little cost? 
  
2.   How will this action impact instruction, faculty workload, and division of labor in the    
department? 
  
 Elimination of the degree would not change any workload for FTTT faculty. All jazz 
 courses, except for studio jazz, would continue to be offered. Some of these courses are 
 required in other degree programs, and all can be considered electives, which is how most 
 non-jazz students count them in their degrees. 
 Since Jazz Keyboard, Jazz Arranging, Jazz Composition were all electives before the 
 Jazz specialization, but now are required, the department would save these workload 
 units along with the applied jazz lessons which currently adds around $15K to the adjunct 
 budget. 
 

3. Does the evidence indicate that there will be a significant decline in enrollments or will 
the reduction or elimination increase enrollments, maximization of course offering and faculty 
workload distribution? 
 
 In pure numbers there will likely be little effect to overall department enrollment. As was 
 mentioned above, we were already offering all of the courses in the degree, except for 
 studio jazz, before implementation. Since PT NTT faculty teach the studio component, 
 and the other jazz courses are usually taught by FTTT faculty, very little would change in 
 terms of course offerings, other than studio jazz. Elimination will not increase 
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 enrollments either. The maximization of course offerings is already in place and faculty 
 workloads currently take this into account in our 2 year schedule plan. 
  

4. How will the reduction or elimination affect interdependences with other programs and 
units, especially any documentation regarding coursework. NO 
  
  
5.  Will the reduction or elimination of this program have an adverse effect on scholarship, 
grants/contracts, or creative expression opportunities for faculty and/or students?  If so, explain. 
 
 The Jazz Band 1 recently appeared at the Jazz Educators Network National Conference. 
 Last year the Vocal Jazz 1 appeared at the American Choral Directors Association 
 National Conference. These sorts of “juried” appearances don’t happen by accident. They 
 are a result of the hard work by both students and faculty in the developmental stages of 
 the jazz idiom. I have witnessed a steady rise in both the quality and quantity of the jazz 
 performances over the past decade, with an especially steeper ramp over the last 5 years. 
 I believe this is due to the jazz degree and the influx of quality jazz instruction at the 
 studio level. While the numbers in the degree have been small, the influence of those jazz 
 majors on the rest of the students that participate in the big bands, jazz choirs and combos 
 is obvious and important. Alumni have remarked upon hearing the current incarnation of 
 the ensembles that the number and quality of the improvisers in these groups is 
 profoundly better than in their day. The elimination of the BA Jazz Specialization would 
 remove this element from our ensembles and we would quickly return to a lesser level of 
 jazz expertise overall. 
  
6.  Does the reduction or elimination of this program adversely impact diversity or inclusivity on 
our campus?  If so, explain. 
 
 Only in terms of the inclusivity of jazz as a degree in an otherwise broad music program. 
 To eliminate jazz as a degree sends a subtle yet real message that it is a less valued genre. 
  
7.  Discuss any unique or exceptional features of this program that should be considered in 
making a final determination on this action. 
  
 It is important to note that are the only 4 year in the state with an actual jazz degree. 
 Others have concentrations or certificates, but ours is a degree. Just this fact should be 
 enough reason to continue the program. 
 
 Although I don’t have numbers to prove it, my sense is that we would have many more 
 students in the BA Jazz Specialization if we were to lower the gatekeeper “bar” or 
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 remove it completely. When I explain to prospective students that they will have to take 
 nearly 2 years of classical lessons before being allowed to audition for the jazz degree, 
 there is a definite deflation in their interest in CWU. Another issue limiting enrollment is 
 the difficulty of the degree. If we were to lower our expectations in the jury area each 
 quarter, I think more students would attempt it. I have already made this sort of 
 adjustment once, but it is too soon to tell if it has had the desired result. 
 
 Probably the biggest obstacle to increased enrollment is the fact that we don’t have an 
 identified jazz instructor on each instrument. While we do have trumpet (Harbaugh), sax  
 (Nikolaev), voice (Singh), guitar (Durkee), bass (Hamar), and drums (Williams), we 
 don’t have a jazz instructor on trombone or piano. The lack of a piano jazz instructor has 
 especially hurt us as we lost a couple of very promising recruits only because we don’t 
 have a jazz piano teacher. They ended up attending schools with lesser jazz program and 
 ensembles because of it. 

 
8.  Please provide any additional data you think would strengthen your case on the impact of this 
action.  NONE 
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Department Report #2                                                                                   Program Action 
Plan for Revision and/or Elimination  

 
 
 

To be completed for each program identified by the Academic Planning Task Force as 
needing revision or elimination 
 
 
Program Title 
 
Bachelor of Arts Music: Jazz Specialization 
 
Name of person submitting report 
 
Chris Bruya/Todd Shiver 
 
Action 
 
X    Refocus 
 
___ Reduction 
 
___ Eliminate 
 
Directions:  
The purpose of this planning form is to outline how you would refocus the program, reduce the 
program, or eliminate the program.   
 
Refocus the program 
1.  Please outline how you would refocus the program in terms of vision, mission, learning 
outcomes, curriculum and any collaboration with other programs, inside or outside your 
department. We could limit the instrumentation that could be accepted onto the Jazz 
Specialization to just the instruments that we have specialist to teach jazz: Trumpet, Trombone 
(Possibly, currently searching), Saxophone, Drum-Set 
 
2.  How is this new amalgamation designed to attract new students to the program and what 
learning and career benefits will be anticipated for the students? This would focus the program to 
what the department has the resources to provide, for Saxophone and Drum-Set players this 
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would be vitally important to their survival as a professional musician, most of their employment 
will come from Jazz style engagements. 
 
3.  Will there be new resources required? Will there be curricular needs, such as service courses, 
required from other departments? No 
 
4.  Will there be financial savings as a consequence of refocusing the program and if so, what are 
they? Yes, we will not add any more areas of jazz instruction which would eliminate the need to 
add Guitar or Piano. 
 
5.  How will this change/enhance other departmental programs that are more robust?  It will not 
 
6.  Are there other data or educational circumstances that the APTF did not consider that should 
be considered? No 
 
7. Please provide a plan that shows current program offerings and how they would be changed 
over the next two years. If courses are offered for more than one program in the Department, 
please show how many sections or differences in timing to offer the course delivery over the next 
two years (use attached Excel Table 1 to calculate). Really no change here, the biggest 
difference will be the elimination of the Guitar instruction (which is already been decided), 
and not adding Jazz Piano, or any other jazz applied instruction beyond what we currently 
have 
 
 
 
Table 2 – Staff Changes Resulting From Program Reduction or Elimination 
 
Program Title 
 
_______________________________ 
 
Person Completing Report 
 
_______________________________ 
 

Please describe all affected faculty who may receive terminal contracts or be reduced. Please 
give their name, PID, Status (Tenured/TT/NTT), and years at CWU. Secondly, discuss the 
issues of redeployment and/or retraining for tenured and tenure-track faculty. Finally, discuss 
how and for what length of time the faculty member is needed for the phase out of the 
program. 
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Name: Jim Durkee 
PID: 11726500 
Status: NTT 
Years at CWU: 19 years 
 
Redeployment possibilities None 
 
 
 
Retraining possibilities None 
 
 
 
Needed for program? If so, discuss the length of time needed. 
The Guitar program has already been slated to be eliminated; the only students remaining to be served 
would be jazz guitar students. 
 
 
 
 
 

Report # 1  

Impact Statements for Program Reductions and Eliminations  

 

To be completed for each program identified by the Academic Planning Task Force as 
needing revision or elimination 

 

 

Program Title 

 

Bachelor of Music: Keyboard Performance 

 

Name of person submitting report 
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Todd Shiver 

 

1.   Describe the impact of this reduction or elimination for your department or interdisciplinary 
program.  If you do not agree with the Task Force recommendation indicate what you would do 
to improve or refocus the program’s operations.  Each program regardless of the 
recommendation status in the Academic Planning Task Force spreadsheet has the option of 
defending its current operations. 
 
 We do not agree with the task force recommendation to eliminate the Bachelor of Music: 
 Keyboard Performance.  We should refocus, or reorganize the Bachelor of Music 
 “performance” area to include all areas: Percussion/String/Wind/Keyboard/Vocal.  I’m 
 not sure why the keyboard and vocal areas were separated out from the other areas.  My 
 guess would be that the keyboard and vocal areas have a couple of required courses that 
 are unique to their performance area: accompanying (piano) and diction (vocal) so at 
 some point they were separated out from the other performance areas.  Separating any of 
 these performance areas out would probably place them on the “eliminate” list as well.  
 Each of these areas have a symbiotic relationship within the department, eliminating any 
 of these performance areas would have a huge impact on every area of the department 
 and would lead to the eventual demise of the program.  The department did eliminate one 
 performance area two years ago, the guitar performance area.  This decision was made 
 because the department was told it had to cut something.  Eliminating the guitar was 
 deemed by the faculty to have the least impact on the ensembles in the department.  
 However, now we are having difficulty with having the proper instrumentation for our 
 jazz ensembles, particularly the jazz combos, because we do not have enough guitar 
 students.  Even this decision that had the least impact on the department is having a much 
 bigger unforeseen consequence.  Our piano students accompany students and choral 
 ensembles, they play in the jazz bands and jazz combos, they are an integral component 
 of our music program. 
 
2.   How will this action impact instruction, faculty workload, and division of labor in the 
department?  
 
 We have one faculty member who’s workload would transition to teaching more of a 
 group piano class.  All music majors must demonstrate basic piano skills as a part of their 
 requirements for graduation and most accomplish this by taking piano class, we currently 
 offer 6 sections per quarter.  This transition would save the adjunct funds that are 
 currently going to pay instructors for these six sections.  However, with the loss of our 
 piano students we would need to hire at least two staff accompanist to accompany 
 students and choral ensembles.  Our Jazz program would also need to hire piano players 
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 to perform with our jazz groups.  My feeling is that it would be more expensive if we 
 went in this direction. 
 
3.  Does the evidence indicate that there will be a significant decline in enrollments or will the 
reduction or elimination increase enrollments, maximization of course offering and faculty 
workload distribution? 
  
 Piano students come to Central to study piano with John Pickett and earn a bachelors 
 degree, I don’t see a lot of piano players coming to Central if they don’t have the option 
 to earn a BM degree.  For most serious performers, the BA degree is not an option. 
 
4.  How will the reduction or elimination affect interdependences with other programs and units, 
especially any documentation regarding coursework?   
 
 As noted above, the elimination of the Piano program would have an impact on almost 
 every performance area in the department, this is especially true for the choral and jazz 
 areas, but all areas would be affected. 
 
5.  Will the reduction or elimination of this program have an adverse effect on scholarship, 
grants/contracts, or creative expression opportunities for faculty and/or students?  If so, explain.   
 
 Performance wise, we have recently attracted top tier students from around the country 
 and international students.  Many of these students collaborate with music students in 
 other performance areas like jazz combos (piano, bass, drums, and wind instruments), 
 piano trios (piano and strings), choral ensembles, jazz choirs, etc.  Just recently the 
 department received national invitations for two groups: Vocal jazz at the ACDA 
 conference in Chicago, and the jazz band 1 at the JEN conference in Louisville, both of 
 these performances included piano players and would not have happened without the 
 participation of a piano player. 
 
6.  Does the reduction or elimination of this program adversely impact diversity or inclusivity on 
our campus?  If so, explain. NO 
 
7.  Discuss any unique or exceptional features of this program that should be considered in 
making a final determination on this action.  
 
 I feel that this is explained above. 
 
8.  Please provide any additional data you think would strengthen your case on the impact of this 
action.  
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Department Report #2                                                                                   Program Action 
Plan for Revision and/or Elimination  

 
 
 

To be completed for each program identified by the Academic Planning Task Force as 
needing revision or elimination 
 
 
Program Title 
 
Bachelor of Music: Keyboard Performance 
 
Name of person submitting report 
 
Todd Shiver 
 
Action 
 
X    Refocus 
 
___ Reduction 
 
___ Eliminate 
 
Directions:  
The purpose of this planning form is to outline how you would refocus the program, reduce the 
program, or eliminate the program.   
 
Refocus the program 
1. Please outline how you would refocus the program in terms of vision, mission, learning 

outcomes, curriculum and any collaboration with other programs, inside or outside your 
department.  
 
 The Vocal and Piano Performance degrees should be included with the 
 wind/percussion/string Bachelor of Music Performance tracks.  They were separated out 
 of this main grouping of performance areas because they contained some required  
 courses that are unique to their area.  However, 90% of the degree requirements for 
 Keyboard and for Vocal are the same as the others.  I realize that this is merely semantics 
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with no real changes, but one could pull any individual performance area out of that 
grouping and it would appear to be low enrolled. 

 
2.  How is this new amalgamation designed to attract new students to the program and what 
learning and career benefits will be anticipated for the students?  NA 
 
3.  Will there be new resources required? Will there be curricular needs, such as service courses, 
required from other departments? NO 
 
4.  Will there be financial savings as a consequence of refocusing the program and if so, what are 
they? NO 
 
5.  How will this change/enhance other departmental programs that are more robust?  NO 
 
6.  Are there other data or educational circumstances that the APTF did not consider that should 
be considered? NO 
 
7. Please provide a plan that shows current program offerings and how they would be changed 
over the next two years. If courses are offered for more than one program in the Department, 
please show how many sections or differences in timing to offer the course delivery over the next 
two years (use attached Excel Table 1 to calculate). NA 
 
 

Report # 1  
Impact Statements for Program Reductions and Eliminations  

 
To be completed for each program identified by the Academic Planning Task Force as 
needing revision or elimination 
 
 
Program Title 
 
Master of Music: Composition 
 
Name of person submitting report 
 
Elaine Ross/Todd Shiver 
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1.   Describe the impact of this reduction or elimination for your department or interdisciplinary 
program.  If you do not agree with the Task Force recommendation indicate what you would do 
to improve or refocus the program’s operations.  Each program regardless of the 
recommendation status in the Academic Planning Task Force spreadsheet has the option of 
defending its current operations. 
 
 The Master of Music in composition is essentially a degree with a concentration in the 
 area of composition in addition to the core requirements of all other Master of Music 
 degrees.  The appropriate way to view the degree is simply as a Master of Music Degree 
 with composition as the area of focus.  The catalog description for all the Master of 
 Music degrees have been listed separately, but ultimately the core requirements are 
 essentially the same with a handful of electives specific to that particular specialization.  
 The reorganization of the catalog listings would solve these individual degree listings, 
 including the MM in composition.  The general requirements currently listed in the 
 catalog include:  15-21 credits in major field, including 6 credits of MUS 700 – Thesis; 
 12-15 credits of other music credits including three credits in ensembles; 6-15 electives in 
 supportive areas; and three credits – MUS 521 – Methods of Musical Research.  This is 
 consistent for all MM degrees.  Revising this to include specific courses to select to fulfill 
 these requirements will show that the overlap in courses makes these degree programs 
 dependent on one another.  In addition, several upper division music theory and music 
 history courses also serve a dual purpose as graduate level theory courses.  Eliminating 
 the MM composition degree as well as other Master’s degrees would just reduce 
 enrollment in these more advanced courses.  However, these courses would still need to 
 be offered as most, if not all, are required for one or more other undergraduate degrees. 
 
 Approximately 10-15 years ago, CWU had a very strong program in composition.  After 
 several years of adjunct and non-tenure faculty teaching the main theory and composition 
 courses, in the fall of 2008 CWU re-instated a tenure-line position as the coordinator of 
 music theory/composition.  This position has provided stability and greatly improved the 
 quality and retention of the composition studio.  Since that time the composition program 
 has been steadily increasing.  There were 2 majors in the Fall of 2008 and there are now 
 11.  The graduation rate the past five years has been very low as the program had not 
 been thriving.  Students are now matriculating through the degree program at a very 
 steady pace.  Two graduated in the spring of 2011 and 4 are anticipating graduation this 
 coming spring 2012, including one graduate student.  An ideal number of majors for a 
 department this size is 8-10 students.  In short, the degree program is functioning the way 
 it is designed to function.  It supports the 8-10 highly qualified students (1-2 graduate 
 students) and without any more resources cannot support any additional students.  The 
 studio itself is at capacity with a waiting list of qualified students who would like to add 
 the major.  The current theory/composition tenure-line position has a workload of 2/3 
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 theory and 1/3 composition.  The current tenure-line composition person also coordinates 
 the theory area, with primarily adjunct support.   

 
 The graduate students in composition are part of the revised curriculum that the 
 undergraduate program now follows.  The Bachelor of Music in Theory/Composition was 
 changed to a Bachelor of Music in Composition.  The curriculum was substantially 
 revised to provide practical courses for success in the job market and graduate school 
 potential.  The Bachelor of Music in Composition Degree at Central Washington 
 University is primarily a study of acoustic composition and is intended for students with 
 adequate knowledge/skills in the following areas:  high level of musicianship as 
 demonstrated through performance on a primary instrument; basic understanding of 
 music theory concepts; application of basic compositional techniques; knowledge of 
 significant composers and their compositional techniques; and creative compositional 
 potential.  The new degree program does not allow acceptance into the program until the 
 completion of the first year of study.  Students are given the opportunity to focus on their 
 applied instrument and solidify a basic knowledge of theory before studying applied 
 composition.  Acceptance into the composition takes place after completion of MUS 120 
 (an in-depth introduction to composition focusing on terminology, compositional 
 techniques from a historical perspective, and small creative projects with specific 
 parameters).  This has been significant in improving the quality of the composition 
 studio.  The revision of the curriculum, changes to degree requirements, and new 
 organizational leadership have made it a popular degree amongst students.   The graduate 
 students enrolled concurrently with these students not only provide a higher level of 
 student for the undergraduate students to interact and learn from, but themselves benefit 
 from this unique curriculum design.   
 

 The strength of the degree is found in the talent of the students currently pursuing it.  
 Many students who have pursued and graduated with this degree have attained a high 
 degree of success.  Although the number of composition majors at any one time does not 
 compare to some of the other “composite” degrees, it is felt that this degree is appropriate 
 to the Mission and scope of this department and offers an ideal complement to the other 
 degrees in the program.  
 
 With the exception of the Master of Music Education degree, all of our Master Degrees 
 are designed as more of an apprenticeship.  In other words students come here to study 
 with a particular professor to enhance their skills.  Cello players come specifically to 
 study with John Michel, Conducting students come to study with Nik Caoile or Larry 
 Gookin.  In order for the student to get the best experience, we must limit number of 
 these students that can be accepted.  If we accept too many conducting students, then they 
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 don’t get enough time in front of an ensemble conducting because it must be shared with 
 the other too many other graduate students.  The orchestra had 5 potential master of 
 conducting students audition last year, we accepted only one.  It’s really about ensuring a 
 quality of the experience for those graduate students who make it into our program. 
 
 
2.   How will this action impact instruction, faculty workload, and division of labor in the 
department? 
 
 The elimination of this degree will have a minimal effect on faculty workload hours as it 
 will only free approximately .5-1 workload units per quarter.  This is the only additional 
 instruction specific to this degree that is required.  All other coursework overlaps with the 
 other Masters degree requirements and some of the Bachelor of Music/Arts degrees.   
 
 The biggest impact eliminating the MM in composition will have is that of increasing 
 faculty workload.  With the current budget constraints, the music department requires a 
 graduate teaching assistant to teach 2 sections of 1st year aural skills, in addition to other 
 responsibilities.  In order to ensure quality instruction for these students, the teaching 
 assistant must have an extremely strong background in music theory.  Since we do not 
 have a MM in music theory and all composition students need to have a substantial 
 knowledge of music theory, that teaching assistant is a graduate composition student.  
 Without TA funds to cover these FTE’s generated by teaching assistants, additional 
 faculty workload needed for these two classes alone will be 4 WL units per quarter, 12 
 for the academic year at least at the lowest adjunct rate of pay.  There are also additional 
 courses this TA could feasibly teach with the appropriate background, such as MUS 143 
 – Introduction to Music Theory (a fundamentals course) and MUS 347 – Electronic 
 music; an additional 5 credits that would also need to be funded with faculty workload 
 hours.  The difference in funds required for 12-17 credits per academic year for an 
 adjunct or full-time faculty member vs. that of a teaching assistant would be substantial. 
 
 Many of the graduate classes are cross listed classes and require no additional resources. 
 
 The graduate TA students generate a lot of FTE for the department that would need to be 
 replaced with more expensive part-time instructors. 
  
3.  Does the evidence indicate that there will be a significant decline in enrollments or will the 
reduction or elimination increase enrollments, maximization of course offering and faculty 
workload distribution? 
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 The elimination of this degree program will likely have an adverse effect on enrollment 
 to the department.  A large number of students currently in the composition studio, 
 several applying for the degree each spring, transfer students, and incoming freshman 
 select CWU as their choice of schools because this degree is offered.  While not all are 
 selected for the composition studio, they are often students who become vital to the 
 department.  The fact that they can still be involved in new music, take composition as an 
 elective, participate in the performance of new music, and still pursue a degree in music 
 even though they are not part of the actual “composition studio” actually strengthens the 
 validity of maintaining the composition studio as it is.  Increasing the number of students 
 in the program would not only require more faculty resources, but would take away from 
 the numbers in the other degree programs.  
 
 As previously stated, eliminating the MM composition degree as well as the other MM 
 degree programs would just reduce enrollment in the upper level theory and history 
 courses which will generate fewer FTE’s.  These courses would still need to be offered as 
 they are requirements for other larger degree programs.  Students in the composition 
 studio and interested in composition as a Master of Music with a composition “cognate” 
 help increase class sizes, generate more FTE’s in these courses, and help to support 
 graduate level theory courses that are dually offered as both upper level 
 undergraduate/graduate offerings. 
 
4.  How will the reduction or elimination affect interdependences with other programs and units, 
especially any documentation regarding coursework.  
 
 Students in the MM composition degree program support the coursework of all the other 
 MM degrees, as well as the undergraduate upper level theory/history courses.  As stated 
 above, the core coursework for all MM degree programs is essentially the same.  
 Revising the catalog to show this, yet including specific courses to select from to fulfill 
 these requirements, will show that the overlap in courses makes these degree programs 
 dependent on one another.  In addition, several upper division music theory and music 
 history courses also serve a dual purpose as graduate level theory courses.  Eliminating 
 the MM in composition degree as well as other Master’s degrees would just reduce 
 enrollment in these more advanced courses.  However, these courses would still need to 
 be offered as most, if not all, are required for one or more other undergraduate degrees. 
  
 
  
5.  Will the reduction or elimination of this program have an adverse effect on scholarship, 
grants/contracts, or creative expression opportunities for faculty and/or students?  If so, explain. 
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 Composition is a significant facet of music that can provide beneficial exposure for a 
 music department.  For the past three years in a row, a CWU student has won the Opus 7 
 Choral Composition Competition in Seattle, WA.  This provided a performance of their 
 respective works by Opus 7 – a professional vocal ensemble – and a cash award.  
 Quarterly studio recitals are required of all composition students and have increased in 
 quality.  This past fall, it was necessary to present two separate studio recitals as the 
 length of student compositions increased.  The ability to compose longer, more 
 substantial works shows a deeper understanding of compositional concepts.  In addition, 
 several different CWU faculty have had works nationally performed often.  This already 
 helps attract talented students to campus, but without a composition degree to consider 
 applying for, these students will go elsewhere for these opportunities. The number of 
 competitions, workshops, conferences, etc. that are soliciting new music from not only 
 faculty, but students is enormous.  Our current faculty and students are participating and 
 being selected for such events.  The elimination of the composition degree would 
 minimize this participation and stifle CWU’s recognition in this area. 
 
 New music is an important area of study for all music programs and is vital for the 
 advancement of the field of music in general.  The composition studio presents quarterly 
 composition studio recitals in which all students compose/coach/and have a work 
 performed in a public forum.  This is valuable not only for them, but for other students in 
 the department as well.  A large number of students participate in these premieres.  This 
 gives them an opportunity to experience new techniques and understand the 
 compositional process.  While they are not composing themselves, the students who 
 participate better understand the theoretical, rehearsal, compositional, and artistic 
 elements that are involved.    
 

Music composition is an interest of many music students.  It would be virtually unheard 
of for a music department of this size to be void of any opportunities in music 
composition.  The students in this degree program tend to be the most well-versed in 
theoretical structure of music as well as those who can use these skills and say something 
artistically.  These students raise the bar of all students around them.  It provides a 
creative outlet in a different capacity than performing on their applied instruments. Most 
students in the composition degree program are high level performing musicians on their 
respective applied instruments.  To take this outlet away from them, would limit their 
potential not only as composers, but as performers as well.  For many composition 
students, it is their way of most effectively and creatively communicating.  Composition 
is viewed by many musicians as a prestigious undertaking.  It is the core component of 
why we are here as musicians.  A university this size supporting a music department this 
size without a composition degree is missing the most vital element of making music – 
“The creation of the music itself.” 
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6.  Does the reduction or elimination of this program adversely impact diversity or inclusivity on 
our campus?  If so, explain. 
  

The diversity of music itself is important.  Different types of music reach all different 
types of people.  Many community members and university students/faculty attend 
composition recitals and are interested in new music.  Eliminating these events will 
restrict exposure to not only new musical ideas, but will most likely reduce exposure to 
other areas of the music department. 

 

New music is also important for the non-majors on campus.   While technology provides 
endless opportunities for students and community members at large to experience, most 
especially, the pop culture, exposure to new music on campus of this type may be the 
only exposure some of the non-music majors will ever have. It is important for non-music 
students to know that their peers are actually composing and contributing to music in a 
significant way. 

 
 
7.  Discuss any unique or exceptional features of this program that should be considered in 
making a final determination on this action. 
 

CWU offers a very unique opportunity for students interested in composition.  The 
degree itself is structured differently than the other colleges/universities in the region.  
The University of Washington, for example, is very “electronically” driven and other 
state schools do not even offer such a degree at the undergraduate level.  The Master of 
Music and the Bachelor of Music in Composition Degree at Central Washington 
University is primarily a study of acoustic composition and is intended for students with 
adequate knowledge/skills in the following areas: high level of musicianship as 
demonstrated through performance on primary instrument; basic understanding of music 
theory concepts; application of basic compositional techniques; knowledge of significant 
composers and their compositional techniques; creative compositional potential.  In 
addition, CWU has the unique opportunity of offering some arranging/composition 
courses in the jazz area due to the strength of jazz/vocal jazz faculty.  Acceptance into 
this degree program does not occur until the end of the first year of study which gives 
students the opportunity to feel confident that they are prepared to enter the composition 
degree program and to explore all other options as well.  The performance component to 
this particular undergraduate composition degree is also unique.  It provides students with 
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opportunities in both composition and their applied area, simultaneously, thus making 
them more “hands on” composers.  

 
The number of composition majors accepted into the program is self limited by the 
department because of resources; we only have one faculty member with the expertise to 
teach the upper level classes required for composition majors.  These upper level classes 
are also open to all of our majors and are typically full sections each time they are 
taught.  My guesstimate would be that we would have 25 composition majors if we had 
the additional resources to support that number. 

 
The composition students enhance the experience for all of the majors in the department 
because they get exposed to new and often contemporary music.  Students get to 
participate in world premieres of new music when they perform on a composition 
recital, and also composition majors provide new arrangements of music for the various 
ensembles in the department. 

 
 
  
8.  Please provide any additional data you think would strengthen your case on the impact of this 
action. 
 

The revision of the undergraduate program in composition directly affects the MM in 
composition.  The program is intended to support an applied degree in composition 
while still maintaining a performance element on students’ applied instruments.  The 
goal is to give composition students the necessary skill set to become more informed and 
artistic composers.  I believe this approach has helped strengthen the composition studio 
as it has not only grown in numbers, but in quality as well.  The number of majors has 
increased in the past four years from 2 to 11 current majors – with several on a wait list.  
The ideal number is 8, given other teaching responsibilities.  The graduation rate is also 
increasing.  Two graduated last year and are both pursuing Master’s degrees in music 
and four are expected to graduate this year, including a MM in composition graduate.  
CWU composition students have represented the department well recently.   

    
 The current theory/composition tenure-line faculty member’s teaching goals pertaining 

to composition include:  a greater level of achievement of theoretical and compositional 
knowledge; a greater understanding in the creation of deeper, more meaningful music by 
the composition students; a greater appreciation by students of the practicality of 
theoretical and historical knowledge of a composer; teaching students ways to more 
quickly and effectively compose quality original music; and a greater sense of 
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community and collegiality among the composition students which becomes an integral 
part of the music department’s student community.  There has been significant positive 
progress in all four of these areas over the past four years. 

 
The current tenure-line theory/composition faculty member would like to establish a 
Contemporary Music Festival.  While this has not yet happened due to budget 
constraints and the amount of time required in the restructuring of the theory and 
composition curriculums, this is an endeavor that will be undertaken in the near future.  
This and other events like it have effects that benefit the department inclusively and the 
university enrollment itself.  These events would be intended to be a departmental effort 
where a composer of significant standing is invited for a residency to interact with 
composers, faculty, ensembles, and students.  Workshops and performances of a number 
of this composer’s works for different genres would occur during the residency.  These 
types of events will not only provide recognition for our outstanding faculty, ensembles, 
students, and facilities, but will help establish CWU’s music department as one of the 
regional leaders in composition.  In addition, hosting an SCI (Society of Composer’s, 
Inc.) conference at CWU would also provide significant notoriety for the department 
and the university.  SCI is a substantial nationally known professional organization in 
which most significant composers are active members. 

 
 The impact of eliminating the MM degree in composition would be hugely negative on 

the students, qualities of student enrollment, enrollment in upper level classes, creative 
opportunities for composing, creative opportunities to experience and participate in new 
music, and reputation of the music department.  Once again, it would be virtually 
unheard of for a music department of this size to be void of any opportunities in music 
composition.  Without composition, there would be no new music.  Musicians need new 
music to keep the art vital.  Studying music of the past is one thing, but if we don't foster 
and nurture new music we will run the risk of losing the art altogether.  CWU’s music 
department is and should remain a strong contributor in the art of composition.    

 
 Graduate students in all areas of the music department provide an added level of 
 expertise, quality, and depth in the department.  They are vital to teaching, learning, and 
 general atmosphere of success in CWU’s music department. 
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Department Report #2                                                                                   Program Action 
Plan for Revision and/or Elimination  

 
 
 

To be completed for each program identified by the Academic Planning Task Force as 
needing revision or elimination 
 
 
Program Title 
 
Master of Music: Composition 
 
Name of person submitting report 
 
Elaine Ross/Todd Shiver 
 
Action 
 
X    Refocus 
 
___ Reduction 
 
___ Eliminate 
 
Directions:  
The purpose of this planning form is to outline how you would refocus the program, reduce the 
program, or eliminate the program.   
 
Refocus the program 
1. Please outline how you would refocus the program in terms of vision, mission, learning 

outcomes, curriculum and any collaboration with other programs, inside or outside your 
department.  

With the exception of the Master of Music Education degree, all of our Master Degrees 
should be listed as “Master of Music” Degrees with different emphasis placed on 
Conducting, Pedagogy, Performance, and Composition.  All of these different areas of 
emphasis share the same core classes like research, theory, and history.  The remainder of 
masters level courses are determined by their area of emphasis. This act alone would 
enhance the graduate student numbers in the department, at least on paper. 
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With the exception of Music Education, all of the other areas are self limiting student 
enrollment because of the apprentice nature of the degree and because of the need for these 
master’s students to not only work closely with a faculty mentor but to also have access to 
the department performing ensembles and other department resources. 

 
2.  How is this new amalgamation designed to attract new students to the program and what 
learning and career benefits will be anticipated for the students? NO 
 
3.  Will there be new resources required? Will there be curricular needs, such as service courses, 
required from other departments? NO 
 
4.  Will there be financial savings as a consequence of refocusing the program and if so, what are 
they? NO 
 
5.  How will this change/enhance other departmental programs that are more robust?  NO 
 
6.  Are there other data or educational circumstances that the APTF did not consider that should 
be considered? NO 
 
7. Please provide a plan that shows current program offerings and how they would be changed 
over the next two years. If courses are offered for more than one program in the Department, 
please show how many sections or differences in timing to offer the course delivery over the next 
two years (use attached Excel Table 1 to calculate).  NA 
 

Report # 1  
Impact Statements for Program Reductions and Eliminations  

 
To be completed for each program identified by the Academic Planning Task Force as 
needing revision or elimination 
 
 
Program Title 
 
Master of Music: Conducting 
 
Name of person submitting report 
 
Nickolas Caoile/Larry Gookin/Todd Shiver 
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1.   Describe the impact of this reduction or elimination for your department or interdisciplinary 
program.  If you do not agree with the Task Force recommendation indicate what you would do 
to improve or refocus the program’s operations.  Each program regardless of the 
recommendation status in the Academic Planning Task Force spreadsheet has the option of 
defending its current operations. 
 

Teaching – The elimination of the graduate conducting program would create a 
significant instructional impact on the music department. The graduate assistants in 
conducting provide several critical hours of direct contact instruction with the large 
ensembles (Jazz Band II, Vocal Jazz II, Kittitas Valley Youth Orchestra). Further, the 
graduate assistants serve as assistant conductors to the major large ensembles. As part of 
the 2-year curriculum, large ensemble directors assign repertoire solely rehearsed and 
performed by the graduate assistants.   
  
Administration – The elimination of the graduate conducting program would mean a 
loss of administrative assistance in the large ensemble areas. For all programs (Choral, 
Wind, Orchestral, Jazz), this would mean library work, festival administration, and 
personnel management.  
  
Leadership/Mentorship – The elimination of the graduate conducting program would 
consequently take away a leadership and mentorship presence that has made the 
undergraduate program attractive. The proficiency and level of artistry of the graduate 
student enhances the undergraduate experience.  
 
With the exception of the Master of Music Education degree, all of our Master Degrees 
are designed as more of an apprenticeship.  In other words students come here to study 
with a particular professor to enhance their skills.  Cello players come specifically to 
study with John Michel, Conducting students come to study with Nik Caoile or Larry 
Gookin.  In order for the student to get the best experience, we must limit number of 
these students that can be accepted.  If we accept too many conducting students, then they 
don’t get enough time in front of an ensemble conducting because it must be shared with 
the other too many other graduate students.  The orchestra had 5 potential master of 
conducting students audition last year, we accepted only one.  It’s really about ensuring a 
quality of the experience for those graduate students who make it into our program. 
 

 
2.   How will this action impact instruction, faculty workload, and division of labor in the 
department?  
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With all workload duties mentioned in #1 considered absolutely critical to sustaining the 
excellence of the current program, the current faculty would absorb all duties. Each 
ensemble director would then be responsible for all lost teaching and administration 
amounting to about 20 hours per week.  
The graduate TA students generate a lot of FTE for the department that would need to be 
replaced with more expensive part-time instructors. 
Many of the graduate classes are cross listed classes and require no additional resources. 
 
 

 
3.  Does the evidence indicate that there will be a significant decline in enrollments or will the 
reduction or elimination increase enrollments, maximization of course offering and faculty 
workload distribution?  
 

With the elimination of the graduate conducting program, I anticipate that there will be 
no change in enrollment. However, the student to professor ratio will increase. This 
would result is decreased personal contact, accessibility, and perhaps productivity.  

 
 
4.  How will the reduction or elimination affect interdependences with other programs and units, 
especially any documentation regarding coursework.   
 

Graduate assistantship loads are pieced together from several different areas. The large 
ensemble assistants also contribute in other areas (Theory, Piano Class). These teaching 
positions would also be eliminated.  
 

 
5.  Will the reduction or elimination of this program have an adverse effect on scholarship, 
grants/contracts, or creative expression opportunities for faculty and/or students?  If so, explain. 
 

Yes, scholarship as defined for the ensemble director, includes developing an off-campus 
presence in the state, region, and nation. The ensemble directors cannot afford to these 
opportunities without the presence of the graduate assistants who cover the classes 
missed while away. Many of these opportunities take ensemble directors away for several 
days.  

 
6.  Does the reduction or elimination of this program adversely impact diversity or inclusivity on 
our campus?  If so, explain. 
 

Not directly. 
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7.  Discuss any unique or exceptional features of this program that should be considered in 
making a final determination on this action.  
 

The graduate student population in the department provides a core group of mature, 
advanced, talented, and dedicated musicians that enhance the musical experience of all of 
our undergraduate students.  They perform side by side in ensembles with graduate 
students often serving as concert masters or principal players modeling for the younger 
undergraduate students and also teaching the undergraduate students in sectionals beyond 
the ensemble rehearsal. This is a big reason behind the success regionally and nationally 
of our ensembles and the “signature” status of our department. 
 
Some uniqueness about this program is the general success of our alumni in obtaining 
notable positions and obtaining admissions to prestigious universities. Some of our recent 
graduates have won positions at major public schools, youth orchestras, and major 
schools of music.  

 
8.  Please provide any additional data you think would strengthen your case on the impact of this 
action. 
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Department Report #2                                                                                   Program Action 
Plan for Revision and/or Elimination  

 
 
 

To be completed for each program identified by the Academic Planning Task Force as 
needing revision or elimination 
 
 
Program Title 
 
Master of Music: Conducting 
 
Name of person submitting report 
 
Nickolas Caoile/Larry Gookin/Todd Shiver 
 
Action 
 
X    Refocus 
 
___ Reduction 
 
___ Eliminate 
 
Directions:  
The purpose of this planning form is to outline how you would refocus the program, reduce the 
program, or eliminate the program.   
 
Refocus the program 
1. Please outline how you would refocus the program in terms of vision, mission, learning 

outcomes, curriculum and any collaboration with other programs, inside or outside your 
department.  

 
With the exception of the Master of Music Education degree, all of our Master Degrees 
should be listed as “Master of Music” Degrees with different emphasis placed on 
Conducting, Pedagogy, Performance, and Composition.  All of these different areas of 
emphasis share the same core classes like research, theory, and history.  The remainder of 
masters level courses are determined by their area of emphasis. This act alone would 
enhance the graduate student numbers in the department, at least on paper. 
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With the exception of Music Education, all of the other areas are self limiting student 
enrollment because of the apprentice nature of the degree and because of the need for 
these master’s students to not only work closely with a faculty mentor but to also have 
access to the department performing ensembles and other department resources. 

 
 
2.  How is this new amalgamation designed to attract new students to the program and what 
learning and career benefits will be anticipated for the students? NO 
 
3.  Will there be new resources required? Will there be curricular needs, such as service courses, 
required from other departments? NO 
 
4.  Will there be financial savings as a consequence of refocusing the program and if so, what are 
they? NO 
 
5.  How will this change/enhance other departmental programs that are more robust?  NO 
 
6.  Are there other data or educational circumstances that the APTF did not consider that should 
be considered? NO 
 
7. Please provide a plan that shows current program offerings and how they would be changed 
over the next two years. If courses are offered for more than one program in the Department, 
please show how many sections or differences in timing to offer the course delivery over the next 
two years (use attached Excel Table 1 to calculate).  NA 
 

Report # 1  
Impact Statements for Program Reductions and Eliminations  

 
To be completed for each program identified by the Academic Planning Task Force as 
needing revision or elimination 
 
 
Program Title 
 
Master of Music: Music Education 
 
Name of person submitting report 
 
Bret Smith 
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1.   Describe the impact of this reduction or elimination for your department or interdisciplinary 
program.  If you do not agree with the Task Force recommendation indicate what you would do 
to improve or refocus the program’s operations.  Each program regardless of the 
recommendation status in the Academic Planning Task Force spreadsheet has the option of 
defending its current operations. 
 
 We believe the reduction or elimination of the MM: Music Education degree program 
 would adversely affect the stature and reputation of the Music Department within the 
 community of professional educators in the Northwest.  We are fortunate to be widely 
 perceived as perhaps the strongest institution in the state in the preparation of music 
 teachers, with faculty in all areas regarded as professional leaders.  The absence of a 
 graduate program in music education would erode this confidence. 
  
2.   How will this action impact instruction, faculty workload, and division of labor in the 
department? 
 
 Reduction or elimination of the MM: Music Education degree would reduce or eliminate 
 existing faculty workload in serving courses and thesis/project work for these students.  
 Courses that permitted undergraduate enrollment would presumably be eliminated, 
 removing advanced elective coursework from the undergraduate programs.  The revised 
 summers-only program would have minimal impact on faculty workload throughout the 
 traditional academic year. 
  
3.  Does the evidence indicate that there will be a significant decline in enrollments or will the 
reduction or elimination increase enrollments, maximization of course offering and faculty 
workload distribution? 
 
 The current program has yielded few students in the past several years.  We believe that 
 the primary reason for this is the reluctance of practicing teachers to take a leave of 
 absence or quit their jobs in order to pursue a master's degree.  In response to this, the 
 CAH Dean asked the Music Department chair and faculty to develop plans to increase 
 enrollment.  Beginning in Summer 2012, the department will be offering a summers-only 
 MM with a target initial cohort of 15 students.  If the MM: Music Education degree is 
 eliminated, we would not be able to judge the viability of a summers-only program and 
 possibly miss the opportunity to develop and maintain an innovative and attractive 
 program.  An additional advantage to a summers-only program would be the possibility 
 that students finishing their BM and certification in the spring could commence graduate 
 study while completing their required one year of teaching experience the following fall. 
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4.  How will the reduction or elimination affect interdependences with other programs and units, 
especially any documentation regarding coursework. 
 
 Traditionally, students in the MM: Music Education degree serve as graduate teaching 
 assistants in methods classes and performance ensembles.  They also tend to elect 
 coursework in applied study and conducting.  The absence of advanced and experienced 
 members of studios and ensembles would have a negative effect on the overall level of 
 achievement in these areas. 
  
5.  Will the reduction or elimination of this program have an adverse effect on scholarship, 
grants/contracts, or creative expression opportunities for faculty and/or students?  If so, explain. 
 
 Recruitment and retention of faculty is an important concern.  Recent faculty searches 
 have required a terminal degree (Ph.D, Ed.D, DMA), and departmental requirements for 
 tenure and promotion include scholarly/creative work as an important component.  
 Graduate faculty are able to support and further this work by including graduate students 
 in research projects, and the process of advising graduate students in thesis/projects as 
 chair or committee member provides a valuable opportunity to maintain a current 
 knowledge of research and literature in the field of music education.  Reduction or 
 elimination of the MM: Music Education would adversely affect the department's 
 position with regard to other institutions in attracting the interest of highly qualified 
 candidates for faculty positions. 
  
6.  Does the reduction or elimination of this program adversely impact diversity or inclusivity on 
our campus?  If so, explain. 
 
 We have no evidence that the MM: Music Education degree plays a significant part in the 
 overall profile of CWU with regard to diversity or inclusivity.  However, given the 
 current interest in diversity in K-12 education, it is likely that MM students will continue 
 include this issue as part of their coursework and thesis/project research.  Reduction or 
 elimination of this program will remove the possibility that CWU will be able to 
 encourage and support future educational leaders in this area. 
  
7.  Discuss any unique or exceptional features of this program that should be considered in 
making a final determination on this action. 
 
 An undeniable strength of CWU's position regarding graduate study in music is the 
 strength of its faculty in the areas of performance, conducting, and music education.  
 Students earning an MM: Music Education at Central are able to craft a course of study 
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 that uniquely suits their background and goals.  While a summers-only program will 
 necessarily shift the nature of the experience somewhat (for example, there would be no 
 major university ensembles available), we will be able to use CWU and outside faculty in 
 a unique and affordable program that will combine rigorous scholarly preparation with 
 practical content that will be immediately relevant to teachers of instrumental, vocal, and 
 general music. 
  
8.  Please provide any additional data you think would strengthen your case on the impact of this 
action. 
 
 We maintain that an MM: Music Education is a significant career goal for many music 
 teachers in the Northwest.  In addition to advancement in salary, teachers with several 
 years of experience are motivated to improve their practice based on their growing 
 professional curiosity and particular program needs.  Arts advocacy and program 
 development depend on a familiarity with research literature, curriculum innovation, 
 pedagogical advances, and education policy that is rarely gained in an undergraduate 
 certification program. 
 
 The Universities of Idaho and Montana and the American Band College (Medford, OR) 
 offer summer-only or online programs that provide a basis for forecasting demand for a 
 modified program at CWU.  We note that the APTF analysis indicates Employment 
 Growth Potential for this degree as "Moderate," and would maintain that given the 
 financial and professional incentives within the K-12 system, this element could be 
 considered high. 
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Department Report #2                                                                                   Program Action 
Plan for Revision and/or Elimination  

 
 
 

To be completed for each program identified by the Academic Planning Task Force as 
needing revision or elimination 
 
 
Program Title 
 
Master of Music: Music Education 
 
Name of person submitting report 
 
Bret Smith/Todd Shiver 
 
Action 
 
X    Refocus 
 
___ Reduction 
 
___ Eliminate 
 
Directions:  
The purpose of this planning form is to outline how you would refocus the program, reduce the 
program, or eliminate the program.   
 
Refocus the program 
1.  Please outline how you would refocus the program in terms of vision, mission, learning 
outcomes, curriculum and any collaboration with other programs, inside or outside your 
department. A summer only program attracts those professional music teachers who were not 
willing to quit their jobs and enter a traditional academic program.  The summer intensive and 
hybrid courses will allow the student to complete a masters degree in three summers. 
 
2.  How is this new amalgamation designed to attract new students to the program and what 
learning and career benefits will be anticipated for the students? YES.  Earning a Master’s 
Degree will give them a pay raise and enhance their effectiveness as a master teacher. 
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3.  Will there be new resources required? Will there be curricular needs, such as service courses, 
required from other departments?  Since we will be offering these courses during the summer, no 
additional resources will be needed during the regular academic year.  However, we will need to 
hire some specialist and adjunct teachers for the summer sessions.  These classes will also be 
offered as workshops through continuing education.  Si in addition to the cohort of Masters 
students, we could also have teachers taking courses to stay current on their certification. 
 
4.  Will there be financial savings as a consequence of refocusing the program and if so, what are 
they? NO 
 
5.  How will this change/enhance other departmental programs that are more robust?  We 
traditionally offer very few is any summer courses in the music department, attracting teachers to 
the summer program will enhance summer revenues which will translate into more faculty 
development funds, and more funds to support technology in the classroom and studios. 
 
6.  Are there other data or educational circumstances that the APTF did not consider that should 
be considered? NO 
 
7. Please provide a plan that shows current program offerings and how they would be changed 
over the next two years. If courses are offered for more than one program in the Department, 
please show how many sections or differences in timing to offer the course delivery over the next 
two years (use attached Excel Table 1 to calculate).  
 
 

Since this is summer offerings, please see the tables below for the course offerings: 

Central Washington University 

 Master of Music/Music Education Specialization 

Summer MM Program 

 

DRAFT 8/25/2011 

 

Summer 1 (beginning 2012) 

 

• Students complete music theory/history diagnostic exams online 
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Pre-Session (year 1 
students only) 

Session 1 

July 9-13 

Session 2 

July 16-20 

Session 3 

July 23-27 

July 5, 1-5 pm 

July 6, 8-12 pm 

 

MUS 599 (1) 

Introduction to 
Graduate Project 

8-9:50 am 

MUS 521 Methods of Musical Research (3) 

 10-11:50 am  

MUS 599 Seminar: Technology for Music Education (3) 

12-1 pm LUNCH 

 Intensive 1 Intensive 2 Intensive 3 

 1-5 pm 

MUS 599 Seminar: 
Foundations of 
Curriculum and 
Assessment (3) 

1-5 pm 

MUS 615 Graduate 
Seminar in Music: 
Conducting (3) 

 

MUS 598 

Special Topics: 
General Music I (3) 

1-5 pm 

MUS 554 Advanced 
Technique Class: 
Strings, 
Woodwinds, Brass, 
Percussion (3) 

 

MUS 536 Diction 
(3) 

 

MUS 598 Special 
Topics in General 
Music II (3) 

 

Total credits: 16 
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Summer 2 (odd years beginning 2013) 

 

• Students will submit project proposal online prior to Session 1 

 

Pre-Session (year 1 
students only) 

Session 1 

Dates TBA 

Session 2 

Dates TBA 

Session 3 

Dates TBA 

Day 1, 1-5 pm 

Day 2, 8-12 pm 

 

MUS 599 (1) 

Introduction to 
Graduate Project 

8-9:50 am 

MUS 613 Graduate Seminar in Music: Theory/Composition (3) 

 10-11:50 am 

 MUS 611 Graduate Seminar in Music: Music Education: 
Psychology of Music Teaching and Learning (3) 

12-1 pm LUNCH 

 Intensive 1 Intensive 2 Intensive 3 

 1-5 pm 

MUS 522 Advanced 
Orchestration (3) 

 

MUS 554(?) 
Advanced 
Technique Class: 
Guitar (3) 

1-5 pm 

MUS 612 Graduate 
Seminar in Music: 
Music History and  
Literature 
(Instrumental, 
Choral) (3) 

 

1-5 pm 

MUS 353(?) Jazz 
Improvisation (3) 

 

MUS 599 Seminar: 
Vocal Ensemble 
Studies (3) 
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MUS 598  

Special Topics: 
General Music III 
(3) 

 

MUS 598 Special 
Topics: General 
Music IV (3) 

 

• Project proposals approved by faculty during Fall quarter 

 

Total credits: 15 
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Summer 3 (even years beginning 2014) 

 

Pre-Session (year 1 
students only) 

Session 1 

Dates TBA 

Session 2 

Dates TBA 

Session 3 

Dates TBA 

Day 1, 1-5 pm 

Day 2, 8-12 pm 

 

MUS 599 (1) 

Introduction to 
Graduate Project 

8-9:50 am 

MUS 612 Graduate Seminar in Music: Music History and 
Literature (3) 

 10-11:50 am 

MUS 611 Graduate Seminar in Music: Music Education: 
Contemporary Issues in Music Education (3) 

12-1 pm LUNCH 

 MUS 596 Individual Study (2) 

 

MUS 700 Master’s Thesis, Project Study, and/or Examination (6) 

 

Total Credits: 14 

 

Total Graduate Degree Credits: 45 

 

• The Department of Music has discretion in matters of budget and staffing.  Full-time, 9-month 
faculty can be paid per credit on a summer contract.  Outside instructors can be offered adjunct 
contracts, an honorarium or flat fee, or a consultant contract.  CWU faculty would be instructors 
of record absent an adjunct contract.  Student tuition can be calculated per-credit based on 
projected expenses, or as a flat fee per summer. 
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• Housing is available through the CWU Conference Program.  Currently, the Wahle complex 
charges $22/ day, $138/week.  We will need to communicate with them once we have a 
projected number of students, as those apartments may be converted to year-round student 
leases.  North and Kennedy Halls may be available in that case. 
 
• Based on a $250/credit tuition fee and a target cohort of 15 students per year in a 3-year cycle, 
a student would pay $11,250 in tuition, plus travel, room/board, books.  A full cohort of 15 
students would generate on average $56,250 per year.  Year 2 (2 cohorts) would generate 
$112,500; after Year 3 the program would generate $168,750 each year.  If enrollment targets are 
not met, there is flexibility to mutually agree on faculty/instructor compensation to weather a 
“lean” year. 
 
• Courses and intensives could be attended by “workshop-only” or non-degree students as 
professional development for clock hours.  This would increase the program revenue. 
 
• The above Year 1 would be offered every year.  Year 2 and 3 full-term courses could be rotated 
on an alternate-year basis, as could all intensives. 
 
• The existing program will need to be changed to eliminate the ensemble requirement.  We 
would need to bring MUS 554 classes off the reserve list and create a guitar section.  We need to 
create a 500-level number for MUS 353. 
 
• According to Graduate Studies policy, students can transfer up to 15 credits of prior graduate 
coursework.  We would retain the flexibility to substitute credits (for example, applied study 
during summer, courses in other departments) and revisit course content as needed to meet the 
needs of individual students. 
 
• Current entrance requirements include audition or video, writing sample, and 1 year successful 
public school teaching.  We should revisit this and consider explicitly requiring undergraduate 
degree in music education and/or current teaching certification as well as various types of 
teaching experience beyond public school. 
 
• We need to develop policies and procedures for theory/history diagnostic exams and 
remediation options. 
 
• We should consider using verbiage consistent with the current trend of “Professional Master’s 
Degrees” to distinguish this practical program from a more research/scholarship-oriented MM. 
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• If we align the three-week sessions with the Summer Institute in Theatre Arts schedule, we 
should be able to coordinate marketing to their national and international list.  Continuing 
Education will be a valuable resource for program publicity and recruiting. 
 
• The current and proposed programs appear to be consistent with NASM guidelines.  In spring 
2001 CWU requested to have the PESB be the only outside accreditation for education 
programs--in other words, we would withdraw from NCATE.  We will need to monitor this 
situation and ensure that assessment and data reporting meet NCATE standards should CWU 
continue with it.  NCATE is currently very focused on field experience in culturally diverse 
settings, which is a challenge for a summers-only program. 
 
Course Summaries: 
 
MUS 353(?) Jazz Improvisation.  Principles and practice of improvisation, strategies for teaching 
entry-level and developing improvisation in ensemble settings. 
 
MUS 521 Methods of Musical Research. As in current catalog. 
 
MUS 522 Advanced Orchestration.  Principles and practice of instrumental and vocal arranging 
for teaching in diverse settings. 
 
MUS 536 Diction in Singing Foreign Languages: As in current catalog. 
 
MUS 554 Advanced Technique Class: Strings, Woodwind, Brass, Percussion, Guitar.  Workshop 
to extend and refine performance and pedagogy for instrumental music. 
 
MUS 596 Individual Study.  Individual consultation with faculty on areas of specialization. 
 
MUS 598 Special Topics: General Music I, II, III, IV.  Methods, materials, teaching strategies, 
and lesson planning for PreK-5 general music. 
 
MUS 599 Seminar: Foundations of Curriculum and Assessment.  Principles and practice for 
sequential, standards-based curriculum and conemporary approaches to assessment in music. 
 
MUS 599 Seminar: Technology for Music Education. Software for instruction, assessment, and 
performance.  Sound recording and reinforcement.  Web-based applications for administration 
and public relations. 
 
MUS 611 Graduate Seminar in Music: Music Education: Psychology of Music Teaching and 
Learning.  Survey of theory and applications in cognitive and social psychology of music. 
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MUS 611 Graduate Seminar in Music: Music Education: Contemporary Issues in Music 
Education.  Current trends in differentiating instruction for all learners, academic language, 
integrated curriculum design, cultural competence, and advocacy. 
 
MUS 612 Graduate Seminar in Music: Theory/Composition.  Application of advanced analytical 
techniques in pedagogical settings. 
 
MUS 612 Graduate Seminar in Music: Music History and Literature.  Survey and in-depth study 
of historical and style periods in Western music and development of comprehensive curriculum 
and programming. 
 
MUS 613 Graduate Seminar in Music: Music History and Literature.  Survey of instrumental and 
vocal literature for teaching in diverse settings. 
 
MUS 615 Graduate Seminar in Music: Conducting.  Workshop to extend and refine conducting 
technique in instrumental and vocal settings. 
 
MUS 700 Master’s Thesis, Project Study, and/or Examination.  Development and completion of 
a project in area of specialization. 
 
 
 

Report # 1  
Impact Statements for Program Reductions and Eliminations  

 
To be completed for each program identified by the Academic Planning Task Force as 
needing revision or elimination 
 
 
Program Title 
 
Master of Music: Pedagogy 
 
Name of person submitting report 
 
Carrie Michel/John Michel/Todd Shiver 
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1.  Describe the impact of this reduction or elimination for your department or interdisciplinary 
program.  If you do not agree with the Task Force recommendation indicate what you would do 
to improve or refocus the program’s operations.  Each program regardless of the 
recommendation status in the Academic Planning Task Force spreadsheet has the option of 
defending its current operations. 
 
 The Master of Music in Pedagogy currently has a small but growing enrollment and is a  
 crucial degree to retain.  The degree serves a large constituency of private studio teachers 
 who often return to for graduate studies after completing a BM in Music Performance and 
 having taught privately for a number of years.  Many of these individuals will be the 
 private teachers of our future undergraduate music majors. The degree is designed to 
 systematically enhance the individual’s ability to teach advanced technical skills; to 
 expand their knowledge of repertoire, to understand historical and theoretical context of 
 the repertoire; and to continue to develop their own performance skills. 
 
 It targets specifically those students who wish to concentrate on increasing the quality of 
 their private studio.  This is part of a symbiotic relationship with the public school 
 programs that ensures a quality experience for all students. 
  
2.   How will this action impact instruction, faculty workload, and division of labor in the 
department? 
 
 Negatively—we depend on the graduate students to teach the less advanced 
 underclassmen, supervise technique classes, and provide leadership in the ensembles 
  
3.  Does the evidence indicate that there will be a significant decline in enrollments or will the 
reduction or elimination increase enrollments, maximization of course offering and faculty 
workload distribution?   
 
 Enrollments would decline even as more and more potential students are seeking out this 
 degree.  Though institutional teaching positions may be in decline, private studio teaching 
 businesses continue to be in demand. 
 
 Many of the graduate classes are cross listed classes and require no additional resources. 
 The graduate TA students generate a lot of FTE for the department that would need to be 
 replaced with more expensive part-time instructors. 
 
  
4.  How will the reduction or elimination affect interdependences with other programs and units, 
especially any documentation regarding coursework.   
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 This degree program shares courses with the other graduate degrees and some 
 undergraduate ones.  The degree program offers no unique courses exclusive to the 
 degree, and therefore no money is saved by the elimination of the degree program. 
  
5.  Will the reduction or elimination of this program have an adverse effect on scholarship, 
grants/contracts, or creative expression opportunities for faculty and/or students?  If so, explain. 
 
 Yes, for chamber music scholarship/creative expression the faculty sometimes needs 
 these graduate students to complete ensemble personnel. 
  
6.  Does the reduction or elimination of this program adversely impact diversity or inclusivity on 
our campus?  If so, explain.  
 
 Yes, a proportionately large number of minorities are attracted to this degree program.  
 Of the two current graduate students in this degree program of the string area, one is a 
 Hispanic female and the other an African-American male.  Of the BM Performance 
 majors, a majority of them will make their livelihood in a private teaching studio.  The 
 Masters of Pedagogy degree serves a significant number of minorities with graduate 
 aspirations. 
  
7.  Discuss any unique or exceptional features of this program that should be considered in 
making a final determination on this action. 
 
  
8.  Please provide any additional data you think would strengthen your case on the impact of this 
action. 
 
 With the exception of the Master of Music Education degree, all of our Master Degrees 
 are designed as more of an apprenticeship.  In other words students come here to study 
 with a particular professor to enhance their skills.  Cello players come specifically to 
 study with John Michel, Conducting students come to study with Nik Caoile or Larry 
 Gookin.  In order for the student to get the best experience, we must limit number of 
 these students that can be accepted.  If we accept too many conducting students, then they 
 don’t get enough time in front of an ensemble conducting because it must be shared with 
 the other too many other graduate students.  The orchestra had 5 potential master of 
 conducting students audition last year, we accepted only one.  It’s really about ensuring a 
 quality of the experience for those graduate students who make it into our program. 
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Department Report #2                                                                                   Program Action 
Plan for Revision and/or Elimination  

 
 
 

To be completed for each program identified by the Academic Planning Task Force as 
needing revision or elimination 
 
 
Program Title 
 
Master of Music: Pedagogy 
 
Name of person submitting report 
 
Carrie Michel/John Michel/Todd Shiver 
 
Action 
 
X    Refocus 
 
___ Reduction 
 
___ Eliminate 
 
Directions:  
The purpose of this planning form is to outline how you would refocus the program, reduce the 
program, or eliminate the program.   
 
Refocus the program 
1. Please outline how you would refocus the program in terms of vision, mission, learning 

outcomes, curriculum and any collaboration with other programs, inside or outside your 
department.  

 
With the exception of the Master of Music Education degree, all of our Master Degrees 
should be listed as “Master of Music” Degrees with different emphasis placed on 
Conducting, Pedagogy, Performance, and Composition.  All of these different areas of 
emphasis share the same core classes like research, theory, and history.  The remainder of 
masters level courses are determined by their area of emphasis. This act alone would 
enhance the graduate student numbers in the department, at least on paper. 
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With the exception of Music Education, all of the other areas are self limiting student 
enrollment because of the apprentice nature of the degree and because of the need for 
these master’s students to not only work closely with a faculty mentor but to also have 
access to the department performing ensembles and other department resources. 

 
 

2.  How is this new amalgamation designed to attract new students to the program and what 
learning and career benefits will be anticipated for the students? NO 
 
3.  Will there be new resources required? Will there be curricular needs, such as service courses, 
required from other departments? NO 
 
4.  Will there be financial savings as a consequence of refocusing the program and if so, what are 
they? NO 
 
5.  How will this change/enhance other departmental programs that are more robust?  NO 
 
6.  Are there other data or educational circumstances that the APTF did not consider that should 
be considered? NO 
 
7. Please provide a plan that shows current program offerings and how they would be changed 
over the next two years. If courses are offered for more than one program in the Department, 
please show how many sections or differences in timing to offer the course delivery over the next 
two years (use attached Excel Table 1 to calculate). NA 
 
 

Report # 1  
Impact Statements for Program Reductions and Eliminations  

 
To be completed for each program identified by the Academic Planning Task Force as 
needing revision or elimination 
 
 
Program Title 
 
Master of Music: Performance 
 
Name of person submitting report 
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Jeff Snedeker/Mark Goodenberger/Todd Shiver 
 
 
Master of Music with a Specialization in Performance 
 
1.   Describe the impact of this reduction or elimination for your department or interdisciplinary 
program.  If you do not agree with the Task Force recommendation indicate what you would do 
to improve or refocus the program’s operations.  Each program regardless of the 
recommendation status in the Academic Planning Task Force spreadsheet has the option of 
defending its current operations. 
  

The Master of Music in Performance is an important option for graduate study at CWU.  
It provides an opportunity and degree incentive for older students to receive advanced 
applied study on an instrument or voice. Because CWU lacks financial resources for 
scholarships, many students seek conservatory training out of state. The MM in 
Performance attracts advanced students to CWU who, by their example, inspire and 
attract more talented undergraduate students to attend. Graduate students serve as leaders, 
role models, and, when they come from other institutions, provide “outside” perspectives 
for undergraduates.  

 
 
2.   How will this action impact instruction, faculty workload, and division of labor in the 
department?  
  

The department depends upon the graduate students to teach in many areas, especially 
applied lessons and education methods classes. The net result of reducing or eliminating 
the MM in Performance will increase the load of faculty who will no longer receive 
assistantship help from these graduate students. This change in load will negatively 
impact the applied undergraduate population, which will have to be reduced to 
accommodate the loss of assistantships.  Thus, the loss of the Masters program will 
negatively impact music student FTE generation.  

  
 Many of the graduate classes are cross listed classes and require no additional resources. 
 

The graduate TA students generate a lot of FTE for the department that would need to be 
replaced with more expensive part-time instructors. 
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3.  Does the evidence indicate that there will be a significant decline in enrollments or will the 
reduction or elimination increase enrollments, maximization of course offering and faculty 
workload distribution?  
  

See #2. With the loss of the program and corresponding assistantships, access to private 
instruction will be further restricted and the overall quality of student performance will be 
impacted negatively. This loss affects the quality of the ensembles, making the 
undergraduate program less desirable to quality students, and lowers the value of the 
students’ education at CWU (see #4). 

 
 
4.  How will the reduction or elimination affect interdependences with other programs and units, 
especially any documentation regarding coursework.   
 

Reduction or elimination of the MM in Performance will impact course offerings as 
described in #s 2 and 3.  More importantly, it will effect the quality output of our 
ensembles and the morale within the department—graduate students provide significant 
leadership and modeling for professional behavior. 
 

 
5.  Will the reduction or elimination of this program have an adverse effect on scholarship, 
grants/contracts, or creative expression opportunities for faculty and/or students?  If so, explain. 
  

Absolutely.  The opportunity to collaborate with graduate students, particularly in 
performance opportunities for both faculty and students, will be lost in ways that cannot 
be reproduced with undergraduates.  Further, since we depend on graduate students to 
teach classes as TAs, faculty scholarship and creative activity, grant-writing, etc. will be 
hindered if faculty have to absorb their duties into their loads. 
 

 
 
6.  Does the reduction or elimination of this program adversely impact diversity or inclusivity on 
our campus?  If so, explain. 
  

The loss of the MM in Performance reduces the number of opportunities to recruit 
diverse individuals through the loss of assistantships and advanced programs.  With 
scholarship money allocated primarily to incoming students (because there is so little to 
begin with). the assistantships provide the means and additional incentive for study 
through financial support for those outstanding students that might not have the means on 
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their own.  The loss of advanced programs reduces the credibility of the department for 
higher quality education and artistic experiences to the campus and beyond. 

 
7.  Discuss any unique or exceptional features of this program that should be considered in 
making a final determination on this action.  
 

The Music Department prides itself on being undergraduate-centered, but we depend on 
graduate students, especially performance majors, to give us leadership and teaching 
assistance that allow us to offer a basic curriculum, present outstanding ensemble 
performances at state and regional conferences, and generally allow us to succeed at what 
we do.  The graduate students provide a core of specialized talent that raises the level of 
performance in every ensemble in the department.  To lose that element of our 
department would be extremely detrimental. 

 
 
8.  Please provide any additional “data” you think would strengthen your case on the impact of 
this action.  
 

With the exception of the Master of Music Education degree, all of our Master Degrees 
are designed as more of an apprenticeship.  In other words students come here to study 
with a particular professor to enhance their skills.  Cello players come specifically to 
study with John Michel, Conducting students come to study with Nik Caoile or Larry 
Gookin.  In order for the student to get the best experience, we must limit number of 
these students that can be accepted.  If we accept too many conducting students, then they 
don’t get enough time in front of an ensemble conducting because it must be shared with 
the other too many other graduate students.  The orchestra had 5 potential master of 
conducting students audition last year, we accepted only one.  It’s really about ensuring a 
quality of the experience for those graduate students who make it into our program. 
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Department Report #2                                                                                   Program Action 
Plan for Revision and/or Elimination  

 
 
 

To be completed for each program identified by the Academic Planning Task Force as 
needing revision or elimination 
 
 
Program Title 
 
Master of Music: Performance 
 
Name of person submitting report 
 
Todd Shiver 
 
Action 
 
X    Refocus 
 
___ Reduction 
 
___ Eliminate 
 
Directions:  
The purpose of this planning form is to outline how you would refocus the program, reduce the 
program, or eliminate the program.   
 
Refocus the program 
1. Please outline how you would refocus the program in terms of vision, mission, learning 

outcomes, curriculum and any collaboration with other programs, inside or outside your 
department.  

 
With the exception of the Master of Music Education degree, all of our Master Degrees 
should be listed as “Master of Music” Degrees with different emphasis placed on 
Conducting, Pedagogy, Performance, and Composition.  All of these different areas of 
emphasis share the same core classes like research, theory, and history.  The remainder of 
masters level courses are determined by their area of emphasis. This act alone would 
enhance the graduate student numbers in the department, at least on paper. 
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With the exception of Music Education, all of the other areas are self limiting student 
enrollment because of the apprentice nature of the degree and because of the need for 
these master’s students to not only work closely with a faculty mentor but to also have 
access to the department performing ensembles and other department resources. 

 
2.  How is this new amalgamation designed to attract new students to the program and what 
learning and career benefits will be anticipated for the students? NO 
 
3.  Will there be new resources required? Will there be curricular needs, such as service courses, 
required from other departments? NO 
 
4.  Will there be financial savings as a consequence of refocusing the program and if so, what are 
they? NO 
 
5.  How will this change/enhance other departmental programs that are more robust?  NO 
 
6.  Are there other data or educational circumstances that the APTF did not consider that should 
be considered? NO 
 
7. Please provide a plan that shows current program offerings and how they would be changed 
over the next two years. If courses are offered for more than one program in the Department, 
please show how many sections or differences in timing to offer the course delivery over the next 
two years (use attached Excel Table 1 to calculate). NA 
 
 

Report # 1  
Impact Statements for Program Reductions and Eliminations  

 
To be completed for each program identified by the Academic Planning Task Force as 
needing revision or elimination 
 
 
Program Title 
 
Bachelor of Music : Vocal Performance 
 
Name of person submitting report 
 
Gayla Blaisdell/Todd Shiver 
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1.   Describe the impact of this reduction or elimination for your department or interdisciplinary 
program.  If you do not agree with the Task Force recommendation indicate what you would do 
to improve or refocus the program’s operations.  Each program regardless of the 
recommendation status in the Academic Planning Task Force spreadsheet has the option of 
defending its current operations. 

 
Reducing or eliminating the Vocal Performance option from the Music department 

offerings would severely disable the overall quality of the music department as a 
“signature program.”  The music department has been recognized over and over as a 
thriving department within CWU as evidenced by the number of regional and national 
honors and awards granted to its faculty, ensembles and students.  Voice is an integral 
part of the music community at Central.  Looking at it realistically, the voice area is 1/3 
of the music curriculum and student body – 1/3 Instrumental (Band), 1/3 Instrumental 
(String) and 1/3 Vocal (Choral).  Reducing and eliminating just one area of expertise 
would cause an imbalance in the programs and would weaken the whole department.  
Vocal Performance majors take the leading roles in our award winning (two National 
awards in 2010 and 2011) and growing Opera program as well as participate as leaders 
in the regionally and nationally recognized choral ensembles.  Vocal Performance 
majors serve as role models for Music Education and Bachelor Arts of students.  Vocal 
Performance majors contribute at the highest level to the outstanding musical 
performances given by our CWU choral ensembles – Chamber Choir (the most 
competitive choir which relies heavily on performance majors), Women’s Choir, Men’s 
Choir, University Chorale, Central Singers, Vocal Jazz I, Vocal Jazz 2, Vocal Jazz 3.  
Reducing or eliminating the vocal major would make it impossible to attract the type of 
students necessary in the quantity necessary to fill these ensembles and keep them 
performing at their current high level.   

 
There does seem to be an easy way to refocus the degree program.  The Vocal 
Performance degree was separated out into an individual degree because vocal music 
demands one skill set that is not necessary for instrumental performance majors – facility 
with language and text.  The vocal degree could easily be incorporated into the Bachelor 
of Music – Percussion/Wind/String Performance degree if we can address the additional 
language requirement under the larger degree category in the catalog. This should be 
possible, but it might take some creative writing to meet the constraints of the university 
curriculum committee and make sure that the specific needs of singers are met. The BM 
Percussion/Wind String Performance degree requires 6 Music Electives.  If those 6 Music 
Electives could be specified as Diction for Singers 1, 2, and 3 for the Vocal Performance 
majors the other degree requirements are equivalent.  I need some guidance about how to 
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list that specification in the degree narrative, but it seems to make sense to list all the 
Performance areas under one performance degree umbrella.  This would make the 
numbers for the voice area similar to the numbers in the other instrumental areas when 
combined.  We would also need to dovetail the Opera Production requirement into 
Ensemble participation and it would add Orchestration to the Vocal Performance major, 
but these adjustments could be made to unify the various areas of performance. 
 
In terms of numbers of graduates, the Vocal Performance degree probably doesn’t 
graduate fewer students than the String area or the Wind area, but because those areas are 
combined and voice is listed individually, the Vocal Performance degree was flagged in 
this process.  Reducing or eliminating the vocal performance option at Central would be a 
serious injustice to the vocal majors if the committee penalized the vocal area simply 
because it has one unique need that resulted in the individual listing in the catalog. 

  
2.   How will this action impact instruction, faculty workload, and division of labor in the 
department?  
 

Currently, we are already down one tenure-track faculty member in the vocal area. This is 
putting an undue amount of stress on the vocal area coordinator and only tenure track 
faculty member.  Reducing or eliminating the Vocal Performance major would probably 
decrease our chance of filling that open position which would greatly diminish the quality 
of teaching for remaining the Music Education majors and Bachelor of Arts vocal majors.  
Vocal Performance majors make my job worth doing because they are the students who 
generally know how to work and have high expectations for themselves.  They are the A 
students who are a joy to teach.  Reducing or eliminating the Vocal Performance majors 
would relegate our vocal program to mediocre students who have very little drive and 
desire to excel in performance (some music education majors possess this drive, but not 
all).  It would be very difficult to attract or keep highly qualified professors in an 
environment that didn’t encourage the highest level of achievement in our field.  

  
3.  Does the evidence indicate that there will be a significant decline in enrollments or will the 
reduction or elimination increase enrollments, maximization of course offering and faculty 
workload distribution?  
 
 If the vocal performance track is eliminated, there would be a slight decline in 

enrollments at first, but based on the current required applied curriculum we would need 
to attract two music education majors to every one performance spot.  Such a large pool 
of music education majors would dilute the overall quality of the vocal students. My goal 
for the voice area since I became area coordinator last January, has been to increase the 
number of performance majors for all the reasons mentioned above and because slightly 
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increasing the number of performance majors allows us to accept a smaller number of 
Music Education and BA majors.  This is actually a benefit to our program because the 
class enrollments in our music core classes are stretched too thin.  Increasing the vocal 
performance numbers and growing the program solves our problems in the department 
while reducing and eliminating the vocal performance degree aggravates our enrollment 
issues. Essentially, you can think of it this way, in a vocal performance major we get 
“more bang for the buck.”  We raise the quality of the ensembles, provide role models 
and leaders, and gain students who contribute exponentially more than their non-
performance counterparts to the entire department, but we accept actually fewer students 
who take up less room in our already overflowing music core classes.  

  
4.  How will the reduction or elimination affect interdependences with other programs and units, 
especially any documentation regarding coursework.   
 

Reducing or eliminating the vocal performance degree will directly impact our choral 
ensembles as explained earlier.  The effect would happen in stages – first the quality of 
the ensembles would start to suffer and then the numbers in the ensembles would 
decrease.  The outstanding performances of our ensembles are significant recruiting tools 
for the music education degrees.  Since the music education majors are not generally the 
strongest singers, eliminating the vocal performance majors from the groups would 
severely lower the overall quality and the groups would cease to attract serious music 
education majors.   Therefore, the entire vocal area would suffer losses of enrollment and 
then eventually the entire music department would suffer loss of enrollment because the 
overall reputation of the department would be less attractive.   There would also be ripple 
effects to the language department.  There is a standing requirement that all voice 
performance majors must take a minimum of one year of either German or French.  
Ideally, we should be offering Italian to the vocal performance majors as well, but that 
has not been possible due to staffing in the Language department.  I understand that 
German is another program that has been flagged for reduction or elimination.  I would 
strongly urge the university to maintain an offering of German, not only for our vocal 
performance majors, but for other students as well.  There is a trend currently for students 
to study Japanese, Russian and Chinese now instead of the European languages, however, 
many music students will still need those languages for research later in their field.  All 
classically trained vocal performance majors must have a beginning understanding of 
language grammar and structure in order to sing in those languages.  Limiting the 
offering to French only would severely weaken our credibility with other music schools 
in the nation.  I recommend that my vocal performance majors take both languages if 
they can fit it into their schedules and many continue to request Italian and try to squeeze 
in Latin over the summer.  Ideally, we would recommend that vocal performance majors 
take a year of French, German and Italian.  Music Education majors also benefit from 
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studying the European languages but unfortunately, we cannot require them to take the 
language because of the high credits already involved in their degree.  I hope that first 
year German continues to be offered for our students even if it is on a rotational basis 
every other year.  

 
 
5.  Will the reduction or elimination of this program have an adverse effect on scholarship, 
grants/contracts, or creative expression opportunities for faculty and/or students?  If so, explain. 
 

The most significant loss to the creative expression opportunities would in the 
performance area of opera productions and choral ensembles.  I have outlined the 
significant loss of quality that would occur in the choral ensembles earlier.  If the quality 
of the choral ensembles suffers we will not be chosen to present at regional and national 
conferences and our national reputation will decline.  CWU has historically offered one 
opera performance each year and since I came to Central the opera program has 
increased in visibility, quality and desirability.  We have won national awards for our 
past two opera productions 2010 – 1st Place winner in Opera Production for The Tender 
Land and 2011 – 2nd Place winner in Opera Production for A Little Night Music.  I rely 
on the vocal performance majors to fill the leading roles in these productions.  If I do not 
have dedicated and driven students who desire to perform as soloists (many music 
education majors are not qualified to do so and do not desire to do so) opera at Central 
would cease to exist.  It would a loss to the department and the university if the opera 
program is crippled in this way when it is just beginning to flourish. Central’s opera 
program is just now creating a national presence within the operatic field, our website is 
attracting those vocal performance majors interested in opera, and we are poised to 
expand in this area when some other universities have already eliminated their programs 
– i.e. University of Washington.   

  
6.  Does the reduction or elimination of this program adversely impact diversity or inclusivity on 
our campus?  If so, explain. 
 

The reduction or elimination of the vocal performance degree would mainly impact 
diversity and inclusivity within the music department.  It is actually very important for 
the music department to remain balanced between its instrumental students and the vocal 
students and between the music education students and the performance students.  One 
of the main recruiting statements that I share with potential students is that our music 
department fosters a diverse vocal experience.  We offer classical choral ensembles, jazz 
ensembles and opera.  We value the solo performer and the ensemble performer.  We are 
strong in all areas and we encourage our students to be well-rounded musicians.  If ONE 
area of the music curriculum is singled out and eliminated, it will weaken the overall 
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diversity of the experience.  The balance would swing toward the instrumental majors 
both in music education and performance and the balance would swing toward favoring 
music education in general for the whole department.  While we have traditionally been 
known for quality music education, we do not want to be known exclusively as a music 
education school because that affects the overall quality and perception of the program.    

  
7.  Discuss any unique or exceptional features of this program that should be considered in 
making a final determination on this action.  
 
 The vocal performance degree is unique and exceptional to the liberal arts experience as 

well.  Because voice is a text based driven art form (unlike most instrumental music) we 
strive for highly literate and well-rounded students.  I’ve already mentioned the 
emphasis placed on competency in multiple foreign languages, but vocal performance 
majors are encouraged to study literature and history in a way that fits ideally within the 
liberal arts mandate.  Singers must study poetry (all art songs include a poetic text – our 
students must engage with that text on an analytic and meaningful level), languages 
(mentioned above), theater (most of my performance majors want to take theater 
offerings and I do encourage them to take what fits in their schedules), history (a general 
knowledge of history is necessary to understand the political and social context of 
almost all poetic texts and opera libretti), aesthetics, and even philosophy (singers must 
understand themselves and the way their minds work to make personal progress and to 
understand the characters that they portray).  Slanting the degrees in the vocal area to 
favor the music education degree, which is much closer to a trade degree, ignores the 
concept of comprehensive liberal arts education. The Bachelor of Arts degree in music 
does include the liberal arts component but it doesn’t impose the same level of focused 
concentration that the Vocal Performance degree requires.  Most students who are 
Bachelor Arts students in voice take such a wide variety of courses that they do not have 
the mastery of the subjects that the more specific vocal performance degree demands. 
Offering all three types of degrees allows us to meet the needs of individual students and 
tailor their university experience to reflect their level of interest and personal goals. 

  
8.  Please provide any additional data you think would strengthen your case on the impact of this 
action.  
 

 Finally, I would like to address the state of the Vocal Performance major currently in 
the music department.  This is my fourth year teaching at Central and I have been vocal 
area coordinator since January 2011.  When I arrived at Central, I would agree that the 
overall quality of voice majors (in all degrees) was weak.  There were probably a 
number of reasons for this.   One main reason for the decline in the performance 
program was that there had been quite a turnaround in my tenure track line. When Diane 
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Reich, my predecessor, left CWU in 2007 she took many of her best students with her.  
The position was vacant for one full year during the search and during that year the 
program lost much of the momentum it had been building.  Diane has also only spent 4 
or 5 years at Central, which is just about the time when a program would have started to 
grow. We are still feeling the effects of those years. Another contributing factor was that 
recruiting was almost non-existent from the vocal instructors prior to my arrival and the 
former vocal area coordinator had unfortunately alienated many vocal instructors and 
choir directors in the region. This meant that the choral instructors were doing the only 
recruiting for the area and they mainly attract music education majors.  I have been 
interested in recruiting since I arrived at Central, and since I became the Area 
Coordinator I am seeing a turnaround in the type of students we are attracting.  Due to 
my work in the region judging solo and ensemble, visiting other schools for master 
classes and by establishing my reputation in the entire region as a competent and 
sensitive voice teacher, more and more vocal performance majors are considering 
Central as an alternative to expensive conservatory training and more and more vocal 
instructors in the region are sending their students here.  This year, I was able to attract 
the 1st Place Winner of the State Solo and Ensemble Mezzo-Soprano Category who is 
here studying as a vocal performance major.  She was recruited heavily by every school 
in the state and ended up at Central because of my reputation, our growing opera 
offerings, the overall quality and reputation of Central’s music department and the fact 
that we fit her financial needs.  In addition to my own draw for vocal performance 
majors, we have been lucky to add two new adjuncts to the voice faculty within the past 
year to strengthen the program, Dr. Melissa Schiel and Mr. Torrance Blaisdell.  Dr. 
Schiel is establishing herself in the area as a superb performer and pedagogue and Mr. 
Blaisdell’s long resume of opera and theater performance credits are making Central an 
exciting place to study voice.  The current voice faculty is very strong and balanced. 
Every voice part is covered: Soprano – myself and Mrs. Mia Spencer, Mezzo – Dr. 
Schiel, Tenor – Mr. Blaisdell and Bass – Mr. Vijay Singh and Dr. Sidney Nesselroad.  
  
The voice area has also recently seen a significant shift in the approach to our admission 
policy, which will affect future enrollment.  The previous policy accepted almost every 
person who auditioned into one of the vocal degrees – Vocal Performance, Music 
Education or the Bachelor of Arts Music.  This was the “leaky bucket” approach to 
admissions.  I observed that in my first three years we had a large number of incoming 
freshman who were unqualified and unprepared for any music study and voice in 
particular.  This actually weakened the entire vocal area because those students created a 
drag on the ensembles, in the courses and definitely lowered the applied experience and 
student morale at Central.  Then during the first year or after the first year a large 
number of students would drop the major.  In my opinion, this weakened the overall 
quality of the program and made the students who were serious about vocal study look 
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elsewhere.  In the past year, we have changed the admission process to a more holistic 
process that allows us to be more selective.  Each year now, I see a more qualified pool 
of students applying and coming to Central.  The payoff for this will be evidenced in 
two or three years when the students that I have now as freshman and sophomores 
graduate. 
 

 Since my arrival at Central several changes have been made to the curriculum that are 
also enhancing our reputation as the place to be for vocal study.  We expanded the 
Diction for Singers sequence from 1 quarter to 3 quarters of study.  This is in line with 
all other major music programs across the country and allows our students the time to 
develop skills that will prepare them seriously for solo careers or graduate school.  Last 
year the entire music department changed the applied lessons policies as well which has 
had a great impact on our voice lessons.  In the past policy, we offered only 30-minute 
lessons to all voice majors (education and performance) except seniors who took an hour 
lesson.  It is unanimously supported by the music faculty that a 30-minute lesson for 
performance majors was inadequate.  While the faculty would ideally offer 60-minute 
lessons to all majors, a compromise was necessary due to the heavy credit load of our 
music education majors.  So, the new policy requires 30-minute lessons for 11 quarters 
for music education majors and 60-minute lessons for 12 quarters for performance 
majors.  Both of these changes to the curriculum were implemented this fall.  Already in 
only one quarter, the voice area has undergone a significant shift.  In addition, I have 
rewritten the Voice Area Syllabus and the voice faculty is now more unified in grading 
policies, attendance and expectations.  Our vocal students are more focused, driven and 
are achieving more because the curriculum and the faculty expectations are more 
focused.  Particularly the vocal performance majors are reaping a huge benefit from the 
additional instructional time now available in the hour lesson schedule.  An example of 
the benefit was seen immediately this fall at the NATS (National Association of 
Teachers of Singing) competition.   Our region, the Inland Empire Chapter, holds the 
competition at the end of October or the beginning of November.  This has always 
placed our students at a disadvantage because of our late academic start and while 
Central has always been fairly successful at the competition, this year we swept the 
divisions.  Roughly 1/3 of the approximately 80 voice students at CWU, were prepared 
with 10 minutes of very specific repertoire, confident and excited to perform after only 3 
or 4 lessons. Due particularly to the change to 60 minute lessons for the lower division 
performance majors and the overall level of expectation in the vocal area we had 13 
students place in the finals – about half of the students we took to the competition.  
Another advantage to the hour lesson curriculum change is seen in recruiting: it was 
difficult to recruit serious voice students in performance with the 30-minute lesson.  
Now that that issue has been resolved, students are more likely to take the performance 
degree seriously.   
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I admit that the numbers had been down in the department when I arrived in 2008, but 
we have been working at every level (changing curriculum, departmental 
communication to help mentor struggling students, better and more recruiting, attracting 
qualified and attractive adjunct faculty to join the tenure track faculty, and unifying the 
standards and expectations within the various voice faculty) to shore up the entire vocal 
studies area, including the vocal performance degree.  I anticipate that the music 
department will sustain a higher number of vocal performance majors and see those 
students through to graduation in much larger numbers in the next several years.  In my 
own vocal studio, I currently have 8 highly motivated vocal performance majors.  One 
will graduate this spring and has applied to Juilliard, Eastman, the University of 
Michigan, University of Houston and Yale.   I anticipate he will get into to several of 
those highly competitive programs, if not all of them.  We should be proud to have 
students of his caliber at Central setting the standard, and he would not be on this path 
without the vocal performance degree.  The other students are first and second year 
students who are keeping their grades up and working hard. I don’t see any major 
stumbling blocks between them and graduation in a few years.   

 
 
 
Current Vocal Area Numbers based on Area Coordinator Records of Students in the 
Applied Voice Sequence Winter 2012 
 17  Vocal Performance Majors        
 7   Vocal Performance and Music Education Double Majors 
 1   Vocal Performance and Composition Double Major 
 25 Total – Students pursuing the Vocal Performance Degree  
  4 – graduate in Spring 12 
  1 – in academic limbo – trying to mentor him  
  2 – began study in 2009 – should graduate in 2013 may be slightly delayed  
  10 – began study in 2010– on track to graduate in 2014 
  8  - began study in 2011 – on track to graduate in 2015 (1 showing academic  
          weakness) 
 31  Music Education Choral Majors 
  2 – graduate in Spring 2012 
  3 – graduate in Fall 2012  
 3  Music Education Broad Area Majors – Voice Primary 
  1 – graduates in Winter 2012 
 3  Composition Majors – Voice Primary 
  1 – graduates in Spring 2012 
 8  BA Music Majors – Voice Primary  
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  5 -  trying to graduate in Spring 2012  
 80 Students pursuing degrees in voice  
  
  
Given these numbers, the logic of reducing or eliminating one degree offering within such a 
large area of study would not create any significant benefit to the course offerings or faculty 
workloads because the vocal curriculum overlaps with the music education major and the other 
area performance majors to such an extent that no individual course is required solely for vocal 
performance majors.  The courses required for the vocal performance degree must continue to be 
taught for the music education majors, they would simply have a smaller enrollment.   
 
I urge the task force to allow the changes that we have made very recently time to attract 
incoming vocal performance majors and see them through in larger numbers to graduation.  I am 
very happy to work with the University Curriculum Committee, to realign the separate Vocal 
Performance degree into a larger umbrella Performance degree while maintaining the unique 
study of languages and diction necessary for our students.  This adjustment to the catalog listing 
should be fairly easy to accomplish and would lump vocal performance numbers into the larger 
pool of winds, strings, brass and percussion performance numbers with very little impact on the 
degree itself.  Given that the voice area is gaining momentum and that a curriculum adjustment 
can be made to bring the degree into line with other music performance degrees; reducing or 
eliminating the vocal performance major would be a tragedy and gravely handicap the future of 
music at Central. 
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Department Report #2                                                                                   Program Action 
Plan for Revision and/or Elimination  

 
 
 

To be completed for each program identified by the Academic Planning Task Force as 
needing revision or elimination 
 
 
Program Title 
 
Bachelor of Music: Vocal Performance 
 
Name of person submitting report 
 
Gayla Blaisdell/Todd Shiver 
 
Action 
 
X    Refocus 
 
___ Reduction 
 
___ Eliminate 
 
Directions:  
The purpose of this planning form is to outline how you would refocus the program, reduce the 
program, or eliminate the program.   
 
Refocus the program 
1. Please outline how you would refocus the program in terms of vision, mission, learning 

outcomes, curriculum and any collaboration with other programs, inside or outside your 
department.  

 
The Vocal and Piano Performance degrees should be included with the 
wind/percussion/string Bachelor of Music Performance tracks.  They were separated out of 
this main grouping of performance areas because they contained some required courses that 
are unique to their area.  However, 90% of the degree requirements for Keyboard and for 
Vocal are the same as the others.  I realize that this is merely semantics with no real 
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changes, but one could pull any individual performance area out of that grouping and it 
would appear to be low enrolled. 

 
2.  How is this new amalgamation designed to attract new students to the program and what 
learning and career benefits will be anticipated for the students? NO 
 
3.  Will there be new resources required? Will there be curricular needs, such as service courses, 
required from other departments? NO 
 
4.  Will there be financial savings as a consequence of refocusing the program and if so, what are 
they? NO 
 
5.  How will this change/enhance other departmental programs that are more robust?  NO 
 
6.  Are there other data or educational circumstances that the APTF did not consider that should 
be considered? NO 
 
7. Please provide a plan that shows current program offerings and how they would be changed 
over the next two years. If courses are offered for more than one program in the Department, 
please show how many sections or differences in timing to offer the course delivery over the next 
two years (use attached Excel Table 1 to calculate). NA 
 
 
 
Table 2 – Staff Changes Resulting From Program Reduction or Elimination NA 
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C.  Finances 
 

1.  Financial statements or data providing a composite picture of music unit finances 
for the past three years.  Independent music schools of all types must also provide 
audited financial statements with opinion for the past three years 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

2,430,000 
2,440,000 
2,450,000 
2,460,000 
2,470,000 
2,480,000 
2,490,000 
2,500,000 
2,510,000 

2009-10 2010-11 2011-12

STATE ALLOCATION

Revenue

Expense

Revenue 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-12
Payroll  - civil  service 157,192           153,186           162,571           
Payroll  - faculty - tenure track 1,405,784        1,306,513        1,295,951        
Payroll  - faculty - full-time non-tenure track 79,395             121,717           135,631           
Payroll  - faculty - adjunct 150,039           225,682           214,587           
Benefits - all 589,046           617,454           616,174           
Payroll  - student 18,000             18,000             18,000             
Goods & services 33,007             32,853             32,853             
Arts production - ensemble activities 23,800             23,800             23,800             

TOTAL 2,456,263        2,499,205        2,499,567        

Expense 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-12
Payroll  - civil  service 157,192           153,186           162,571           
Payroll  - faculty - tenure track 1,405,784        1,306,513        1,295,951        
Payroll  - faculty - full-time non-tenure track 79,395             121,717           135,631           
Payroll  - faculty - adjunct 150,039           225,682           214,587           
Benefits - all 589,046           617,454           616,174           
Payroll  - student 20,192             18,154             14,028             
Goods & services 30,814             32,983             36,768             
Arts production - ensemble activities 23,795             23,765             23,793             

TOTAL 2,456,257        2,499,454        2,499,503        

STATE ALLOCATION
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-

50,000 

100,000 

150,000 

200,000 

250,000 

300,000 

2009-10 2010-11 2011-12

SELF-SUPPORT PROJECTS

Revenue

Expense

Revenue 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-12
Course fees - academic year 60,600 102,110 95,205
Course fees - non-academic year 12,792 18,776 9,674
Registration fees - festivals and camps 59,377 70,745 42,410
Contributions 11,315 10,947 17,600
Event receipts 42,492 35,255 32,464
Misc. fees - recital, locker, recording, CD, etc. 13,277 12,356 11,535
CD sales in bookstore -                         -                         220

TOTAL 199,853           250,189           209,108           

Expense 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-12
Payroll  - civil  service 11,048 10,560 11,027             
Payroll  - faculty - adjunct 9,324 23,647 11,550             
Payroll  - student 24,506 30,445 38,739             
Payroll  - beneits 9,944 11,814 9,068                
Goods & services 118,687 162,770 126,951           
Administrative fee -                         -                         19,496             

Academic scholarships to students 11,825 4,250 10,265             
TOTAL 185,334           243,486           227,096           

SELF-SUPPORT PROJECTS
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GRANTS

Revenue

Expense

Revenue 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-12 
Allocations - from requests 120,600             88,125               54,386               

TOTAL 120,600             88,125               54,386               

Expenses 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-12 
Payroll - student 6,386                  11,318               12,064               
Payroll - benefits 195                     427                     354                     
Goods & services 22,377               143,819             30,231               

TOTAL 28,958               155,564             42,560               

STUDENT SERVICES & ACTIVITIES FEE ALLOCATIONS 
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Revenue 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-12
Grants 24,652             27,256             22,185             

TOTAL 24,652             27,256             22,185             

Expenses 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-12
Payroll  - faculty-adjunct 16,245             18,080             14,984             
Payroll  - student 3,947                2,558                -                         
Payroll  - benefits 4,460                6,618                6,441                

TOTAL 24,652             27,256             21,425             

GRANTS

-
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2009-10 2010-11 2011-12

FOUNDATION - PROGRAM SUPPORT

Revenue

Expense

Revenue 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-12
Donations 11,784             36,951             19,098             

TOTAL 11,784             36,951             19,098             

Expenses 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-12
Goods & Services 9,235                10,360             26,486             

TOTAL 9,235                10,360             26,486             

FOUNDATION - PROGRAM SUPPORT

-

10,000 

20,000 
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40,000 
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FOUNDATION - SCHOLARSHIPS
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Endowment earnings
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Revenue 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-12

Donations 29,461             46,177             61,747             

Endowment earnings 1,959                7,182                10,972             

TOTAL 31,420             53,359             72,719             

Expenses 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-12

Academic scholarships 27,202             60,577             57,010             

TOTAL 27,202             60,577             57,010             

FOUNDATION - SCHOLARSHIPS

-

20,000 

40,000 

60,000 

80,000 

2009-10 2010-11 2011-12

UNIVERSITY WAIVERS

Revenue

Expense

Revenue 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-12
Housing waivers 12,000             16,000             15,000             
Tuition waivers -                         40,000             55,000             

TOTAL 12,000             56,000             70,000             

Expenses 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-12
Student waivers 9,000                54,666             65,250             

TOTAL 9,000                54,666             65,250             

UNIVERSITY WAIVERS
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2,500,000 

2,600,000 

2,700,000 

2,800,000 

2,900,000 

3,000,000 

3,100,000 

2009-10 2010-11 2011-12

ALL SEVEN SOURCES COMBINED

Revenue

Expense

Revenue 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12
Total of all seven sources 2,856,572        3,011,085        2,932,713        

Expense 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12
Total of all seven sources 2,740,638        3,051,363        2,939,419        

ALL SEVEN SOURCES COMBINED
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2.  Proprietary (for profit) institutions must indicate net worth or equity and net 
income for the past three years.  Indicate the distribution to stockholders through 
the past three years in dollar amounts, percentage of total institutional revenue, and 
percentage of return on equity or net worth.  Provide copies of corporate income tax 
returns, both state and federal, for the past three years, and a list of officers, 
employees, and board members who have a significant equity relationship. 
 
N/A 
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C. Teacher Preparation (Music Education) Program 
 

1. Information concerning the intern teaching program with specific reference to 
credit allotment, and the process for selecting supervising teachers and sites. 

 
 See MDP II B for Requirements to be accepted into the professional sequence of courses: 
 can be found at the following web site: https://www.cwu.edu/teacher-certification/ 
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   2. Any special requirements for certification mandated by your state as these affect  
      the teacher training program in music education. 
 
 To obtain a teaching certificate, the State of Washington requires that a student complete 
 a state-approved program at a university. The Professional Education Program of study is 
 as follows (from the catalog): 
 

The purpose of the Professional Education Program is to prepare prospective teachers to become facilitators of 
learning within the school and community. The Professional Education Program curriculum provides opportunities to 
acquire the pedagogical knowledge and skills that allow students to demonstrate a positive impact on P-12 student 
learning. To this end, the program offers information about and experience in integrating research and “best practice” 
based pedagogical constructs, for a spectrum of diverse learning situations. 
 
Students should enroll for EFC 330 prior to their junior year. Student teaching is completed at one of the approved off-
campus locations.  
 
Check the University catalog for course descriptions and pre-requisites information. Some courses must be taken in 
sequence. Consult your education advisor for assistance in developing an academic plan. 
Required Courses: 

 

• EDBL 401 - Principles and Practices for Educating Linguistically Diverse Students Credits: (3) 
• OR EDBL 430 - Sheltering Instruction for Linguistically Diverse Students Credits: (3) 
• EDSE 302 - Introduction to Students with Exceptionalities Credits: (3) 
• EFC 210 - Seminar Credits: (1) 
• EFC 310 - Orientation to Teaching Credits: (3) 
• EFC 315 - Educational Assessment Credits: (3) 
• EFC 320 - Multicultural Education Credits: (3) 
• EFC 330 - Field Experience Credits: (2) 
• EFC 340 - Methods of Instruction Credits: (3) 
• EFC 350 - Classroom Management Credits: (3) 
• EFC 416 - Educational Technology Credits: (3) 
• EFC 440 - Education Law Credits: (3) 
• EFC 480 - Student Teaching Credits: (16) 
• PSY 314 - Human Development and the Learner Credits: (4) 

Total Credits: 51 
 
 

Embedded in these programs are several elements specific to teacher certification as 
required by state law. These include: 
Performance Pedagogy Assessment (PPA) or, after 2012, Teacher Performance 
Assessment (TPAC) completed during student teaching internship. The TPA is evaluated 
by outside (non-CWU) evaluators. 
Proof of fitness and good moral character 
Fingerprints and background check 
WEST-B (basic skills) examination 
WEST-E (endorsement area) examination in each area of endorsement (General, 
Instrumental, Vocal) 
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The application for certification is available at: 
http://www.k12.wa.us/certification/certapp/4031.pdf 
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 C. Any current analytical or projective studies concerning the music unit 
    NA 
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D. Governance and Administration 

1.   A table clearly outlining the internal organization of the music unit.  If applicable, 
outline the administrative and operational relationships of the music unit to the 
parent institution.  Include names as well as titles of individuals. 

University/College of Arts and Humanities/Music organizational charts: 
http://www.cwu.edu/resources-reports/sites/cts.cwu.edu.resources-
reports/files/documents/2012OrgCharts.pdf  
 
Music Department:  (see organizational chart on next page) 
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GUEST ARTIST COMMITTEE

SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE
Nikolas Caoile, Chair

PERSONNEL COMMITTEE
John Pickett, Chair

CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
Mark Lane, Chair

MUSIC EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Bret Smith, Chair

CHAIRS ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Jeff Snedeker, Chair

GRADUATE COMMITTEE
Chris Bruya, Chair

ASSOCIATE CHAIR
Chris Bruya

Harry Whitaker
Piano Technician

Marcie Brown
program assistant

Allen Larsen
hall manager, audio technician, web manager

Star Heger
fiscal specialist

Tinja Wyman
Office Supervisor

CHAIR
Department of Music

Todd Shiver

Associate Dean
Michael Chinn

DEAN
College of Arts and Humanities

Marji Morgan

PROVOST
ACADEMIC AND STUDENT LIFE

Marilyn Levine

PRESIDENT
James l. Gaudino
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2. For independent schools of music, the table must include a profile of the Board of 
Directors that includes the names, business affiliations, and lengths of service.  The 
table of organization should also include the Artistic Director, if applicable.  
NA 
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3. Description or outline of the music executive’s responsibilities and authority 
including teaching, creative work and research, performing, and community 
service, as well as administration. 

The department Chair is the chief administrator of the department and is responsible for its 
academic business. The Chair represents the department in College and University matters. The 
Chair reports to the Dean. The Chair is responsible for leadership of faculty and students within 
the discipline as well as for the following functions (from CAH Handbook:  
http://www.cwu.edu/arts/faculty-staff-resources under “Handbook”):  

4.1 Duties and Responsibilities of Department Chairs 

A. Faculty Activities: Teach a portion of a faculty load as required by the university and 
college. Engage in scholarship and service activities. 
 

B. Curriculum: Provide leadership in the planning, delivery, assessment, accreditation, 
improvement, and development of the academic curriculum in the disciplines housed in 
the department 
 

C. Faculty Personnel: Administer evaluations, workloads, annual activities reports and other 
department personnel matters. 
 

D. Support-Staff Personnel: Recruit, supervise and evaluate support staff. 
 

E. Students and Academic Policy: Apply academic policy and respond to student needs; 
participate in student recruitment and retention. 
 

F. Planning and Budgets: Coordinate department development, review, and revision of the 
department strategic plan; prepare the department budget request; and monitor 
departmental budget expenditures. 
 

G. Facilities and Equipment: Oversee the use and maintenance of department facilities and 
equipment. 
 

H. External Relations: Develop and maintain relationships with units and individuals 
external to the department. 
Representing the department to the upper administration, including attendance at regular 
meetings of all the CAH chairs, and the academic chairs organization, and advising the 
dean on faculty members of CAH committees (e.g., scholarship), developing the 
quarterly adjunct hiring paperwork, etc. 
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I. Other Administrative Duties: running department faculty meetings, appointing faculty to 
standing committees where appropriate, aiding the dean in appointing members of search 
committees, I would itemize the evaluations, (Reappointment, Tenure, Promotion and 
PTR-but that's just me). Recruiting and hiring adjunct faculty, annual evaluations, finding 
office spaces, annual budget request for adjunct funding. 

J.   Perform other duties and responsibilities as assigned by the Dean. 

4.2 Election of Department Chairs 

A. Department Chairs are to be elected in accordance with section 5-4.3 of the CWU Policy 
Manual. CWU, since it has grown through successive changes from a normal school to a 
university, has retained some practices more appropriate to a smaller institution. One of 
these is the concept of a rotating chair, elected by faculty members (but appointed by the 
dean) from the current faculty, with four-year terms. Other departments still maintain this 
practice, but the various specialties of the faculty and complexity and size of the Music 
Department do not render this practice appropriate. Although there is still a chair election 
every four years because of college requirements, the practice of a rotating chair coming 
from the faculty is not generally followed. The dean of CAH concurs that this is not the 
best practice for the department, and has sanctioned national searches for new chairs. 
Three of the last four chairs, covering the last 3 decades, (including the present chair) 
have been chosen from a list of candidates selected as the result of a national search. 
 

B. Specific procedures for election of Chairs in CAH are as follows:  
1. Departments will be notified by the Dean's office at the beginning of the academic 

year in which a Chair election is scheduled. Chair elections may take place in 
either Winter or Spring quarter, depending on the preference of the department. 
The Dean is to be informed of the department's preference, at which point a date 
for the election will be set.  

2. No later than one month before the election date, all candidates for Chair must 
formally announce in writing to department colleagues and the Dean their 
intention to run. Candidates may also be nominated by full-time faculty in the 
department, as long as the acceptance of the nomination and decision to run are 
formally announced in writing one month in advance of the election.  

3. Faculty in departments should have some formal exposure to candidates' positions 
on matters pertaining to the department and relevant academic issues, along with 
candidates' approaches to leadership and administrative style. It is up to each 
department what mechanisms they wish to put into place to insure that such 
information is available to faculty. Meetings or forums to present ideas and 
discuss relevant issues, with question and answer sessions, are encouraged.  
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4. On the day of the election, written secret ballots will be distributed to voting 
faculty in their mailboxes. Ballots are cast, turned in to the department secretary, 
who submits them to the Dean. Ballots are counted by the Dean.  
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 4. Outline the governance and administrative responsibilities and relationships 

among faculty, staff, and administration. 
    
   The university has shared governance with each department represented on the Faculty 

Senate.  The Faculty Senate of CWU acts for and on behalf of the university’s faculty 
with respect to all academic matters and issues related to the intellectual life of the 
university.  The Faculty Senate web site can be found at: http://www.cwu.edu/faculty-
senate/ 

    
   The faculty of the university have a Collective Bargaining Agreement between the 

university and the United Faculty of Central.  The details of this agreement can be 
found in a PDF of the Collective Bargaining Agreement at: 
http://www.ufcentral.org/docs/09_CWU-UFC_Agreemen.pdf 
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5.  Present policies regarding the term of the chief music executive and reviews of the 
chief music executive. 

  The Chair of the music department is elected by a majority vote of the music faculty  
  every four years.  The Chair is evaluated by his/her faculty at the end of their first year  
  and third year of serving as chair.  The evaluation is as follows (from CAH Handbook):  
 

  Department Chair Performance Appraisal 

A. Policy: Feedback is essential to the effective functioning of any administrative 
position. The goals of the review process are to enhance the effectiveness of the 
Chair, as well as to provide affirmation of the Chair's strengths.  

B. Timeline: Chairs serving four-year terms will be evaluated in the spring of the first 
and third years of their terms. Chairs serving shorter terms will be evaluated at least 
once every two years.  

C. Process: The Dean will conduct the review as follows:  
1. The "Administrative Performance Appraisal" will be completed by full-time 

faculty and office support staff in the Chair's department at the beginning of 
spring quarter the first and third year of the Chair's term.  

2. Interviews may be conducted with students, staff, faculty, or other 
constituencies, at the Dean's discretion. Chairs may submit names for 
interviews.  

3. A self-evaluation by the Chair will be included in the review, and available 
to faculty and staff before they fill out the appraisal form.  

4. Based on faculty and staff evaluations and her/his own observations, the 
Dean will review performance relative to:  

 Budget Management  
 Management and Efficiency of Department Office and Day-to-Day 

Business  
 Accessibility and Collegiality  
 Handling of Matters Related to Students  
 Support for Faculty and Staff  
 Development of Clear, Accessible, and Codified Procedures and 

Policies  
 Fairness and Even-Handedness  
 Leadership, Vision and Direction  

5. Chair self-evaluation will address:  
 Goals established for the year, and for the long range in the context 

of department circumstances  
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 Significant accomplishments  
 Significant challenges  
 Areas for improvement  
 Changes to enhance performance as department Chair  

6. In a meeting between the Chair and Dean, the Dean will summarize the 
information collected from faculty and staff. In addition, the Dean will 
provide the Chair with a written evaluation.  
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 6. Description or outline of communication policies and patterns within the music 

unit. 

 The department has faculty meetings twice a month for an hour on the 
first and third Tuesday of each month. 

 Department committees meet twice a month for an hour on the second 
and fourth Tuesday of each month. 

 The office staff meets once a month with the chair and twice a month 
with student workers. 

 The chair meets with the Faculty Advisory Committee twice a month 
and representatives of the student Chair Advisory Committee twice a 
quarter. 

 The department maintains a website and a face book page to 
communicate with students and the community. 

 All music majors meet for a convocation class four times a quarter at 
which time general announcements can be made to the students. 

 The Chair also is open to visits from students about their concerns—both 
have an open door policy that encourages student visits. 

  Policies in place for student requests for change of studio instructor, 
exemption from large ensemble participation,  

 At Convocation students can (also) make announcements about club 
meetings, student chapter meetings, etc. 

 Concert/recital programs always list concerts/recitals for the next few 
weeks.  

 Publicity about concerts/recitals is sent out from the office to local 
newspapers, radio stations and local NPR. Video recordings by 
university media personnel of concerts, recitals and opera performances 
are aired regularly on CWU TV channels.  

 There is a TV monitor in the common area of the music building that is 
used for general department announcements, and concert/recital 
announcements as well as reminders about registration, advisement, etc. 

 Email lists are also used to communicate with students and faculty. 
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 7. Description or outline of the extent of clerical, professional, and technical support 

containing the names of staff positions and a brief overview of principal 
responsibilities. 
 
Tinja Wyman, office supervisor (civil service title - Secretary Supervisor):  In 
conjunction with the Department Chair, this position provides office management, 
administrative and secretarial support, assistance, counsel, and instruction in 
institutional policies and procedures and personnel actions, and assists in coordinating 
administrative support functions for the Music Department.  The position provides 
support for the Chair of the department, as well as 21 full-time faculty, 10-15 part-time 
faculty, 4 classified staff, and approximately 55 student employees. 
                

 Marcie Brown, program assistant: This position is the primary contact for scheduling 
prospective students for audition and for current students and faculty, staff and outside 
entities wishing to schedule the performance halls. The position handles the scheduling 
of all use of the music building; including rehearsal rooms class rooms and 
performance rooms. This position works closely with the associate chair to process 
quarterly scheduling information to the associate dean and the registrar’s office.  This 
position oversees the organization of all music student files.   Finally, this position is 
the department contact for disseminating promotion materials and information to the 
media.   
  
Star Heger, fiscal specialist: Provide timely and accurate fiscal information and 
support to the secretary supervisor, department chair and faculty.  Use independent 
judgment in interpreting and applying rules and regulations to solve problems, 
independently advise chair, faculty and staff regarding policy and procedures, 
recommend corrective courses of action.  As fiscal support, the position will record, 
summarize and report to the chair and secretary supervisor in matters of budget 
planning, payroll, and purchasing with regards to fiscal projections and expenditure 
control.  Also informs chair of appropriate budget line for equipment purchase and 
repair, supplies and temporary hires.  Provide auditing information when requested. 
  
Allen Larsen, hall manager, audio technician, web manager (civil service title 
Electronic Media Producer Lead):This position supports the mission of the music 
department by administering/monitoring use of equipment and associated with 
performing and rehearsal spaces, including: establishing recording procedures and 
monitoring all recordings of all recitals and concerts; maintaining recording and 
performance room equipment; monitoring use of performing and rehearsal spaces for 
all non-academic uses and university owed works of art; maintaining department 
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website; supervising and scheduling student building monitors, recording techs, stage 
hands; maintain inventory records for all tagged items and small equipment. 
   
Harry Whitaker, piano technician: Tune and maintain pianos; keep inventory of 
instruments and their condition. 
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8.  List of programs offered that are jointly administered with other units – for 
example, music education programs, graduate programs, multidisciplinary 
programs, etc.  

   
  Music Education: The music education students follow the professional education  
  curriculum as required for state teacher certification.  Most of these practical observations 
  and education courses are coordinated and taught through the College of Education.  The  
  College of Education in collaboration with the music department also coordinates placing 
  and supervising student teachers. 
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D. Graduate Program 
 
1. Rules concerning the curricular percentage or number of credits in courses intended for 
graduate students only that are required for each graduate degree program. 
 
From the CWU 2010-11 catalog, M. M. degree requirements: 
 
At least one-third of the total credit requirements must be in the major field, including six credits 
of thesis; one-third in other music courses, including three credits of ensemble and three credits 
of MUS 521 (Methods of Musical Research); and one-third may be elective courses in 
supportive areas from any discipline. At least 25 credits applied toward the degree must be at the 
500 level or above. Students are expected to plan their program with a graduate advisor and 
committee. 
 
Further, at least half of all required credits must be in courses meant only for graduate students. 
 
From the CWU 2010-11 catalog, general master’s degree requirements: 
 
Credits Required. A graduate student must complete at least 45 quarter credits in the 400, 500, 
and above credit level groups. At least 25 credits of the total credits required for the degree must 
be at the 501 level or above. 
 
Percentage of courses within a student’s Course of Study numbered 501 or above: 56% 
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2. Rules concerning independent study applicable to graduate degrees in music. 
 
There are no rules regarding independent study courses and music master’s degrees; it is left to 
the student’s Committee Chair to determine the number of Individual Studies courses included in 
the Course of Study. However, that number is usually quite small.  
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E. Faculty and Staff  
 
 1. Policies and procedures: (a) for calculating faculty loads, including credit for the 

direction of graduate dissertations, projects, ensembles, etc.; (b) for evaluating 
teaching effectiveness of music faculty; (c) regarding faculty development; (d) 
regarding and number of technical and support staff. 

   The above is addressed in the Collective Bargaining Agreement, the CBA agreement 
can be found at: http://www.ufcentral.org/docs/09_CWU-UFC_Agreemen.pdf  

   or as follows: 
  
   (a) for calculating faculty loads, including credit for the direction of graduate 

dissertations, projects, ensembles, etc. 

ARTICLE 14 – WORKLOAD 
 
14.1 For the purposes of this Article, workload is defined as the activities tenured and 
tenure-track faculty shall be required to perform to meet the requirements of their 
employment contract. 
 
14.2 A faculty member’s workload shall be described in writing by the University 
and provided to individual faculty. The written description will include the specific 
activities that faculty shall accomplish in a specified period of time (i.e., quarter, 
academic year, calendar year, multi-year period) to fulfill professional obligations to 
the University. The determination of faculty workload is considered a substantive 
academic judgment; however, workloads must be consistent with the express terms of 
this Agreement. 
 
14.3 The workload will typically consist of three parts: teaching, scholarship, and 
service. Normally, the workload will consist of a balance of these professional 
activities which are measured in workload units. It is understood that a tenured 
faculty member or librarian may or may not participate in all of these activities during 
a given academic year, and this understanding must be approved and documented by 
the department chair and dean in the workload plan. 
14.3.1 Teaching 
 
14.3.2 : classroom, studio, laboratory, continuing education, and distance delivery 
instruction in regular academic courses with assigned workload units; development 
and coordination of special undergraduate and graduate seminars; preparation of 
student materials for classes; preparation of a new course or substantial revision of an 
older course; general advising of undergraduate students; supervision of student 
mentorships; supervision of graduate student theses and research/creative projects; 
supervision of undergraduate theses and research/creative projects; supervision of 
directed study through individualized courses; non-credit educational programs on-
campus or elsewhere; supervision and management of teaching facilities; and other 
activities benefiting students’ academic development. Guidelines for determining 
workload units of teaching are described in APPENDIX A – INSTRUCTIONAL 
WORKLOAD. 
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Scholarship 
14.3.3 : all professional activities leading to publication, performance, or formal 
presentation in the faculty member’s field, or leading to external funding recognizing 
the faculty member’s current or potential contribution to his/her field. Such activities 
include: manuscript submission; grant proposal submission; supervision of externally 
funded research projects; development of patentable inventions; and other original 
contributions, performances, exhibitions, or concerts appropriate to the faculty 
member’s field. 
Service 
 (a) :Public service such as in organized, non-remunerative, educational and 
 consultative activities which relate to a faculty’s professional expertise and further 
 the interests or prestige of the University. 
  (b): University service 
 such as department chair, director, program coordinator, or governance assignee; 
 accreditation; program development; work on recognized administrative, 
 department, college, school or university committees; and other tasks as deemed 
 necessary by the University. 
 (c): Professional service: such as on grant, journal, or accreditation review boards, 
 or as an ad hoc reviewer, in the faculty’s area of expertise; as an officer in a 
 professional society; organizing and/or chairing conferences, symposia, seminars, 
 etc.; teaching short courses, seminars, etc. that are not regular academic courses; 
 editing journals, books, special volumes of papers, etc. 
 
14.4 Workload 
14.4.1 The composition of professional duties and responsibilities of faculty will be 
determined by the faculty member and department chair, and approved by the 
dean/director after consultation with the department chair and faculty as provided in 
Section 14.4.5.  
14.4.2 In the determination of a faculty’s workload, consideration shall include those 
items listed in Section 14.3 and the following factors: instructional needs of the 
department; accountability measures set by the Legislature or accreditors; needs of 
departmental faculty; historical workloads; the missions and goals of academic units, 
including unit criteria developed for the evaluation of faculty; the level, duration, and 
mode of delivery of a workload activity; the requirements of externally funded 
contracts and grants; and whether an activity requires individual or group activity or 
extended time commitments. 
14.4.3 Faculty shall be responsible for forty-five (45) workload units per academic 
year. A workload in excess of forty-five (45) workload units per academic year shall 
constitute an overload and must be agreed to by the faculty member and approved in 
advance by the dean/director and the Provost. 
14.4.4 All librarians will enjoy full faculty status with all the rights, privileges and 
responsibilities. Professional librarians shall constitute a department for 
administrative purposes. 
 (a) Librarians shall be scheduled for forty (40) hours per week during their 
 contract and librarians shall be expected, as are all faculty, to assume internal and 
 campus committee and other campus assignments. 
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 (b) A library faculty’s work schedule shall be based on the library’s needs as 
 determined by the Dean of Library Services in consultation with the members of 
 the library faculty. 
 
From APPENDIX A – INSTRUCTIONAL WORKLOAD: 

 
In determining the appropriate teaching load in an individual faculty member’s 
overall workload, and in determining the appropriate balance of teaching 
responsibilities across faculty within a department, faculty members and department 
chairs shall use the following guidelines for comparing different teaching 
environments historically used at the University: 

 
1.1.1 Lecture/demonstration/laboratory/activities classes: 1 class hour = 1 workload 
unit. It is assumed that each workload unit includes an additional 2 hours of 
preparation time. 
 
1.1.2 Applied Music (individual lessons): 3 class hours = 2 workload units 
 
1.1.3 Student-teaching/field-experience: 
 (a) Student teaching/field experience 

 (i) Part-time campus supervisor: 1 workload unit = 15 enrolled student 
 credit hours 
 (ii) Field supervisor: 1 workload unit = 15 enrolled student credit hours 

 When non-supervising faculty members are responsible for placement, 
 additional workload units may be negotiated with the chair and dean and 
 will be dependent upon the expected amount of time on task. 

 (iii) Faculty student observation: 30 hours spent in observation = 1 
 workload unit. 

 
(b) Cooperative education supervision: 1 workload unit = 30 enrolled student 

credit hours 
 
1.1.4 Individual study supervision (e.g., courses titled thesis or equivalent and 

individual/independent study or equivalent): 
(a) Undergraduate level: 12 student credit hours = 1 workload unit 
(b) Undergraduate level field and laboratory research: 8 student credit 

hours = 1 workload unit 
 (c) 500 level: 6 student credit hours = 1 workload unit 

(d) 600-700 level (thesis or equivalent committee chair): 3 student 
   credit hours = 1 workload unit 

 

(b) for evaluating teaching effectiveness of music faculty: 

From the Music Department General Handbook: 
(A copy of the entire department faculty handbook can be found at the end of this 
section of the MDP) 
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  Candidates for reappointment must demonstrate a positive performance record in 
the area of teaching, appropriate to the instructional responsibilities as identified 
on the workload and faculty activities forms (see Section IV.A). Any areas of 
weakness noted in previous formal evaluations should have been addressed.  
Information regarding evaluation guidelines and required documentation for 
Teaching can be found in Appendix A: 

   

  Evaluation policies and required documentation for Teaching 

It is important to note that, while the elements of teaching evaluated for faculty 
members remain consistent at each level of review, the expectations for quality of 
performance progress as faculty move through the ranks, as noted in the previous 
section on general performance criteria.  Thus, for example, the College requires 
"effective" teaching for the Associate Professor rank and "excellent" teaching for 
the Full Professor rank.  Effective teaching means that all areas identified in prior 
levels of review as needing improvement have been substantively addressed, and 
the faculty candidate has a record of responsiveness to student learning needs both 
inside and beyond the classroom.  Excellent teaching means that the faculty 
candidate has met all the criteria for "Effective Teaching" and in addition has 
demonstrated excellence through several sources of evidence, such as: teaching 
awards, published pedagogical scholarship, unsolicited student and peer 
testimonials, significant academic or career achievement by students, curriculum 
development, and/or similar evidence of commendable accomplishments in 
teaching. 

       I. Instructional areas in Music 
Music has distinctive instructional areas, not all of which are identified in Article 
13.3 of the CBA, and criteria of teaching effectiveness will differ somewhat 
according to the instructional area.  These instructional areas include: 
A.  Traditional classroom instruction (lectures) in the various subcategories of the 
discipline, e.g., theory, history, analysis, conducting, music education, 
improvisation, styles and diction. 
B.  Instruction in various forms of applied music, including: 

Ensemble directing of large ensembles (Orchestra, Band, Choir) 
Ensemble directing of small ensembles (Jazz bands, Jazz choirs, Chamber 

orchestra, Men’s/Women’s choirs and choirs associated with specific 
instruments, e.g., trumpet, trombone, tuba, flute) 

Coaching small ensembles (chamber music, jazz combos) 
Opera production or Opera scenes 
Teaching applied music (private lessons) and tutorial composition lessons 
Teaching instrumental class methods courses and class instruction in piano 

and voice 
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II.  Evaluation of teaching 
A.   Some aspects of teaching can be evaluated according to guidelines 
common to other academic disciplines, including: 
1.  Syllabi: syllabi should include:  

a.  Course content 
b.  Teaching methods 
c.  Student learning outcomes 
d.  Assessment measures and grading procedures 
e.  Schedule of topics and assignments 
f.  Student requirements and responsibilities 
 

2.  Curriculum: Evidence of course reviews and revision, if necessary 
a.  Substantive contributions to program review/development 
b.  Development of new courses to improve overall curriculum 
 

3.  Instruction: Use of varied instructional strategies to enhance student 
learning 

a.  Use of technology, where appropriate, to enhance teaching 
effectiveness 

b.  Evidence of upgrading of teaching to enhance student learning 
 

4.  Assessment: SEOI data for each class taught, including transcribed 
comments 

      a.  SEOI information used to improve/enhance teaching 

b.  Written reports of class observations by colleagues 
c.  Peer review used to improve/enhance teaching 
d.  Evidence of student learning 
e.  Contributions to development/implementation of departmental 

assessment of entry standards and exit criteria  
  

5.  Student engagement/advising: 
a.  Availability/willingness to meet students enrolled in course-related 

advisement 
b.  Evidence of responsible general advising 
c.  Evidence of success in mentoring students     
   

B.  Discipline-specific evaluation 
1.  Since the success of the department is perceived most immediately and its 
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reputation established most directly by the quality of the performances of 
its faculty, ensembles and students, additional factors of instructional 
evaluation that may be absent in other disciplines are critical in 
instructional areas of Music that involve applied music and performance.  
These factors include, as appropriate: 

a.  The general level of and improvement in the performance of students 
in the applied studio and/or ensemble 

b.  The quality of ensemble performances, frequency of invitations to 
perform or conduct at outside events 

c.  Teaching effectiveness in terms of (but not limited to) reputation as a 
teacher/performer within and outside the university 

d.  Success in recruiting and retaining students with high musical aptitude 
e.  Perceptions regarding the candidate’s success in encouraging student 

progress toward degree and in creating a supportive environment for 
learning, advising and retention 

 
III. Documentation 
  A. All Reappointment, Tenure, Promotion, Non-Tenure Track and Post- 
   Tenure Review Professional Records must include documentation for  
   teaching as follows: 

1.  SEOI summary pages and transcribed comments for every course 
 taught.    
  a.  CWU Student Evaluation of Instruction (SEOI) forms shall be  

 administered in all courses with five or more students, and the 
results, including summary sheets and transcribed comments for 
each course taught, submitted for evaluation in accordance with 
Article 20.4 of the CBA.                                                  
b.  SEOI forms for all levels and sections of applied music courses 
(one-on-one lessons), and composition courses which have fewer 
than five students will be administered in the final music major 
convocation (required for all students enrolled in an applied music 
course) each quarter.  The results of these evaluations will be 
collated by Music Office staff and appear on the summary page for 
each applied instructor.  The summary page, along with transcribed 
comments, will form the SEOI documentation for each applied 
instructor’s studio. 
 

   2.  Peer evaluation (by the Personnel Committee and [optional]       
 individual faculty) 

 
   3.  Administrative (chair) evaluation 
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    4.  Course syllabi for each course taught, including applied music and   
        ensembles 

  5.  A narrative statement:  
 Faculty should include a reflective statement for any level of 
 performance review.  The reflective statement should be a 
 narrative discussion of goals, accomplishments and areas needing 
 improvement in each of the three areas of evaluation: teaching, 
 scholarship/creative activity and service.  The discussion should be 
 placed in the context of department and college standards for each 
 area.  The statement is designed to provide important context for 
 one’s work, and is not itself evaluated for quality. 

 6.  Other supporting material, which may include other appropriate  
  evidence of effective instruction, such as student achievement,  
  evidence of research, workshops or other activities with the goal of  
  improving teaching effectiveness.  Evidence supplied by outside  
  referees, such as faculty at other institutions or professional   
  colleagues may also be included. 

 

(c) Regarding faculty development: 

As addresses in the CBA: 
15.11 Faculty Development Funds. The University will make available $700 per 
fiscal year in faculty development funds for each tenured and probationary faculty 
member. The amount shall be pro-rated for faculty working less than full-time.  
Faculty development funds may be used for work-related purchases and expenses, 
including travel. All expenditures must be in compliance with University policies. 
Unused funds will not be transferred or carried over into another fiscal year. 

     
   From the  CAH Handbook:  http://www.cwu.edu/arts/faculty-staff-resources under 

“Handbook):     
F a c u l t y  D e v e l o p m e n t   

Supporting faculty development is a paramount priority of the College of Arts and 
Humanities. The funding and activities described below are designed to support 
individual faculty members, and to help create a community of scholars and 
artists. 

Below is a list of existing faculty development opportunities sponsored and 
funded by CAH. It is in the strategic plan of the College to expand upon these by 
enlarging, when possible, the fiscal support for them, as well as to create new 
development initiatives as funding allows. 
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7.1 CAH Travel Funds  

A. Travel Fund for Full-time Faculty  

Purpose: To support professional travel by CAH faculty, for scholarly and 
creative development.  

Travel to: Professional meetings, trips to archives or collections, performance or 
exhibition travel, or other travel intended to enhance one's scholarly or creative 
endeavors. Priority will be given to faculty who are presenting peer-reviewed 
scholarship or creative work; those who are attending a national or international 
event; those who are commentating; and tenure track faculty. It is not possible to 
receive funding for more than one trip per year. 

Allowance: In state: $350; Idaho , Oregon , and B. C.: $450; Outside these areas: 
$600; International: $900.  

Application deadline: First Monday in November and February, annually.  

Travel Dates : Funds for travel from July 1 through June 30, of the current fiscal 
year. Travel scheduled for dates after June 30 will be eligible for subsidy from the 
next year's fund.  

Retroactive requests: Retroactive requests may be submitted if the trip was taken 
during the current fiscal year (since July 1 of the year), and if money was paid out 
of pocket that has not been reimbursed by another source. Attach appropriate 
receipts and documentation.  

Eligibility : All full-time faculty in the College of Arts and Humanities are 
eligible to apply. Funding is on a competitive basis. If applications exceed 
available moneys, priority will be given, as noted above, to proposals designed to 
enhance scholarship and creative activity, and to those who are presenting, 
exhibiting, or performing.  

Other funding : CAH Travel funds may be used to supplement funding from other 
sources, such as the faculty development funds specified in the CBA, the Office 
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of Graduate Studies and Research, departmental travel moneys, etc. Total subsidy 
may not exceed the cost of the travel.  

(d) regarding and number of technical and support staff 

     Music department staff: 
        Marcie Brown, program assistant (.75 FTE) 
        Star Heger, fiscal specialist (.625 FTE) 
        Allen Larsen, hall manager, audio technician, web manager (1 FTE) 
        Harry Whitaker, piano technician (.75 FTE) 
        Tinja Wyman, office supervisor (1 FTE) 
 

    Four of our staff members are members of the union as well as civil service employees. 
The following is a link to civil service policy and also union guidelines for staff 
members.  Found under “Employee Codes/WACS/Rules”:  http://www.cwu.edu/hr/ 
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 2. A chart or other format providing the following for each faculty member: (a) 

name; (b) year hired; (c) rank; (d) tenure status; (e) degrees or credentials earned 
with institution, majors, and emphases; (f) a short biographical summary – if this 
information is published in the catalog or on the institution’s Website, please 
provide a citation here; and (g) if music education faculty, Pre-K – 12 teaching 
experience.  

 
   Please separate and indicate full-time and part-time faculty. 
 
   Curriculum vitae for each full-time and part-time member of the music faculty 

may be included in the institution’s Management Documents Portfolio for ease of 
compiling the above information, but a full curriculum vita for each faculty 
member is not necessary for the final submittal of the Self-Study. 

 
 

Full Time Faculty: 
 
Blaisdell, Gayla; 2008; Assistant Professor; Tenure Track; B.M  Music Education, Choral Emphasis, 
Eastman School of Music; B.M. Voice, Eastman School of Music; M.M., Voice Performance, New 
England Conservatory; Graduate Diploma, Opera, New England Conservatory; Ph. D., Vocal 
Performance,  New York University School of Education; http://www.cwu.edu/music/dr-gayla-blaisdell. 

Brooks, Joseph; 1994; Professor; Tenured; Diploma, Navy School of Music; B.Mus.,Woodwind 
Performance, Walla Walla College; M.M., Woodwind Performance, University of Oregon; 
http://www.cwu.edu/music/joseph-brooks. 

Bruya, Chris; 2002; Professor; Tenured;  B.A. Ed., Music Ed., (Jazz) Central Washington University; 
M.M., Composition, Central Washington University; http://www.cwu.edu/music/chris-bruya. 

Caoile, Nikolas; 2006; Associate Professor; Tenured; B.M., Music Composition, Willamette University; 
M.M., Orchestral Conducting, University of Washington;  D.M.A. Instrumental Conducting, University 
of Michigan, School of Music; http://www.cwu.edu/music/nikolas-caoile-conductor. 

Neil Flory; 2012; Lecturer; Non-Tenure Track;  B.M.E. specializing in K-5 general music), University of 
Central Florida; M.M. in Composition, University of Florida; D.M.A., Music Composition, University of 
Texas at Austin; http://www.cwu.edu/music/neil-flory 

Goodenberger, Mark; 2002; Associate Professor; Tenured;  B.M. Education, Lewis and Clark College;  
M.M. Performance (Percussion),  University of Michigan; http://www.cwu.edu/music/mark-
goodenberger. 

Gookin, Larry; 1981; Professor; Tenured; B.M. Music Education/Trombone, University of Montana; 
M.M. Music Education, University of Oregon; http://www.cwu.edu/music/bands-larry-gookin-director-
bands. 

Harbaugh, John; 2002; Associate Professor; Tenured; B.A., University of Northern Iowa; M.M.E., 
North Texas State University (trumpet); http://www.cwu.edu/music/john-harbaugh.  

Lane, Mark; 2006; Associate Professor; Tenured; B.A. Ed., Music Education, Eastern Washington 
University; M.M., University of Oregon;  http://www.cwu.edu/music/bands-mark-lane-assistant-director-
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bands.  High School Director of Bands 1981-2006, Elgin School District Director of Instrumental Music 
and High School Choir 1979-1981 

Lipori, Daniel; 2003; Associate Professor; Tenured; B.M. Bassoon Performance, Florida State 
University;  M.M. Bassoon Performance and  Musicology, Certificate in Early Music History and 
Performance,  Florida State University; D.M.A., Bassoon Performance and Musicology, University of 
Arizona; http://www.cwu.edu/music/dr-dan-lipori 

Michel, John; 1990; Professor; Tenured; B.M. in Cello Performance, University of Michigan; M.M., 
Cello Performance, New England Conservatory of Music; http://www.cwu.edu/music/john-michel. 

Neurohr, John; 2010; Assistant Professor; Tenure Track; B.M. Education., West Virginia University; 
M.M., Trombone Performance, San Francisco Conservatory of Music; D.M.A., Trombone Performance 
and Pedagogy, University of Colorado-Boulder; http://www.cwu.edu/music/dr-john-neurohr 

Ott, Hal; 1994; Professor; Tenured; B.M.E., Bradley University; M.M. Flute Performance, University of 
Illinois; D.M., Flute Performance with minor areas in Music History and Music Theory, Florida State 
University; http://www.cwu.edu/music/dr-hal-ott. 

Pickett, John; 1987; Professor; Tenured; B.M. in Piano, The Julliard School; M.M. in Piano, The 
Juilliard School; D.M., Piano Performance with minors in music history and arts administration, Indiana 
University; http://www.cwu.edu/music/dr-john-pickett. 

Rehkopf Michel, Carrie; 1990; Professor; Tenured; B.M.,  University of Michigan; M.M., Music 
Performance, Violin, University of Michigan; http://www.cwu.edu/music/carrie-rehkopf 

Shiver, Todd; 2010; Professor; Tenured; B.M. Applied Trumpet, Auburn University; M. Ed. Music 
Education, Auburn University; M.Ed., Educational Leadership; Georgia College & State University; 
D.M.A, Music Education, minor in trumpet performance, University of Georgia; 
http://www.cwu.edu/music/dr-todd-shiver. Instrumental music teacher in Georgia public schools 1985-87 
and 1988-1990. 

Singh, Vijay; 1999; Professor; Tenured; B.M.Ed., Clarinet Performance, Willamette University; M.S.T., 
Music Education/Choral Conducting, minor in voice performance, Portland State University; 
http://www.cwu.edu/music/vijay-singh 

Smith, Bret; 2005; Associate Professor; Tenured; B.A., B.M. (Systematic Musicology) University of 
Washington; Teacher Certification K-12 instrumental, vocal and general music, Central Washington 
University; M.M., Music Education, University of Michigan; Ph.D., Music Education, Cognate, 
Educational Psychology, Musicology, University of Michigan; http://www.cwu.edu/music/dr-bret-p-
smith; Instrumental Music Teacher, Yakima Public Schools, 1991-1995. 

Snedeker, Jeffrey; 1991; Professor; Tenured; B.A. Music Performance and Mathematics, Heidelberg 
College; M.M. Performance, University of Michigan; M.A. Music History, Ohio State University; 
D.M.A., Horn Performance, and Historical Musicology, University of Wisconsin-Madison; 
http://www.cwu.edu/music/dr-jeff-snedeker. 

Weidenaar, Gary; 2006; Associate Professor; Tenured; B.M., Voice Performance and Music Education, 
Western Michigan University; M.M. Voice Performance, Michigan State University; D.M.A., Choral 
Conducting, University of Kansas; http://www.cwu.edu/music/gary-weidenaar 
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Part-Time Faculty 

Betts, Tim; 2005; Senior Lecturer (annual contract); Non-Tenure Track; B.A. Philosophy, University of 
Minnesota;  M.M., Viola Performance, Ithaca College; http://www.cwu.edu/music/tim-betts. 

Blaisdell, Torrance; 2011; Lecturer; Non-Tenure Track; B.A. (Government), Dartmouth College,   
M.M., Vocal Performance and Opera, New England Conservatory of Music; 
http://www.cwu.edu/music/tor-blaisdell 

Boldt-Neurohr, Kirsten; 2011; Lecturer; Non-Tenure Track; B.M. Education and Performance, Ithaca 
College, M.M. Bassoon Performance, San Francisco Conservatory of Music, D.M.A., Bassoon 
Performance and Pedagogy; http://www.cwu.edu/music/kirsten-boldt-neurohr 

Dillenbeck, Denise; 2012; Lecturer (annual contract); Non-Tenure Track; B.M., Violin Performance, 
New England Conservatory;  M.M., Violin Performance and University of Minnesota; 
http://www.cwu.edu/music/denise-dillenbeck 

Durkee, James; 1993; Lecturer; Non-Tenure Track; B.M., Classical Guitar Performance, Central 
Washington University; http://www.cwu.edu/music/james-durkee. 

Hages, Brent; 2007; Lecturer; Non-Tenure Track; B.M., Oboe Performance, Oberlin College 
Conservatory of Music; http://www.cwu.edu/music/brent-hages 

Hamar, Jon; 2002; Lecturer; Non-Tenure Track; M.M., Jazz Studies and Contemporary Media, Eastman 
School of Music, http://www.cwu.edu/music/jon-hamar 

Harbaugh, Teresa; 2013; Lecturer; Non-Tenure Track; B.M. Piano Performance and teaching 
certification K-12 in vocal music, University of Northern Iowa; M.M. Education, University of Idaho; 
http://www.cwu.edu/music/teresa-harbaugh.  

Nesselroad, Sidney; 1978; Senior Lecturer; Non-Tenure Track; B.M., Theory & Composition and 
Performance, West Virginia University; M.M. Vocal Performance, University of Illinois; D.M.A., Vocal 
Performance and Literature, University of Illinois; http://www.cwu.edu/music/sid-nesselroad 

Nikolaev, Alexey; 2010; Lecturer, Non-Tenure Track; B.A., Saxophone and Music Arranging, Gnesin’s 
Music Academy of Russia; http://www.cwu.edu/music/alexey-nikolaev 

Peacock, Curtis; 2005; Senior Lecturer; Non-Tenure Track; B.M., Tuba Performance, Arizona State 
University; M.M.A, Tuba Performance, Arizona State University; D.M.A., Tuba Performance, University 
of Washington; http://www.cwu.edu/music/curtis-peacock . 

Peterson, Scott; 2012; Lecturer, Non-Tenure Track; B.A, Music Education, Midland University; M.A., 
Choral Conducting, Central Washington University;  D.M.A., Choral Conducting, University of 
Washington: http://www.cwu.edu/music/scott-peterson 

Pickett, Barbara; 1987; Senior Lecturer; Non-Tenure Track; B.A, B.M. , Piano Performance, University 
of Washington; M.M., Piano Performance, minor in Music History, Indiana University; 
http://www.cwu.edu/music/barbara-pickett 

Roditeleva-Wibe, Maria; 2001; Senior Lecturer (annual contract); Non-Tenure Track; M.A. 
Musicology, The State Institute of Arts Conservatory; Ph.D., Study of Music, Russian Institute of Arts 
History; http://www.cwu.edu/music/maria-roditeleva-wibe.  
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Rothenberg, Florie; 2008; Lecturer; Non-Tenure Track; B.M. Clarinet Performance, University of the 
Pacific; M.M. Clarinet Performance, minor in Woodwinds, University of Michigan, D.M.A., Clarinet 
Performance, minor in Orchestral Conducting, University of Arizona; http://www.cwu.edu/music/florie-
rothenberg 

Schiel, Melissa; 2011; Lecturer; Non-Tenure Track; B.M., Vocal Performance, McGill University; M.M., 
Vocal Performance, University of Toronto; D.M.A., Vocal Performance, University of Maryland; 
http://www.cwu.edu/music/melissa-schiel 

Schneider, Leslie; 2011; Lecturer; Non-Tenure Track; B.A., Music Education, Central Washington 
University; M.A., Music Education, Central Washington University;  http://www.cwu.edu/music/leslie-
schneider;   K-5 Elementary Music,1993-2010, Ellensburg School District. 

Spencer, Mia; 1996; Senior Lecturer (annual contract); Non-Tenure Track; B.M., Piano Performance, 
University of Puget Sound; M.M., Vocal Performance, Central Washington University;  
http://www.cwu.edu/music/mia-spencer. 

Wallen, Norm; 2010; Lecturer; Non-Tenure Track; B.A. in Music Education and Music, Central 
Washington University;  M.A., Music Theory and Composition, Central Washington University; 
http://www.cwu.edu/music/norm-wallen 
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 3. A list of current faculty teaching assignments, including, if applicable, the number 

of applied lessons per week per semester:  
    
    

Tenured/ 
Probationary 

Faculty 

INSTRUCTION 
Fall Winter Spring 

Total 
Instruction 

Instruction 
(courses) 

Workload 
Units 

Instruction 
(courses) 

Workload 
Units 

Instruction 
(courses) 

Workload 
Units 

Gayla Blaisdell 385/573 3 241 2 262-562 2   
                
  164-564B 10 164-564B 10 164-564B 9   

    13   12   11 36 

Joe Brooks 164-464D 9 164-464D 9 164-464D 9   
  Studio 1 Studio 1 Studio 1   
  253D 2 253D 2 253D 2   

    12   12   12 36 

Chris Bruya 232-532 3 232-532 3 232-532 3   
  218/418 2 218/418 2 218/418 2   
  353 2 354 2 355 2   
  255 2     255 2   
  Jazz Dir 1 Jazz Dir 1 Jazz Dir 1   
  Asso. Chair 6 Asso. Chair 6 Asso. Chair 6   

    16   14   16 46 

Nikolas Caoile 215-515 3 215-515 3 215-515 3   
  277-577 5 277-577 5 277-577 5   
  341 3 342 3 Opera 1   
  541 2           
  Orch Dir   Orch Dir 1 Orch Dir     

    13   12   9 34 

Mark  229-529 4 229 4 229 4   
Goodenberger 164-564G 8 164-564G 8 164-564G 5   
  

 
      425G 3   

    12   12   12 36 

Larry Gookin  287-587 5 266-566 5       
  541 1 541 1       
  342 3 342 3       
  288-588 2 288-588 2       
  Band Dir 1 Band Dir 1       
  

 
      

 
    

                
    12   12   0 24 

John Harbaugh 164-664 9 164-664 9 164-664 9   
  232-532 2 232-532 2 232-532 2   
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  217-517E 1 217-517E 1 217-517E 1   
    12   12   12 36 

Mark Lane 287-587 4 287-587 4 287-587 4   
  288-588 2.5 288-588 2.5 288-588 2   
  341 3 341 3 341 3   
      325 3 x66 5   

    9.5   12.5   14 36 

Daniel Lipori 164-264D 3 164-264D 3 164-264D 3   
  252D 2     252D 2   
  372 3 373 3 374 3   
  521 3 344 (Th rev) 3 MUS 340 3   
  Advisor 1 Advisor 3 Advisor 1   

    12   12   12 36 

Carrie Michel 217C-517C 1 217C-517C 1 217C-517C 1   
  164-564C 9 164-564C 9 164-564C 9   
  

 
            

  Kairos 2 Kairos 2 Kairos 2   
    12   12   12 36 

John Michel 164-564C 7 164-564C 7 164-564C 7   
    

 
425C 3 383 3   

  217C-517C 1 217C-517C 1 217C-517C 1   
  Kairos 2 Kairos 2 Kairos 2   

    10   13   13 36 

John Neurohr 164-664 E 9 164-664 9 164-664 9   
  217/417/517 2 217/417/517 2 217/417/517 2   
          426 E 3   
                

    11   11   14 36 

Hal Ott 164-564D 8 164-564D 8 164-564D 8   
  213/413/513 2 213/413/513 2 213/413/513 2   
  254D 2 254D 2 254D 2   

    12   12   12 36 

John Pickett 164-664A 8 164-664A 8 164-664A 7   
  217-517A 1 217-517A 1 217-517A 1   
  700 2 700 2 425A 3   
  292-592 1 292-592 1 292-592 1   

    12   12   12 36 

Neil Flory 244 soph. 4 245 4 246 4   

  
220-520 

Comp 3 220-520 3 220-520 3   
  422 Orch. 3 423/522 3 120 3   
  144 Fresh. 5 145 5 146 5   

    15   15   15 45 

Todd Shiver 254E 2 254E 2 254E 2   
  UNIV 101 1     Band 2   
  Chair 12 Chair 12 Chair 12   
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    15   14   16 9 

Vijay Singh 267-567 4 267-567 4 267-567 4   
  210-510 4 210-510 4 210-510 4   
  485 3 424 3       
  218 1     218 1   
  164-564B 0.33 164-564B 0.33 164-564B 0.33   
  210-510 1 210-510 1 210-510 1   

    13.33   12.33   10.33 35.99 

Bret Smith 171 1 171 1 171 1   
  102 5 102 5 611?? 3   
  253C 2 253C 2 253C 2   
          425DE 3   
  MuEd Dir 2 MuEd Dir 2 MuEd Dir 2   
  Assesmt 0.67 Assesmt 0.67 Assesmt 0.67   
  Str Prp Dir 0.33 Str Prp Dir 0.33 Str Prp Dir 0.33   
  St Tch Obs 1 MUS 340 3 St Tch Obs 1   

    12   14   13 39 

Jeffrey Snedeker 164-664E 6 164-664E 6 164-664E 6   

  214-514 2 214-514 2 214-514 2   

  372 3 373 3 374 3   

  217-517E 1 217-517E 1 217-517E 1   

                

    12   12   12 36 

Gary Weidenaar 268-568 5 268-568 5 268-568 5   
  323 3 341 0 342 3   
  228-428 1 228-428 1 228-428 1   
  211-511 2 211-511 2 211-511 2   
  541 1 541 1 541 1   
                
  Chrl Dirtr   Chrl Dirtr 0 Chrl Dirtr 0   

    12   9   12 33 
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PT  
NonTenure- 
Track 
Faculty 

INSTRUCTION 
Fall Winter Spring T o t a l   

Instruction 
Instruction 
(courses) 

Workload  
Units 

Instruction  
(courses) 

Workload  
Units 

Instruction  
(courses) 

Workload 
 Units 

 

Betts, Tim x64C 4.35 x64C 4.35 x64C 4.35 13.05 
  217-417C 1 217-417C 1 217-417C 1 3 
      MUS 102 5       

 Studio 1 Studio 1 Studio 1 3 
 Kairos/ 

Residency 
0.9943952 Kairos/ 

Residency 
0.99439523 Kairos/ 

Residency 
0.994395

2 
 

  Kairos / CAH 5.7948347 Kairos / CAH 5.79483471 
Kairos / 

CAH 
5.794834

7 19.05 
Blaisdell, Tor x64B 5.36 x64B 5.36 x64B 5.36 16.08 
  MUS 254B 2 MUS 254B 2 MUS 254B 2 6 

      
262-562 
(opera) 2     2 

Dillenbeck, 
Denise x64C   x64C   x64C   0 

  217-417C 1 217-417C 1 217-417C 1 3 
  MUS 102 5 MUS 102 5 MUS 102 5 10 

  
Kairos/ 

Residency 1.0938241 
Kairos/ 

Residency 1.0938241 
Kairos/ 

Residency 
1.093824

1   

  Kairos / CAH 6.3742561 Kairos / CAH 6.37425612 
Kairos / 

CAH 
6.374256

1   
          426C?  3 3 

Durkee, James x64H 2.68 x64H 2.68 x64H 2.68 8.04 
  217-417 1 217-417 1 217-417 1 3 
Hages, Brent x64D 2 x64D 2 x64D 2 6 
  Fac Qntet 1 Fac Qntet 1 Fac Qntet 1 3 
  Reed Mak 1 Reed Mak 1 Reed Mak 1 3 
Hamar, Jon x64C 4.35 x64C 4.35 x64C 4.35 13.05 
Neurohr, Kirsten 144 5 145 0 146 5 10 
  MUS 102 5 145 0 146 0 5 

  343 0 
Out Winter 

 Quarter   340 0 0 
  244 0 245 0 246 0 0 
Nesselroad, Sid x64B 5 x64B 5 x64B 5 15 

Peterson, Scott 228/428/528 3 228/428/528 3 
228/428/52

8 3 9 
  Mens Choir             
                
Nikolaev, Alexey 366D 1 366D 2 366D 2 5 
Peacock, Curt x64E/x71E 8 x64E/x71E 8 x64E/x71E 8 24 
  101 5 101 5 101 5 15 
  253E 0 253E 0 253E 0 0 
  Studio 0.335 Studio 0.335 studio 0.335 1.005 
  Fac Qntet 1 Fac Qntet 1 Fac Qntet 1 3 
Pickett Barbara 171-164A 2.68 171-164A 2.68 171-164A 2.68 8.04 
  152A 2 153A 2 154A 2 6 
  152A 2 153A 2 154A 2 6 
  152A 2 153A 2 154A 2 6 
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Rothenberg, 
Florie 164-464D 7.33 164-464D 7.33 164-464D 7.33 21.99 

  
Studio/ 

Chamber 1 
Studio/Cham

ber 1 
Studio/ 

Chamber 1 3 

  
Indep.Study 
(6 credits) 0.5         0.5 

Schiel, Melissa 164 - 464A 7.335 164 - 464A 7.335 164 - 464A 7.335 22.005 
  240 2 425B 3 242 2 7 
Schneider, Leslie     329 0 329 3 3 
Spencer, Mia 164-464B 7 164-464B 7 164-464B 7 21 

  144 plus lab 5 145 plus lab 5 
146 plus 

lab 5 15 
  144 no lab 3 145 no lab 3 146 no lab 3 9 
Wallen, Norm     356 3 357 or 486 3 6 
      MUS 145 3 422 3 6 
Wibe, Maria 244 4 245 4 246 4 12 

  244 4 245 4 246 4 12 
  372 3 373 3 374 3 9 
  359 2 359 2 359 2 6 

  Theory coord 1 Theory coord 1 
Theory  
coord 1 3 

  152A 2 152A 2 152A 2 6 
Williams, Garey 366G 1 366G 1 366G 1 3 
        
         

Lecturers FALL   WINTER   SPRING   
       

Wibe M 
244.002 

 2ndYr Thry 4 
244.001 

2nd YrThry 4 

246.002 
 2nd 

YrThry 4 

  
244.003  

2ndYr Thry 4 
245.002 

2nd YrThry 4 
245.001  

2nd YrThry 4 

  
372.002 

 MusHistory 2 
373.002 

MusHstory 3 
374.002 

MusHstory 4 

  
104.003 

 Intr- MusSt 3 

359.01 
SrXcultPer

s 3 

359.001 
SrXcultPer

s 3 

  Totals 13   14   15 

Betts T 
X64/71 

 app Viola 6 
X64/71 

 app Viola 6 
X64/71 

 app Viola 6 

  
217/417  

Chm Mus 1 
2/4/517C01 

Ch Mus 1 
2/4/517C01 

Ch Mus 1 

  
Kairos Qrtet 

 (Service) 1 

Kairos 
Qrtet 

(Service) 1 

Kairos 
Qrtet 

(Service) 1 

  
MUS 104.003 
 Int/Mus Stud 3         

    11   8   8 

Durkee, Jim 
2/417H01  
Chm Mus 1 

2.4/17H  
Chm Mus 1 

2.4/17H 
Chm Mus 1 

  
X64/71  

App Guitar 2.67 
X64/71  

App Guitar 2.33 
X64/71 

App Guitar 2.33 

    3.67   3.33   3.33 

Hages, B 
X64.71  

App Oboe 4.33 
X64.71  

App Oboe 4 
X64.71 

App Oboe 4 

  WW Quintet  1 WW 1 WW 1 
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(Service) Quintet 
(Service) 

Quintet 
(Service) 

    5.33   5   5 

Hamar, J 
X64/71 

Str Bass 6 
X64/71 Str 

Bass 6 
X64/71 Str 

Bass 6 

Netz, H 
X64/71 

app Violin 2 
X64/71 app 

Violin 2 
X64/71 app 

Violin 2 

  
104 Intro to – 

Mus St 3 

MUS 102 
Intro to 
Music 5 

MUS 102 
Intro to 
Music 5 

  
Kairos Qrtet 

 (Service) 1 

Kairos 
Qrtet 

(Service) 1 

Kairos 
Qrtet 

(Service) 1 

    6   8   8 

Nesselroad, S 
X64/71 
 Voice 3   3   3 

Peacock, C 
X64/71 

AppliedTuba 5.67 

X64/71 
AppliedTu

ba 5 

X64/71 
AppliedTu

ba 5 

  
101  

Hist Jazz 5 
101 Hist 

Jazz 5 
101 Hist 

Jazz 5 

  
2/417.04 

Tuba Choir 1 
2/417.04Tu
ba Choir 1 

253E 
 ClMeth 

LowBrass 2 

  
253E  

Cl Meth Low Brass 2     
2/417.04 

Tuba Choir 1 

  Totals 13.67   11   13 

Pickett B 
X64/71  

Applied Piano 4.67 
X64/71 
Piano 3 

X64/71 
Piano 3 

  
154A05 

 CLPiano 2 
154A05 

CLPiano 2 
154A05 
CLPiano 2 

  
154A06  

CLPiano 2 
154A06 

CLPiano 2 
154A06 
CLPiano 2 

    8.67   7   7 

Rothenberg, F 
X64/71  
Clarinet 3.67 

X64/71 
Clarinet 3.67 

X64/71 
Clarinet 3.67 

Spencer M 
X64/71 

AppVoice 4.33 
X64/71 

AppVoice 3 
X64/71 

AppVoice 3 

  
144.004  

1st Yr. Thry 4 
145.004  

1st Yr Thry 4 

146.004 
 1st Yr 
Thry 4 

  
146.001  

1st Yr Thry 4 
154A001  

Cl Voice 1 2 
154A001 

 Cl Voice 2 2 

  
154A001  

Cl Voice 1 2         

    14.33   9   9 

Wallen N MUS 104 5         

  Jazz Combo 2 
Jazz 

Combo 2 
Jazz 

combo 2 
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 4. Duties performed by graduate assistants (20 hours each) 
 

Name     Assistant Teach 
Matt  Woodard 

 
Theory (12) Theory Lab (8) 

          
Dean  Snavely 

 
Band (10) Jazz Band (6) 

   
  Brass Methods (4) 

          
Darin Kaschmitter Accompany Voice (10) Class Piano (4) 

   
Accompany Choir (6)   

          
James Pham 

 
Theory (6)   

   
Orchestra (8)   

   
Prep. Strings (6)   

          
Michelle Vaughn 

 
Theory (4) String Methods (4) 

   
Prep. Strings (10) Applied Strings (2) 

          
Kim  Snavely 

 
Choir/Choral Ed (9) Vocal Jazz (8) 

   
  Central Singers (3) 

          
Britt Dahlgren 

 
Band (4) Percussion Methods (4) 

   
Percussion (4)   

   
History (5)   

   
Orchestra (3)   

          
Lydia Graf 

 
Theory (6) Voice Class (6) 

   
Voice (8)   

          
Matt Wenman 

 
Jazz Combos (8) Jazz Band (6) 

      Band (6)   
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  Excerpt from the DEPARTMENT FACULTY HANDBOOK regarding the Tenure 
and Promotion process: 

 

Department of Music Performance Standards for Reappointment, Tenure, 
Promotion, and Post Tenure Review 

 

I. Preamble 

A. Mission  

The Department of Music is a community of artists, scholars and educators dedicated to 
achieving the highest standards of musical knowledge, performance and teaching.  The 
department is committed to preparing students for careers in music, providing the 
opportunity to become literate, skilled, knowledgeable and confident music educators, 
performers and practitioners, able to influence and enrich the musical lives of the 
communities in which they serve.  The department provides opportunities for the general 
student to study music as an essential part of a liberal arts education and engage in artistic 
experiences, serves as a leader for K-12 music education and provides opportunities for 
the general public to experience music performances of the highest quality in a broad 
range of styles and genres. 

Department Vision: 
The Department of Music will be recognized and respected for its challenging 
curriculum and supportive environment, for the excellence of its 
student, ensemble and faculty performances, and for the fulfillment of 
its motto: “Where Teaching is a Performing Art.” 

Core Values 
As a community of practicing musicians and scholars, we believe that 
the department’s mission is best realized when we: 

• Hold each student’s greatest good as our primary concern 
• Provide models of the highest ethical and moral standards 
• Deem outstanding teaching to be the most important attribute of the faculty 
• Implement a rigorous curriculum in each degree program 
• Regard each degree program as equally valid, with no program intrinsically superior 

to any other 
• Create an intellectually and emotionally safe environment in which students can learn, 

develop and mature 
• Respect and embrace diversity in all its forms 
• Respond creatively and thoughtfully to the inevitable changes of the 
  fluid society in which we live 
 
B. Faculty and Staff 
1. Qualifications 
a. Standards 
(1) The institution shall maintain faculties and staff whose aggregate individual qualifications enable 

the music unit and the specific educational programs offered to accomplish their purposes. 
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(2) Faculty members (including part-time faculty and graduate teaching assistants, as applicable) 
shall be qualified by earned degrees and/or professional experience and/or demonstrated 
teaching competence for the subjects and levels they are teaching. 

(3) All faculty must be able to guide student learning and to communicate personal knowledge and 
experience effectively. 

(4) Faculty members teaching graduate-level courses must represent the professional standards to 
which graduate students aspire in specific fields and specializations. 

(5) It is essential that a significant number of faculty members teaching graduate-level courses be 
active in presenting their work to the public and to peers in their fields as professional 
composers, performers, scholars, or practitioners. 

 
II. Personnel Policies and Procedures for Reappointment, Tenure, Promotion and Post-

Tenure Review 

A. University Policies 
1.  University Performance Standards for reappointment, tenure, promotion and post-tenure 

review are located on the Faculty Relations website (http://www.cwu.edu/~avpfa/). 
2.  The policies and procedures for reappointment, tenure, promotion and post-tenure review 

are outlined in the Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA). Evaluation Cycles and 
eligibility issues are also found in the CBA The CBA can be found on the Faculty 
Relations website: http://www.ufcentral.org/docs/09_CWU-UFC_Agreemen.pdf 

 

B. College of Arts and Humanities Performance Standards and polices 
1.  College Performance Standards can be found on the “Faculty Staff Resources” link on the 

CAH website (http://www.cwu.edu/arts/ ).   
2.  The CAH Handbook, also found on the same website, contains information on procedures 

for compiling RTP and PTR dossiers (Professional Records).  Faculty members are 
expected to familiarize themselves with the information included in University and CAH 
documents, and the CBA. 

C. Department-specific Policies and Expectations 
The success of the department and its programs depends on the recruitment of talented music 

students in a highly competitive environment; success in recruitment is directly tied to the 
reputation of the department in the state and northwest region, particularly with regard 
to the state and regional secondary school music community. This reputation is primarily 
developed through the teaching, conducting, performing and service activities of 
individual faculty members, by the performing quality of its ensembles and by the 
connections established with members of that community.  This factor is acknowledged in 
a rubric that guides considerations for reappointment, tenure, promotion and post-tenure 
review.  

 
Faculty members are expected to establish a positive “presence/reputation” in the state, in 

the northwest region, or nationally, and this presence should be recognized in an 
increasingly wider sphere as his/her career proceeds. The expectations outlined below 
for each level of evaluation are based on these assumptions.  A “presence/reputation” 
can be established in any one or more of the three areas of Teaching, 
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Scholarship/Creative Activity or Service, though it should be noted that minimum 
requirements for Scholarship/Creative activity must be satisfied even if the 
presence/reputation is established primarily through activities in either one or both of the 
other two areas. 

Reappointment 
Performance toward tenure and promotion is reviewed through the reappointment process, as 

defined in the CBA.  Probationary faculty are reappointed when they demonstrate a pattern of 
development in the areas of teaching, research/creative activity, and service that indicates they 
are making clear progress toward tenure.  For the reappointment evaluation cycle, see the CBA:  

  http://www.ufcentral.org/docs/09_CWU-UFC_Agreemen.pdf 
 
Overall Guidelines for REAPPOINTMENT:  
• Progress toward establishing a presence/reputation in music at the state level. 
• Evidence of positive contributions to the department and its mission through teaching, 

scholarly and creative activity, and service. 

Overall Guidelines for TENURE and PROMOTION to Associate Professor:  
• Establishment of positive presence and/or impact in music at the state level 
• Demonstration of progress toward establishing a presence in music in the Northwest 

region. 
• Evidence of positive impact and ongoing contributions to department and its mission 

through teaching, scholarly and creative activity, and service. 
• Evidence of potential leadership in assisting the department in its mission and activities. 

Overall Guidelines for PROMOTION to Full Professor:  
• Establishment of positive presence and/or impact in the Northwest region. 
• Demonstration of progress toward establishing a presence at the national level. 
• Evidence of positive impact on department and of ongoing contributions to department 

and its mission through teaching, scholarly and creative activity, and service. 
• Evidence of leadership in department and college or university activities. 

D.  Discipline-specific standards: 
The music department is composed of a diverse group of specialties with different activities 

and goals; the activities in the areas of teaching, scholarship, and service appropriate to 
each specialty are described in Appendices as follows: 

Appendix A:  Evaluation policies, criteria and required documentation for Instruction 
Appendix B:  Evaluation policies, criteria and required documentation for Scholarship 
Appendix C:  Evaluation policies, criteria and required documentation for Service 
III. Performance Criteria for Reappointment 
Performance toward tenure and promotion is reviewed through the reappointment process, as 

defined in the CBA.  Probationary faculty are reappointed when they demonstrate a pattern of 
development in the areas of teaching, research/creative activity, and service that indicates they 
are making clear progress toward tenure.  For the reappointment evaluation cycle, see CBA :  

  http://www.ufcentral.org/docs/09_CWU-UFC_Agreemen.pdf 
 
Guidelines: Overall Guidelines for REAPPOINTMENT:  
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• Progress toward establishing a presence/reputation in music at the state level. 
• Evidence of positive contributions to the department and its mission through teaching, 

scholarly and creative activity, and service. 

In general, a faculty member’s performance must demonstrate progress towards: 
• Establishing a presence/reputation in music at the state level 
• Achieving standards required for tenure and promotion to associate professor 

A.  TEACHING 
Candidates for reappointment must demonstrate a positive performance record in the area of 

teaching, appropriate to the instructional responsibilities as identified on the workload 
and faculty activities forms. Any areas of weakness noted in previous formal evaluations 
should have been addressed.  Information regarding evaluation guidelines and required 
documentation for Teaching can be found in Appendix A. 

B.  SCHOLARSHIP 
Candidates for reappointment will have a record of achievement during the probationary 

period that meets expectations according to the schedules for instructional areas 
described below. Information about required documentation and Scholarship activities 
appropriate to the various instructional areas, along with examples of activities that meet 
Category A and Category B standards as defined in College and Department 
Performance Standards (for University Standards, Category A and “Other”) are found in 
Appendix B.  

1.  Standards for faculty whose primary instructional workload is in applied music 
 a. Annually:                                                                                                                                           
  i. At least one Category A activity  
  ii. At least one Category B activity 
 b. During the probationary period: At least one off-campus performance every two years 

that meets Category A standards as described in Appendix B. 
2.  Standards for faculty who direct major ensembles1 
 a. Annually:                                                                                                                                           
  i. At least one Category A activity  
  ii. At least one Category B activity 
 b. During the probationary period: At least one invitation to perform at a state, regional or 

national meeting or conference every two years, or an invitation to guest conduct a 
performance of an off-campus ensemble of appropriate status. 

3.  Standards for music history/theory instructors 
 a. Annually: At least one Category B activity 
 b. During the probationary period:  At least one Category A activity every two years. 

1 For this purpose, a “major ensemble” is defined as an ensemble that 
normally represents the department in off-campus performances 
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4.  Standards for Composition specialist  
 a. Annually:                                                                                                                                           
  i. At least one Category A activity  
  ii. At least one Category B activity 
 b. During the probationary period:  
  i. At least one new major composition performed by a CWU faculty member or 

 department ensemble every two years 
  ii. At least one new major composition performed off campus in a venue of 

 significance every two years. 
5.  Minimum standards for Music Education specialists 
 a. Annually: At least one Category B activity 
 b. During the probationary period: At least one Category A activity every two years 
6.  Minimum standards for scholarship for faculty with combined positions 

Because of the wide variety of instructional needs in specific specialties in the music 
program and the relatively small number of tenured and tenure-track faculty available to 
provide these needs, the department may find it necessary to hire faculty with substantial 
instructional responsibilities in more than one of the above categories.  In such cases, 
expectations for scholarship will be shared in these categories. Both areas should be 
represented; though the expectation of significant scholarly/creative activity in each 
single area may not reach the depth of such activity should this area be the sole 
performance area.  Since the combinations of such areas will depend on department needs 
at any one time, scholarship/creative activity expectations will be individually developed 
for each such position.  Such expectations will be developed by the chair and faculty 
member and approved by the Dean. 

 

C.  SERVICE 
Examples of service activities common to all areas and those appropriate for each area of 

instruction are described in Appendix C.   
1.  Reappointment expectations include substantive service to the department and some 

service to the college or university.   
2.  Professional responsibilities for faculty members include service on department standing 

and ad hoc (e.g., search) committees, regular attendance at department faculty meetings 
and retreats, and participation in college and university faculty development events.  

3.  Faculty members are expected to contribute in some way to the university campus 
community. During the probationary period, substantive participation in at least one 
cross-campus activity, e.g., committee, faculty senate, or special event, is required every 
two years.  

 
IV. Performance Criteria for Tenure and Promotion to the Associate Professor rank:  
Overall Guidelines for TENURE and PROMOTION to Associate Professor:  
• Establishment of positive presence and/or impact in music at the state level 
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• Demonstration of progress toward establishing a presence in music in the Northwest 
region. 

• Evidence of positive impact and ongoing contributions to department and its mission 
through teaching, scholarly and creative activity, and service. 

• Evidence of potential leadership in assisting the department in its mission and activities. 

Tenure and/or Promotion in Rank 
Tenure is the right to continuous appointment at the University with an assignment to a specific 

department in accordance with the provisions of CBA.  The tenure decision is based upon faculty 
performance and the potential for future contributions to the university.  A positive tenure review 
requires a pattern of productivity that promises sustained contributions in all three areas of 
faculty performance throughout a career, and is based on the benefits to the university of entering 
into the commitment to tenure.  For an Assistant Professor, tenure is awarded with promotion to 
Associate Professor.   

In general, a faculty member’s performance must demonstrate:   
• Establishment of a presence/reputation in music at the state level, and progress towards 

establishing a presence/reputation in music in the Northwest region 
• A substantial contribution to the needs of the program 
• Areas of weakness noted in previous formal evaluations have been successfully addressed 

A.  TEACHING 
Candidates for tenure and promotion to the associate professor rank must have established a 

consistent record of effective teaching and assessment appropriate to his/her 
instructional responsibilities as identified on workload forms. The instructional record 
must have successfully addressed any areas of weakness noted in previous formal 
evaluations, demonstrated a willingness to address improvement of teaching and an 
ability to meet department expectations at the level of excellence expected (e.g., the 
success of an applied or composition studio or the quality of an ensemble’s 
performance), and the programmatic needs of the department. Information regarding 
evaluation guidelines and required documentation for Teaching is found in Appendix A. 

1.  Standards for faculty whose primary instructional workload is in applied music 
• Ability to attract and retain students with high musical aptitude in their area 
• Ability to maintain a studio sufficient to meet the mission of the department program 
• Evidence of a positive, state-wide reputation as an applied instructor 

2.  Standards for faculty who direct major ensembles 
• Ability to attract and retain students with high musical aptitude 
• Ability to develop ensembles of the highest artistic and technical merit  
• A record of successful teaching of conducting and literature/survey courses 
• Evidence of a positive, state-wide reputation as a conductor 

3.  Standards for music history and music theory instructors 
• A record of successful teaching of appropriate content courses 
• Significant contributions to the development of content curriculum  
4.  Standards for composition specialist  
• Ability to attract and retain composition students with high musical aptitude 
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• Ability to develop a composition program appropriate to department needs 
• A record of successful teaching of composition and related courses 
• If theory instruction and area leadership are part of the workload, the faculty member 

will also have developed and maintained a sequential core theory program with 
consistent and rigorous expectations in all sections. 

5.  Standards for specialists in music education 
• A record of successful teaching of appropriate content courses 
• A record of consistent, ongoing involvement with music education issues in departmental 

curricula and in state certification issues 
• Effective coordination with CEPS, with regard to student teaching and music education 

issues 
 

B.  SCHOLARSHIP 
Candidates for tenure and promotion to the associate professor must demonstrate sustained 

peer-reviewed scholarly activity that includes work in both categories A and B.  The candidate 
must have a record of achievement during the probationary period that meets 
expectations according to the schedules for instructional areas described below. 
Information about required documentation and Scholarship activities appropriate to the 
various instructional areas, along with examples of activities that meet Category A and 
Category B standards as defined in College and Department Performance Standards (for 
University Standards, Category A and “Other”) are found in Appendix B.  

1.  Standards for faculty whose primary instructional workload is in applied music 
• At least one Category A and one Category B activity for each probationary year  
• At least one off-campus performance in a venue of significance for each two years during 

the probationary period 
• Evidence of a positive, state-wide reputation as a performer/artist 

2.  Standards for faculty who direct major ensembles 
• At least one Category A and one Category B activity for each probationary year 
• At least one invitation for the ensemble to perform off-campus in a venue of significance 

for every two years; at least three such performances during the probationary period 
• Evidence of a positive, state-wide reputation as an ensemble conductor 

3.  Standards for music history and music theory instructors 
• At least one Category B activity for each probationary year  
• At least one Category A activity for each two probationary years  
• A record of substantive contributions to the field 
4.  Standards for composition specialist  
• At least one Category A activity and one Category B activity for each probationary year  
• At least three new major composition performances during the probationary period, at 

least two of which are by CWU faculty members or department ensembles and one 
performance for each two years of the probationary period at an off-campus venue of 
significance  
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5.  Standards for specialists in music education 
• At least one Category B activity for each probationary year  
• At least one Category A activity for each two probationary years 
• Evidence of leadership in the field at the local level, and at the state, or regional, or 

national level 
 
C.  SERVICE 
Candidates for tenure and promotion to the associate professor rank must have achieved a 

substantive contribution of service for the probationary period commensurate with the 
expectations identified for each year of Reappointment, as described below. Examples of 
service activities common to all areas and those appropriate for each area of instruction 
are described in Appendix C.   

It is important for the faculty member to have: 
• Achieved a record of service that has successfully addressed any areas of weakness noted 

in previous formal evaluations 
• Achieved a pattern of service that has established a reasonable expectation for continued 

service activity 
• Established a collegial, collaborative relationship with colleagues 
• Established an effective working relationship with students and gained their respect 
• Demonstrated a commitment to the goals of the department as well as his/her program 

specialization 
• Established a record of substantive contributions to the discipline: to the department and 

at the state or regional level, and to the college or university 
 

V.  Performance Criteria for Promotion to the Full Professor rank:  
Overall Guidelines for PROMOTION to Full Professor:  
• Establishment of positive presence and/or impact in the Northwest region. 
• Demonstration of progress toward establishing a presence at the national level. 
• Evidence of positive impact on department and of ongoing contributions to department 

and its mission through teaching, scholarly and creative activity, and service. 
• Evidence of leadership in department and college or university activities. 

In general, a faculty member’s performance must demonstrate: 
• An established presence/reputation in music in the state and northwest region, progress 

towards establishing a national presence/reputation in music 
• Substantive leadership contributions to the department and to the discipline 
 
A.  TEACHING 
Candidates for promotion to full professor must have established a consistent record of 

excellent teaching appropriate to his/her instructional responsibilities as identified on 
workload forms and described in Appendix A, and departmental leadership in curricular 
issues in appropriate instructional areas.  A record of responsible advising and 
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membership and chairing of graduate committees, as appropriate, and teaching of 
independent studies, senior projects or arranged courses is important. 

1.  Standards for faculty whose primary instructional workload is in applied music 
• A history of recruiting and retaining students with high musical aptitude in their area, 

and producing successful graduates 
• A history of maintaining a studio sufficient to meet departmental program needs 
• An established reputation as an outstanding applied instructor 
2.  Standards for faculty who direct major ensembles 
• A history of attracting and retaining students with high musical aptitude 
• A history of developing ensembles of the highest artistic and technical merit  
• A history of outstanding teaching in conducting, literature and survey courses 
• A positive, state-wide reputation as an outstanding conductor 
• Evidence of positive recognition as a conductor in the region 

3.  Standards for music history and music theory instructors 
• A history of outstanding teaching of content courses 
• Demonstrated leadership in the development of content and area curricula 
4.  Standards for composition specialist  
• A history of attracting and retaining composition students with high musical aptitude, 

outstanding teaching of composition and related courses, and producing successful 
graduates 

• A history of establishing a successful composition program appropriate to department 
mission 

• If theory instruction and area leadership is part of the workload, the faculty member will 
have a history of maintaining a sequential core theory program with consistent and 
rigorous expectations in all sections. 

5.  Standards for specialists in music education 
• A history of outstanding teaching of appropriate content courses 
• A history of consistent, ongoing involvement and leadership with music education issues 

in departmental curricula and in state certification issues 
• A history of effective coordination with CEPS, with regard to student teaching and music 

education issues 
 

B.  SCHOLARSHIP 
Candidates for promotion to the rank of full professor will have an accumulated record of 

superior peer-reviewed scholarship since the previous promotion that meets expectations 
according to the schedules for instructional areas described below. Information about 
required documentation and Scholarship activities appropriate to the various 
instructional areas, along with examples of activities that meet Category A and Category 
B standards as defined in College and Department Performance Standards (for 
University Standards, Category A and “Other”) are found in Appendix B.  
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1.  Standards for faculty whose primary instructional workload is in applied music 
• At least one Category A and one Category B activity for each year as an associate 

professor 
• An established reputation as an outstanding performer in the department, state and 

region 
• Established a consistent record of off-campus performances in venues of significance 
• Established a record of leadership and consistent contributions to the field, e.g., 

published articles and/or reviews, invitations to present papers, clinics or workshops at 
venues of significance 

2.  Standards for faculty who direct major ensembles 
• At least one Category A and one Category B activity for each year as an associate 

professor 
• An established statewide and regional reputation for directing outstanding ensembles 
• An established consistent record of invited off-campus performances for their own 

ensembles 
• An established record of guest conducting off-campus in venues of significance 
• An established record of leadership and consistent contributions to the field 
3.  Standards for music history and music theory instructors 
• At least one Category B activity for each year as an associate professor 
• At least one Category A activity for each two years as an associate professor 
• An established record of leadership and consistent contributions to the field 
4.  Standards for composition specialist  
• At least one Category A and one Category B activity for each year as an associate 

professor  
• A consistent record as an active composer 
• A history of composing works that receive performances on and off- campus 
• Evidence of a reputation as a composer of merit in the state and region through, e.g., 

commissions, published articles, invitations to present papers, workshops and clinics at 
venues of significance, or leadership positions held in discipline-specific organizations 

5.  Standards for specialists in music education 
• At least one Category A and one Category B activity for each year as an associate 

professor 
• An established record of leadership and consistent contributions to the field, with some 

recognition at the national level 
 

C.  SERVICE  
Candidates for promotion to the rank of full professor must have established a sustained 

record of contributions in the area of Service as described below. Examples of service 
activities common to all areas and those appropriate for each area of instruction are 
described in Appendix C. 
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• Leadership in the department, e.g., through chairing or membership in department 
standing, search, assessment, accreditation or ad hoc committees, or contributing to the 
administration of the department’s programs 

• A record of service to students, through advising student clubs or organizations as 
appropriate 

• A record of off-campus service to the discipline in the appropriate curricular area 
• A record of substantive contribution to cross-campus activities 
 

VI. Performance Criteria for Post Tenure Review 
Post-tenure review assures continued performance that is consistent with expectations of rank 

for assigned areas of faculty work and in line with the university mission and accreditation 
standards.  Performance in the three areas of faculty work is typically expected during any 
five-year post-tenure review cycle.   

A.  For Post Tenure Review at the Associate Professor Rank. 
Associate professors standing for Post Tenure Review are expected to: 
• Continue to demonstrate the qualities that gained tenure and promotion to associate 

professor in the areas of Teaching, Scholarship and Service during the period under 
review.   

• Demonstrate palpable progress towards achieving the standards for promotion to full 
professor in all three areas of professional activity.   

 

B.  For Post Tenure Review at the Full Professor Rank 
In general, the performance of a full professor standing for Post Tenure Review should 

reflect a presence/reputation in music at the state and regional levels, and substantial 
progress towards establishing a presence/reputation in music at the national level.  In 
addition, the performance should:  

• Continue to demonstrate the qualities that gained promotion to full professor in the area 
of Teaching, appropriate to his/her instructional responsibilities as identified on 
workload and faculty activities forms, and have exercised leadership in curricular issues 
in appropriate instructional areas.  

• Demonstrate a record of activity of Scholarship in accord with the scholarship activities 
as identified in the faculty member’s approved Workload Plans, consistent with the 
scholarship requirements for full professor. 

• Demonstrate a consistent record of substantive accomplishments in the area of Service as 
described in the performance standards for promotion to the Professor rank. 

 

VII. Performance Criteria for Non-tenure track Faculty 
A.  Non-tenure track appointments are outlined in Article 10 of the CBA.  Professional 

responsibilities of non-tenure track faculty in this department are normally restricted to 
instruction, unless otherwise specified in the contract of appointment.  Review of non-
tenure track faculty will focus only on the contracted assignments.  

B.  Evaluations will be conducted and results submitted according to timelines identified on 
the Academic Calendar 
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C. Information regarding expectations and documentation of teaching can be found in 
Appendix A, section II.  The faculty member must submit a Professional Record that 
includes the following items: 

 1.  Mandatory SEOI summary sheets and transcribed comments for each course taught 
 2.  Course syllabi provided by the faculty member  
 3.  A narrative provided by the faculty member that includes mention of: 
  a. Availability/willingness to meet students enrolled in course-related advisement 
  b. Efforts to coordinate or implement changes to address current or past 

 pedagogical problems, as appropriate  
  c. The general level of and improvement in the performance of students in the 

 applied studio and/or ensemble, as appropriate 
D.  The department will provide written evaluations by the department Personnel Committee 

and Chair to be included in the Professional Record 
E.  Personnel Committee members will provide the results of their review to the Department 

Chair indicating one of the following recommendations: approved for potential rehire, 
approved with conditions for potential rehire, not approved for rehire.  In the event that a 
faculty member is rehired with conditions, a mentor may be assigned to assist in 
redressing those conditions. A decision will be made at the subsequent review as to the 
faculty member’s success in meeting the conditions, and a recommendation to rehire will 
be based on their conclusions.  The Department Chair will write a letter to each faculty 
member reporting on the evaluation results, noting any conditions for potential rehire or 
any reasons for a negative recommendation.  The faculty member may respond in writing 
to the evaluation results. 

F.  Non-tenure track faculty with contractual responsibilities in addition to teaching will 
include evidence of this activity as appropriate. 

APPENDIX A 

Evaluation policies and required documentation for Teaching 

It is important to note that, while the elements of teaching evaluated for faculty 
members remain consistent at each level of review, the expectations for quality of 
performance progress as faculty move through the ranks, as noted in the previous 
section on general performance criteria.  Thus, for example, the College requires 
"effective" teaching for the Associate Professor rank and "excellent" teaching for 
the Full Professor rank.  Effective teaching means that all areas identified in prior 
levels of review as needing improvement have been substantively addressed, and the 
faculty candidate has a record of responsiveness to student learning needs both 
inside and beyond the classroom.  Excellent teaching means that the faculty 
candidate has met all the criteria for "Effective Teaching" and in addition has 
demonstrated excellence through several sources of evidence, such as: teaching 
awards, published pedagogical scholarship, unsolicited student and peer 
testimonials, significant academic or career achievement by students, curriculum 
development, and/or similar evidence of commendable accomplishments in teaching. 
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I. Instructional areas in Music 
Music has distinctive instructional areas, not all of which are identified in the CBA, and 

criteria of teaching effectiveness or excellence will differ somewhat according to the 
instructional area.  These instructional areas include: 

A.  Traditional classroom instruction (lectures) in the various subcategories of the discipline, 
e.g., theory, history, analysis, conducting, music education, improvisation, styles and 
diction. 

B.  Instruction in various forms of applied music, including: 
Ensemble directing of large ensembles (Orchestra, Band, Choir) 
Ensemble directing of small ensembles (Jazz bands, Jazz choirs, Chamber orchestra, 

Men’s/Women’s choirs and choirs associated with specific instruments, e.g., trumpet, 
trombone, tuba, flute) 

Coaching small ensembles (chamber music, jazz combos) 
Opera production or Opera scenes 
Teaching applied music (private lessons) and tutorial composition lessons 
Teaching instrumental class methods courses and class instruction in piano and voice 
II. Evaluation of teaching 
A.   Some aspects of teaching can be evaluated according to guidelines common to other 

academic disciplines, including: 
 1.  Syllabi: syllabi should include:  
  a. Course content 
  b. Teaching methods 
  c. Student learning outcomes 
  d. Assessment measures and grading procedures 
  e. Schedule of topics and assignments 
  f. Student requirements and responsibilities 
 2.  Curriculum: Evidence of course reviews and revision, if necessary 
  a. Substantive contributions to program review/development 
  b. Development of new courses to improve overall curriculum 
 3.  Instruction: Use of varied instructional strategies to enhance student learning 
  a. Use of technology, where appropriate, to enhance teaching effectiveness 
  b. Evidence of upgrading of teaching to enhance student learning 
 4.  Assessment: SEOI data for each class taught, including transcribed comments 
   a. SEOI information used to improve/enhance teaching 

  b. Written reports of class observations by colleagues 
  c. Peer review used to improve/enhance teaching 
  d. Evidence of student learning 
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  e. Contributions to development/implementation of departmental assessment of 
 entry standards and exit criteria   

 5.  Student engagement/advising: 
  a. Availability/willingness to meet students enrolled in course-related advisement 
  b. Evidence of responsible general advising 
  c. Evidence of success in mentoring students       
B.  Discipline-specific evaluation 
 1.  Since the success of the department is perceived most immediately and its reputation 

established most directly by the quality of the performances of its faculty, ensembles and 
students, additional factors of instructional evaluation that may be absent in other 
disciplines are critical in instructional areas of Music that involve applied music and 
performance.  These factors include, as appropriate: 

  a. The general level of and improvement in the performance of students in the 
 applied studio and/or ensemble 

  b. The quality of ensemble performances, frequency of invitations to perform or 
 conduct at outside events 

  c. Teaching effectiveness in terms of (but not limited to) reputation as a 
 teacher/performer within and outside the university 

  d. Success in recruiting and retaining students with high musical aptitude 
  e. Perceptions regarding the candidate’s success in encouraging student progress 

 toward degree and in creating a supportive environment for learning, advising and 
 retention 

III. Required Documentation 
A. All Reappointment, Tenure, Promotion, Non-Tenure Track and Post-Tenure Review 

Professional Records must include documentation for teaching as follows: 
 1.  SEOI summary pages and transcribed comments for every course taught.    
   a.CWU Student Evaluation of Instruction (SEOI) forms shall be administered in 

 all courses with five or more students, and the results, including summary sheets 
 and transcribed comments for each course taught, submitted for evaluation in 
 accordance with the CBA.                                                  

  b.  SEOI forms for all levels and sections of applied music courses (one-on-one 
 lessons), and composition courses which have fewer than five students will be 
 administered in the final music major convocation (required for all students 
 enrolled in an applied music course) each quarter.  The results of these 
 evaluations will be collated by Music Office staff and appear on the summary 
 page for each applied instructor.  The summary page, along with transcribed 
 comments, will form the SEOI documentation for each applied instructor’s studio. 

 2.  Peer evaluation (by the Personnel Committee and [optional] individual faculty) 
 3.  Administrative (chair) evaluation 
 4.  Course syllabi for each course taught, including applied music and ensembles 
  5.  A narrative statement:  
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Faculty should include a reflective statement for any level of performance review.  The reflective 
statement should be a narrative discussion of goals, accomplishments and areas needing 
improvement in each of the three areas of evaluation: teaching, scholarship/creative activity and 
service.  The discussion should be placed in the context of department and college standards for 
each area.  The statement is designed to provide important context for one’s work, and is not 
itself evaluated for quality.  The statement should include references to the instructional 
criteria described above. 

 

 6. Other supporting material, which may include other appropriate evidence of effective  
 instruction, such as student achievement, evidence of research, workshops or other 

activities with the goal of improving teaching effectiveness.  Evidence supplied by 
outside referees, such as faculty at other institutions or professional colleagues may also 
be included.  
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APPENDIX B 

Evaluation policies and required documentation for Scholarship 

I. Definition 
A.  Scholarship is defined in Article 13.3.2 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement as: 

...all professional activities leading to publication, performance, or formal presentation in the 
faculty member’s field, or leading to external funding recognizing the faculty member’s 
current or potential contribution to his/her field. Such activities include: manuscript 
submission; grant proposal submission; supervision of externally funded research 
projects; development of patentable inventions; and other original contributions, 
performances, exhibitions, or concerts appropriate to the faculty member’s field.  

In Music, the term “Scholarship” includes not only the items mentioned above, but also 
creative activities such as composition, transcriptions and arrangements.  The term 
“performance” can apply to solo recitals, chamber music, concerto solos and ensemble 
conducting. For reappointment, tenure, promotion and recommendation for continuation 
as a result of a Post-Tenure review, faculty must demonstrate sustained scholarly activity 
that includes work in both categories of activity as defined in university and CAH 
performance standards, according to the standards described for each level of evaluation.  

B. University and CAH published standards identify two categories of Scholarship:   
Category A Scholarship includes discipline-recognized products that are formally peer-

reviewed and disseminated outside the university  
Category B Scholarship includes formal activities that lead to or support such products or 

other scholarly contributions 
All Arts Accrediting Organizations2 offer standards for evaluation and advancement that 

equates creative activity with scholarly publication or research.  The NASM 
recommendation to Faculty Evaluators reads: 

The creative production and professional work of performers, composers, and other applied 
faculty should be accepted as equivalent to scholarly publication or research as a criterion 
for appointment and advancement in all institutions. (NASM Handbook 2007-2008 
[p.53]).  

Many music department faculty activities elude categorization as exclusively Scholarship, 
Teaching, or Service. For example, an invitation to serve as a clinician, conductor or 
adjudicator presupposes peer review for the invitation to be extended, may include 
scholarship and teaching (as adjudication is in itself professional and scholarly 
assessment and can also have a pedagogical element), may function as service to the 
profession, and may also fall into the category of recruiting for the University. Further, 
peer review of the event is inherent; subsequent invitations will follow if it is successful, 
failure will result in no such invitations. It is difficult to identify these activities as 
Scholarship using the traditional model accepted in those disciplines that assume 

2 National Association of Schools of Art and Design; National Association of Schools of Dance; National 
association of Schools of Music; National Association of Schools of Theatre 
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publication as the prevalent mode of demonstrating Scholarship. The model for scholarly 
activity by Ernest Boyer in his Scholarship Reconsidered (1997) identifies discovery, 
application, integration, and teaching as the means by which this activity is validated, 
whether directed toward instruction, as research that serves to augment the knowledge 
base of the field in question, or as applied research that serves the community. The CWU 
Music Department, in accord with university policy, embraces this understanding and 
acknowledges that teaching, scholarship/creative activity, and service exhibit 
characteristics and have applications that overlap and integrate with each other. The 
Boyer model is particularly appropriate to this department in that the success of the 
department is often critically dependent on faculty activities that integrate two or more of 
the three categories of professional activity. Using the Boyer model, especially with 
regard to the third and fifth elements of scholarship (Application and Teaching), some 
activities can be incorporated into the scholarship category, especially in Category B.  
Each faculty member bears the responsibility to offer appropriate and specific evidence to 
support claims of scholarship for his/her scholarly productivity. 

II. Category A Scholarship:   
A.  Activities for faculty members whose instructional load is primarily in non-performing 

activities, e.g., composition, music history, theory and music education, may take the 
form of scholarship normally expected in other academic disciplines.  These activities 
include: 

 1.  Peer reviewed and/or published/recorded compositions or arrangements 
 2.  Refereed journal articles or monographs 
 3.  Scholarly creative works 
 4.  Scholarly books and chapters 
 5.  Editing of critical editions 
B.  Activities for instructors whose instructional load is primarily in applied music or who 

direct major ensembles may take the form of: 
 1.  Invited performances as recitalist or invitations to conduct ensembles in venues of 

significance outside the university, e.g., 
  a. Other academic institutions 
  b. State, regional or national conferences 
  c. Festivals or meetings of professional organizations in the discipline 
  d. Professional orchestras, bands or choruses 
  e. Concerto solo performance with regional orchestra 
  f. Other venues, evaluated on their own merits 
  g. Commercially-released CD or DVD recordings (if self-produced, must be peer 

 reviewed) 
  h. On-campus performances of recitals or ensembles may be classified as 

 “Category   
     A” scholarship only if formally peer reviewed.  To obtain such a peer review: 
 2.  The performance can be attended and reviewed by a recognized authority from outside 

the university.  The faculty member and the chair must agree on the identity of the 
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reviewer in advance.  A written review must be submitted to the chair and will become 
part of the faculty member’s professional record. 

 3.   A written evaluation of a recording of the performance can be obtained from an 
outside, recognized authority in the performing area, according to the following 
procedure: 

  a. The faculty member will submit a list of five names of recognized authorities in 
 the performing area to the chair. 

  b. The chair, in consultation with faculty members whose expertise is closest to 
 that of the performing area, will select two names from that list. 

  c. The chair will send a recording of the performance, along with the program and 
 requests for a formal evaluation of the performance to the two people selected. 

  d. Both letters of evaluation will become part of the faculty member’s 
 professional record. 

III. Category B Scholarship 
A.  Category B scholarship for faculty members whose instructional load is primarily in non-

performing activities, e.g., composition, music history and music education, may take the 
form of scholarship normally expected in other academic disciplines.  Such activities may 
include: 

 1.  Scholarly conference presentations 
 2.  Compositions, especially with public performances, recorded and/or published 
 3.  Compositions/arrangements, published and/or recorded for public school ensembles 
 4.  Reviews of books, articles, compositions, CDs and other materials  
 5.  Reviews of external performances of original compositions or arrangements 
 6.  Editor of published conference proceedings 
 7.  Reviewer/discussant/chair conference symposium 
 8.  Editorially reviewed publications 
 9.  Textbook chapters 
 10.  Authoring publicly available reports 
 11.  Contributions to regional, national, or international conference proceedings 
 12.  Pre-concert lectures, program notes or presentations to the general public 
 13.  Instructional/professional software 
 14.  Contributions that influence state/regional/national field of music education, e.g., 

committee work the affects state or national adopted curricula or accreditation standards 
B.  Category B scholarship for instructors whose instruction is primarily in applied music or 

who direct ensembles may take the form of: 
 1. Presentation of clinics, workshops or scholarly activities in state, regional, national or 

international discipline-specific conferences 
 2. On and off-campus recitals or ensemble performances.  Not all such activity should be 

regarded as Scholarship.  The scope of the event, including length and repertoire should 
be taken into account, e.g., a brief performance in a 2nd Sunday Faculty concert would 
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normally be considered as Service. It is the faculty member’s responsibility to make a 
case for categorization as Scholarship for each activity. 

 3.  Reviews of new compositions, arrangements or composers/arrangers 
 4.  Articles in discipline-specific periodicals or other publications that are not peer 

reviewed 
Note: faculty members from any instructional mode can make a case for an activity as 

Scholarship in any category. 
IV. Required Documentation 
A.  Each scholarship activity cited must be identified as to type (i.e., Category A or Category 

B), and documentation provided (invitation, program, citation, peer review letter, etc), as 
described on the Faculty Annual Activities Report form.  It should also be described 
according to the following parameters, as appropriate: 

 1.  The nature of the activity: 
  a. Definition: presentation, performance, or publication (print, audio, video) 
  b. Context:  
   i. Venue and genre as described in Appendix B sections II or III 
   ii. Circumstances, e.g., by invitation, application, competitive application,  

  or independent means. 
 2.  The reach/audience of the activity: 

a. Venue or publisher  
b. Audience—professionals, students, general public 
c. Coverage or promotion of the activity before and/or after it occurred 

 3.  The results of the activity: 
a. Actual or potential impact, e.g., international, national, regional, or local; 

published reviews, letters of support 
b. Potential or evidence of continued activity (i.e., more presentations, 

performances, articles) 
c. Evidence of impact on individual reputation at the appropriate level 
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APPENDIX C 

Evaluation policies and required documentation for Service 

I.  Definition 
A.  Because of the visibility that the Department of Music must maintain in the state and 

region and seeks to establish nationally, the service component in and to the discipline is 
often more significant in evaluating faculty members in the Department of Music than it 
might be in other areas of the University.  It also might restrict the amount of traditional 
service to the university, though some university service is expected. Since the 
department depends so heavily for its success in attracting and retaining students with 
high musical aptitude in specific areas, service activities that promote this success are 
critical and often require more workload space than the three-workload units normally 
allotted to this professional activity by university policy.  The performance aspect of 
department activity also adds to the service component.  Attending even a fraction of the 
more than 150 annual recitals and concerts in support colleagues and students adds many 
hours to the weekly schedule.  Because some of these activities, especially for the applied 
instructor, blend in with teaching activities as part of the instructor’s responsibility to 
build and maintain a strong studio of players with high musical aptitude, it is difficult to 
separate these activities into exclusive categories. As much as possible, Service activities 
should be grouped under categories as identified on the Faculty Annual Activities Report 
form.  Such activities can take various forms, including but not limited to: 

1.  Visiting state or regional K-12 schools to work with their ensembles 
2.  Visiting state or regional K-12 schools to perform or bring student ensembles to the 

schools to perform or work with local students on site 
3. Working with visiting school ensembles on campus, or interviewing and giving sample 

lessons to prospective individual recruits 
4.  Contacting prospective recruits by email or phone 
5.  Instituting and administering summer or school-year programs or festivals, e.g., the 

Laughing Horse Youth Orchestra, Summer Concert Series, Sounds of Summer (Drumline 
Camp), the Sonatina Festival, Trumpet Fest and Cello Celebration, all involving the 
development of brochures, advertising, program schedules, web pages, registration 
procedures, contracts with visiting and local faculty, housing and facilities usage 

6.  Accepting invitations to adjudicate in an applied area or in ensemble contests, or to give 
clinics at district and/or state festivals 

7.  Accepting invitations to conduct public school all-state or honor ensembles 
8.  Performing as a member of a regional professional orchestra 
9.  Participating in discipline specific societies, or music education organizations on the local, 

state or national level, such as ACDA, WMEA, serving on executive boards or holding 
office 

10. Promoting department activity and student involvement by mentoring/advising student 
clubs, such as chapters of national organizations: ASTA, CWU and state CMENC, 
ACDA and local groups: Music Student LLC, and Composition, Horn, Trumpet, 
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Trombone or Opera clubs.  
11. Serving as performance area directors: scheduling, administering and monitoring 

acceptance auditions, juries and student/instructor assignments.    
12. Performances in collaborative faculty or student concerts and recitals 
13. Participating in community activities related to instructional workload or areas of 

expertise 
14. Organizing and administrating contest and festivals, both in the department and on state, 

regional or national levels, such as the state MENC Solo and Ensemble Contest. 
15. Serving as ensemble area directors: communicating with state and regional H.S. music 

directors, coordinating rehearsals and performance repertoire, hosting festivals. 
B.  Other more academically traditional forms of service are also expected, e.g.,  
1.  Participation as a member of department, college or university committee (chairing such 

committees constitutes a higher level of service activity) 
2.  Service as a Faculty Senator or alternate 
3.  Participation in cross-campus events 
4.  Advising a Music Living Learning Community 
Notes:    
1) Contributing service to the university is an important component of a faculty member’s 

record 
2) Service activities should be related to increasing levels of influence in accord with the 

guidelines for reappointment, tenure/promotion to associate professor rank and promotion 
to full professor rank as described above.  

III. Required Documentation  
For each service activity or group of activities, descriptions should be provided, based on the 

following three areas of interest, as appropriate: 
A.  The nature of the activity 
1.  The context of the activity as described above 
2.  How that activity/role was generated, e.g., by invitation, appointment, election, associated 

with instructional area, or volunteer. 
3.  The approximate time devoted to the activity 
2.  The reach/audience of the activity 
1.  The organization or the audience of the activity.   
2.  Coverage or promotion received by the activity. 
3.  At what level does the event/activity have potential for impact (international, national, 

regional, state or department)? 
3.  The results of the activity 
1.  Potential or evidence of continued activity (i.e., more presentations, performances, 

articles) 
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E. Music Studies for the General Public 
 
 1. A list of all music courses offered specifically for students for majoring in music, 

with figures or other descriptive information that provide a picture of overall 
enrollment patterns. 

 
   From Fall Quarter 2012: 
    

Subject Catalog Section Title Enroll 

MUS  144 001 Theory 1 23 
MUS  144 002 Theory 1 25 
MUS  144 003 Theory 1 19 
MUS  144 004 Theory 1 17 
MUS  144A 001 Aural Skills 1 23 
MUS  144A 002 Aural Skills 1 25 
MUS  144A 003 Aural Skills 1 21 
MUS  144A 004 Aural Skills 1 18 
MUS  152A 001 Class Piano I 11 
MUS  152A 003 Class Piano I 14 
MUS  152A 004 Class Piano I 16 
MUS  152A 005 Class Piano I 15 
MUS  152A 006 Class Piano I 13 
MUS  152A 007 Class Piano I 15 
MUS  154B 001 Class Voice for the Non-Major 12 
MUS  164A 001 Maj Appl Piano (Ind Instr) 2 
MUS  164A 002 Maj Appl Piano (Ind Instr) 2 
MUS  164A 003 Maj Appl Piano (Ind Instr) 1 
MUS  164B 001 Maj Appl Voice (ind instruct) 5 
MUS  164B 002 Maj Appl Voice (ind instruct) 1 
MUS  164B 003 Maj Appl Voice (ind instruct) 4 
MUS  164B 005 Maj Appl Voice (ind instruct) 1 
MUS  164B 007 Maj Appl Voice (ind instruct) 4 
MUS  164B 008 Maj Appl Voice (ind instruct) 2 
MUS  164B 009 Maj Appl Voice (ind instruct) 4 
MUS  164B 010 Maj Appl Voice (ind instruct) 1 
MUS  164B 011 Maj Appl Voice (ind instruct) 4 
MUS  164B 012 Maj Appl Voice (ind instruct) 1 
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MUS  164C 001 Maj Appl Strings (ind instr) 3 
MUS  164C 002 Maj Appl Strings (ind instr) 1 
MUS  164C 005 Maj Appl Strings (ind instr) 1 
MUS  164C 011 Maj Appl Strings (ind instr) 1 
MUS  164D 001 Maj Appl Woodwinds (ind) 1 
MUS  164D 002 Maj Appl Woodwinds (ind) 2 
MUS  164D 003 Maj Appl Woodwinds (ind) 14 
MUS  164D 004 Maj Appl Woodwinds (ind) 2 
MUS  164D 005 Maj Appl Woodwinds (ind) 1 
MUS  164D 007 Maj Appl Woodwinds (ind) 3 
MUS  164D 009 Maj Appl Woodwinds (ind) 1 
MUS  164E 001 Maj Appl Brass (ind instr) 8 
MUS  164E 002 Maj Appl Brass (ind instr) 1 
MUS  164E 003 Maj Appl Brass (ind instr) 8 
MUS  164E 005 Maj Appl Brass (ind instr) 7 
MUS  164E 006 Maj Appl Brass (ind instr) 2 
MUS  164E 007 Maj Appl Brass (ind instr) 7 
MUS  164E 008 Maj Appl Brass (ind instr) 2 
MUS  164G 001 Maj Appl Percussion (ind inst) 6 
MUS  164G 002 Maj Appl Percussion (ind inst) 1 
MUS  171A 001 Secondary Applied Area Piano 1 
MUS  171A 002 Secondary Applied Area Piano 3 
MUS  171B 001 Sec App Area Voice 1 
MUS  171B 006 Sec App Area Voice 1 
MUS  171C 004 Sec App Area Strings 1 
MUS  171C 006 Sec App Area Strings 1 
MUS  171D 001 Sec Appl Area Woodwind 2 
MUS  171D 002 Sec Appl Area Woodwind 1 
MUS  171G 002 Sec App Area Perc 1 
MUS  210 001 Vocal Jazz Choir 1 
MUS  210 002 Vocal Jazz Choir 6 
MUS  210 003 Vocal Jazz Choir 9 
MUS  211 001 Womens Choir 11 
MUS  213 001 Flute Choir 7 
MUS  214 001 Brass Choir 6 
MUS  215 001 Chamber Orchestra 5 
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MUS  217A 001 Chm Mus Ens Piano 3 
MUS  217C 001 Chm Mus Ens Strings 2 
MUS  217C 002 Chm Mus Ens Strings 2 
MUS  217E 001 Chm Mus Ens Brass 8 
MUS  217E 002 Chm Mus Ens Brass 6 
MUS  217E 003 Chm Mus Ens Brass 8 
MUS  217E 004 Chm Mus Ens Brass 4 
MUS  218 001 Jazz Combo 12 
MUS  220 001 Composition 2 2 
MUS  228 001 Mens Choir 13 
MUS  229 001 Percussion Ensemble 10 
MUS  232 001 Big Band 6 
MUS  232 002 Big Band 6 
MUS  232 003 Big Band 11 
MUS  232 004 Big Band 12 
MUS  235 001 Laboratory Choir 25 
MUS  240 001 Diction for Singers I 15 
MUS  244 001 Theory 4 24 
MUS  244 002 Theory 4 25 
MUS  244 003 Theory 4 23 
MUS  252D 001 Class Instru Methds: Dbl Reed 8 
MUS  253C 001 Cl Instr Mthd Strings I 8 
MUS  253D 001 Cl Instr Mthd Wdwds I 8 
MUS  253E 001 Cls Instr Mthd Brass I 8 
MUS  253G 001 Cl Instr Mthd Perc I 7 
MUS  254B 001 Class Vocal Methods 8 
MUS  254C 001 Cl Instr Mthd Strings II 9 
MUS  254D 001 Cl Instr Mthd Wdwds II 8 
MUS  254E 001 Cl Instr Mthd Brass II 8 
MUS  255 001 Keyboard Harm/Improv 14 
MUS  264A 001 Maj App Piano (ind instr) 5 
MUS  264A 003 Maj App Piano (ind instr) 1 
MUS  264B 001 Maj Appl Voice (ind instr) 2 
MUS  264B 002 Maj Appl Voice (ind instr) 1 
MUS  264B 003 Maj Appl Voice (ind instr) 7 
MUS  264B 004 Maj Appl Voice (ind instr) 2 
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MUS  264B 005 Maj Appl Voice (ind instr) 1 
MUS  264B 008 Maj Appl Voice (ind instr) 2 
MUS  264B 009 Maj Appl Voice (ind instr) 3 
MUS  264B 010 Maj Appl Voice (ind instr) 3 
MUS  264B 011 Maj Appl Voice (ind instr) 1 
MUS  264B 012 Maj Appl Voice (ind instr) 3 
MUS  264C 001 Maj Appl Strings (ind instr) 1 
MUS  264C 002 Maj Appl Strings (ind instr) 4 
MUS  264C 004 Maj Appl Strings (ind instr) 2 
MUS  264C 005 Maj Appl Strings (ind instr) 2 
MUS  264C 006 Maj Appl Strings (ind instr) 1 
MUS  264C 007 Maj Appl Strings (ind instr) 4 
MUS  264C 008 Maj Appl Strings (ind instr) 1 
MUS  264D 001 Maj Appl Woodwinds (ind instr) 5 
MUS  264D 002 Maj Appl Woodwinds (ind instr) 2 
MUS  264D 003 Maj Appl Woodwinds (ind instr) 2 
MUS  264D 004 Maj Appl Woodwinds (ind instr) 4 
MUS  264D 005 Maj Appl Woodwinds (ind instr) 1 
MUS  264D 006 Maj Appl Woodwinds (ind instr) 2 
MUS  264D 008 Maj Appl Woodwinds (ind instr) 1 
MUS  264D 009 Maj Appl Woodwinds (ind instr) 2 
MUS  264D 010 Maj Appl Woodwinds (ind instr) 3 
MUS  264E 001 Maj Appl Brass (ind instr) 2 
MUS  264E 002 Maj Appl Brass (ind instr) 3 
MUS  264E 003 Maj Appl Brass (ind instr) 2 
MUS  264E 005 Maj Appl Brass (ind instr) 4 
MUS  264E 006 Maj Appl Brass (ind instr) 1 
MUS  264E 008 Maj Appl Brass (ind instr) 1 
MUS  264G 002 Maj Appl Percussion (ind inst) 4 
MUS  264H 001 Maj Appl Guitar (ind instr) 1 
MUS  266 001 Wind Ensemble 3 
MUS  267 001 Choir 58 
MUS  268 001 Chamber Choir 1 
MUS  271A 001 Sec App Area Piano 1 
MUS  277 001 Orchestra 25 
MUS  287 001 Marching and Concert Band 38 
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MUS  287 002 Marching and Concert Band 62 
MUS  300 002 Recital Performance 5 
MUS  320 001 Composition 3 4 
MUS  323 001 Choral Music Education 22 
MUS  341 001 Conducting I 15 
MUS  341 002 Conducting I 16 
MUS  342 001 Conducting II 12 
MUS  353 001 Jazz Improvisation I 11 
MUS  359 001 Mus Cross/Cult Pers 25 
MUS  364A 001 Maj Appl Piano (ind instr) 1 
MUS  364A 003 Maj Appl Piano (ind instr) 1 
MUS  364B 001 Maj Appl Voice (ind instr) 1 
MUS  364B 002 Maj Appl Voice (ind instr) 1 
MUS  364B 005 Maj Appl Voice (ind instr) 2 
MUS  364B 007 Maj Appl Voice (ind instr) 2 
MUS  364B 008 Maj Appl Voice (ind instr) 5 
MUS  364B 009 Maj Appl Voice (ind instr) 3 
MUS  364B 010 Maj Appl Voice (ind instr) 1 
MUS  364B 011 Maj Appl Voice (ind instr) 4 
MUS  364C 001 Maj Appl Strings (ind instr) 1 
MUS  364C 002 Maj Appl Strings (ind instr) 2 
MUS  364C 004 Maj Appl Strings (ind instr) 1 
MUS  364C 005 Maj Appl Strings (ind instr) 1 
MUS  364C 006 Maj Appl Strings (ind instr) 2 
MUS  364C 007 Maj Appl Strings (ind instr) 1 
MUS  364D 001 Maj Appl Woodwinds (ind ins) 4 
MUS  364D 002 Maj Appl Woodwinds (ind ins) 3 
MUS  364D 003 Maj Appl Woodwinds (ind ins) 3 
MUS  364D 009 Maj Appl Woodwinds (ind ins) 2 
MUS  364D 010 Maj Appl Woodwinds (ind ins) 1 
MUS  364E 001 Maj Appl Brass (ind instr) 2 
MUS  364E 002 Maj Appl Brass (ind instr) 3 
MUS  364E 003 Maj Appl Brass (ind instr) 3 
MUS  364E 005 Maj Appl Brass (ind instr) 1 
MUS  364E 006 Maj Appl Brass (ind instr) 2 
MUS  364E 007 Maj Appl Brass (ind instr) 1 
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MUS  364E 008 Maj Appl Brass (ind instr) 1 
MUS  364G 001 Maj Appl Percussion (ind inst) 1 
MUS  364G 002 Maj Appl Percussion (ind inst) 2 
MUS  366D 001 Applied Jazz Woodwind 1 
MUS  366G 001 Applied Jazz Percussion 1 
MUS  366H 001 Applied Jazz Guitar 2 
MUS  372 001 Music History 1 24 
MUS  372 002 Music History 1 21 
MUS  372 003 Music History 1 28 
MUS  385 001 Survey of Opera 11 
MUS  400 002 Recital Performance 5 
MUS  410 001 Vocal Jazz Choir 11 
MUS  410 002 Vocal Jazz Choir 10 
MUS  410 003 Vocal Jazz Choir 8 
MUS  411 001 Womens Choir 21 
MUS  413 001 Flute Choir 4 
MUS  414 001 Brass Choir 10 
MUS  415 001 Chamber Orchestra 17 
MUS  417A 001 Chm Mus Ens-Piano 3 
MUS  417C 001 Chm Mus Ens-Strings 4 
MUS  417C 002 Chm Mus Ens-Strings 2 
MUS  417C 004 Chm Mus Ens-Strings 4 
MUS  417D 001 Chm Mus Ens-Woodwinds 1 
MUS  417E 001 Chm Mus Ens-Brass 7 
MUS  417E 002 Chm Mus Ens-Brass 5 
MUS  417E 003 Chm Mus Ens-Brass 6 
MUS  417E 004 Chm Mus Ens-Brass 4 
MUS  417H 001 Chm Mus Ens-Guitar 4 
MUS  418 001 Jazz Combo 13 
MUS  420 001 Composition 4 1 
MUS  422 001 Orchestration 18 
MUS  428 001 Mens Choir 19 
MUS  429 001 Percussion Ensemble 4 
MUS  432 001 Big Band 10 
MUS  432 002 Big Band 11 
MUS  432 003 Big Band 6 
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MUS  432 004 Big Band 6 
MUS  435 001 Laboratory Choir 23 
MUS  464A 002 Major Applied Area-Piano 2 
MUS  464C 002 Major Applid Area-Strings 2 
MUS  464C 004 Major Applid Area-Strings 6 
MUS  464C 006 Major Applid Area-Strings 1 
MUS  464C 008 Major Applid Area-Strings 2 
MUS  464D 002 Major Applied Area-Woodwinds 1 
MUS  464D 008 Major Applied Area-Woodwinds 1 
MUS  464D 010 Major Applied Area-Woodwinds 2 
MUS  464E 002 Major Applied Area-Brass 2 
MUS  464E 004 Major Applied Area-Brass 1 
MUS  464E 006 Major Applied Area-Brass 2 
MUS  464E 008 Major Applied Area-Brass 2 
MUS  464G 002 Major Applied Area-Percussion 1 
MUS  464H 002 Major Applied Area-Guitar 1 
MUS  466 001 Wind Ensemble 20 
MUS  467 001 Choir 61 
MUS  468 001 Chamber Choir 29 
MUS  477 001 Orchestra 41 
MUS  477 002 Orchestra 3 
MUS  480 001 Reed Mkg Dbl Rd I 2 
MUS  485 001 Choral Arranging 21 
MUS  487 001 Marching and Concert Band 33 
MUS  487 002 Marching and Concert Band 25 
MUS  492 002 Accompanying Practicum 1 
MUS  492 003 Accompanying Practicum 2 
MUS  492 004 Accompanying Practicum 1 
MUS  495 002 Senior Project 1 
MUS  495 003 Senior Project 1 
MUS  495 004 Senior Project 1 
MUS  496 001 Individual Study 2 
MUS  496 003 Individual Study 1 
MUS  510 001 Vocal Jazz Choir 4 
MUS  514 001 Brass Choir 1 
MUS  515 001 Chamber Orchestra 3 
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MUS  517A 001 Chm Mus Ens-Piano 2 
MUS  517C 001 Chm Mus Ens-Strings 1 
MUS  517H 001 Chm Mus Ens-Guitar 1 
MUS  521 001 Methods of Musical Research 8 
MUS  529 001 Percussion Ensemb 1 
MUS  532 001 Big Band 3 
MUS  541 001 Adv Conducting 2 
MUS  541 002 Adv Conducting 4 
MUS  541 003 Adv Conducting 3 
MUS  554C 001 Adv Tech Class: Strings 1 
MUS  564B 011 Maj Appl Area: Voice 2 
MUS  564C 004 Maj Appl Area: Strings 1 
MUS  564H 002 Maj Appl Area: Guitar 1 
MUS  567 001 Choir 5 
MUS  568 001 Chamber Choir 6 
MUS  573 001 History of Opera 5 
MUS  577 001 Orchestra 2 
MUS  587 001 March/Concert Band 2 
MUS  592 003 Accompanying Prac 2 
MUS  596 001 Independent Study 3 
MUS  596 002 Independent Study 1 
MUS  612 001 Grad Sem Mus: Mus Hist/Lit 1 
MUS  614 001 Grad Sem Mus: Perf/Pedagogy 1 
MUS  664A 002 Maj Appl Area-Piano 2 
MUS  664B 008 Maj Appl Area-Voice 2 
MUS  664C 002 Maj Appl Area-Strings 1 
MUS  664C 003 Maj Appl Area-Strings 1 
MUS  664C 004 Maj Appl Area-Strings 1 
MUS  664G 002 Maj Appl Area-Percuss 1 
MUS  700 003 Thesis/Proj Study/Exam 1 
MUS  700 009 Thesis/Proj Study/Exam 1 
MUS  700 010 Thesis/Proj Study/Exam 2 
MUS  700 033 Thesis/Proj Study/Exam 1 
MUS  700 049 Thesis/Proj Study/Exam 1 
MUS  700 063 Thesis/Proj Study/Exam 1 
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2. The institution’s practices for assigning teachers to general studies courses in music. 
 
   The institution has no published rules for assigning teacher to general studies course; it 

is left to each department chair to assign instructors for such course. The music 
department offers two music courses each quarter that satisfy the fine arts option in the 
general education curriculum requirements for the university. These courses are 
Introduction to Music (MUS 102) and Jazz History (MUS 101. These courses usually 
are taught by lecturers in the department and have enrollments from 40-120 in each 
section 

   Occasionally highly qualified graduate students are given this assignment as part of a 
GTA load.  However, graduate students are more often assigned as assistants to the 
lecturers, especially when the class enrollment is 60 or more.  
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3. The institution’s policies with respect to enrollment of non-majors in (a) private studio 
instruction, (b) ensembles, and (c) courses intended primarily for music majors. 

 
   The institution does not have any policies with respect to the enrollment of non-majors 

in courses intended for music majors.  However, the department practices the following 
general policies: 

 

a) Given the current ratio of music majors to music department faculty, and the 
extraordinarily inefficient production of student credits relative to faculty workload, non-
majors, as a rule, are not permitted to enroll in private studio instruction taught by full 
time faculty or lecturers. However, non-majors may enroll in secondary lessons taught by 
graduate teaching assistants if space permits in the GTA assigned load.  

b) Non-majors are welcome to participate in any of the department’s performing groups. 
Some groups have an open enrollment policy and some require an audition. However, no 
ensemble is reserved exclusively for music majors. 

c) Non-majors may enroll in course intended primarily for music majors provided that the 
following conditions are met: 

I. Course prerequisites are satisfied 
II. Enrollment is permitted only after all music majors seeking enrollment are 

enrolled. 
III. Enrollment does not exceed class enrollment maximum number. 
IV. Students receive permission to enroll from the course instructor. 
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1.  A list of facilities for music and related activities. 

 
Music Building Facilities 

 
The CWU Music Building is a large facility that accommodates virtually all of the music classes, 
concerts and recitals here at CWU.  The list below provides detailed information about our 
facility including specific information about each room’s capacity and or any additional features. 
Wireless networking is available virtually throughout the facility. 
 
Room 100B.  The main entrance to the music building, “The Rotunda” serves as a hub providing 
access to both the concert and recital halls as well as the classroom wing of the building. 
Capable of holding a couple hundred people standing, this foyer is often used as a registration 
area or reception area for events.  
 
Office Spaces.  The music building provides medium to large office/studio spaces for faculty 
members. Nearly all of the office spaces feature double wall construction for sound transmission 
reduction.  Network and telephone connections are standard.  Faculty office/studio space room 
numbers are as follows: 103,105,107, 108-110, 112, 114, 115, 118,119,121-123, 125, 203, 205, 
207-210, 212, 214, 216, 218, 219, 221, 222-225  
 
Room 113, Music Education Room.  This classroom holds approximately 35 people.  It has 
a carpeted floor and contains a piano, tables and chairs along with an integrated computer/ 
audio/video system.  And has a small storage closet, which houses the department’s K-12 music 
education instrument inventory. 
 
Room 213, Piano Lab. This classroom space is equipped with 16 Mac G5 work stations each 
with a MIDI piano controller, all but three of which are 88 key weighted action. This room, like 
all of or instructional spaces, features an integrated A/V system however, in this case an 
additional camera has been added that’s aimed at the instructors keyboard as an instructional aid. 
 
Classrooms.  These four rooms comfortably hold approximately 25 people each.  They contain 
carpeted floors, a piano, tables, chairs, along with an integrated computer/audio/video system.  
Room numbers: 117, 120, 217, 220. 
 
Practice rooms.  Our music building contains thirty-two small student practice rooms, nearly all 
of which contain at least one piano, and all but four of these rooms feature windows to the 
outdoors. Practice room numbers: 104, 106, 127-138, 203-207, 226-238. 
 
Room 140, Student Lounge.  The Student Lounge is located just off the Foyer, to the south. 
It houses a couch, chairs, and tables.  The room has a small kitchenette, with sink, microwave, 
and under-counter refrigerator. This room will seat approximately 20 people. 
 
Restrooms.  The building has six general restrooms (three male, three female) along with one 
additional faculty restroom.  Rooms: 101, 102, 201, 202, 125, 145, 148. 
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Front Office. Rooms 144-144I comprise the main department administration offices. Rooms are 
all carpeted, vary in size from small to large and include a central work room (144f) and 
conference space (144H). Network and telephone connections are standard. 
 
Room 144J, Faculty Lounge.  This room seats approximately 16-20 people. It has a tile 
floor, and contains a mini-kitchen, microwave, couch, chairs, and tables.  Electrical outlets are 
available, however no phone lines are active in this room, and no internet connection is available 
however, the music building has wireless access for CWU faculty, staff, and students. 
 
Room 146, Seminar room. A small seminar/office space used for multiple purposes. 
 
Room 174, Concert Hall.  The largest space in the Music building, the Concert Hall features 
adjustable acoustics via motorized curtains and is capable of seating 614 people. However, 
precise seating numbers actually vary as the first three rows of seating are removable to 
accommodate our stage extension and or orchestra pit. The ‘Stage’ and ‘Hall Seating’ maps are 
included at the end of this document.  
 
The hall’s lighting system includes forty-five 750 watt ETC Par instruments and is centered 
around a Leprecon LXP-48 control console.  
 
Backstage Area. There are two 9’ Steinway “D” grand pianos available (stage left) as well as an 
ample supply of music stands and stage chairs on rolling carts as well as twenty-one instrument 
storage lockers. Also included in this space is a tall equipment rack for the house sound system. 
This is a versatile sound system which can easily provide a simple 8 input mixer to the house 
installed EAW speakers OR be configured to accept signal from our 56 input Allen & Heath 
analog console located in the center of the hall. An infrared hearing impaired system is also a 
standard feature in this rack. The backstage area also includes a percussion storage cage which 
houses a large portion of the department’s percussion equipment. 
 
Room 175, Recital Hall.  The second largest space in the Music building, the Recital Hall seats 
150 people and also features adjustable acoustics via motorized curtains. Again the ‘Stage’ and 
‘Hall Seating’ maps are included at the end of this document.  There is one 9’ Steinway “D” 
grand piano available at stage left. The stage area is also the permanent home to our Coulter pipe 
organ. 
 
This hall’s lighting system shares the Leprecon controller with the concert hall and includes an 
adequate supply of ETC PAR instruments along with a few ETC ellipsoidal lights. 
 
The backstage area, like the concert hall, is home to rolling racks of music stands and chairs as 
well as an even more powerful equipment rack that adds video capabilities to the hall. This video 
system includes a drop down motorized screen and lift mechanism, installed large format video 
projector and switchers all of which are easily controlled by a Crestron touch panel remote 
control. 
 
Room 150, Ensemble Rehearsal Room.  This room is capable of holding approximately 100 
seated persons in rehearsal. The room has a tile floor, adjustable acoustical drapes, and houses a 
9’ grand piano. The room contains chairs, music stands, and an audio system for music playback. 
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A storage closet houses the majority of the department’s marching band inventory as well as 
some more percussion equipment. 
 
Room 151,  Instrument storage room.  Room 151 contains 352 lockers, the department’s 
largest concentration of student accessible storage lockers in the building. Lockers vary in size 
from small to very large, but are not the only location for student lockers. Additional large 
lockers are available in the buildings West hallways and concert hall backstage area. 129 small 
lockers are available in room 141 on the buildings east side. This additional areas bring the total 
available locker count to 554.  
 
Room 152, Ensemble Library. The department’s sheet music library offers numerous large 
rollout shelves, tables as well as two computers with network access. 
 
Room 153, Choral Rehearsal Room.  This room, like the band room, is also capable of holding 
approximately 100 persons singing on risers.  The room has a wooden floor, adjustable 
acoustical drapes, and houses a Steinway 9’ grand piano. The room contains choral risers, chairs, 
music stands, and an audio system for music playback as well as a medium sized storage closet. 
 
Rooms 154 & 165, Storage closets. Hallway accessed closets with double door access. 
 
Room 157A, Instrument repair room.  Primary used for reed making, piano repair and parts 
storage as well as double reed practice. It includes a high volume exhaust fan and large work 
table as well as numerous storage cabinets and internet access. 
 
Rooms 155 & 158, Dressing Rooms. Each dressing room is across the hallway from the 
Concert Hall backstage doors.  Each room contains a lighted mirror, dressing table, and shower. 
 
Room 156, Green Room.  The Green room is directly across the hallway from the Concert Hall 
backstage doors.  It houses a 5’ grand piano, couch and chairs, and private bathroom.  It will 
hold approximately 6 people comfortably. 
 
Room 159, Jazz room.  The jazz room houses both instrumental and vocal jazz rehearsals. It 
contains a 7 foot Kawai grand piano, adjustable acoustics via motorized drapes, a portable PA 
system, Hammond B3 organ and Leslie, Integrated audio playback system and a very small 
storage closet. 
 
Room 161, Central Recording. The music buildings central recording space connects to all five 
of the building’s performance and rehearsal spaces with both audio and video lines. It features a 
large amount of audio multi track recording equipment (see MDP Sect IV F 2) and offers a 
storage space to accommodate most of the department’s portable live audio equipment.  
 
Room 173, Office/Seminar.  A small to medium office/seminar space with telephone and 
internet access. 
 
Rooms 166-172 Percussion wing. These 7 medium to large practice spaces house the 
department’s percussion studio.  The rehearsal spaces are all carpeted and house a variety of 
percussion instruments including large mallet instruments, timpani and drum sets. 
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* Not individually listed or described are the buildings multiple mechanical and janitorial spaces. 
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Sect. IV - MDP.1.F Facilities, Equipment, Health, and Safety

1

CWU # Manufacturer Model Description Date Purchased Cost Assigned To Location

Audio
101 Roland JC-120 Roland JC-120 Guitar Amp Bruya, Chris 159
102 TC Electronic RS 210C TC Electronic Bass Amp Bruya, Chris 159

46671 Ampex ATR 700 Ampex ATR 700 04/01/1979 1872 Larsen, Allen 161
49471 Nakamichi Cassette Nakamichi Cassette 04/01/1979 838.95
61977 Yamaha Dtr2 Dat DAT Recorder Player 10/18/1991 1289.29 Larsen, Allen 243
64555 Ramsa Wp1400 Ramsa Power Amplifier 11/23/1993 451.68 Larsen, Allen 161B
64562 Yamaha Q2031 Yamaha Graphic Equalizer 11/23/1993 641.41 Larsen, Allen 161B
64563 Panasonic Sv3200 Panasonic Dat Recorder 11/23/1993 861.32 Larsen, Allen 243
64575 Yamaha Tg100 Tone Generator Interface 11/23/1993 322.32 Larsen, Allen 161B
64582 Yamaha Tg100 Tone Generator Interface 11/23/1993 322.32 Smith, Bret 212
64583 Yamaha Tg100 Toner Generator Interface 11/23/1993 322.32 Larsen, Allen 161b
68351 Yamaha Q2031A 1/3 Oct Stereo Dual Graphic Equalizer 08/29/1996 603.72 Singh, Vijay 159
68352 Yamaha P3500 Power Amplifier 08/29/1996 776.52 Larsen, Allen 161b
69340 Fostex Mod.#D5 DAT Digital Master Recorder 07/28/1997 986.13 Larsen, Allen 161
74078 Mackie Cr1604Vlz 16 Channel Mic Line Mixer 01/27/1999 1048.85 Larsen, Allen 161b
75567 Mackie Model#1202Vlz Mackie Mixer 06/30/1999 370.1 Larsen, Allen 161B
76326 Alesis Masterlink ML9600 Alesis Stand Alone Cd Recorder 06/30/2000 1725.32 Larsen, Allen 161
77001 Alessis M1 Alesis Active Studio Monitors 02/23/2001 637.69 Bruya, Chris 208
78239 Mackie SRS 1530 3 Way Speaker 06/03/2002 1132.95 Bruya, Chris 159
78240 Mackie SRS 1530 3 Way Speaker 06/03/2002 1132.92 Bruya, Chris 159
78241 Sennheiser MKH20 RF Condenser Microphone 06/03/2002 1126.23 Larsen, Allen 175
78242 Sennheiser MKH20 RF Condenser Microphone 06/03/2002 1126.23 Larsen, Allen 175
78263 Mackie CFX 12 Mackie Mixer 06/12/2002 342.52 Larsen, Allen 161B
78286 Tascam 240732 CD Recorder 06/18/2002 645.05 Larsen, Allen 161B
78297 Audio Technica AT825 Recording Microphone 06/25/2002 391.68 Larsen, Allen 161B
78943 Acoustic Image Mod.310 BA Bass Amplifier 03/24/2003 924.8 Singh, Vijay 159B
79538 Tascam CD-RW700 Stand alone CD Recorder 01/28/2003 561.74 Larsen, Allen 161B
81835 Apple 40GB i POD iPOD 10/30/2004 371.82 Larsen, Allen 161
81920 Allen & Heath mixwizard 16 Portable Audio Mixer 06/30/2005 1008.07 Larsen, Allen 159B
81921 Allen & Heath mixwizard 16 Portable Audio Mixer 06/30/2005 1008.08 Larsen, Allen 211
81922 Allen & Heath GL3300M-832B Lg. Audio Mixing board 06/30/2005 4835.73 Larsen, Allen 159
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81923 Audio Technica 4050 Microphone 10/30/2004 494.29 Larsen, Allen 161b
81924 Audio Technica 4050 Microphone 10/30/2004 494.29 Larsen, Allen 161b
81925 Audio Technica 3060 Microphone 10/30/2004 387.39 Larsen, Allen 161b
81926 Audio Technica 3060 Microphone 10/30/2004 387.38 Larsen, Allen 161b
81927 Sennheiser EW135G2 Microphone 10/30/2004 420.67 Larsen, Allen 157
81928 Sennheiser EW135G2 Microphone 10/30/2004 420.66 Larsen, Allen 157
81929 Audio Technica 4051 Microphone 10/30/2004 365.7 Larsen, Allen 161B
81930 Audio Technica 4051 Microphone 10/30/2004 365.69 Larsen, Allen 161b
81931 Audio Technica AE2500 Microphone 10/30/2004 371.89 Larsen, Allen 161b
81932 Sennheiser MKH-30 Microphone 10/30/2004 1136.89 Larsen, Allen 175
81933 Sennheiser MKH-30 Microphone 10/30/2004 1136.89 Larsen, Allen 175
81945 Rane DE-Q60 Graphic Equalizer 09/28/2004 621.41 Larsen, Allen 161b
81946 Rane DE-Q60 Graphic Equalizer 09/28/2004 621.41 Larsen, Allen 159
81947 Rane DE-Q60 Graphic Equalizer 09/28/2004 621.4 Larsen, Allen 161b
81948 Rane C4 quad Compressor 09/28/2004 626.79 Larsen, Allen 161b
81949 Mackie M-1400 Power Amplifier 11/23/2004 539.53 Larsen, Allen 159
81950 Mackie M-1400 Power Amplifier 11/23/2004 539.53 Larsen, Allen 159
82222 Adam P11-A Speaker 11/23/2004 850.83 Larsen, Allen 161
82223 Adam P11-A Speaker 11/23/2004 850.83 Rehkopf, Carrie 115
82224 Adam P11-A Speaker 11/23/2004 850.83 Rehkopf, Carrie 115
82225 Adam P11-A Speaker 11/23/2004 850.83 Larsen, Allen 161
82226 Adam P11-A Speaker 11/23/2004 850.83 Larsen, Allen 211
82227 Adam P11-A Speaker 11/23/2004 850.83 Larsen, Allen 211
82228 Adam P11-A Speaker 11/23/2004 850.83 Larsen, Allen 211
82229 Adam P11-A Speaker 11/23/2004 850.83 Larsen, Allen 211
82230 Adam P11-A Speaker 11/23/2004 850.83 Larsen, Allen 211
82231 Adam P11-A Speaker 11/23/2004 850.83 Larsen, Allen 211
82232 Adam P11-A Speaker 11/23/2004 850.83 Larsen, Allen 211
82233 Adam P11-A Speaker 11/23/2004 850.83 Larsen, Allen 211
82234 Mackie SWA1501 Subwoofer 11/23/2004 872.91 Larsen, Allen 153B
82235 HHB burn-it-plus CD recorder 06/30/2005 537.42 Larsen, Allen 159
82269 Digidesign pro tools for Mac Soundboard Digidesign 10/13/2004 1911.66 Larsen, Allen 161B
82433 Mackie SRM-450 Speaker 11/23/2004 666.96 Larsen, Allen 153B
82434 Mackie SRM450 Speaker 11/23/2004 666.96 Larsen, Allen 153B
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82435 Mackie SRM450 Speaker 11/23/2004 666.96 Larsen, Allen 153B
82436 Mackie SRM450 Speaker 11/23/2004 666.96 Larsen, Allen 153B
82437 Mackie SRM450 Speaker 11/23/2004 666.96 Larsen, Allen 153B
82438 Mackie SRM450 Speaker 11/23/2004 666.96 Larsen, Allen 153B
82439 Mackie SRM450 Speaker 11/23/2004 666.96 Larsen, Allen 153B
82440 Mackie SRM450 Speaker 11/23/2004 666.96 Larsen, Allen 153B
82487 JBL LSR6328P Speaker 11/23/2004 888.53 Larsen, Allen 161
82488 JBL LSR6328P Speaker 11/23/2004 888.52 Larsen, Allen 161
82641 Blue baby bottle Microphone 11/23/2004 382.34 Larsen, Allen 161B
82642 Blue baby bottle Microphone 11/23/2004 382.33 Larsen, Allen 161B
82643 Earthworks SR77 Microphone 11/23/2004 630.05 Larsen, Allen 161B
82644 Earthworks SR-77 Microphone 11/23/2004 630.04 Larsen, Allen 161B
82645 Rode K-2 Microphone 11/23/2004 527.73 Larsen, Allen 161B
82646 Rode K-2 Microphone 11/23/2004 527.73 Larsen, Allen 161B
82647 Studio Projects T3 Microphone 11/23/2004 382.34 Larsen, Allen 161B
82648 Studio Projects T-3 Microphone 11/23/2004 382.33 Larsen, Allen 161B
82649 Neumann TLM127 Microphone 01/11/2005 609.41 Larsen, Allen 161B
82650 Neumann TLM127 Microphone 01/11/2005 609.41 Larsen, Allen 161B
82651 Schoeps CMC6XT Microphone 06/30/2005 1432.41 Larsen, Allen 174
82652 Schoeps CMC6XT Microphone 06/30/2005 1432.41 Larsen, Allen 161B
82653 Schoeps CMC6XT Microphone 06/30/2005 1432.41 Larsen, Allen 174
82654 Lexicon MPX550 Reverb 11/23/2004 350.03 Larsen, Allen 161b
82655 SWR SWR super redhead Bass Guitar Amplifier 01/11/2005 1631.95 Bruya, Chris 159
82657 Tannoy ellipse Subwoofer 11/23/2004 2337.07 Larsen, Allen 161
83164 HHB CDR-830 plus CD player 04/14/2005 850.83 Larsen, Allen 150
83165 Tascam 302MKII Cassette player 04/14/2005 990.84 Larsen, Allen 150
83166 Ashly MX-508 Audio Rack mount Mixer 04/14/2005 1637.04 Larsen, Allen 150
83167 Rane RPM2 Audio Signal Processor 04/14/2005 538.5 Larsen, Allen 150
83168 Crown CTS600 Audio Power Amplifier 04/14/2005 1240.7 Larsen, Allen 150
83169 Tannoy V12 Loudspeaker 04/14/2005 1292.4 Larsen, Allen 150
83170 Tannoy V12 Loudspeaker 04/14/2005 1292.4 Larsen, Allen 150
83173 HHB CDR-830 plus CD player 04/14/2005 850.83 Larsen, Allen 161
83174 Tascam 302MKII Cassette player 04/14/2005 990.84 Larsen, Allen 153
83175 Ashly MX-508 Audio Rack mount Mixer 04/14/2005 1637.04 Larsen, Allen 153
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83176 Rane RPM2 Audio Processor 04/14/2005 538.5 Larsen, Allen 153
83177 Crown CTS600 Audio Power Amplifier 04/14/2005 1240.77 Larsen, Allen 153
83178 Tannoy V12 Loudspeaker 04/14/2005 1294.4 Larsen, Allen 153
83179 Tannoy V12 Loudspeaker 04/14/2005 1294.4 Larsen, Allen 153
83182 HHB CDR-830 plus CD player 04/14/2005 840.06 Larsen, Allen 159
83183 Tascam 302MKII Cassette player 04/14/2005 990.84 Larsen, Allen 159
83184 Ashly MX-508 Audio Rack Mount Mixer 04/14/2005 1637.04 Larsen, Allen 159
83185 Rane RPM2 Audio Processor 04/14/2005 538.5 Larsen, Allen 159
83186 Crown CTS1200 Audio Power Amplifier 04/14/2005 1240.71 Larsen, Allen 159
83187 Tannoy V12 Loudspeaker 04/14/2005 1294.4 Larsen, Allen 159
83188 Tannoy V12 Loudspeaker 04/14/2005 1294.4 Larsen, Allen 159
83189 Tannoy V12 Loudspeaker 04/14/2005 1294.4 Larsen, Allen 159
83190 Tannoy V12 Loudspeaker 04/14/2005 1294.4 Larsen, Allen 159
83196 Shure ULXS124/85 Microphone 04/14/2005 1615.5 Larsen, Allen 157
83197 Shure ULXS124/85 Microphone 04/14/2005 1615.5 Larsen, Allen 157
83198 Shure UA844 Amplifier 04/14/2005 646.2 Larsen, Allen 157
83200 Rane RPM88 Processor 04/14/2005 1077 Larsen, Allen 157
83201 Crown CTS600 Amplifier 04/14/2005 1615.5 Larsen, Allen 157
83202 Crown CTS600 Amplifier 04/14/2005 1615.5 Larsen, Allen 157
83203 Crown CTS600 Amplifier 04/14/2005 1615.5 Larsen, Allen 161b
83204 Crown CTS1200 Amplifier 04/14/2005 1938.6 Larsen, Allen 157
83205 Crown CTS1200 Amplifier 04/14/2005 1938.6 Larsen, Allen 157
83206 EAW MK2266E Speaker 04/14/2005 2046.3 Larsen, Allen 174
83207 EAW MK2266E Speaker 04/14/2005 2046.3 Larsen, Allen 174
83208 EAW MK2266E Speaker 04/14/2005 2046.3 Larsen, Allen 174
83209 EAW MK2266E Speaker 04/14/2005 2046.3 Larsen, Allen 174
83210 EAW JF80 Speaker 04/14/2005 1077 Larsen, Allen 161B
83211 EAW JF80 Speaker 04/14/2005 1077 Larsen, Allen 161B
83213 Sennheiser SZI-1015 Emitter 04/14/2005 969.3 Larsen, Allen 174
83214 Sennheiser SI1015/INT Transmitter 04/14/2005 883.14 Larsen, Allen 175C
83224 Shure ULXS124/85 Microphone 04/14/2005 1615.5 Larsen, Allen 175C
83225 Shure ULXS124/85 Microphone 04/14/2005 1615.5 Larsen, Allen 175C
83226 Shure UA844 Antenne Distribution System 04/14/2005 646.2 Larsen, Allen 175C
83228 Rane RPM88 Processor 04/14/2005 1077 Larsen, Allen 175C
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83229 Crown CTS600 Amplifier 04/14/2005 1238.55 Larsen, Allen 175C
83230 Crown CTS600 Amplifier 04/14/2005 1238.55 Larsen, Allen 175C
83231 Crown CTS1200 Amplifier 04/14/2005 1938.6 Larsen, Allen 175C
83232 EAW MK2266E Speaker 04/14/2005 2046.3 Larsen, Allen 175
83233 EAW MK2266E Speaker 04/14/2005 2046.3 Larsen, Allen 175
83234 EAW JF80 Speaker 04/14/2005 1077 Larsen, Allen 175
83235 EAW JF80 Speaker 04/14/2005 1077 Larsen, Allen 175
83237 Sennheiser SI1015/NT Transmitter 04/14/2005 883.14 Larsen, Allen 175C
83238 Sennheiser SZI-1015 Emitter 04/14/2005 969.3 Larsen, Allen 175
83239 Lopnow & Associates B328-XLW3C Stage Box 04/14/2005 1615.5 Larsen, Allen 161B
83240 Lopnow & Associates FM328-XLW3I Audio Snake 04/14/2005 1615.5 Larsen, Allen 174
83242 Alesis ML-9600 CD Recorder 04/14/2005 1830.9 Larsen, Allen 161
83243 MOTU 2408 MK3 Interface Digital 04/14/2005 633.11 Larsen, Allen 161
83244 MOTU 2408 MK3 Interface Digital 04/14/2005 633.11 Larsen, Allen 161
83245 MOTU 2408 MK3 Interface Digital 04/14/2005 633.11 Larsen, Allen 161
83246 HHB CDR-830 plus CD recorder 04/14/2005 840.06 Larsen, Allen 161
83247 HHB CDR-830 plus CD Recorder 04/14/2005 840.06 Larsen, Allen 153
83248 Apogee big ben Digital Clock 04/14/2005 1615.5 Larsen, Allen 161
83250 ATI DA412 Amplifier 04/14/2005 732.36 Larsen, Allen 161
83251 Tannoy 10IDP Audio Monitor 04/14/2005 5984 Larsen, Allen 161
83252 Tannoy 10IDP Audio Monitor 04/14/2005 5984 Larsen, Allen 161
83261 ADC PPA3-14MKIINO Patch Panel 04/14/2005 1240.1 Larsen, Allen 161
83262 ADC PPA3-14MKIINO Patch Panel 04/14/2005 1240.1 Larsen, Allen 161
83263 ADC PPA3-14MKIINO Patch Panel 04/14/2005 1240.1 Larsen, Allen 161
83264 ADC PPA3-14MKIINO Patch Panel 04/14/2005 1240.1 Larsen, Allen 161
83265 ADC PPA3-14MKIINO Patch Panel 04/14/2005 1240.1 Larsen, Allen 161
83266 ADC PPA3-14MKIINO Patch Panel 04/14/2005 1240.1 Larsen, Allen 161
83267 ADC PPA3-14MKIINO Patch Panel 04/14/2005 2148.62 Larsen, Allen 161
83268 ADC PPA3-14MKIINO Patch Panel 04/14/2005 1240.1 Larsen, Allen 161
83269 Sennheiser HD600 Headphones 04/14/2005 484.65 Larsen, Allen 161B
83270 Clear-Com MS-232 Intercom 04/14/2005 1071.62 Larsen, Allen 161
83271 Terrasonde audio toolbox plus Audio Analyzer 04/14/2005 2046.3 Larsen, Allen 161B
83272 Focusrite ISA428 Preamplifier 04/14/2005 2148.62 Larsen, Allen 161
83273 Millenia HV-3D Preamplifier 04/14/2005 1507.8 Larsen, Allen 161
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83274 Aphex 207 Preamplifier 04/14/2005 537.42 Larsen, Allen 161
83326 AKG C414B Microphone 04/12/2005 293.65 Larsen, Allen 161B
83327 AKG C414B Microphone 04/12/2005 293.65 Larsen, Allen 161B
83524 AKG C-451B Microphone 04/14/2005 1346.25 Larsen, Allen 159
83525 AKG C-451B Microphone 04/14/2005 1346.25 Larsen, Allen 159
83526 Rode NT-4 Microphone 04/14/2005 968.22 Larsen, Allen 153
83527 Studio Products LSD2 Microphone 04/14/2005 1075.92 Larsen, Allen 150
83528 Schoeps CMC66 Microphone 04/14/2005 1400.1 Larsen, Allen 174
83529 Schoeps CMC66 Microphone 04/14/2005 1400.1 Larsen, Allen 174
84461 TEAC DVWD13 DVD Recorder 10/20/2005 825.89 Larsen, Allen 161
84541 TOA P-906MK2 Power Amplifier 02/02/2006 311.23 Larsen, Allen 160
84542 TOA P-906MK2 Power Amplifier 02/02/2006 311.23 Larsen, Allen 160
84543 Denon DN-C635 CD Player 11/07/2005 434.03 Larsen, Allen 157
84544 Sennheiser EW100ENG wireless Mic System 11/07/2005 561.12 Larsen, Allen 157
84545 Sennheiser EW100ENG wireless Mic System 11/07/2005 561.12 Larsen, Allen 157
84677 TEAC cd-r duplicator CPU 12/16/2005 796.91 Wyman, Tinja 144
84709 Pro-Ject debut III Turntable 12/28/2005 415.87 Larsen, Allen 161
84912 Mega Pro FFMEGA-BPUI Megaphone - electric 02/02/2006 1030.69 Gookin, Larry 150B
84913 Rane HC6 Amplifier 02/02/2006 346.77 Larsen, Allen 161B
85158 Aviom A16II Mixer 02/27/2006 355.41 Larsen, Allen 161b
85159 Aviom A16II Mixer 02/27/2006 355.41 Larsen, Allen 161b
85160 Aviom A16II Mixer 02/27/2006 355.41 Larsen, Allen 161b
85161 Aviom A16II Mixer 02/27/2006 355.41 Larsen, Allen 161b
85162 Aviom A16II Mixer 02/27/2006 355.41 Larsen, Allen 161b
85163 Ashley MX-406 Mixer 02/27/2006 613.89 Larsen, Allen 175C
85164 Ashley MX-406 Mixer 02/27/2006 613.89 Larsen, Allen 157
86093 Aviom A16ii Mixer 09/15/2006 393.11 Larsen, Allen 161B
86448 SD Systems lcm70 Microphone 12/19/2006 457.67 Larsen, Allen 161B
86590 Digidesign 24-bit audio midi M-Box 03/14/2007 376.95 John Michel Home
86882 Yamaha SPX 2000 Yamaha SPX 2000 05/21/2007 772.21 Larsen, Allen 161B
86883 DBX 4820 Drive Rack 05/03/2007 2833.85 Larsen, Allen 161b
86884 Shure ULXP Wireless Microphone 05/21/2007 910.48 Larsen, Allen 161b
86885 Shure ULXP Wireless Microphone 05/21/2007 910.47 Larsen, Allen 161b
86886 Meyer M2D Line Array Speakers 05/03/2007 3269.82 Larsen, Allen 157A
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86887 Meyer M2D Line Array Speakers 05/03/2007 3269.82 Larsen, Allen 157A
86888 Meyer M2D Line Array Speakers 05/03/2007 3269.82 Larsen, Allen 157A
86889 Meyer M2D Line Array Speakers 05/03/2007 3269.82 Larsen, Allen 157A
86890 Meyer M2D Line Array Speakers 05/03/2007 3269.82 Larsen, Allen 157A
86891 Meyer M2D Line Array Speakers 05/03/2007 3269.82 Larsen, Allen 157A
86892 Meyer M2D Line Array Speakers 05/03/2007 3269.82 Larsen, Allen 157A
86893 Meyer M2D Line Array Speakers 05/03/2007 3269.82 Larsen, Allen 157A
86894 Meyer M2D subs Sub Speakers 05/03/2007 2724.85 Larsen, Allen 157A
86895 Meyer M2D sub Sub Speaker 05/03/2007 2724.85 Larsen, Allen 157A
86896 Allen & Heath ML-3000 Mixer 05/21/2007 8342.44 Larsen, Allen 174
86944 Shure UA844US Antenna/Power Dist. 05/09/2007 422.45 Larsen, Allen 161b
86945 Whirlwind w31rp Stage Box 05/09/2007 4673.51 Larsen, Allen 161b
88262 Fender SFX II Amplifier 03/05/2008 667.74 Durkee, Jim 224
88504 Sony PCM-D50 Recorder 04/29/2008 532.14 Bruya, Chris 208
88538 Sony PCM-D50 Recorder 05/20/2008 540.64 Goodenberger, Ma  167
90417 Earthworks QTC 40 Earthworks high definition microph 05/18/2009 650 Larsen, Allen 174
90418 Earthworks QTC 40 Earthworks high definition microph 05/18/2009 650 Larsen, Allen 174

Computers
104 Mobee MO2212-52 Mobee Magic Mouse Charger Weidenaar, Gary 122
119 Epson V300 05/24/2012 88 Snedeker, Jeff 210
159 Apple Mac Book Pro Enter description here Wenman, Matt

82679 Dell Dell Lattitude D600 Laptop 01/17/2005 1891 Larsen, Allen 146
82743 Dell Dell P4 3.2 GHz CPU 01/27/2005 668.45 Larsen, Allen 213
84822 US Micro US Micro P4 3.2GHz CPU 01/04/2006 875.84 Wyman, Tinja 144
85208 Alden Associates PC P4 945 3.2 GHz CPU Larsen, Allen 161
86307 Dell Dell Lattitude D820 Laptop 10/18/2006 1562.24 Weidenaar, Gary 122
86635 Apple Imac Gen 1 White iMac Gen 1 09/22/2011 250 Pham, James 116
86636 Apple Imac Gen 1 White iMac Gen 1 09/22/2011 250 Dahlgren, Brit 116
86637 Apple Imac Gen 1 White iMac Gen 1 09/22/2011 250 Snavely, Dean 116 
86643 Apple Imac Gen 1 White iMac Gen 1 09/22/2011 250 Vaughn, Michelle 215
86648 Apple Imac Gen 1 White iMac Gen 1 Larsen, Allen 152
86649 Apple Imac Gen 1 White iMac Gen 1 Larsen, Allen 144H
86650 Apple Imac Gen 1 White iMac Gen 1 Woodard, Matt 116 #4
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86651 Apple Imac Gen 1 White iMac Gen 1 116
86652 Apple Imac Gen 1 White iMac Gen 1 Rothenberg, Florie 107
86653 Apple Imac Gen 1 White iMac Gen 1 Larsen, Allen 215
86654 Apple Imac Gen 1 White iMac Gen 1 Bruya, Chris 160
86656 Apple Imac Gen 1 White iMac Gen 1 Whitaker, Harry 157A
86658 Apple Imac Gen 1 White iMac Gen 1 Larsen, Allen 146
86659 Apple Imac Gen 1 White iMac Gen 1 Bruya, Chris 160
86664 Apple Imac Gen 1 White iMac Gen 1 Nesselroad, Sid 224
86666 Apple Imac Gen 1 White iMac Gen 1 Larsen, Allen 215
86667 Apple Imac Gen 1 White iMac Gen 1 Larsen, Allen 215
86668 Apple Imac Gen 1 White iMac Gen 1 Weidenaar, Gary 122
86669 Apple Imac Gen 1 White iMac Gen 1 Larsen, Allen 215
86803 Apple Imac Gen 1 White iMac Gen 1 03/15/2007 1183.63 Larsen, Allen 144F
86952 Apple Imac Gen 1 White iMac Gen 1 05/14/2007 1183.63 Wibe, Maria 209
87806 Apple macbook MB062LL Laptop 09/12/2007 1291.34 Peacock, Curtis 221
88099 Apple iMac Gen 2 Aluminum iMac Gen 2 01/14/2008 1163.22 Schiel, Melissa 126
88817 Apple iMac Gen 2 Aluminum iMac Gen 2 06/30/2008 1159.71 Gookin, Larry 109
89022 Apple iMac Gen 2 Aluminum iMac Gen 2 07/17/2008 1203.78 Flory, Neil 218
89023 Apple iMac Gen 2 Aluminum iMac Gen 2 07/17/2008 1203.78 Blaisdell, Gayla 118
89027 Apple iMac Gen 2 Aluminum iMac Gen 2 07/17/2008 1203.78 Lipori, Daniel 222
89028 Apple iMac Gen 2 Aluminum iMac Gen 2 07/17/2008 1203.78 Rehkopf, Carrie 115
89029 Apple iMac Gen 2 Aluminum iMac Gen 2 07/17/2008 1203.78 Neurorh, Kirsten 105

89030 Apple iMac Gen 2 Aluminum iMac Gen 2 07/17/2008 1203.78 Snedeker, Jeff 210
89429 Alden Associates PC P4 E8400 3.2 GHz CPU Wyman, Tinja 144B
89752 Apple iMac Gen 2 Aluminum iMac Gen 2 12/17/2008 1088.11 Goodenberger, Ma  167
90732 Apple iMac Gen 2 Aluminum iMac Gen 2 10/14/2009 971.05 Pickett, Barbara 214
91121 Apple Mac Pro 8 Core A1289 CPU Mac Pro 07/01/2010 Larsen, Allen 161
91218 Apple mac book pro 13" Mac Book Pro 13" Shiver, Todd 144d
91910 Apple iMac Gen 3 Aluminum iMac Gen 3 09/01/2010 1240.92 Bruya, Chris 208
91968 Alden Associates DQ57 CPU 09/30/2010 675 Heger, Star 144I
92041 Apple 13" Mac Book Pro laptop Macbook Pro Gookin, Larry 152
92199 Apple 13" Mac Book Pro laptop 2     Macbook Pro 02/01/2011 1100 Larsen, Allen 146
92200 Apple 13" Mac Book Pro laptop 2     Macbook Pro 02/01/2011 1100 Larsen, Allen 146
92248 Apple mac book pro 15" Mac Book Pro 13" 02/17/2011 1963.46 Weidenaar, Gary 122
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92275 Alden Associates DQ57TM PC desktop
 03/17/2011 675 Brown, Marcie 144
92415 Apple iMac Gen 3 Aluminum iMac Gen 3 04/15/2011 1293.86 Brooks, Joe 110
93200 Apple iMac Gen 3 Aluminum 27" iMac Gen 3 10/28/2011 Caoile, Nikolas 108
93535 Apple iPad 30GB wifi 3rd gen 03/14/2012 689 Goodenberger, Ma  167
93860 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Larsen, Allen 113
93861 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Larsen, Allen 117
93862 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Larsen, Allen 120
93863 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Larsen, Allen 217
93864 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Larsen, Allen 220
93883 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Neurohr, John 216
93884 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Smith, Bret 212
93885 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Larsen, Allen 211
93886 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Larsen, Allen 211
93887 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Larsen, Allen 211
93888 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Larsen, Allen 211
93890 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Harbaugh, John 219
93891 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Lane, Mark 112
93892 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Ott, Hal 223
93893 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Pickett, John 119
93894 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Singh, Vijay 121
93895 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Spencer, Mia 123
93896 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Larsen, Allen 146
93897 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Peacock, Curtis 221
93898 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Michel, John 114
93915 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Knackstedt, Jeff 213
93916 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Knackstedt, Jeff 213
93917 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Knackstedt, Jeff 213
93918 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Knackstedt, Jeff 213
93919 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Knackstedt, Jeff 213
93920 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Knackstedt, Jeff 213
93921 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Knackstedt, Jeff 213
93922 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Knackstedt, Jeff 213
93923 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Knackstedt, Jeff 213
93924 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Knackstedt, Jeff 213
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93925 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Knackstedt, Jeff 213
93926 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Knackstedt, Jeff 213
93927 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Knackstedt, Jeff 213
93928 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Knackstedt, Jeff 213
93929 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Knackstedt, Jeff 213
93930 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Knackstedt, Jeff 213
94734 Apple Mac Mini Mac Mini Larsen, Allen 144
98889 Apple iMac 21.5 inch iMac Gen 3 06/26/2012 938 Larsen, Allen 211

100 Lacie Porsche Design P'9230 Lacie Porsche 1TB External HDD 11/21/2011 168.35 Caoile, Nikolas 108
122 Lacie Porsche Design P'9230 Lacie Porsche 1TB External HDD 11/21/2011 168.35 Weidenaar, Gary 122

82256 Lacie Lacie 80 Gb FW/Usb drive Hard Drive 10/13/2004 388.25 Larsen, Allen 152
82257 Lacie Lacie 80 Gb FW/Usb drive Hard Drive 10/13/2004 388.25 Larsen, Allen 146
82258 Lacie Lacie 80 Gb FW/Usb drive Hard Drive 10/13/2004 388.25 Bruya, Chris 208
82259 Lacie Lacie 80 Gb FW/Usb drive Hard Drive 10/13/2004 388.25 Larsen, Allen 161
82260 Lacie Lacie 80 Gb FW/Usb drive Hard Drive 10/13/2004 388.24 Gookin, Larry 109
82261 Lacie Lacie 80 Gb FW/Usb drive Hard Drive 10/13/2004 388.24 Larsen, Allen 146
82263 Lacie Lacie 500 Gb FW800 drive Hard Drive 10/13/2004 543.09 Larsen, Allen 146
82264 Lacie Lacie 320 Gb FW800 drive Hard Drive 10/13/2004 365.03 Larsen, Allen 161
83275 Glyph GT103 Hard Drive 04/14/2005 1075.92 Larsen, Allen 161

Instruments
116 Humes & Berg 134 Tunable French horn mute 05/24/2012 43.09 Snedeker, Jeff 210
117 Humes & Berg 134 Tunable French horn mute 05/24/2012 43.09 Snedeker, Jeff 210
118 Conn-Selmer 30FH Stopping Mute 05/24/2012 60 Snedeker, Jeff 210

49489 Baldwin Baldwin Grand Piano 06/01/1981 6619.12 Singh, Vijay 121
49490 Baldwin Baldwin Grand Piano 06/01/1981 7155.61 Larsen, Allen 156
51735 Coulter Custom Pipe Organ Coulter 02/16/1984 159429 Larsen, Allen 175
59510 Steinway K52 Steinway Model K52 Piano 12/19/1989 9163 Larsen, Allen 238
63226 Steinway Grand Steinway Piano 04/12/1993 35600 Pickett, Barbara 214
64550 E-Mu Proteus Mps+ Proteus Synthesizer 11/23/1993 1292.52 Larsen, Allen 243
64551 E-Mu Proteus Mps+ Proteus Synthesizer 11/23/1993 1292.52 Larsen, Allen 243
64552 E-Mu Proteus Mps+ Proteus Synthesizer 11/23/1993 1292.52 Larsen, Allen 243
66936 Yamaha Yamaha Disclavier Piano 06/30/1995 12795 Larsen, Allen 237
79540 Yamaha YM-5100A Rosewood Grand Concert Marimba 01/28/2003 9248 Goodenberger, Ma  171
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79844 Boston Mod. UP132 Piano 03/24/2003 9547.2 Larsen, Allen 236
79845 Boston Mod.GP178 Piano 03/24/2003 18410.1 Blaisdell, Gayla 118
80960 Prestige BC 1193 Bass Clarinet 02/12/2004 5955.71 Brooks, Joe 110
81941 Yamaha DGX200 Keyboard 10/30/2004 305.82 Larsen, Allen 213
81942 Yamaha DGX200 Keyboard 10/30/2004 305.82 Larsen, Allen 213
81943 Yamaha DGX200 Keyboard 10/30/2004 305.83 Larsen, Allen 213
82374 Mason & Hamilton 7' grand Piano 10/30/2004 27463.5 Caoile, Nikolas 108
82375 Kawai UST-8 upright Piano 10/30/2004 3392.55 Larsen, Allen 106
82376 Steinway 7' grand Piano 10/30/2004 46936.3 Pickett, John 119
82377 Petrof 48" upright Piano 10/30/2004 6190.72 Larsen, Allen 206
82378 Kawai UST-8 upright Piano 10/30/2004 3392.55 Neurorh, Kirsten 105
82379 5'8" grand Piano 10/30/2004 17843.2 Ross, Elaine 218
82380 Yamaha P22 upright Piano 11/13/2004 4031.05 Larsen, Allen 234
82381 Yamaha P22 upright Piano 11/13/2004 4031.05 Larsen, Allen 132
82382 Yamaha P22 upright Piano 11/13/2004 4031.05 Larsen, Allen 171
82383 Yamaha P22 upright Piano 11/13/2004 4031.05 Larsen, Allen 137
82384 Yamaha P22 upright Piano 11/13/2004 4031.05 Larsen, Allen 134
82385 Yamaha P22 upright Piano 11/13/2004 4031.05 Larsen, Allen 130
82386 Yamaha P22 upright Piano 11/13/2004 4031.05 Larsen, Allen 131
82387 Steinway 9' grand Piano 10/30/2004 84461.4 Pickett, John 174B
82388 Steinway 9' grand Piano 10/30/2004 84461.4 Pickett, John 175
82389 Mason & Hamilton baby grand Piano 10/30/2004 24771 Larsen, Allen 205
82390 Kawai UST-8 upright Piano 10/30/2004 3392.55 Snedeker, Jeff 210
82391 Kawai RX-6 grand Piano 05/05/2005 22611.6 Larsen, Allen 207
82392 Mason & Hamilton 7' grand Piano 10/30/2004 27463.5 Larsen, Allen 133
82393 Kawai UST-8 upright Piano 10/30/2004 3392.55 Weidenaar, Gary 122
82394 Kawai UST-8 upright Piano 10/30/2004 3392.55 Bruya, Chris 208
82395 Kawai UST-8 upright Piano 10/30/2004 3392.55 Smith, Bret 212
82396 Kawai UST-8 upright Piano 10/23/2004 3392.55 Neurohr, John 216
82397 Kawai UST-8 upright Piano 10/23/2004 3392.55 Larsen, Allen 204
82398 Kawai UST-8 upright Piano 10/23/2004 3392.55 Harbaugh, John 219
82399 Kawai UST-8 upright Piano 10/23/2004 3392.55 Peacock, Curtis 221
82400 Kawai UST-8 upright Piano 10/23/2004 3392.55 Brooks, Joe 110
82401 Kawai UST-8 upright Piano 10/23/2004 3392.55  Durkee, Jim 224
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82402 Kawai UST-8 upright Piano 10/23/2004 3392.55 Betts, Tim 225
82403 Kawai UST-8 upright Piano 10/23/2004 3392.55 Larsen, Allen 226
82404 Kawai UST-8 upright Piano 10/23/2004 6567.19 Larsen, Allen 226
82405 Yamaha P22 upright Piano 11/13/2004 4031.05 Larsen, Allen 230
82406 Yamaha P22 upright Piano 11/13/2004 4031.05 Larsen, Allen 232
82407 Yamaha P22 upright Piano 11/13/2004 4031.05 Larsen, Allen 233
82408 Yamaha P22 upright Piano 11/13/2004 4031.05 Larsen, Allen 137
82409 Yamaha P22 upright Piano 11/13/2004 4031.05 Larsen, Allen 235
82410 Yamaha P22 upright Piano 11/13/2004 4031.05 Larsen, Allen 231
82414 Mason & Hamilton baby grand Piano 10/30/2004 26925 Larsen, Allen 203
82415 Yamaha 45" upright Piano 10/30/2004 3345.7 Larsen, Allen 229
82656 Kawai RX-6 grand Piano 05/05/2005 22611.6 Bruya, Chris 159
82659 Charles R. Walter 1500 upright Piano 01/17/2005 4351.24 Bruya, Chris 168
82660 Charles R. Walter 1500 upright Piano 01/17/2005 4351.24 Larsen, Allen 206
82675 Steinway D 9' grand Piano 01/18/2005 68141.4 Pickett, John 174B
82676 Charles R. Walter 1500 upright Piano 01/17/2005 4351.24 Ott, Hal 223
82696 Petrof 125-111 48" upright Piano 01/20/2005 6190.72 Michel, John 114
83057 B&S Perantucci pt-20p 4/4 cc Tuba 03/29/2005 8239.05 Larsen, Allen IR 078
83058 B&S Perantucci pt-10p F Tuba 03/29/2005 7539 Larsen, Allen IR 053
83059 B&S Perantucci pt-10p 5/4 cc Tuba 03/29/2005 9693 Larsen, Allen IR 052
83060 B&S Perantucci pt-1 4/4 BBb Tuba 03/29/2005 5546.55 Larsen, Allen IR 436
83061 B&S Perantucci pt-1 4/4 BBb Tuba 03/29/2005 5869.65 Larsen, Allen IR 098
83062 Fox Renard 220 Bassoon 06/20/2005 5504.19 Lipori, Daniel 222
83063 Fox Renard 220 Bassoon 06/20/2005 5504.19 Lipori, Daniel 222
83064 Yamaha 5-octave Celeste 03/29/2005 21705.6 Larsen, Allen 155
83241 Yamaha DM2000 Mixing Console 04/14/2005 23772.8 Larsen, Allen 161
83286 Colin wulter corsini Bass 09/07/2005 5265.01 Larsen, Allen BS 117
83531 Kawai RX-3 grand Piano 05/05/2005 18039.8 Rehkopf, Carrie 115
83755 Fox Renard 240 Bassoon 06/20/2005 6179.84 Lipori, Daniel 222
83756 Fox Renard 240 Bassoon 06/20/2005 6179.84 Lipori, Daniel 222
83757 Fox Renard 240 Bassoons 06/20/2005 6179.84 Lipori, Daniel 222
83758 JRB Cabinetmaking f-765 Pipe Organ 06/20/2005 16047.3 Larsen, Allen 243
83759 Owen Daly Early Keybf-764 Harpsicord 06/20/2005 15293.4 Larsen, Allen 156
83760 Yamaha YM5100CW Marimba 02/02/2006 10581.5 Larsen, Allen 169
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83761 Yamaha YM4900AC Marimba 12/19/2005 7709.25 Larsen, Allen 169
83762 Malletech MHA 5.0 Marimba 12/19/2005 12294.1 Larsen, Allen 170
84083 Yamaha YBS62 baritone Saxophone 09/13/2005 5122.19 Larsen, Allen IR 439
84084 Yamaha YBS62 baritone Saxophone 09/13/2005 5122.19 Larsen, Allen IR 437
84284 Yamaha YBS62 baritone Saxophone 09/13/2005 5122.19 Larsen, Allen IR 004
84285 Yamaha YBS62 baritone Saxophone 09/13/2005 5122.19 Larsen, Allen IR 015
84286 Selmer 56 Bass Saxophone 09/07/2005 13030.6 Larsen, Allen IR 356
84287 Bartels & Stout percantucci PT-10P Tuba 09/07/2005 5352.96 Larsen, Allen IR 079
84288 Fox contrabassoon Contrabassoon 09/07/2005 17166.5 Lipori, Daniel 157A
84333 Yamaha YCL622 bass Clarinet 09/13/2005 5182.78 Larsen, Allen IR 276
84334 Yamaha YCL622 bass Clarinet 09/13/2005 5182.78 Larsen, Allen IR 272
84335 Yamaha YCL622 bass Clarinet 09/13/2005 5182.78 Larsen, Allen IR 278
84633 Lyon & Healy Style #15 Pedal Harp 11/30/2005 9693 Larsen, Allen 156
84683 Yamaha TP9005D dresden Timpani 12/19/2005 6355.83 Larsen, Allen 150B
84684 Yamaha YV4110 Vibraphone 02/02/2006 7592.85 Larsen, Allen 170
84685 Yamaha TP9005D Timpani 02/02/2006 34248.6 Larsen, Allen 157
84686 Ifshin baroque Cello 12/19/2005 5429.12 Larsen, Allen IR 169
84687 Conn 52J 4/4 CC Tuba 12/19/2005 7098.11 Larsen, Allen BS 109
84688 Yamaha TP9005D dresden Timpani 12/19/2005 6355.83 Larsen, Allen 150B
84689 Yamaha TP9005D dresden Timpani 12/19/2005 6355.83 Larsen, Allen 150B
84690 Yamaha TP9005D dredsen Timpani 12/19/2005 6355.83 Larsen, Allen 150B
84691 Yamaha TP9005D dresden Timpani 12/19/2005 6355.83 Larsen, Allen 150B
84909 Neuner & Hornsteinelate 19th century Cello 02/02/2006 13056 Larsen, Allen IR 169
84910 Yamaha YBS62 baritone Saxophone 02/02/2006 5122.19 Larsen, Allen IR 439
84911 Yamaha YBS62 baritone Saxophone 02/02/2006 5122.19 Larsen, Allen IR 114
85253 Marimba One 4-1/2 octave Marimba 04/03/2006 10123.8 Larsen, Allen 166
85273 Selmer 41 contrabass BBb Clarinet 04/07/2006 13030.6 Larsen, Allen IR 154
87878 Yamaha YSH411 Sousaphone 10/15/2007 5492.23 Larsen, Allen 150B
87879 Yamaha YSh411 Sousaphone 10/15/2007 5492.23 Larsen, Allen 150B
89571 Miyazawa PA-402 Flute 10/10/2008 6245 Ott, Hal 223
90913 Selmer Series 3 Soprano Sax 01/13/2010 5193 Larsen, Allen IR 249
93150 Fox 510 English Horn 07/11/2011 Larsen, Allen IR 048

Monitors
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1 View Sonic 17" flat panel 17" monitor Larsen, Allen 146

2 HP Pavilion 15" X50 - CRT 15" monitor Larsen, Allen 161
3 View Sonic VG730 Video Monitor Larsen, Allen 146
4 View Sonic VG151 15" Flat 15" Monitor Bruya, Chris 240

79085 Viewsonic VE155 Viewsonic 15" Monitor McNielle 215
81801 Apple Apple 17 ADC flat panel Monitor 17" Wallen, Norm Off site
81838 NEC NEC AccuSync 71V Monitor 17" 10/30/2004 603.58 Larsen, Allen 243
81840 Apple Apple 20" HD Cinema Monitor 23" 10/30/2004 1177.95 Larsen, Allen 161
81841 Apple Apple 20" HD Cinema Monitor 23" 10/30/2004 1177.95 Larsen, Allen 161
82055 NEC NEC AccuSync 71V Monitor 17" 10/30/2004 449.06 Larsen, Allen 146
82056 NEC NEC AccuSync 71V Monitor 17" 10/30/2004 449.06 Wibe, Maria 209
82057 NEC NEC AccuSync 71V Monitor 17" 10/30/2004 449.06 Brown, Marcie 144
82058 NEC NEC AccuSync 71V Monitor 17" 10/30/2004 449.06 Gookin, Larry 109
82059 NEC NEC AccuSync 71V Monitor 17" 10/30/2004 449.06 Blaisdell, Gayla 118
82060 NEC NEC AccuSync 71V Monitor 17" 10/30/2004 449.06 Larsen, Allen 243
82061 NEC NEC AccuSync 71V Monitor 17" 10/30/2004 449.06 Goodenberger, Ma  167
82062 NEC NEC AccuSync 71V Monitor 17" 10/30/2004 449.06 Schiel, Melissa 126
82063 NEC NEC AccuSync 71V Monitor 17" 10/30/2004 449.06 Smith, Bret 212
82064 NEC NEC AccuSync 71V Monitor 17" 10/30/2004 449.06 Larsen, Allen 146

82079 NEC NEC AccuSync 71V Monitor 17" 10/30/2004 449.05 Weidenaar, Gary 122
82087 Apple Apple 17 ADC flat panel Monitor 17" 10/30/2004 383.03 Larsen, Allen 146
82095 Apple Apple 17 ADC flat panel Monitor 17" 10/30/2004 383.03 Larsen, Allen 146
82097 Apple Apple 17 ADC flat panel Monitor 17" 10/30/2004 383.03 Larsen, Allen 146
82099 NEC NEC AccuSync 71V Monitor 17" 10/30/2004 449.05 Harbaugh, John 219
82111 NEC NEC AccuSync 71V Monitor 17" 10/30/2004 449.05 Ott, Hal 222
82138 Apple Apple 17 ADC flat panel Monitor 17" 10/30/2004 383.04 Larsen, Allen 146
82142 Apple Apple 17 ADC flat panel Monitor 17" 10/30/2004 383.04 Larsen, Allen 146
82145 Apple Apple 17 ADC flat panel Monitor 17" 10/30/2004 383.04 Larsen, Allen 146
82267 NEC NEC AccuSync 71V Monitor 17" 10/30/2004 449.05 Brooks, Joe 110
82737 Dell Dell 17" flat panel Monitor 17" 01/27/2005 382.34 Larsen, Allen 213
83253 Panasonic WVCM1020 Monitor 9" 04/14/2005 495.42 Larsen, Allen 161
83254 Panasonic WXCM1020 Monitor 9" 04/14/2005 495.42 Larsen, Allen 161
83255 Panasonic WVCM1020 Monitor 9" 04/14/2005 495.42 Larsen, Allen 161
83256 Panasonic WVCM1020 Monitor 9" 04/14/2005 495.42 Larsen, Allen 161
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83257 Panasonic WVCM1020 Monitor 9" 04/14/2005 495.42 Larsen, Allen 161
83773 NEC 1770NXM Monitor 17" 06/20/2005 424.32 Peterson, Ben 215
84821 NEC NEC 17" Monitor 17" 01/04/2006 412.35 Larsen, Allen 144
87913 Linkskey LDV-DM704AUSK Monitor KVM Switch 11/21/2007 630.84 Larsen, Allen 161
91189 Epson 6110 Data Projector Video Projector Larsen, Allen 120
91190 Epson 6110 Data Projector Video Projector Larsen, Allen 113
91195 Epson 6110 Data Projector Video Projector Larsen, Allen 220
91204 Epson 6110 Data Projector Video Projector Larsen, Allen 213
91208 Epson 6110 Data Projector Video Projector Larsen, Allen 117
92293 Epson 6110 Data Projector Video Projector Larsen, Allen 217
94579 NEC Multisync V551 54.6" LCD Monitor 08/01/2012 Larsen, Allen

Miscelaneous
120 Korg TM 40 05/24/2012 24.17 Snedeker, Jeff 210

66043 Martin Yale 1501 Cv-7 Automatic Folder 02/13/1995 754.22 Wyman, Tinja 144F
77443 Handera 330 Handheld Computer 07/11/2001 381.43 Larsen, Allen 146
82557 Polycom soundstation premier basi Soundstation 12/07/2004 518.48 Larsen, Allen 144H
84456 DMX LPX48P Light Control 10/20/2005 6923.79 Larsen, Allen 174
84642 Crestron STX-1550C Crestron touch panel 12/06/2005 2219.68 Larsen, Allen 144
84914 Stage Right Z80 Riser 02/02/2006 13082.3 Larsen, Allen 174
86137 Motorola DTR550 Radio 09/26/2006 330.02 Larsen, Allen 161
86138 Motorola DTR550 Radio 09/26/2006 330.02 Larsen, Allen 161
86139 Motorola DTR550 Radio 09/26/2006 330.02 Larsen, Allen 161
86140 Motorola DTR550 Radio 09/26/2006 330.02 Larsen, Allen 161
86389 Ativa V260 Shredder 11/16/2006 979.19 Wyman, Tinja 144
88222 Symbol MC35 Card Scanner 01/23/2008 771.96 Larsen, Allen 146
88281 Symbol MC35 Enterprise PDA 03/05/2008 771.96 Larsen, Allen 146
91472 Extron 5 IP Video Switcher Larsen, Allen 213
91473 Extron 5 IP Video Switcher Larsen, Allen 120
91479 Extron 5 IP Video Switcher Larsen, Allen 113
91480 Extron 5 IP Video Switcher Larsen, Allen 217
91481 Extron 5 IP Video Switcher Larsen, Allen 117
91482 Extron 5 IP Video Switcher Larsen, Allen 220
92266 Nikon D5000 Nikon Digital Camera 02/18/2011 629 Caoile, Nikolas 108
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83163 Furman Sound IT-1220 Conditioner 04/14/2005 646.2 Larsen, Allen 174
83172 Furman Sound IT-1220 AC Voltage Conditioner 04/14/2005 646.2 Larsen, Allen 153
83181 Furman Sound IT-1220 AC Voltage Conditioner 04/14/2005 1615.5 Larsen, Allen 159
83192 Surge-X SX2120-SEQ Sequencer 04/14/2005 915.45 Larsen, Allen 157
83193 Surge-X ICE-20C Conditioner 04/14/2005 323.1 Larsen, Allen 161B
83194 Surge-X ICE-20C Conditioner 04/14/2005 323.1 Larsen, Allen 161B
83195 Surge-X ICE-20C Conditioner 04/14/2005 323.1 Larsen, Allen 157
83215 Surge-X SX2120-SEQ Power Supply 04/14/2005 915.45 Larsen, Allen 175C
83216 Surge-X ICE-20C Conditioner 04/14/2005 323.1 Larsen, Allen 175C
83217 Surge-X ICE-20C Conditioner 04/14/2005 323.1 Larsen, Allen 175C
83249 APC SUAI500 Power Supply 04/14/2005 603.12 Larsen, Allen 161
83258 Furman Sound IT-1220 Conditioner 04/14/2005 1615.5 Larsen, Allen 161B
83259 Furman Sound IT-1220 Conditioner 04/14/2005 1615.5 Larsen, Allen 161
83260 Furman Sound IT-1220 Conditioner 04/14/2005 1615.5 Larsen, Allen 161

Printers
75624 Hewlett Packard HP 4050n Laserjet Printer 4050N 01/21/2000 1471.53 Larsen, Allen 116
80356 Epson Epson 1280 Printer 06/30/2003 537.42 Rothenberg, Florie 107
81696 Hewlett Packard HP laserjet 2300 DTN Printer 09/01/2004 2260.63 Larsen, Allen 213
81808 Hewlett Packard HP 2300 dtn Printer 09/01/2004 1214.86 Larsen, Allen 215
81809 Hewlett Packard HP 4300 dtn Printer 09/01/2004 2260.63 Larsen, Allen 211
81893 Hewlett Packard 4650DTN Printer 09/01/2004 3014.52 Wyman, Tinja 144E
82240 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.33 Betts, Tim 225
82241 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.33 Neurorh, Kirsten 105
82242 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.33 Brown, Marcie 144
82243 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.33 Larsen, Allen 146
82244 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.33 Goodenberger, Ma  167
82246 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.33 Caoile, Nikolas 108
82247 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.33 Lane, Mark 112
82248 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.33 Bruya, Chris 208
82249 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.33 Gookin, Larry 109
82286 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.33 Michel, John 114
82287 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.33 Pickett, Barbara 214
82288 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.33 Smith, Bret 212
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82289 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.33 Brooks, Joe 110
82290 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.33 Weidenaar, Gary 122
82291 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.33 Neurohr, John 216
82292 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.33 Rehkopf, Carrie 115
82293 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.33 Smith, Bret 157A
82294 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.33 Wibe, Maria 209
82295 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.34 Singh, Vijay 121
82296 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.34 Pickett, John 119
82297 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.34 Schiel, Melissa 126
82298 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.34 Nesselroad, Sid / D  123
82299 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.34 Ross, Elaine 218
82300 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.34 Snedeker, Jeff 210
82301 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.34 Harbaugh, John 219
82302 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.34 Peacock, Curtis 221
82303 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.34 Durkee, Jim 224
82304 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.34 Lipori, Daniel 222
82305 Hewlett Packard HP 1300 Printer 10/21/2004 368.34 Ott, Hal 223
84336 Hewlett Packard laserjet 1320 Printer 09/14/2005 383.55 Shiver, Todd 144D
84460 Epson stylus photo R800 Printer 10/20/2005 396.91 Larsen, Allen 161
86901 Rimage Rimage 2000i CD Duplicator 05/09/2007 3589.64 Wyman, Tinja 144
88224 Hewlett Packard HP P2015
 Printer 01/29/2008 342.7 Larsen, Allen 152

Video
76190 Panasonic Pv 145W 27" Tvw/4Head Vcr 07/10/2000 585.36 Larsen, Allen 144I
79214 Sony KV27S42 27" Color TV 10/16/2002 423.07 Larsen, Allen 243
81935 Sony VPL-PX35 LCD Projector 10/30/2004 3356.36 Larsen, Allen 146
81944 Canon ZR80 mini cam DVD Camcorder 09/28/2004 381.24 Larsen, Allen 146
82809 Elmo HV-5100XG Camera 02/15/2005 2322.88 Larsen, Allen 120
82810 Elmo HV-5100XG Camera 02/15/2005 2322.88 Larsen, Allen 113
82811 Elmo HV-5100XG Camera 02/15/2005 2322.88 Larsen, Allen 217
82812 Elmo HV-5100XG Camera 02/15/2005 2322.88 Larsen, Allen 220
82813 Elmo HV-5100XG Camera 02/15/2005 2322.89 Larsen, Allen 117
83171 Sony SSC-DC54A CCD Wall mounted Camera 04/14/2005 538.5 Larsen, Allen 150
83180 Sony SSC-DC54A CCD Wall Mounted Camera 04/14/2005 538.5 Larsen, Allen 153
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83191 Sony SSC-DC54A Camera 04/14/2005 538.5 Larsen, Allen 159
83212 Sony SSC-DC54A Camera 04/14/2005 538.5 Larsen, Allen 174
83218 Crestron ST-CP2PAR Touch Panel 04/14/2005 4846.5 Larsen, Allen 146
83220 Extron 6052102 Interface 04/14/2005 1050.08 Larsen, Allen 175
83221 Folsom presentation pro Switcher 04/14/2005 6528 Larsen, Allen 175C
83223 Stewart E004035 Projection Screen 04/14/2005 36992 Larsen, Allen 175
83236 Sony SSC-DC54A Camera 04/14/2005 538.5 Larsen, Allen 175
84539 Canon elura 80 Camcorder 11/07/2005 409.21 Larsen, Allen 146
84540 Canon elura 80 Camcorder 11/07/2005 409.21 Larsen, Allen 146
84546 Bogen manfrotto fluid head Tripod 11/14/2005 395.26 Larsen, Allen 161b
84547 Sony 2x telephoto Lens 11/14/2005 427.57 Larsen, Allen 161b
84557 Sony DSR-250 proline Camcorder 11/14/2005 5864.26 Larsen, Allen 161b
85387 Sharp LC20S4U Monitor 05/22/2006 575.55 Larsen, Allen 157
85388 Sharp LC20S4U Monitor 05/22/2006 575.56 Larsen, Allen 174B
86435 Canon elura 100 Camcorder 12/06/2006 317.13 Larsen, Allen 146
86436 Canon elura 100 Camcorder 12/06/2006 317.12 Larsen, Allen 146
89640 Sony DCRDVD610 DVD Camcorder 11/06/2008 319.99 Smith, Bret 212
90255 JVC GZ-MG330HU Camcorder 05/18/2009 Goodenberger, Ma  167
92594 Canon HF R21 HD Camcorder Weidenaar, Gary 122
93454 Panasonic HDC-TM900 Panasonic HD Camcorder 04/02/2012 769 Michel, John 114

121 Apple iPad Wi-Fi 32 GB 03/14/2012 689.04 Goodenberger, Ma  167
157 Korg TM-40 Enter description here Snedeker, Jeff 210

91258 PC desktop
 Shiver, Todd 144d
92233 Brother MFC-7840W Brother Printer 01/01/2011 Heger, Star 144I
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G. Library and Learning Resources 
 
1. A description of the music library holdings and learning resources, including 
electronic access, as published by the institution. 
 
The music library hard-copy holdings, including circulating books and scores, collected 
editions, sound recordings, microfiche items, periodicals, tape and DVD video 
recordings, itemized by number in each categories are as follows:  
 
CWU Brooks Library 
Music Library Holdings – 2012  
 

ITEM Number in Collection Total 
BOOKS ML 

(6998 – 158 periodicals) 
6840* 

 MT 2371** 
 RF511 1 
COLLECTED 
EDITIONS 

M2  -  M2.3 
 

768 

 M3 - M3.3 
 

80 

SCORES  M1 18 
 M4 – M2193 

 
6460 

SOUND RECORDINGS MC (cassette)  213 
 RD 7565 
 CD 

 
4321 

FICHE  0 
PERIODICALS Ms  

  Distribution:  M1 1 // ML 149 
// MT 11 
Online 272 
 

433 

VIDEOS Tapes 80 
 DVDs 152 

 
*Plus 268 e-books 
**Plus 31 e-books 

 
Access to a considerable number of periodicals, chiefly through electronic access is as 
follows, in the attached PDF. 
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2. Information concerning student and faculty access (a) to the institutions 
library in terms of hours of operation, catalogs and indexes; and (b) to the 
holdings of other institutions through various means. 

a) Hours of operation: 
i. The Music Library maintains public service hours that are appropriate 

to support its music patrons, who have convenient access to all of the 
Library’s audio, print, reference, and electronic resources.  The Brooks 
Library at CWU is open to the faculty and students 99 hours per week 
during regular academic quarter sessions and similar hours during 
summer school.  The Score, Book and Reference Room of the Music 
Library is open to patrons during these same hours.   

ii. The Listening Area is open 86 hours a week when school is in session, 
during the regular and summer sessions, including evening and 
weekend hours.  The Listening Area contains the staff portion of the 
Music Library and whenever these areas are open there are staff 
personnel, either classified staff or trained student employees present to 
assist patrons in the Listening Area and the Score, Book, and Reference 
rooms. The staff use the computers on the music service desk in the 
staff area to inform and direct music faculty and students, as well as 
non-music patrons, in their searches for music recordings, music scores 
and books in the Music Library, and including videotapes and DVDs 
located elsewhere in the Library, as well as answer questions about the 
electronic resources.  The Music Library staff offer direct assistance to 
patrons in the Score, Book and Reference, including the use of the 
bound and electronic music periodicals and the music reference books 
and their electronic versions. 
 

b)  Access to library holdings. 
i. Music faculty and students have access to a variety of Library and 

Music Library services and electronic resources, mainly by accessing 
the Library’s “Home Page”, url:  www.lib.cwu.edu/. Here they will 
find; 
• Cattrax, which is the Library’s on-line catalog and can be searched 

by faculty and students who have Internet access at any time.  
Music Library recordings, music books, score, and CD-Roms are 
listed here.  Cattrax also lists videos and DVDs available at the 
Circulation Department on the First Floor of the Brooks Library. 
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• A-Z list of Electronic Journals, music journals that are bound and 
shelved in the music collection, as well as electronic journals in 
open access in full text databases. 

• Collections:  Music discographies created by Music Library staff. 
• Databases:  Electronic databases including RILM, Music Index, 

Oxford Music Online, Classical Music Library, and JSTOR.  
• Collections:  University Archives/Digital Collections/Music 

Newsletters. 
 

c) Access to resources beyond the Music Library 
Faculty and students have 24/7/365 internet access to resources beyond the 
institution through the Library’s electronic resources and databases. The 
Library’s consortial membership in the Orbis/Cascade Alliance, listed as 
Summit on the Library’s Home Page, provides access to the collection of 
37 academic libraries, 28 million volumes, throughout Washington and 
Oregon, and Idaho. Electronic resources such as Summit, which is a 
courier service, which utilizes requests via the Summit online catalog, are 
available via the agreements that the Brooks Library has with the Orbis 
Cascade Alliance (OCA). OCA is a consortium of Pacific Northwest 
academic libraries that work together on various initiatives and services.  
One of the benefits of being a member of the OCA consortium is the 
borrowing agreement between member libraries but there are many others, 
one of which is the consortial buying power/agreements for electronic 
resource packages and databases.  Students can use any of these facilities 
as long as they are currently enrolled at a member institution.  
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3. If the music unit relies substantially on libraries or learning resources beyond the 
institution for information access, collections, or facilities, information concerning 
(a) accessibility; (b) collections in relationship to major areas of study, curricular 
offerings and levels; (c) agreements regarding student/faculty use of these facilities; 
and (d) student use of these facilities. 
 

Because of the relatively isolated geographical location of CWU main campus, at 
least 100 miles from the nearest college or university with substantial music library 
holdings (the University of Washington in Seattle), and because of the relatively 
extensive holdings of the CWU music library, aside from resources available through 
OCA as described above, the Music Department does not rely substantially on 
libraries or learning resources beyond the institution for music informational access.  
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4. Expenditures for music acquisitions as documented by the institution, ideally, a 
breakdown with expenditures (a) the year before last, (b) last year, and (c) budgeted 
for this year in the following categories: books, collected editions, periodicals, 
videotapes, scores, recordings, microfilm/microfiche, electronic access, and other 
holdings (specify). Also, a total for each year. 
 
Since the music library is administered by the staff of the main campus (Brooks) library, 
not the Music department, information regarding expenditures are not controlled by the 
department.  Although incomplete in terms of the two previous hears, the following 
spreadsheet has been supplied by the Brooks Library staff.  
 
 

FY13 Current 
Budget 

 Suggested 
Budget* Expenditures 

Periodicals 2200 $2,200.00 $2,079  
Monographs 1297 $750.00   
Series   $2,517.00 $2,517  
Scores   $1,000.00 $258  
Audio 3500 $1,500.00 $1,087  
Subject Spec. Databases 22719 $22,719.00 $22,719  
Total Expenditures 29716 $30,686.00 $28,660  
*$1000 additional Funds added  
    
FY12 Expenditures   
Periodicals $2,079    
Monographs $7,157    
Series $2,517    
Scores $3,139    
Audio $3,419    
Subject Spec. Databases $21,712    
Total Expenditures $40,023    
    
    
FY11 Expenditures   
Periodicals     
Monographs & Series     
Scores $4,138    
Audio $2,487    
Subject Spec. Databases     
Total Expenditures     
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5. Number of staff dedicated to the music collection and the qualifications for each 
position. 
 

The CWU Music Library is staffed by two, full-time, classified library staff who are 
qualified to provide public service and collection support in this specialized Library 
area; they are aided by five student part-time employees. 

 
I. The Music Library is supervised by Mr. Dennis Claypool, a full-time civil 
servant/classified staff person (40 hr/week) who has been employed in the 
music library since 1987.  He has a B.A. and M.A. in History from Morehead 
State University, Kentucky.  Mr. Claypool’s civil service/classified staff 
position was upgraded by CWU’s Human Resources department by two civil 
service grades in February, 2010, to a Library and Archives Paraprofessional 
6 in recognition of the increased responsibilities of the position and his 
accumulated years of exemplary service.  Part of the official position 
description for a LAP 6 states that “This is the highest expert/ supervisor level 
of the series.  Performs complex technical library tasks and problem solving 
involving intensive application of specialized knowledge and skills.  
Examples include the participation in the acquisition, development, and 
management of library collections, original descriptive and subject cataloging 
and classification, complex bibliographic and reference searches.  Some 
positions may supervise assigned personnel.”  Mr. Claypool also copy-
catalogs music sound recordings using the OCLC on-line databases. 
 
Among other duties, Mr. Claypool coordinates with Collection Development, 
Cataloging, and Circulation Departments regarding the acquisition, cataloging 
and processing of music materials, including books, scores, recordings, and 
sometimes the audio/visual materials.  He also relies on support regarding the 
electronic music resources from Library/Systems and Library/Serials-
Periodicals Departments. He also coordinates with the music faculty in 
scheduling music classes in the Music Library Classroom. 

 
II. Ms. Diane Rogers was reassigned to the music library from the Media 
Collection Department when that department was dissolved in August 2011.  
Ms. Rogers has the classified staff rank of Library and Archives 
Paraprofessional 1, or LAP 1.  Ms. Rogers works 40 hours a week in the 
Music Library, and her assignment has allowed the Listening Area of the 
Music Library to increase its public service hours to an average of 86 hours 
per week. 
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  Ms. Rogers has a B.A. degree in Sociology in 1991 from Central Washington 
University.  She has worked in a variety of university departments since then, 
including International Programs, McNair Scholars Program, and the Wildcat 
Wellness Center. She was hired by the Library in 1997 for the Circulation 
Department, transferring to Media Circulation in 1999. Ms. Rogers assists in 
the supervision of the student workers.  She performs various tasks in 
collection maintenance, music inventories and so forth.  She helps direct and 
assist the music patrons with their music questions in both the Listening Area 
and the Score Book and Reference Room.  She has used her experience in 
Media Circulation department to upgrade the Music Library’s procedures for 
the handling of Music Reserves and has been especially helpful in changing 
the circulation procedures of music CDs to make them more consistent with 
the Library’s official circulation policies.  

 
III. Mr. Claypool reports directly to Ms. Mary Wise, a member of the Library 
faculty.  Ms. Wise’s position title is Catalog Librarian and she has been 
employed by the Library in that position since 1996.  The knowledge and 
skills needed for that position include performing original and complex 
cataloging utilizing a variety of cataloging tools, such as Anglo-American 
Cataloging Rules, Library of Congress Rule Interpretations, Library of 
Congress Classification Schedules, Library of Congress Authorities User 
Guides, OCLC Bibliographic Formats and Standards, Music Cataloging 
Bulletin, etc.  Among other duties, Ms. Wise completes the cataloging and 
classification of music, recorded music, and related music materials in English 
and foreign languages.  To do this, she utilizes AACR2, LCRI’s, LC 
classification schedules, and other bibliographic tools in OCLC and Cattrax 
(the Brooks Library’s online catalog). Ms. Wise has an MLS degree from an 
ALA accredited school, California State University, Fullerton, 1977, and a 
Master of Education (Master Teacher) degree, 1997, from Central Washington 
University. 

 
IV. The music library employs five student workers, usually recruited from 
the music major population. Mr. Claypool is responsible for the scheduling, 
hiring, training, and supervision of these students.  The employment of these 
students allows the Listening Area to be open to the public 86 hours a week, 
including evening and weekends during regular academic year and summer 
sessions, 
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6. Policies and procedures for acquisitions, preservation, and replacement, 
including music faculty involvement. 
 

Music faculty members actively participate in the acquisition process by 
submitting requests for new materials or by asking questions of the Music 
Library’s specialist to confirm what is available in the Library.  The music faculty 
has an appointed faculty/departmental liaison to the Library, Dr. Daniel Lipori. 
Dr. Lipori acts as a library contact person between the music department and the 
Library/Collection Development librarian regarding music requests.  The Music 
Department has its own modest library budget line for acquisitions and the Music 
Library has a separate acquisitions budget for music materials as well. 
 
Another conduit for acquisition information is the Music Library specialist, Mr. 
Claypool, the only Brooks library classified staff member appointed as a Library 
liaison to an academic department.  Due to the frequency of the music faculty 
using Mr. Claypool as a library contact person, Mr. Claypool’s position has been 
upgraded to a Library Archives and Paraprofessional 6.  Since all Library 
acquisition requests, including music requests, have to be approved by the 
Collection Development Librarian, there is no conflict between the music 
faculty’s library/liaison and the Music Library specialist as they are both working 
to acquire new music materials to support music programs and classes at CWU.  
The Collection Development Librarian has the authority to acquire general music 
materials for the general campus community, but most music acquisitions for the 
Music Library are to support the music department. 
 
The music faculty members make frequent requests regarding the purchase of 
new music scores, books, music recordings and CD-Roms, and audio/visual 
materials.  Mr. Claypool searches publishers’ and vendors’ databases and 
confirms their information.  These requests are then submitted to the Collection 
Development Librarian who decides if or when to order these materials. Because 
Mr. Claypool has direct access to this librarian, this makes communication about 
music acquisitions run smoothly. Music Library staff also communicate 
frequently with the Library/Cataloging Department’s personnel about the 
processing of certain music items, such as scores and performing parts, which 
must be put into binders with ‘pockets’ for the parts, to protect the performing 
parts as best as possible against loss or damage. 
 
Music faculty can make acquisition requests to their departmental library/liaison 
or the Music Library specialist at any time.  When these requests are submitted to 
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the Collection Development Librarian, that person will decide when there is time 
and money for their purchase. Students and non-music department patrons can 
make suggestions to Mr. Claypool, but usually these suggestions are first 
discussed with the music department’s library/liaison, the Collection 
Development Librarian, or a faculty member who has greater knowledge 
of that music subject area.  Regarding short- and long-term planning for music 
collection growth, the Music Library specialist always maintains a number of 
detailed lists on file of recommended music scores, books, sound recordings and 
other media from a variety of music faculty. 
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7. Plans for library equipment acquisitions and maintenance. 
 

Since the music library is under the administration of the Brooks Library, the Music 
Department does not have direct control of the equipment or maintenance of the 
music library facilities. However, while there are no known plans for future 
acquisition of music library equipment, the Music Library (as discussed in the Self 
Study) has recently experienced considerable upgrades to both the equipment and 
staff that supports student and faculty use of the libraries learning resources. Since 
these upgrades have occurred during a period of economic hardship for the university 
in general, it seems that the music library is in a favored position, and should other 
equipment needs arise, the resources to fund them will be found. Maintenance of 
equipment is also under the aegis of the Brooks Library, and, under the watchful eye 
of Mr. Claypool, would seem to be more than adequate. 
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H. Recruitment, Admission – Retention, Record Keeping, and Advisement 
 
 1. Policies, procedures, and music unit standards used for recruitment and 

admissions at each applicable program level (i.e., non-degree-granting, associate, 
baccalaureate, graduate).  The information must provide proficiency expectations 
for admission to candidacy for the program or the degree. 

   
 Requirements for all undergraduate students found at 

http://www.cwu.edu/music/undergraduate-handbook : 
   

Music Theory 
Entering students must pass an online examination in Music Fundamentals with a score of 
75% or better as a prerequisite to MUS 144 (1st year theory). Alternatively, students can pass 
an online course in Music Fundamentals with a grade of B or better. Both the exam and the 
course are available at “Connect4Education.com.” Students should be aware that a grade of 
C or better is required in each quarter of theory to be eligible to take the next quarter in the 
two-year sequence.  
 Transfer students:  According to State policy, an earned AA degree from an accredited 
Washington State Community College automatically satisfies the General Education 
requirement for a Bachelor's degree.  Courses in the major field at a Community College can 
be used to satisfy lower division course requirements in the major with the approval of the 
department chair. Courses in the major field at a Community College can be used to satisfy 
lower division course requirements in the major with the approval of the department chair.  
Theory credits earned at accredited colleges and universities with a grade of C or better will 
be honored by the CWU music department, provided they reflect courses that have been 
deemed as equivalent in scope to those in the CWU curriculum. All students transferring into 
the department with theory credits from another institution must take a diagnostic exam in 
theory at the beginning of their first quarter in residence. Students may be required to take 
one or more quarters of theory based on their performance on this exam. Date, time and place 
of the exam will be posted on the web site.  

 
 Piano: 

A Piano Proficiency exam must be passed by all music majors as a graduation 
requirement. For Music Education Majors, this exam is part of the department's 
endorsement for student teaching. Student teaching placement cannot be scheduled 
without this endorsement. For all other majors, the Piano Proficiency Exam is a 
graduation requirement, and graduation will not be granted if the Registrar's Office 
does not receive notification that the exam has been passed. Exam particulars are 
available in the Music Office. The exam is administered by the members of the piano 
faculty and is scheduled during the Final Exam week at the end of each quarter. A sign-
up sheet for the exam will be posted during the last week of classes outside the piano 
faculty member's office. The Piano Proficiency exam is separate from the three-quarter 
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Class Piano sequence (MUS 154A I, MUS 154A II, MUS 154A III). This sequence of 
courses prepares the student for the Piano Proficiency exam, but successfully 
completing this sequence does NOT release a student from the obligation to take the 
Piano Proficiency exam. 

 
   Applied Area: 

All entering students who plan to major or minor in music must demonstrate their 
performance ability by auditioning with a faculty member. Based on this audition, the 
Department of Music will determine the student's admissibility into a specific major or 
minor area. 
Audition dates for H.S. seniors planning to attend Central the following year will be 
scheduled for fall and winter quarters and published on the department web site. An 
Open House for H.S. juniors who want to do advance planning for college will be 
scheduled for spring quarter and published on the department web site. However, other 
dates are available through prior scheduling. Information regarding audition dates, 
schedules, and repertoire requirements can be obtained by contacting the Music Office. 
Students who do not qualify for admission into the Department may be placed on 
departmental probation. This will allow them to enroll in basic musicianship classes 
and to pursue applied study on either the major or the secondary level for one quarter. 
Probationary students may use the quarter-ending jury as an audition for 
reconsideration of their admission. 
Audition requirements for undergraduate students can be found at the following web 
site: http://www.cwu.edu/music/audition-information Each instrument is listed in a 
drop down menu under “Audition for Admission” 
Audition standards for transfer students can be found at the following web site:  
http://www.cwu.edu/music/performance-standards  
 
Major ensemble participation  
All music majors, including BM and BA degrees, must register for a major ensemble 
appropriate to their major performance area during each quarter of enrollment as a full 
time student. The ensembles designated as major ensembles are: Wind Ensemble, 
Symphonic Band, Marching Band, Choir, Chamber Choir and University Orchestra. 
Exceptions to this requirement are as follows:  

• Piano and guitar majors may, with permission of the applied instructor and 
approval of the Department Chair, substitute up to 3 quarters of chamber 
music experience (MUS 217, 417) for major ensemble credit. 

• Music Education majors are exempt from this requirement during the 
quarter of student teaching. 
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• Broad Area Music Education majors may enroll in a major ensemble 
outside their primary performing area to fulfill the secondary area 
ensemble requirements of that degree.  

• Students who wish to petition for an exemption to this requirement must 
complete and submit to the department chair a "Large Ensemble Waiver" 
form, signed by the student's applied instructor and ensemble director.  

Recital/Convocation attendance:  
Beginning fall quarter 2011 all students majoring in music must attend 4 convocations 
and an average of 8 recitals/concerts for each Fall, Winter, and Spring quarter that they 
are in residence. The Music Office will track attendance. Applied faculty and Dept. 
advisors will be given regular attendance reports, and this information will also be 
provided in a posting for students to check each quarter. Students must make-up each 
Convocation absence (no excused absences permitted) by attending 3 additional recitals. 
In order to receive recital/concert credit the student must be an active listener and not 
involved in the performance in which they are receiving an attendance scan. 
Recitals/concerts lasting 45 minutes and longer will receive one scan for attendance 
credit. Students who have completed all of their requirements for a bachelor degree in 
music and who are pursuing an additional non-music degree can petition the department 
chair to be exempt from the above policy while they are in residence completing their 
second degree. Students applying for graduation must complete this requirement 
before they will be allowed to graduate 

 Recital Requirements 
• Students pursuing all degrees requiring applied study at the 364 level will be 

required to present at least a 1/2 recital or its equivalent. This requirement is 
not associated with a particular quarter of 364 study. The recital will be 
evaluated as Outstanding, Satisfactory or Unsatisfactory; recitals evaluated as 
Unsatisfactory will not fulfill this degree requirement.  

• All bachelor of music performance majors must successfully complete eight 
credits at the 464 level, present a joint or half recital at the 364 level, and a 
full recital at the 464 level.  

  Music Education Majors 
Music education majors entering CWU as first-year college students should make an 
appointment with the Music Education Coordinator (Mark Lane) during the winter 
quarter of their second year on campus.  Transfer music education majors should make 
this appointment by their second quarter at CWU.  The purpose of this meeting is to 
ensure that all music education majors are well informed as to the required procedures for 
entering the Professional Education sequence. 
The Pre-Autumn experience (EDCS 300) should be done in the fall of the junior (3rd) 
year for native students, and before the 2nd year for transfers.  This will give students a 
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chance to experience the educational arena and decide whether or not this career is suited 
to them.  
Composition: 
Admission to this degree program requires a separate audition with the Composition 
faculty. This audition consists of a short interview (10-15 minutes) during which time the 
student's compositional experience, interests, and orientations are discussed. The student 
is additionally expected to bring a small portfolio of representative compositions to the 
interview for evaluation. A typical portfolio will contain at least 2-3 conventionally 
notated scores for different forces (e.g. solo instrument, small chamber ensembles, etc.) 
that demonstrate the student's current level of achievement. There are no requirements for 
the duration of such works, nor are there any stylistic limitations per se, beyond the 
expectation that the works be in a "serious" (i.e. non- popular) idiom. Students are also 
welcome to bring recordings of their portfolio works to the audition interview, although 
works existing solely in recorded form are generally not encouraged. Normally freshman 
students will not be admitted to the composition program until the first two quarters of 
theory have been successfully completed. Until admission to this degree has been 
attained, freshman should declare the BA in Music degree. 

  Requirements for all Graduate Students (found at http://www.cwu.edu/music/graduate-
student-handbook ) 

  

Entrance Tests and Evaluations 
After meeting minimum criteria for admission into a specific master’s degree for each 
major, candidates must take diagnostic examinations in music history and music theory at 
the beginning of their first quarter of graduate study. In addition, any deficiencies in the 
admission requirement for non-performance majors to demonstrate a 300-level of 
musicianship will be delineated to the student by the faculty along with recommendations 
for remediation. These recommendations may take the form of, but are not limited to, 
coursework, selected readings, and applied study. It is the candidate's responsibility to 
demonstrate the successful satisfaction of any deficiency. No Master of Music degree 
will be awarded until these appraisals have been passed. The music department 
recommends that the candidate attempt to satisfy these entrance appraisals at the earliest 
opportunity. 
Thesis Requirements 
An important consideration for all music Masters students is that most final projects are 
not in the form of a thesis. This is contrary to most of the information found on the forms 
from the Office of Graduate Studies which is due to the fact that most other disciplines do 
in fact complete final projects in thesis form. However, in music most theses are 
considered “projects”. Consultation between the candidate and his/her graduate advisor is 
essential at all stages of thesis/project activity. In addition, the candidate should be aware 
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of and follow the directions given in the General Thesis / Non-Thesis Guidelines, 
available from the Graduate Office. The following information presents some basic 
considerations regarding the several types of theses stipulated for the Master of Music 
degree. Copies of previous theses, projects, and covering papers are available for perusal 
in the Music Department Office. In addition, downloadable PDF's of Thesis Procedures 
and Thesis Timetable are available to help you understand expectations of the 
department. 

Final Examinations  
All graduate students must pass a comprehensive final examination, oral, or written and 
oral, based on their course work and the thesis/project. The nature of the final 
examination will be determined in consultation with the student's graduate committee 
chair. Before the Final Examination can be scheduled, students must have satisfied any 
recommendations made to correct deficiencies revealed by the diagnostic exams and 
completed and submitted the written portion of the thesis/project. 
In addition the Office of Graduate Studies requires a "Final Folder Check" in the quarter 
in which a student wishes to defend the thesis/project. To receive a Final Folder Check, 
the following are required:  

• Approved Course Of Study form (original or revised) on file  
• Approved Graduate Committee and Option Approval Form on file  
• The student must be registered for at least two (2) credits  

If everything is cleared in the Final Folder Check, the student will receive a Permit to 
Schedule the orals/final examination. The application for the final examination, approved 
by the student's graduation committee, must be filed in the Graduate Office at least three 
weeks in advance of the examination. This application has several specific parts to it; 
early acquisition and completion of this form is strongly recommended. Consult the 
Graduate Office for any and all appropriate deadline dates.  
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 2. Policies, procedures, and music unit standards regarding retention at each 

applicable program level. 
    
   The CWU Department of Music evaluates each new student on their potential for 

success in our music program.  Once the student is accepted as a major there are 
periodic checks throughout their program of study to ensure that they are on track for 
graduation. 

 
   All students must audition for the area applied faculty in order to be accepted into a 

studio.  Decisions are made on availability of space in the studio and the student’s 
potential for success in their proposed major area of study.  Students who are accepted 
begin the sequence at the 100 level of study, before the student can be promoted to the 
next level of study (200, 300, 400) they must demonstrate proficiency on a jury. 

    
   All new students must take an online diagnostic test and score a minimum score of 75% 

or better.  Students who do not score at least a 75% have the option of taking an online 
course at the conclusion of which they can take the test again.  Once the student has 
achieved a score of 75% or better they are accepted into the theory sequence. 

   Transfer students must take an in-house diagnostic exam that is based on questions 
from final exams in each of our theory sequence courses.  The student is placed in the 
appropriate level of the theory sequence (regardless of hours transferred from another 
institution). 

 
   Music Education students interview with music education faculty and complete a pre-

autumn experience in a public school before being accepted into a music education 
program.  The music education student must pass all music courses with the grade of a 
“C” or better and must have a minimum GPA of 3.0. 

   At the end of each student’s first year of study (native and transfer undergraduate 
students) the department has a “First year Confirmation” process to make sure students 
are on track in their chosen program of study.  The process is as follows (as found un 
the undergraduate student handbook): 

 
First - Year Confirmation 

All students, including transfer students, will be admitted as music 
majors with areas of specializations (performance, music ed., BA). 
The First-Year Confirmation will be used to validate the areas of 
specializations. The First-Year Confirmation occurs at the end of the 
first year of study in the department, normally at the time of the first 
advancement jury for performance majors. Area Coordinators will 
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keep track of the status of students in their areas, and they will 
communicate the results of the First-Year Confirmation to the 
involved student, applied instructor, music ed. coordinators, dept. 
advisors, and the Music Office. 
First-Year Confirmation of Major will review the following: 

1. Academic Progress (examining applicable progress in theory, 
ensembles, applied study, piano class, music ed., composition, 
as well as convocation and recital attendance; students must 
also earn 2.0 GPA or higher to be “confirmed”). 

2. Applied Progress (at the first jury advancement for 
performance majors, examining the potential for success in 
making it to the required applied level by the time the student 
is a senior). 

3. Music Education Potential (only for students who are pursuing 
a degree in music education). A member of the Music 
Education Committee will interview music education students 
during their first year of study. If students are approved to 
continue pursuing a music education degree, they will receive 
a signature from a music education coordinator on their 
declaration of major form). 

Students with any identified areas of concern will be required to 
undergo the same confirmation process at the beginning of the 6th 
quarter of study at CWU. If areas of concern remain at the end of the 
6th quarter of study at CWU, students will be advised to pursue 
another major in or out of the Music Department. 
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 3. Policies and procedures used for advisement and counseling system at various 

program levels. 
   The department requires all new students to participate in a course reserved for music 

majors called university 101.  The purpose of this class is to advise new students on 
student services that the university offers, make them familiar with the university 
library, and most importantly give them an introduction to college life as a music 
major.  A main part of this course is to familiarize students with the requirements of 
their chosen area of study within the department.  General requirements for all students 
are covered as well as specific requirements for each major. 

   Students are assigned an advisor during their first quarter in the major.  Performance 
students are assigned to their respective applied instructors.  Music education students 
are divided between the music education faculty.  Students are encouraged to meet with 
their advisor before each registration period.  However once every three quarters the 
students cannot register without meeting with their advisor at which time the advisor 
can release them to register. 
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 4.  Information concerning counseling for students preparing to be 

elementary/secondary specialist music teachers. 
   Students seeking music major status and certification in any of the three music 

endorsement areas (choral, general, and instrumental) first are required to demonstrate 
music literacy and performance skill through an audition before a panel of faculty in 
that performance area. Each performance area has its specific criteria for admission, 
and in general the standard for music education major status is the same as that for all 
music majors. 

 
   In the spring of 2009, faculty voted to implement a required on-line music theory 

diagnostic exam as a prerequisite to the freshman music theory courses required of all 
music majors. Students not achieving the required score on the diagnostic exam are be 
required to complete an online music fundamentals course prior to enrollment. This 
initiative was designed to identify and provide remediation for students whose 
backgrounds have not prepared them for college-level work in music theory, and 
ultimately increase retention rates and speed time to degree. 

 
   The core areas of musical knowledge addressed through applied instrumental or vocal 

study, ensemble study, and coursework in music theory, history, world music, piano, 
and conducting are assessed by course. Music education students must maintain a 3.0 
grade point average and no grade lower than a C is counted toward graduation. The 
2007 Washington State Endorsement competencies group these skills areas 1.1 through 
6.9 (the numbering scheme varies slightly between the three endorsement areas—for 
the purposes of this report, the instrumental competency numbers are used).  

 
   Each quarter, students are required to complete a performance jury before a faculty 

panel or (in a policy adopted by faculty in winter 2009) complete an applied final 
consisting of one of several performance options. The faculty piloted and adopted area-
specific rubrics in the fall of 2009 for all music juries and applied finals, regardless of 
major. These cumulative evaluation sheets are maintained in a student’s advising file. 
Students requesting a level change (from 100 to 200 level, for example) must perform a 
jury. While policies vary from studio to studio, music education students are required to 
successfully reach the 364 level in applied performance, which requires a recital 
performance attended and evaluated by faculty (this policy was approved by faculty in 
Winter 2009). Some areas require performance in studio classes, community-based 
studio projects, and technique and excerpt classes as part of earning applied credit. 
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   Prior to student teaching, students must pass the CWU Piano Proficiency test, an 

individual performance assessment of standard piano skills before a faculty member. 
This evidence is maintained in a student’s advising file. 

 
   Music students complete an introductory course (prior to 2011, MUS 104, after 2011, 
   UNIV 101) that includes a degree planning and advising component. Students typically 

declare their major during their freshman or sophomore year; the major declaration 
form requires the signature of a music education advisor, and the music department 
chair. At this point, students receive information about program requirements and 
deadlines. We advise students to begin the process of application to the Professional 
Education sequence some time during their sophomore year. This entails completing 
application forms, completing the Character and Fitness Supplement, passing the 
WEST-B exam, submitting fingerprints, purchasing LiveText software, maintaining a 
3.0 grade point average in the most recent 45 credits of study, and documenting 40 
hours of classroom observations in public school or other educational settings. 

 
   Courses in the Professional Education Sequence address endorsement competencies in 

areas 5.2, 5.6, 6.14, and 6.21 and the major music education methods classes (MUS 
323, 325, and 329) address area-specific competencies in areas 5.1 to 6.20. These 
courses rely on course-based assessment contributing to a students’ cumulative grade 
point average, and portfolio assessment using the LiveText system. Music education 
faculty began implementing the LiveText rubric-based assessments in 2005, and based 
on our evaluation of the usefulness of the data and feasibility of the process revised the 
rubrics in 2007 and 2012. The music area methods courses now require students to 
submit  standards-based lesson plans aligned with music EALRs that is evaluated on a 
common rubric. Prior to 2012 the rubric and lesson plan format were aligned with the 
Performance Pedagogy Assessment developed by OSPI and required during student 
teaching. The current format and rubric now align with the edTPA, which will be 
required of graduating students beginning in Spring 2014. 

 
   Students must complete EDCS 300, the Pre-Autumn field experience, under the 

supervision of CEPS field faculty. Prior to student teaching, students must pass the 
WEST-E exam and complete student teaching application materials. Applicants for 
student teaching are discussed at a full faculty meeting and faculty are encouraged to 
note any concerns about student performance or dispositions in this forum prior to 
approving recommendation for student teaching. 

 
   In the spring of 2009, the music education faculty developed a Technical Standards 

document and procedures designed to give students feedback on their abilities in key 
areas of professional competence, and implemented the procedures in fall 2009. This 
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document was modified with permission from that of the University of Maryland, 
College Park and approved with enthusiasm by CWU's director of the Office of 
Disability Services. This information and evaluation is presented in each methods class, 
and allows for faculty and self-evaluation. These forms are kept in the student's 
advising file. This process will permit early intervention and action for student 
improvement, with the goal of achieving a 100% success rate in student teaching. 

 
   EDCS 442, Student Teaching, is completed under the supervision of field faculty in the 

College of Education and Professional Studies. Students are also evaluated by their 
cooperating teacher.  

 
   Through the multiple venues of student contact listed above--individual and group 

advising, involvement in NAfME, ACDA, ASTA, JEN and other student groups, studio 
and ensemble participation, piano proficiency, coursework--students are informed and 
reminded about program requirements and deadlines. The primary vehicle for sharing 
assessment results with students is through individual advising with a music education 
faculty member, in addition to course-based feedback through individual assignments, 
LiveText rubrics, and grades. 

 
   The assessment system described above is the result of faculty collaboration on many 

levels. The five-member Music Education Committee is a standing committee which 
meets at least quarterly to discuss program matters, and the department Curriculum 
Committee serves an advisory role to the faculty and department chair in developing 
policies. A representative from the music faculty attends Center for Teaching and 
Learning (CTL) meetings and served on the NCATE task force during the recent 
accreditation process as well as multiple Professional Education Sequence Standard V 
program revision subcommittees. These multiple committees provide opportunities for 
faculty to review and evaluate student progress; discuss the fairness and accuracy of 
student evaluation, address student concerns, and plan program revisions. The CTL 
programs met or exceeded state accreditation requirements in all areas in the Winter 
2013 site visit, and collaboration among programs was a particular accolade. 

 
   We believe the music education program successfully provides opportunities to learn 

and assesses student progress toward program completion. Our use of individual and 
group performance assessment, portfolios, standardized examinations, and course-
based study in multiple modes (research-based, inquiry-based) allows us to gain a 
comprehensive view of a students’ achievement in the critical areas defined by the 
endorsement competencies. To this end, we believe the program fulfills the intent of 
our department, College, and University mission statements as well as the values, 
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philosophy, theme, knowledge base, competencies, and field experience elements of the 
Conceptual Framework of the Center for Teaching and Learning. 
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 5. Student record-keeping policies and procedures at various program levels, 

including issues such as courses taken, grades, repertory studied, performance, 
and special evaluations. 

   Files for all undergraduate music majors, minors and post-baccalaureate students are 
kept in the main music office. These files contain the department audition form with 
results, results of the piano proficiency exam, major or minor declaration form, 
scholarship award letters, jury report, repertoire sheets, recital program, and other 
pertinent documents.  Copies of any course related forms such as change of grade, 
independent study, and permit to substitute forms, are made for the student file prior to 
sending the original form to Registrar Services for processing. Student files are retained 
in the music office according to the Washington State General Retention Records 
Schedule, DAN# 75-4-10491, 6 years after student graduates or date of last attendance.  
Permanent academic records are maintained in the student information system, Safari, 
and overseen by Registrar’s Services.   Graduate files are maintained by the department 
graduate coordinator. 
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 6. Policies concerning maintenance of final project documentation for graduate 

degrees. 
  From the Music Graduate Handbook 

 Copies of previous theses, projects, and covering papers are available for perusal in the 
 Music Department Office. In addition, downloadable PDF's of Thesis Procedures and 
 Thesis Timetable are available to help you understand expectations of the department. 
 
 The above implies that graduate student projects are archived in the department office. 
 In addition, graduate student files are maintained in the Graduate Coordinators  Office 
 which contain all graduate documents pertaining to committee selection, project 
 approval, and examination completion. 
 

D. Graduate Program 
 
1. Rules concerning the curricular percentage or number of credits in courses intended 

for graduate students only that are required for each graduate degree program. 
 
 At least one-third of the total credit requirements must be in the major field, 

including six credits of thesis; one-third in other music courses, including three 
credits of ensemble and three credits of MUS 521 (Methods of Musical Research); 
and one-third may be elective courses in supportive areas from any discipline. At 
least 25 credits applied toward the degree must be at the 500 level or above. 
Students are expected to plan their program with a graduate advisor and committee. 

 
2. Rules concerning independent study applicable to graduate degrees in music. 
 
 There are no rules concerning this in the Music Dept AND/OR in the general 

Graduate Catalog. We do have MUS596, so we do offer I. S. at the graduate level, 
showing it can be repeated, and have variable credit of 1 to 6. I believe this implies 
that there is a 6-credit limit on the total number of I. S. credits taken. 

 
The above taken together with this (from the Music Graduate Catalog) 
 
• Other studies in music, including 3 credits in ensemble courses Credits: (12 to 15) 
• Elective courses in supportive areas Credits: (6 to 15) 
 
 would imply that I. S. graduate coursework could be taken and counted toward 

these two areas  of the degree total. 
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J. Community Involvement 
 
 1. Lists of the most significant community involvements/interactions. 
   
 A current list can be found at: http://www.cwu.edu/music/festivals-and-camps  
 
 
2012-2013 Academic Year 
 
 

October 19-20, 2012: Central Cello Celebration 

October 27, 2012: Sonata-Sonatina Festival 

November 5, 2012: Regional Division National Trumpet Competition Trumpet Fest 

November 7-9, 2012: Fall Choral Classic Festival 

Feb. 28 - Mar. 2, 2013: Wind Ensemble Festival  
 
April 26-27, 2013 : WMEA State Solo and Ensemble Competition  

May, 2013: John Moawad Invitational Jazz Festival 
 
July 2013: Chamber Music Lyceum / Music Madness 

Summer, 2013: Summer Band Camps 

Summer 2013: CWU "Sounds of Summer" Percussion Camp 

Summer, 2013: Tacoma Youth Symphony Summer Orchestra Festival  

August, 2013: Prep Strings Summer Camp 

Note:  Orchestra Festival scheduled for Spring 2014 
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 2. Documentation of formal relationships and policies when community involvement 

is related to a postsecondary degree offering.  
 
   NA 
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K. Articulation with Other Schools  
  
 1. Published lists of tests of articulation agreements between two-year and four-year 

degree-granting institutions. NA 
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2. Copies of any agreements whereby the institution either provides or receives credit 

for degrees or other credentials in music from other institutions. 
    
   CWU currently has one articulation agreement with Spokane Falls Community College.  

The agreement is as follows: 
 

Letter of Agreement 
Spokane Falls Community College 

Central Washington University 
 

To create a seamless transition from Spokane Falls Community College to the Central 
Washington University for students of music, SFCC and the CWU agree to the 
following: 

I. Students who complete an AFA in Music at SFCC, who are admitted to CWU, 
and who successfully audition for admission to CWU’s Music program will 
transfer as follows: 
    

• 18 credits of music theory (9 credits first-year theory, 9 credits second-
year), contingent upon a student’s performance on the CWU diagnostic 
theory exam, administered to all incoming transfer students.  An 
additional 12 credits of theory earned at SFCC will transfer to CWU as 
General Elective credits (total of 30 credits). 

• 3 credits of class piano.  An additional 9 credits earned at SFCC in class 
piano will transfer to CWU as General Elective credits (total of 12 
credits). Passing CWU’s Piano Proficiency exam will still be required, 
unless an equivalent exam has been taken (and passed) at S.F.C.C. CWU 
Piano Proficiency Exam can be found at 
http://www.cwu.edu/~music/student/piano_exam.pdf 

• 12 credits of large ensemble. 

• 6 credits of applied instruction/private lessons. (equivalent to six quarters 
of instruction).  

• 40 credits General University Requirements consistent with CWU’s 
Transfer Guide. 

• Auditions for admission to a CWU Music Degree program may be 
scheduled at any time during the two-year community college program at 
S.F.C.C.  An audition during the first year at S.F.C.C. is recommended. 
Prospective students will audition at CWU.  Based on a student’s audition, 
CWU may offer admission contingent upon completion of the AFA in 
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good academic standing (3.0 or higher cumulative GPA).   Admission to a 
specific level of study will follow department policy: 

Transfer music majors will enroll at the 164 level, but may jury up in 
successive quarters until the appropriate level is reached. A student may 
request enrollment at a higher level immediately, but must perform a jury 
to demonstrate appropriate skills and repertoire. Transfer music majors 
will enroll at the 164 level, but may jury up in successive quarters until the 
appropriate level is reached. A student may request enrollment at a higher 
level immediately, but must perform a jury to demonstrate appropriate 
skills and repertoire. 

 

II. This articulation agreement will be reviewed every four years.  If either party 
chooses to discontinue the agreement, parties will honor the agreement for any 
student who satisfies all three of the following conditions: A) has started on the 
AFA track at Spokane Falls prior to the notice of a discontinuation of the 
agreement; B) is on schedule to, and does, graduate from SFCC in two years or 
less; C) has identified CWU as a transfer destination. 

III. To ensure the success of AFA Music transfers at CWU, faculty of music at 
Spokane Falls will review and discuss annually with CWU music faculty CWU's 
Music Department's expectations and standards. 

ARTICULATION AGREEMENT 
Letter of Agreement 

Central Washington University 
Spokane Falls Community College 

 
To create a seamless transition from Spokane Falls Community College to the Central 

Washington University for students of music, SFCC and CWU agree to the following: 

IV. Students who complete an AFA in Music, Jazz Studies, at SFCC, who are 
admitted to CWU, and who successfully audition for admission to CWU’s BA in 
Music, Jazz Specialization, will transfer to CWU as follows: 
 

• 18 credits of music theory (9 credits first-year theory, 9 credits second-
year), contingent upon a student’s performance on the CWU diagnostic 
theory exam, administered to all incoming transfer students.  An 
additional 12 credits earned at SFCC in music theory will transfer to CWU 
as General Elective credits. 
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• 3 credits of class piano.  An additional 3 credits earned at SFCC in class 
piano will transfer to CWU as General Elective credits. Passing CWU’s 
Piano Proficiency exam will still be required, unless an equivalent exam 
has been taken (and passed) at S.F.C.C. CWU’s Piano Proficiency Exam 
can be found at http://www.cwu.edu/~music/student/piano_exam.pdf 

• 12 credits of ensemble (6 credits large ensemble, 6 credits jazz ensemble). 

• 3 credits of jazz combo. 

• 6 credits of applied instruction/private lessons (equivalent to six quarters 
of instruction).  

• 3 credits of improvisation.  These credits may satisfy CWU’s 
improvisation requirements or may transfer as General Electives.  A 
determination will be made by the CWU Music Department upon transfer. 

• Entering students from S.F.C.C. will audition for acceptance into the BA 
Music Program with a Specialization in Jazz in the same manner as native 
students (see “Auditioning for the Jazz Degree” in the Jazz Handbook 
www.cwu.edu/~music/student/jazzhandbook.pdf ). Auditions will be 
scheduled towards the end of the 5th quarter of applied study.  Prospective 
students will audition at CWU.  Based on a student’s audition, CWU may 
offer admission contingent upon completion of the AFA and in good 
academic standing (3.0 or higher cumulative GPA).  

• 40 credits General University Requirements consistent with CWU’s 
Transfer Guide. 

V. This articulation agreement will be reviewed every four years.  If either party 
chooses to discontinue the agreement, parties will honor the agreement for any 
student who satisfies all three of the following conditions: A) has started on the 
AFA track at SFCC prior to the notice of a discontinuation of the agreement; B) is 
on schedule to, and does, graduate from the Falls in two years or less; C) has 
identified CWU as a transfer destination. 

VI. To ensure the success of AFA Music transfers at CWU, faculty of music at 
Spokane Falls will review and discuss annually with CWU music faculty CWU's 
Music Department's expectations and standards. 
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L. Non-Degree-Granting Programs for the Community 
 
 
1. Catalogs and any promotional material including titles(s) of Programs(s).  
 
The title of the program is the CWU Music Preparatory Program, and consists of the 
following ensembles (known collectively as the Kittitas Valley Youth Orchestras): Early 
Beginners I and II (Suzuki-style beginners), Beginning Strings, Silver Strings, Gold 
Strings, Debut Orchestra, and Kittitas Valley Youth Orchestra, and the String Cats 
(alternative styles ensemble). 
 
Promotional material and descriptions of the ensembles are maintained on the CWU Prep 
Strings website at: http://www.cwu.edu/music/preparatory-string-program 
 
An example of the recruiting and information rack card from Fall 2011 follows. 
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2.   Purposes (mission, goals, and objectives) of any formal community education     
 program in music operated by the school. 
 
 Mission Statement: 

o To provide CWU students, in music education and other majors, with an 
opportunity to develop teaching skills in a supportive learning 
environment supervised by master teachers. 

o To serve the youth of Kittitas Valley by providing string instruction in 
group classes and conducted ensembles, from beginning to advanced. 

o To inspire interest in string education among college students and the 
community, and enrich the musical community at large through 
performances and other activities. 

 
The program’s budget is based on community student tuition, donations, and grant 
funding.  From 2008-2012 the program received a $25,000 grant from the NAMM 
Foundation through the National String Project Consortium. 
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3. Overview or summaries of enrollment, faculty, facilities, and equipment. 
 
Enrollment: The CWU Preparatory String Program provides group string and orchestra 
instruction to an average of 70 students from the Central Washington region, ranging in 
age from 5-18.  CWU students may participate free of charge.  Tuition for community 
students is $100/quarter, and instruments are available for rental for $40/quarter. 
 
Faculty: The program is under the supervision of Dr. Bret P. Smith, Associate Professor 
of Music Education.  Barbara Riley, a Suzuki-certified violin instructor, serves as Master 
Teacher in the Early Beginners I and I. classes.  The teaching staff includes a graduate 
conducting teaching assistant, a part-time administrative teaching assistant, and 13-15 
CWU music majors or minors as directors and coaches paid as student employees.  CWU 
student directors and instructors are selected based on an annual application and 
interview process, and typically assume more teaching responsibilities as they advance 
through the program.  
 
Facilities:  The program is housed within the CWU Music Education Building, using 
classrooms, rehearsal halls, and performance spaces.  The instrument inventory is stored 
in storage closets, the repair room, and an unused office space; the program’s music 
library is housed in the ensemble library.  Enrollment, registration, and payroll are 
administered by the Office of Continuing Education at an annual 5% charge on revenue. 
 
Equipment:  The program owns and maintains an inventory of instruments 
(approximately 40 violins, 10 violas, 10 cellos, and 6 basses of various sizes) as well as 
assorted repair supplies and accessories, instrument storage cabinets, cello/bass racks, 
and office equipment.  The program also owns a quartet of Yamaha Silent Electric 
instruments, accessories, and a portable Yamaha PA system. 
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SECTION IV. MDP I                             L. Non-Degree-Granting Programs for the Community 
 
 
 
4. Policies regarding student and program evaluation 
 
Community participants are placed in appropriate ensembles based on playing 
proficiency, sight-reading skill, and age level primarily through auditions in the fall of 
each year.  Informal and formative assessment occurs at the discretion of ensemble 
directors and coaches, and although not required, some directors employ playing tests and 
practice charts throughout the year.  Each ensemble participates in the quarterly concerts, 
and the KVYO presents a separate program each quarter as well. 
 
CWU students are observed by faculty, and complete an annual performance review 
(short interview with faculty advisor and program director).  These reviews provide a 
structured opportunity for students to receive constructive feedback, as well as to offer 
their suggestions for improvement and refine personal goals. 
 
As part of the NSPC grant, the program has been evaluated annually since 2008 under the 
direction of Dr. James Byo of Louisiana State University.  These evaluations are based on 
program statistics and surveys of faculty director, master teachers, CWU student teachers, 
parents, and program participants.  Data is presented in summary and narrative form, and 
measured against the stated goals of the NSPC.  These reports are shared with interested 
faculty, the department chair, and college dean, and have been very valuable in guiding 
program improvement.  At the conclusion of grant funding, we intend to continue to 
conduct annual program evaluations based on this model. 
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SECTION IV. MDP I                             L. Non-Degree-Granting Programs for the Community 
 
 
5.  Requirements for any certificates or diplomas offered. 

 N/A 
 
 

6.  Any planning documents associated with the program(s) 
N/A 
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SECTION IV. MDP I                                                            M.N.O.   
 

 

M. Operational Standards for all institutions for which NASM is the Designated 
Institutional Accreditor 
N/A 

 

N. Operational Standards and Procedures for Proprietary Institutions 

N/A 

 

O. Branch Campuses and External Programs 

N/A 
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	It is important to note that, while the UelementsU of teaching evaluated for faculty members remain consistent at each level of review, the expectations for quality of performance progress as faculty move through the ranks, as noted in the previous se...
	I. Instructional areas in Music
	A.  Traditional classroom instruction (lectures) in the various subcategories of the discipline, e.g., theory, history, analysis, conducting, music education, improvisation, styles and diction.
	B.  Instruction in various forms of applied music, including:
	Ensemble directing of large ensembles (Orchestra, Band, Choir)
	Ensemble directing of small ensembles (Jazz bands, Jazz choirs, Chamber orchestra, Men’s/Women’s choirs and choirs associated with specific instruments, e.g., trumpet, trombone, tuba, flute)
	Coaching small ensembles (chamber music, jazz combos)
	Opera production or Opera scenes
	Teaching applied music (private lessons) and tutorial composition lessons
	Teaching instrumental class methods courses and class instruction in piano and voice


	II.  Evaluation of teaching
	A.   Some aspects of teaching can be evaluated according to guidelines common to other academic disciplines, including:
	1.  Syllabi: syllabi should include:
	a.  Course content
	b.  Teaching methods
	c.  Student learning outcomes
	d.  Assessment measures and grading procedures
	e.  Schedule of topics and assignments
	f.  Student requirements and responsibilities

	2.  Curriculum: Evidence of course reviews and revision, if necessary
	a.  Substantive contributions to program review/development
	b.  Development of new courses to improve overall curriculum

	3.  Instruction: Use of varied instructional strategies to enhance student learning
	a.  Use of technology, where appropriate, to enhance teaching effectiveness
	b.  Evidence of upgrading of teaching to enhance student learning

	4.  Assessment: SEOI data for each class taught, including transcribed comments
	b.  Written reports of class observations by colleagues
	c.  Peer review used to improve/enhance teaching
	d.  Evidence of student learning
	e.  Contributions to development/implementation of departmental assessment of entry standards and exit criteria

	5.  Student engagement/advising:
	a.  Availability/willingness to meet students enrolled in course-related advisement
	b.  Evidence of responsible general advising
	c.  Evidence of success in mentoring students


	B.  Discipline-specific evaluation
	1.  Since the success of the department is perceived most immediately and its reputation established most directly by the quality of the performances of its faculty, ensembles and students, additional factors of instructional evaluation that may be ab...
	a.  The general level of and improvement in the performance of students in the applied studio and/or ensemble
	b.  The quality of ensemble performances, frequency of invitations to perform or conduct at outside events
	c.  Teaching effectiveness in terms of (but not limited to) reputation as a teacher/performer within and outside the university
	d.  Success in recruiting and retaining students with high musical aptitude
	e.  Perceptions regarding the candidate’s success in encouraging student progress toward degree and in creating a supportive environment for learning, advising and retention



	III. Documentation
	A. All Reappointment, Tenure, Promotion, Non-Tenure Track and Post-    Tenure Review Professional Records must include documentation for     teaching as follows:
	1.  SEOI summary pages and transcribed comments for every course  taught.
	a.  CWU Student Evaluation of Instruction (SEOI) forms shall be   administered in all courses with five or more students, and the results, including summary sheets and transcribed comments for each course taught, submitted for evaluation in accordan...
	b.  SEOI forms for all levels and sections of applied music courses (one-on-one lessons), and composition courses which have fewer than five students will be administered in the final music major convocation (required for all students enrolled in an a...

	2.  Peer evaluation (by the Personnel Committee and [optional]        individual faculty)
	3.  Administrative (chair) evaluation
	4.  Course syllabi for each course taught, including applied music and           ensembles
	5.  A narrative statement:
	Faculty should include a reflective statement for any level of  performance review.  The reflective statement should be a  narrative discussion of goals, accomplishments and areas needing  improvement in each of the three areas of evaluation: teachin...
	6.  Other supporting material, which may include other appropriate    evidence of effective instruction, such as student achievement,    evidence of research, workshops or other activities with the goal of    improving teaching effectiveness.  Eviden...

	Department of Music Performance Standards for Reappointment, Tenure, Promotion, and Post Tenure Review

	I. Preamble
	A. Mission

	B. Faculty and Staff
	a. Standards
	II. Personnel Policies and Procedures for Reappointment, Tenure, Promotion and Post-Tenure Review
	A. University Policies
	1.  University Performance Standards for reappointment, tenure, promotion and post-tenure review are located on the Faculty Relations website (32TUhttp://www.cwu.edu/~avpfa/U32T).
	2.  The policies and procedures for reappointment, tenure, promotion and post-tenure review are outlined in the Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA). Evaluation Cycles and eligibility issues are also found in the CBA The CBA can be found on the Facul...

	B. College of Arts and Humanities Performance Standards and polices
	1.  College Performance Standards can be found on the “Faculty Staff Resources” link on the CAH website (32TUhttp://www.cwu.edu/arts/U32T ).
	2.  The CAH Handbook, also found on the same website, contains information on procedures for compiling RTP and PTR dossiers (Professional Records).  Faculty members are expected to familiarize themselves with the information included in University and...

	C. Department-specific Policies and Expectations
	D.  Discipline-specific standards:

	III. Performance Criteria for Reappointment
	A.  TEACHING
	B.  SCHOLARSHIP
	1.  Standards for faculty whose primary instructional workload is in applied music
	a. Annually:
	i. At least one Category A activity
	ii. At least one Category B activity

	b. During the probationary period: At least one off-campus performance every two years that meets Category A standards as described in Appendix B.

	2.  Standards for faculty who direct major ensemblesP0F
	a. Annually:
	i. At least one Category A activity
	ii. At least one Category B activity

	b. During the probationary period: At least one invitation to perform at a state, regional or national meeting or conference every two years, or an invitation to guest conduct a performance of an off-campus ensemble of appropriate status.

	3.  Standards for music history/theory instructors
	a. Annually: At least one Category B activity
	b. During the probationary period:  At least one Category A activity every two years.

	4.  Standards for Composition specialist
	a. Annually:
	i. At least one Category A activity
	ii. At least one Category B activity

	b. During the probationary period:
	i. At least one new major composition performed by a CWU faculty member or  department ensemble every two years
	ii. At least one new major composition performed off campus in a venue of  significance every two years.

	5.  Minimum standards for Music Education specialists
	a. Annually: At least one Category B activity
	b. During the probationary period: At least one Category A activity every two years

	6.  Minimum standards for scholarship for faculty with combined positions

	C.  SERVICE
	1.  Reappointment expectations include substantive service to the department and some service to the college or university.
	2.  Professional responsibilities for faculty members include service on department standing and ad hoc (e.g., search) committees, regular attendance at department faculty meetings and retreats, and participation in college and university faculty deve...
	3.  Faculty members are expected to contribute in some way to the university campus community. During the probationary period, substantive participation in at least one cross-campus activity, e.g., committee, faculty senate, or special event, is requi...


	IV. Performance Criteria for Tenure and Promotion to the Associate Professor rank:
	A.  TEACHING
	1.  Standards for faculty whose primary instructional workload is in applied music
	2.  Standards for faculty who direct major ensembles
	3.  Standards for music history and music theory instructors
	4.  Standards for composition specialist


	 Ability to attract and retain composition students with high musical aptitude
	 Ability to develop a composition program appropriate to department needs
	 A record of successful teaching of composition and related courses
	 If theory instruction and area leadership are part of the workload, the faculty member will also have developed and maintained a sequential core theory program with consistent and rigorous expectations in all sections.
	5.  Standards for specialists in music education
	B.  SCHOLARSHIP
	1.  Standards for faculty whose primary instructional workload is in applied music
	2.  Standards for faculty who direct major ensembles
	3.  Standards for music history and music theory instructors


	 At least one Category B activity for each probationary year
	4.  Standards for composition specialist

	 At least one Category A activity and one Category B activity for each probationary year
	 At least three new major composition performances during the probationary period, at least two of which are by CWU faculty members or department ensembles and one performance for each two years of the probationary period at an off-campus venue of si...
	5.  Standards for specialists in music education

	 At least one Category B activity for each probationary year
	 At least one Category A activity for each two probationary years
	 Evidence of leadership in the field at the local level, and at the state, or regional, or national level
	C.  SERVICE

	V.  Performance Criteria for Promotion to the Full Professor rank:
	A.  TEACHING
	1.  Standards for faculty whose primary instructional workload is in applied music
	2.  Standards for faculty who direct major ensembles
	3.  Standards for music history and music theory instructors
	4.  Standards for composition specialist


	 A history of attracting and retaining composition students with high musical aptitude, outstanding teaching of composition and related courses, and producing successful graduates
	 A history of establishing a successful composition program appropriate to department mission
	 If theory instruction and area leadership is part of the workload, the faculty member will have a history of maintaining a sequential core theory program with consistent and rigorous expectations in all sections.
	5.  Standards for specialists in music education
	B.  SCHOLARSHIP
	1.  Standards for faculty whose primary instructional workload is in applied music
	2.  Standards for faculty who direct major ensembles
	3.  Standards for music history and music theory instructors


	 At least one Category B activity for each year as an associate professor
	4.  Standards for composition specialist

	 At least one Category A and one Category B activity for each year as an associate professor
	 A consistent record as an active composer
	 A history of composing works that receive performances on and off- campus
	 Evidence of a reputation as a composer of merit in the state and region through, e.g., commissions, published articles, invitations to present papers, workshops and clinics at venues of significance, or leadership positions held in discipline-specif...
	5.  Standards for specialists in music education

	 At least one Category A and one Category B activity for each year as an associate professor
	 An established record of leadership and consistent contributions to the field, with some recognition at the national level
	C.  SERVICE

	VI. Performance Criteria for Post Tenure Review
	Post-tenure review assures continued performance that is consistent with expectations of rank for assigned areas of faculty work and in line with the university mission and accreditation standards.  Performance in the three areas of faculty work is ty...
	A.  For Post Tenure Review at the Associate Professor Rank.
	B.  For Post Tenure Review at the Full Professor Rank

	VII. Performance Criteria for Non-tenure track Faculty
	A.  Non-tenure track appointments are outlined in Article 10 of the CBA.  Professional responsibilities of non-tenure track faculty in this department are normally restricted to instruction, unless otherwise specified in the contract of appointment.  ...
	B.  Evaluations will be conducted and results submitted according to timelines identified on the Academic Calendar
	C. Information regarding expectations and documentation of teaching can be found in Appendix A, section II.  The faculty member must submit a Professional Record that includes the following items:
	1.  Mandatory SEOI summary sheets and transcribed comments for each course taught
	2.  Course syllabi provided by the faculty member
	3.  A narrative provided by the faculty member that includes mention of:
	a. Availability/willingness to meet students enrolled in course-related advisement
	b. Efforts to coordinate or implement changes to address current or past  pedagogical problems, as appropriate
	c. The general level of and improvement in the performance of students in the  applied studio and/or ensemble, as appropriate


	D.  The department will provide written evaluations by the department Personnel Committee and Chair to be included in the Professional Record
	E.  Personnel Committee members will provide the results of their review to the Department Chair indicating one of the following recommendations: approved for potential rehire, approved with conditions for potential rehire, not approved for rehire.  I...
	F.  Non-tenure track faculty with contractual responsibilities in addition to teaching will include evidence of this activity as appropriate.

	It is important to note that, while the UelementsU of teaching evaluated for faculty members remain consistent at each level of review, the expectations for quality of performance progress as faculty move through the ranks, as noted in the previous se...
	I. Instructional areas in Music
	A.  Traditional classroom instruction (lectures) in the various subcategories of the discipline, e.g., theory, history, analysis, conducting, music education, improvisation, styles and diction.
	B.  Instruction in various forms of applied music, including:
	Ensemble directing of large ensembles (Orchestra, Band, Choir)
	Ensemble directing of small ensembles (Jazz bands, Jazz choirs, Chamber orchestra, Men’s/Women’s choirs and choirs associated with specific instruments, e.g., trumpet, trombone, tuba, flute)
	Coaching small ensembles (chamber music, jazz combos)
	Opera production or Opera scenes
	Teaching applied music (private lessons) and tutorial composition lessons
	Teaching instrumental class methods courses and class instruction in piano and voice


	II. Evaluation of teaching
	A.   Some aspects of teaching can be evaluated according to guidelines common to other academic disciplines, including:
	1.  Syllabi: syllabi should include:
	a. Course content
	b. Teaching methods
	c. Student learning outcomes
	d. Assessment measures and grading procedures
	e. Schedule of topics and assignments
	f. Student requirements and responsibilities

	2.  Curriculum: Evidence of course reviews and revision, if necessary
	a. Substantive contributions to program review/development
	b. Development of new courses to improve overall curriculum

	3.  Instruction: Use of varied instructional strategies to enhance student learning
	a. Use of technology, where appropriate, to enhance teaching effectiveness
	b. Evidence of upgrading of teaching to enhance student learning

	4.  Assessment: SEOI data for each class taught, including transcribed comments
	b. Written reports of class observations by colleagues
	c. Peer review used to improve/enhance teaching
	d. Evidence of student learning
	e. Contributions to development/implementation of departmental assessment of  entry standards and exit criteria

	5.  Student engagement/advising:
	a. Availability/willingness to meet students enrolled in course-related advisement
	b. Evidence of responsible general advising
	c. Evidence of success in mentoring students


	B.  Discipline-specific evaluation
	1.  Since the success of the department is perceived most immediately and its reputation established most directly by the quality of the performances of its faculty, ensembles and students, additional factors of instructional evaluation that may be a...
	a. The general level of and improvement in the performance of students in the  applied studio and/or ensemble
	b. The quality of ensemble performances, frequency of invitations to perform or  conduct at outside events
	c. Teaching effectiveness in terms of (but not limited to) reputation as a  teacher/performer within and outside the university
	d. Success in recruiting and retaining students with high musical aptitude
	e. Perceptions regarding the candidate’s success in encouraging student progress  toward degree and in creating a supportive environment for learning, advising and  retention



	III. Required Documentation
	A. All Reappointment, Tenure, Promotion, Non-Tenure Track and Post-Tenure Review Professional Records must include documentation for teaching as follows:
	1.  SEOI summary pages and transcribed comments for every course taught.
	a.CWU Student Evaluation of Instruction (SEOI) forms shall be administered in  all courses with five or more students, and the results, including summary sheets  and transcribed comments for each course taught, submitted for evaluation in  accordan...
	b.  SEOI forms for all levels and sections of applied music courses (one-on-one  lessons), and composition courses which have fewer than five students will be  administered in the final music major convocation (required for all students  enrolled in...

	2.  Peer evaluation (by the Personnel Committee and [optional] individual faculty)
	3.  Administrative (chair) evaluation
	4.  Course syllabi for each course taught, including applied music and ensembles
	6. Other supporting material, which may include other appropriate evidence of effective
	instruction, such as student achievement, evidence of research, workshops or other activities with the goal of improving teaching effectiveness.  Evidence supplied by outside referees, such as faculty at other institutions or professional colleagues ...


	I. Definition
	A.  Scholarship is defined in Article 13.3.2 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement as:
	B. University and CAH published standards identify two categories of Scholarship:

	II. Category A Scholarship:
	A.  Activities for faculty members whose instructional load is primarily in non-performing activities, e.g., composition, music history, theory and music education, may take the form of scholarship normally expected in other academic disciplines.  The...
	1.  Peer reviewed and/or published/recorded compositions or arrangements
	2.  Refereed journal articles or monographs
	3.  Scholarly creative works
	4.  Scholarly books and chapters
	5.  Editing of critical editions

	B.  Activities for instructors whose instructional load is primarily in applied music or who direct major ensembles may take the form of:
	1.  Invited performances as recitalist or invitations to conduct ensembles in venues of significance outside the university, e.g.,
	a. Other academic institutions
	b. State, regional or national conferences
	c. Festivals or meetings of professional organizations in the discipline
	d. Professional orchestras, bands or choruses
	e. Concerto solo performance with regional orchestra
	f. Other venues, evaluated on their own merits


	g. Commercially-released CD or DVD recordings (if self-produced, must be peer  reviewed)
	h. On-campus performances of recitals or ensembles may be classified as  “Category
	A” scholarship only if formally peer reviewed.  To obtain such a peer review:
	2.  The performance can be attended and reviewed by a recognized authority from outside the university.  The faculty member and the chair must agree on the identity of the reviewer in advance.  A written review must be submitted to the chair and will...
	3.   A written evaluation of a recording of the performance can be obtained from an outside, recognized authority in the performing area, according to the following procedure:
	a. The faculty member will submit a list of five names of recognized authorities in  the performing area to the chair.
	b. The chair, in consultation with faculty members whose expertise is closest to  that of the performing area, will select two names from that list.
	c. The chair will send a recording of the performance, along with the program and  requests for a formal evaluation of the performance to the two people selected.
	d. Both letters of evaluation will become part of the faculty member’s  professional record.



	III. Category B Scholarship
	A.  Category B scholarship for faculty members whose instructional load is primarily in non-performing activities, e.g., composition, music history and music education, may take the form of scholarship normally expected in other academic disciplines. ...
	1.  Scholarly conference presentations
	2.  Compositions, especially with public performances, recorded and/or published
	3.  Compositions/arrangements, published and/or recorded for public school ensembles
	4.  Reviews of books, articles, compositions, CDs and other materials
	5.  Reviews of external performances of original compositions or arrangements
	6.  Editor of published conference proceedings
	7.  Reviewer/discussant/chair conference symposium
	8.  Editorially reviewed publications
	9.  Textbook chapters
	10.  Authoring publicly available reports
	11.  Contributions to regional, national, or international conference proceedings
	12.  Pre-concert lectures, program notes or presentations to the general public
	13.  Instructional/professional software
	14.  Contributions that influence state/regional/national field of music education, e.g., committee work the affects state or national adopted curricula or accreditation standards

	B.  Category B scholarship for instructors whose instruction is primarily in applied music or who direct ensembles may take the form of:
	1. Presentation of clinics, workshops or scholarly activities in state, regional, national or international discipline-specific conferences
	2. On and off-campus recitals or ensemble performances.  Not all such activity should be regarded as Scholarship.  The scope of the event, including length and repertoire should be taken into account, e.g., a brief performance in a 2nd Sunday Faculty...
	3.  Reviews of new compositions, arrangements or composers/arrangers
	4.  Articles in discipline-specific periodicals or other publications that are not peer reviewed
	Note: faculty members from any instructional mode can make a case for an activity as Scholarship in any category.



	IV. Required Documentation
	A.  Each scholarship activity cited must be identified as to type (i.e., Category A or Category B), and documentation provided (invitation, program, citation, peer review letter, etc), as described on the Faculty Annual Activities Report form.  It sho...
	1.  The nature of the activity:
	a. Definition: presentation, performance, or publication (print, audio, video)
	b. Context:
	i. Venue and genre as described in Appendix B sections II or III
	ii. Circumstances, e.g., by invitation, application, competitive application,    or independent means.


	2.  The reach/audience of the activity:
	a. Venue or publisher
	b. Audience—professionals, students, general public
	c. Coverage or promotion of the activity before and/or after it occurred

	3.  The results of the activity:
	a. Actual or potential impact, e.g., international, national, regional, or local; published reviews, letters of support
	b. Potential or evidence of continued activity (i.e., more presentations, performances, articles)
	c. Evidence of impact on individual reputation at the appropriate level



	I.  Definition
	A.  Because of the visibility that the Department of Music must maintain in the state and region and seeks to establish nationally, the service component in and to the discipline is often more significant in evaluating faculty members in the Departmen...
	1.  Visiting state or regional K-12 schools to work with their ensembles
	2.  Visiting state or regional K-12 schools to perform or bring student ensembles to the schools to perform or work with local students on site
	3. Working with visiting school ensembles on campus, or interviewing and giving sample lessons to prospective individual recruits
	4.  Contacting prospective recruits by email or phone
	5.  Instituting and administering summer or school-year programs or festivals, e.g., the Laughing Horse Youth Orchestra, Summer Concert Series, Sounds of Summer (Drumline Camp), the Sonatina Festival, Trumpet Fest and Cello Celebration, all involving ...
	6.  Accepting invitations to adjudicate in an applied area or in ensemble contests, or to give clinics at district and/or state festivals
	7.  Accepting invitations to conduct public school all-state or honor ensembles
	8.  Performing as a member of a regional professional orchestra
	9.  Participating in discipline specific societies, or music education organizations on the local, state or national level, such as ACDA, WMEA, serving on executive boards or holding office
	10. Promoting department activity and student involvement by mentoring/advising student clubs, such as chapters of national organizations: ASTA, CWU and state CMENC, ACDA and local groups: Music Student LLC, and Composition, Horn, Trumpet, Trombone or...
	11. Serving as performance area directors: scheduling, administering and monitoring acceptance auditions, juries and student/instructor assignments.
	12. Performances in collaborative faculty or student concerts and recitals
	13. Participating in community activities related to instructional workload or areas of expertise
	14. Organizing and administrating contest and festivals, both in the department and on state, regional or national levels, such as the state MENC Solo and Ensemble Contest.
	15. Serving as ensemble area directors: communicating with state and regional H.S. music directors, coordinating rehearsals and performance repertoire, hosting festivals.

	B.  Other more academically traditional forms of service are also expected, e.g.,
	1.  Participation as a member of department, college or university committee (chairing such committees constitutes a higher level of service activity)
	2.  Service as a Faculty Senator or alternate
	3.  Participation in cross-campus events
	4.  Advising a Music Living Learning Community
	Notes:
	1) Contributing service to the university is an important component of a faculty member’s record
	2) Service activities should be related to increasing levels of influence in accord with the guidelines for reappointment, tenure/promotion to associate professor rank and promotion to full professor rank as described above.



	III. Required Documentation
	A.  The nature of the activity
	1.  The context of the activity as described above
	2.  How that activity/role was generated, e.g., by invitation, appointment, election, associated with instructional area, or volunteer.
	3.  The approximate time devoted to the activity

	2.  The reach/audience of the activity
	1.  The organization or the audience of the activity.
	2.  Coverage or promotion received by the activity.
	3.  At what level does the event/activity have potential for impact (international, national, regional, state or department)?

	3.  The results of the activity
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